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ABSTRACT OF GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH
Dissertation

Andrews University
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Title: THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF IN THE HEBREW BIBLE:
FUNCTION AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE EARTHLY COUNTERPARTS
Name of researcher: Elias Brasil de Souza
Name and degree o f faculty adviser: Richard M. Davidson, Ph.D.
Date completed: April 2005

The present dissertation investigates the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
and its relationship to the earthly counterparts, as reflected in forty-three passages of
Hebrew Bible. Following an introductory chapter, the second chapter o f this dissertation is
devoted to a survey o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the ANE literature, as
represented by Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite, Ugaritic, and Egyptian texts. The
investigation o f these texts reveals that the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif was part of
the worldview o f the ANE, where the heavenly sanctuary was not only assumed as
existing in heaven, but also as functioning in close relationship to the earthly counterparts.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are devoted to the exegesis of heavenly sanctuary/temple
passages in the Hebrew Scriptures, according to the canonical divisions of the Hebrew
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Bible (namely Torah, Prophets, and Writings). This investigation reveals the pervasive
presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible and provides a broad
delineation o f its function and relationship to the earthly counterparts. It has been found
that the heavenly sanctuary temple functions as a place o f divine activities where YHWH
supervises the cosmos, performs acts o f judgment (sometimes conceived as a two-stage
activity in which the execution of the sentence was preceded by an investigative phase),
hears the prayers o f the needy, and bestows atonement and forgiveness upon the sinners.
The perception also emerged o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place o f worship, a
meeting place for the heavenly council, and an object o f attack by anti-YHWH forces, thus
playing a pivotal role in the cosmic battle between good and evil.
In terms o f its relationship to the earthly counterparts, it becomes apparent that the
heavenly sanctuary/temple was understood to operate in structural and functional
correspondence to the earthly counterparts. Moreover, some texts reveal a dynamic
interaction between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries/temples, inasmuch as the activities o f
one could affect the other.
Chapter 6 presents a theological synthesis o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
based on the previous chapters. Some consideration is given to the similarities and
differences between the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif as found in the Hebrew Bible and
in its ANE background. Next, attention is devoted to some theological implications o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif for the notions o f judgment, cosmic battle, and covenant.
To conclude, the Hebrew Bible conceives o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in functional
and structural correspondence with its earthly counterpart with both sanctuaries/temples
operating in dynamic interaction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Problem
Though the picture of a heavenly sanctuary/temple in the Hebrew Bible is generally
recognized, its full implications are far from clear. Usually critical scholarship tends to
view the biblical concept o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple as borrowed from ancient Near
Eastern mythology in which a correspondence between heavenly and earthly realities is
assumed.1 On the other hand, some Adventist conservative scholars have studied the
heavenly sanctuary/temple from a historical-theological perspective without detailed
exegesis o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple biblical passages.2 A few studies scattered
among chapters o f books and journal articles have advanced the understanding o f this
subject, as noted in the review o f literature below.
5Cf. e.g., Eric Burrows, "Some Cosmological Patterns in Babylonian Religion," in The
Labyrinth: Further Studies in the Relation between Myth and Ritual in the Ancient World
(London: Macmillan, 1935), 4570; R. E. Clements, God and Temple (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1965), 1-16; Hugh W. Nibley, "What Is a Temple?," in The Temple in Antiquity: Ancient Records
and Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, The Religious Studies Monograph Series 9
(Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1984), 19-37.
2E.g., Frank Holbrook, "The Israelite Sanctuary," in The Sanctuary and the Atonement:
Biblical, Theological, and Historical Studies, ed. Frank Holbrook (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical
Research Institute, 1989), 3-36. See the chapter on "The Heavenly Sanctuary," in M. L.
Andreasen, The Sanctuary Service (Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1937), 224-40; Alberto
R. Treiyer, The Day ofAtonement and the Heavenly Judgementfrom Pentateuch to Revelation
(Siloam Springs, AR: Enterprises International, 1992), 269-366.
1
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Purpose
This dissertation presents an investigation of OT passages containing the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in order to achieve a threefold purpose: (1) to ascertain the
function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple; (2) to determine the relationship o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple with its earthly counterpart, and (3) to provide a
comprehensive picture o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible.

Review of Literature
A substantial review o f literature has been provided by Sanglae Kim,1 so a detailed
restatement is unnecessary. At the outset, it should be noted that some studies on the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif have focused on extrabiblical apocalyptic literature;2
others have been concerned with the idea o f a heavenly temple in the context o f a
background for the temple or New Jerusalem in the New Testament.3 A few studies have
dealt with the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Dead Sea Scrolls4 and rabbinic
‘Cf. Sanglae Kim, "The Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple in the Hebrew Bible" (PhD. diss.,
University of Sheffield, 2002), 27-44.
2R. G. Hamerton-Keily, "The Temple and the Origins of Jewish Apocaliptic," Vetus
Testamentum 20 (1970): 1-15; Allan James McNicol, "The Relationship of the Image of the
Highest Angel to the High Priest Concept in Hebrews" (PhD. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1974);
53-146; Allan James McNicol, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in Judaism: A Model for Tracing the
Origin of an Apocalypse," JRS 13, no. 2 (1987): 66-94.
3Pilchan Lee, The New Jerusalem in the Book of Revelation: A Study of Revelation 21-22
in the Light of Its Background in Jewish Tradition, WUNT 2/129 (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2001); Sarah Ann Sharkey, "The Background of the Imagery of the Heavenly Jerusalem in the
New Testament" (PhD. diss., Catholic University of America, 1986), 232-93; James Valentine,
“Theological Aspects of the Temple Motif in the Old Testament and Revelation” (PhD. diss.,
Boston University, 1987), 75-128.
4Caroi Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice: A Critical Edition, HSS 27 (Atlanta,
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literature1 including early Christianity.2 For the purpose o f this research, attention is given
to those works that have focused on the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew
Bible. An examination o f the scholarly literature reveals that although several works touch
upon this topic,3 only a few scholarly studies have been devoted to the idea o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple in the Hebrew Bible. To these latter works, attention is now devoted
according to a chronological order.
GA: Scholars Press, 1985), 1-21. Cf. William H. Shea, "Sabbath Hymns for the Heavenly
Sanctuary," in Symposium on Revelation—Book I, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, Daniel and Revelation
Committee Series 7 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 391-407.
‘Victor Aptowitzer, The Celestial Temple as Viewed in the Aggadah, adapted by Aryeh
Rubinstein (Jerusalem: International Center for University Teaching of Jewish Civilization, 1931),
1-47; Beate Ego, Jm Himmel wie auf Erden: Studien zum Verhdltnis von himmlischer und
irdischer Welt im rabbinischen Judentum (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1989), 27-61.
2Hans Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt im Urchristentum und Spatjudentum, WUNT 2
(Tubingen: Mohr, 1951), 123-42. Cf. Robert A. Briggs, Jewish Temple Imagery in the Book of
Revelation, ed. Hemchand Gossai, Studies in Biblical Literature 10 (New York: Peter Lang,
1999), 96-103.
3E.g., Clements, God and Temple, 65-68; Richard J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in
Canaan and the Old Testament, Harvard Semitic Monographs 4 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1972), 178; Jon D. Levenson, "The Temple and the World," The Journal of
Religion 64 (1984): 275-97; David Lemoine Eiler, "The Origin of Zion as a Theological Symbol in
Ancient Israel" (Ph.D. diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1968), 146, 174; John M. Lundquist,
"The Common Temple Ideology of the Ancient Near East," in The Temple in Antiquity: Ancient
Records and Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, The Religious Studies Monograph
Series 9 (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1984), 53-76; idem, "Temple, Covenant, and
Law in the Ancient Near East and in the Old Testament," in Israel's Apostasy and Restoration:
Essays in Honor o f Roland K. Harrison, ed. Avraham Gileadi (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1988),
293-305; idem, "What Is a Temple? A Preliminary Typology," in Questfor the Kingdom of God:
Studies in Honor of George E. Mendenhall, ed. E. A. Spina, H. B. Huffinon, and A. R. W. Green
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 205-19.
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G. B. Gray
The first scholarly work that was devoted to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
in the Hebrew Bible was conducted by G. B. Gray.1 In a thirty-five-page article, Gray
discusses the origins o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple idea and its relationship to other
ideas. After discussing the possible origins o f this idea in Babylonian literature, he
concluded that the idea o f a heavenly temple had no antecedent in the ANE literature;
rather, it developed among the Jewish people between about 500 and 100 B.C.2
Consequently, in his discussion o f Isa 6:1 he argued that the temple referred to therein is
the Jerusalem temple,3 since, according to him, "there is no direct evidence for the
existence of the belief [in the heavenly temple] earlier than the Testament of the Patriarchs
at the end of the second century B.C."4 With this sweeping generalization, Gray totally
denies the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible. He also
argued that the "failure o f the belief to appear in three writers, Ezekiel, P, and the
Chronicler, all o f whom had good reason for betraying it if they held it, should receive due
weight."5 Interestingly enough, however, Gray allows for the presence o f a "heavenlypalace" motif in certain passages (Pss 11:4, 18:7, Mic 1:2, Isa 63:15) due to the distinction
he makes between the idea o f temple, on the one hand, and palace, on the other.
lG. B. Gray, "The Heavenly Temple and the Heavenly Altar," Exp 5 (1908): 385-402;
531-46.
2Ibid., 546.
3Ibid., 539-40.
4Ibid., 541.
5Ibid., 544.
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A few comments about Gray’s view are in order. At the outset, it must be pointed
out that Ms efforts to treat the biblical concept o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple
independently from Babylonian ideas is a step in the right direction. However, Gray’s
critical approach prevents him from perceiving the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif as
clearly expressed in Isa 6. Furthermore, Gray’s contention that the belief in a heavenly
temple fails "to appear in three writers, Ezekiel, P, and the Chronicler" cannot be sustained
in the light o f passages such as Ezek 1,10; Exod 25:9, 40; and 2 Chr 30:27.1Finally, it
should be noted that Gray’s distinction between the idea o f temple and that o f palace
imposes a foreign analytical idea on the synthetic Hebraic concept o f
temple/sanctuary/palace.

M. Metzger
In 1970, M. Metzger published an interesting article dealing with the heavenly and
earthly dwelling place ofYHWH.2 Apparently his main concern was to demonstrate that
there is a continuum between the earthly and heavenly sanctuaries so that it is almost
impossible to draw a line o f separation between the two. For Metzger, "heavenly and
earthly sanctuary are only two aspects o f the same idea."3 Thus, he argued that "the
sanctuary is the place where heavenly and earthly worlds meet and interpenetrate each
'These passages will be discussed later in this dissertation.
2M. Metzger, "Himmliche und Irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UF2 (1970): 139-58.
3"Himmlisches und irdisches Heiligtum sind hier nur zwei Aspekte desselben
Vorstellungskomplexes" (ibid.).
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other."1In other words, "in the sanctuary the border between the earthly and heavenly
world is relativized."2 Among other examples of this idea, Metzger mentions Isa 6 as
portraying such a merger inasmuch as the throne o f YHWH, according to his view, is
jutting from earth to heaven so that YHWH is understood as dwelling, in both the heavenly
and earthly temples at the same time.3
Metzger's article contributed interesting insights about the close relationship
between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries. However, his view o f an indistinct merge
between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries seems overdrawn. Metzger's literalistic
interpretation ofYHWH's throne jutting up between heaven and earth is not corroborated
by a close scrutiny of the passage.4 Furthermore, it must be pointed out that although the
Hebrew Bible conceives o f the heavenly and earthly sanctuaries as working in close
relationship, the distinction between them is kept.

Richard M. Davidson
A significant study on the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif has been produced by
Richard M. Davidson. In an unpublished paper dated to 1976,5 Davidson undertakes an
‘"Das Heigtum der Ort ist, an dem die ‘Mmmlische' und 'irdische' Welt einander begegnen,
ja geradezu ainander durchdringem" (ibid., 144).
2"Im Heligtum die Grenzen zwischen der irdischen und der himmlischen Welt relativiert
sind" (ibid., 145).
3Ibid., 144-45.
4See the exegesis of Isa 6 in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
5Richard M. Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament, " TMs, 1981,
Adventist Heritage Center, Berrien Springs, MI, 1-29.
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examination o f several passages dealing with the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the
Hebrew Bible. Taking a lead from Exod 25:9,40, he devotes special attention to the
vertical typology, that is, the correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary and its
earthly counterpart. Davidson investigated ten passages1which were found to contain the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, and pointed to some others2 where this idea may be
potentially present. As a result of Ms study, the perceptions emerged that the
sanctuary/temple would function in close relationship to its earthly counterpart, and that
the presence o f this motif in the Hebrew Bible is much more widespread than previous
scholarship had realized. Another contribution by Davidson to the concept o f vertical
typology was developed in his published dissertation,3 where he dealt with the
characteristics and structures o f biblical types and antitypes. Particularly relevant for the
present study is his detailed study oftynlb.T; ("model") in Exod 25:9, 40, and its
implications for a vertical (earth-heaven) sanctuary correspondence.4
Finally, it should be pointed out that Davidson's study on the area o f heavenly
sanctuary and biblical typology contributed to demonstrate the need and viability o f future
research on this topic.5 Thus, the present dissertation takes Davidson's study as a point o f
‘Pss 11:4, 18:7 [6] (par. 2 Sam 2:7); 60:8 [6], 63:3 [2]; 68:36 (35), 96:6 (par. 2 Chr
16:27), 102:20 [19], Isa 6, Jonah 2:8 [7], Mic 1:2.
2E.g., Deut 26:5; Jer 25:30; Zech 2:17; 6:12, 13; Pss 29:9; 68:6 [5]; 2 Chr 30:27.
3Richard M. Davidson, Typology in Scripture:A Study of Hermeneutical turnx;
Structures. AUSDDS 2 (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1981), 367-88. This is
discussed further in chapter 2.
4See ibid., 367-88, for a detailed discussion of "vertical rumx; structures in Exod 25:40."
5See the insightful excursus on vertical

" tu ttq q

structures," and a discussion of tynlb.T; in
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departure for a more detailed and comprehensive delineation of the vertical typology of
the heavenly sanctuary/temple in the Hebrew Bible.

N. E. Andreasen
In 1981, N. E. Andreasen contributed a paper5in which he discusses the heavenly
sanctuary in the Hebrew Bible according to three areas o f concern: "the relationship
between heaven and earth in the Ancient Near East; God's heavenly and earthly residence
in the OT; and prophetic visionary descriptions of the heavenly sanctuary through the
earthly."2 Concerning the first area, Andreasen pointed to ANE materials where the idea o f
a relationship between heaven and earth is effected by means of the Weltberg (cosmic
mountain), or Weltbaum (cosmic tree),3 which was understood to be the meeting point
between heaven and earth. This ANE background o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif,
so Andreasen implies, was shared to a certain extent by the writers o f the Hebrew Bible.4
In his second area o f concern, Andreasen discusses the divine residences on earth and in
heaven.5 He then proceeds to survey several passages containing the idea of YHWH
Richard M. Davidson, Typology in Scripture: A Study o f Hermeneutical t u i k x ; Structures.
AUSDDS 2 (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1981), 367-88. This is discussed
further in chapter 2.
5Niels-Erik Andreasen, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," in The Sanctuary
and tke Atonement, ed. Arnold Wallenkampf and Richard Lesfaer (Washington, DC: Biblical
Research Institute, 1981), 67-86.
Tbid., 67.
Tbid.
______4ifc;a_fio
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residing in heaven and on earth, especially in cases where the idea is expressed by means
o f terms such as p® ("tabernacle"), nsr ("dwell"), ®^j?p/Ehp ("sanctuary"), rV2
("house"), b p n ("temple/palace"), K03 ("throne"), DipQ ("place"), and ETD® ("heavens").
According to Andreasen, the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart are so closely
connected that, although being "cosmographicaly distinct, their functions are conceptually
inseparable in the OT."1In his third area of concern, Andreasen turns to visionary
accounts o f the heavenly throne room (Isa 6; Ezek 1, 40-48; and Zech 3). These visions
throw light on the close relationship between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart inasmuch as the heavenly sanctuary/temple experiences attested in these
visions occur in the context of the earthly temple.
Andreasen's investigation provided a glimpse into the ANE background of the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, and a general view of the heavenly sanctuary/temple in
the Hebrew Bible. In the narrow limits o f his study, however, he was not able to engage in
detailed exegetical investigation o f specific heavenly sanctuary/temple passages.
Therefore, detailed work remains to be done with specific passages in order to delineate a
broader picture o f the heavenly sanctuary in the Hebrew Bible and produce an exegetical
delineation o f the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple along with its relationship to
the earthly counterpart.
Tbid., 73.
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William H. Shea
In 1982, William H. Shea touched upon the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in his
study on the biblical parallels for the investigative judgment, published as part o f a larger
study dealing with prophetic interpretation.1 Shea surveyed the passages o f Pss 1 1 ,14//53,
29, 53, 76, 102, 103, Mic 1, and 1 Kgs 22 which, according to him, depict the concept of
judgment issuing from the heavenly temple. Although Shea offered a cursory treatment o f
these passages, his observation that the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as a place of
judgment needs further consideration.
In a discussion o f the term jtoQ in Dan 8:12, Shea observed that this word, which
designates either the heavenly or earthly sanctuary, "refers to the sanctuary as the place o f
God's dwelling, the location o f His throne, and the place from which He acts. God's
activities described in this manner are specifically those o f answering prayer and
administering justice and righteousness through the giving o f judgment."2 Shea's
observation that the heavenly sanctuary/temple is a place o f divine activities provides
motivation for further research on this aspect o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.
’William H. Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 1 vols., DARCOM 1
(Washington, DC: General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1982), 5-8.
2In his discussion of the term
in Dan 8:12, Shea observed that this word, which is
used to refer to either the heavenly or earthly sanctuary, is used in the Hebrew Bible as a sanctuary
word. "It refers to the sanctuary as the place of God’s dwelling, the location of His throne, and the
place from which He acts. God's activities described in this manner are specifically those of
answering prayer and administering justice and righteousness through the giving ofjudgment"
(idem, "Unity of Daniel," in Symposium on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM
(Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 213-14).
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Furthermore, the connection between heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart
briefly mentioned by Shea in his discussion o f Ps 76 needs farther probing in other
passages of the Hebrew Bible.1Other works by Shea dealing especially with the sanctuary
in the book of Daniel2 also provided a significant contribution to the understanding o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, as noted in chapter 5.

F. Hartenstein
In 2001, F. Hartenstein3 contributed an article devoted to the topic o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible. In an attempt to delineate the origin and
cosmology of the heavenly sanctuary, Hartenstein focuses on 1 Kgs 8, Ps 18//2 Sam 22,
Exod 24:9-11, Ezek 1 and 10, Amos 9:5-4, and Ps 104. Methodologically, the author
follows the tradition-criticism approach, and evaluates the biblical material in the light o f
Mesopotamian ideas. In his view, during preexiiic times there is no attestation of the
heavenly sanctuary idea in the Hebrew Bible. In this context, the Jerusalem temple itself
was understood along the lines o f ANE mythology according to which the temple
^faea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 6.
2Witliam H. Shea, "The Prophecy of Daniel 9:24-27," in The Seventy Weeks, Leviticus,
and the Nature of Prophecy, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical
Research Institute, General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1986), 75-118; idem, "Spatial
Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8," in Symposium on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook,
DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 497-526; idem, "Unity of
Daniel," 165-255; idem, Daniel 7-12: Prophecies o f the End Time, The Abundant Life Bible
Amplifier (Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1996), 85-154.
3Friedhelm Hartenstein, "Wolkendunkel und Himmelfeste: Zur Genese und Kosmologie der
Vorstellung des himmlischen Heiligtums JHWHs," in Das biblische Weltbild und seine
altorientalischen Kontexte, ed. Bemd Janowski and Beate Ego (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001),
125-79.
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functioned as the navel o f the earth, and as the place where communication with the deity
was established.1
According to Hartenstein, it is only during the Babylonian exile that some early
Jewish texts speak explicitly of a "heavenly sanctuary" (himmlischen Heiligtum).2 A
passage such as Isa 6 that would undermine Hartenstein's view is considered to be a
reference to the Jerusalem temple. According to him the passage does not refer to heaven
as the abode o f YHWH, but only betrays the mythical concept o f the Jerusalem temple as
the place above which YHWH was enthroned.3 In Hartenstein's words, "YHWH's
mythical dwelling towers in a vertical plane above Mount Zion. It reaches heaven,
without being located 'in' it."4 In the same vein, Ps 18:8-16 and 1 Kgs 8:12-13 are said to
express a cosmic understanding o f the earthly temple.5 When it comes to 2 Sam 22,
Harteinstein concedes that the idea of a heavenly "Palace" (Palast) o f YHWH is present in
that text, but it is a redactional insertion.6
In his discussion of Exod 24:9-11 and Ezek 1 and 10, Hartenstein focuses on the
cosmological background of these passages. Regarding Exod 24:9-11, Hartenstein
’Ibid., 126.
2Ibid., 127.
3Ibid., 127-26.
4"JHWHs mythischer Wohnsitz ragt in der verticale Ebene bergeshoch vom Zion auf. Er
reicht hinauf an den Himmel, ohnejedoch ‘in' diesem lokalisiert zu sein" (ibid., 128-29).
5Ibid„ 131.
%id.
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contends that this pericope, which "is certainly not originally linked with Sinai,"1 displays
Mesopotamian connections.2 Ezek 1 and 10 are deemed to be a combination of Jerusalemtemple tradition in interaction with Mesopotamian concepts.3 In Amos 9:5-6 and Ps 104,
Hartenstein claims to discern the tradition o f a connection between heaven and earth along
the lines o f Mesopotamian cosmic imagery, namely the idea o f a vertical linkage between
heaven and earth. Such imagery, Hartenstein contends, is also reflected in Gen 28:11-13,
16-19.
Space considerations prevent a more detailed delineation o f Hartenstein's views;
however, for the purpose o f this research the following comments are in order. First, it
should be noted that Hartenstein's concern in analyzing the biblical text from the
perspective o f ANE cosmology prevents him from understanding the Hebrew Bible on its
own terms. Second, his contention that the heavenly sanctuary/temple m otif is a late
development does not take into account the testimony o f early passages. Thus, passages
that could undermine his view are deemed to be late, or redactional insertions, which
betrays some circularity in his argumentation. Third, Hartenstein does not define his idea
o f heavenly sanctuary. He deals with the general idea of heaven as the dwelling place o f
YHWH, with the heavenly throne, but hardly focuses specifically on the idea o f a
sanctuary/temple located in heaven. As a matter o f fact, Hartenstein gives the impression
that he is more concerned with the cosmological/mythical understanding o f the earthly
lnMit Sicherheit nicht ursprunglich mit dem Sinai verbunden" (ibid., 137).
2Ibid., 139.
3Ibid., 141.
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temple, and the implications o f that concept for the heavenly-tempie idea, than with a
focused attention on the heavenly temple per se.

Sanglae Kim
In 2002, a major study on the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif was produced by
Sanglae Kim.1The major focus o f that study was to "examine whether or not a concept o f
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif exists in the Hebrew Bible."2 In order to accomplish
that goal, Kim undertook a detailed investigation of eighteen passages (Gen 11:1-9; 28:1022; Exod 15:13, 17; 25:9, 40; 2 Sam 22:7; 1 Kgs 8:23-53; 22:19-23; Pss 11:4; 29:29; 68:36;
150:1; Isa 6:1-8; Ezek 40-48; Jonah 2:5, 8; Mic 1:2; Hab 2:20; Zech 2:17; 3:1-10) usually
understood by scholars as referring to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, and concludes
that the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple is present in only eight of them (Gen 28:11-22;
Exod 25:8-9, 40; 2 Sam 22:7=Pss 18:7 (6); 29:29; 150:1; Isa 6:1-8; Zech 2:17; 3:1-10).
Two important terminological distinctions are worthy o f note in this work. First,
Kim draws a very detailed semantic distinction between the notion of "temple/sanctuary"
and that of "palace." According to his definition, "'sanctuary/temple' refers to a place in
relation to sacred elements, i.e. 'deity,' 'worship' or 'holy.' On the other hand, 'palace'
designates a place in connection with kingly elements, i.e. long,' 'rulership' or sovereign."3
Thus, consistent with his terminological definition, Kim argued that 1 Kgs 22:19-26 and
'Sanglae Kim, “The Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple in the Hebrew Bible” (Ph.D. diss.,
University of Sheffield, 2002).
2Ibid, 1.
3Ibid., 26.
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Ps 11:4 contain the idea o f a heavenly palace rather than that o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple.1 Second, Kim noted that scholars have used the idea o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple in a rather imprecise way to refer to "sanctuary in heaven," "heaven as a
sanctuary," or a "sanctuary like heaven," the latter in reference to the earthly temple. He
then makes clear at the outset that his notion o f "heavenly sanctuary/temple" is that o f a
"sanctuary in heaven."2
In the subsequent investigation o f the eighteen selected biblical passages, Kim
successfully accomplished the main goal o f his investigation by demonstrating that the
Hebrew Bible in fact contains the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. A few observations
about his terminological definitions are in order at this juncture. Kim's semantic distinction
between the concept o f "palace" and that o f "sanctuary/temple," however useful it may be
from a literary/semantic point o f view, seems difficult to apply from a theological
perspective. The Hebrew Bible does not make a clear-cut differentiation between "palace"
and "sanctuary/temple," using the same word for both. In other words, YHWH does not
have a heavenly "sanctuary/temple" apart from His heavenly "palace." As a matter o f feet,
both temple and palace coalesce in one unified entity. On the other hand, Kim's criticism o f
the imprecise usage o f the idea o f "heavenly sanctuary/temple" is to the point, and his
decision to investigate the heavenly sanctuary temple motif as the idea o f a "sanctuary in
heaven" was very appropriate.
‘Cf. ibid., 129-30; 140.
2Ibid., 26.
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This dissertation builds upon the foundation laid by Kim's work; however, it
departs from the latter in four important ways. First, assuming the validity of previous
scholarship, now put on firmer ground by Kim's study, that the Hebrew Bible does contain
the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple, this dissertation investigates the function o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple. Second, attention is given to the relationship between the
heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart. Third, in some passages this
dissertation takes issue with Kim's negative verdict about the presence in them of the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. Fourth, it attempts to be more comprehensive. While
Kim demonstrated the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in eight passages,
the present research will base its investigation on forty-three passages.

G. K. Beale
A most recent contribution to the sanctuary/temple theme has been made by G. K.
Beale. In a comprehensive study o f the theology o f the temple and its implications for the
church's mission, Beale advanced the thesis that "the Old Testament tabernacle and
temples were symbolically designed to point to the cosmic eschatologicai reality that God's
tabernacling presence, formerly limited to the holy o f holies, was to be extended
throughout the whole earth."1Thus, Beale is not concerned with a vertical correspondence
between the earthly sanctuary/temple and its heavenly counterpart, but rather with a
3G. K. Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission: A Biblical Theology of the Dwelling
Place of God, New Studies in Biblical Theology (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 2004),
25. Part of this book appeared as idem, "Garden Temple," Xenix 18, no. 2 (2003): 3-50.
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horizontal relationship in which the earthly temple/sanctuary foreshadows the future
eschatoiogical reality of YHWH's presence among His people.1
Although not dealing specifically with the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, Beale
touches upon this topic in a few places during his discussion. Although he provides no
clear definition o f heavenly sanctuary or temple, it appears that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple is understood in the sense of a cosmic temple, or heaven itself rather
than a place located in heaven.2 Beale also conceives o f the entire cosmos (heaven and
earth) as a sanctuary/temple,3 as noted in the assertion that "God created the cosmos to be
his great temple in which he rested after his creative work."4 That being the case, it
appears that Beale understands the heavenly sanctuary as a nonstructural entity of cosmic
proportions encompassing heaven and earth. For example, in his treatment o f Isa 57, Beale
has suggested that this passage refers to YHWH's heavenly temple as a nonstructural
entity descending upon the earth to encompass the saints.5 An inspection o f the larger
context o f Beale's assertion indicates that he has in mind a nonstructural entity which
'For example, in his treatment of Isa 57, Beale has suggested that this passage refers to
YHWH's heavenly temple as a nonstructural entity descending upon the earth to encompass the
saints (Beale, The Temple and the Church's Mission, 135, 152). An inspection of the larger
context of Beale's assertion indicates that he has in mind a nonstructural entity which basically
equates YHWH's presence with the "eschatoiogical sanctuary” (ibid., 154).
2Ibid., 31, 32, 38.
3Ibid., 135.
4Ibid., 138.
5Ibid., 135, 152.
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basically equates the "eschatoiogical sanctuary"5 with YHWH's presence. This is made
explicit in the section on Ezek 40-48,2 where Beale contends that the heavenly temple
depicted in these chapters would "be established on earth in non-stractural form in the
latter days."3
To conclude, one should recognize that Beale has performed a comprehensive
study and provided a significant contribution to the understanding o f some aspects o f the
sanctuary/temple motif. A few observations, however, axe in order. First, since Beale has
focused primarily on the earthly sanctuary/temple as a symbol o f YHWH's eschatoiogical
presence, other significant aspects o f the sanctuary/temple were overlooked, such as its
function as the place where YHWH performs activities o f judgment and redemption.
Second, Beale's understanding o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as mainly a cosmic non
structural entity appears to be at odds with several biblical passages depicting the heavenly
sanctuary/temple as an entity located in heaven.4 Third, as a consequence of the latter, one
notices that since Beale focused on the horizontal dimension o f the sanctuary/temple,
namely its function as a symbol of YHWH's eschatoiogical presence, the vertical
dimension has been almost completely overlooked. Therefore, no significant attention has
’Ibid., 154.
2Ibid„ 335-64.
3Ibid„ 353.
4See chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this dissertation.
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been given to the correspondence and connection between the heavenly sanctuary/temple
and its earthly counterpart.1

Justification
There are major reasons that justify an investigation of the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible. First, as noted, there is currently no
comprehensive study available that investigates the function o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible and its relationship to earthly counterparts.
Second, since the sanctuaiy/temple is the core of Israelite cult and religion, the study o f
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Scriptures may advance the
understanding o f the theology o f the Hebrew Bible. Third, this study may also have
implications for the field ofN ew Testament studies. The existence o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple is assumed by the New Testament writers. The books o f Hebrews2 and
Revelation3 frame vital arguments by presupposing the reality o f the heavenly .
sanctuary/temple as it was spelled out in the Hebrew Scriptures. Hence, this study may
contribute to a better understanding o f the relationship between the Testaments in the field
of vertical typology.
Tn this regard one should note Beale's suggestion that the tripartite division of the earthly
sanctuary/temple into outer court, holy place, and holy of holies, represented respectively the
habitable world, the visible heavens, and the invisible dimension of the cosmos where YHWH and
His hosts dwelt (Beale, The Temple and the Church's Mission, 32-33).
2See Richard M. Davidson, "Typology in the Book of Hebrews," in Issues in the Book o f
Hebrews, 121-86.
3Richard M. Davidson, "Sanctuary Typology," in Symposium on Revelation - Book I, ed.
Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM 6 (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1992), 99-131;
Valentine, 207-348.
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Methodology
In order to situate the topic o f this research against the broader backdrop o f its
Ancient Near Eastern context, chapter 2 is devoted to an exposition o f the concept o f a
heavenly sanctuary/temple in Egyptian, Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite, and Ugaritic texts.
This chapter is important for two basic reasons. First, although some scholars have denied
the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the ANE literature,1the textual
evidence from the ANE seems to demonstrate otherwise. In spite o f most scholars'
admission o f the presence o f this motif in the ANE literature, there is no specific study o f
this motif covering a reasonable variety o f texts. In most cases, there are only assumptions
based on isolated passages.
Second, the survey o f the ANE background o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
is important because the Hebrew Bible did not emerge in isolation from its environment,
but in interaction with it, and sometimes in reaction to it. In dealing with these
extrabiblical texts, special attention is given to function and relationship to the earthly
counterparts. Furthermore, this analysis may expose similarities and differences between
Israel and its neighbors in their respective conceptions of a heavenly sanctuary/temple,
thus contributing to a better understanding o f the biblical data.
Chapters 3-5 o f this study are devoted to an exegetical and theological
investigation o f selected heavenly sanctuary/temple passages found in the Torah, Prophets,
’Gerhard von Rad, "Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament," in Essays on Old
Testament Interpretation, ed. Claus Westerman (London: SCM Press, 1963), 17; Gray, "The
Heavenly Temple and the Heavenly Altar," 394-402; 530-38; idem, Sacrifice in the Old Testament
(Oxford, Clarendon: 1925), 155-56.
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and Writings, respectively. At the outset it must be established that by sanctuary/temple is
meant an association o f symbols and practices which evoke the presence of the deity in a
piece o f sacred space.1 This notion is usually, although not exclusively, expressed by the
concept o f an architectural building.2 There are cases, however, in which the idea o f a
temple/sanctuary may be evoked by related concepts such as holy mountain or altar, and
also references to worship and cultic allusions.3 By heaven/heavenly is meant the
extraterrestrial sphere o f the deity. Although scholars sometimes apply the qualification
"heavenly" to the earthly sanctuary/temple in the sense of a heaven-like entity, this
dissertation employs the concept heaven/heavenly in contrast to earth/earthly. Thus the
term "heavenly sanctuary/temple" is used in this dissertation to signify an entity located
outside the earthly realm, that is, in heaven.
As for the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its relationship to the
earthly counterpart, the following clarifications are in order. By function is meant the
kinds o f activities YHWH performs in the heavenly sanctuary/temple, as well as those
1As Davidson pointed out, "since God is naturally the object of worship in the temple, it
seems to follow that whenever God is mentioned in a temple context, then the sanctuary/temple is
In view" ("The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament, 4-5").
2As Beale convincingly argued, "a holy piece of geography or a sacred area can be
considered a true 'sanctuary' or 'temple' even when no architectural building is constructed there"
(The Temple and the Church’s Mission, 97). In this connection, Beale pointed out that the worship
areas built by the patriarchs featured five elements: God appears to them, they pitch a tent, build
an altar, worship God, and make sacrificial offerings (ibid., 96). The combination of these five
elements, "occurs only elsewhere in the Old Testament in describing Israel's tabernacle or temple"
(ibid., 96).
3Aelred Cody, Heavenly Sanctuary and Liturgy in the Epistle to the Hebrews (St.
Meinrad, IN: Grail Publications, St. Meinrad Archabbey, 1960), 15.
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activities implied in the attitude o f human beings as they reflect on the heavenly
sanctuary/temple.
As for the relationship between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and the earthly
counterpart, this dissertation seeks to identify functional and structural correspondences
between the heavenly and the earthly sanctuaries/temples. In this regard one needs to
investigate whether the functions o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary correspond with, or
parallel, those o f the earthly counterpart, in which case the claim may be made that there is
a functional correspondence between the heavenly and earthly sanctuaries/temples.1
Furthermore, the possibility o f structural correspondences must also be
investigated. Some scholars tend to see the heavenly sanctuary as nonstructural entity,
heaven itself, or just a metaphor for YHWH's presence.2 An investigation of the biblical
text must be undertaken in order to determine whether such a nonstructural understanding
o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple can be substantiated. Thus special attention is given to
the vocabulary used to designate the heavenly sanctuary/temple in order to ascertain
whether such a vocabulary connotes a structural entity in the lines o f the earthly
counterpart. Moreover, since previous studies have suggested a close connection between
!For example, the earthly sanctuaiy/temple is portrayed in the Hebrew Bible not only as
mere place of dwelling for YHWH, but also as a place where YHWH is enthroned as king (see,
e.g., Amos 1:2; Ps 99:1-2) and executes judgment (see, e.g. 50:2ff.;). The earthly sanctuary/temple
is also portrayed as a place of atonement (see, e.g., Lev 16), worship (Isa 62:9; Ps 99:9; Ezra
3:10), source of help (see, e.g., Ps 20:2). Furthermore the sanctuary/temple is also related to the
covenant (Exod 19-26; Ezek 37:26; 1 Kgs 6:19) and may be an object of attack by the enemies
(see, e.g. Dan 1:1-2).
2So, e.g., Beale, The Temple and the Church's Mission, 135, 152.
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heavenly and earthly temples in a few passages,1 it is instructive to investigate a large
number o f texts to delineate the contours o f this relationship, which seems to consist o f a
dynamic interaction between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and the earthly counterparts.
Forty-three passages were selected for this investigation, the majority o f which
contains explicit references to a sanctuary/temple related to heaven. Nonetheless, some
passages are also included which, although not containing a specific term for
sanctuary/temple, depict a heavenly setting and therefore contribute to illuminate certain
activities and roles o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple. It must be pointed out, in this
connection, that the forty-three passages investigated in this dissertation are by no means
an exhaustive inventory o f heavenly sanctuary/temple passages. Other passages claimed by
scholars to contain the sanctuary m otif were not included in this investigation,2 both
because some texts do not seem to contain this motif, and the addition o f other passages
would exceed a manageable amount o f material to be dealt with within the limitations of
space and time available for this research.
Due to the large concentration o f heavenly sanctuary/temple passages in the
Prophets (chapter 4) and Writings (chapter 5), some texts receive more detailed treatment
in these chapters, while others, usually short ones, are treated more briefly at the end o f
their respective chapter. In the exegesis o f the passages, wherever appropriate, the
’E.g. Davidson, on Ps 150 (T he Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 15); Kim on
Gen 28:10-22; Is 6:1-9; (181-87); Shea, on Ps 76 {Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation,
6 ).

2E,g. Ezek 40-48; Amos 9:6; Zeph 1:7; Zech 4; Ps 23:6; 27:4; 36:9; 47:9 [8]; 63:3 [2];
65:5 [4]; 78:69; 104:2; 134:2; Dan 11:45.
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boundaries of the literary subunits in which the sanctuary/temple motif occurs are
identified and analyzed according to their literary form and genre. Attention is paid to
rhetorical devices, repetitions, parallelisms, chiastic structures, etc., and their possible
contribution to the interpretation o f the text. This is especially relevant in the poetic units
where rhetorical devices such as parallelismus membrorum, strophe, and repetition play a
significant role in the communicative act. Consequently, this dissertation adopts a
synchronic approach based on the Massoretic text. Such methodology has been
demonstrated as valid by studies in rhetorical criticism1and canonical approaches.2
In chapter 6, the final chapter, a theological synthesis o f this investigation is
presented. This contains a summary o f the results o f this research in terms o f exegetical
conclusions and theological insights. It is hoped that a deeper understanding o f the
function of the heavenly sanctuary/temple, and the relationship between the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart in the context o f the Hebrew Bible may
emerge as a result o f this investigation.

Delimitations
The chapter on ANE background will cover sample texts from Egyptian,
Sumerian, Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Hittite sources. Geographic, chronological and
thematic connections with the biblical material are most evident in these sources. As for
^ f. Phyllis Trible, Rhetorical Criticism: Context, Method, and the Book o f Jonah
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994), 5-52.
2Cf. Brevard Childs, Old Testament Theology in a Canonical Context (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1986), 1-19; John H. Sailhamer, Introduction to Old Testament Theology: A Canonical
Approach (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1995), 184-311.
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the biblical texts, no exhaustive exegesis of the passages is intended. The exegetical
process is restricted to issues immediately relevant for the topic under study.
Considerations o f introductory matters such as authorship, historical context, and even
text-critical issues are omitted unless they are capable of affecting the interpretation of the
passage under study. Furthermore, no attempt is made to uncover hypothetical sources
which allegedly lie behind the present text in its final canonical form. Finally, it should be
added that although this research covers a vast range o f texts, it does not claim to be
exhaustive. Future investigation may detect the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in
passages not included in this study. Nevertheless, one may be cautiously confident that
due to the comprehensiveness of this research, further investigation o f overlooked
passages would not alter the picture o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple provided by this
research.
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CHAPTER 2

ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN BACKGROUND OF THE
HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF

This chapter is designed to examine the use of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
in the ANE literature in order to understand the larger context in which the Hebrew Bible
was formed. However, this investigation is not undertaken because o f an alleged literary
or theological dependence between the Hebrew Bible and the ANE texts, but because it is
expected that some points o f contact may emerge. In this process, either similarities or
contrasts can contribute to the understanding o f this motif in the biblical literature, a task
to be undertaken in the ensuing chapters o f this dissertation.
Although the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple in the ANE has been recognized
by several scholars,1no attempt has been made to undertake a detailed investigation o f the
function o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its relationship to the earthly counterpart.
Therefore, the ensuing discussion undertakes a survey o f Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite,
‘Andreasen, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 67-86; Margaret Barker, On
Earth as It Is in Heaven: Temple Symbolism in the New Testament (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
1995), 24; Clements, God and Temple, 68; Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the
Old Testament, 177; David Lemoine Eiler, "The Origin of Zion as a Theological Symbol in
Ancient Israel” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1968), 139-40; Alfred Jeremias, The
Babylonian Conception o f Heaven and Hell (London: D. Nutt, 1902), 40-41; Arvid S. Kapelrud,
"Temple Building, a Task for Gods and Kings," Or 32 (1963): 56-58; Geo Widengren, "Aspetti
Simbolici dei Templi e Luoghi di Culto del Vicino Oriente Antico," Numen 1 (1960): 3-4.
26
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Ugaritic, and Egyptian texts in order to grasp the ANE perception o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple, with special attention to its function and relationship to the earthly
counterpart.1
Each section is subdivided according to the individual compositions belonging to
each literary corpus; and, with due allowance for the uncertainties regarding their date o f
composition, the texts are presented in chronological sequence. Furthermore, this
investigation o f ANE texts by no means claims to be exhaustive, since only a sampling o f
the available evidence is investigated. It is hoped, however, that the data herein
investigated is representative o f the overall ANE idea of the heavenly-sanctuary/temple
motif, especially regarding the function o f the heavenly temple and its relationship to the
earthly counterpart.
Prior to the investigation that follows, two observations are in order. First, when
faced with texts alluding to a heavenly sanctuary/temple, one has to ascertain whether
such a sanctuary/temple is located in heaven, in some unspecified mythical realm, or on
earth. Furthermore, some texts may portray an earthly/historical sanctuary/temple as
heavenly entity because o f its heaven-like quality. Thus, in the survey that follows, priority
is given to texts referring to a sanctuary/temple located in heaven. Second, the concept o f
"heavens" turns out to be more complex and elusive than one might have supposed at first
glance. Sumerian incantation texts, for example, reveal a tradition of seven heavens and
‘Due to my lack of expertise in extra-biblical ANE languages, with the exception of
Ugaritic, use is made of the standard translations available, with attention to key terms for
heavenly sanctuary/temple in the original where possible.
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seven earths.1In addition, a three-storied universe with netherworld, dry land, and
heaven—each with its deities and sanctuaries/temples—seems to be presupposed.2 Priority
is given to texts related to deities associated with the heavenly realm, since, most
probably, a celestial deity would have his/her sanctuary/temple in heaven. In a few cases,
however, it seems very difficult ascertain whether the sanctuary/temple referred to in the
text lies in heaven or some unspecified mythic realm. Nonetheless, even in the latter case,
the text under study may be useful for the purposes o f this study, since a mythic
sanctuary/temple may be functionally equivalent to a heavenly sanctuary/temple.

Sumerian Literature
S. N. Kraemer's claim that "thirty-nine firsts” o f human recorded history are found
in Sumer3justify starting this chapter with Sumerian texts. These written records endorse
the contention that the temple was the most important building in the Sumerian city4—a
city understood by the Sumerian theologians as belonging to its principal tutelary deity
‘Wayne Horowitz, Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography, Mesopotamian Civilizations 8
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1998), 208.
Tbld., 223-362.
3Samuel Noah Kramer, History Begins at Sumer: Thirty-Nine Firsts in Man's Recorded
History, 3rd rev. ed. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1981).
4According to Kramer, there were at least forty major temples in Sumer (Samuel Noah
Kramer, "Poets and Psalmists: Goddesses and Theologians," in The Legacy o f Sumer: Invited
Lectures on the Middle East at the University o f Texas at Austin, ed. Denise Schmandt-Besserat
[Malibu: Undena Publications, 1976], 8). For a comprehensive list of Mesopotamian temples, see
A. R. George, House Most High: The Temples o f Ancient Mesopotamia, Mesopotamian
Civilizations 5 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1993), 1-171.
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since the creation o f the world.1 The centrality o f the temple is confirmed by the vast
amount o f material devoted to temples in the Sumerian written records, which points to
the importance of that institution in the religious and social life o f that ancient civilization.
Hymns, poetry, literary and historical texts, in addition to the archaeological excavations,
display the centrality o f the temple and its ubiquitous influence on the Sumerian society.2
For the purpose o f this investigation, it is instructive to note whether the Sumerians had
the notion o f a sanctuary/temple located in heaven. If so, it becomes instructive to inquire
what was the function and relationship, if any, of the heavenly sanctuary/temple with its
earthly counterpart. A cross-section investigation is undertaken in the following pages in
order to probe the heavenly-temple motif in a sampling o f texts belonging to different
genres and historical periods.3

Royal Inscriptions: Gudea Cylinders
One of the most important Sumerian texts dealing with the temple is contained in
the Gudea Cylinders4 which report a dream in which King Gudea ofLagash is shown a
‘Samuel Noah Kramer, "The Temple in the Sumerian Literature," in Temple in Society,
ed. Michael V. Fox (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1988), 1-16.
2Kramer, "Poets and Psalmists: Goddesses and Theologians," 3:21.
3For summary of Sumerian literary history and a brief classification by genre, see William
W. Hallo, "Toward a History of Sumerian Literature," in Sumerological Studies in Honor o f
Thorkild Jacobsen on His Seventieth Birthday, June 7, 1974, Assyriological Studies 20 (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1976), 181-203.
^he Gudea Cylinders, a royal inscription belonging to the genre of temple hymns, were
written about 2125 B.C. to commemorate the building of a temple to the god Ningirsu by Gudea,
king ofLagash. This document has been the subject of several studies. E.g., Diane M. Sharon, "A
Biblical Parallel to a Sumerian Temple Hymn? Ezekiel 40-48 and Gudea," JANES 24 (1996), 99109; Richard E. Averbeck, "Ritual Formula, Textual Frame, and Thematic Echoes in the Cylinders
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plan of a temple he is supposed to build for the god Ningirsu. In Gudea's dream "there was
a warrior who bent (his) arm holding a lapis lazuli plate on which he was setting the
ground-plan of a house."1Although this "ground-plan" reminds one o f the "model"
(IT22FI) o f the sanctuary Moses was shown on Mount Sinai (Exod 25:9, 40),2 there is a
significant difference between the two accounts. Gudea saw a "ground-plan" in the
process o f being prepared,3 while the biblical text says that Moses was shown a "model"

(rP32Fl), implying something existing prior to Moses' experience. Furthermore, Gudea
received general guidelines from the deity; the "plan" most probably consisted o f a
"blueprint" or "ground plan," while the portrayal o f the "model" (rT33FS) shown to Moses
implies a tridimensional entity.4
It is difficult to determine whether the "plan" shown to Gudea was understood to
be based on some archetypical temple (i.e. a heavenly temple), or was simply an ideal
of Gudea," in Crossing Boundaries and Linking Horizons: Studies in Honor o f Michael C.
Astour on His 80th Birthday, ed. Mark W. Chavalas, Gordon D. Young, and Richard E. Averbeck
(Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 1997), 39-93.
'Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea and Dynasty, The Royal Inscriptions of Mesopotamia Early
Periods, vol. 3/1 (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1997), 71-72 (v 2-4).
2See Victor A. Hurowitz, "The Priestly Account of Building the Tabernacle," 21-30; idem,
"I Have Built You an Exalted House": Temple Building in the Bible in Light o f Mesopotamian
and Northwest Semitic Writings, JSOTSup 115 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992).
3Edzard, 71-72 (v 2-4). This is corroborated by other translations as well: "He had a bent
arm (and held) a tablet of lapis lazuli in his hand, (and) was drawing the plans for a temple (or
'house')" (E. Jan Wilson, The Cylinders o f Gudea: Transliteration, Translation and Index, Alter
Orient und Altes Testament 244 [Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1996], 28 [v 3-4].); He
"faatte die Arme gebeugt, Melt eine Platte aus Lapislazuli in der hand, setzte darauf den Grundriss
des Hauses" (Adam Falkenstein and Wolfram von Soden, Sumerische und Akkadische Hymnen
und Gebete [Zurich: Artemis-Verlag, 1953], 142 [v 3-4]).
4See chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of JTiHFL
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temple conceived in the deity’s mind. This latter possibility seems to be endorsed by the
following statement: "Ningirsu had conceived (the House) in his (heart) as a sanctuary
from which the seed sprouted."1Also the several references to heaven in the text do not
indicate a temple in heaven, but are used in relation to the earthly temple, either to
emphasize its heaven-like appearance,2 or as a backdrop to express its cosmic dimensions;
or, as J. Wilson has suggested,3 its function as a link between heaven and earth.4 It is
‘Edzard, 95 (B xiii 6).
2George Barton's translation of the Cylinders of Gudea, which is no longer deemed reliable
by scholars, contain several allusions to a heavenly temple which have vanished in more recent
translations. Cf., e.g.:
Barton:
(A xxvii 11-13) the facade of the temple was a great mountain rising from the earth;
its interior was as the setting forth of a united feast; its side as the lofty temple of
heaven filled with abundance (George A. Barton, The Royal Inscriptions o f Sumer and
Akkad, vol. 1 [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1929], 233).
Wilson:
"(A xxvii 11-13) A temple whose face is like a great mountain rising from the earth. Inside
(were) incantations, and harmonious singing (?) (p. 118). Its sides (like) heaven, a mighty
wind, risen in abundance (118)."
Edzard:
"(A xxvii 11-13) House whose front is an enormous mountain set on the earth, whose
interior (resounds with) incantations and harmonious hymns, whose exterior is the sky (86)."
Falkenstein and von Soden:
"(A xxvii 11-13) Des Hauses Front ist ein grofier Berg, der bis zer Erde reicht, sein Inneres
eine Beschworung, ein Fest fur alle, sein AuBeres ist An, der das hohe Haus in UberfluB
sich erheben laBt" (164).
3Wilson, The Cylinders of Gudea, 49-51, n. 4.
4Cf. the following excerpts:
"(A i 11) I will render Eninnu most influential in heaven and on earth (Edzard, 69)."
"(A ix 11-15) The heavens tremble before my House, the Eninnu, founded in heaven, whose
powers are the greatest, surpassing all others, before the House whose owner looks out over a
great distance, (tremble) as before the roaring Thunderbird (ibid., 74)."
"(A ix 16) the fierce halo (of the house) reaches up to heaven (ibid., 75)."
"(A xvii 18-19) To the house whose halo reaches to heaven, whose powers embrace heaven
and earth (ibid., 80)."
"(A xxi 15-16) He sat down beside the door frames: "Huge house embracing heavens" (ibid.,
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possible, nonetheless, that the idea o f Gudea's temple as a heavenly realm may point to
some kind o f connection with a heavenly archetype. This seems to be corroborated by the
observation that "Gudea had painted it [i.e., the temple] (to recall) the splendour o f
heaven,"1 which might also suggest that the earthly temple was supposed to mirror some
reality beyond itself, which might be either a temple located in heaven (though this is never
made explicit), or heaven itself.
To summarize, although the Gudea Cylinders are primarily focused on the building
o f an earthly temple2—which is described with cosmic/heavenly connotations—the
function o f this temple as a link between heaven and earth, and its description with
heaven-like features, may well be an echo of the underlying idea that it was related to a
heavenly counterpart.3
82)."
"(A xxi 23-25) The house looked up like a mountain range between heaven and earth (ibid.)."
(B xxiv 14) Eninnu is joined both to heaven and earth (ibid., 101).
(B xxiv 9-10) "O House that reaches to heaven like a great mountain, whose awe and aura are
shed over the land" (ibid.).
‘Edzard, 86 (A xxvii 1-2).
2According to Snyder, the key elements of temple theology in the Gudea cylinders are as
follows: (1) The temple is to be built by a king; (2) the king is shown the plan of the temple by a
deity; (3) the temple displays significant cosmic connotations; (4) the temple grows up between
heaven and earth; (5) the construction of the temple would bring about fertility. Barbara Wootten
Snyder, "Combat Myth in the Apocalypse: The Liturgy of the Day of the Lord and the Dedication
of the Heavenly Temple (Revelation)" (Ph.D. diss, University of California Berkeley, 1991), 119.
3In the description of the Ekur, the temple is thus praised: "Its awesome glow reaches unto
heavens . . . . Its roof reaches unto the heart of heavens" (Daniel David Reisman, "Two NeoSumerian Royal Hymns" (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1969], 63 [lines 78, 80]). The
connection of the earthly sanctuary with the heavens might well have been triggered by the
conception of a sanctuary/temple located in heaven as a counterpart to the earthly sanctuary.
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Hymns and Psalms
In a hymn to Nisaba, the goddess is described as the one "(104) who restores the
fallen heaven to its place, the stewardess o f heaven."1That this composition may contain
the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple can be perceived in the following, unfortunately
fragmented, line: "(107)

for you (?) in heaven, you ( ? ) . . . for him."2 In the

sequence o f the text, it is stated that "(109) in the house o f the great gods they praise you
as one."3
A hymn to Inana displays the following significant statement: "(126) The good
lady, the joy o f An, a heroine, she surely comes from heaven. (127) In the . . .o f heaven
she bears the ornament, (128) She consults with An in his lofty place."4 It seems that the
reference to "An in his lofty place" refers to the heavenly abode, which is portrayed as the
place whence his decrees/decisions are issued.5 An important text for the purpose o f this
research is an ersemmd' in which the goddess Inanna laments the destruction o f her temple
Tbid., 59.
2Ibid., 120. "The context seems to suggest that this line may indicate that the King IsbiErra is summoned to exercise leadership of the people on the basis of a decision of the gods" (ibid.,
33).
3Ibid.
4Ibid., 172.
’According to Sjoberg however, the expression "lofty place" (ki-mah) refers to the
sanctuary of Eninnu (E. Sjoberg, Der Mondgott Nanna-Suen in der Sumerischen Uberlieferung,
vol. 1 [Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell, 1960], 59).
6The texts known as Ersemma consist of lament compositions addressed to the gods. These
texts derive from tablets dating to the Old Babylonian period (ca. 2000-1600 B.C.), though they
might have been composed much earlier. See Mark E. Cohen, ed., Sumerian Hymnology: The
Ersemma, Hebrew Union College Annual Supplements 2 (Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College
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in Uruk and goes to present her case before Enlil. The relevant portions o f the text read as
follows:
(10) the genie (?) (of) my house! My house which stands from the very heavens upon
the earth! . . . (15) I amthe hierodule o f heaven. . . my house! My shrine Eanna! (16)
I am the lady o f the Eanna. My brickwork o f Uruk and ofKulaba! . . . (19). I am the
hierodule o f heaven. [My] great gate o f the Enamtar! (20) I am the lady o f the Eanna
[My] holy "eyebrow" which is raised above the house! (21) I amthe hierodule of
heaven. My seat in heaven and (my) seat upon earth! (22) I am the lady o f the Eanna.
M y . . . the nation!1
This text seems to suggest the concept o f a correspondence between heavenly and
earthly sanctuaries. The hyperbolic language o f lines 10 and 15 probably refers to Inanna's
shrine—Eanna—in the city o f Uruk. One should note, however, her claim to have a seat in
heaven, as stated: "I am the hierodule o f heaven. My seat in heaven and (my) seat upon
earth!" If the "seat upon earth" is understood as the deity’s throne in the temple o f Uruk, it
is reasonable to suppose that the "seat in heaven" would be understood as being located in
her heavenly temple. Granting that this inference is correct, the text seems to convey the
idea o f a correspondence between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries.
The next ersemma explicitly reveals the function o f the temple. Though it is
difficult to determine the meaning or nuance o f several words and expressions, the overall
thrust o f the passage can be perceived. It depicts the goddess Ninisina's visit to Enlil in
order to remove a misfortune that had befallen her. Her entrance into the house of Enlil is
thus described:
Press, 1981), 1.
JMark E. Cohen, 68.
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(25) When I Ninisina do not rejoice, (26) so I enter unto my? father, into the house
where the fates are determined. (27) So I enter unto Enlil, into the house where the
fates are determined. (28) So I enter unto the house o f judgments, the house of
decisions. (29) So I enter .. . o f mankind.1
The text clarifies that the "house o f Enlil" was a "house o f judgments," a judgment which
seems to be related to the process o f determining the fates. A few lines below, the text
mentions the "tablets o f fate," as noted in the following excerpt: "(39) After he removed
the (tablets of) fate, [he looked at me]. (40) After he closed shut the housing for the
(tablets of) fate, [he spoke to me]: (41) (Your) fate is placed in this . . . place, my lap."2
Thus, the judgment consisted in determining the fate which, it seems, was recorded in the
tablets stored in the temple.3
A question that needs to be addressed at this point concerns the location o f the
"house o f Enlil." According to Sumerian mythology, Enlil was the god o f the wind, son of
An, the god of heaven. Enlil's weapon is the storm-flood, and he is also called "King o f
lands."4 Therefore, since Enlil was not defined as a god o f heaven, one cannot say that his
temple was understood to be located in heaven. Nonetheless, since the interactions
described in the text happen between the deities, Enlil's temple most probably would lie in
‘Mark E. Cohen, 100.
2Ibid, 101.
3It is instructive to note that a hymn extolling King Sulgi of Ur (ca. 2094-2047 B.C. [57]
seems to locate the tablets of destiny in heaven, as can be deduced from the following excerpt: In
regard to the temple of Enlil at Nippur, it is remarked that it is a " ( 2 5 ) . . . [ . . . . shrine where
destiny is determined" and "(33) your base serves7heaven and earth" (Ake W. Bergmann and E.
Sjoberg, The Collection of the Sumerian Temple Hymns, Texts from Cuneiform Sources, vol. 3
[Locust Valley, NY: J. I. Augustin, 1969], 18).
4Manfred Lurker, Dictionary of Gods and Goddesses, Devils and Demons (London:
Routledge and K. Paul, 1988), 110.
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some mythical place and, therefore, may be regarded as a functional equivalent to a
heavenly temple.
An ersemma over the destruction o f Sumer and Ur conveys the Idea o f a judgment
in the heavenly temple: "(364) The judgment o f the assembly cannot be turned back, (365)
The word o f An and Enlil knows no o v e rtu rn in g .As the text unfolds, it is stated: "(493)
May An not change the decrees of heaven, the plans to treat the people with justice."2 The
"judgment of the assembly" in connection with the "decrees o f heaven" probably indicates
a work effected in a heavenly temple setting, whence the gods issued decisions affecting
the fate o f Sumer and Ur.3
‘Piotr Michalowski, The Lamentation over the Destruction o f Sumer and Ur (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1989), 59.
2Ibid., 69.
3However, we must note that the concept of judgment is also related to temples clearly
located on earth. The temple ofNinurta is claimed to be the "(61) House with the gathered me's of
heaven standing on a great place," and "(65) founded by the primeval lord, (temple which makes) a
decision through7the princely’s me's" (Bergmann and Sjoberg, 3.T13). Your foundations (are like
those of) the Abzu, fifty in number, 'seven' occeans (are) within you, (114) Shrine, which looks into
the 'heart' of the gods, (115) Your prince, the prince who makes decisions, the crown of the wide
heaven, (116) The Lord of heaven Asimbabbar" (ibid., 23). As for the temple of Eninnu, it is
qualified as "(251).... 'furious face,' house (full of) splendor, (251) The place of judgment, lord
Ningirsu (252) Has filled with radiance and awe." In the same vein, of the temple of Bau in
Uruku(g), it is stated that "(264) within you (is) the river of ordeal which vindicates the just man"
(ibid., 31-32). The temple ofNinurta is claimed to be the "(61) House with the gathered me's of
heaven standing on a great place," and "(65) founded by the primeval lord, (temple which makes) a
decision through7the princely's me's" (ibid., 22). The same statement is also made about the temple
ofNinursaga in Hiza—"(496) On the place where destiny is determined you determine destiny."
The temple ofNinhursag in Adab is called "(367) Lofty house, 'House of the Universe', suited for
its queen." The temple of Utu in Sippar is called "(480) Sanctuary? of heaven, star of heaven,
crown, borne by Ningal, (481) House of Utu, your prince
he fills heaven and earth"
(ibid., 46). Also the temple of Nininsina in Isin is regarded as the "(383) Place where An and Enlil
determine destiny, (384) Place where the great gods dine" (385) Filled with radiance and awe"
(ibid., 39).
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The heavenly temple is depicted as a place o f judgment, where the fates are
determined. That these functions are ascribed to both heavenly and earthly temples may
well indicate that they were understood to function in mutual correspondence.
Furthermore, the extolling of the earthly temple as a heaven-like entity1may also
corroborate this view of an earthly temple in close relationship with its heavenly
counterpart.

Other Texts
In the myth of Inanna's descent to the netherworld there are some significant
allusions to the heavenly temple/sanctuary motif. As Inanna decides to come to the
netherworld, she thus instructs her messenger Ninshubur: "(33) When I shall have come to
the netherworld, (34) Fill heaven with complaints fo r me, (35) In the assembly shrine cry
out for me, (36) In the house o f the gods rush about for me."2 The parallelism observed in
lines 33-35 between "heaven," "assembly shrine," and "house o f the gods" suggests a place
in heaven where the assembly o f the gods convenes and makes decisions capable o f
helping Inanna in her adventure in the netherworld.3
*Cf., e.g., the literary work "Angim" which relates the return of the god Ninurta to Nippur
after his conquering the foreign lands. Ninurta is depicted as returning from the mountains to
Nippur and Ekkur. In this context, his temple should "raise its head (as high as) heaven!" (Jerrold
S. Cooper and E. Bergmann, The Return ofNinurta to Nippur, Analecta Orientalia 52 [Rome:
Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1978], 170).
2ANET, 53. These words are repeated almost verbatim in lines 172-75 and 302-04.
3S. N. Kramer, the translator, opens the possibility that "perhaps, however, the two lines
refer to Ninshubur's making the rounds of the gods in Nippur, Ur, and Eridu; if so, 'shrine' and
'house' (lines 35, 36) should read 'shrines,' and 'houses,' and 'rush about’ might perhaps be read
'make the rounds"' (ANET, 53, n. 14).
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The poetic composition "Enki and Sumer" deals with the activities o f Enki, the god
o f subterranean fresh water. The first part o f the poem, approximately one hundred lines,
is too fragmentary to be read. Its intelligible parts display Enki decreeing the fete o f Sumer
and the organization o f the earth by establishing law and order upon it. The following
excerpt is the most relevant for this research:
The king, begotten, adorns himself with lasting jewel,
The lord, begotten, sets crown on head,
Thy lord is an honored lord; with An, the king,
he sits in the shrine of heaven,
Thy king is the great mountain, the father Enlil,
Like . . . the father o f all the lands.1
Though it is possible that the shrine referred to in this text is an earthly shrine in the land
o f Sumer, a heavenly setting is more likely since Enki is depicted as sitting with An, the
god o f heaven. This is further corroborated by the large spectrum o f activities performed
from the "shrine" wherein Enki decrees the fate o f Ur and appoints a god and a goddess to
take care of the sea and the winds, respectively. The heavenly "shrine" thus functions as
command center whence the deity makes decisions and performs activities related to the
administration o f his domain.

Summary
The investigation undertaken above allows the following delineation o f the
heavenly sanctuary in Sumerian texts. The heavenly sanctuary is depicted as a place o f
divine activities o f judgment, and where determination of fetes is performed. (In relation to
'Samuel Noah Kramer, Sumerian Mythology: A Study o f Spiritual and Literary
Achievement in the Third Millennium B.C. (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1944),
59.
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this, it was noted that the so-called tablets o f fate/destiny are stored in the heavenly
temple.) The heavenly sanctuary/temple is understood as a kind of command center
whence the deity would issue decrees and make decisions affecting the earthly/cosmic
order. It should also be noted that these texts suggest that the heavenly temple is the
meeting place o f the assembly o f the gods. Furthermore, the implication may also be
drawn that the heavenly temple was understood as existing in relationship to its earthly
counterpart.

Akkadian Literature
The Akkadian literature is largely dependent upon Sumerian themes and motifs.
Actually some o f its myths and stories go back to Sumerian mythographers. Therefore,
this new section on Akkadian texts is separated from the previous one only on the basis o f
the language employed and ultimately does not represent a major break from its Sumerian
predecessor.

Story ofEtana
The story ofEtana,1 available in Old Babylonian, Middle Assyrian, and New
Assyrian versions, is a myth o f the rise o f King Etana of Kish to heaven on the wings o f an
eagle. The trip seems to have had the purpose o f consulting the goddess Istar about the
plant o f birth needed by the childless king. The New Assyrian version contains the portion
xCOS, 1:453-57. Cf. Michael Haul, Das Etana-Epos: Ein Mythos von der Himmelfahri
des Konigs von Kis, Gottinger AAL (Gottingen: Seminar fur Keilschriftforschung, 2000).
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o f text most relevant for this research. It reports that Etana and the eagle traversed the
gates o f Sin, Sarnas, Adad, and Istar:
Etana opened his mouth and spoke to the eagle,
My friend, that god showed me [another dream?]
We were going through the entrance o f the gate o f
Anu, Ellil, and Ea
We bowed down together, you and I.
We were going through the entrance o f the gate of
Sin, Shamash, Adad and Ishtar
I saw a house with a window that was not sealed.
I pushed it open and went inside.
Sitting there was a girl
(10) adorned with a crown, fair of face
A throne was set in place, and [.. .]
Beneath the throne crouched snarling lions.1
The heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif emerges from this text in the report of a dream in
which Etana sees the "house," probably the house o f Ishtar and her throne. That Etana
goes through the gates o f Anu, Ellil, Ea, Sin, Shamash, Adad, and Ishtar, to finally be able
to see the splendorous house, indicates that the "house" must be the heavenly temple of
Ishtar.? That being the case, the imagery portrayed by the text evokes the idea o f a
heavenly temple/sanctuary functioning as a royal palace o f the deity—a suggestion
corroborated by the reference to the "throne."

Laws o f Hammurabi
The prologue to the laws o f Hammurabi (c. 1792-1750 B.C.) contains interesting
allusions to the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif. The king claims himself to be the one
lCOS, 1:457 (Tablet IV).
2See Horowitz, Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography, 208, for a geography of heavens in the
story ofEtana.
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"who made famous the temple ofEbabbar which is akin to the abode o f heaven [subat
sam a% "1The word "abode," subat, derives from the noun subtu, and has the meaning of
dwelling place, residence o f a king, god's residence in temple, in heaven, etc.2 Thus, the
abode ofheaven seems to refer to a specific place located in heaven where the deity
dwells, and to which the earthly temple ofEbabbar was compared.
The analogy between heavenly and earthly temples seems to connote the idea of a
relationship or correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart.
This seems to be corroborated by the qualification o f the temple o f Ebbabar as "band" of
heaven and earth,3 which seems to depict the connection and cooperation between
heavenly and earthly spheres (i.e. between heavenly and earthly temples). The main idea
inferred from this text is that o f heavenly and earthly temples functioning in close
connection.

Epic o f Gilgamesh
Although the Epic o f Gilgamesh does not yield direct references to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif, it seems to contain some allusions to that motif. The gods are
‘Martha T. Roth, Law Collections from Mesopotamia and Asia Minor (Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1997), 77 (ii 22-31).

2Cf. Jeremy Black, Andrew George, and J. N. Postgate, eds., A Concise Dictionary o f
Akkadian, 2nd (corrected) printing (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2000), 379.
3It must be borne in mind that the city of Nippur is called the "band [markasu] ofheaven
and earth" (Roth, 77 [i 50-62]) because it hosted the Ekur temple, as the context makes clear.
Thus, the concept that the earthly temple is the point of connection, markasu, between heaven and
earth might well be based on the assumption that the earthly temple functioned as a counterpart to
the heavenly one.
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understood to dwell in heaven1and on the top o f the Cedar Mountain.2 There are also
several references to the assembly o f the gods, seemingly to be located in heaven or in
some mythic realm. In the first reference, the gods decide to punish Enkidu for having
killed the Bull of Heaven. The relevant portion o f text reads as follows: "My friend, why
are the Great Gods in conference? (In my dream) Anu, Enlil, and Shamash held a council,
and Anu spoke to Enlil: 'Because they killed the Bull o f o f Heaven and have also slain
Humbaba, the one o f them who pulled up the Cedar o f the Mountain must die!"3
As the conference proceeds it turns out that Enkidu must die since he bore the
major responsibility for the tacts he is accused of. In the sequence, references are made to
"the Assembly,"4 "the temple o f the gods,"5 and "the temple o f the holy gods."6
Unfortunately these phrases are located in a very damaged section o f the tablet, and
therefore it is difficult to ascertain what the "the assembly" does, or where it is located.
Nevertheless, the overall context o f the passage may give some indication o f the location
o f this temple. In the previous sections, Gilgamesh is searching for Utnapishtim, the only
human being to whom the gods granted eternal life. When Gilgamesh eventually found him
they started a conversation. The damaged portion is a speech o f Utnapishtim to Gilgamesh
‘Maureen Gallery Kovacs, The Epic o f Gilgamesh (Stanford, CA: Stanford University
Press, 1989), 19 (Tablet II, lines 228-29).

2Ibid., 41 (Tablet V, line 5).
3Ibid, 59 (Tablet VII, lines 1-5).
Tbid., 92 (Tablet X line 61).
Tbid. (Tablet X line 77).
Tbid. (Tablet X line 78).
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in which the former deals with issues related to creation, suffering, the inevitability o f
death, and the role played by the gods in them. This becomes very clear in the subsequent
lines o f the tablet. Granting the plausibility o f the previous analysis, it is reasonable to
suppose that "the temple o f the gods" is located in the transcendent realm, probably in
heaven itself, where issues o f life and death are decided by the gods. It is also likely that
the assembly referred to in line 61 is the assembly of the gods.
The final lines o f this tablet seem to reinforce this interpretation. They read as
follows: "After Enlil had pronounced the blessing, the Ammnaki, the Great Gods,
assembled. They established death and life, but they did not make known the days o f
death."1 Additional references to the assembly o f the gods occur in tablet XI which
narrates the flood story. In line 7, Gilgamesh asks Utnapishtim: "How is it that you stand

in the assembly of the gods, and have found life?"2 Utnapishtim does not answer the
question but starts to tell the story of the flood. Lines 119 and 120 refer again to the
"Assembly o f the Gods."3 The words now are spoken by Ishtar, who blames herself for
having said evil things in the "assembly o f the gods," thus ordering a catastrophe to
destroy her people. As for the location o f this assembly, though it is not specified by the
context, it seems to be in the transcendent realm o f the gods, in the heavenly
sanctuaiy/temple, or heaven itself, where the gods make decisions affecting humankind.
‘Ibid., 93-94 (lines 305-09).
2Ibid., 97.
3Ibid„ 101.
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Thus, if the above interpretation o f tablet X is correct, a synchronic reading o f the
epic would suggest that the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as a place o f decision,
since it is portrayed as the meeting place o f the assembly o f the gods.

Enuma Elish
The so-called Epic o f Creation, the Babylonian myth E m m a Elish, provides some
interesting references and allusions to the concept o f a heavenly sanctuary as an entity
located in heaven, and also as a reference to the earthly temple as a heaven-like entity.1In
the following discussion, attention is focused upon the first aspect which depicts the
temple as being located in heaven.
*It is interesting to note how the text portrays the construction of the historical temple of
Marduk. The context runs as follows: After the creation of mankind by Marduk, the Anunnaki
were liberated from their compulsory work, which was now set upon the recently created human
beings (cf. also the Epic of Atrahasis [complete in a Late Old Babylonian recension] which
explains the creation of man as intended to free the Igigi-gods from work. Cf. COS, 1:450-52). To
express their gratitude for what the high god had done, they undertook the construction of the
sanctuary of Esagila in honor of Marduk. In the sequence, the sanctuary is identified with the
historical temple of Marduk in Babylon. This text shows how closely bound together the heavenly
and the earthly temples could be. Although the sanctuary was described as something built by the
gods, it is identified as a historical temple located in Babylon, as can be perceived in the excerpt
quoted below.
"The Anunnaki opened their mouth(s)
And said to Marduk their Lord:
"Now, O Lord, who hast established our freedom from compulsory service,
What shall be the sign of our gratitude before thee?
Come, let us make something whose name shall be called 'sanctuary.1
It shall be a dwelling for our rest at night; come let us repose therein!
There let us erect a throne dais, a seat with a back support!
On the day we arrive, we will repose in it."
When Marduk heard this,
His countenance shone exceedingly, [lik]e the day, (and he said)
So(?) shall Babylon be, whose construction ye have desired;
Let its brick work be fashioned, and call it a sanctuary."
Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951),
4 (Tablet VI, lines 47-58).
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The following allusion is significant for the purpose of this research. After
Marduk's defeating Tiamat and splitting her into halves, the following statement is found:
(143)
(144)
(145)
(146)

The Lord measured the construction of Apsu,
He founded the Great Sanctuary, the likeness ofEsharra,
(In) the Great Sanctuary, (in) Esharra, which he built, (and in) heaven,
He made Ea, Enlil, and Anu dwell in their holy places.1

This text suggests that the Apsu was conceived as a Great Sanctuary in the likeness o f
which the Esharra (the earthly temple) was created. But it is interesting to note that in the
same text, it is stated that the great sanctuary was also built in heaven.2 Thus it seems that,
at least in the case ofEsharra, the earthly temple was conceived as being in
correspondence with heaven above and with the Apsu below.3 Thus the idea o f a
correspondence between heavenly and earthly temples seems to emerge in this text.
Another important quotation for this research reads, in reference to Marduk, as
follows:
He shall establish for his fathers great food offerings,
He shall provide for them, he shall take care o f their sanctuaries.
lCOS, 1:398-99 (Tablet IV, lines 143-46).
2Landsberger and Wilson propose the following translation for line 145: "The large abode,
Esharra, which he had created, the heavens, He made Anu, Enlil and Ea occupy (as) their holy
districts" (B. Landsberger, and J.V. Kinnier Wilson, "The Fifth Tablet of Enuma Elis," JANES 20
(1961): 176, n. 120). If this suggestion is correct, then "heaven" would be understood as
syntactically in apposition to Esharra, and not as a reference to the locus of a sanctuary.
Nevertheless, when the passage is examined against its immediate grammatical context, one notes
that the ancient worldview of a threefold division of the cosmos in the underworld (Apsu), earth,
and heaven seems to form the conceptual background of the passage. Since the text speaks of a
sanctuary in the Apsu, or the Apsu as a sanctuary, and also the sanctuary ofEsharra, the earthly
one, it is reasonable to suppose that a third one would be located in heaven, or heaven itself could
be in view.
3It must be noted at this juncture that Apsu was the name of the primeval monster killed by
Ea (Enki) which was fashioned into a place of sanctuaries. COS, 1:391-392 (lines 69-79).
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He shall cause incense burners to be savored, he shall make their chambers rejoice.
He shall make on earth the counterpart o f what he brought to pass in heaven.1
Another translation reads the last line thus: "May he make a likeness on earth o f
what he has wrought in heaven."2 A close look at the context suggests that the notion o f a
"counterpart" implies the idea of a correspondence between heavenly and earthly spheres
that goes beyond a mere spatial/geographical correspondence and seems to refer to the
cultic activities that are performed in both heavenly and earthly sanctuaries. This can be
deduced from the references to "food offerings," "sanctuaries," and "incense burners"
found in the passage.
At this juncture the views o f two eminent orientalists are in order. According to
Jeremias, "all the great cities and temples o f Babylonia [had] corresponding cosmic
originals."3 Geo Widengren observed that "the room o f destiny of Esagila is then a symbol

and a copy o f the celestial room o f Upsukkinnaku, and the earthly king, who is installed
upon the former, and from whom comes the decision of the destiny, is an image, a
tam.sil.ili o f Marduk, the king o f the gods."4
Summing up, the major contribution o f the text surveyed above for this study on

the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif is the idea o f a relationship or correspondence
lCOS, 1:402 (V 109-13).
2ANET, 69.
3Jeremias, The Babylonian Conception o f Heaven and Hell, 40-41.
4The Italian text reads: "La sala dei destini di Esagila e quindi in simbolo e una copia della
sala celeste Upsukkinnaku, e il re terrestre, che qui in essa viene installato e di cui viene deciso il
destino, e un'immagine, un tam.sil-ili di Marduk, re degli dei" (Geo Widengren, "Aspetti
Simbolici dei Templi e Luoghi di Culto del Yicino Oriente Antico," Numen 7 [I960]: 3-4).
Interestingly enough, this text reminds one of the "image of the beast" referred to in Rev 13:14, 15.
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between the heavenly temple and its early counterpart. This correspondence seems to have

been understood, more than in mere structural terms, to involve the idea o f a functional
correspondence as deduced from the references to "food offerings," "sanctuaries," and
"incense burners" in the last-quoted passage.

Excursus: Nabuapahddina's Relief
Although this research deals with written sources, this excursus exceptionally
discusses an important sculptured scene, which may shed additional light on the topic
under study, since it apparently depicts the relationship between the heavenly and earthly
temples.1 See fig. 1. This sculptured scene is ascribed to King Nabuapaliddina (870 B.C.)
of Babylon, and was found in the temple o f the Sun god in Sippar.
In the right part o f the relief, there is a throne scene in which the solar deity
Shamash is depicted as sitting on a throne under a tent-like sanctuary. Underneath the
canopy are pictured the symbols o f the three heavenly deities: Sin, Samas, and Istar.
Under the throne are a number o f wavy lines, which both Metzger and Mettinger interpret
as the celestial ocean. The left part o f the relief contains a presentation scene which shows
the priest Nabunadinshum leading King Nabuapaliddina into the presence o f Shamash; the
king and the priest are followed by a goddess. The deity is not approached directly; rather,
the procession approaches a cultic table with a representation o f the sun's disc. Metzger,

^he following discussion is largely based on the studies of M. Metzger ("Himmliche und
Irdiscfae Wohnstatt Jahwes," Ugarit-Forschungen 2 [1970]: 139-58) and Tryggve N. D. Mettinger
("YHWH SABAOTH—The Heavenly King on the Cherubim Throne," in Studies in the Period o f
David and Solomon and Other Essays, ed. Tomoo Ishida [Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1982], 10938), who have devoted considerable attention to the implications of this document for the
sanctuary/temple motif.
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Fig. 1. Nabuapaliddina's relief. Presentation scene and throne scene on
Nabuapaliddina's stone tablet in the temple o f Shamash at Sippar. Scene 18x10 m. Abu
Habba. Nabuapaliddina c. 885-850. London, British Museum. Drawing by Andrzej
Szlagor for Tryggve N. D. Mettinger, "YHWH SABAOTH—The Heavenly King on
the Cherubim Throne," in Studies in the Period o f David and Solomon and Other
Essays, ed. Tomoo Isfaida (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1982), 120.
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followed by Mettinger, pointed out that since the wavy lines extend over the entire breadth
o f the picture, the meaning of the scene would be to indicate "the heavenly associations o f
the temple,"1or "the place where heaven and earth meet, or heaven on earth."2 Metzger

expressed the same idea by saying that the sanctuary/temple is "the place in which the
distinction between heaven and earth, between 'this world' and 'the world beyond' is
abolished."3
Thus, Metzger and Mettinger tend to view the relationship between the heavenly
and earthly sanctuary/temple as a continuum, where any distinction between heaven and
earth collapses. Although this may be true, it seems more likely that the scene reflects the
idea o f a dynamic relationship between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly
counterpart. If the throne scene at the right side o f the relief depicts Shamash enthroned in
his "Heavenly Sanctuary,"4 as Metzger explicitly recognizes, and the left scene depicts an
earthly-temple setting, then the theological thrust o f the picture may be simply that o f
representing a connection—not the abolition o f any distinction—between heavenly
sanctuary and its earthly counterpart. That is, the relief probably depicts a relationship
between heavenly and earthly sanctuary/temples, as suggested.
That being the case, it may be hypothesized that what takes place on earth—that

is, Nabuapaliddina's presentation in the earthly temple o f Shamash—is legitimized by the
‘Mettinger, "YHWH SABAOTH—The Heavenly King on the Cherubim Throne," 121.
2Ibid.
3"Der Ort, an dem der Untershied zwischen Himmel und Erde, zwischen 'Diesseits' und
'Jenseits' aufgehoben ist" (Metzger, 144).
4"Himxnlischen Heiligtuxn" (Ibid., 142).
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deity in the heavenly sanctuary/temple. The earthly temple thus derives significance and
legitimation from its connection with the heavenly counterpart, and idea that possibly lies
behind the ANE concept o f the earthly temple as "heaven on earth."1 At this juncture, the
following statement by Lindquist, though from a different context, provides an apt
summary o f the concept o f the interconnection o f heavenly/earthly tem ples conveyed by

this relief, and suggests a rationale for this interconnectedness.
The basic idea is that there exists in the sky a perfect place, the 'city' o f the gods. The
goal o f human life is both to establish contact with this place, and to return to it after
death, thus to share in the life of the gods. The primary way by which the gods share
with humans the knowledge of this place, and information on how to get there, it [s/c]
through the temple. The earthly temple is an exact replica o f the heavenly temple.2

Summary
The foregoing survey o f Akkadian texts (including the excursus on
Nabuapaliddina's Relief) yielded some additional insights into the ANE understanding o f
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. In terms o f function, it was noted that in addition to
its serving as a dwelling place of the deity, or royal palace, the heavenly sanctuary/temple
was understood as the meeting place o f the assembly o f the gods, a place where decisions
and judgments were pronounced, and wherein cultic activities took place. There is also
some evidence o f a relationship between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and the earthly
counterparts.
‘Cf. G. W. Ahlstrom, "Heaven on Earth—At Hazor and Arad," in Religious Syncretism in
Antiquity: Essays in Conversation with Geo Widengren, ed. Birger A. Pearson (Missoula, MT:
Scholars Press, 1975), 66-83.

2John M. Lundquist, The Temple: Meeting Place of Heaven and Earth (London: Thames
and Hudson, 1993), 11.
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Hittite Literature
Although most o f the references to temples/sanctuaries in the Hittite literature
have in view the earthly/historical temples of the deities, there are several indications that
the Hittites conceived o f a temple/sanctuary in heaven. Since the gods were understood to
live and engage in activities in heaven (as well as upon the earth and on mountains), it is
natural that a concept o f a heavenly temple/sanctuary would emerge from this literature.

Song of Ullikummi
The text known as "The Song o f Ullikummi" displays several references to a
heavenly sanctuary/temple. As a strategy to dethrone Tessub,1Kumarbi impregnates a
rock in order to have a son strong enough to overcome his opponent "and go up to heaven
to kingship."2 The success o f Kumarbi resulted in a son named Ullikummi who grows so
tall that he "reaches up to the temples (karimnusf and the kuntarra house in heaven."4
Later, it is reported that "it has blocked heaven, the holy temples (karimmi),5 and Hebat."6
Another significant reference to the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif emerges in a
‘Tessub was the "supreme Storm God" and "reigning king of the gods according to
Hurrian theology" (Harry A. Hoffher, Jr., Hittite Myths [Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1998], 113).
2Ibid., 58.
3C£. Hans G. Gutterbock, "Hittite Mythology," in Mythologies of the Ancient World, ed.
Samuel Noah Krammer (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1961), 25.
aANET, 123. Hoffher translates it as, "In the sky above it meets temples and (their)
kuntarra-shrwes" (Hoffher, Hittite Myths, 59).

5Gutterbock, 45.
6Hoffher, Hittite Myths, 64.
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confrontation between Tessub and Ullikummi. The latter assures the former that "I will go
up to heaven to kingship. I will take myself Kummiya, [the gods'] holy temples (karimmi),1
and the kuntarra-shnms. I will scatter the gods down from the sky like meal."2
Some considerations regarding this text are in order. First, the text clearly attests

the concept o f a heavenly temple. As Hoffher puts it, the kuntarra-shrine is "the holiest o f
holies o f the chief god Tessub located in heaven."3 It is worthy of note that the "kuntarra
o f Tessub" is mentioned in a treaty text as a building in the Anatolian city o f Tarhuntassa.4
This raises the possibility that the Hittites also conceived of a correspondence between the
earthly and heavenly sanctuaries along the lines o f their Semitic neighbors.
Second, it is possible that, along with the concept o f a heavenly temple, the text
under consideration points to a heavenly city.5 Although Kummiya is identified with "the
home o f the storm god Tessub, located in Northern Syria,"6 it seems that in the
aforementioned text, Kummiya is located in heaven. Two arguments reinforce this
possibility:
!Hans Gustav Guterbock, ed., The Song of Ullikummi: Revised Text o f the Hittite Version
o f a Hurrian Myth (New Haven, CT: The American Schools of Oriental Research, 1952), 49.
2Hoffiier, Hittite Myths, 65.
3Ibid„ 111.

4Cf. "The Treaty of Tudhalia IV with Kurunta of Tarhuntassa on the Bronze Tablet
Found in Hattussa (2:18)" §10 (1.91-101, ii.1-3) in COS, 2:102.
5Gutterbock supplies the word "town" (Gutterbock, 49).
6Hoffher, Hittite Myths, 111.
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1. Since the purpose ofUllikummi's ascension to heaven was to attain kingship by
taking over "Kummiya, [the god's] holy temples (karimmi), and the kuntarra-shrines," it
seems reasonable to suppose that Kummiya was located in heaven.
2. In addition, it must be noted that the taking over o f Kummiya and the "god’s
holy temples" will result in his scattering "the gods down from the sky like meal"
Therefore, Kummiya and the gods' temples must be located in heaven. Thus, in addition to
the concept o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple, the text seems to point to the idea of a
heavenly city.
Third, the text under consideration also displays a significant indication about the
function o f this heavenly temple. Since the context displays a struggle for kingship in
which Ullikummi wants to take over the kuntarra-shrmes o f Tessub, it seems reasonable to
postulate that the heavenly temple was a token o f kingship. By taking over the heavenly
temples, Ullikummi would establish his kingship. Although the extant text does disclose
the result of this confrontation, Hoflher conjectured that Tessub "apparently will win."1
In addition to the concept o f a heavenly temple, the song o f Ullikummi displays
two references to the assembly o f the gods. In a short and fragmented section o f the myth
which describes Tessub meeting Ea, mention is made o f the "assembly."2 Although this
text does not indicate where this assembly would be located, another section apparently
refers to the "place o f assembly" as being located in heaven. The relevant portion o f the
text reads as follows: "Tasmisu heard and rejoiced. He clapped (?) three times, and up in
•ibid., 56.
2Ibid., 63.
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the sky the gods heard. He clapped (?) a second time, and Tessub, the valiant King of
Kummiya, heard. Then they came to the place o f the assembly, and all the gods began to
bellow like cattle at Ullikummi"1Along with pointing to heaven as the locus for the
assembly, the larger context suggests that this assembly could well take place in one of the

heavenly sanctuaries mentioned in the story, or even in the kuntarra-house o f the gods.

Other Texts
Volkert Haas refers to a text in which the gods are depicted as bringing iron to
build the heavenly palace.2 The composition known as the "Mursilis Hymn and Prayer to
the Sun-goddess o f Arinna" displays some allusions to the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif. The relevant portion reads as follows:
O Sun-goddess o f Arinna, are the source o f light. Throughout the lands you are a
favored deity, and you are father and mother to all the lands. You are the divine guided
lord [sic] of judgment, and in the place o f judgment there is no tiring o f you. Also
among the primeval gods you are favored. O Sun-goddess o f Arinna, allot the
sacrifices to the gods, and the share o f the primeval gods you allot as well. They open
up the door o f heaven for you, and you cross the gate o f heaven, O favored [Sungoddess of Arinna]. The gods o f heaven [and earth bow down to you], O Sun-goddess
of Arinna. Whatever you say, O Sun-goddess o f Arinna, [the gods] fall down before
you, O Sun-goddes o f Arinna.3
The portrayal o f the Sun-goddess o f Arina's performance in the "place o f
judgment" and her crossing the gate o f heaven point to a heavenly setting. Although no
•Ibid., 64-65.

Wolkert Haas, Geschichte der Hethitischen Religion (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994), 126. The
text mentioned by Haas is in Hugo Heinrich Figulla and others, Keilschrifttexte am Boghazkoi
(Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1916), 4:1, vs. 39.
3Itamar Singer, Hittite Prayers, Writings from the Ancient World 11 (Atlanta: Society of
Biblical Literature, 2002), 51 (A I 29'-ii 2').
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specific word for temple/sanctuary (e.g., karimmi-/karimna-, kuntarra) is used, the
reference to the "place of judgment" may well convey a temple setting. Additionally, the
"door o f heaven" may also reinforce the notion o f the heavenly sphere as an enclosed
space where the deities perform their activities. In sum, the main idea in this text seems to
be that o f a judgment, which is executed by the deity in a heavenly setting.
In the "Prayer to be Spoken in an Emergency" in which Muwatallis invokes the
gods for help, reference is made to heavenly and earthly temples. The Sun-god o f Heaven
is urged to call on the other gods as follows: "Those gods, O Sun-god o f Heaven, summon
from heaven (and) from earth, from the mountains (and) from the rivers, from their
temples (and) their thrones!"1Apart from the concept o f heavenly and earthly temples, this
passage also points to the assembly o f the gods as a major motif.2 Although the text does
not make it explicit, it is possible that both ideas are somehow intertwined inasmuch as the
heavenly temple(s) might have fimctioned as the locus for the divine assembly.
lANET, 398.
2Houwink ten Cate, "The Sun God of Heaven and the Hittite King," in Effigies Dei:
Essays on the History of Religions, Studies in the History of Religion 51 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1987), 23. The assembly of the gods conveys a notion of judgment, and consequently may be
related to the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif. Furthermore, although one cannot be certain about
the specific spot where this assembly would convene, the overall ANE evidence allows the
possibility that the heavenly temple might be one of its loci.
Hittite literature contains several references to the assembly of the gods, as the following
sampling demonstrates. In the bilingual edict ofHattusili I, the monarch pleads for the gods to
"take a stand on my side and judge the [legal case] on my side" (COS, 2:88). In a treaty document
between Suppiluliuma and Aziru, the assembly of the gods is called to witness (ibid., 95). The
same motif occurs in the blessings and curses of the treaty between Suppiluliumas and Kurtiwaza.
The text says that "at the conclusion of this treaty we have called the gods to be assembled and the
gods of the contracting parties to be present, to listen and to serve as witnesses" (ANET, 205). In a
prayer by Mursillis II, all the gods are "summoned to assemble for witnessing an oath" (COS,
2:156). In the Telepinus myth, it is reported that "the gods [were gathered] in assembly under the
hatalkesnas tree "(ANET, 128), assumed to be the hawthorn according to ten Cate (16).
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The basic assumption behind the idea o f a divine assembly would be that humans
can appeal to the gods and win their support. As ten Cate has stated, "the gods were
supposed to transmit to their equals complaints which had reached them from human
beings."1At this juncture, it is worth noting that the assembly o f the gods seemed to have
its counterpart among humans in the Hittite assembly, which gathered as a judicial body
under the will o f the king.2 Thus, the idea developed that as the Hittite king used to
convoke his assembly, in like manner his divine counterpart, understood as the sun god,
would convoke the other deities to gather in assembly.3 Therefore, if the Hittites
developed the idea o f an earthly counterpart for the assembly o f the gods, it is reasonable
to infer that they might also have entertained the notion o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
in correspondence to an earthly counterpart.4

Summary
Hittite texts portray the heavenly sanctuary as a token o f kingship, which functions
as a place o f judgment and, possibly, as the locus for the divine assembly o f the gods. The
‘ten Cate, 21.
2Gary Beckman, "The Hittite Assembly," Journal o f the American Oriental Society 102
(1982): 102-442.
3ten Cate, 19.
4The connection between heavenly and earthly assemblies suggests a correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary/temple of the deity and the earthly sanctuary/temple (or the palace
of the king, for that matter). It is interesting to note that the Sumerian logogram E (from E.GAL:
lit. "large house," i.e. "temple/palace") is also used in Hittite, as noted in the Hittite terms
^karimmi-lEkarimna- ("temple") and ^kuntarra ("sanctuary") (Johann Tischler, Hethitisches
Etymologisches Glossar [Innsbruck, Institut fur Sprachwissenschaft der Universitat Innsbruck,
1983], 407 and 635-36, respectively).
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possibility may also be raised that Hittites also conceived of a correspondence between the
earthly and heavenly sanctuaries along the lines o f their Semitic neighbors.

Ugaritic Literature
The discovery o f the ancient city o f Ugarit provided a major venue for the
understanding o f the religion o f Canaan, and consequently opened new vistas to the
religious context o f the Hebrew Bible.1Among the most important finds brought to fight
by the archaeological excavations o f Ugarit are three major works o f narrative poetry
written in a cuneiform alphabet providing significant insights into the religion o f Ugarit—
the Epic ofKirta, the story o f Aqhat, and the Baal Cycle. These works are the major
sources for the following survey o f Ugaritic texts.

Epic ofKirta
The Epic ofKirta is a story o f a royal hero who has to fight against the near
extinction o f his dynasty. A significant feature o f this story is the role played by the gods in
the plot. They are deeply involved as the actions o f the hero unfold. They feast with him,
help him, and are involved in the major decisions regarding Kirta's fortune. O f special
interest for the purposes of this research are the references to the dwellings o f the gods.
'Peter C. Craigie, "Ugarit and the Bible: Progress and Regress in 50 Years," in Ugarit in
Retrospect: 50 Years of Ugarit and Ugaritic, ed. Gordon Douglas Young (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1981), 99-111; idem, Ugarit and the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1983), 3-6; John Day, "Ugarit and the Bible: Do They Presuppose the Same Canaanite Mythology
and Religion?," in Ugarit and the Bible: Proceedings of the International Symposium on Ugarit
and the Bible, ed. Adrian H. W. Curtis, John F. Healey, and George J. Brooke, UgaritischBiblische Literatur 11 (Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1994), 35-52; J. A. Emerton, "What Light Has
Ugaritic Shed on Hebrew?," in Ugarit and the Bible, 53-69.
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The gods are depicted as living in tents, as the following quotation demonstrates:
tbrk- ilm -tity
tity ilm •lahlhm
dr il' ImSknthm

The gods offer blessing, they go
The gods go home to their tents
The circle o f El to their dwellings.1

Although the text does not specify where these houses/tents are located, it may
reasonably be surmised that they were understood to be located in heaven or in some
mythical place, such as the underworld.2 The text also alludes to Baal's dwelling located on
the mythical Mount Saphon.3 Although, strictly speaking, this is not a heavenly sanctuary
(i.e., a sanctuary located in heaven) its importance lies in the fact that it was probably
regarded as the counterpart to the earthly/historical temple o f Baal in the city o f Ugarit,4
and therefore plays a role functionally equivalent to that o f a heavenly temple.
‘Ibid., 26 (KTU 1:1511117-19).
2Marjo Christina Annete Korpel, A Rift in the Clouds: Ugaritic and Hebrew Descriptions
of the Divine (Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1990), 375.
3Cf. the following passages:
tbkyk- a b g r b cl
Baal's mountain will weep for you, fatherspn ■him •qdS
Mount Saphon, the holy domain,
nlnyhlm •adr
Mount Nani, the mighty domain
hi rhb mknpt
A domain stretched as wide as a wingspan.
Simon B. Parker, ed., Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, WAW 9 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
1997), 31 (KTU 1.16 I 6-9). This text is repeated verbatim by Kirta's daughter Thitmanit in
Parker, 35 (KTU 1.16 II 44-47).
”sh ■n g r ib US
Summon the herald-god, IUishil[S]' <ngr-bt'brl>
Ilish, the herald o f Baal's house
wa tth •ngrt -ilht
And his wives, herald-godesses, too !
ysh-ngr il-ilS
He summons the herald-god, Ilish,
ilS n g rb t'M l
Ilish, the herald o f Baal's house,
watth•ngrt' ilht
And his wives, herald-goddesses, too"
(Parker, 36 [KTU 1.16 IV 3-4]). Cf. Parker, 37 (KTU 1.16 IV 10-12).
'This idea will be elaborated below.
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Summing up, from the few allusions to the heavenly/mythical sanctuary/temple
motif found in the Epic ofKirta one gets the impression that the heavenly/mythical
sanctuary ftmctions primarily as a dwelling for the deities. Its location is left unspecified
except for Baal, whose abode is located on Mount Saphon.

Story o f Aqhat
The story o f Aqhat reports about the childless king Danel in whose favor Baal
intercedes before El to bless him with a son. After Baal's intercession, a son, named Aqhat,
was bom to Danel. Actually, the major concern o f the story is with Danel's son, and not
with Danel himself. So in the following survey o f the story o f Aqhat focuses mainly on the
references to the gods' dwellings located both in Ugarit and in heaven or some mythical
place.1It is instructive to note that El's abode is described as being located at a mythical
place, "at the springs o f the rivers," as can be seen in the text transcribed below, in which
Anat marches towards El's dwelling:
‘David P. Wright has identified twenty ritual scenes in the Aqhat narrative, the majority of
which are "sorted out in (a) feasts, (b) blessings, (c) mourning rites, and (d) retaliation rites"
(David P. Wright, Ritual in Narrative: The Dynamics o f Feasting, Mourning, and Retaliation
Rites in the Ugaritic Tale o f Aqhat [Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2001], 13). Although Wright has
performed a detailed analysis of this story, with a meticulous identification of the ritual scenes
contained therein, unfortunately he paid no attention to the heavenly-temple motif.
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idk [Ittn p]nm
rm ■ibmbk' nhrm
[qrb apjq'thmtm
tgly dd il
[wtbu qJrS m ltab Snm

Then [she sets her fa]ce
Toward El at the springs o f the rivers,
[Among the streajms o f the deeps.
She proceeds to the precinct o f El,
[Comes to the c]amp o f the King, the Father of
Years1

It is instructive to note that, along with his mythical tent "at the springs of the
rivers," El had a house or sanctuary in the city o f Ugarit, as the text below seems to
demonstrate. The context o f the passage depicts Baal interceding before El so that a son
would be given to Kirta. The requested offspring was expected
spu•ksmh-bt b 'l
[w]mnth •b t il

To eat his portion in Baal's house
His share in the house o f El.2

For the purpose o f this study, it suffices to note that Baal's and El's houses as
mentioned in this text most probably refer to the earthly sanctuaries o f these deities, since
the text is referring to ritual actions to be performed by Kirta's future son. At this juncture
three remarks are in order. First, it is clear that the Ugaritic culture understood the abode
of the deities in two spheres: El had a "house" (bt) physically located at Ugarit,3 and a
"precinct" (dd)4 at the cosmic waters. This is in line with ANE theology and cosmology
'Parker, 62 (KTU 1.17 VI46-49). The locution "Father of Years" reminds one of the
expression "Ancient of Days" in Dan 7:9-10. This passage will receive attention in chapter 3 of this
dissertation..
2Ibid., 53 (KTU 1.17 I 31-32).
3Although archaeological excavations have not yet identified a sanctuary/temple belonging
to El, several ritual texts have attested the existence of a sanctuary to this deity in the ancient city
Ugarit. Cf., e.g., Dennis Pardee, Ritual and Cult at Ugarit (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature,
2002), 51 (RS24.266, lines 6, 14 [Obv.]).
4Clifford translates dd as "tent" on the basis of the parallelism of Ugaritic poetry.
According to him "the word is probably plural, as frequently in housing terms in Ugaritic. The
usual translation is 'area' or 'mountain.' While there is no extra-Ugaritic evidence for dd as "tent,"
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according to which the god's earthly "sanctuary" was understood to be a copy or
counterpart of the heavenly/cosmic one.1
Second, earthly and heavenly sanctuaries seem to have been understood as
operating in dynamic relationship. The following text seems to point to this aspect. After
Danel's weeping over the death ofhis son Aqhat for seven years, the text reports that
wyq[ry] dbh ilm
y$clydgt[hl]m(?)
d g th m m y [bk] bkbm

He presjents] a meal for the gods,
Into the heavens sends incense,
[to the ] stars the Hamemite's incense.2

The picture here seems to be that of Danel entering a sacred precinct in Ugarit and
performing some ritual action.3 The clause "into the heavens he sends incense" seems to
express the connection between the earthly and heavenly dwellings o f the deities (i.e.,
Danel presents a meal in the earthly temple or sacred precinct and, at the same, time sends
incense up into the heavenly sanctuary of the deities). The implication is that both
sanctuaries are connected in the same ritual action. Thus the term "heavens" is probably a
metonymic expression for the heavenly sanctuary o f the deities.
the intra-Ugaritic evidence is strong, dd appears five times in the cliche for El's dwelling, reprinted
in the text. A rigid parallelism is the rule in the cliche: mabbikd[source] // 'apiqu [pool]; naharami
["two rivers"] // tibim(a)tami [double-deep]; Tlu [El] Umilku abu sanima [king, father of years];
taglsyu [roll back] // tabu « [enter], dd should therefore be parallel to qarasu, 'tent frame, tent"'
(Richard J. Clifford, "The Tent of El and the Israelite Tent of Meeting," CBQ 33 [1971]: 222, n.
4). Clifford notes another proof of this parallelism in lines 51-52 of the the story of Aqhat:
agrtn-bat.bddk [pgt] batb<a>hlm. "The woman we hired is come to our camp, [ ] is come to
our tents" (ibid.). Cf. Parker, 77 (KTU 1.19 IV 51-52).
1"Among the Canaanites, the high god was thought to dwell in a temple or tent on the holy
mountain. The earthly temple of the deity was considered a copy of the heavenly temple on the
mountain" (Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old Testament, 177).
barker, 76 (KTU 1.19 IV 22-25).
3Cf. David P. Wright, 200-03.
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There is also the possibility that the term "heavens" may point to the earthly
sanctuary itself which, because o f its relationship with the heavenly sanctuary, could be
called "heaven."1Nevertheless, the reference to the "stars" renders the heavenly abode o f
the deities the most probable referent for the passage and, consequently, suggests a
dynamic relationship between earthly and heavenly sanctuaries.
‘It is instructive to note that an Ugaritic hymn to Anat refers to the sanctuary of the
goddess, located on the mythical mount Inbub, as "high heavens" (Smm rm). The relevant part of
the text reads as follows:
"wcp -ldr[c]-n£rk
And fly with your falcons
wrbs ■l§rk•inbb
and settle on your mountain Inbub,
at grk ank ydct
come to your mountain (which) I know!
[a]n'atn-atmtbk
Lo! Come yourself to your dwelling;
b g g [$ ]m m r m lk
to the rofofj of the high [hea]vens go,
prz kt-[kjbkbm
and run towards the stars"
(N. Wyatt, trans., Religious Texts from Ugarit, 2nd ed., Biblical Seminar 53 [London:
Sheffield, 2002], 170-71 [KTU 1.13 8-13]).
The Phoenician inscriptions of 'Esmunazar and Bod‘astart, both from the fifth century
B.C., seemingly refer to the precincts of a temple in Sidon as "mighty heavens "\Smm ’drm) and
"high heavens"(vmm rmm) respectively. The relevant parts of lines 15-17 of the 'Esmunazar
inscription read: (15). . . bnn ‘yt bt (16) ‘Inn ‘yt bt cStrt bsdm ‘rs ym wySm ‘yt bt ‘aStrt
Smm‘drm w'nhn (17) ‘S bnn bt I ‘Smn [S]d/r qdS €nydll bhr wySbny Smmcdrm . . . "(15)
.. . we built the house of (16) the gods: the temple of Ashtarot in Sidom, land of the sea, and have
made Ashtarot dwell in the mighty heavens; and we (17) built a house to Eshmun, the holy prince
(?) NYDLL, on the mountain and made him dwell in the mighty heavens" (H. Dormer and W.
Rollig, Kanaanaische und Aramdische Inschriften [Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1966], 1:3,
inscription number 14). For the English translation I followed with some minor changes the
German translation in Donner, 2:19-20. The Bod‘astart inscription, a short text inscribed in the
foundations of the Eshmun temple, contains the following words: mlk bdcStrt mlk sdnm bn bn
mlk hSmn'zr mlk sdnm bsdn ym Smm rmm ‘rs rSpm sdn mSl ’$ bn sdn Sd/r ‘yt hbyt z
bn liy l‘Smn Sd/r qdS. "King BDASTRT, King of the Sidonians, grandson of ASMNZR, king
of the Sidonians, in 'Sidon of the sea,' 'high heavens,' 'land of RSPM,' 'Sidon rules,' which he built
And Sidon of the hall which he built to his god, to 5ESMN, the holy prince." Donner, 1:3,
inscription number 15. My English translation follows closely the German translation in Donner,
2:23-24. "Sidon of the sea," "high heavens," "land of RSPM," "Sidon rules," correspond to four
quarters of the Sidon according to J. T. Milik, "Le Papyrus Arameens d'Hermopolis et les Cultes
Syro-Pheniciens," Bib 48 (1967): 597-98. For something similar in Ebla, cf. Mitchell J. Dahood,
"The Temple and Other Sacred Places in the Ebla Tablets," in The Temple in Antiquity: Ancient
Records and Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, RSMS 9 (Provo, UT: Brigham Young
University, 1984), 84.
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Baal Cycle
Dated to about 1400-1359 B.C., the so-called Baal cycle is composed o f six tablets
and various fragments o f about 1,830 lines, though estimates for the original text go as
high as 5,000 lines.1 The research on these tablets has generated considerable debate.
Scholars have discussed the order o f the tablets, also whether the six tablets should be read
as a single story or a group o f separate narratives about Baal,2 and the function o f this
cycle in the Ugaritic religion.3 Nonetheless, in spite of this discussion, no consensus has
emerged, and for the purposes o f this research no absolute decision regarding these
matters is required.
The text narrates "the story o f Baal's rise to kingship over the gods by his defeat o f
the forces of chaos, Sea and Death."4 As the composition unfolds, several themes become
prominent such as a council in heaven, battle between the deities, creation, temple
‘Mark Smith, "The Baal Cycle," in Ugaritic Narrative Poetry, ed. Simon B. Parker
(Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 1997), 81.
2Smith seems to imply that the cycle is a single story when he says that despite the
difficulties "the outline of the narrative is clear. "Ibid. Clifford has suggested that the six tablets of
Baal texts "contain two variants of the same basic myth of the victory of the god rather than, as is
often assumed, of a single connected story of a conflict with Sea followed by a conflict with
Death." Richard J. Clifford, "The Temple in the Ugaritic Myth of Baal," in Symposia, ed. F. M.
Cross (Boston: American Schools of Oriental Research, 1975), 138.
3Johanes C. De Moor, The Seasonal Patterns in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'alu, ed.
Manfred Dietrich, Kurt Berghof, and Oswald Loretz, AOAT 16 (Vluyn: Verlag Butzon & Bercker
Kevalaer, 1971); Dirk Kinet, "Theologische Reflexion im Ugaritischen Bacal-Zyklus," BZ 22
(1978).
4Michael David Coogan, ed., Stories from Ancient Canaan (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1978), 75.
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building, sacral meal, and others.1 For the purposes o f this research, special attention is
devoted to the theme o f El's tent and Baal's palace—the most prominent theme in the Baal
texts.2
An interesting reference to El's abode occurs in a text in which Anat comes to the

mountain o f El to request that a palace be built for Baal.
tg l d [d ]il[]w tb u
[qr]$-m [l]k' ab[~ Snm
[ M J ftJ b u d d m
[n ]n [ J n f ]l[ J
qlh •ySm c • tr[- i]l ■abh
y [ cn -]/bSbct h[d]rm ■
[b t]m n [ta p ]sg rt.

[She comes to] the mountain o f El and enters.
[The te]nt of the king, the father o f years.
[She] enters the mountain.

Her voice Bull [E]l her Father, hears;
E[l] an[sw]ers from the seven r[oo]ms,
[from the] eigh[t enclosures.3

Some significant features regarding El's abode deserve discussion. At first, it seems
clear that the text refers to El's heavenly/mythical abode. The description o f El's sanctuary
as a seven-room palace points to grandeur and majesty that exceed an earthly sanctuary. In
fact, that El is depicted as being located at the innermost chamber o f his abode4 recalls the
'John M. Lundquist, "What Is a Temple? A Preliminary Typology," in Questfor the
Kingdom of God: Studies in Honor of George E. Mendenhall, ed. E. A. Spina, H. B. Huffinon,
and A. R. W. Green (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1983), 214.
2Cf. F. Lokkegaard, "The House of Baal," AcOr 22 (1955).
3Parker, 116 (KTU 1.3 V 7-12).
4It has been further suggested that "this idiom of seven concentric boundaries surrounding
a god's shrine appears to establish its central location; it corresponds to the notion of seven barriers
in the underworld of both Egyptian and Mesopotamian tradition. It may also be compared to the
seven boundaries represented architecturally in Egyptian temples, most clearly at Edfu. The image
of the god here resided in the innermost chamber (the shrine-box) of the building. A similar
symbolism, though perhaps not so explicitly developed, probably lies behind the construction of the
temples at Ugarit" (Nicholas Wyatt, "The Religion of Ugarit: An Overview," in Handbook of
Ugaritic Studies, ed. Wilffied G. E. Watson and Nicolas Wyatt [Leiden: Brill, 1999], 533). Cf.
also Margerite Yon, "Sanctuaires d'Ougarit," in Temples et Sanctuaires: Seminaire de Recherche
sous la Direction de G. Roux, Travaux de la Maison de l'Orient 7 (Lyon: GIS-Maison de 1'Orient,
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layouts o f ANE temples in which an image o f the deity was housed in the innermost

sanctuary.1
Another aspect o f El's temple that deserves comment relates to its function. Since
the context portrays the goddess Anat coming to El in order to request that a temple be
built for Baal, the tent o f El functions as the place where the deity would make decisions
and whence he would issue his decrees. This is reinforced by another text that reads as

follows:
idblttn pnm
cm *iVmbk•nhrm
qrb •apq *thmtm
tgly' d d -il wtbu
qrS mlk ab- Snm

Now she heads out
For El at the springs o f the Rivers
Amid the streams o f the deeps.
She comes to the mountain o f El and enters
The tent o f the King, the Father o f Years.2

El's dwelling is depicted as being located "at the springs o f the Rivers"
(;mbbnhm t). Some scholars have advanced the view that the "springs o f the Rivers" could
be reminiscent o f the subterranean waters, and therefore El's abode would be located
1984), 37-50.
‘Several studies on the layout of ANE temples have revealed an inner sanctuary where the
image of the deity was located. Cf., e.g., John M. Monson, "The Temple of Jerusalem: A Case
Study in the Integration of Text and Artifact" (PhD. diss., Harvard University, 1998); Lawrence
T. Geraty, "The Jerusalem Temple and Its Near Eastern Context," in The Sanctuary and the
Atonement: Biblical, Theological, and Historical Studies, ed. Arnold Valentin Wallenkampf, W.
Richard Lesher, and Frank B. Holbrook (Silver Spring, MD: Biblical Research Institute, 1989),
37-62; G. R. H. Wright, "Pre-Israelite Temples in the Land of Canaan," Palestine Exploration
Quarterly 103 (1971): 17-32; Volkmar Fritz, "Temple Architecture: What Can Archaeology Tell
Us About Solomon's Temple?," Biblical Archaeology Review 13, no. 4 (1987): 39-49; John M.
Lundquist, "The Common Temple Ideology of the Ancient Near East," in The Temple in Antiquity:
Ancient Records and Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, The Religious Studies
Monograph Series 9 (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1984), 53-76 (cf. esp. pp. 62-63, for
a brief discussion of the holy of holies in Mesopotamian and Egyptian temples).
2Parker, 127 (KTU 1.4 IV 20-24).
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somewhere in the netherworld.1 Such a view, nonetheless, cannot be sustained upon closer
examination. More likely, the phrase "springs o f the Rivers" refers to the waters of
paradise, the source o f life-giving waters.2 Besides, it seems reasonable to suppose that
since El was understood as the chief deity o f the Ugaritic pantheon,3 he would be
conceived o f as living in some other place than the netherworld. As a matter o f fact,
Ugaritic literature discloses indications that El was located in heaven.4 From this place,
"the center o f the universe . . . El exercises that vital restraining, but essentially benevolent
providence ( . . . ) without which everything would collapse in chaos."5 El's dwelling place
functions as the headquarters from where the chief god o f the pantheon rules the universe.
As noted by Clifford, the tent of El is always described in contexts o f messengers or deities
asking El's decision or taking orders from him.6
'Cf., e.g., Marvin H. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts, VTSup 2 (Leiden: Brill, 1955), 92104.
2Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old Testament, 50-51. Cf. Conrad E.
1'Heureux, Rank among the Gods El, Ba'al, and the Repha'im, ed. Frank M. Cross, Harvard
Semitic Monographs 21 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1979), 26-28.
3E1 also held a prominent position in the ancient South Arabic religion, as noted by Ulf
Oldenburg, "Above the Stars of El: El in Ancient South Arabic Religion," ZAW 82, no. 2 (1970):
187-208.
4Cf, e.g., the following from Kirta epic: 20, Saydk-Smm-dbh-Itr abk il ["Lift your
hands to heaven, sacrifice to Bull your father, El"] (KTU 1.14 ii 20). The biblical expressions "El
most high" (]vb^ bit) and "the stars of El" (b ip ssis) lend additional weight to the contention that
Ugaritic mythology most probably conceived of El's dwelling as located in heaven (or in some
mythical place functionally equivalent to heaven).
5J. L. Gibson, "The Theology of the Ugaritic Baal Cycle," Or 53 (1984): 210.
6Clifford, "The Tent of El and the Israelite Tent of Meeting," 223.
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Now, attention is turned to some o f the references to the building o f Baal's house,
a major theme in the Baal cycle. After Baal's fighting and defeating Yam (Tablets 1-2), El
granted the request o f Athirat that a house be built for Baal. In gratitude for El's
permission, Athirat extolls him and spells out her expectations o f what Baal would
accomplish from the temple as follows:
wnap- cdtrmtrh bcl
y cdn■cdnctr(!)t'bglt
wtn •qlh bcrpt
Srh ■lars •brqm

So now may Baal enrich with his rain,
May he enrich with rich water in a downpour.
And may he give his voice in the clouds,
May he flash to the earth lightning.1

The words o f Athirat seem to imply that Baal temple would be a source o f fertility
inasmuch as this temple would be the place from which Baal's royal self-disclosure would
emanate in the form o f rain, thunder, and lightning. Clifford has noted that "apparently, the
cosmic function of Baal's temple is the subject. Baal's temple and kingship will bring
fertility and cosmic harmony. If this is the function o f the heavenly temple, it may also be
the function o f the earthly shrine which represents the heavenly sphere."2
Another text that deserves consideration is the section that describes the actual
building of Baal's mythical palace as follows:
[hS'Jbhth'tbnn
fhS ■jtrmm ■hklh
y[tljk'llbnn-wcsh
IfSrrjyn •mhmd-arzh
h[n•l]bnn■w csh
Sryti'mhmd-arzh
tSt[-]iSt' bbhtm
nbfljatbhklm

[Quickly] he builds his house,
[Quickly] he erects his palace.
He [se]nds to Lebanon for its wood,
To [Sirjyon for its choicest cedar
In[deed (?) to Le]banon for its wood,
To Siryon for its choicest cedar.
A fire is set in the house,
A f[l]ame in the palace.

‘Parker, 129 (KTU 1.4 V 6-9).
2Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old Testament, 106.
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hn[']ym'wtm
tiki i&t[-]bhtm
nblt bhklm
tlt r(!)bc ym
tikl[i]Stbhtm
nbla[t]bhklm
hm$t[d]t-ym
tiki iSt'[b]htm
nblt b[qrb'hk]lm
mk bSb[c']y[mm]
td-iSt bbhtm
n[bl]V bhklm
sb'ksplrqm
hrs nsb llbnt
Smh aliyn-bcl
<b>hty bnt dt ksp
hkly[ ]dtm hrs

There! for a day and a second,
A fire bums in the house,
A flame in the palace.
For a third and a fourth,
[A f]ire bums in the house,
A flame in the palace.
For a fifth and a si[x]th,
A fire bums [in] the house,
A flame a[mid the pa]lace.
Then on the seventh-d[ay,]
The fire leaves the house,
The f[!am]e, the palace.
The silver had turned to plates,
The gold had turned to bricks.
Mightiest Baal rejoices:
"My house I have built o f silver,
My palace o f gold."1

The above-quoted text yields significant information about the nature and function
o f Baal's mythical abode. As for its nature, it must be noted that the work is described in
very human terms. Earthly materials are used in its construction: wood from Lebanon,
gold, and silver. A heavenly temple seems to be constructed with the same materials as if it
were a palace o f a human king.2 However, at the same time a supernatural tone is struck
when it is stated that fire contributed to the completion o f the work. Elsewhere it is also
stated that the house had gigantic dimensions,3 was made o f clouds,4 and had a window
described as a rift in the clouds (bdqt crpt).5 An additional detail indicates that Baal's
’Parker, 133-34 (KTU 1.4 VI 16-38).
2Korpel, 375.
3Parker, 132 (KTU 1.4 V 56-57).
4Ibid,

136 (KTU 1.4 VII17-20).

5Ibid.
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temple is for beyond any human king's mansion. This temple contains eight rooms in which

Baal does not store ordinary earthly treasures, but thunder, lightning and snow.1
Therefore, it may be concluded that although the description o f Baal's heavenly2 palace is
made against the backdrop of his earthly temple located in the city o f Ugarit, ultimately, it
seems that the earthly language intends to convey the idea o f the deity's heavenly/mythical

abode. Another possibility is that the myth refers to both earthly and heavenly/mythical
temples at the same time, as Stoltz has suggested.3 Thus, the mixing o f earthly and
heavenly elements seems to operate as a kind of connection between the earthly temple
and its heavenly archetype.4
At this juncture, one should note that the correspondence between earthly and
heavenly temples seems to be substantiated by the correlation o f the literary description o f
Baal's temple with the archaeological data. The literary description attests that one o f the

interesting features o f Baal's palace was a window. Although rejecting it at first, Baal
eventually reverses his decision and allows Kothar to make the window in the house.5
lKTU 1.101:3ff; KTU 1:4 VII 59f. (restored on the basis of KTU 1.8:11.13). Cf. Korpel,
375, n. 76.
2The fact that Baal is a storm-god indicates that he is a celestial deity, and therefore his
mythical temple is located in heaven.
3Fritz Stoltz, ed., Funktionen und Bedeutungsbereiche des ugaritischen Ba alsmythus,
Funktionen und Leistungen des Mythos (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1982).
4Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, 106, n. 147.
5This has been understood as the opening of the clouds through which the rain would fall
(Norman Habel, Yahweh versus Baal: A Conflict of Religious Cultures [New York: Bookman
Associates, 1964], 77). T. Gaster has made the interesting suggestion that this incident reflects an
actual rain-making ceremony at the Baal temple of Ugarit in which the windows of the temple roof
were opened "to simulate the opening of the windows of heaven" (Theodor H. Gaster, Thespis:
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Now, it is worth noting that the temple o f Baal uncovered during the excavations at Has
Sfaamra had a window in the roof,1 as had Baal's mythical temple on Mount Zaphon.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that Ugaritic religion understood the earthly
temple to be "the counterpart o f Baal's heavenly abode."2
In the sequence o f the narrative, the royal functions of Baal's temple become
apparent, as can be perceived from the following passage:
bkm -ytb-bcl-Ibhth
umlk- ubmlk/
ars-drkt ySkn

So Baal is enthroned in his house:
Will either king or commoner
Establish a land of dominion?3

In this connection Lokkegaard expressed the view that "the house is meant as a step
towards absolute power, as a token o f supremacy, "4 and Clifford argued that "the palace
is central. It is a concrete symbol o f kingship."5 That kingship is a major function o f Baal's
Ritual, Myth, and Drama in the Ancient Near East, rev. ed. [New York: Harper and Row, 1965],
195. It must be noted that Gaster's view is based on a ritual interpretation of the Baal cycle that
has been criticized by several scholars. For a summary of these criticisms, cf. Mark Smith,
"Interpreting the Baal Cycle,” UF18 [1986]: 317). A brief sampling of suggestions may be
instructive: U. Cassuto argued that Baal refused the window because he feared Mot would enter,
through it (Biblical and Oriental Studies, 2:135). De Moor suggested that the window represented
the coming of the rains (The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth o f Ballu, 162-63). For L.
Fisher, the building of Baal's house and window represented the creation of the universe (L. Fisher,
"Creation at Ugarit and in the Old Testament," VT 15 [1965]: 313-24). For a summary of these
and some other views, cf. Mark Smith, "Interpreting the Baal Cycle," U T18 (1986): 313-39.
lCf. Claude F. A. Schaeffer, The Cuneiform Texts of Ras Shamra-Ugarit (London:
Oxford University Press, 1939), 66ff.
2F. Lokkegaard, "The House of Baal," AcOr 22 (1955): 17.

3Parker, 137 (KTU 1.4 VII 42-44).
4Lokkegaard, 17.
5Richard J. Clifford, "Cosmogonies in Ugaritic Texts and in the Bible," Or 53 (1984): 197.
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palace is made explicit by the following statement in which Baal himself claims that "I
myself am the one who reigns over the gods" (ahdy dym lt

After the construction

o f his palace, Baal offers a banquet to all the gods. Subsequently, he marches through
numerous cities and, in thunder, proclaims his kingship from his palace.

Summary
From the survey o f Ugaritic texts undertaken above, the following picture of the
heavenly/mythical sanctuary emerges: Although there are allusions to dwellings of the
deities located in heaven, the texts dealing with El's dwelling and Baal's temple locate the
abode o f these deities in mythological places—the "springs o f the rivers," and Mount
Saphon, respectively. The following functions o f the heavenly/mythical temple can be
perceived from this study: A place o f divine activities of decision whence the deity issues
decrees and judgments affecting the earthly and cosmic sphere. The heavenly/mythical
temple also seems to function as a source o f fertility and a token o f kingship, which is
made especially clear in the report about the construction o f Baal's temple.
Ugaritic texts also attest the idea o f a relationship between the heavenly/mythical
temple and its earthly counterpart. As the correlation between the literary and
archaeological data indicates, a structural correspondence emerges in connection with the
"window" of Baal's temple. The textual data also seems to indicate a dynamic relationship,
inasmuch as incense offered in an earthly sanctuary goes up to heaven, which suggest
‘Parker, 137 (KTU 1.4 VII 40-50).
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some kind o f dynamic relationship between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart.

Egyptian Literature
Egyptian texts display a variety o f notions regarding the sanctuary/temple motif.
Apart from the obvious concept o f the earthly/historical temples, Egyptian texts portray
concepts such as a sanctuary/temple in heaven, in the underworld,1or in some
undetermined mythical realm. The idea also emerges o f a primeval sanctuary2 which was
'The Book of the Dead contains several references to the judgment hall (Thomas George
Allen, The Book of the Dead or Going Forth by Day: Ideas of the Ancient Egyptians Concerning
the Hereafter as Expressed in Their Own Terms, Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization 37
[Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1974], 22 [Spell 15B3J), double
sanctuary (ibid., 175), broad hall of Geb (ibid., 204, Spell 185a.), and underworld offerings (ibid.,
217, Spell Pleyte 167) which possibly refer to the underworld shrine(s) where the council of the
gods would undertake the judgment of the dead. A major motif in the Egyptian texts is that of an
underworld tribunal where a council of gods presided over by Osiris would decide whether the
person was worthy of eternal life (Stephen Quirke, "Judgment of the Dead," in The Oxford
Encyclopedia of Ancient Egypt, ed. Donald B. Redford [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001],
2:211-14). Worthy of attention at this juncture is the "hall of the two truths" (ibid., 97, 101, Spell
125a). This refers to the netherworld shrine at one end of which Osiris sits upon a throne to
perform the judgment of the dead (Alan W. Shorter, The Egyptian Gods: A Handbook [London: K.
Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., 1937], 52). An assembly of gods was supposed to be present in the
course of this judgment. Special reference is made to the forty-two gods in whose presence the
deceased person had to deny having committed forty-two specified sins (for a list of the forty-two
gods and the corresponding list of sins to be denied by the deceased person, cf. Thomas George
Allen, 98-99, Spell 125b) in order to be acquitted. Thus, a major function of the netherworld
sanctuary was one of judgment. In this connection, it should be noted that Egyptian religious texts
are similar to their ANE counterparts, except that the Egyptians placed greater emphasis on a
judgment located in the netherworld (this is not to deny that the other ANE texts postulated the
existence of the netherworld. My contention is that Egyptian religious texts seem to give more
weight to this concept of judgment performed in the netherworld realm than the other ANE
literature).
2Some texts allude to the concept of a primeval or cosmic temple. In these texts, the
prototypical temple is not depicted as an entity located in heaven, but projected back into the
mythical past. This archetypical temple is identified with the first spot to emerge from the waters
when the world was created. In a study about the Egyptian temple, Reymond notes that "in some
Pyramid texts of the V dynasty, the Earth in its earliest shape was pictured as a mound which
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founded upon the first mound when the world began. In latter times even the world came
to be conceived as a sanctuary.1In the ensuing discussion, the major focus Is on the first of
emerged from the primeval water. This mound was considered a divine being and as the original
terrestrial configuration on which the creator, Atum, dwelt and from which he created the four
tangible divine beings" (E. A. E. Reymond, The Mythical Origin of the Egyptian Temple
[Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1969], 59). Additionally, the Edfu texts refer to the
houses of the gods in the primeval age as prototypes of the historical temples (ibid., 44). These
temples are deemed to be the work of the gods and appear to be conceived as actual, physical
entities (ibid., 45). As Reymond further notes, "This short record seems to indicate a belief in a
historical temple that was a direct continuation, projection, and reflection of a mythical temple that
came into existence at the beginning of the world” (ibid., 4).
*It has been pointed out that in later Ptolemaic times the Egyptians began to see the temple
as a microcosm of the world (Harold Nelson, "The Egyptian Temple," in The Biblical
Archaeologist Reader, ed. G. Ernest Wright and David Noel Freedman [Boston: American Schools
of Oriental Research and Scholars Press, 1975], 150). The holy of holies was seen as the mound
which arose from the primeval waters, the floor was conceived as the earth, its ceiling is painted
blue for the sky (ibid., 151.4). These developments noted by Nelson are further corroborated by the
inscriptions of the pious pilgrim later carved on the temples of the 18* dynasty. One of these
inscriptions reads as follows: "The scribe N. came in order to see the beautiful temple of King
Snefru. He found it like a heaven in its interior, in which Re would come out and say: The heaven
showers fresh myrrh, it drips frankincense on the roof of the temple of King Snefru" ("Der
Schreiber N. kam, um den schonen Tempel des KSnigs Snefru zu sehen. Er fand ihn (d.h. den
Temple) wie einen Himmel in seinem Inneren, indem Re darin ausging, und sagte: Es regnet der
Himmel frische Myrrhen, er tropfelt Weihrauch auf das Dach(?) des Tempels des Konigs Snefru"
(W. Spiegelberg, "Die Auffassung des Temples als Himmel," ZAS 53 [1917]: 99).
Furthermore, it is worthy of note that this concept left its mark in the Egyptian language
itself, since the Egyptian word for "shrine" ({3wy-pf) has the meaning of "doors of heaven" (cf.
Jaroslav temy, "Note on {3wy-pt,”JEA 34 (1948): 120; Edward Brovarski, "The Doors of
Heaven," Or 46 [1977]: 107-115. As Morenz observed, "In particular the shrine o f the deity is
simply called 'heaven', or with an eye to its doors 'the doors of heaven'" (Siegfried Morenz,
Egyptian Religion pthaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1973], 88). Probably this is the meaning
of the following passage from the daily ritual of the temple of Amun in Kamak: "The doors of
heaven are open. The doors of the earth are opened. Hail to Geb, as the gods have said, established
on their thrones. The doors of heaven are opened so that the Ennead might shine" (COS, 1:56).
These qualifications of the earthly temples as "heaven" might well stem from the belief that the
earthly temple was considered to be "a replica of a pattern in heaven" (N. Wyatt, Space and Time
in the Religious Life of the Near East, The Biblical Seminar 85 [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 2001], 185).
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these ideas—the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif—the notion o f sanctuary/temple located
in heaven.1

Pyramid Texts
The following passage comes from a so-called "ascension" text. The relevant
portion reads as follows:1
As for any god who will take me to the sky, may he live and endure; bulls shall be
slaughtered for him, forelegs shall be cut off for him, and he shall ascend to the
mansion2 ofHorus which is in the sky; but as for any god who will not take me to the
sky, he shall not have honour, he shall not possess a leopard-skin, he shall not taste
p3k- bread, and he shall not ascend to the Mansion ofHorus which is in the sky on that
day when judgment is made [.. .].3
It is interesting to note that the "mansion ofHorus" is related to the activity o f
judgment. This is close to other ANE literature where the heavenly temple is portrayed as
a place o f judgment. The following text seems to portray a correspondence between
heavenly and earthly realities: "My house in the sky will not perish, my throne on earth will
*It is generally assumed by scholars that the earliest home of the gods in Egyptian thought
is the sky, where is also located the home of the blessed. Cf. Raymond Oliver Faulkner, The
Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), 243-24, Utterance 106; Erik
Homung, Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt: The One and the Many, trans. John Baines
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1982), 227; Samuel A. B. Mercer, "Heaven, and How to Get
There in the Pyramid Texts," in The Pyramid Texts, ed. Samuel A. B. Mercer (New York:
Longmans Green, 1952), 1-6.
^Egyptian texts use a variety of words to convey the concept of a sanctuary/temple, as can
be perceived by the translations. Terms such as mansion, shrine, broad hall, castle, and house are
used in the texts to convey the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif, a phenomenon also noted by Nam
in his study of the throne motif in the Egyptian texts. Cf. Daegeuk Nam, "The 'Throne of God'
Motif in the Hebrew Bible" (Th.D. diss., Andrews University, 1989), 104, n. 1.
3Faulkner, 172, Utterance 485.
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not be destroyed."1In this spell, the deified king claims to have a house in the sky and a
corresponding throne on earth, which probably should be Identified with the living king on
the throne o f Egypt.2
Another interesting feature o f the heavenly-temple motif is portrayed by the
following text: "I am the dh3i o f the gods who is behind the Mansion o f Re(, bom o f
'prayer-of-the gods' who is in the bow of the bark o f Re(. I sit before him, I open his boxes,
I break open his edicts, I seal his dispatches, I send out his messengers who do not grow
weary, and I do what he says to me."3 The "Mansion o f Re(" is depicted as a royal palace
whence the god performs his administrative duties and governs his realm. A related text
also seems to refer to some cultic activity when It states o f the King that "His bread
offering is up above with Re(."4

Coffin Texts
The coffin texts provide several references to a heavenly or mythical sanctuary o f
the god(s). The following passage displays an interesting allusion to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif: "O my soul, my spirit, my magic and my shade, open the doors of
the sky, throw open the gates o f heaven, may your ornament be secured on yourself so
‘Ibid., 91-92, Utterance 302.
2Cf. Vincent Arieh Tobin, Theological Principles o f Egyptian Religion (New York: P.
Lang, 1989), 89-124.
3Faulkner, 96, Utterance 309.
4Ibid., 68, Utterance 258.
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that you may enter to the great god who is in his shrine and see Re( in his true shape."1
Another text alludes to the heavenly shrine of Re( as the place where divine beings praise
him:
O Re(, great in your shrine, exalted on your pedestal, may you fare southward to the
Great Place, may you moor at the very great plain to the south of the horizon o f the
sky, may you take your seat on it, may praise be given to you by all the gods who are
in the sky, the lords o f the horizon o f the sky, who are upon the upper sky, may these
please you every day.2
The mythical sanctuary ofThoth is depicted as the place where the deity receives
praises and offerings, as the following passage makes clear: "Thoth goes forth in his
brightness with his ritual-book in his hands, and praise is given to him, offerings are
presented to him by those who are in the great castle [.. .]."3
The heavenly or mythical temple is also depicted as a source o f help, as can be
perceived in the following quotation: "O Atum who are in the Great Mansion. Sovereign
o f the Ennead, save me from that god who lives by slaughter, whose face is that o f a
hound and whose skin is that o f a man."4
Some passages reveal that the most important activity occurring in the heavenly or
mythical temple is related to judgment, as perceived in the references to the "Great
'Raymond Oliver Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Coffin Texts (Warminster, England:
Aris and Phillips, 1973), 2:134, Spell 492.
2Ibid., 2:137, Spell 498.
3Ibid., 3:96, Spell 985.

4Ibid., 1:265, Spell 335, Part II.
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Tribunal o f the Sky"1and to "tribunals which are in the sky and upon the waters."2 The
following passages further illuminates this aspect. One text states that the "(soul of the
deceased) may go up and see the great god Re( within his shrine on the day o f reckoning
up all souls, all spirits, all shades and all [magic(?)]."3 The text seems to imply the belief in
a day o f judgment to be performed in the heavenly shrine of Re(. The concept occurs in
other passages: "As for him who knows this word o f God, he shall be in the sky with Re(
among the gods who are in the sky, and vindication shall be given to him in every tribunal
into which he goes down."4 "I will speak o f the requirements o f this Great One of yours
who is in his shrine, and he will speak and induct himself into the tribunal in company with
the Ennead which is about his shrine."5 Thus, the heavenly or mythical sanctuary/temple is
depicted in these texts mostly as a place where the activity o f judgment is performed.

Book o f the Dead
Along with the ideas noted above, the Book o f the Dead seems to be aware o f an
earthly/heavenly correspondence, as the following passage from the Book o f the Dead
shows: "Osiris triumphs against his enemies, and Osiris N. triumphs before the great
Council in the sky and before the great Council in the earth."6 Although no explicit
‘Ibid., 2:208, Spell 625.
Tbid., 3:11, Spell 820.
3Ibid., 2:138, Spell 499.
4Ibid„ 2:225, Spell 651.
5Ibid., 3:9, Spell 818.
'Thomas George Allen, 103, Spell 127:1.
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reference is made to a heavenly temple/sanctuary, the text seems to presuppose some kind
o f correspondence between an earthly council and a heavenly one that might have obtained
for the sanctuary as well.

Other Texts
A hymn to Anaon depicts the deity as "Har-akhti who is in the heaven."1In some
monumental inscriptions the deity is referred to as "Lord o f heaven."2 "Lady of Asheru,
Lady ofheaven," is probably a reference to the Asherah o f Canaanite mythology, since this
is found on a stela that commemorates Sethos Fs campaign to Yenoan and Lebanon.3 In
the same inscription mention is made o f "Neferhotep, the great god, Lord of Heaven."4
Heaven is also depicted as the place of residence o f the Ennead, which, in some
texts, is portrayed as a judgment council.5 In a text probably inspired by Canaanite
mythology,6 Astarte decides "to go to the Ennead to the place where they were gathered."7
Although this text does not specify where this place is located, another text, which
’Ibid., 369.
2COS, 2:25.
3Ibid., 27.
4Ibid.

5The Ennead consisted of the sun-god creator and his descendants. In the Pyramid texts,
however, the two Enneads represent all the gods of Egypt. The Ennead is also portrayed as a
judgment council in both mythology and historical inscriptions. Cf. George Hart, A Dictionary o f
Egyptian Gods and Goddesses (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986), 65-66; B. van de
Waiie, "L'Enneade d'Heliopolis dans les Textes des Pyramids—Excursus II," in The Pyramid
Texts, ed. Samuel A. B. Mercer (New York: Longmans Green, 1952), 4:6-18.
6Cf. COS, 1:35.
7Ibid.
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expresses the reaction about the victory ofHorus over Seth, seems to locate the Ennead in
heaven—"The Ennead is in Jubilee, and heaven is in joy."1 The Ennead, or council, in
heaven is reminiscent of the heavenly-council motif found in other ANE texts.
It is instructive to note that one Egyptian text seems to imply that the statues o f the
Ennead o f gods dwelling in the temple o f Abydos were counterparts o f those in heaven, as
the following quotation seems to convey: "The standards thereof were o f electrum, more
excellent than their predecessors; more splendid were they than that which is in heaven;2
more secret were they than the fashion o f the nether world; more—were they than the
dwellers in Nun."3
Possible allusions to the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif are found in the hymn to
Amun-Re. In this poetic work the deity is referred to as "Lord o f heaven,"4 and also as the
one "whose shrine is hidden"5 and "grand o f appearances in the Mansion o f Benben."6 In a
probable reference to Amon-Re's activity as judge in the contest between Seth and Horus,
lANET, 17. It should be noted, however, that in "The Great Hymn to Osiris," the Ennead
gathers in the hall of Geb, a chthonic deity. Cf. COS, 1:42.
2The expression "that which is in heaven” by itself is ambiguous and may refer to either the
gods, or images thereof, located in heaven. However, the last clause of the text which likens these
statues to the "dwellers of Nun" suggests that those statues in Abydos were counterparts of the
deities who dwelled in heaven.
3James Henry Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt: Historical Documents from the
Earliest Times to the Persian Conquest, 5 vols. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1906),
2:39, par. 95 (emphasis supplied).
4COS, 1:38.
5Ibid.
6Ibid., 39.
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the hymn refers to Amon as the one "who judges the two contestants in the great broad
hall."1The reference to the "broad hall" as place o f judgment recalls Osiris's activities o f
judgment in the underworld shrine. Additionally it must be noted that the phrase used to
qualify Amun-Re as the one "whose shrine is hidden" followed by "the mansion o f
Benben" points to an extramundane sphere as the place where the deity carries out his
activities. That "mansion of Benben," understood as the primordial mound first risen from
the Abyss,2 may further reinforce the possibility that what is in view in these references is a
heavenly/mythical sanctuary.

Summary
Although in a few cases it was difficult to determine whether the sanctuary/temple
referred to in the Egyptian texts was conceived as being located in heaven or in some
mythical place, the following considerations attempt a synthesis o f the main ideas. The
heavenly sanctuary emerged from these texts as a place o f divine activities, that o f
judgment being the most prominent one. Egyptian texts also depict the heavenly temple as
a place o f cultic activities (like praises and offerings), possibly as the locus for the
judgment council; and interestingly enough, it was also portrayed as a source o f help, a
motif virtually absent from other ANE texts. Finally, it should be noted that the texts
surveyed above also convey the notion o f a vertical correspondence between the heavenly
temple and its earthly counterpart.
'Ibid., 40.
2Ibid., 39, n. 12.
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Conclusion
The sampling o f Sumerian, Akkadian, Hittite, Ugaritic, and Egyptian texts
surveyed above allows the following synthesis o f the heavenly-sanctuary/temple motif in
the ANE. As for the function of the heavenly sanctuary/temple, we noted that in addition
to serving as the dwelling o f the deities, it is conceived as a place for the following divine
activities:
1. Judgment and administration o f the world/cosmos—from the heavenly temple
the deity issues decrees and makes decision affecting the world/cosmic order. It thus
functions as a kind o f command center or headquarters for the administration o f the
earth/cosmos.
2. Meeting place for the divine assembly—the heavenly sanctuary is also conceived
as the meeting place for the divine assembly, where the council o f the gods would make
decisions affecting the earthly/cosmic realm.
3. Cultic activities—some texts also suggest the heavenly temple as a place where
cultic activities could take place. At least one text alludes to prayers being directed
towards the heavenly temple.
4. Token o f kingship—the heavenly temple also emerges as a token o f kingship and
a sign o f power.
As for the relationship between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart(s),
the following picture emerged. Overall, ANE texts seem to entertain the notion o f a
functional and structural correspondence between the earthly and heavenly sanctuaries.
The textual indications seem to be corroborated by the graphic depiction, as observed
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above in the excursus on Nabuapaliddina's Relief, which conveys the notions o f heavenly
and earthly sanctuaries functioning in dynamic interaction.
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CHAPTER 3

THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE TORAH

This chapter investigates the following passages which were found to contain the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Torah: Gen 11:1-9; 28:10-22; Exod 15:1-18; 24:911; 25:9,

40; 32-34; and Deut 26:15. Although, it is hoped that these texts represent a

comprehensive inventory o f this motif in the Torah, they are not intended to be exhaustive.
Future study may well uncover the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in other texts. Since
this study is mainly concerned with the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, the exegetical
procedures to be followed are aimed at this goal. Other themes and motifs contained in the
passages under investigation will receive attention only to the extent that they contribute
to clarifying the main topic o f this research.
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‘Translation of biblical texts follows closely the wording of the NASB, which is sometimes
modified to reflect a more literal translation of the Hebrew text.
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1 N ow the whole earth used the same language and the same words.
2 It came about as they journeyed east, that they found a plain in the land o f Shinar
and settled there.
3 They said to one another, "Come, let us make bricks and bum them thoroughly."
And they used brick for stone, and they used tar for mortar.
4 They said, "Come, let us build for ourselves a city, and a tower with its top into
heaven, and let us make for ourselves a name, otherwise we will be scattered abroad
over the face o f the whole earth."
5 YHWH came down to see the city and the tow er which the sons o f men had built.
6 YHWH said, "Behold, they are one people, and they all have the same language.
And this is what they began to do, and now nothing which they purpose to do will be
impossible for them
7 "Come, let us go down and there confuse their language, so that they will not
understand one another's speech."
8 So YHWH scattered them abroad from there over the face o f the whole earth; and
they stopped building the city.
9 Therefore its name was called Babel, because there YHWH confused the language
of the whole earth; and from there YHWH scattered them abroad over the face o f the
whole earth.

Preliminary Observations
The story o f Babel comes almost at the end o f the prepatriarchal history (Gen
1-11), with its description ofhow/why the multiplicity o f languages upon the earth came
into being. Since Gen 10 had already described the diversity o f peoples and their distinct
languages (vss.

5, 20,31), it is reasonable to suppose that this is a case o f "deliberate

dischronologization,"1 since this pericope describes events belonging within the beginning

1V i c t o r P . H a m i l t o n ,

The Book o f Genesis: Chapters 1-17 ( G

ra n d R a p id s, M I: E e rd m a n s ,

1 9 9 0 ), 3 5 0 .
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of chap. 10. This "chronological displacement"1 should probably be explained on the
grounds o f the "literary artistry" o f the primeval history, in which blocks o f narrative
materials are bracketed by genealogies, as has been suggested by Victor P. Hamilton.2
The boundaries o f the pericope are clearly established by the expression
which occurs at the beginning and at the end o f the narrative, thus forming an inclusio. As
for its structure, the text may be divided into two parts: Vss. 2-4, deliberations of men;
vss. 5-8, deliberations and actions o f YHWH; vss. 1 and 9 are introduction and
conclusion, respectively. A more complex structure arranged as a palistrophe with its
center at vs. 5 has been perceived by some scholars.3 According to this structure, the
clause "YHWH came down" (vs. 5) marks the turning point o f the narrative as displayed
below.
’For a study on the phenomenon of chronological displacement in Mesopotamian, biblical,
and postbiblical literature, cf. David A. Glatt, Chronological Displacement in Biblical and
Related Literatures (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1993).
2Hamilton argues that the opening chapters of Genesis are characterized by narrative
blocks bracketed by genealogies:
(1) (a) 5:32 genealogy (Noah's sons)
(b) 6:1-8 narrative (the son's of God)
(a') 6:9-10 genealogy (Noah's sons)
(2) (a) 6:9-10 genealogy (Noah's sons)
(b) 6:11-9:17 narrative (the Flood)
(a') 9:18-19 genealogy (Noah's sons)
(3) (a) 10:21-31 genealogies (Shemites)
(b) 11:1-9 narrative (Tower of Babel)
(a') 11:10-32 genealogy (Shemites)
Hamilton, The Book of Genesis: Chapters 1-17, 350.
3J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens of Stylistic and Structural
Analysis, 2nd ed. (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1991), 22; Isaak M. Kikawada, "The Shape of
Genesis 11:1-9," in Rhetorical Criticism: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg, ed. Jared J.
Jackson and Martin Kessler (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1974); Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 1-15
(Waco, TX: Word Books, 1987), 235.
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A "The whole earth had one language" (vs. 1)
B "there" (vs. 2)
C "each other" (vs. 3)
D "Come let us make bricks" (vs. 3)
E "let us build for ourselves" (vs. 4)
F "a city and a tower"
G "Y H W H came dow n . . d9 (vs 5 )
F1 "the city and the tower"
E 1 "which mankind had built"
D1 "come... let us mix up" (vs. 7)
C1"each other's language"
B1 "from there" (vs. 8)
A 1 "the language of the whole earth" (vs. 9).

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Gen 11:1-9 contains a few interpretative issues that call for investigation in order
to provide the backdrop against which the heavenly sanctuary/temple m otif may be
perceived. The following points will receive attention in the ensuing discussion: First, the
nature o f the sin of the builders; second, the nature and purpose o f the tower; third, the
meaning of several words and expressions; fourth, the relationship o f the text under
scrutiny to the broad context of the book o f Genesis. A clarification o f these issues is
called for in order to ascertain the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the
pericope under study.

The Sin of the Builders

Upon closer examination the text provides verbal and conceptual clues that point
to the nature o f the sin of the builders. The text says they wanted to make a "name" (DO)
for themselves, as 11:4a makes clear: "Come, let us build for ourselves a city, and a tower
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whose top will reach into heaven,1and let us make for ourselves a name (DO)." The
lexeme 0 0 connotes the idea o f "fame," "reputation," in 11:4. In the primeval history, OB

also appears in Gen 6:4,2 where the progeny o f the mixed marriages between the "sons o f
God" and the "daughters o f man" were "men o f renown" (OBn ,02K). Since this occurs in
the preface to the flood and depicts a situation that prompts YHWH to send the judgment
o f the flood upon humankind, it is reasonable to suppose that Dti in this passage conveys a
negative connotation which by virtue of the context is associated with arrogance and
desire to avoid accountability to YHWH.3
The injunctive clause OB

("and let us make for ourselves a name") in

11:4 requires some investigation. The noun 00 is used in the Hebrew Bible in syntagmatic
relationship with several verbs.4 It has been noted that when DO is used with HOB, "it is
confined to the king, and to YHWH, working wonders in Egypt."5 The expression as
‘This reminds one of the temple of Esagila which means, in Sumerian, "the structure with
upraised head" (Ephraim Avigdor Speiser, Genesis [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1964], 75). See
more on this below.
2Dffl ("name") occurs about 14 times in the "primeval history" (Gen 1-11). Twelve
occurrences carry the "normal" lexical denotation of a word or phrase by which a person, thing, or
class of things is known, called, or spoken to or of, while the other two occurrences carry the
connotation of "reputation" (11:4) and "renown" (6:4). See Ludwig Kohler and others, The Hebrew
and Aramaic Lexicon o f the Old Testament (HALOT), trans. and edited under the supervision of
M. E. J. Richardson, 5 vols. (1994), s.v. "DO."
3Frank Anthony Spina, "Babel," Anchor Bible Dictionary (ABD), ed. David Noel
Freedman (New York: Doubleday, 1992), 1:562.
4F. W. Reiterer, "DC sem,” Theologisches Worterbuch zum alien Testament (TWAT), ed.
G. Johannes Botterweck und Helmer Ringgren (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1973-97), 10:152-74.
5Claus Westermann, Genesis 1-11: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1984), 548.
Cf. 2 Sam 7:9; 8:13; Jer 32:20; Isa 63:12, 14; Dan 9:15; Neh 9:10; also Josh 7:9 with
modification.
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applied to the builders o f the tower of Babel (11:4) thus connotes rebellion against, or
usurpation of, YHWH's prerogatives. Therefore, that the builders o f the tower were eager
to make a "name" attests to their defiant attitude and their willingness to challenge
YHWH. Furthermore, their defying HOOT (6:4) echoes the HOW uttered by YHWH in
Gen 1:26,

lanbss D*1K nton ("Let us make man in our image, according to our

likeness"). It seems clear, on the basis of verbal connections and allusions, that the builders
o f the "city and tower" were usurping YHWH’s prerogatives. "To make a name" is
YHWH's own prerogative to be conferred on those whom he chooses, as demonstrated by
Gen 12:3— "And I will make you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name
(?[D0) great; and so you shall be a blessing." The reader thus learns that what the builders
o f Babel wanted to achieve by their own efforts, YHWH bestowed freely on his servant
Abram.
One should also note that the negative purpose clause in 11:4

p 3r]B

■pKrrbs ("lest we be scattered abroad upon the face o f the whole earth") further clarifies
the attitude and motives behind the whole enterprise. The "preventive conjunction"1
("lest") which introduces the clause expresses fear or precaution,2 and indicates a negative
wish o f the speaker or speakers.3 It indicates that the building project, in addition to
contributing to their reputation, was intended to prevent their being scattered upon the
lHALOT, s.v ." ]S."
2Ronald lames Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1976), 75.
3Paul lotion and T. Muraoka, A Grammar o f Biblical Hebrew, 2 vols., Subsidia Biblica
14/1-14/2. (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1996), 2:635.
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face o f the earth. Although no explicit reason is given for this fear inside the narrative,1 it
is probable that the scattering to be avoided was related to YHWH's command reported to
post-flood humanity,2 or a fear o f another flood or some such disaster.3 If this is so, the
building project also represented a deliberate and willfiil act o f disobedience against
YHWH, and lack o f trust in YHWH's promise that there would not be another Flood.

Nature and Purpose of the Tower
Two suggestions have been advanced by scholarship regarding the nature and
purpose o f the tower. On the one hand, the vast majority o f scholars suggests that the
tower was a ziggurat; on the other hand, there are some who argue that the tower was
meant to be only a fortification.4 The implication o f these views for the present study can
be stated at the outset. If the tower was intended to be simply a fortification, it is
improbable that the passage would contain any allusion to the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif. However, if a ziggurat is intended, it is highly possible that the narrative of Gen
11:1-9 alludes to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif? Since this aspect relates directly to
‘Paul Borgman refers to the "fear of being 'scattered over all the earth'" and likens Babel to
a neighbourhood full of Cains, Lamechs, Eves and Adams—a grouping together of anxious
individuals” (Genesis: The Story We Haven’t Heard [Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press,
2001], 36-37).
2"Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth" (Gen 9:1). Cf. Umberto Cassuto, A
Commentary on the Book o f Genesis (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1989), 242.

3Cf. "Let Us Build a City" [Gen 11:4], Seventh-day Adventist Bible Commentary
(SDABC), rev. ed., ed. Francis D. Nichol (Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1976-80), 1:284.
4Kim, 49-52.
5Although taking the opposing view, Kim admits that "if the Babel story in Gen. 11.1-9
adopts this idea [i.e., Ziggurat, Weltberg, 'cosmic mountain'] in any real sense, it is likely to
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the purpose of this investigation, a detailed description and evaluation o f the arguments
from both sides is undertaken.

Tower as a defensive structure

It has been argued that the Hebrew word ^ 3 0 ("tower") does not refer to a
ziggurat, but to a defensive structure1 "set inside the city as a final place of refuge."2 One
o f his arguments runs as follows: "The word 'tower',

is not used to designate a

temple tower, because v. 4 does not specify that they are building the 'city and tower' for
religious purposes."3 This argument is problematic, since it is based on silence: vs. 4 does
not specify that they are building the "city and tower" as a fortification structure.
It must be noted at this juncture that the Hebrew language does not contain a word
for ziggurat due to the obvious fact that ziggurats were not part of the architectural world
o f the biblical writers. The closest word the Hebrew lexicon could provide to convey the
idea o f a ziggurat or temple-tower was

As pointed out by John Walton,

has a

similar etymology to ziggurat, being derived from *713 ("to be large"), while ziggurat is
derived from the Akkadian word zaqaru ("to be high").4 Seeley has additionally observed
that "when Herodotus (1:18-183) needed a word to describe the eight levels o f the
understand that this narrative conveys the idea of the heavenly temple" (ibid., 48).
‘Ibid., 50-51.
2Ibid., 51.
3Ibid., 49.
4John H. Walton, "The Mesopotamian Background of the Tower of Babel Account and Its
Implications," BBR 5 (1995): 156.
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ziggurat he saw in Babylon, he chose irupyoc which is the Greek word most commonly
used for defensive towers."1
The argument has been advanced that

T il ("city and tower") in 11:4 must

be understood as a hendiadys. The focus o f the story thus understood is not simply upon a
tower, but upon a city with a tower.2 Although this is probably true, it must be kept in
mind that TSJ could also evoke cultic connotations: The main building o f an ancient city
was the temple, and life in the city revolved around the temple.3

Tower as a ziggurat
The vast majority o f scholars support the view that Gen 1:1-9 should be
understood against the background o f Sumerian-Babylonian urban culture which featured
the ziggurat as a major architectural achievement. The Hebrew narrative o f the story
provides several indications that point in this direction. The most significant pointers are
the mention o f Shinar, the overall geographic location where the story unfolds, and
Babei, the name of the city. Other elements included in the narrative, such as the building
techniques and the overall ideology behind the city/tower builders, also contribute to
‘Paul H. Seely, "The Date of the Tower of Babel and Some Theological Implications,"
WTJ63 (2001): 19.
2Kim, 49. Cf. Margaret Barker who, in an incidental comment on Hab 2:1-3, suggested
that "the tower was a common description of the sanctuary" (The Gate o f Heaven: The History
and Symbolism o f the Temple in Jerusalem [London: SPCK, 1991], 128, italics hers). Although
she provides no evidence to support this affirmation, it may be true at least regarding the templetowers of Mesopotamia, as will be argued below.
3SeeL. R. Fisher, "The Temple Quarter," JSS 8 (1963): 34-41; Adam Falkenstein, The
Sumerian Temple City (Los Angeles: Undena Publications, 1974), 7-14; James Valentine,

"Theological Aspects of the Temple Motif in the Old Testament and Revelation" (Ph.D.
dissertation, Boston University, 1987).
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locate the events reported in Gen 11:1-9 in ancient Mesopotamia. In the discussion below,
the main arguments for understanding bian as a "temple-tower" or ziggurat are presented.
First, the setting o f the story should be noted. Everything happens in Shinar
("1OT'), which refers to the area known to the Mesopotamians as the "land o f Sumer and
Akkad."1Additionally, the reference to Babel (*?33) makes obvious that the setting o f the
narrative is ancient Mesopotamia. Since the ziggurat was the most prominent structure in
a Mesopotamian city, it is reasonable to infer that the "tower" referred to in Gen 11 was
some kind o f ziggurat. Once the story is placed against a Mesopotamian backdrop, "one
o f the immediate results o f that perspective is the firm conviction that the tower that
figures predominantly in the narrative is to be identified as a ziggurat."2
Second, the builders' desire to "make a name" for themselves— "and let us make
for ourselves a name" (DO 13^'nto331)—echoes the Mesopotamian temple building which
was carried out by gods and kings.3 Seely has argued that "Mesopotamian kings often
took pride in building ziggurats, but no such pride was taken in defensive towers which
*Cf. James R. Davila, "Shinar," ABD, 5:1220. Still according to Davila, Shinar
"corresponds to the portion of modem Iraq S of Baghdad [i.e., Sumer]. This meaning is confirmed
by the LXX, Targum Onkelos, and the Genesis Apocryphon. All three sometimes translate 'Shinar'
as Babylon(ia)" (ibid., 1220).
2Walton, 155.
3Victor A. Hurowitz, I Have Built You an Exalted House: Temple Building in the Bible in
Light o f Mesopotamian and Northwest Semitic Writings, JSOT Supp. 115 (Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1992), 17-128; Arvid S. Kapelrud, "Temple Building, a Task for Gods and Kings," Or 32
(1963): 56-62; Richard E. Averbeck, "Sumer, the Bible, and Comparative Method: Historiography
and Temple Building," in Mesopotamia and the Bible: Comparative Explorations, ed. K. Lawson
Younger and Mark W. Chavalas (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002), 88-125.
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were simply parts of the city wall."1As a matter of fact, kings also prided themselves in
city walls, but they did not single out towers for special mention apart from the walls.
Third, the baked brick and the bitumen corroborate the evidence that the "tower"
referred to in the narrative was a ziggurat? Baked brick and bitumen were very expensive
in Mesopotamia3 and consequently were most probably used to build palaces and temples
rather than defensive towers.4
Fourth, the sequence of the actions described in the narrative recalls
Mesopotamian temple-building accounts. In these accounts, baked bricks are mentioned
first (vs. 3), and after that, the building o f the city and tower with its top in the heavens
(vs. 4). Speiser has noted that this is the pattern described in the construction ofEsagila:
"The first year they molded its bricks. And when the second year arrived they raised the
head ofEsagila towards Apsu."5 If the Mesopotamian context has any bearing upon the
interpretation o f Gen 11:1-9, then it is reasonable to suppose that the tower referred to in
the narrative must be a cultic building like a temple or ziggurat.
‘Seely, 18.
2"The tower of Babe! (Gen 11:4-5) probably represents another case where migdal refers
to a temple. There is little doubt that the account recalls the ziggurat temples of Mesopotamia" (E.
B. Banning, "Towers," ABD, 6:623-24).
3R. J. Forbes, "Chemical, Culinary, and Cosmetic Arts," In J History o f Technology from
Early Times to the Fall o f Ancient Empires, ed. Charles Joseph Singer, E. J. Holmyard, and A. R.
Hall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954), 254.
4Seely, 18.
^Speiser, 75-76.
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Fifth, the builders intended the tower to reach the heavens. This language also
recalls the Mesopotamian temple. The Gudea Cylinders provide an instructive example o f

the Mesopotamian understanding o f the temple and its connection with heaven. The
temple built by King Gudea is designated as a "house whose halo reaches to heaven."1

Another passage reads: "O house that reaches to heaven like a great mountain, whose awe
and aura are shed over the Land."2
Sixth, by examining the narrative from a perspective o f its "spatialization,"3 one
perceives that the narrator placed the city and tower in the very center o f the narrative

space. The spatial references noted in the narrative can be categorized in concentric circles
that move from the broadest circle ("all the earth") to the very hub where the tower is
located ("there"). This spatial organization can be thus represented: "All the earth" 4
"land o f Shinar" *4 "plain" 4 "there"—the place where the city and tower were built.
In the space conceived by the narrator, the city/tower occupies the center (or
"navel") of the world, a concept later applied to the Jerusalem temple.4 This spatial

organization is also working in a vertical direction as the tower is built towards heaven, a
'Dietz Otto Edzard, Gudea and Dynasty, The Royal Inscriptions of Mesopotamia; Early
Periods, vol. 3/1 (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1997), 80 (A xvii 18 ).
2Ibid„ 101 (B xxiv 9-10).
3The concept of "spatialization" comes from discourse semiotics. It undertakes to explain
how discourse organizes space to convey meaning. "Spatialization is one of the components of
"discursivization,"i.e., the putting into discourse of deeper semiotic structures. Cf. "Space" and
"Spatialization" in Algirdas Julien Greimas and Joseph Courtes, Semiotics and Language: An
Analytical Dictionary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), 305-07.
4Cf. Pss 48:1-2 [2-3]; 74:12; Isa 2:1-4 (= Mic 4:1-3); 45:22; Zech 14:8-10. Cf. Steven S.
Tuell, "TOD," New International Dictionary of Old Testament Theology and Exegesis
(NIDOTTE), ed. Willem A. VanGemeren (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 2:333-34.
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movement that is opposed by YHWH as he comes down to investigate the matter. This is
discussed more fully below. For now, it suffices to note that the spatial organization o f the
narrative portrays the "tower" as the center o f the world, thus evoking the idea of a temple
or ziggurat.

Key Words and Expressions
Meaning o f D^0®3
The phrase

ftftni
lO ini ("with its top into heaven") requires investigation.

Scholarship has been divided about the exact meaning o f this expression. Von Rad, along
with other scholars,' argues that "it is only an expression for the special height of the
building.”2 On the other hand, John Skinner3 and S. R. Driver4 understand D'DSD iOKll to
be literal and to express the real intention o f the builders of reaching to heaven, a view that
has been adopted by several scholars.5 At this juncture, an exegetical investigation o f this
'E.g. Hubert Bost, Babel: Du texte au symbole, Le Monde de la Bible (Geneve: Labor et
Fides, 1985), 55; Frank S. Frick, The City in Ancient Israel (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press,
1977), 207-09; Benno Jacob, The First Book of the Bible: Genesis (New York: KTAV, 1974), 78;
Nahum M. Sama, Genesis, The IPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society, 1989), 83.
Won Rad, Genesis: A Commentary, 149.
3"The expression is not hyperbolical (as Dt. 1:28) but represents the serious purpose of the
builders to raise their work to the height of the dwelling-places of the gods (Jub x. 19, etc.)." John
Skinner, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Genesis, 2nd ed., ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T.
Clark, 1930), 226.

4"The expression is probably meant here, not hyperbolically (Dt. i 28), but literally,
'heaven' (cf. on i. 6) being regarded as an actual vault, which might be reached (Is. xiv 13f) at least
by a bold effort" (S. R. Driver, The Book of Genesis, Westminster Commentaries [London:
Methuen, 1943], 135).
5E.g., Ronald F. Youngblood, The Book of Genesis: An Introductory Commentary, 2nd
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expression is required in order to ascertain its meaning in the context o f the passage under
study.
As noted, the narrative o f the tower o f Babel has its focal point in vs. 5 where it is
reported that YHWH came down to see the city and the tower that the sons o f men had
built. This focal point marks the intersection between the horizontal and vertical
movements. On a horizontal level, everything that happens before that point moves
towards the center, the place where the city and tower are built. Thus, vss. 1-4 portray the
centripetal movement o f the people to the spatial center o f the narrative, the place where
the city and tower were located. In vss. 6-9, one perceives a reversal as if a centrifugal
force caused the people to be scattered upon the face o f the earth. In other words, the first
movement, centripetal, is caused by the intentions and actions of men; the second
movement, centrifugal, is caused by YHWH as a reaction against the previous centripetal
movement.
At the same time, the narrative portrays a vertical action and reaction. As the
protagonists of the story move toward heaven, YHWH descends to investigate their
accomplishments. Although the text does not specify the place whence he descended, the
implication is that he descended from his heavenly abode (i.e., from his heavenly
ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 1991), 127; J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens
of Stylistic and Structural Analysis, 2nd ed. (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1991), 19-20;
Alfred Gottschalk, "The Image of Man in Genesis and in the Ancient Near East," MAARA V 7
(1991): 140; Westermann, Genesis 1-11, 548; Jack M. Sasson, "The 'Tower of Babel' as a Clue to
the Redactional Structuring of the Primeval History (Genesis 1:1-11:9)," in The Bible World:
Essays in Honor of Cyrus Gordon, ed. Gary A. Rendsburg et al. (New York: KTAV and the
Institute of Hebrew Culture and Education of New York University, 1980), 219; Frank Michaeli,
Le Livre de la Genese (Neuchatel, Paris: Delachaux and Niestle, 1957), 104.
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sanctuary/temple).1 As the symmetry o f the narrative seems to imply, as people attempt a

movement upwards, from earth to heaven, YHWH undertakes a reverse action moving
downwards, from heaven to earth. The symmetry o f the story, which portrays YHWH as
descending from heaven, requires that the builders be understood as moving upwards to
heaven. Worthy o f note is the alliteration DO/ona®’ employed by the narrator, which seems
to convey the idea o f a vertical relationship between the "there" where the city and tower
were located, and "heavens," towards which the tower was rising up, the place whence
YHWH comes down. In this connection, N. Sama has pointed out that DO ("there")
"repeated five times, directs our attention to the central importance o f the particular site
chosen; at the same time, it should evoke an association with shamaym, ’heavens," with
which the site is supposed to be physically connected, as well as with shem [00], "a name,'
in vs. 4."2

Meaning of m

i ;

. . . .T Tn

The text seems to imply that YHWH descended twice. The first reference in 11:5a,
^aonTlK] TSnTK r n i h rnrr TTH ("YHWH came down to see the city and the
tower"), marks the central point o f the narrative, thus initiating a reversal in the story. The
second "descent" o f YHWH is mentioned in 11:7a ona® CO 0^031 m i3 non ("Come,7
T

T

:

r

T

: T :

?

t

t

x

let us go down and there confuse their language"). In spite o f some scholarly conjectures

'"The implication is that YHWH dwells in heaven," as Julian Morgenstem put it. "The
Book of the Covenant," HUCA 5 (1928): 41-42.
2Sama, Genesis, 81.
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that these two "descents" are vestiges o f two different traditions or redactional levels,1an
interpretation that respects the integrity o f the story and accounts for this "superfluous
repetition" is suggested below.
As the narrative makes clear, YHWH first descended in order to investigate the
situation. Umberto Cassuto pointed out that "the expression came down [11:5] is only one
of the corporeal phrases commonly found in the Pentateuch, and it means that YHWH, as
a righteous judge, wished to investigate the matter thoroughly."2 Jacob likewise,
commenting on 11:3, speaks of a "formal investigation o f the facts."3 It should be noted as
well that YHWH "came down to see (n x i) the city and the tower which the sons o f men
had built" (11:5). No reference to punishment is made; the purpose o f YHWH is "to see"
the accomplishments of the "sons o f men." The best description for this kind o f action is
that o f an "investigation" or, put differently, an "investigative judgment." It has been
observed that according to the Hebrew Bible, YHWH's intervention in history in order to
save the righteous or punish the rebels is usually preceded by an investigative phase.4
’See Bost, 68-69; Claus Westermann, Genesis: A Practical Commentary, trans. David
Green (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1987), 82.
2Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book o f Genesis (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1989),
244.
3Jacob, 78.
4Cf. Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative for the Coming Millennium," 116-17; William H.
Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 1-23. According to Moshe Weinfeld, "God
accordingly descends to see what the men have built, and returns to his heavenly abode to report to
the heavenly council the nature of men's activity and the threat it entails" {Deuteronomy and the
Deuteronomic School [Oxford: Clarendon, 1972], 200).
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In the second descent, however, YHWH has the purpose o f executing judgment.
The chain o f volitive verbal forms in 11:7a DnstB D® n b a i m “U ("Come, let us go
t

t

:

t

t

: t :

t

v

7

4- 7

down and there confuse their language") clearly demonstrates that a verdict had been
achieved, and now it was necessary to execute the judgment, which is conveyed by the
clause sns® 0®

("let us confuse there their language").1

Contextual Implications
A look at Gen 11:1-9 against the backdrop o f its larger context contributes new
insights to its understanding. The call of Abram (Gen 12) and Jacob's dream (Gen 28)
reverberate motifs already portrayed in the Babel narrative, thus contributing to its
understanding. In Gen 12, the reader learns that the "name" which the builders o f Babel
wanted to achieve by their own efforts was graciously bestowed upon to Abram.2 In Gen
The "us" implied in the plural verbs nbnn rm j ("Let Us go down and confuse") should
be better interpreted as a "plural of plenitude" which implies a distinction of personalities inside the
deity. For a discussion of several suggestions and an able defense of the "plural of plenitude," cf.
Gerhard Hasel, "The Meaning of'Let Us' in Gn 1:26," AUSS 13 (1975): 58-66. See also H. C.
Leupold, Exposition o f Genesis (Columbus, OH: Wartburg Press, 1942), 390; "Let Us Go Down"
[Gen 11:7], SDABC, 1:285.
2Bost has noted the following parallels between Gen 11:1-9 and 12:1-3:
"11,1-9: lerecltde Babel
12;l-3: la vocacion d'Abraham
v. 3-4 les hommes se parlent
v. 6-7 YHWH se parle;
v. 1 YHWH parle a Abraham;
deux monologues paralleles
Finstauration d’un dialogue
v. 2 Les hommes sont un
v. 1 Abraham est nomme
peuple anonyme
v. 2 Les hommes ont Finitiative
v. 1 YHWH a Finitiative de la
de la parole et de la action
parole e de Faction
v. 4 Les hommes, qui se
v.l Abraham, installe dans son pays
deplaijaient, s'arretent et
re«?oit l’ordre de partir: nomadisme
s'installent: sedentarite
v. 4 les hommes veulent
v. 2 YHWH rendra grand le nom
se faire un nom
d'Abraham
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28 the connection with heaven purported by the tower was freely given to Jacob when, in
a dream, he saw a ladder linking heaven and earth. The contribution o f the latter to Gen
11:1-9 seems almost self-evident: If Gen 28 portrays a connection between heaven and
earth, as will be argued below, the Babel story most probably portrays a failed project to
achieve such a connection. Furthermore, the name "Bethel" ("house o f God") given to the
place evokes "Babel" (Akk. "gate o f the god[s]/Heb. confusion [pejorative etymology])."1
As the observations just made indicate, what happened in the Babel narrative was reversed
in Jacob's dream.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
As argued above, several lines of evidence attest the presence o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the Babel narrative. A historical and theological reading o f the
passage yields several indications that the builders o f the city and tower intended the
construction to function as a point of connection with the heavenly realm. The material
they used, the language employed to describe their intentions, the structure o f the
narrative, and its organization o f space having the building at the center, all corroborate
v. 8-9 YHWH sanctionne
l'entreprise humaine.
"Toute la terre" est eclatee
geographiquement et linguistiquement.

v. 2-3 La vocation d'Abraham est
une benediction.
"Toute la terre" est rassemblee dans
cette benediction "en toi seront
benies toutes les families de
la terre" (Bost, 79-80).

'Walther Zimmerli, 1. Mose 1:1-11:32: Die Urgeschichte, 3rd ed. (Zlirich: Zwingli
Verlag, 1967), 405-07.
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the view that the structure was supposed to achieve some kind o f linkage with the
heavenly realm.
Two aspects o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif can be detected in the text.
First, a negative aspect is attested by the builders in their endeavor to establish a linkage
with the heavenly realm, as the tower was raised towards heaven. As this human effort
was forestalled by YHWH, a positive aspect emerges, which can be perceived from
YHWH's double descent to investigate the works o f humanity and to execute judgment,
respectively. This double descent o f YHWH seems to imply the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif. According to Rashi, "He [YHWH] speaks to his heavenly court after having
returned to heaven."1Thus, one notes that between the first and second descents, YHWH
may have held a heavenly assembly session to examine the situation (investigative
judgment) and eventually intervene (executive judgment). Summarizing, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple as reflected in Gen 11:1-9 seems to have functioned as a place o f
judgment, the latter apparently being performed in two phases, namely, an investigative
and executive phase.

Gen 28: 10-22
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Tacob, 78. Cf. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School, 200.
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10 Then Jacob departed from Beersheba and went toward Haran.
11 He came to a certain place and spent the night there, because the sun had set; and
he took one o f the stones o f the place and put it under his head, and lay down in that
place.
12 He had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with its top reaching to
heaven; and behold, the angels o f God were ascending and descending on it.
13 And behold, YHWH stood above it and said, "I am YHWH, the God of your father
Abraham and the God o f Isaac; the land on which you lie, I will give it to you and to
your descendants.
14 "Your descendants will be like the dust o f the earth, and you will spread out to the
west and to the east and to the north and to the south; and in you and in your
descendants shall all the families of the earth be blessed.
15 "Behold, I am with you and will keep you wherever you go, and will bring you back
to this land; for I will not leave you until I have done what I have promised you."
16 Then Jacob awoke from his sleep and said, "Surely YHWH is in this place, and I did
not know it."
17 He was afraid and said, "How awesome is this place! This is none other than the
house of God, and that is the gate o f heaven."
18 So Jacob rose early in the morning, and took the stone that he had put under his
head and set it up as a pillar and poured oil on its top.
19 He called the name o f that place Bethel; however, previously the name of the city
had been Luz.
20 Then Jacob made a vow, saying, "If God will be with me and will keep me on this
journey that I take, and will give me food to eat and garments to wear,
21 and I return to my father's house in safety, then YHWH will be my God.
22 "This stone, which I have set up as a pillar, will be God's house, and o f all that you
give me I will surely give a tenth to you."
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Preliminary Observations
The narrative o f Gen 28:10-22 forms a text unit clearly delimited by conceptual and
verbal markers. It starts by reporting that Jacob stopped in a certain place while journeying
to Haran (28:10), and ends at 28:22, since 29:1 clearly marks the beginning o f another
episode by revealing that "then Jacob went on Ms journey, and came to the land of the sons
o f the east." This short narrative belongs to the larger context o f the Patriarchal History
(Gen 12-50) and stands in the flow o f promises and blessings YHWH bequeathed to the
patriarchs. The pericope contains conspicuous stylistic features that, once identified, can
contribute to its interpretation. Repetition o f key words and motifs contributes to its unity
and provides clues for meaning. This "dance o f key words,"1 as Fokkelman puts it, can be
observed in table 1, where it becomes apparent that several words occurring in vss. 11-12
reappear in 16-18. This quasisymmetry on the lexical level may well indicate that the
narrator intended both sections to correspond thematically and theologically. For the
purposes of this study, it is instructive to note the correspondence between vss. 12 and 1617, the implications o f which will be discussed in due course. Thus, although tMs study
does not aim at a detailed investigation o f the various themes and motifs contained in the
text, an outline o f the pericope is provided below in order to set the discussion of the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif against the backdrop o f the entire passage.
’J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens of Stylistic and Structural
Analysis. 2nd ed. (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1991), 71.
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TABLE 1
KEY WORDS IN GENESIS 28:10-22
Verse
11
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Source: J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens o f Stylistic and
Structural Analysis, 2nd ed. (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1991), 71.
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10-11 Jacob's Arrival at "the Place"
12-15 Jacob's Dream
12-13a Vision
13b-15 Audition
16-19 Jacob's Response to the Vision
16-17 Jacob's First Reaction to the Vision
18-19 Jacob's Second Reaction to the Vision
20-22 Jacob's Response to the Audition
After discussing the structure o f the narrative, attention must now be given to its

genre and purpose in the theological-literary context in which it belongs. Scholars tend to
ascertain the function o f this text in terms of "cult etiology"1and "oracle o f salvation."2
Since most o f these scholarly discussions are based on the supposition that the text reflects
a conflation o f sources and/or traditions,3 it is necessary to assess this issue from the
perspective o f the final canonical form o f the text.
Although the pericope portrays cultic elements and depicts YHWH accepting Jacob
and making promises to him, thus providing the young man with comfort, neither o f these
concepts explains the text as a whole. The contention o f this research is that a major
’Hermann Gunkel, Genesis, trans. Mark E. Biddle, Mercer Library of Biblical Studies
(Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 1997), 313; Claus Westermann, Genesis 12-36: A
Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985), 452.
2Hyacinthe M. Dion, "Patriarchal Traditions and the Literary Form of the 'Oracle of
Salvation,’"CBQ 29 (1967).
3See Erhard Blum, "Noch einmal: Jakobs Traum in Bethel—Genesis 28,10-22," in
Rethinking the Foundations: Historiography in the Ancient World and in the Bible, Essays in
Honour of John Van Seters, ed. Steven L. McKenzie and Thomas Romer, BZAW 294 (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, 2000); Sean McEvenue, "A Return to Sources in Genesis 28,10-22," ZAW 106
(1994): 375-89; Manuel Oliva, "Vision y voto de Jacob en Bethel," Estudios Biblicos 33 (1974):
117-55; John Van Seters, Prologue to History: The Yahwist as Historian in Genesis (Louisville,
KY: Westminster/John Knox, 1992), 288-306.
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purpose o f the narrative is to portray the "reiteration o f the covenant,"1 which had been

given to Abraham and Isaac, to Jacob. It should be noted that prior to Gen 28, YHWH had
become the God o f Abraham and Isaac. Now, as the narrative unfolds, YHWH becomes

the God o f Jacob. This is accomplished by means o f a covenant-ratification process made
evident by several allusions to the covenant motif found in the text.
Allusions to the covenant are present in the auditory part o f the dream. The words
o f YHWH as he presents himself to Jacob as "the God o f Abraham "and "the God o f Isaac"
recall the covenant promises given to them.2Now the same promises are reaffirmed to
Jacob. More precisely, the following promises made to the patriarchs are reapplied to
Jacob: (1) Blessing—Gen 12:3//28:14b; (2) Seed—Gen 13:16/728:14; (3) Land— Gen
13:15//28:13b; (4) Communion—Gen 17:17; 26:37/28:15.

Jacob's response to the dream also evinces covenant overtones. The use o f the
phrase 1p3S . . . G3BP1 ("So [Jacob] rose early in the morning") appears to imply a
continuation o f activity that began in the nocturnal theophany. Several examples in Genesis
o f the sequence

. . . 030*1 indicate a continuation o f a process initiated during the

night, which eventually culminates in the ratification o f the covenant.3 Jacob’s response to
!D. Stuart Briscoe, Genesis, ed. Lloyd G. Ogilvle, CCSOT 4 (Waco, TX: Word Books,
1987), 240.
^Livingston has pointed out that "common to visitations of God to man in a covenant
context is an opening statement which identifies the One who first speaks." George Herbert
Livingston, "Genesis," in Beacon Bible Commentary (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1969), 111.
3It has been pointed out that in Gen 19:27, Abraham rose early in the morning at the place
where he had stood before YHWH. In Gen 20:8 Abimelech rises early in the morning, after a
nocturnal vision, and proceeds to make a covenant with Abraham. Gen 21:14 and 22:3 report
Abraham rising early in the morning after a night vision. In 22:3, he performs a sacrifice. In 26:31,
Isaac, Abimelech, and Phicol rise early in the morning after a communal feast in the night and
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the dream by means o f the vow and the rQSO ("pillar") further reinforces the view that the

text reflects a ritual o f covenant-making. The rQSQ was probably erected for the purpose
o f "commemorating the conclusion of a covenant."1Monuments o f stone are mentioned in the
Hebrew Scriptures and ancient Near Eastern texts as regular symbols o f memorial and
consecration, and sometimes are used to signal the ratification o f a covenant.2 In addition,
the anointing o f the H3SD provides additional evidence as regards the covenant overtones
o f the pericope, as noted in the following observation:
The anointing o f the witness stone with oil was a symbolic act establishing a contractual
bond between Jacob and YHWH. There is widespread evidence from the ancient N ear
East for the use o f oil in international treaty relationships and in effectuating business
contracts. It seems to have been a token o f peace, friendship, and assuming obligation.
In Jacob's case, the anointing is connected with the making o f a vow that binds him to a
certain commitment. The special connection between the pouring o f oil and the vow is
explicit in 31:13.3
exchange oaths with one another. In 32:1 [31:55], Laban rises early in the morning after spending
the night in covenant-making with Jacob. Exod 24:4 and 34:4 should also be mentioned in this
connection, where Moses rises early in the morning to perform ritual acts in the context of
covenant-making. See Francisco O. Garcia-Treto, "Jacob's 'Oath-Covenanf in Genesis 28," in
Trinity University Studies in Religion (San Antonio, TX: Trinity University Dept, of Religion
1975), 4.
•The German text reads: "Emeu Bundesschluss zu errinem" (J. Alberto Soggin, Das
Buck Genesis: Kommentar [Darmstadt, Germany: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1997],
366).

2Cf., e.g. Gen 31:45-54 where the rQBB "serves as a mute witness of the treaty between
Jacob and Laban" (Sama, Genesis, 199). In Exod 24:4, rnBD also functions in a covenant context.
Also, in extrabiblical sources pillars are attested in the context of a covenant, as demonstrated by
the eighth-century Inscriptions of Sephire where pillars are used to seal a treaty. Interestingly, the
pillar or stone stela was called bty i k y }[bethels] (Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions
ofSefire, BibOr 19 [Rome: Pontificia! Biblical Institute, 1967], 82-83 [Sf II, Face C, lines 7, 910]. See Garcia-Treto, 5; Gordon J. Wenham, Genesis 16-50, WBC [Waco: Word Books, 1994],
2: 224).
3Sama, Genesis, 200.
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Covenant overtones can also be perceived in Jacob's allusion to the promise o f
divine companionship and his return in "peace" (Oi*?®) to his father's house. It has been
pointed out that "shalom" is a key word at the conclusion o f successful negotiations or
treaties.1 Therefore, the use o f "peace" (Dib®) by Jacob seems by no means to be
incidental. Rather it most likely implies a careful diplomatic procedure that presupposes a
covenant relationship. Furthermore, Jacob's promise to give YHWH a tenth o f all his
possessions further alludes to the concept o f a covenant relationship between the patriarch
and YHWH.2
Therefore, as seen above, the covenant motif functions as the overarching theme o f
the pericope. Other motifs and themes such as "salvation," and all the evident cubic
allusions such as "house o f God," the anointing o f the pillar, the reference to the
tithe—later to become the main source o f income to the temple—function within the
sphere o f covenant relationship between YHWH and Jacob.
!DonaJd I. Wiseman, "'Is It Peace?’: Covenant and Diplomacy," VT 32, no. 3 (1982): 31126. Wiseman notes about Gen 28:21 that the expression to '"return in peace to my father's house'
primarily denoted the successful conclusion of the marriage covenant for which he [Jacob] had set
out with the blessing and commission of his father" (Wiseman, 325). It is not clear, however, that
Jacob is primarily referring to the marriage covenant. It seems more likely that the "return in
peace" was connected to Jacob's covenantal relationship with YHWH. Jacob's marriage covenant is
better placed under the larger umbrella of his covenant with YHWH, as implied in one of the
elements of the covenant—the promise of numerous "seed."
2It should be noted that the presenting of gifts upon concluding a treaty is mentioned in the
pact between Abraham and Abimelech (Gen 21:27). For further arguments about the use of the
"tithe" as an element of a covenant, cf. D. Elgavish, "The Encounter of Abram and Melchizedek
King of Salem: A Covenant Establishing Ceremony," in Studies in the Book o f Genesis:
Literature, Redaction and History, ed. Andre Wenin, Bibliotheca Ephemeridum theologicarum
Lovaniensium 155 (Leuven: Uitgeverij Peelers, 2001), 500-02.
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Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations

Spatializatton1
The assumption behind this discussion is that space markers in a text are not
peripheral devices, but are employed by narrators to add meaning. Semiotic analysis
provides a theoretical framework to analyze and explain the contribution o f these features
for the meaning o f texts.2 Spatialization can be perceived by such space markers as place
names, locative adverbs, and other deictic particles, and verbs o f movement. In the
discussion undertaken below, it is noted how the text handles space in its horizontal and
vertical dimensions.
The text may be conceptualized as a horizontal line: "Jacob departed from
Beersheba and went toward Haran" (28:10). On his way along this line, Jacob "came to the
place (BipD) and spent the night there" (vs. 11). The implication o f this latter information,
from a semiotic point o f view, is that "the place" was located in the middle o f the narrative
horizontal line.3 The use o f the article in this first occurrence o f Dipa, when an indefinite
expression would be more appropriate, may well point to the distinctiveness o f this place in
'The semiotic analysis undertaken in this section takes the article of Hans Jensen as its
starting point (Hans Jen-gen Lundager Jensen, "Reden, Zeit und Raum in Genesis 28,10-15," LB
49 [1981]: 54-70). The implications of this analysis for the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif,
however, are not mentioned in the article just cited. Besides, Jensen deals only with Gen 28:10-15,
while the discussion undertaken in this study endeavors to take into consideration the entire
pericope of Gen 28:10-22.
2Greimas and Courtes, 306-07.
3That Bethel is not in the geographic middle of the line is not relevant. What matters is that
Bethel, in the narrative, lies in the middle, i.e., in between Jacob's point of departure and his
destiny—Laban's place. Jensen, 68.
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the course of the narrative as the setting for the dream and its sequel. It is noteworthy that
DipD ("place") turns out to be one o f the key words in the text, occurring six times in the
pericope. This may well indicate its semantic centrality in the spatial axis o f the narrative.
The pericope also conceives o f a vertical line which intersects the middle o f the
horizontal line: "A stairway was set on the earth with its top reaching to heaven; and
behold, the angels o f God were ascending and descending on it" (28:12). The stairway
thus, from a semiotic point of view, functions as a vertical axis between heaven and "the
place" where Jacob was lying down, as fig. 2 illustrates.

Heaven
B etl El

Beersheba

Haran

Fig. 2. Semiotic structure o f Gen 28:10-22.

Key Words and Expressions
This section narrows down on vss. 12-13a and 16-17, since most o f the verbal and
conceptual indicators o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple motif are concentrated on these
verses. Furthermore, they provide a description and evaluation o f "the place," where the
horizontal and vertical axes intersect. For the reader's convenience the text is displayed
below.
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He had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with its top reaching to
heaven; and behold, the angels of God were ascending and descending on it.
And behold, YHWH stood above it.
Gen 28:16-17
rr q r r Kb 'am i ntn nipaa rnrr

ira ra a p jr f p ” i

:osa©n -\m nn nm^R its -d r "s nr ]■>« ntn m pan R a im a -m » i KTm
Then Jacob awoke from his sleep and said, "Surely YHWH is in this place,
and I did not know it." He was afraid and said, "How awesome is this place!
This is none other than the house o f God, and that is the gate o f heaven."

The meaning of ram
Attention is now given to the semantic and syntactic contribution o f the deictic
particle mm. It has been observed that the "Hebrew particle hinne performs a deictic
function with emphasis, situates the object in a present field, and claims upon the object the
attention of the interlocutor."’ It "emphasizes the immediacy, the here-and-now-ness, o f the
situation."2 Hence, it is no wonder that dream and vision reports are often introduced by

njrn followed by participial clauses.3 In the text under study, the participial clauses have
great consequences for the experiencing o f time in the narration, since they signal a shift
from the past to the present, since "the narrator withdraws behind the protagonist and in a
’The Spanish text reads: "La particula hebrea hinne ejerce con enfasis una funcion
deictica; situa un objecto en un campo presente, y reclama sobre el objeto la atencion del
interlocutor" (Luis Aionso-Schokel, "Nota estilistica sobre la particula ran," Bib 37 [1956]: 74).
See also D. J. McCarthy, D. J. "The Uses of vfhinneh in Biblical Hebrew," Bib 61 (1980): 33042; Yitshak Sadka, "Hinne in Biblical Hebrew," UF 33 (2001): 479-93.
2Thomas Oden Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner, 1971),
168.
3See, e.g., Gen 41:1; Jer 4:24; Dan 8:15; Amos 7:1, 4.
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subordinate position he records what his, Jacob's, eyes see."1Hence, "there is no longer a
narrator who looks back to a past; there is only the present as Jacob experiences it."2

Meaning ofO^D
The precise meaning of D^O has been debated. Most scholars interpret it as a
ladder,3 ramp, or stairway/staircase.4 More recently, Oblath has suggested that 0^0 should
be interpreted as a gate-like structure through which the divine beings traverse vertically or
obliquely between heaven and earth.5 In short, the main argument adduced in favor o f this
view comes from the context. Oblath argues that the expression ETDB’ri “1OT in vs. 17
refers back to the D^p. Hence his contention that D^p denotes a gate-like structure. In an
excursus at the end ofhis article, Oblath still conjectures that B^p might be a corruption o f
D^X (vestibule) in which case the X could have been mistakenly transcribed as an 0.6
Oblath's suggestion would be the solution for this crux, if it were not for a crucial detail.
‘Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis, 51.
2Ibid.
3Robert Couffignal, "Le Songe de Jacob: Approches nouvelles de Genese 28, 10-22,” Bib
58 (1977): 342-60; J. G. Griffiths, "The Celestial Ladder and the Gate of Heaven (Gen 28:12 and
17)," ExpTim 76 (1964-65): 229; W. Sibley Towner, Genesis, Westminster Bible Companion
(Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001), 216.
‘Terence E. Fretheim, "The Book of Genesis: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,"
in The New Interpreter's Bible, ed. Leander E. Keck (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1994), 541;
Speiser, 219-20; Von Rad, Genesis, 279; Youngblood, 219; A. R. Millard, "The Celestial Ladder
and the Gate of Heaven (Gen xxvii. 12, 17)," ExpTim 78 (1966-67): 87-89.
5Michael Oblath, '"To Sleep, Perchance to Dream ...': What Jacob Saw at Bethel
(Genesis 28.10-22)," JSOT 95 (2001): 117-26.
%id., 126.
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The text reports about a sbp "set on the earth with its top reaching to heaven" (BSD
n?TD®ri JT213 iOtOI nS"]K). This imagery obviously requires something along the lines of
a ladder or a stairway, rather than a gate-like structure.
At this juncture a semantic and etymological analysis ofob p 1is in order. Since the
word is a hapax legomenon, it is necessary to resort to its etymology and possible
occurrences in cognate languages in order to clarify its meaning. The root o f this word,
b>bo, which is attested several times in biblical Hebrew, has the meaning "to lift up, cast
up."2 Biblical Hebrew attests three other words derived from this root: nbfyo "mound,"
nbpa "highway," and the hapax b^bpl? "highway" (Isa 35:8). It seems that the basic
denotation o f the root is that o f something "lifted up," hence "way" or "highway." As for
the precise meaning o f obp however, its Akkadian cognate simmiltiP may contribute to a
more precise interpretation. This word has been attested with the meaning o f "staircase,"
"siege ladders," "ladders to heaven."4 If there is an etymological and semantic relationship
between the Akkadian sim m iltu and Dbp, the meaning of the latter is considerably
narrowed down. Nonetheless, the precise visual image behind the word, whether a ladder
or a stairway, remains elusive. Fortunately, this detail is immaterial for this investigation.
!The Q in obp is probably an afformative, although s o m e grammarians would consider it a
r e s i d u e of mimation. Cf. Paul JoQon and T. Muraoka, A Grammar o f Biblical Hebrew, 2 vols.,
Subsidia Biblica 14/1-14/2 (Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1996), 1:266.
2F r a n c I s Brown, with S. R. Driver and Charles A. Briggs, The Brown-Driver-Brigs
Hebrew and English Lexicon o f the Old Testament, with an Appendix Containing the Biblical
Aramaic (BDB), based o n t h e Lexicon of William Gesenius ( 1 9 0 6 ) , s.v. I bbp.

3Cf. HALOT, s.v. obo.
4Jeremy Black, Andrew George, and J. N. Postgate, eds., A Concise Dictionary o f
Akkadian (2000), s.v. simmiltu(m). Cf. Millard, 86-87.
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What matters is that the 0*jp0 "links heaven and earth and has been placed on the earth
presumably near where Jacob was lying."1
As for the symbolic connotations ofn^O, some scholars have advanced the view
that the "stairway"/"ladder" evokes the stairway to heaven from Egyptian sources;2 others
suggest that the inspirational stimulus for the vision comes from the Mesopotamian temple
towers or ziggurats? The Egyptian connection—although, like Gen 28, uniting two cosmic
realms—is improbable, since contrary to the stairway o f Egyptian texts which functioned as
a pathway for the deceased to travel from the netherworld to heaven, the stairway of
Jacob's dream is a pathway for the angels o f God traversing between heaven and earth.4 In
like manner, the Mesopotamian background also presents difficulties, for as Hoffiier has
demonstrated, the ziggurat stairways were used by priests, not by deities5 or, as in Jacob's
dream, heavenly beings.6
'Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 221-22.
Griffiths, 229-30.
3M i l i a r d ,

4C .

86-87;

S p e is e r,

218; Von Rad, Genesis, 284.

Houtman, "What Did Jacob S e e in His Dream at Bethel?" VT27 (1977): 340.

5Hairy A. Hoffiier, "Second Millennium Antecedents to the Hebrew ob," JBL 86 (1967):
398.
6Some have tried to establish the Mesopotamian link by means of the Babel narrative
which is regarded as being c o n n e c t e d with Jacob's dream. Nonetheless, d e s p i t e the obvious
thematic c o n n e c t i o n s between both narratives, it must be noted that there is also a strong
opposition between the two entities. The tower of Babel is a product of human fabrication; the
stairway of Jacob's dream comes without a n y human i n t e r v e n t i o n as a way by which YHWH
r e v e a l e d himself to Jacob. Furthermore, had the narrator wanted to evoke a ziggurat, he/she would
have probably used the w o r d biiap (tower), the most appropriate Hebrew word to convey the idea
of a ziggurat. Cf. Victor P. Hamilton, The Book o f Genesis: Chapters 18-50 (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 1995), 240.
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Thus, instead of defining the connotation or symbolical function o f the stairway in
the light o f alleged ancient Near Eastern parallels, a more likely solution can be found in the
pericope itself. Those scholars who see the stairway as a symbol o f the real "fellowship
between God in heaven and his people upon the earth,"1or a "symbolical expression o f the
intercourse which, though invisible to the natural eye, is nevertheless ever taking place
between heaven and earth,"2 are probably on the right track. If the covenant is a major
motif in the pericope, as argued above, then it may be suggested that the stairway with
angels going up and down, thereby linking heaven and earth, revealed to Jacob that the
promises he received on earth were legitimated by YHWH standing "on the top of the
stairway," at "the gate o f heaven."(see below for the exegesis o f these expressions). In like
manner, the earthly spot was the "house o f God" because o f its connection with the "gate
o f heaven." In sum, the stairway functions as a graphic illustration o f the vertical
relationship between heavenly and earthly realities, thus pointing to a mutual
correspondence and interaction between both domains.

S y n ta x

of'vb%
The main concern o f this discussion is to determine the antecedent o f the

pronominal suffix in Tbs, since it may be understood that the Lord was either "at his side"
or "over him" (Le., Jacob), or that the Lord was "upon it" (i.e., the stairway). Although
‘"He dreamed" [Gen 28:12], SDABC, 1:382.
2Driver, The Book o f Genesis, 265.
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most scholars prefer "at his side" or "over him,"1 it should be noted that this view is largely,
though not always, motivated by regarding 28:13 as the beginning o f a new source that was
ignorant of the ladder. If one takes the passage as a unified composition, the traditional
understanding "over it," (i.e., the Lord on top o f the stairway)2 seems preferable for the
following reasons:3
First, it must be noted that v b s is part o f the last o f the HITH clauses which have led
the reader to "enter" the dream and see the events from the perspective o f Jacob. Thus it is
much more likely that v b s 233 n irr rorn ("and behold, YHWH stood above it")
describes what Jacob sees in the visual part o f his dream (i.e., YHWH over the stairway).
Second, from a text-linguistic point o f view, it must be noted that D^D is the topical base o f
12-13a (i.e., the clauses and sentences are saying something about it). That is why it is
introduced explicitly in the first clause, and subsequently referred back to by means o f
pronominal suffixes. Third, as Wenham pointed out, "the image o f YHWH at the top o f the
ladder f o r m s a fitting c l i m

ax

to the whole and fits in with the idea that angels report back to

him after patrolling the earth (1 Kings 22:19-22; Job 1:6-8; 2:1-3; Zech 1:10)."4
'Driver, The Book o f Genesis, 265; Hamilton, The Book o f Genesis: Chapters 18-50, 24041; Skinner, 377; Speiser, 218; Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 455; Saadiafa quoted in Sama,
Genesis, 364, n. 6.); NJB, NSRV, JPS.
2Blum, 33-54; Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 22; J. Alberto Soggin, Das Buck Genesis:
Kommentar (Darmstadt, Germany: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1997), 363-63; "He
dreamed," SDABC, 1:382; Vulgate; Septuagint; Peshitta; Rashi; Ibn Ezra; Ramban; NASB; RSV;
NIV. The references to Jewish commentators are from Sama, Genesis, 364, chap. 28, n. 6.
3Gunkel, as noted by Wenham, though admitting that "over him" was how J understood the
phrase, "in the current context in JE, one is inclined to translate 'on it,' that is, on the ladder."
(GunkeL, 310). Cf. Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 222.
4Wenham, Genesis 16-50, 222.
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Function o f OipDH
As shown in the diagram above, Dipan is a key word in the pericope, occurring six
times, being thus the most frequent word in this short narrative. By carrying the article in
its very first occurrence, its significance is established at the outset. The spatialization noted
above has indicated the centrality o f Dipan as the point o f intersection between the
horizontal and vertical axes of the narrative. As the story unfolds, what is at first Dipan
becomes D’n'bK rPD by virtue of its connection with the heavenly realm, a connection
represented by the stairway with angels going up and down upon it.

Syntax o f HT1.. .n?
The expression nn . . . n? is found in D^Dfn i m

ntl

n'aUK '3 HT }'&

("This is none other than the house o f God, and that is the gate o f heaven"). The use o f the
demonstrative pronouns nn . . . n? has elicited some debate. Some scholars argue that the
pair should be translated "this . . . and this" in reference to the same place.1 Others would
translate as "this. . . and that" in a distributive sense, referring thus to both ends o f the
stairway, and hence to earthly and heavenly realms, respectively.2 An examination o f the
occurrence o f this pair in the Hebrew Bible corroborates Waltke and O'Connor's
’Von Rad, Genesis, 283, 285; Wenham, Genesis, 218; Claus Westermann, Genesis 1236: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1985), 451, 456-57.
2Arnold Bogumil Ehrlich, Randglossen zur hebraischen Bible: Textkritisches,
Sprachliches und Sachliches, 7 vols. (Hildesheim: G. Olms, 1968), 1:136; Hamilton, The Book o f
Genesis: Chapters 18-50, 244; Kim, 62-65; Niels-Erik Andreasen, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in
the Old Testament," 68; Speiser, 218-20; Diana Lipton, Revisions o f the Night: Politics and
Promises in the Patriarchal Dreams o f Genesis, JSOTSup 288 (Sheffield: Sheffield, 1999), 91.
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observation that "n? is used for both the 'near' object and the 'far' when a pair is
juxtaposed."1 A few examples will suffice to clarify this point.2

D’DB'n^a nbsa crnbx Bx in x p t o n n - m p nr nls?
While this one was still speaking, that one came and said, "The fire o f G od fell from
heaven. .. " (Job 1:16)
r m nr in x p m ba n n ia b§p b in axrtx-nx nr®*;

m rr in x p
:nbp ip k nn
And YHWH said, "Who will entice Ahab to go up and fall at Ramoth-gilead?" And this
one said this while that one said that. (1 Kgs 22:20)
:0’ b a a cpb rrnpnT b a n biian o»n n a b rrm cp b a n
n n n i n nab ixnn bnan osn-{n p a s b o a a s b rrrr-n n
As for the western border, you shall have the Great Sea, that is, its coastline; this shall
be your west border. And that shall be your north border: you shall draw your border
line from the Great Sea to Mount Hor. (Num 34:6-7)
T

T

V T

T

:

T “

T ”

J •
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If Jacob wanted both expressions to refer to the same entity, he would have used
the pair Kin . . . n? as in a couple o f examples noted by Oblath, following Gesenius:3

:nnna xann nipan-QB x ip p nr D'nbx nano o x i i B i o npir io x P
Jacob said when he saw them, "This is God's camp." So he named that place
Mahanaim. (Gen 32:3)
Kin
nr
in k iB x rrrn
Therefore It shall be that he of whom I say to you, "This one shall go with you," he
shall go with you. (Judg 7:4)
Had Jacob intended to identify "this place" with "gate o f heaven," he would have
said,4
’Bruce K. Waltke and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 309.
2Cf. also Exod 3:15; Isa 44:5; Ps 75:8; 2 Chr 18:19.
3Oblath, 122; cf. Wilhelm Gesenius, E. Kautzsch, and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius' Hebrew
Grammar, 2nd English ed. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910), 442. Cf. also BDB, s.v. rn.
4This countertext was suggested by Oblath, 122.
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m®n is?® Kim. nm'^K irs-nx '3 nr px
"This is none other than the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven."
Therefore, on grammatical, syntactical, and stylistic grounds, the statement "This is
none other than the house o f God, and that is the gate of heaven" refers to two different,
albeit interconnected entities. One, "the house o f God"

ITS) refers to "the place"

(Dipan) where Jacob stood, the earthly spot occupied by Jacob at that moment, and
touched by the stairway. The other, "the gate of heaven" (D'DBH "IS?®) would be the upper
end of the stairway, the point where it touches heaven. This analysis, therefore, agrees with
Ehrlich's observation that
the repetition o f HT in the second half o f the verse would be completely obscure, if
Jacob referred only to one place, as generally agreed. In fact, however, two distinct
places are referred to here; namely, the place upon the earth where the ladder stood,
and the point in heaven which, according to v. 12, its top reached. The place upon the
earth Jacob named House o f God; and the spot in heaven, Gate o f Heaven.1

Referent o f OTOn 11?®
• T

T

“

“

-

This is the only place in the entire Hebrew Bible where the phrase "gate o f heaven"
occurs. Some related expressions such as "windows of heaven" and "doors o f heaven"
appear in a few places in the Hebrew Bible,2 but they relate to meteorological phenomena,
being thus o f little help to clarify the phrase under study, which is placed in the context o f a
JThe G e r m a n text reads: " D i e Wiederholung v o n nt im zweiten Halbvers ware vollig
unerklarlich, w e n n Jakob nur auf eine S t a t t e hinwiese, w i e a l l g e m e i n angenommen wird.
T a t s a c h l i c h aber wird hier auf zwei verschiedene Statten hingewiesen, namlich auf die Stelle auf
der Erde, wo die L e i t e r stand, und dann auf d e n Punkt am Himmel, an den s i e nach V. 12 mit ihrer
s p i t z e reichte. Die Statte a u f E r d e n e o n t Jakob Haus Gottes und die S t e l l e am Himmel
H i m m e l s p f o r t e " (Ehrlich, 1:136).
2E.g., Gen 7:11; Ps 78:23.
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theophany. A close examination o f the context in which the phrase occurs probably holds
the key to its meaning.
As noted above, the earthly spot, called "house of God" (0‘*ril?K rP2), corresponds
to its counterpart on the top o f the stairway, "gate o f heaven" (D'QEtn "ffiffl). Since the
latter expression is related to the former as heavenly and earthly counterparts o f two
interconnected sacred spheres, as the analysis o f the distributive pair n t l . . . HT
demonstrated, then further investigation is required in order to establish the precise
connotation o f “iro ("gate").
At this juncture it is interesting to note that the parallel expressions "house o f God"
and "gate o f heaven" in reference to earthly and heavenly realms,1respectively, are used as
a formulaic word pair in Hebrew and Ugaritic.2 It should be noted that word pairs were a
common stylistic device by means o f which poets could achieve different kinds of
parallelism.3 Thus after using "house" in the first line, Jacob naturally spoke "gate" in the
The argument might be advanced that the "gate of heaven" refers to the earthly place .
itself, since ancient temples might be considered as gates to the heavenly realm (see, e.g., Margaret
Barker, The Gate o f Heaven: The History and Symbolism o f the Temple in Jerusalem [London:
SPCK, 1991]). It must pointed out, however, that such an argument does not seem to apply to the
present text due to the grammatical structure passage, as argued above.
2See, e.g., Deut 6:9; 11:20; Jer 26:16; 36:10; Neh 2:3; 1 Chr 9:23; 26:13; see also M.
Dahood and T. Penar, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Parallel Pairs," in Ras Shamra Parallels: The texts from
Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible, ed. Loren R. Fisher et al. (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute,
1972). 1:137, n. 137.
Tor a discussion of word pairs from a linguistic perspective, see Adele Berlin, "Parallel
Word Pairs: A Linguistics Explanation," UF 15 (1983): 7-16; idem, The Dynamics o f Biblical
Parallelism (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985), 64-102.
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second line for the sake o f parallelism.1Therefore, his choice o f IS?2? in the second line o f
th is

short poetic u t t e r a n c e is explained along the lines of ancient literary c o n v e n t i o n s .
Now, since the word ISO parallels ITS, it is reasonable to suppose that the

expression M O n "itfC ("gate o f heaven") most probably alludes to YHWH's heavenly
abode/temple/sanctuary. Skinner seems to have had in mind something along this line when
he stated that "the earthly sanctuary became as it were the entrance to the true heavenly
temple, with which it communicated by means o f a ladder."2 In a similar vein, Von Rad has
observed that "in the ancient Orient a rather general distinction was made between the
earthly place o f a god's appearing and its actual (heavenly) dwelling place."3 Commenting
upon this passage, Jeremias suggested that Jacob saw "the 'high gate,' the heavenly temple,
whose earthly counterpart and entrance was formed by the holy site whereupon he stood."4
•Kselman has suggested that Gen 28:17 contains a tricolon of poetry which can be
perceived in the metric arrangement below:
mh nwr' hmqwm hzh
How awesome is this place
'yn zh k y 'm byt 'Ihym
This is none other than the house of God
wzh s 'r hsmym
And that is the gate of heaven.
" T h e parallelism of the verse, and specifically the presence of the pair STO/nOT, formulaic
in Hebrew and Ugaritic, points to the poetic nature of this tricolon" (John S. Kselman, "Recovery
of Poetic Fragments f r o m the Pentateucha! Priestly Source," JBL 97 [1978]: 161-62).
2Skinner, 377.
3V o n

Rad, Genesis, 279.

4"die ' H o h e Pforte', den himmlischen Tempel, dessen irdisches Gegenbild und Z u g a n g die
h e i l i g e Statte bildet, auf der er liegt" (Alfred Jeremias, Das Alte Testament im Lichte des Alten
Orient [Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1930], 361).
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The discussion undertaken above made apparent that Gen 28:10-22 contains the
heavenly sanctuary temple motif. This investigation agrees with Kim's study concerning the
presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the text; nevertheless it attempts to go
beyond his study in order to ascertain the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as
portrayed in the passage, as well as its relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Function
YHWH is depicted in the text as being on the top o f the stairway, implying that he
is located at the gate of the heavenly temple. Although it has been argued that the
connotation o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in this text is that o f "heavenly house o f
God," since there is "no evidence that reveals the kingship o f God,"1the text seems to
indicate otherwise. If one accepts the presence o f the covenant m otif in the pericope, it
gives a conspicuous picture o f a heavenly temple from which YHWH, the Suzerain King,
ratifies the covenant with his vassal-servant Jacob. The heavenly temple/sanctuary thus
seems to be portrayed not merely as the place where YHWH dwells, but also as the place
o f divine activities, namely, the place whence YHWH issues his promises o f help and
prosperity for Jacob in connection with the ratification o f the covenant.

Relationship to Earthfy Counterpart
The functional correspondence and the dynamic interaction between earthly and
heavenly realities and is indicated by verbal connections, spatialization o f the text, and the

'K i m ,

68 .
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grammatical structure o f Jacob's statement. The following verbal connections, for example,
suggest a vertical correspondence: Jacob poured oil on the "top" (noin) o f the "pillar”

(ram), which corresponds to the "top" (Otn) o f the stairway. By contrast, the fact that in
Gen 35:14 the narrator simply says that Jacob anointed a "pillar" by simply pouring oil
"upon it" (n’bl?) appears to highlight the idea that the reference to the "top" (©K“i) o f the
pillar in 28:19 intends to echo the "top" (2ftO) o f the stairway (28:12). Besides, rQSD
(pillar) evokes 33Q used o f the stairway "set” upon the earth, and 3S3 used o f YHWH
"standing" upon it (i.e., the stairway).
In the spatialization of the text, one perceives that the vertical axis o f the narrative,
as conveyed by the image o f the ladder with angels going up and down, suggests a dynamic
interaction between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. Additional support,
however, for a vertical correspondence between earthly and heavenly sanctuary is provided
by Jacob's poetic utterance: "This is none other than the house o f God, and that is the gate
o f heaven." Thus what is inplied in allusions and verbal connections now becomes explicit.
The earthly site, "the house of God," alludes to a heavenly counterpart— "the gate o f
heaven," which, as argued above, is a poetic reference to the heavenly sanctuary/temple
itself. Furthermore, the statements and cubic acts performed by Jacob in response to the
dream imply a vertical correspondence between the earthly sanctuary and its heavenly
counterpart. Besides, the ladder with angels going up and down indicate a dynamic
interaction between both spheres in the context o f the dream.
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Exod 15:1-18

tubs nto n'Vnn sni3 tfp a 11m rrans v mrr o^ks roto^ n 11
11 "Who is like you among the heavenly beings, O YHWH? Who is like you, majestic in
v

v
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the sanctuary, Awesome in praises, working wonders?

A number o f scholars have dealt with Exod 15:1-18 from a variety o f
methodological principles, and with distinct motivations. These have yielded contributions
which advanced the understanding of the metric structure, poetic imagery, theological
underpinnings, linguistic characteristics, date, and Sitz im Leben o f the hymn.1The
following discussion does not intend to review all these studies, but is limited to the pursuit
of the theme o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in this poetic unit.2
‘Martin Leon Brenner, The Song o f the Sea: Ex. 15:1-21 (Berlin: W. de Gruyter, 1991);
Trent Graver Butler, "The Song of the Sea': Exodus 15:1-18: A Study in the Exegesis of Hebrew
Poetry" (PhD. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1971); Peter Campbell Craigie, "Earliest Israelite
Religion: A Study of the Song of the Sea (Exodus 15:1-18)" (PhD. diss., McMaster University,
1971); Frank Moore Cross, Canaanlte Myth and Hebrew Epic: Essays in the History o f the
Religion o f Israel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), 112-44; Thomas B.
Dozeman, "The Song of the Sea and Salvation History," in On the Way to Nineveh: Studies in
Honor o f George M. Landes, ed. Stephen L. Cook and S. C. Winter, ASOR Books 4 (Atlanta,
GA: Scholars Press, 1999), 94-113; Paul Lee Engstrom, "Deliverance at the Sea: A Reading of
Exodus 15 in Light of Ancient Near Eastern Literature and Its Implications for the Assemblies of
God" (ThD. diss., Luther Seminary, 1996); David Noel Freedman, "Strophe and Meter in Exodus
15," in A Light unto My Path: Old Testament Studies in Honor of Jacob M. Myers, ed. Howard
N. Bream, Ralph Daniel Heim, and Carey A. Moore (Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
1974), 163-203; Maribeth Howell, "Exodus 15:lb-18: A Poetic Analysis," ETL 65, no. 1 (1989):
5-42; Brian Douglas Russell, "The Song of the Sea: The Date and Theological Significance of
Exodus 15:1—21" (PhD. diss., Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian School of Christian
Education, 2002); lames Muilenburg, "A Liturgy on the Triumphs of Yahwefa," in Studio Biblica
et Semitica; Theodora Christiana Vriezen qui mtmere professoris theoiogiae per XXV annos
functus est, ah amicis, collegis, discipulis dedicata (Wageningen: H. Veenman, 1966), 233-51;
Richard D. Patterson, "Victory at Sea: Prose and Poetry in Exodus 14-15," BibSac 161, no. 641
(2004): 42-54; Philip Matthew Schafran, "The Form and Function of Exodus 15:1-18" (Th.D
diss., Dallas Theological Seminary, 1988); JohnD. W. Watts, "Song of the Sea—Ex. XV," FT 7,
no. 4 (1957): 371-80; George Wesley Coats, "Song of the Sea," CBQ 31 (1969): 1-17.
2It has been a common procedure to describe the units of Hebrew poetry in terms of poetic
lines or cola, and thus a sequence of cola has been labeled as bicolon, tricolon, etc., according to
the number of cola in a given poetic strophe. Efforts have also been made to establish criteria to
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Preliminary Observations
The range o f suggestions advanced by scholars regarding the genre o f this text
leads one to conclude that this passage cannot be made to fit a single form.1 John I. Durham
has pointed out that this poetic composition "is not comparable to any one psalm, or song
or hymn, or liturgy known to us anywhere else in the Hebrew Bible or in ANE literature."2
Fortunately, a decision on this issue is not indispensable for this study, and in the course o f
the following discussion, for variety’s sake, the pericope will be referred to as "hymn,"
"song," "Song o f the Sea," etc. On a macrostructural level, it has been argued that the socalled Song o f the Sea (Exod 15:1-21) stands in the middle o f the book o f Exodus, serving
as the "pivoting center"3 o f the book. It provides the appropriate climax for the narrative o f
the deliverance from Egypt (Exod 1-14) with a proleptic overview o f the journey to Sinai
define a poetic line and the various types of parallelism according to devices such as word count,
syllable count, and vowel count (see P. J. Nel, "Parallelism and Recurrence in Biblical Hebrew
Poetry: A Theoretical Proposal," JNSL 18 [1992]: 136). However effective and profitable these
procedures may be, they need to be complemented by a linguistic approach to the text. And from a
linguistic point of view, as Eep Talstra has pointed out, "the basic syntactic unit of analysis is not
the poetic line or (colon), but the syntactic clause" (Eep Talstra, "Reading Biblical Hebrew Poetry:
Linguistic Structure or Rhetorical Device?," JNSL 25 [1999]: 101-26). Without being oblivious to
the rhetorical dimensions of the text, the discussion of Exod 15:1-18 in the present chapter, and
other poetic texts in chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation, gives special attention to syntactic issues.
•E.g., "hymn" (Norbert Lohfink, The Christian Meaning of the Old Testament, trans. R.
A. Wilson [Milwaukee: Brace, 1968], 72-81; John D. W. Watts, "Song of the Sea—Ex. XV,” VT
7 [1957]: 371-80), "victory song, (Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 121-23), "liturgy
(James Muilenburg, "A Liturgy on the Triumphs of Yahweh," in Studia Biblica et Semitica
[Wageningen: H. Veenman, 1966], 233-51), "poem of mixed type (John I. Durham, Exodus, WBC
3 [Waco: Word Books, 1987], 203)."
2Ibid.
3Mark S. Smith, The Pilgrimage Pattern in Exodus, with Contributions o f Elizabeth M.
Bloch Smith, JSOTSup 239 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 183.
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(Exod 15:22-40),' and ultimately to the promised land (rest of the Pentateuch, -and
Joshua).
Studies on stropMc and metric structure o f this song have revealed an artful
composition formed by an intricate relationship of strophes and verses.2 Although no two
analyses agree in respect to the details, most scholars recognize the important structural
function o f vss. 6,3 11, 16b,4 and that the poem is divided into two major structural
sections: The first (1-11 [or 12]) focuses on the saving experience at the Red Sea; the
second (12 [or 13]-18),5 deals with the subsequent experience o f Israel in its journey to the
promised land.
The composition contains three major structural junctures marked by vss. 6, 11, and
16b. Vs. 11, for reasons soon to be explained, plays a more prominent role than vss. 6 and
16. Whereas vss. 6 and 16 are thematically connected with their respective sections, vs. 11
is thematically and verbally disconnected from the events being celebrated by the song.
'Brian Douglas Russell, "The Song of the Sea: The Date and Theological Significance of
Exodus 15:1-21" (Ph.D. diss., Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian School of Christian
Education, 2002), 87.
2For the purposes of this research, however, it suffices to outline the broad structure of the
poem, especially the identification of its center, for reasons that will become clear in due course.

3It has been demonstrated that the poetic unit of vs. 6 includes vs. 7a, a view adopted in the
following discussion. Cf. Jon Paulien, "The Sing of Miriam: A Poetic Analysis," TMs, 1981, 8;
Russell, 120.
4Cf. William Henry Propp, Exodus 1-18: A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary, AB 2 (New York: Doubleday, 1999), 505.
5There is no consensus among scholars about where to start the second major section of the
song. Most of them opt for either 12 or 13. For reasons to be explained in due course, vs. 12 is the
suggestion of this study.
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Thus, vs. 6 proclaims YHWH's power by shattering the enemy, which clearly links it
thematically with the first section. In like manner, vs. 16 contains the theme o f guidance
and therefore stands in the thematic flow o f the second section. Vs. 11, in contrast, by
being placed at the "center and apex o f the poem . .. relates equally to both strophes: The
God described in vs 11 is equally responsible for the victory at the sea and for the
triumphant march to the Holy Land."1
An important feature o f vs. 11 is the repetition of the rhetorical question rt3n3"’,f3
("Who is like you") which provides the verse with a staircase parallelism in which YHWH's
incomparability is emphasized. Labuschagne has demonstrated that rhetorical questions are
frequently used in the Hebrew Bible to express the absolute power, uniqueness, and
incomparability o f YHWH.2 Thus vs. 11 by means o f this rhetorical
device underscores the absolute power and majesty o f YHWH "in the sanctuary"3and
among the "heavenly beings."
Freedman further states that "by being less specific than the other refrains, which
relate directly to the theme o f their respective strophes . . . vs. 11 serves them both as
center and fulcrum."4 Interestingly enough, vs. 11 is the only segment o f the hymn
containing no finite verb. It contains only nominal and participial clauses, thus portraying
‘Freedman, "Strophe and Meter in Exodus 15," 185.
2C. 1. Labuschagne, The Incomparability o f Yahweh in the Old Testament (Leiden: Brill,
1966), 16ff.
3The translation of the prepositional phrase Cfr!j?3 as "in the sanctuary" will be explained in
due course.

4Freedman, "Strophe and Meter in Exodus 15," 185.
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distinct time perspective as if the poet, at this point, not only breaks the thematic flow of

the hymn, but also steps outside the time frame o f the hymn while addressing YHWH who,
surrounded by heavenly beings, is present "in the sanctuary."
Other scholars have noted the special structural role o f vs. 11 as well. Fokkelman
argues that "the hymnal center does not link any o f the terms celebrating God to the
concrete situation, as if to indicate that God cannot be contained and that his perfections
utterly transcend the horizon o f human knowing."1 In the same vein, Propp recognized that
"Exod 15:11 is difficult to relate to its context. It seems an ecstatic interjection into the
historical resume o f w 10 and 12."2 Georg Fischer added his agreement to the above
opinions by saying that vs. 11 "stands in the center o f the song,"3 and Jasper Burden argued
that "the staircase parallelism o f verse 11 serves as a pivot point o f the hymn proper
emphasizing the most important point the poet wishes to make: Who is like thee, O
LORD?"4
Therefore, the hymn may be regarded as broadly divided into two major sections
(1-10 and 12-18) having vs. 11 in the center. Some verbal and thematic features reinforce
this outline. For example, a closer inspection o f the composition reveals that the first
'J. P. Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible: At the Interface of Hermeneutics
and Structural Analysis, 2 vols., SSN 37 (Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1998), 1:46.
2Propp, 528.

3The German text reads: "im Zentrum des Lieds steht" (Georg Fischer, "Das
ScWlfineerlied Exodus 15 in seinem Kontext," Bib 77, no. 1 [1996]: 35).
4Jasper J. Burden, "A Stylistic Anaysis of Exodus 15:1-21: Theory and Practice," in
Exodus 1-15: Text and Context: Proceedings o f the 29th Annual Congress o f the Old Testament
Society of South Africa, ed. J. J. Burden, P. J. Botha, and H. F. Van Rooy, OTWSA/OTSSA 29
(1986) (Pretoria: Univ. of South Africa, 1987), 51.
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section (vss. 1-10) abounds in water terms: CP ("sea"), D^D ("water"), □"bri ("flowing
waters"), Sinn ("deep"), nb^Q ("depth").1 The second section reverses to land imagery.
Vs. 12 mentions

(earth/land)2 and after that, all the events transpire upon dry land.

YHWH is mainly depicted as a shepherd, guiding his people to their goal. At the end o f this
second section, after references to the mountain and the sanctuary, a "concluding
antiphon"3 (vs. 18) provides a fitting closure to the entire composition by proclaiming
YHWH's kingship:”®! obilb ^fblT PHiT ("YHWH shall reign forever and ever").
Additionally, we should note that the second section presents several motifs and allusions
pointing forward to the subsequent history o f the people.4 Turning to the center o f the
hymn, one notes that vs. 11 contains heaven imagery as implied by the reference to YHWH
‘It should be added that these do not depict personal forces, but are only instruments used
by YHWH, the divine warrior, to defeat Israel's enemies.
2Vs. 12 seems to be problematic for the suggested outline, since it apparently refers back
to the experience at the Sea: flK inpbari
iTQ3 ("You stretched out your right hand, The
earth swallowed them"). This can be explained as follows: vs. 12 does not refer to the destruction
of the Egyptian army at the Red Sea, but to the judgment of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. If so, the
expression yiK iDSJbpfl ("The earth swallowed them") may well be a prophetic allusion to Num
16:32: onk sbaffl rPSTiK flKn nrsm ("And the earth opened its mouth and swallowed them
up"). Notice that $ba is used six times in the Hebrew Bible in reference to the judgment upon
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. On the other hand, sba in its 40 occurrences in the Hebrew Bible
never refers to the destruction of the Egyptians at the Red Sea, unless Exod 15:12 is thus
understood. If this suggestion is accepted, there is a perfect coincidence between the thematic flow
of the narrative and the structural suggestion made above, since vs. 12 would in fact refer to
Israel's experience on the way to the promised land (cf. Fischer, "Das ScMlfineerlied Exodus 15 in
seinem Kontext," 36, n. 14; John D. W. Watts, "Song of the Sea— Ex. XV," VT 7, no. 4 [1957]:
374).
JThomas W. Maim, Divine Presence and Guidance in Israelite Traditions: The Typology
o f Exaltation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977), 125.
415:12 alludes to Num 16; vs. 14 with TO®, CSS, m , and bvt to Deut 2:25; vs. 16 with
nrerx Drrbs? bap to Josh 2:9, and with ninr-TO to Josh 4:23; 5:1, 17; vs. 17 with ^rqcb p3D
to 1 Kgs 8:13.
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among the "heavenly beings" (obx) in the "sanctuary" (enp). The hymn, therefore,
portrays three interrelated environments: vss. 1- 10 : sea; vs. 11: heaven; vss. 12-18:
earth/land. Thus, as noted by Propp, the song "begins in the Sea's depths" and "ends on a
mountaintop sanctum, from which YHWH reigns for ever."1
In view o f the foregoing discussion, it may be suggested that the song is formed by
two major sections, divided by vs. 11 at the center, as the "pivot point" for the entire song.
A simplified structure of the hymn may be thus outlined:2 Retrospective experience o f
Israel—salvation at the Red Sea (15:1-10); pivot point: YHWH surrounded by heavenly
beings in the [heavenly] sanctuary (15:11); prospective experience o f Israel—guidance
through the wilderness to the promised land/sanctuary (15:12-18).
After this overview of the structure o f the song, a closer examination o f the
structure of 15:11 is in order. This verse is organized in a staircase parallelism,3 a literary
device quite common in Ugaritic4 and Hebrew poetry.5 Exod 15:6-7a and 15:11 follow the
three-line variety. In this type o f poetic structure, as noted above, the second line
‘Propp, 571.
2For a detailed study of the metric structure of this song, cf. Cross, Canaanite Myth and
Hebrew Epic, 112-44; Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible, 1:24-53; Freedman,
"Strophe and Meter in Exodus 15," 163-203.
3For a discussion of staircase parallelism, cf. Wilfred G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew
Poetry: A Guide to Its Techniques, JSOTSup 26 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984), 150-56.
4A classical example is the following excerpt from KTU 1:2 IV 8-9:
ht ibk ¥lm
Now your foe, Baal,
ht ibk tmhs
Now your foe you must smite;
ht tsmt srtk
Now you must destroy your adversary!
Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, 65.
5Cf., e.g., Judg 5; Pss 29; 77:17; 89:52; 92:10; Isa 26:15.
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completes the first, and the third stands in parallel with the first two,1 as demonstrated by
Exod 15:6-7a2:
rp a 'TJK3 nifT
TiK f?nri m /P ^ r p 1
Tpnj? O'nnn ^3ina 3 S21

Your right hand, O YHWH, is majestic in power,
Your right hand, 0 YHWH, shatters the enemy.
And in the greatness o f your excellence
You overthrow those who rise up against you.

It is instructive to note how the first two lines relate to the third one. The first line
stresses YHWH's majestic power, the second line his act of shattering the enemy, and the
third one synthesizes the first two by declaring his "greatness," and saying that he
overthrows the enemies. As can be perceived, the third line parallels the first two by
presenting a synthesis o f them. Having observed this, let us turn to 15:11 where, in like
manner, a closer inspection supports the argument that the third line presents a synthesis o f
the first two lines.
nirr
n3D3"",p
OTp3 T1K3 HDD3 *'Q
K^S nW rf?r?n tni3

Who is like you among the heavenly beings, O YHWH?
Who is like you, majestic in the sanctuary
Awesome in praises, working wonders?

The first line portrays YHWH among the heavenly beings, the second depicts him in
the sanctuary, the third by referring to rfcnn ("praises") alludes to the first line where
YHWH is "among the heavenly beings," probably receiving praises from them;3 and HOT
'Russell, 119; Edward L. Greenstein, "Two Variations of Grammatical Parallelism in
Canaanite Poetry and Their Psycholinguistic Background," JANES 6 (1974): 87-105; Edward L.
Greenstein, "One More Step on the Staircase," UF (1977): 77-86.
2Russell, 120.
3Cf. Pss 86:8; 89:6 [5]; 150;1; Isa 6:1-4.
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X^D ("working wonders") points back to the phrase OTp2 TTR3 ("majestic in the
sanctuary"), a probable allusion to YHWH's activities in the heavenly sanctuary.
Following this discussion about the overall structure o f the hymn and the specific
structure o f 15:11, one should examine the structure o f the second major division o f the
text. Therein are found several occurrences of words related to the sanctuary motif.
Therefore, an identification o f the major structural elements in this section may be useful in
the process o f ascertaining the contribution of these words to the investigation o f the
heavenly sanctuary motif.
A study by Howell,1 further refined by Russell,2 has proposed that Exod 15:12-17
displays the following chiastic structure:
A 12-13a, c Guidance to the Sanctuary Oltthj? n ir tx ^ 2 2 r b n i . . .^ptpna JTTO)
B 13b YHWH's people (nSta 1TO»)'
C 14ab General reference to the peoples (D^BS?)
D 14cd Inhabitants of Philistia (nobs "ati'jWest o f Jordan
E 15ab Chiefs o f Edom (OTtR ’EA^R) East of Jordan
E’ 15cd Princes ofMoab (3X10 ',iTX) East o f Jordan
D' 15ef All the inhabitants o f Canaan (]$33 ',32f b ’3 ) West o f
Jordan
C 16abcd General reference to the peoples
B' 16ef YHWH's People (^BJJ and rP2j? WQ2)
A' Guidance to the Sanctuary (all o f vs. 17)
Worthy o f note is that the sanctuary motif frames the entire section, since both A
and A' are related to the concept o f guidance to the sanctuary. This observation, along with
1Howell, 38. Howell notes that the kernel of her structure C:D::D':C' (i.e., D:E::E':D' in the
rearrangement by Russell; pp. 55-56) was proposed by Norman K. Gottwald, The Tribes o f
Yahweh: A Sociology o f the Religion o f Liberated Israel, 1250-1050 B.C.E. (Maryknoll, NY:
Orbis, 1979), 512.
2Russell, 55-56.
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the perception that vs. 11 is the pivot point o f the hymn, will be relevant for the ensuing

discussion.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
The song contains several words and expressions evocative of the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif. These terms are now investigated in order to ascertain their
contribution to the theme under study.

Syntax and Meaning ofD^KS
The expression

is formed by combining D^K with the preposition 3, which

may be translated as "among the gods," since the noun bn is a general Semitic word for
"God/god."1In view o f the context, the translation "heavenly beings" is suggested, since
"gods" might imply a polytheistic idea contrary to the theological outlook o f the Hebrew
Bible.2 The imagery evoked by the text seems to be that o f YHWH surrounded by heavenly
beings "in the sanctuary," as will be argued below. But regarding

a few observations

are in order. Among four other occurrences o f D^K in the Hebrew Bible,3 the most relevant
for this study is Ps 89:7-8 [6-7] because it displays the same syntactic structure (i.e.,
preposition 3 + noun phrase) and seems to evoke the same imagery as the Exodus text.

lHALOT, s.v. "bK."
2Some Jewish scholars opted to render it as "angels." Thus Ibn Ezra, Ramban
(mentioned by Hyatt, 165); Benno Jacob, The Second Book o f the Bible: Exodus (Hoboken, NJ:
Ktav, 1992), 430. The IPS Tanakh (1985) seems to imply a similar understanding by translating
D’blt as "celestials."
3Pss 89:7-8 [6-7]; 29:1; Job 41:17; Dan 11:36.
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nirnb TfiT pn©3 ’’D ’S
O^K P22 n in ^ HOT
□■’P ip ’tio a fllD bk
K”H31
t

•

:

t

-

t

:

For who in the skies is comparable to YHWH? Who
among the sons o f the mighty is like YHWH,
A God greatly feared in the council o f the holy ones,
And awesome above all those who are around him?

It should be noted in the text above that the syntagm "among the mighty" (’’33
□’’b s) parallels the expression "in the council o f the holy ones" (D'tznp—Tioa). This makes
clear that Ps 89:7-8 [6-7] portrays heavenly council imagery. That being the case, it is
reasonable to argue that Exod 15:11 expresses the same concept.
Although it is outside the scope o f this study to present a detailed analysis o f the
heavenly council m otif two observations are in order. First, as Gregory A. Boyd put it,
"the Old Testament exhibits no reservation in acknowledging the existence o f gods [sic]1
outside Yahweh and o f the gods who form his heavenly council. But even here Yahweh's
supremacy is always at the forefront o f their thoughts."2 Second, the imagery o f the council
o f YHWH evokes a temple/sanctuary associative field, since the temple/sanctuary is
sometimes portrayed as the locale wherein the divine assembly convenes.3

Syntax and Meaning of tfTpSt
The lexeme O lp occurs in 382 verses the Hebrew Bible; it often has an adjectival
function in genitival constructions. Sometimes it is used as a noun meaning "holiness," or
‘By "gods," Boyd means divine beings created by, and under the authority of, YHWH
(Gregory A. Boyd, God at War: The Bible & Spiritual Conflict [Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 1997], 117).
2Ibid.
3S e e the f i r s t c h a p t e r of this dissertation for a n overview of the function of t h e heavenly
sanctuary/temple in ANE literature. See also Mullen, Jr., 128ff.
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"sanctuary,"' but when governed by the preposition 2, as argued below, D ip has a locative
meaning in almost all o f its occurrences. Therefore, it is suggested that D ip s in 15:11 can
be translated as "in the sanctuary."
Most versions and scholars prefer to translate it either as an abstract "in holiness,"2
or as a concrete noun "among the holy ones," the latter being understood either as a
collective, or plural, according to the LXX.3 These translations, however, are problematic
for the following reasons: First, it is difficult to relate 0 “tp2 as an abstract expression "in
holiness" with the root T1K (as in Exod 15:11), since the latter, as Cohen pointed out,
always refers to physical strength in ancient Hebrew poetry.4 Second, the collective
meaning of D ip is not attested elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.5 Third, as for the
emendation o f Dip to read D^DIp, it must be noted that this plural reading finds no support
'K. Komfeld, "Dip qds," TWAT, 6:1186.
2Cf„ e.g., ASV, KJV, IPS, NASB, NIV, NKJV, RSV.
Suggestion advanced by G. Quell in the apparatus of BHS, 111.
4Chaim Cohen, "Studies in Early Israelite Poetry I: An Unrecognized Case of Three-Line
Staircase Parallelism in the Song of the Sea," JANES 7 (1975): 16, n. 22.
5This interpretation is favored by scholars who often refer to Deut 33:3 (Cross, Canaanite
Myth and Hebrew Epic, 129, n. 61; Trent Graver Butler, '"The Song of the Sea': Exodus 15:1-18:
A Study in the Exegesis of Hebrew Poetry" [Ph.D. diss., Vanderbilt University, 1971], 72; Patrick
D. Miller, Jr., "Two Critical Notes on Psalm 68 and Deuteronomy 33," HTR 57 [1964]: 241;
Muilenburg, "A Liturgy on the Triumphs of Yahweh," 244) and/or Ps 77:14 (cf. Mitchell J.
Dahood, Psalms II: 51-100: Introduction, Translation, and Notes, AB (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1968), 230; Brian Douglas Russell, "The Song of the Sea: The Date and Theological
Significance of Exodus 15:1-21" [Ph.D. diss., Union Theological Seminary and Presbyterian
School of Christian Education, 2002], 21-22)—passages which allegedly employ Dip in a
collective sense. The major problem with the appeal to Deut 33:33 is that, despite the textual
problems that beset the passage, rD lp is clearly in the plural as shown by the connecting ’ before
the pronominal suffix 1. It should, therefore, be translated as "holy ones." As for Ps 77:14 [13], it
must be pointed out that a collective sense of Dip does not fit the context.
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in the other textual witness apart from the LXX.1Therefore, due to the difficulties with the
"abstract" and "collective" interpretations o f 0“fp3, it will be argued that this expression
may be adequately translated as a locative "in the sanctuary" for reasons delineated below.
First, although the lexeme Shp displays a wide range o f meanings varying from
concrete to abstract denotations, it is perceived that when it is governed by the preposition
3 it conveys a spatial/locative idea. Out of twenty-eight occurrences o f ®“tj?3 in the
Hebrew Bible, twenty-five2 can be safely translated spatially as "in the sanctuary" or "holy
‘There are scholars, however, who prefer to read anp as a plural according to the LXX.
Whether the LXX translators found the plural in the Vorlage, or simply imposed their
interpretation upon the text is a moot point; what is clear, however, is that all the other textual
witnesses corroborate a singular reading.
2Exod 15:11; 26:34; 28:43; 29:30; 35:19; 39:1,41; Lev 6:23; 10:18; 16:17, 27; Num
4:12, 16; 18:10; 28:7; 2 Chr 29:7; 35:5; Pss 60:8 [6]; 63:3 [2]; 68:18 [17], 25 [24]; 74:3;
108:8 [7]; 150:1; Ezek 44:27. Among these passages, Num 18:10 requires additional comment:
The verse reads as follows: "D’Engn ©Ip? you shall eat it; every male shall eat it. It shall be holy
to you." The key issue in this verse concerns whether □,0Tpn tzhp? refers to the offerings (so
R. Dennis Cole, Numbers, NAC 3b [Nashville, TN: Broadman and Holman, 2000], 284; cf., e.g.,
also the following versions: NIV, NASB, TNK, ASV, BBE, NJB, NRSV), or to the place wherein
the offerings were supposed to be consumed by the priests (so George Buchanan Gray, A Critical
and Exegetical Commentary on Numbers, NICC [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1956], 223; "In the
Most Holy Place," SDABC, 1:883; cf., e.g., the following versions: DRA, ESV, GNV, IPS, KJV,
NKJ, ELB). A reference to the offerings is complicated by the use of the preposition ? which
seems to imply a space/local connotation for this locution (i.e., "in the n'tzngn ©*Tp3"). The
translation "in the most holy place" is also problematic since only the high priest could have access
to it, and exclusively in the day of atonement (cf. Timothy R. Ashley, The Book of Numbers,
NICOT [Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1993], 348). A probable solution would run as follows:
Since the offerings had already been qualified in vs. 9 as Q’Cngn o ip ("most holy"), it is possible
that vs. 11 would now refer to the sacred place where these offerings could be consumed.
ehp3 would then probably refer to the court of the sanctuary. Commenting on this verse,
Milgrom observed that the offering should be "eaten in the Tabernacle courtyard on the same day
by male priests, in accordance with Lev 6, 9, 19 and 7:6" {Numbers: The Traditional Hebrew Text
with the New JPS Translation, The IPS Torah Commentary [Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society, 1990], 150). Thus on the basis of the previous observations, the expression O'ttnjpn OTpa
most probably has a local/spatial meaning. Whether this refers to the "court" (see above, Milgrom),
or to some other compartment of the sanctuary should not concern us here, since the major task
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place" (in reference to the sacrificial court),1as attested by versions and commentators.
Three cases are left, which require further comment. In Ps 89:35 and Amos 4:2 the phrase
as part o f an oath formula, is justifiably translated "by my/his holiness," as
translations and commentators usually do.2 The other seeming exception is snp 2 in Ps
77:14 [13], read by versions and commentators as "in holiness." This passage is relevant for
this discussion due to its conceptual and verbal connections with Exod 15:11, as noted in
the ensuing discussion. For the reader's convenience both passages are displayed below.

^ 3 -n © ip a d -’h'^ k

mbs n tp bxn h fk

irsra ninin

rnrr n b m r o n p -’n
©Tp3 t w u r o b s ’a

nM j’rfcnn k-flj

Ps 77:14-15 [13-14]3
Your way, O God, is in the sanctuary;
What god is great like our God? You are the God who
works wonders; You have made known your strength
among the peoples.

Exod 15:11
Who is like you among the heavenly beings, O YHWH?
Who is like you, majestic in the sanctuary,
Awesome in praises, working wonders?

here was to ascertain whether G’anpn ©Tpa is semantically consistent with other usages of the
phrase BHp3 in the Hebrew Bible. In summary, for the purpose of this research it shall suffice to
note that Num 18:10 is also to be understood spatially, i.e., in reference to a holy place.
’According to Jacob Milgrom ©Tj33 in Lev 10:18, 2 Chr 29:7, Ps 63.3 [2], and Ezek 44:27
refers to the sacrificial court of the Tabemacle/Temple. Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 1-16: A New
Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1991), 605, 62526.
2These two references contain the oath formula 3 S2TO "swear by" which appears in
expressions like "The Lord has sworn by the pride of Jacob, His right hand, by himself," etc. Cf.
Deut 6:13; Josh 2:12; Isa 62:8; Jer 51:14; Amos 4:2; 6:8; 8:7. Interestingly enough, in Misfanaic
times oaths could also be taken in the name of the temple. See Shalom M. Paul and Frank Moore
Cross, Amos: A Commentary on the Book o f Amos, Hermeneia—A Critical and Historical
Commentary on the Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 129, n. 15.
3The translation of
by "in the sanctuary" is supported by Vulgate, LXX, ASV,
DBY, GNV, NKJ, RWB, ELB, ELO, ARC.
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The intertextual connections between both passages being evident, it suffices to
demonstrate that B lp2 inPs 74:14 [13] corresponds to its parallel in Exod 15:11, and
therefore the first line may be thus translated: "Your way,10 God, is in the sanctuary," a
reading adopted by several ancient and modem versions.2 Thus, out o f twenty-eight
occurrences o f O lpa in the Hebrew Bible, twenty-six can be translated as "in the
sanctuary."
Second, the parallelism between 0Tp3 and 0*7X2 suggests that the 3 in ttilpO
should be understood in a locative sense, like the 2 of 0*7X2 as noted by Ehrlich,3 and
others.4 Furthermore, as noted above, that obx evokes the concept o f the "heavenly
council" which would be located in the sanctuary lends further support to this suggestion.
Third, the occurrence several words and expressions for sanctuaiy/temple,
occurring in the second section o f the hymn, strengthens the probability that the structural
'The word "way" (pjTt) is frequently found in the Psalms in the sense of "law,"
"ordinance" (Pss 18:22 [21], 31 [30]; 25:4; 25:8; 27:11; 37:34; 51:15; 67:2; 81:14; 86:11; 103:7;
119:14, 27, 30, 32, 33), hence that YHWH's "way . . . is in the sanctuary" is a fitting concept in
view of the tablets of the ten commandments being stored therein. In addition, it should be kept in
mind that the sanctuary/temple, with its priests, rituals, ceremonies, and all the instructions
regarding YHWH's purposes for his people, was the most concrete locus for YHWH's ways to be
manifested and taught to the people.
2LXX, Vulgate, ASV, NKJ, DBY, DRA, GNV, KJV, DRB, ARC, ACF. Cf. also Albert
Bames, Book of the Psalms (New York: Harper, 1868), 371.
3The German text reads: "tthpo ist Ortsangabe wie B’btu und heisst im Rate der Heiligen,
eigentlich im Heilgtum, d.i., im Himmel" (Ehrlich, 1:321).
4Brenner, 113; Propp, Exodus 1-18, 527.
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center o f the composition (i.e., 15:11) alludes to the heavenly sanctuary/temple, thus
anticipating the major theme o f the second section.1
Fourth, if extrabMcal parallels can shed any light upon the text, then it may be
argued that ANE understanding o f the warrior-deity being enthroned in the sanctuary after
a major battle resonates with the overall thematic pattern o f Exod 15:1-18.2 For example,
Marduk following his victory over Tiamat is proclaimed supreme in the sanctuary.3 Also
Baal, after defeating Yam, is enthroned in his heavenly temple.4 If the Hebrew poet
intended a similar pattern in this composition, as several scholars would agree,5 then it may
‘See 'ftf-tj? rm (vs. 13), ^nbro -in (vs. 17),
discussed below.

p a (vs. 17), onjpp (vs. 17) to be

2P. Schafram argues that Exod 15:1-18 follows the thematic pattern of "WarriorBattle/Victory-Kingship" as present in ANE literature, namely, the Baal Epic and Enuma Elish.
The author intentionally used formulaic language of the myths to capture their function and thereby
exalt YHWH and his new creation, the nation of Israel. Philip Matthew Schafran, "The Form and
Function of Exodus 15:1-18" (Th.D diss., Dallas Theological Seminary, 1988).
3Cf. Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis: The Story of the Creation, 2d ed.
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951); L. W. King, The Seven Tablets of Creation or the
Babylonian and Assyrian Legends Concerning the Creation of the World and of Mankind, vol. 1
(London: Luzac and Co., 1902).
4Cf. "The Baal Cycle of Myths," inN. Wyatt, Religious Texts from Ugarit, 34ff.
5Some scholars maintain a connection between Exod 15:1-18 and ANE mythological texts.
See, e.g., Bernard Frank Batto, Slaying the Dragon: Mythmaking in the Biblical Tradition
(Louisville, KY: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992), 128-52; idem, "Paradise Reexamined," in
The Biblical Canon in Comparative Perspective: Scripture in Context IV, ed. K. Lawsson,
William W. Hallo, and Bernard F. Batto, Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies 11 (Lewiston,
NY: Mellon, 1991), 33-66.
Although some scholars see mythological overtones in Exod 15:1-18, the differences
should not be overlooked. E.g. in the biblical account, the enemy is an historical entity, and the sea
is a mere instrument in the hands of YHWH to execute his judgment. In a sense one might say that
nann is nothing more than a passive instrument in the hands of YHWH, as recognized by Cross in
the following statement: "[The] sea is not personified or hostile, but a passive instrument in
YHWH's control. There is no question here of a mythological combat between two gods. YHWH
defeats historical, human enemies" (Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 131-32).
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be suggested that B lp denotes the sanctuary, more precisely the "heavenly sanctuary,"
receives further support. The thematic pattern that emerges from the song seems
clear—YHWH, the divine Warrior, defeats the Egyptian army, and is immediately
portrayed "in the sanctuary."
Fifth, as noted above, the hymn seems to exhibit a threefold spatial structure: sea
(15:1-10), heaven (15:11), earth (15:12-18). Therefore, if BTpa in 15:11 means "in the
sanctuary," then it becomes apparent that this is the "heavenly sanctuary." A similar
understanding o f the passage was espoused by Ibn Ezra, who translated this expression as
"in the holy place—i.e. on His throne o f Glory."1
Last, when 0Tp2 is seen in connection with “HX3 new insights surface. If, as
already noted, the root T1K in ancient Hebrew poetry always refers to physical strength, it
is difficult to understand its relationship to "holiness."2 An interesting use o f the root

is

found in Ps 93:4. The intertextual linkages o f this passage with Exod 15:11 may contribute
to our understanding o f the latter.
n r r DtlEQ T'TK
OTpa TW3 rspbs 'a

YHWH is majestic on high [heaven]." (Ps 93:4)
Who is like you, majestic in the sanctuary." (Exod 15:11)

Ps 93:4 seems to be the only place in the Hebrew Bible, apart from Exod 15:11, where the
root TtK is followed by the preposition 3 in a locative expression (DY1Q3), a syntactic
lA. I. Rosenberg, Shemoth: A New English Translation, 2 vols., Judaica Press Books of
the Bible (New York: Judaica Press, 1995), 1:217.
2Chaim Cohen suggested that OTp be read as a collective in the sense of "holy ones"
("Studies in Early Israelite Poetry 1: An Unrecognized Case of Three-Line Staircase Parallelism in
the Song of the Sea," JANES 7 [1975]: 16, n. 22). This interpretation is favored by other scholars,
who often refer to Deut 33:3 and/or Ps 77:14, as noted above.
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construction identical to Wip2 in Exod 15:11.’ Interestingly enough, this expression in Ps
93:4 occurs in the context o f YHWH's exaltation above the waters/sea/rivers (Ps 93:3-4).
Moreover, the word Olp occurs in the immediate context (Ps 93:5). To sum up, this
intertextual connection is noted here, because it demonstrates that the construction 2 *HK
is followed by a locative noun as the object o f the preposition.
The foregoing discussion is intended to demonstrate that ®“tp2 in Exod 15:11 is
better translated as "in the sanctuary," namely, the "heavenly sanctuary," as indicated by the
structure and context o f the passage. Apart from being supported by the grammatical and
thematic context o f the song, this interpretation seems to agree in general lines with a wellknown ANE pattern where the victorious deity, after defeating the enemy, is enthroned in
the temple. Intertextual connections with other Hebrew Bible passages contribute to further
reinforce the plausibility of this suggestion.

Meaning and Referent of
The exact phrase

H13
rro occurs only here (Exod 15:13) in the entire Hebrew

Bible, and has mostly been translated as "your holy habitation/dwelling/abode." Two
versions, however, have translated it as "the dwelling o f your sanctuary."2 While the latter
translation seems to have understood Olp in a concrete sense o f sanctuary, the former
understood it as an abstract noun used to qualify FTC. This word has the lexical meaning o f

'Both verses contain basically the same syntactic structure I I S + 2 +N (loc.).
2"Wohnung deines Heiligtums" by the The German Schlachter Version, Genfer
Bibelgesellschaft (Geneva Bible Society, 1951); "habitacion de tu santuario" by The Spanish
Reina-Valera Bible, 1909.
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"stopping place, settlement,"1hence "dwelling/habitation." Although H13 can be used in
reference to the land o f Israel, or Jerusalem,2 there are indications that in Exod 15:13 it
evokes temple imagery, as can be noted by the use of Olp in connection with ITU which
echoes temple and cult mentality,3 and by the structural correspondence between vss. 13
and 17 as well
A question remains as to the identity o f the extratextual referent o f

n il In

order to ascertain the meaning of this expression, attention must be given to the structural
position o f^ O ip H13, the thematic movement o f the song, and the structural relationship
between

HU and three other expressions for sanctuary occurring in 15:17 (the latter

two aspects are pursued in connection with 15:17, below). For now, it suffices to note that
the chiastic structure o f the second part o f the poem (Exod 15:12-18) displayed above
reveals that vs. 13 corresponds to vs. 17, the implication being that the referent o f

rn.3 in 15:13 most probably coincides with the referent of the temple/sanctuary terms in
15:17. The investigation of vs. 17 in the ensuing discussion intends to clarify vs. 11.
It should noted again that the second section o f the song prospectively depicts
YHWH guiding the people to their ultimate goal, a goal described in four expressions (vs.
13 is included for the sake of comparison):
lHALOT, s.v. "nil"
22 Sam 15:25; Jer 50:19; Ps 79:7; Lam 2:2.
■The intertextual connection with Jer 31:23 seems to demonstrate this: "YHWH bless you,
Oipn "in pn|“rra ("O abode of righteousness, O holy hill!"). Although the context of the
passage seems to have the whole land in view, since it speaks of all of Judah dwelling on the holy
mountain, commentators usually agree that the author has Jerusalem and the temple in mind. Cf.
Brenner, 136-37.
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vs. 13d
rn:
vs. n b ^ p n ? "in
vs. 17c
]iDD
vs. 17etfT^n'
As noted, the parallelism between ^Blj? H13 in Exod 15:13 and its parallel expressions in
15:17bce stress the possibility that all of them point to the same referent.1 This referent has
been understood as Mount Sinai,2 cosmic mountain,3 the sanctuary at Gilgal,4 the land o f
Canaan as a whole,5 Jerusalem temple.6 Some scholars have opted for a mixture o f two or
more options7 or remained undecided.8
.

The idea that Gilgal was the immediate goal o f the journey has no exegetical basis

and therefore does not require further consideration.9 Sinai might be a reasonable option in
view o f Israel's experience in connection with this mountain, namely the reception o f the
‘Watts, 377.
2David Noel Freedman, "Temple Without Hands," in Temples and High Places in Biblical
Times (Jerusalem: Nelson Glueck School of Biblical Archaeology of Hebrew Union College,
1977), 21-30; Russell, 161-82.
3Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old Testament, 7-8.
4Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 142.
’Terence E. Fretheim, Exodus, Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and
Preaching (Lousvllle: John Knox Press, 1991), 162; Schafran, 93.
6Brenner, 136-52; Burden, 34-72.
7E.g., Cassuto argues that 15:13 refers to Sinai, and 15:17 to the temple to be built in the
"mountain" in Canaan. Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book o f Exodus (Jerusalem:
Magnes, 1967).
8Propp states that "the most we can do is explore the manifold possibilities, acknowledging
that several or all may be simultaneously correct" (Propp, 564). He then proceeds to spell out "the
manifold possibilities" as Sinai, Zion, Shiloh, Gilgal, Canaan, and Northern Israel (564-68).
Tor a concise criticism of this idea, cf. Russell, 153-56.
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law, and the instructions culminating in the building of the tabernacle. Nevertheless, it must
be noted that Sinai was not the ultimate goal o f the journey,1as implied in the thematic
movement o f the text. Furthermore, the hymn alludes to a progression o f events and
destination that goes beyond Sinai, reaching the land of promise. Another option is the land
o f Canaan as a whole. It should be noted, however, that although the land of Canaan was
part o f the larger picture o f the destination o f the people, the textual evidence points to
Mount Zion/Jerusalem temple, as the ultimate goal of the journey.2

Referent of

in

Although this phrase is used only here in the entire Hebrew Bible,3 the parallelism
with the next phrases seems to point to Mount Zion and Jerusalem as its immediate
historical referent. At this juncture, it must be noted that i n ("mountain") is one o f the
most important cultic motifs in the Hebrew Bible and ANE.4 in may sometimes refer to
‘"Sinai is not the final goal of the Exodus, but lying between Egypt and Canaan, it does
represent YHWH's mastery over both" (Jon D. Levenson, Sinai and Zion [New York: Harper and
Row, 1985], 23).

in, patp'b p n , trf®.
3This expression occurs in Ugaritic where it parallels Saphon and Sanctuary, thus
probably having Baal's heavenly abode as its referent. See the text below.
b tk' gr- il spn
In the midst of my divine mountain Saphon,
b qdS b gr il nhlty In the sanctuary, in the mountain of my inheritance,
b nrm'b gbc tliyt
In paradise, on the height of victory.
Wyatt, Religions Texts from Ugarit, 78 (KTU 1.3 iii 29-31).
4See Richard J. Clifford, "The Temple and the Holy Mountain," in The Temple in
Antiquity: Ancient Records and Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, The Religious
Studies Monograph Series 9 (Provo, UT: Brigham Young University, 1984), 107-24; R. E.
Clements, God and Temple (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1965), 2-11; Lundquist, "What Is a Temple?
A Preliminary Typology," 205-19; Winfried Vogel, "The Cultic Motif in Space and Time in the
Book of Daniel" (Th.D. diss., Andrews University, 1999), 29-68.
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Sinai, though in most cases it alludes to the locale o f the Jerusalem temple, and in a few
instances it can even point to the heavenly Zion, or YHWH's heavenly abode.1

Meaning of

|to a

The expression

]iDD ("place where you sit enthroned") contains the noun

]iDD ("place"), and a derivative from the root 3ET (sit, dwell).2 The term ]i3D, which
means "site,"3 "fixed or established place, foundation,"4 occurs seventeen times,5 all but
one6 referring to God's dwelling place, either in heaven or on earth. ]i3D seems to convey
the special nuance o f "firmness," as noted in the root ]“D (be established, be permanent,
endure),7 and is sometimes used to designate the sanctuary/temple. As for the derivative of
30’ ("dwell") in the prepositional phrase ^FQO1?, it should be noted that it contains the
sense-component "to sit (enthroned), to be throned,"8thus connoting the idea o f YHWH's
‘E.g., Isa 14:13; Ezek 28:14, 16; Dan 11:45. Cf. Jacques Doukhan, Le Soupir de la Terre:
Etude Prophetique du Livre de Daniel (Dammarie les Lys, France: Editions Vie et Sante, 1993),
299f.; Martin Selman, "-in," NIDOTTE, 1:1051-55.
2HALOT, s.v. "3ET."
iHALOT, s.v. yton.
4b d b , s.v. ften.
5Exod 15:17; 1 Kgs 8:13; 39; 43; 49; 2 Chr 6:2, 30, 33, 39; Ezra 2:68; Pss 33:14;
89:15; 97:2; 104:5; Isa 4:5; 18:4; Dan 8:11.
6Ps 104:5.
7HALOT, s .

V. y o .

8TryggveN. D. Mettinger, The Dethronement o f Sabaoth, ConBOT 18 (Uppsala, Sweden:
CWK Gleerup, 1982), 92. See M. Gorg, "30’ yasab," Theological Dictionary o f the Old
Testament (TDOT), ed. G. Johannes Botterweck and Helmer Ringgren (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,
1974-2004), 6:422.
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"enthronement" in the temple. The combination o f ]i3D and roffl occurs nine times apart
from Exod 15:17. In two references it points to the temple on Mount Zion,1whereas in
seven other occurrences it refers to the heavenly sanctuary.2 In seven other places wherein,
only ]1DD occurs, it refers once to the site o f the Jerusalem temple,3 one time to the site of
Zion,4 two times it is used metaphorically in connection with YHWH's throne in heaven,5
two times in reference to YHWH's dwelling in heaven,6 and in one occurrence it appears
outside o f a cultic context.7 In sum, out o f sixteen occurrences o f

in the Hebrew Bible,

apart from Exod 15:17, eleven are related either to YHWH's heavenly dwelling (9x) or
heavenly throne (2x). Therefore, as Friedbert Ninow pointed out, the occurrence o f ]toD in
Exod 15:17, especially in the phrase

]i3D, "may point to a quality of meaning that

goes beyond the earthly sanctuary."8
If the presence o f ]iDO points to something beyond the earthly temple/sanctuary, a
closer inspection o f the phrase

]toO and its intertextual connections may yield

T Kgs 8:13, 2 Chr 6:2.
21 Kgs 8:39, 43, 49, 2 Chr 6:30, 33, 39, Ps 33:14 [13].
3Ezra 2:68.
4Isa 4:5.
5Pss 89:15 [14]; 97:2.
6Isa 18:4; Dan 8:11 (these passages are investigated in chapters 4 and 5 of this
dissertation, respectively).
7See the reference to the foundations o f the earth in Ps 104:5.
8Friedbert Ninow, "Indicators of Typology within the Old Testament: The Exodus Motif
(Ph.D. diss., Andrews University, 1999), 158.
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further insights. As pointed out above, ]i3D occurs nine times in combination with FOB,
two times in reference to the earthly temple, and seven times in reference to the heavenly
temple/sanctuary. Now the possibility may be raised that the Hebrew Bible employs two
subtly distinct syntactical constructions with ]i30 to indicate different connotations of
sanctuary/temple. The syntagm

]toD refers to the earthly temple and occurs in this

exact form in 1 Kgs 8:13 (and its parallel text in 2 Chr 6:2), while the syntagm ”?|Fp© pDO1
refers to the heavenly sanctuary/temple. The semantic nuance o f each construction is
subtle, but nonetheless significant. The locution

jiDQ may be translated as "a place

for your dwelling" (i.e., another place in addition to the "Place" in heaven where YHWH
dwells). On the other hand the construction

]iDD is definite and should be translated

"the palace o f your dwelling" (i.e., "the Place" located in heaven where YHWH dwells).
Although it may be argued that this syntactic distinction is semantically irrelevant, the fact
remains that

]13D refers to the earthly temple, and ^jPDB ]iDQ is always used in

reference to the heavenly sanctuary/temple. Such consistency suggests that the syntactic
distinction was intended to communicate distinct semantic connotations.
To conclude, the expression "FOB5? |i3 0 in Exod 15:17 has primarily the earthly
temple in view; nonetheless it should be noted that when ^FQB’b ]i30 is used besides Exod
15:17, it is understood to be in connection with the heavenly counterpart.2 Furthermore,
that the sanctuary

|i3D) was made by YHWH, as seen in the larger context o f the

'1 Kgs 8:39, 43, 49, 2 Chr 6:30, 33, 39, Ps 33:14 [13]. The latter passage has the 3ms
pronominal suffix: irpB"]i3l3.
21 Kgs 8:13; 2 Chr 6:2.
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phrase nirr P&m

]13D ("A place for your dwelling you have made O YHWH"),

seems to point beyond human reality to the heavenly sanctuary.

Referent of tflpD
The word SHpS ("sanctuary") is found seventy-five times in the Hebrew Bible and
can refer to local sanctuaries,1the tabernacle o f the wilderness,2 the temple in Jerusalem,3
and the heavenly sanctuary.4 In the present text, EhpO seems to point primarily to the
Jerusalem temple. Nevertheless, as pointed out by Ninow, snpD occurs in parallelism with
]iDS3 in only two passages: in Exod 15:17 and Dan 8:11, where these words appear in the
context o f the heavenly sanctuary.5 This is significant, for it indicates that the song not only
evokes a yearly gathering at the temple in Jerusalem, but anticipated a fulfillment on a
larger, cosmic level.6

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The presence of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Song o f the Sea also
becomes apparent against the backdrop o f the typology o f history within the composition.
N. Lohfink has noted the typological dimension o f the song by asserting that "the narrative
'Isa 16:12; Amos 7:9, 13.
2Exod 25:8; Lev 12:4; 16:33 et al.
3E.g„ 1 Chr 22:19; 28:10; 20:8; Ps 74:7.
4Ezek 28:18; Dan 8:11.
5Ninow, 159.
‘Ibid.
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contained in the hymn is incomplete and open-ended"’ so that "coming generations would
be able to see their own experience contained in this song."2 Lofafimk's basic insights were
confirmed by Ninow, who noted that the song "has not only a prophetical element but also
an escbatological one."3 Ninow further observed that the terminology used to designate the
sanctuary in Exod 15:17 indicates that the author anticipated a fulfillment on a larger
cosmic level, a Steigemng.4
The Song o f the Sea was phrased in such a way as to leave room for a projection to
the future, and a vertical movement up into the heavenly realm. The text seems to be open,
pointing both horizontally to future events in the history o f YHWH's people, and vertically
to the heavenly realm For example, the enemy portrayed in the first part o f the song is
Pharaoh and his army; however, at the same time the portrayal o f their defeat is framed
with cosmic overtones so that, at the same time, the victory at the Red Sea may point
forward to YHWH's final victory over the forces of evil. The victory is achieved by YHWH
alone as he employs the forces o f nature to judge the enemy. Furthermore, the second part
o f the song predicts YHWH's victory upon the future enemies, followed by YHWH's
bringing his people to his own dwelling.
!Lohfink, 81.
Tbid., 84.
3Ninow, 155.
4Ibid., 159. Steigerung in Typology studies refers to the intensification or escalation in the
historical progression f r o m the type to the antitype. The antitype constitutes the c l i m a c t i c and
escbatological reality towards which the type points. Cf. Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 280-81.
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The "openness" of the hymn may also be perceived in the use o f verbal tenses. All
across the composition yiqtol and qatal verbal forms alternate so that the identification o f
past, present, and future is challenging at best.1Engstrom has suggested that the Hebrew
tenses were intended to support the "supra-historical element" o f the song.2 It seems clear
that later biblical authors understood this aspect o f the song as they portrayed new actions
o f YHWH in favor o f his people as a new exodus.3
As the tense o f verbal forms is indeterminate, so is the identification o f YHWH's
people. Though some o f the enemies are identified by their ethnic designations, YHWH's
people remain generic. In Exod 15:13 and 16, they are referred to by their relationship to
YHWH, as in r b m v~DS ("people whom you have redeemed"), ”\W ("your people"),
JT3j? irn r ("people whom you have purchased"). In 15:17 YHWH's people are referred to
by means o f pronominal suffixes "them" as in 1DK3F1 ( "You will bring them") and iOSlESrn
("and you will plant them"). The people o f YHWH consisted in those who were the object
o f his care. Therefore, as the indeterminate language suggests, the identity o f YHWH's
people could not be restricted to those Israelites who took part in the foundational
experience at the Red Sea, but would transcend ethnic boundaries so as to include a
!Cross and Freedman suggested that the tenses of this song resemble Ugaritic Poetry. See
Frank M. Cross and David Noel Freedman, "The Song of Miriam," JNES 14 (1955): 237-50. Also
Gevirtz suggested that the mix of verbal forms may be a characteristic feature of Old Canaanite
style. Stanley Gevirtz, "Evidence of Conjugational Variation in the Parallelization of Selfsame
Verbs in the Amama Letters," JNES 23 (1973): 99-104.
2Paul Lee Engstrom, "Deliverance at the Sea: A Reading of Exodus 15 in Light of Ancient
Near Eastern Literature and Its Implications for the Assemblies of God" (Th.D. diss., Luther
Seminary, 1996), 161.
3See Ninow, 186ff.
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multiethnic community who in the eschatological times will experience the new exodus.
Thus, the movement towards the promised land implies a reality that goes beyond the first
exodus and points to another even more significant event which will encompass a larger
community.
The foregoing discussion, which focused on the horizontal typology o f the song, its
"openness" to the future, and Steigerung, has set the stage for the main concern of this
research. It is argued that in regard to the sanctuary motif the language of the composition
also expresses a similar "openness" and projection to the vertical dimension. The first
indication o f this "vertical dimension" is found in the phrase OlpS in Exod 15:11, which
occurs in the middle o f the song. That the focus o f the hymn switches up to the heavenly
sanctuary and the council o f YHWH at the structural center of the composition bespeaks
the interconnection between earthly events and heavenly activities.
Besides, the temple/sanctuary terminology is presented in such a way that Exod
15:17 may suggest a covert allusion to the heavenly temple. The association of ]T30 and
SHpa seems to indicate heavenly sanctuary overtones. As already noted, apart from Exod
15:17, OlpD in parallelism with ]iDD appears only in Dan 8:11,’ where it refers to the
heavenly sanctuary/temple. The same may be said regarding the expression

]iDS,

which, though used to indicate the earthly temple, also may evoke heavenly
sanctuary/temple imagery.
!As already noted, Dan 8:14 receives a detailed treatment in chapter 5 of this dissertation.
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Function
That the heavenly sanctuary/temple is first identified in the structural center o f the
composition may signify more than a mere rhetorical device. It may point to the centrality
o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in the context o f the struggle between YHWH and the
forces of evil, and also its role in relation to the guidance o f the people to their ultimate
goal— "the sanctuary which thy hands have made" (Exod 15:17). A close reading o f the
passage suggests that the heavenly sanctuary performs the following functions:
First, as already noted, the parallel between d ip ("sanctuary") and D*?K ("heavenly
beings") evokes heavenly council imagery. Thus it may be said that the heavenly sanctuary
is the locale wherein the council o f YHWH convenes.
Second, the phrase rfcnn XTI3 ("awesome in praises") evokes a liturgical field. The
imagery suggested by the context is that o f YHWH being worshiped by the "gods," that is,
celestial beings (0*?K). Such representation resonates with other Hebrew Bible passages
wherein YHWH receives adoration from the gods (i.e., heavenly beings).1
Third, the phrase K^D ntoJ ("working wonders") seems to be related to YHWH's
mighty works in the heavenly sanctuary.2 This receives support from a significant
expression in the previous line— d“lp3 T1K3 ("majestic in the sanctuary"). “HKS may also
be translated as "powerful."3 Hence the phrase "powerful in the sanctuary" would be an
’Cf. Pss 86:8; 89:6 [5]; 150:1; Isa 6:1-4.
2These mighty works could by a reference to the plagues, as cautiously suggested by
William Shea in a personal communication.
3HALOT, s.v. "bK."
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indication o f YHWH's activities in the heavenly sanctuary. In short, the heavenly sanctuary
functions as a place of divine activity.
Last, since B lp in Exod 15:11 anticipates anpQ and its synonyms in vss. 13 and 17
as argued above, then the sanctuary functions as a seat o f kingship, as explicitly indicated in
Exod 15:18:

u b ib

rtlTP ("YHWH shall reign forever and ever"). That the

primary referent o f vss. 13 and 17 is the Jerusalem temple does not invalidate this
suggestion, since the sanctuary referred to in vss. 13 and 17 exists in relationship with the
heavenly counterpart. Therefore, Exod 15:18 may not refer exclusively to the earthly
sanctuary, but also to the ultimate sanctuary, the heavenly one.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The occurrence of OTp2 at the structural center o f the hymn and the terminology
employed by the poet in reference to the earthly sanctuaiy/temple indicates a vertical
correspondence to the heavenly counterpart. These points are further elaborated below.
First, as already noted, ©Tp ("[heavenly] sanctuary") in Exod 15:11 anticipates by
way o f verbal and conceptual connections ^ tilp rsi3, OlpQ and

]i3J3 in 15:13 and

15:17, respectively. If these terms refer primarily to the Jerusalem temple, as noted above,
it seems plausible that the earthly sanctuary/temple was undeterstood to exist in vertical
correspondence with the heavenly counterpart. The terms ©Tp (vs. 11) and ^|©*]p r?13
(vs. 13) suggests a structural correspondence.
Second, that the heavenly and earthly temples are related is further supported by the
temple/sanctuary terminology employed in vs. 17. The expressions ^RS©^ ]i3Q and the
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parallel use of fDQ and ©Tj5D, albeit pointing primarily to the earthly temple, evoke
heavenly sanctuary imagery as well.
Third, the portrayal of YHWH in the heavenly sanctuary (and surrounded by the
heavenly court) in Exod 15:11 anticipates, in the flow o f the song, the depiction o f YHWH
mling from the earthly temple in 15:18. The implication is that the heavenly and earthly
temples function in close connection and possibly performing interrelated functions.
Last, that the sanctuary was established by YHWH's hands (Exod 15:17) suggests
that this sanctuary contains a quality that transcends the earthly temple, pointing to the
ultimate sanctuary located in heaven.

Exod 24:9-ll‘

n n a b cm on d |o t i T aon

ftp ^ i n
rrtons

n w a K i ana p n io non b sn 9
nrrrn b i n t f ■
’n W m « n si 10

nrtosVfeK»i D',ni?KnTiK w i rr'nbo xb bxn&r ^^Tsx'bxi n
9 Then Moses went up with Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy o f the elders o f
Israel,
10 And they saw the God o f Israel; and under his feet was something like a pavement
of lapis lazuli, and like the very heavens for clearness.
11 Yet he did not stretch out his hand against the nobles o f the' sons o f Israel; and they
saw God, and they ate and drank.

Preliminary Observations
Exod 24:9-11 belongs to the text unit comprising chaps. 19-24, which has the
covenant at Sinai as the major focus. The internal organization o f this section has baffled
‘It should be noted that the three following passages (Exod 24:9-11; 25:9, 40, and Exod
32-34) belong to the larger section of Exod 19-32. These blocks of material are interconnected by a
skilled interweaving of narrative and instructional materials. Although each pericope receives
individual treatment in its respective section, there may be some overlap, since issues discussed in
relation to one passage may have a bearing upon the others.
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scholars because o f many literary difficulties, such as, for example, the repetition o f the
theophany in 20:18 (parallel to 19:16-19), Moses' frequent trips up and down the
mountain, the awkward placement of the Decalogue and the Book o f the Covenant within
the narrative, and so on. Some critical have sought to explain these phenomena by
appealing to different sources or traditions.1More recently, however, the text has been
under the scrutiny of scholars who assume the final form o f the text as the main parameter
for the exegetical task. For example, Chirichigno,2 Sprinkle,3 followed by Kim,4 have found
the text to be a homogenous literary work. The apparent awkward and dischronologized
redundancies, especially Moses' trips up and down the mountain, are deemed to be
intended by the narrator, who crafted the pericope according to the literary device o f
"resumptive repetition." It should be kept in mind that the intertwining o f narrative and
!Cf. Joseph Blenkinsopp, "Structure and Meaning in the Sinai-Horeb Narrative (Exodus
19-34)," in A Biblical Itinerary: In Search o f Method, Form and Content: Essays in Honor o f
George W. Coats, ed. Eugene E. Carpenter, JSOTSup 240 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1997), 109-25; Thomas B. Dozeman, God on the Mountain: A Study o f Redaction, Theology, and
Canon in Exodus 19-24 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1989), 1-17; Wolfgang Oswald, Israel am
Gottesberg: Eine Untersuchung zur Literargeschichte der vorderen Sinaiperikope Ex 19-24 und
deren historischen Hintergrmd, OBO 159 (Freiburg, Switzerland: Uoiversltatsverlag; Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1998), 8 0 - 1 1 3 ; B. Renaud, La Theophanie du Sinai: Ex 19-24:
Exegese et Theologie, CahRB 30 (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1991), 17-192; John Van Seters,

'"Comparing Scripture with Scripture': Some Observations on the Sinai Pericope of Exodus 1924," in Canon, Theology, and Old Testament Interpretation: Essays in Honor o f Brevard S.
Childs, ed. Gene M. T. Tucker, David L. Petersen, and Robert R. Wilson (Philadelphia: Fortress,
1 9 8 8 ) , 111-30.
2Gregory C. Chirichigno, "The Narrative Structure of Exod 19-24," Bib 68, no. 4 (1987):
457-79.
3Joe M. Sprinkle, The Book o f the Covenant: A Literary Approach, JSOTSup 174
(Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 11-34.
4Kim, 85-101.
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regulations is a stylistic device not restricted to Exod 19-24, but is common to the entire
book o f Exodus, and extending through Numbers.1For the purpose o f this research, it
suffices to note the intertwining o f narrative and regulations in Exod 19-24, as follows:
Exod 19:1-25 (Narrative); 20:1-17 (Law: Decalogue); 20:18-21 (Narrative); Exod 20:2323:33 (Law: Covenant Book); 24:1-18 (Narrative).
Since the major concern o f this discussion is to understand Exod 24:10-11, a
narrative segment in the larger context o f the Sinai pericope, attention is now focused on
the narrative sections o f Exod 19-24, so that the structural position o f Exod 24:9-11 may
shed light upon its interpretation. Exod 19:1-25; 20:18-21; and 24:1-8 contain some overlap
and repetition due to the literary technique o f "resumptive repetition" thus explained by
Sprinkle: "The essence o f this technique is that the narrator tells a story once, then picks up
the story again somewhere in the chronological sequence and retells it, often expanding the
story or telling it from a different point o f view."2
When the narrative is read from the perspective of "resumptive repetition," the
following picture emerges. Exod 19:1-25 contains an overall report o f YHWH's offer o f
the covenant and Moses' trips up and down the mountain that seems to be presented in
^ee G. J. Wenham, Numbers (Downers Grove: InterVarsity, 1981), 14-18; Terence E.
Fretheim, "'Because the Whole Earth Is Mine': Theme and Narrative in Exodus," Int 50, no. 3
(1996): 229-39; James W. Watts, Reading Law: The Rhetorical Shaping to the Pentateuch, The
Biblical Seminar 59 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1999); Calum Carmichael, "Law and
Narrative in the Pentateuch," in The Blackwell Companion to the Hebrew Bible, ed. Leo G.
Perdue, Blackwell Companions to Religion 1 (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 321-34;
Martin Ravndai Hauge, The Descent from the Mountain: Narrative Patterns in Exodus 19-40,
JSOTSup 323 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 190-246.
2Sprinkle, 19.
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roughly chronological sequence. Resumptive repetition is noted in the following parallels:
Exod 19:16-19 is repeated almost verbatim in 20:18-21. The latter passage presents the
same theophanic features reported by the former, except that it focuses on the reaction of
the people. Another occurrence o f this stylistic device occurs in 19:21-25, which is picked
up again in 24:1-3a. After 24:3b the narrative advances chronologically. The subsection
24:3c-8 moves the story forward by reporting the covenant ceremony performed between
YHWH and the people.
The narrative moves forward again in 24:9ff., as Moses, Aaron, Nadab and Abihu,
and seventy o f the eiders ascend the mountain. Although the command to ascend the
mountain had been spelled out previously (i.e., Exod 19:24; 24:1), it is only in 24:9ff. that
Moses actually ascends the mountain with the leaders of the nation.
When the stylistic repetitions are taken into consideration, it becomes apparent that
the narrative sequence o f Exod 19-24 portrays four trips of Moses up and down the
mountain,1as shown below.
First trip: 19:3-8b
Second Trip: 19:8c-19; 20:18-21
Third Trip: 19:20-25; 24:1-8
Fourth Trip: 24:9-18
'Another way of analyzing this structure would yield a total of six trips. In this case the six
trips in Exod 19-24 could be added to another trip in 32-34 to make up the meaningful total of

First Trip

Second Trip

Third Trip

Fourth Trip

Fifth Trip

Sixth

19:20-25
24:1-11
19:3-8b
18:8c-19
20:18-21
24:12-18
There is also the suggestion advanced by Daniel C. Arichea, who sees a possibility of
seven trips thus outlined: Exod 9:3; 19:8; 19:10; 19:18; 20:1; 24:1; 24:12. He sees three more trips
in 32:31 and 33:1. Daniel C. Arichea, Jr., "The Ups and Downs of Moses: Locating Moses in
Exodus 19-33," AT 40, no. 2 (1989): 144-46.
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In the first trip, YHWH offers the covenant, and the people accept; in the second
trip Moses takes the people's response to YHWH and is instructed to establish boundaries
around the mountain, culminating with the theophanic manifestation o f thunder and
lightning. In the third trip, Moses is instructed to ascend the mountain with Aaron, Nadab,
Abihu, and the priests. Back at the mountain's foot Moses performs the covenant ceremony
by sprinkling blood upon the people and the altar. This is a preparation for the last and
climactic trip reported in 24:9-18, which includes the covenant meal celebrated by the
leaders and a vision of the heavenly sanctuary, as argued below. Additionally, it should be
noted that the fourth trip contains several significant characteristics which are aptly
summarized by Kim:
(1) Up to now, only Moses had been called up the mountain, but this time he is told to
come up with Aaron, and his two sons, who are destined to become high priests, and
the elders as representatives o f the people. (2) Until now the people had only
experienced the phenomena that accompany God's presence such as the thundering, the
lightning flashes, the sound o f the trumpet and the smoking (20:18, 22), but this time
the leaders o f Israel see God's presence itself (24:9-1 la). (3) Until now Moses had
gone up the mountain alone. This time, accompanied by the others, he and Joshua climb
up the higher slope than the other leaders o f Israel, and then Moses leaves Joshua and
continues even higher by himself. (4) Up to now, Moses has spoken to God and heard
his voice (19.9), but only here for the first time does he go into the midst o f the cloud
of glory (24:16-18).'
The special features of this last and climactic trip, being especially relevant for the
interpretation o f 24:9-11, and also for 25:9, 40, need further elaboration here. It must be
noted that sanctuary imagery pervades the report o f this fourth trip. For example, it is
during this trip that the categorization o f sacred space up and around the mountain more
clearly resembles that o f the tabernacle. Access to the mountain was limited to Moses,
‘Kim, 95.
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Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and seventy eiders o f Israel, who could go up a certain distance;
however, only Moses could ascend to the place where YHWH was standing. Besides,
boundaries were set around the mountain and an altar was built at its foot. It is not difficult
to see how strikingly this arrangement resembles that o f the subsequent tabernacle.1
The reference to Aaron and his sons, who would soon become priests provides a
further link to the sanctuary. Furthermore, if the text o f the book o f Exodus is taken in its
canonical form, it becomes apparent that it was in this fourth trip that M oses was shown
the r r a n , model o f the sanctuary. Therefore, on contextual and structural grounds it
becomes apparent that the visio dei depicted in 24:9-11 must be related to sanctuary
imagery. At this juncture, semantic and other exegetical considerations are required in
order to further ascertain the plausibility o f this suggestion.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Several words and phrases occurring in Exod 24:9-11 require closer inspection,
since they may provide a clearer delineation o f the heavenly sanctuary m otif in this passage.
At the outset, it must be noted that Exod 19-24 contains several words belonging to the
associative field of the sanctuary motif.2 The mentioning o f Aaron and his sons, together
with references to "priests" (D^rp)3 and sacrifices (rb'2, CTQT, □,,nS®),4 evokes the
‘See Angel Manuel Rodriguez, "Sanctuary Theology in the Book of Exodus," AUSS 24
(1986): 127-45.

2Exod 24:5.
3Exod 19:6, 24.
4Exod 24:5.
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sanctuary. Also, references to "altar" (rQTO),1 "blood" (CH),2 and several occurrences o f
derivatives of ©Ip3 further reverberate sanctuary concepts.

Meaning of V ^n nnm
T

s -

-

-

;

Although it is reported that Moses and the others "saw the God o f Israel," there is
no attempt whatsoever to describe Ms appearance; they can only see what was "under his
feet" (vbyi nrtrn). The imagery behind the expression "the place under his feet" may be
that o f YHWH seated as king on his throne, as suggested by Houtman.4 Furthermore, the
language used to describe the pavement, wMch evokes heavenly realities, implies that the
representatives o f Israel saw "the heavenly palace,"5 or something YHWH let down,6
possibly in a visionary encounter, as suggested by the verb n m , to be discussed below,
used to describe that theophanic experience.
Meaning of TSDH 033^ r?toD3
There is some consensus that T 30 refers to lapis lazuli, a blue stone often
associated with heaven.7 More important, however, than the identification and translation
‘Exod 24:4.
2E x o d

24:6, 8.

3E x o d

19:6, 10, 14, 22, 23.

4Comelis Houtman, Exodus, trans. S i e r d Woudstra, HCOT (Leuven, Belgium: P e e t e r s ,
2000), 3:292.
’Ibid.
6Cf., e.g., Ezek 1.
’Horowitz, Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography, 9; Othmar Keel, Jahwe- Visionen und
Siegelkunst: eine neue Deutung der Majestdtsschilderungen in Jes 6, Ez 1 und 10 und Sach 4
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ofTBO is to ascertain its connotation and contribution to the present text. A brief survey o f
this word in the Hebrew Bible and other ANE literature may contribute to uncover its
connotations, as the ensuing considerations intend to demonstrate.
First, it should be noted that lapis lazuli in Ezek 1:26; 10:1 is related to YHWH’s
heavenly throne. In this connection, it is significant to note that Ezek 1:16 and 10:1 are also
set in the context of a theophanic vision like Exod 24:9-11. Another reference to lapis
lazuli occurs in Ezek 28:13 as a stone in the covering of the King o f Tyre who is in Eden,
the mountain o f God. Interestingly enough, the New Jerusalem is also laid with lapis lazuli.1
Second, similar connotations are found in ANE texts where lapis lazuli is mentioned
in connection with temples. In Egypt and Mesopotamia lapis lazuli was associated with the
blue sky; therefore, it comes as no surprise that in a culture where temples were understood
to be connected to the heavenly realm, lapis lazuli came to be related to temple building
and cultic mobiliaiy.2 From Ugarit one learns that lapis lazuli was used in the construction
o f Baal’s palace on Mount Saphon.3 Thus, in the Hebrew Bible and ANE literature lapis
(Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1977), 256.
‘See Isa 54:11; Rev 21:19.
2R. E. Clements, Exodus (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), 159; Friedhelm
Hartenstein, "Wolkendunkel und Himmelfeste: Zur Genese und Kosmologie der Vorstellung des
himmlischen Heiligtums JHWHs," in Das biblische Weltbild und seine altorientalischen
Kontexte, ed. Bemd Janowski and Beate Ego (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001), 140. It is worthy of
note that blue was a prominent color in sanctuaries and temples in early Mesopotamia (Pauline
Albenda, "Mesopotamian Art and Architecture," ABD, 1:420) and blue-glazed bricks were used to
decorate the structure of the throne room in a palace found in Babylon (Jean-Claude Margueron,
"Babylon," ABD, 1:564).
3According to KTU 1.4. v 18, the palace was to be built of silver, gold, and "pure lapis
lazuli" (thr iqnim) (Manfred Dietrich, Oswald Loretz, and Joaquin Sanmartin, The Cuneiform
Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ton Hani and Other Places [KTU: second, enlarged edition]
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lazuli seems to evoke the heavenly realm, or heavenly temple imagery. This is reinforced by
the next expression to be discussed below.

M eaning o f in lsb D’D fn O ff 31

If lapis lazuli connotes temple imagery, the qualification “inbS Q'TStsn D2I731 ("and
like the very heavens for clearness") increases the probability that the imagery behind the
passage is that o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple. Its description however is vague. The
narrator just mentions what is under the feet o f YHWH. If the humblest spot in YHWH's
dwelling, namely, the spot where he lays his feet, is so splendid, it goes without saying that
the rest o f his abode is indescribably glorious and pure. The preposition b in "inob is better
understood as b o f specification1which conveys the meaning o f "with respect to purity" in
the phrase under study. The noun “into is a derivative of "into and conveys the idea o f
"purity, clearness" or "ceremonial purifying."2 In the present context it possibly underscores
the "brilliancy"3 o f the heavenly pavement under YHWH's feet.
[Munster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1995], 19). The association of thr ("pure") with lapis lazuli recalls Exod
24:10-11, where this precious stone is associated with the Hebrew cognate in s.
'Waltke and O'Connor, 206-07.
2HALOT, s.v. "intS."
3Cf. C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament: The
Pentateuch, vol. 2 of 3, trans. James Martin (from the German), Biblical Commentary on the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1952), 226.
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Meaning of WJ®1
The verb n?n ("see") is a technical term for a specific divine revelation to the
prophets.1 Its use in Exod 24:10 probably conveys the idea that Moses and the other
representatives o f Israel had a visionary experience of the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
Nonetheless, since Moses was the only one to have access to the top o f the mountain, he
most probably had a deeper perception o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary, as implied in
Exod 25:9, 40.2

Meaning of

f e l t 4!

Although the exact meaning and function of this act has been debated, a contextual
interpretation suggests it was a covenant meal.3 The ritual manipulation o f blood performed
by Moses (Exod 24:3-8) qualified the people for the final encounter with YHWH and the
conclusion o f the covenant. Since it would be impracticable for the whole people to ascend
'Cf. A. Jepsen, "nrn, haza," TDOT, 4:280-90.
2Although Dozeman argued that "the leaders of Israel have a direct and immediate vision
of God enthroned in the heavenly temple" (Dozeman, God on the Mountain, 114), the text suggests
that they had only a glimpse of the heavenly sanctuary. The text reports that they saw the
pavement, adding no further detail. Besides, they had to stop halfway, since only Moses was
allowed to ascend further to the very place where YHWH was standing, the implication being that
Moses saw more of the heavenly temple/sanctuary, as implied in Exod 25:9, 40.
3Cf. E. W. Nicholson, "The Interpretation of Exodus XXIV 9-11," FT 24 (1974): 77-97;
B. Renaud, La Theophanie du Sinai: Ex 19-24: Exegese et Theologie, CahRB 30 (Paris: J.
Gabalda, 1991): 98-99; Bernhard W. Anderson and Steven Bishop, Contours of Old Testament
Theology (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 1999), 141; Hallvard Hagelia, "Meal on Mount
Zion—Does Isa 25:6-8 Describe a Covenant Meal?," SEA 68 (2003): 79-80.
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the mountain, the nation in the persons o f its representatives shares the covenant meal in
the presence o f YHWH, the Suzerain King.5

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Funtion
As noted in the discussion above, the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif emerges as a
place o f ratification o f the covenant, as indicated by the the covenant establishing ceremony
reported by the pericope.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
From the above discussion the impression emerges that the heavenly temple as
glimpsed by the elders and more fully experienced by Moses was in a dynamic interaction
with its earthly counterpart, as the latter was functionally represented by the mountain. The
delimitation o f sacred space around Sinai, and and the comotion o f the mountain seems to
conveys the notion that the heavenly temple was in a dynamic interaction with its earthly
counterpart.

Exod 25:9,40
tw m p i
m a n rmi p o s n rroan m ^nix n in a
te a 9
9 According to all that I am showing you, the pattern o f the tabernacle and the pattern
of all its furniture, just so you shall construct it.
nna n in n
a m n ra nton n tn i 40
40 See that you make them after the pattern for them, which is shown to you on the
mountain.

* K e il a n d

Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament: The Pentateuch, 2 : 1 5 8 -

59.
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Exod 25:9, 40 contains a significant allusion to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
encoded in the word rP33R The foundational study on rP32T), undertaken by Davidson,1is
summarized in order to provide an overview o f the main issues related to the meaning of

rm n .

This is followed by a suggested reading o f Exod 25:9,40 in the light o f its narrative

context.2

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning of ST33R
Semantic analysis
The term JV33R derives from the root H32 ("build"), and occurs twenty times in the
Hebrew Bible. It is categorized by BDB as construction, structure, pattern, figure, and
image.3 HALOT defines it as pattern, model, copy, reproduction, image, representation,
something like, and architectural plan.4 Davidson organized this variety o f definitions under
three German terms:5 Urbild, Vorbild, and Nachbild. That is to say, IT32R may refer to an
original entity (Urbild), a model to be copied (Vorbild), or a copy o f another entity
(Nachbild). It can also do double duty and function as a Nachbild/ Vorbild, that is, be
patterned after an original (Urbild), in order to serve as a model (Vorbild) to be copied.6
!Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 367-88.

Especially Exod 24:9-18.
3BDB, s.v. TO.
4HALOT, s.v. "Fran."
5Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 372-73.
6Ibid.
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Davidson summarized the several scholarly views on ST33P1 in Exod 25:9, 40 under
six different positions: (1) Vorbild o f the earthly sanctuary (in the form o f a miniature
model; (2) a Vorbild of the earthly sanctuary in the form o f an architect's plan; (3) a
Nachbild o f the heavenly sanctuary which functions as a Vorbild o f the earthly sanctuary
(in the form of a miniature model); (4) a Nachbild o f the heavenly sanctuary which
functions as a Vorbild o f the earthly sanctuary (in the form o f an architect's plan); (5) the
heavenly sanctuary itself (the original or Urbild) as the Vorbild for the earthly sanctuary;
(6) a subjective inspiration (with no communication o f prepositional facts) as the Vorbild
for the earthly sanctuary.1
Position (1) has been more recently defended by Hurowitz. He contends that Moses
"was shown an exact model of the Tabernacle, which he was to make. If so, he was not
shown the divine heavenly dwelling."2 His argument contains a non sequitur, since the
contention that "Moses was shown an exact model o f the heavenly sanctuary" does not
necessarily preclude Moses' having seen the heavenly sanctuary itself as well.
In reference to JT32P), Hurowitz argued that "since the word [fT33n] never
designates the 'real thing,' but only a representation o f it, it cannot be taken to refer to the
heavenly abode of God."3 Taking into consideration ANE comparative evidence, he further
argues that "even when the object to be manufactured is to be a copy o f a previously
Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 372-74.
2Hurowitz, 168, italics his.
Tbid., 169.
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existing object, it is not the preexisting object itself which is revealed to the builder, but a
model."1
Regarding Hurowitz's view, a few observations are in order:
1. To say that IT31FS "never designates the 'real thing'" is not quite accurate since Ps
144:12 seems to refer to !T32Fi as the original construction or Urbild.
2. Although arguing that rP33Fl does not refer to the "real thing," Hurowitz admits
that it refers to a "representation o f it." Therefore one must conclude that rP33F) evokes the
Urbild, and only makes sense if the existence o f an Urbild is assumed.2 As Davidson noted,
most usages ofJT32Pl in the Hebrew Bible refer explicitly to a Nachbild o f an original.3
Seven times it has the character o f a Vorbild, that is, a pattern after which something
Tbid., 170.
2For example, Hittite texts refer to a dreamer who sees a god in a dream and is commanded
to make an exact earthly replica of what he has seen and dedicate it to the deity.
"As to the god Iarri who in the dream was standing on a lion, his form being, however, like
that of the Weather-god, and as to (the fact that somebody) said in the dream to His Majesty: 'This
is (the god Iarri of) the father of His Majesty'!—the (priestess) Hepa-SUM said (concerning this
dream): ’This statue one should make exactly as (seen) and give it to the Great Deity (i.e. the deity
of the sanctuary to which the priestess belonged)!'" (KUB XV 5 IJ: 39-45, quoted in A. Leo
Oppenheim, The Interpretation of Dreams in the Ancient Near East, With a Translation of an
Assyrian Dream-Book, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, New Series—Volume
46, Part 3 [Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1956], 193).
It should be noted that the text quoted above does not make clear that the dreamer merely
saw a copy of what he should make. As a matter of fact, it seems that the dream depicts a vision of
the god Iarri himself (the Urbild), whose statue was supposed to be made and placed in the
sanctuary. At any event, even if the dream only depicted a "model" of what should be made, what
matters is that the "model" ultimately was understood to reflect a heavenly original. As Oppenheim
stated: "The creativeness of the Near Eastern artist can derive its authenticity from the fact that Ms
opus reflects faithfully its prototype in heaven which was revealed to him either in a dream or
through a specific and special divine intervention" (Oppenheim, 193).
3Josh 22:28; Deut 4:16; 17, 18, Ps 106:20, Isa 44:13; Ezek 8:3, 8, 10. Cf. Davidson,
Typology in Scripture, 371.
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should be made,5and in at least one occurrence, as reported in 2 Kgs 16:10-11, ST3an
signifies both Vorbild and Nachbild.2 As for the text under study, it should be noted that
the narrative context o f Exod 25:9, 40 suggests that Moses and the elders had a vision o f
the heavenly sanctuary/temple. Therefore, it seems reasonable to suppose that rP33Fl was
somehow related to this visible reality shown to them. That being the case, position (1)
becomes unlikely.
Positions (2), (4), and (6) are highly improbable for two main reasons: First, Exod
25:9, 40 makes clear that the JT33R was something "shown" to Moses. Were the rraiR an
architect's plan, it would have been "given" to him to be brought down to the Israelite
camp. As regards position (6), it should be observed that it is difficult to understand how a
"subjective inspiration" would have been "shown" to Moses. Second, an examination o f the
usages o f this word reveals that by far most o f its occurrences refer to tridimensional
entities.3
After these considerations, one is left with positions (3) and (5), which will be
evaluated below in connection with the contextual reading o f Exod 25:9, 40 and the
analysis o f nK")»/?lKTO.
^'Patterns/Models" of the sanctuary and utensils (Exod 25:9, 9, 40), the Solomonic temple
and its furnishings (1 Chr 28:11, 12, 19); golden chariot of the cherubim (1 Chr 28:18; ibid., 37172).
According to 2 Kgs 16:10, Ahaz saw an original altar in Damascus and sent back the
rn?n of the original which then became the Vorbild for a copy to be made by Uriah, the prophet.
The following diagram illustrated: Altar in Damascus {Vorbild) JT33FI {Nachbild!Vorbild) -§>
Altar in Jerusalem (Nachbild).
3Cf. Deut 4:16; 17, 18; Josh 22:28; 2 Kgs 16:10; Pss 106:20; 144:12; Isa 44:13; Ezek 8:3,
10; 10:8 .
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Contextual analysis
As convincingly demonstrated by Kim, the context provides a decisive clue for the
understanding o fr n a n .1Thus, as already mentioned in the discussion regarding the context
structure o f Exod 19-24, chaps. 25-31 contain the instructions YHWH gave Moses during
his fourth ascent o f the mountain. It is reasonable to infer, therefore, that the ST32FI was
shown to Moses on this occasion. The narrative o f Exod 24:9-18 suggests that other
representatives o f Israel did not have more than a glimpse o f the heavenly temple, of which
only the pavement is mentioned. Only Moses was allowed to ascend to the very place
where YHWH was standing, which implies that he was shown many more details not
available to the others, and it was during that time that Moses received instructions for the
construction o f the tabernacle.
As noted by Kim, the fourth ascent o f Moses has distinctive features that set it apart
from the previous ascent narrative.2 Aaron is presented in the spotlight, possibly to
demonstrate that the present narrative will focus on the sanctuary. It is in this narrative that
the representatives o f the people had a glimpse o f the heavenly sanctuary. Besides, this
fourth ascent contains more salient sanctuary overtones than the previous ones. The
arrangement o f the sacred space in which a limited group of people could go up to a certain
point on the mountain, and only Moses could go up to the top, recalls the sanctuary.
’Kim, 78-100.
2Ibid., 95.
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Furthermore, as Kim observed, the reference to "the glory o f YHWH" (nin1 ”TO3)! which
dwelt (p B ) on Sinai recalls the glory that later filled the tabernacle (pOQ).
Exod 24:16a

etet n m i p n me?"] t o i r i ' b s m rrprtas p e n
The glory o f YHWH rested on Mount Sinai, and the cloud covered it for six days.
Exod 40:34

qsBDrrrm *6a rnrr T t o "wia *?nirnK ppn o?^]
Then the cloud covered the tent o f meeting, and the glory o f YHWH filled the
tabernacle.
These parallels evoking sanctuary/temple imagery were Moses had entered probably
intended to show that, by ascending the mountain this fourth time, the sanctuary, or a
functional equivalent o f the earthly sanctuary. Freedman 1ms argued that Moses was invited
to the heavenly sanctuary, "the true tabnit, the sanctuary which served as a model for all
replicas."2 Although Freedman is most probably right in that Moses saw the heavenly
sanctuary, the same cannot be said in regard to his view o f the JT330. According to
Freedman, rnan refers exclusively to the heavenly sanctuary itself (i.e., position [5]). This
is difficult to sustain when other references about the heavenly temple are taken into
consideration. As Davidson observed, "Elsewhere in Scripture, the heavenly sanctuary is
described as a vast, majestic temple, accommodating countless angels,"3 an observation
corroborated by texts such as Isa 6:1, Ps 11:4, and Dan 7:9-14.4 Besides, one should hold
!As Kim pointed out, the "glory of YHWH" appears in Exod 24:16 for the first time (98).
2Freedman, "Temple Without Hands," 28.
3Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 385.
4See the discussion of Dan 7:9-14 in the fifth chapter of this dissertation.
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in mind that since the earthly temple should be built according to the rP33n, it is reasonable
to suppose that a miniature model would be much closer to the entity that should be built
on earth and, therefore, would be more effective from an instructional point o f view.
If so, it seems more reasonable to understand the rP33Fi as a miniature model o f the
heavenly sanctuary intended to function as a model for the construction o f the earthly
sanctuary, as suggested by position (3) described above.1This model was presented in the
context of Moses' experience on the top o f the mountain, which included a vision of the
heavenly sanctuary, as implied in Exod 24:9-11. If this is the case, it may be argued that

rm n

bespeaks a structural correspondence between the heavenly original and its earthly

counterpart.

Meaning of HllO/rm iD
The causative participial forms nxiO/nK")D2 from the root HX1 ("see")3 reveal that
the JT32T! was not something YHWH "gave" to Moses, but something YHWH "showed"
him, implying "that Moses beheld a visible reality."4 Thus when Moses came down from the
mountaintop, he was not carrying the m a n , but only the tablets of the law.5 The m a n was
’That is, a Nachbild of the heavenly sanctuary which functions as a Vorbild of the earthly
sanctuary (in the form of a miniature model).
2From the root TOO, "see," in the causatives Hiphil (ntnn) and Hophal (TOOS) "show,"
and "be shown" respectively.
3See BDB, s.v. "TOO."
y

T T

4Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 376.
5Davidson has aptly said: "If Moses had been shown merely architect's plans, it would
seem likely that these plans would have been made available to take down from the mountain so
that the builder would follow them" (ibid., 376).
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shown during his stay there, which, according to the narrative context, lasted "forty days
and forty nights" (Exod 24:18).
Num 8:4 adds weight to this suggestion by reporting that Moses made everything
"according to the vision" (nK ias) YHWH gave him. The nominal form nK"SD, although
translated as "pattern" by most English versions,1is better translated as "appearance" or
"vision."2 ntnn also occurs in Exod 24:17 to report that "the appearance [or vision]
(n toa) o f the glory of YHWH was like a consuming fire on the mountain top" and in Exod
25:9 to report that YHWH "showed" (n in a )3 the rP33Ti to Moses. It may thus be argued
that the term HIOD in Num 8:4 and Exod 24:17 most probably indicates that the JT333F) was
"shown" (njsna) to Moses in the context o f a visual or vision experience.4 Such an
interpretation accords better with the semantic connotations o f the participial forms
nKID/ntnD used in 25:9,40, and with the narrative context o f Exod 24:9-18 as well.
’E.g., NASB, NIV, NJB, NKJ, RSV, NRSV.
2Cf. BDB, s.v. ran. It is worthy of note that the prepositional phrase rtK"]!33 appears in
twenty places outside Num 8:4, and almost always refers to "appearance" vision contexts. Cf. Lev
13:43; Num 8:4; 9:15; Judg 13:6; Ezek 1:13, 26; 8:2, 4; 10:1; 40:3; 41:21; 42:11; 43:3; Dan 8:15;
10:6, 18; Joel 2:4. The only exception seems to be Lev 13:43, which refers to the "appearance" of
leprosy.
3In vs. 40, a passive form of the root TOO is used to report that the rm n was "shown"
(ratno) to Moses.
4Cf. Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 375-76.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
The picture of the heavenly sanctuary/temple which emerged the above discussion
is that o f a model for the construction o f the earthly counterpart. This idea is conveyed
mainly by the concept o f rvpn in Exod 25:9, 40, which reveals that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple fcnctions as the archetype for the earthly temple. In this context rP33Ft
functions as the Vorbild/Nachbild o f the sanctuary Moses was to build upon the earth.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The usage ofrP33ri in the above discussion as its connection to the larger context o f
the book o f Exodus suggests a structural correspondence between the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart. Moses was probably shown the heavenly
sanctuary and a ’’model" o f what he should build upon the earth. The rP33Ti thus
presupposes an original reality {Urbild) and, at the same time, also suggests a structural
correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.

Exod 32:1-34:34
Exod 32:1-34:34’ has significant interconnections with the sanctuary material
displayed in other parts o f the Torah. Fretheim, for example, has pointed out that the
"sacrificial system in Lev 1-9 must be seen as part of God's response to Israel's sin and
’Edward G. Newing regards Exod 32-34 as the "central pivot o f the whole o f the
Hexateuch [s/c]" ("Up and Down—In and Out: Moses on Mount Sinai: The Literary Unity of
Exodus 32-34," ABR 41 [1993]: 18). It should be kept in mind however that other suggestions have
also been advanced, like Rolf Rendtorff, e.g., who regards Lev 16 as the center of the Torah. See
Rendtorff, "Leviticus 16 als Mitte der Torah," Bibint 11 (2003): 252-58.
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God's interaction with Moses, narrated in Exodus 32-34.'d Interestingly enough, this is the
first time in the Torah narrative that forgiveness comes into view.2

Preliminary Considerations
For the purpose of this research, it must be noted that the unit o f Exod 32-34
presupposes and continues the narrative o f Exod 19-24,3 which portrays Moses' trips up
and down the mountain. As a matter of fact, Moses' interactions with YHWH, interceding
for the people, occur on the top of the mountain, in the context o f the vision experience o f
the heavenly sanctuary. That being the case, this section o f the Torah seems to contain a
few perceptions on the heavenly sanctuaiy/temple motif which may indicate a functional
correspondence between heavenly and earthly sanctuary/temple.
The following observations further develop this concept: First, Exod 32:30 reports
that Moses intended to ascend the mountain with a very specific purpose in mind: To atone
for the people's sin, as the passage makes clear:

rman arwon n m
:D 3nkan i r a r n m K

dot-Sk noa iaK*i m n a n
m r r 'S it
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On the next day Moses said to the people, "You yourselves have committed a great sin;
and now I am going up to YHWH; perhaps I can make atonement for your sin."
Because o f the "great sin" (7thl% risen) the people had committed, Moses
ascended the mountain to make atonement (133) for them. It must be noted that one o f the
'Fretheim, "'Because the Whole Earth Is Mine:' Theme and Narrative in Exodus," 230.
2Fretheim, Exodus, 305-07; idem, "'Because the Whole Earth Is Mine': Theme and
Narrative in Exodus," 230.
3R. W. L.Moberly, At the Mountain o f God: Story and Theology in Exodus 32-34,
JSOTSup 22 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1983), 44ff.
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most basic functions o f the earthly sanctuary was to be the place o f atonement for the sins
o f the people, the verb ”ISD being a common term to describe this process. In this regard,
the suggestion may be advanced that the atonement performed by Moses on the top o f the
mountain occurs in sanctuary/temple context.1Thus, one may note that soon after being
shown a structural correspondence between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries,2 Moses was
shown a functional correspondence. It is most significant to note that Moses is performing
a function soon to be taken over by the priests in the earthly sanctuary. Additionally, that
Moses is on the mountain interacting with YHWH and pleading for forgiveness implies that
YHWH is acting from his heavenly sanctuary, as already suggested. Therefore, it may be
garnered from the above considerations that Moses is shown a functional correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart, soon to be built.
Second, if the narrative context o f Exod 32-34 bespeaks heavenly sanctuary
imagery, as argued above, then the allusion to YHWH's "book" (ISO) may add weight to
this contention. When interceding on behalf o f the people, Moses implores YHWH to
forgive them. Moses was even willing to have his own name blotted out "from your book
(yiSpp) which you have written!" (Exod 32:32). To Moses' plea YHWH answers:
"Whoever has sinned against me, I will blot him out o f my book (“HSpp)" (Exod 32:33).
'It has been observed that Moses' intercession functions as a cohesive motif which binds all
three chapters together, as noted in the following segments: 32:9-14, 30-34; 32:12-17, 18-23; 34:510a. Cf. Dale R. Davis, "Rebellion, Presence, and Covenant: A Study in Exodus 32-34," WTJ 44
(1982): 71-87.
2See the previous discussion on .rran.
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This "book" has been identified as the book o f life, which contains the names of
those who belong to YHWH.1It should be noted that in the Hebrew Bible and other ANE
literature, "books" can belong to the associative field o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif. For example, Dan 7:10 refers to books in a heavenly sanctuary .setting.2 In Sumerian
literature reference is made to the "tablets o f destiny" which were stored in the heavenly
temple o f the deity.3 This does not imply that the biblical motif was borrowed from the
ANE literature; they may well go back to a common tradition, or be independent.4 At any
event, the idea o f "books/tablets" related to the heavenly temple both in the Hebrew
Scriptures and ANE literature adds weight to the probability that Exod 32-34 contains
heavenly sanctuary/temple imagery.
In sum, since Moses' intercession before YHWH is understood as happening in the
context o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple, one can assert with Rodriguez that YHWH
‘Houtman, Exodus, 3:672; Angel Manuel Rodriguez, "The Heavenly Books of Life and of
Human Deeds," JATS 13, no. 1 (2002): 12.
2See the discussion of this passage in chapter 5 of this dissertation.
3See chapter 2 of this dissertation.
4Additionally, it should be noted that the "tablets of destiny" functioned different from the
book of life mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures. While the former were supposed to decide the fate
of individuals, the latter was understood as a book of records containing the names of those who
were faithful to YHWH. Cf. Shalom M. Paul, "Heavenly Tablets and the Book of Life,"
JANESCU 5 (1973): 345-53; Rodriguez, "The Heavenly Books of Life and of Human Deeds," 1026.
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proclaimed "from Ms most holy place1Ms willingness to forgive his people for their
iniquity, and rebellion, and sin."2

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
The narrative section o f Exod 32-34 indicates that the heavenly sanctuary/temple
functions as a place o f atonement where YHWH deals with the sin problem, judging the
sinners, accepting intercession, and bestowing forgiveness on the basis o f his grace. In
short, the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as a place o f atonement.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Considering that Exod 32-34 depicts the heavenly sanctuary/tempie as place o f
atonement—a function also ascribed to the earthly sanctuary/temple—the conclusion may
be advanced that there was functional correspondence between the heavenly
temple/sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.

Deut 26:15
n n ix n ran ‘anftp-n* ^sa~ r» yi;w Q’p®'n-]n
]iraa nsrptfn
diin-n'nbn rat in* ^ T a t 6 n m ra “k srs ^ V n n r a rm
Look down from your holy habitation, from heaven, and bless your people Israel, and
the ground which you have given us, a land flowing with milk and honey, as you swore
to our fathers.
t
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•Notice that it was a "most holy place" because YHWH was there.
2Rodriguez, "Sanctuary Theology in the Book of Exodus," 141.
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Preliminary Observations
Dent 26 belongs to the larger unit o f chaps. 26-28 which contains the concluding
appeals o f Moses' to Israel. Chaps. 26 presents Moses' instructions regarding prayer at the
presentations of the first fruits and tithes. This chapter divides itself into three rhetorical
units: the presentation o f offerings with an appropriate verbal affirmation (vss. 1-11), an
oath o f innocence (vss. 12-15), and a declaration o f covenant commitments (vss. 16-19).1
The unit of vss. 12-15 deals with the tithe o f the third year and an affirmation o f obedience
to YHWH's commands; vs. 15 then concludes the unit with an address to YHWH in his
heavenly habitation.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
The presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif is made explicit by the term
"heaven" in apposition to "holy habitation." Crucial for this investigation about the function
of the heavenly sanctuary and its relationship to earthly counterparts are the semantic and
theological contours o f the expression

pUDD ("from your holy habitation"). Since

the lexeme Ehp has already been discussed in connection to Exod 15:11, the following
investigation deals mainly with pOT ("habitation"). The verb *]“Q is also discussed, since it
expresses the divine activity performed in connection with the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
‘Walter Brueggemann, Deuteronomy, Abingdon Old Testament Commentaries (Nashville:
Abingdon, 2001), 246.
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Meaning of^tfpp ]1HffO
The word ]iOT as used in Dent 26:15 has the lexical meaning o f "dwelling."1 It
occurs sixteen other times2 in the Hebrew Bible in reference to the dwelling o f YHWH
(eight times),3 of humans (three times),4 and of animals (five times).5 Worthy o f note is the
application o f ]iUD to the temple/sanctuary as YHWH's dwelling. For example, ]iOT
("habitation") in 2 Chr 36:15 and

|i$p ("habitation o f thy house") in Ps 26:8 indicate

the earthly sanctuary. Thus it seems apparent that the expression ^©“]p |iy a /i0 1 p ]iJ7Q
carries the connotation of sanctuary/temple, which is reinforced by means o f the genitival
qualifier ©Ip.
It is interesting to note that when ]iOT occurs in construct relationship with ©Ip, it
usually refers to the heavenly sanctuary/temple, as indicated by the other four occurrences
o f this locution in the Hebrew Bible.6 It seems, therefore, that ^©Pp "pOT/iOlp

is a

technical term for the heavenly sanctuary/temple. In Deut 26:15, this is made clear, as
1HALOT, s.v. "pro."
2This number may vary from 12 to 19 depending on one's view of some disputed passages.
Cf. H. D. Preuss, "pOT ma con,” TDOT, 8:449-52. In this investigation, emendations and
conjectures are not taken into consideration.
31 Sam 2:29; 32; 2 Chr 30:27; 36:15; Pss 26:8; 68:6; Jer 25:30; Zech 2:17.
4Pss 71:3; 91:9; Zeph 3:7. The first two passages refer metaphorically to YHWH as the
"dwelling" of the righteous.
5Jer 9:10; 10:22; 49:33; 51:37; Nah 2:12 [11].
6Jer 25:30; Zech 2:17 [13]; Ps 68:6 [5]; 2 Chr 30:27. These passages are discussed
subsequent chapters of this dissertation.
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noted above, by the appositional expression D^DWTjD ("from heaven"), which further
qualifies the phrase

]1OT ("holy habitation").

Meaning of D©3S?iT"|a
Tigay claims that "the word 'heaven' [in Deut 26:15] emphasizes the Deuteronomic
idea that his abode is heaven, not the temple."1Payne also asserts that "the sanctuary was,
so to say, the sky above."2 This trend to downplay the reality o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple and to make heaven itself a sanctuary has been pursued by some scholars
who see the so-called Deuteronomistic name-theology, understood to be an abstract
conception o f the deity, at odds with the alleged anthropomorphic Priestly conception o f
YHWH's glory dwelling in the tabernacle.3 It is argued that as a response to the destruction
o f the Jerusalem temple, the putative Deuteronomists conceived o f YHWH as dwelling in
heaven; only his name dwelt in the earthly temple.4 The implication of this view is that the
■■
‘Jeffrey H. Tigay, Deuteronomy, The JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish
Publication Society, 1996), 244; emphasis supplied.
2David F. Payne, Deuteronomy (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985).
3A classical exposition of this view is found in Gerhard von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy
(London: SCM Press, 1953), 37-44. Cf. R. E. Clements, The Book o f Deuteronomy: A Preacher's
Commentary (Peterborough: Epworth, 2001), 117; Mettinger, The Dethronement o f Sabaoth, 11634; Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon, 1972),
191-209. A more detailed study of the name-theology and its implications for the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif is undertaken in chapter 4 of this dissertation in connection with the
exegesis of 1 Kgs 8.
4The fact that YHWH dwells in the heavenly temple/sanctuary does not rule out his
presence from the earthly sanctuary/temple. As already observed, some scholars have drawn a
wedge between the so-called Deuteronomistic theology of the "name" and the priestly theology of
the "glory." The Deuteronomistic theology, so it is argued, stresses YHWH's transcendence by
emphasizing that YHWH dwells in heaven, while only his "name" dwells in the earthly
sanctuary/temple. The biblical evidence indicates that transcendence and immanence are kept in
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references to YHWH's heavenly dwelling express YHWH's transcendence, with no
intention to convey the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.
This view seems to be justified, at first glance, by the syntactic structure o f the text.
Since

]iOT is in apposition to D^DOH, one might argue that the "sanctuary" referred

to in the passage is heaven itself. Nonetheless it should be noted that C^n©n, although in
syntactic apposition to the expression

]iTO, is not a synonym o f the latter. Due to

the clear semantic contours of^Gnp p r o , as seen above, it is more appropriate to
understand the appositional "heaven" as a specification of^©*]j? p ro , informing the reader
that the temple/sanctuary referred to in the passage is the heavenly one.1Two examples o f
syntactic apposition in which the appositional elements are not synonyms add weight to this
tension in both the so-called P and D materials. As a matter of fact, the putative D materials are
also concerned with YHWH's immanence. Texts depicting YHWH's dwelling in heaven also
understand YHWH to be able to "look down" (rtEPpttln) and interact with earthly affairs by hearing
the prayers and bestowing his blessing (Cf., e.g., Deut 1:17; 4:36). Hence, the theology underlying
these passages keeps in tension transcendence and immanence and should not be pressed to incline
to one side or the other. In sum, the emphasis on YHWH dwelling in heaven does not preclude his
presence in the earthly temple/sanctuary. In fact, if the narrative context of the Pentateuch is taken
seriously, it must be admitted that YHWH is present in both earthly and heavenly
temples/sanctuaries. Furthermore, both heavenly and earthly sanctuaries function in vertical
correspondence, as discerned in other passages of the Hebrew Bible (see, e.g., the discussion of 1
Kgs 8, Isa 6:1-6, and Pss 20 and 76 in chapter 4). As for Deut 26:15, it seems appropriate that in
the context of a prayer for blessings for people and land, with its attendant implications of rain and
fertility for the crops, the Israelites would direct their petitions to the ultimate source of these
blessings—YHWH in his heavenly temple.
!Craigie's observation that "heaven is a theological manner of referring to the 'residence' of
the transcendent God." is correct, except for its implicit identification of the sanctuary with heaven
itself (Peter C. Craigie, The Book o f Deuteronomy, The New International Commentary on the Old
Testament [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1976], 323). Also Merril in his comment on Deut 26:15
tends to overlook the reality of the heavenly temple by simply saying that "Israel's God reigned
from heaven above." Eugene H. Merril, Deuteronomy, The New American Bible Commentary, vol.
4 (Dallas: Broadman & Holman, 1994), 336.
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contention.1In Exod 14:2, the Israelites are told to camp "in front of Pl-faa-fairot. . . in
front ofZaphon." These names, o f course, are not synonyms; they are, so to say,
coordinates that help to locate more precisely the spot where the Israelites should camp.
The same can be said o f Exod 30:6, in which the golden altar is to be put "before the veil
that is by the ark o f the testimony, before the mercy seat that is over the testimony." It Is
obviously clear that the two appositional elements are distinct items o f the tabernacle
furniture. Summing up, £TD©n should not be identified as
functions as a coordinate to locate

]iOT; rather D'Q©n

]iSQ.

Meaning of p a
The verbal form p a is the imperative piel o f”["Q ("bless"). When YHWH is the
subject o f this verb, as in Deut 26:15, it means "to endue someone with special power."2
For the purposes o f this study it will suffice to note that this verb governs two objects: "the
people"

bvnfo'fnk) "and the land" (noiKH OKI). The verb indicates that

]iUQ is more than a static dwelling place; in fact, it is a place o f divine activities, a
place wherein YHWH interacts with his people, hears their prayers, and blesses them and
their land.3
’These examples are noted by Ian Wilson (Out o f the Midst o f the Fire: Divine Presence
in Deuteronomy [Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1995], 175-76), although in a different context.
2HALOT, s.v. "ps."
3For the temple as a source of fertility in ANE temple theology, see chapter 1.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The heavenly sanctuary/temple motif is clearly portrayed in Deut 26:15. The
contextual placement of

]iOT, further qualified by the appositional CPQ®n, makes

clear that it is the heavenly sanctuary which is in view in this passage.1 Furthermore, from
the semantical and exegetical survey o f the expression
qualifier D’DO'n, it follows that

]il7Q and its appositional

|iOT conveys the notion o f a place in heaven, and

therefore should not be confused with heaven itself. The appositional D'QSn further
specifies

]i»p as the sanctuary/temple located in heaven, in contradistinction to its

counterpart located on earth.

Function
In the discussion undertaken above, it has become apparent that the heavenly
sanctuary as portrayed in Deut 26:15 is not a mere place o f dwelling, but also a place o f
divine activities: hearing prayers, and blessing people and land. The fact that the prayer is
directed to YHWH in his heavenly temple/sanctuary indicates that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple functions as YHWH's headquarters (i.e., as the command center from
which he exerts his rulership). Although YHWH can be and act at any other place, the text
implies that there is a specific location in heaven where he undertakes his divine activities.
This is reinforced by the ablative sense o f the preposition ]Q ("from") governing both p r o p
sThe suggestion has been advanced that "the words 'from heaven' seem to be an
explanatory appendage intended to prevent misconstruing the expression 'holy habitation' as
referring to the sanctuary" (Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School
[Oxford: Clarendon, 1972], 198). Cf. Duane L. Christensen, Deuteronomy, WBC 6b (Waco, TX:
Word Books, 2002), 642.
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and Q^QO: "Look down from your heavenly dwelling." The implication is that the
"heavenly dwelling" is the place "from" where YHWH interacts with the human situation,
by "looking down" and bestowing "blessings." I f ]Q is allowed to play its full role in the
passage, then it must be concluded that

]1OT functions not only as a place o f

dwelling, but as place of divine activities, whence YHWH blesses his people and bestows
fertility upon the land.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
As noted above, the term ]iI712 ("habitation") is also applied to the earthly
temple/sanctuary as YHWH's dwelling, as noted in 2 Chr 36:15 and Ps 26:8. Thus, the
implication emerges that the heavenly sanctuary/temple exists in a structural relationship to
the earthly counterpart.

Summary
This chapter has discussed several passages containing the heavenly sanctuary/
temple motif in the Torah, and reached a number o f insights concerning its function and
relationship to earthly counterparts. It has become apparent that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple as depicted in the Torah functions as the locus o f divine activities, such as
judgment, ratification o f the covenant, worship, atonement, and source o f blessings and
fertility. The perception also emerged o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as the meeting
place of the heavenly council and model for the construction o f the earthly sanctuary. As

for its relationship with the earthly counterparts, the heavenly sanctuary/temple seems to
have been understood in functional and structural correspondence to the earthly
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counterpart. Such a relationship has also emerged as a dynamic interaction since the

heavenly temple may be portrayed as affecting, or interacting with, its earthly counterpart.
These findings are summarized as shown in table 2:
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TABLE 2
THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE TORAH
Passage

Vocabulary

Function

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Gen 11:1-9

[yrdi
samayim]

Judgment (investigative
+ executive)

Gen 28:10-22

sa ar
hassamayim

Ratification of covenant

✓

Exod 15:1-18

qodes

Heavenly assembly,
worship, kingship

✓

Exod 24:9-11

[Jibnat
bassappir,
hassamayim]

Kingship, covenant

✓

Exod 25:9, 40

tabnit

Model for the
construction the earthly
sanctuary

Exod 32-34

[implied]

Place of atonement

✓

Deut 26:15

m ec6n
qodseka

Prayers, blessings,
fertility

✓

Dynamic
Interaction

Structural

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
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CHAPTER 4

THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE PROPHETS

The present chapter provides an investigation of the following passages of the
prophetic corpus containing the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif: 2 Sam 22:1-51; 1 Kgs
8:12-66; 22:19-23; Isa 6:1-8; 14:12-15; Ezek 1:1-28; 10:1-22; 28:11-19; Mic 1:2-3; 3:110; Zech 3:1-10. In order to provide a broader data base for this investigation, a more
cursory treatment is reserved for shorter passages at the end o f this chapter: Isa 18:4;
63:15; Jer 17:12; 25:30; Hos 5:15; Jonah 2:5 [4] and 8 [7]; Hab 2:20; Zech 2:17.
Although these texts are not claimed to be an exhaustive inventory o f heavenly
sanctuary/temple passages in the Prophets, they do claim to represent a fairly
comprehensive overview o f the theme under study in this section o f the Hebrew Bible.
Consequently, it is hoped that even if future research claims that other passages contain
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, their investigation will not change the basic picture
suggested by this study.

2 Sam 22:1-51
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7 In my distress I called upon YHWH, Yes, I cried to my God; and from his temple he
heard my voice, and my cry for help came into his ears.
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The presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in 2 Sam 22:7 has been
recognized by several scholars and further investigated and endorsed by Kim in his recent
dissertation.1Nevertheless, further study remains to be done to ascertain the function of
the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its possible relationship to the earthly counterpart. In
the ensuing discussion, after some preliminary observations on the text unit and genre o f
2 Sam 22:1-51 are provided, a semantic analysis o f some key words and expressions in
vs. 7 and its immediate context contribute to a delineation o f the function of the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Preliminary Observations
2 Sam 22, usually referred to as a "royal song o f thanksgiving,"2 is claimed by the
text itself to have been composed by David when YHWH delivered him from the hands o f
his enemies.3 The song is naturally divided into two parts (vss. 1-30 and vss. 31-50).4 The
first part contains expressions o f praises to YHWH and a description o f David's mortal
perils, followed by a theophany which concludes with an affirmation o f YHWH's justice.
‘Kim, 102-12.

2Frank Moore Cross and David Noel Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving: II
Samuel 22=Psalm 18," JBL 72 (1953): 15-34.
3As a matter of consistency with the canonical/narrative approach adopted in this study,
the superscription of the song which ascribes it to David is taken at face value. Regardless of one's
opinion regarding the authorship, it seems clear that the song as it stands in the Hebrew Scriptures
was intended to be understood in the context of David's personal experience of deliverance by
YHWH.
4Alberto R. W. Green, The Storm-God in the Ancient Near East, BBS 8 (Winnona Lake,
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 269.
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The second part praises YHWH for granting victory over the enemies and dominion over

foreign peoples, and concludes with an expression o f thanksgiving.
Although some scholars view this composition as an amalgam o f two different

poems,1there are compelling reasons to take this song as a unity, as demonstrated by
several scholars.2 Among these, one should mention Kuntz, who, by means o f rhetorical
analysis o f the parallel text inPs 18, demonstrated that the song should be regarded as a
unified composition.3

The date of the song has also been a matter o f discussion. Although there are
scholars who date the text to the postexilic period,4 the broader consensus is that it
displays several archaic features which might reach back to a time as early as the tenth
century B.C.5 This consensus being accepted, there is nothing in the composition that
JH. Schimdt, Die Psalmen (Tubingen: Mohr, 1934), 15; E. Baumann, "StructurUntersuchungen im Psalter I," ZAW 61 (1945-48): 114-76; D. Michel, Tempora und Satzstellung
in den Psalmen (Bonn: Bouvier, 1960), 49fF.; A. A. Anderson, 2 Samuel (Dallas, TX: Word
Books, 1989), 262.
2J, Kenneth Kuntz, "Psalm 18: A Rhetorical Analysis," JSOT 26 (1983): 3-31; Artur
Weiser, The Psalms: A Commentary. The Old Testament Library (Philadelphia: Westminster,
1962), 186-87; Marc Girard, Les Psaumes: Analyse Structurelle et Interpretation: 1-50,
Recherches Nouvelle Serie-2 (Montreal: Editions Beliarmin, 1984), 157-68.
3Kuntz, 3-31.
4Bemhard Duhim, Die Psalmen (Freiburg: Mohr, 1899), 59; Hans H. Spoer, "Versuch
einer Erklarung von Psalm 18," ZAW21 (1907): 155; R. Toumay, "En Marge d'une Traduction
des Psaumes,” RB 63 (1956): 167.
5Cross and Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving: II Samuel 22=Psalm 18," 15-16;
Louis Jacquet, Les Psaumes et le cow de Thomme: Etude textuelle, litteraire et doctrinale
(Gembloux, Belgien: Duculot, 1975), 434; Mitchell I. Dahood, Psalms I (1—50): Introduction,
Translation, and Notes, AB 16 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966), 104-19; P. Kyle McCarter,
IISamuel: A New Translation with Introduction, Notes, and Commentary (Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1984), 473-75.
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precludes its ascription to David himself. After all, its placement alongside the last words
of David seems to indicate that its association with David goes back to an old tradition.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning of bp’H
The word bp’H, usually translated as "temple/palace," comes from Sumerian Egal, "great house," via Akkadian, ekallu, hence "palace"1 or "temple."2 In the Hebrew
Bible, bri’H may connote a royal palace or residence;3 and also a cultic center o f worship
(i.e., a temple for the deity).4 Thus, on the basis o f the definition o f temple/sanctuary
already spelled out,5 one can safely affirm that b p 'fl has the connotation o f
"temple/sanctuary" since it clearly refers to YHWH's dwelling and contains cultic allusions
and temple imagery, as pointed out later in this discussion.
As for the location o f the bp’H, it should be noted that despite some scholars
affirming that the bprn referred to in this passage is the earthly temple,6 the following
reasons may be adduced in favor o f its referring to the heavenly temple o f YHWH. First,
‘Palace of deity, with deity regarded as royalty.
2h a l o t ,

7

s .v .

"‘wn."
T

3E.g., 1 Kgs 21:21; 2 Kgs 20:18; 2 Chr 36:7; Prov 30:28; Isa 13:22; 39:7; Dan 1:4.
4E.g„ 1 Sam 1:9; 2 Kgs 18:16; 23:4; 2 Chr 3:17; Ezra 3:6; Neh 6:11; Pss 5:8; 11:4.
^See chapter 1.
6Cf., e.g., M. Ottosson, "bp'H hekal” TDOT, 3:386; Hans-Joachim Kraus, Psalmen, 2nd
ed., 2 vols., BKAT (NeukirchenKreis Moers: Neukirchener Verlag der Buchhandlung des
Erziehungsvereins, 1961), 1:143.
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from a narrative perspective one should not ignore that the song is composed by David;
and that by itself would exclude the Jerusalem temple as the referent o f the
Second, the subsequent actions o f YHWH, undertaken in response to David's cry
for help, are issued from the heavenly realm, as clearly expressed by several words and
expressions. Two subsequent prepositional phrases in the paradigmatic field o f feiT! will
suffice to indicate a heavenly location for the

rrirr

In 22:14a, the text says: DPT

("YHWH thundered from heaven"); and in 22:17a, it is found that nSsr

■pnjp’ D iisa ("he sent from on high, he took me"). These two expressions parallel 22:7b
which reads: “6 ip ib s'n p

("and from his temple he [YHWH] heard my voice").

Since the actions of YHWH, as described in the song, issued "from heaven"/"from on
high," it is reasonable to understand that

refers to the heavenly temple.

Third, the rhetorical-spatial imagery adds further weight to heaven as the location

o f the temple. For example, the psalmist describes his distress as a "Shed" experience in
the sense of exposure to despair and death. From a rhetorical-spatial perspective Sheol is
understood as the lowest place to which someone could descend. Therefore it is natural to

suppose that help would come from the highest realm one could imagine—heaven itself.1
Furthermore, vss. 11 and 12 expressed in verbs such as "bowed," "came down," "rode,"
"flew" more naturally point to the heavenly realm as the location o f the
'The same concept also appears in Jonah 2:5 [4], 8 [7], as noted later in this chapter.
2Kim, 110.
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Meaning of D^niMirVo
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The reference to Q^ni/OK'^ni ("coals'V’coals of fire") in 22:13, wWch is part o f
the larger picture o f the manifestation of YHWH in response to David's prayer, not only
stresses the splendor of the theophany, but also contains a subtle allusion to
temple/sanctuary imagery. The expression "coals o f fire" occurs only in three other places
in the Hebrew Bible (apart from Ps 18), and always in contexts where activities of
judgment from the sanctuary/temple are in view.1In Lev 16:12, it is used in connection
with the day of atonement in theearthly sanctuary; and in Ezek 1:13 and Ezek 10:2 in a
context o f judgment from the temple. Such references to fire in connection with
sanctuary/temple imagery reinforce the probability that the reference to "coals of fire" in 2
Sam 22:13 also connotes temple imagery.

Meaning of
The imagery o f "darkness," frequently associated with the day o f YHWH, also had
its counterpart in the temple, as seen in 1 Kgs 8:12:

hm m p tfb to kr m rn no5?® i m m
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Then Solomon said, "YHWH has said that he would dwell in the thick cloud."
Therefore, in addition to the other terms and expressions, the motif o f "darkness" also
contributes to reinforce the temple imagery reflected in the passage.2
‘See Lev 16:12; Ezek 1:13; 10:2.
2Cf. Friedhelm Hartenstein, "Wolkendunkel und Himmelfeste: Zur Genese und Kosmologie
der Vorstellung des himmlischen Heiligtums JHWHs," in Das bihlische Weltbiid und seine
altorientalischen Kontexte, ed. Bemd Janowski and Beate Ego (Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001),
130; Craig C. Broyles, Psalms, NIBC, Old Testament Series 11 (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson;
Carlisle, U.K.: Paternoster Press, 1999), 104-05.
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Meaning o f 3113
The reference to 3113 ("cherub") in 2 Sam 22:11 further reinforces the
sanctuary/temple imagery present in the text. If the plural reading of the LXX is accepted,
as suggested by Cross and Freedman,1temple connotations become even more obvious, in
view o f the even more obvious allusion to the two overlaid images o f cherubim that
covered the ark in the most holy place o f the tabernacle (and later Solomon's temple).
Additionally, one may argue that this reference to cherub!cherubim points more
specifically to most-holy-place imagery,2 a connection reinforced by the cherubim related
to God's throne, as one can deduce from Ezek 1:5-28 and 28:14, passages also pervaded
by other aspects o f temple imagery.3

M eaning of n l30
This word should probably be read 1D1D or TOO, according to Ps 18:12 [ ll] .4 That
being the case, this reference to "his tent" would be a further allusion to the sanctuary
motif. This lexeme, together with

("tent"), is frequently used in the Psalms as a

metaphor for the "protective throne-room"5 o f YHWH.6
!Cross and Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving: II Samuel 22=Psalm 18," 15-34.
2C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Books o f Samuel, trans. James
Martin ( Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1950), 473-75.
3See the study of these passages later in this chapter.
4See the critical apparatus ofBHS on 2 Sam 22:12.
5"Schutzenden Thronraum" (Hartenstein, 130).
6Cf. Pss 15:1; 27:5f.; 31:21; 61:5.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
As seen above, the term

refers to the heavenly temple, rather than to the

earthly counterpart. Furthermore, the text displays several references and allusions to the
temple motif. The mentioning o f "coals o f fire," "cherub," and "darkness" indicates that
temple imagery permeates the song. It should also be noted that temple imagery and
theophanic representation are interconnected in the text. After all, it is from the heavenly
temple that YHWH "came down" to intervene in favor of the petitioner.1

Function
Several scholars avoid translating

as "temple," preferring instead to translate

it as "palace" or some other term connoting "dwelling."2 It seems that behind these
translations lies the unstated assumption that bs'H in this passage is nothing more than a
place o f dwelling for the deity, by analogy with the palace of earthly kings.3 A closer
inspection o f the passage, however, yields further insights. First, as noted above, temple
lnIn diesem Abschnitt finden sich neben der Gewittermetaphorik auch Elemente der
Tempelsymboiik" (Hartenstein, 130).
2Cf., e.g., Cross and Freedman, "A Royal Song of Thanksgiving: II Samuel 22=PsaIm 18,"
23, n. 11; Kuntz, 25; McCarter, 465; Charles Briggs, and Emllie G. Briggs, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Psalms, 2 vols., ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 19061907), 138; Mitchell I. Dahood, Psalms I (1—50): Introduction, Translation, and Notes, AB 16
(Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966), 101, 106; Hermann Hupfeld and Wilhelm Nowack, Die
Psalmen, 3rd ed. (Gotha: F.A. Perthes, 1888), 7; Hans Schmidt, Die Psalmen, HAT, vol. 15
(Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1934), 28; Klaus Seybold, Die Psalmen, Handbuch zum Altai Testament
15 (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr- Paul Siebeck, 1996), 81.
3Cf., e.g., Briggs and Briggs who argue that although bs’n is "sometimes conceived as a
heavenly temple, where He is worshipped (sic) . . . by heavenly beings"; in the present context it
should be understood "as a palace because royal help is given, rather than response to worship"
(Briggs and Briggs, 142).
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imagery pervades the pericope. This seems to suggest that the

as depicted in this text

functions as temple/sanctuary with its attendant implications. It should be noted that the
cry of the psalmist to the

implies cultic connotations. As pointed out by Davidson,

"prayer, even in the form o f a cry for help, is a form o f worship."1 In the same vein, Kim
observed that "the place in which human crisis is resolved is the ’temple."'2 The fact that
YHWH heard David "from his [i.e. YHWH's] temple" seems to imply that the temple had
a special function, otherwise, the psalmist could have simply said "YHWH had heard me"
without any reference to the temple. The connection o f YHWH with the temple as the
specific place whence he hears/answers prayers and intervenes in favor o f David points to
the significance of the temple in the context o f YHWH's actions.
The heavenly temple, as depicted in this pericope, functions as the place whence
"royal help" is granted to the king. Also, on the basis o f the subsequent verses, this
function is expanded. The other two expressions parallel to ibjPHD yield complementary
perceptions of the heavenly temple. In 22:14 and 15 one learns that YHWH thundered
"from heaven (OsOT"|Q) the Most High uttered his voice. And he sent out arrows, and
scattered them, lightning, and routed them." This suggests that the heavenly temple is the
place whence YHWH sends judgments to punish the enemies o f the petitioner.
In 2 Sam 22:17, again, the concept o f help from the sanctuary is implied in the
expression OllDD: "He sent from on high (DilSD), he took me; he drew me out of many
‘Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 7.
2Kim, 111.
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waters."1In the sequence o f the text it is stated that YHWH "has rewarded me-f'jbQP)
according to my righteousness C,np*TS3), according to the cleanness (“Q) o f my hands he
has recompensed

me" (22:21), and "therefore YHWH has recompensed (30*1) me

according to my righteousness (,np"!33), according to my cleanness C P ? ) before his
eyes" (2 Sam 22:25). It should be noted that these actions o f YHWH in favor o f Ms
servant are placed in the context ofhis intervention "from on high" (DTiap), which in the
light of 22:7 should be understood as "from the [heavenly] temple." The heavenly temple
thus emerges in 2 Sam 22 as the place whence YHWH vindicates the psalmist. TMs
judicial aspect can be further deduced from the lexemes npHS ("righteousness")2 and baa
("recompense"),3 which in connection with 2W statements connote divine judgment.4 Also
the word 13 in David's claim to "cleanness (”12) o f hands "5 connotes cultic imagery, thus
contributing to reinforce the temple connotations o f the text.6
Summing up, the heavenly sanctuary/temple as portrayed in this composition
emerges with the following functions: the place whence YHWH answers prayer, thus
*Cf. Jonah 2:4 [3].
2Cf. Jerome P. Justesen, "On the Meaning of SADAQ," AUSS2 (1964): 53-61.
3Cf., e.g. Joel 4:4, 7 [3:4, 7]; Obad 15; Jer 51:6, 56; Isa 59:18b; Ps 7:5 [4]; Prov 3:30.
4Cf„ K. Seybold, ”hm gamal" TDOT, 3:29.
However odd David's "cleanness of hands " may be, such claim should be understood in
the light of Ps 51. If this prayer song was uttered by David towards the end ofhis life, as the
canonical placement of the text seems to suggest, then it may be argued that David could claim
what he claimed, not on the basis of self-justification, but rather on the premise that YHWH had
forgiven and purified him.
6Wilfried Paschen, Rein und unrein: Untersuchung zur biblischen Wortgeschichte
(Munich: Kosei-Verlag, 1970).
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granting "royal help" to the king; the place whence YHWH issues judgments to punish the
enemies o f the petitioner; and the place where YHWH vindicates the righteousness and
cleanness ofhis servant. Thus the heavenly sanctuary/temple is not a mere place o f
dwelling, but a place where divine activities of answering prayers, judgment o f the wicked,
and vindication o f the righteous take place.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Although the primary referent of the passage is the heavenly sanctuary/temple,
several elements seem to point to a vertical correspondence. Davidson has noted an earthheaven correspondence in the allusion to the cherub-chariot.1 Thus, the reference to
"darkness under his feet" and the term

as noted above, suggest a structural

correspondence with the earthly sanctuary/temple as portrayed in the Hebrew Scriptures.
The functions o f the heavenly temple as discerned in the text also had their parallels in the
earthly temple, thus indicating a functional correspondence between the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart. At this point, Stuhlmueller's statement is an
apt conclusion for these considerations: "Not only did the Jerusalem sanctuary reflect
God's heavenly abode, but its magnificent liturgy also mirrored God's celestial wonder."2

1 Kgs 8:12-66
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‘Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 7.
2Carroll Stuhlmueller, Psalms 1 (Psalms 1-72), OTMBTC 21 (Wilmington, DE: Michael
Glazier, 1983), 129.
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Hear the supplication of your servant and of your people Israel when they pray toward
this place. Hear from heaven, your dwelling place, and when you hear, forgive.
It has been argued that there is no evidence o f heavenly sanctuary/temple in this
text. According to him "although heaven' and heavenly dwelling place' are expressed in
connection with the Jerusalem temple, they are not used to deliver a notion o f the temple
itself. Rather, they are used to represent the transcendence ofYahweh."1 He further
concludes his study by saying that "the phrase, 'heaven' and heaven God's dwelling place'
is irrelevant to my [i.e., his] concerns about the heavenly sanctuary. It is used in this
narrative as a technical term to designate God's transcendence."2 Regarding the earthly
temple he also expressed the view that "the earthly temple in 1 Kings 8 is neither the locus
o f offering sacrifices nor a place o f divine manifestation. It is not a place o f Yahweh's
hearing prayer, but a place o f prayer."3 However, despite Kim’s affirmation to the
contrary, it is argued below that 1 Kgs 8 does contain allusions to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple m otif4 as well as indications o f a relationship between the heavenly
temple and its earthly counterpart.
‘Kim, 119.
2Ibid., 122.
3Ibid., 119.
4Cf., e.g., the following scholars who allow the presence of the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif in 1 Kgs 8: Francis I. Andersen, Habakkuk: A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary, AB 25 (New York: Doubleday, 2001), 256; James Montgomery, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Kings, ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1951), 193;
Winfried Vogel, "Cultic Motifs and Themes in the Book of Daniel," JATS 7, no. 1 (1996): 200.
Angel Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Language in Daniel 8:9-14," in Symposium on
Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986),
530-31.
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The ensuing investigation dwells on the assumption that 1 Kgs 8 is a unified
composition. Therefore, the narrative framework is also taken into consideration in the
course o f this study. The cogent arguments in favor o f the literary unity o f this chapter, as
argued below, make this approach methodologically justified. Some preliminary
observations on the unity and structure o f the pericope are provided below, followed by an
excursus about two theological aspects related to the passage. This theological discussion
tackles the issues o f transcendence versus immanence and prayer versus sacrifice, which
are relevant for this study. Thereafter semantic and exegetical considerations pave the way
for further ascertaining the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the passage
as well as its function and relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Preliminary Observations
Although from the perspective of critical scholarship, 1 Kgs 8 displays a complex
process o f composition and revision through the hands o f several authors/editors,1there is
'There are four major views regarding the composition of 2 Kgs 8: (I) Noth and his
followers view most of 1 Kgs 8 as a unified pericope composed mainly, if not totally, by the
(exilic) Deuteronouiist. Cf. Martin Noth, The Deuteronomistic History, ed. David J. A. Clines et
ai, trans. Jane Doull, JSOTSup 15 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1981); O. Ploger, "Reden und
Gebete im Deuteronomistis und chronistichen Geschichtswerk," in Festchrift fur Gunther Dehn
zum 75. Geburtstag, ed. W. Schneemelcber (Neukirchen: Buchhandlung des Erziehungsvereins,
1957), 35-49; Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford: Clarendon,
1983), 35-36, 195-98; H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen: Untersuchungen zu einen
Gnmdthema der deuteronomistichen Geschichtsschreibmg, ATANT 66 (Zurich: Theologischer
Verlag, 1980); John Van Seters, In Search o f History: Historiography in the Ancient World and
the Origins o f Biblical History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), 310-11.
(2)
Cross contended that Solomon's prayer stems from a preexilic Deuteronouiist (Dtr1),
later supplemented by an exilic editor (Dtr2). Cf. Frank Moore Cross, Canaanite Myth and
Hebrew Epic: Essays in the History o f the Religion o f Israel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1973), 274-89; Richard Elliott Friedman, The Exile and Biblical Narrative: The
Formation of the Deuteronomistic and Priestly Works, Harvard Semitic Monographs 22 (Chico,
CA: Scholars Press, 1981), 1-43; Steven L. McKenzie, The Chronicler’s Use o f the
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substantial evidence for the literary unity o f this text as shown by some scholars.1In an
insightful article, Knoppers has convincingly demonstrated that a deliberate authorial
strategy lies behind the composition o f the text.2 This strategy consists mainly o f a
symmetric organization o f seven literary frames having Solomon's fourth petition in the
center, as displayed below.3
Deuteronomistic History, Harvard Semitic Monographs 33 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985), 199205; Steven L. McKenzie, The Trouble with Kings: The Composition of the Book o f Kings in the
Deuteronomistic History, VTSup 42 (Leiden: Brill, 1991), 137-40; Richard D. Nelson, The
Double Redaction of the Deuteronomistic History, JSOTSup 18 (Sheffield: JSOT Press,
1981), 69-73.
(3) R. Smend suggests a series of exilic deuteronomistic editions and postdeuteronomistic
additions. R. Smend, "Das Gesetz und die Vdlker: Ein Beitrag zur deuteronomistischen
Redaktionsgeschichte," in Probleme biblischer Theologie: Gerhard von Rad zum 70. Geburtstag,
ed. Hans Walter Wolff (Munich: C. Kaiser, 1971), 494-509; Rudolf Smend, Die Entstehung des
Alten Testaments, 4th Theologische Wissenschaft 1 (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1989), 111-34. Cf.
also Walter Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte: Eine redaktionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung
zum deuteronomistischen Geschichtswerk, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und
Neuen Testaments 108 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1972), 73-74; Gwilym H. Jones,
1 and 2 Kings (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans; London: Marshall Morgan and Scott, 1984), 191-209;
Ernst Wurthwein, Das erste Buch der Konige (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1977), 84103.
(4) O'Brien argues in favor of a series of preexilic, exilic, and postexilic deuteronomistic
redactions of a preexilic source. Cf. Antony F. Campbell, Of Prophets and Kings: A Late Ninth
Century Document (1 Samuel 1-2 Kings 10) (Washington, DC: Catholic Biblical Association of
America, 1986), 207; Mark A. O'Brien and Martin Noth, The Deuteronomistic History
Hypothesis: A Reassessment (Freiburg, Switzerland: Universitatsverlag; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1989), 151-59.
!Gaiy N. Knoppers, "Prayer and Propaganda: Solomon's Dedication of the Temple and the
Deuteronomist's Program," CBQ 57 (1995): 229-54; Richard D. Nelson, First and Second Kings,
Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching (Atlanta: John Knox, 1987), 138;
Choon-Leong Seow, "The First and Second Books of Kings," in The New Interpreter's Bible, ed.
Leander E. Keck (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1994), 68; Jerome T. Walsh, 1 Kings, Berit Olam:
Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry (Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier, 1996), 108-09.
2Knoppers, 229-54.
3This outline follows Knoppers, although with some slight modifications in the layout in
order to make some details more explicit.
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1. Assembly (8:1-3) inn ana D^anKri rnra. . . binttr aaj?r m nfcfyf b j g i tk
^*,30n Dinn ("Then Solomon assembled the elders o f Israel. . . at the feast, in
the month Ethanim, which is the seventh month.")
2. Sacrifice (8:5) q to ??3 |m n *!3sS .. .‘a n fr m sr b si nab® ^ a n i
npai
("And King Solomon and all the congregation o f Israel. . . before
sacrificing so many sheep and oxen.")
3. Blessing (8:14:21) ‘ante? bnp_b | m ”f"OT T35TIX
2m
("Then the king faced about and blessed all the assembly o f Israel.")
4. Solomon’s Stance (8:22) rnrp f72?p pab nab® “taST] ("Then
Solomon stood before the altar ofYHWH ")
B. (8:23-26)
5. invocation (8:27-30).. .in im -b io
r b v t r b K r n si
mn n’arnbx nirtns Jl'V nrnb ("Yet have regard to the prayer
o f your servant and to his supplication. . . that your eyes may be
open toward this house.")
6. Three Petitions (8:31-36)
7. Generalizing Petition (8:37-40)
6'. Three Petitions (8:41-51)
S’, invocation (8:52-53)
ranrrbx n in ra
ni’nb
JQV ranrrbx*! ("That your eyes may be open to the supplication
of your servant and to the supplication o f your people.")
4'. Solomon's Stance (8:54) psbn Dj?.. .nbbo r r fo s arr]
nins nara "When Solomon had finished . . . he arose from before the
altar ofYHWH.")
3b Blessing (8:55-61) ^frtT bnjrbs m J i m ID^n ("And he stood and
blessed all the assembly o f Israel")
2b Sacrifice (8:62-64) n w p sb TOT DTQT IDS? b K l n r b y \
("Now the king and all Israel with him offered sacrifice before YHWH.")
c 7 (8:65)1
lb Dismissal (8:66) DOTTiX T\bw *TD®n s ia3 ("On the eighth day he sent the
people away.")
As shown above, verbal and conceptual correspondences between both halves o f
the text bespeaks its literary unity. Two additional observations regarding this structure
are in order. First, the passages marked with (A), (B), and (C) inside blocks are material
which, albeit contributing to the development of the text, do not have a counterpart in the
other half of the text. Second, it might be argued that frames (6), (7), and (6') are rather
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artificially distributed, since it is difficult to find a clear correspondence between (6) and
(6') apart from the obvious reason that they are petitions. What remains clear, however, is
that the fourth petition stands out by virtue of its generalizing features, which may justify
its being placed at the center of the structure. However, even if one does not accept this
distribution, it remains clear that the seven petitions remain at the center, thus keeping the
unity o f the composition intact.1

Excursus: The Function o f the Earthly Temple
and the "Name" Theology
Before proceeding to probe the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in 1 Kgs 8, it is
necessary to discuss two aspects that may have implications for this study. The first relates
to the function o f the earthly temple and the contention that the text depicts a situation in
which sacrifice was replaced by prayer.2 The second aspect relates to the view that
YHWH's "name" dwelling in the temple underscores transcendence, which therefore tends
to deemphasize the reality o f YHWH's dwelling in the earthly temple.3 A by-product o f
this view is that the text does not contain the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, since the
references to heaven and heavenly dwelling are intended to connote YHWH's
‘That the seven petitions stand at the structural center of the composition is also
acknowledged by other scholars. Cf. Richard D. Nelson, First and Second Kings, 50; Walsh, 10809.

2Cf. Jon D. Levenson, "From Temple to Synagogue," in Traditions in Transformation:
Turning Points in Biblical Faith, ed. Baruch Halpem and Jon Douglas Levenson (Winona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1981), 143-66.
3C£, for example, Seow who asserts that "this is anti-temple theology, as it were: God is
enthroned, not in the earthly temple, but in heaven. Yet, the biblical writer confesses that not even
the heaven and the highest heaven can contain the deity.. . . Locality in not at issue in all this talk
of God's realm. God’s transcendence and sovereignty are" (Seow, 3:75).
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transcendence. These issues need to be further assessed since they affect the way one
understands the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the pericope and the relationship
between heavenly and earthly counterparts.
There are two major implications which should be stated at this point: First, if the
Jerusalem temple is only a place o f prayer, then this represents a major departure from, not
to say contradiction to, the so-called Priestly theology of the function of the
temple/sanctuary. In this case it seems that even the possibility o f a relationship between
earthly and heavenly sanctuary/temple evaporates, since there is neither priestly ministry
nor expiatory work being performed in the earthly temple. Second, if the references to
"heaven" and heavenly "dwelling place" are merely intended to denote YHWH's
transcendence, then there is no heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in this pericope.

Prayer versus Sacrifice
Based on the assumption that the text, or parts thereof, evinces an exilic situation,
some scholars have tended to see the emphasis on prayer in Solomon's dedication speech
as a devaluation o f "cultic sacrifice."1 Since the text would reflect a time in which the
temple had been razed to the ground, so the argument goes, it portrays a worship situation
in which sacrifice was replaced by prayer. Thus according to Noth, "the temple is little
more than a place towards which one turns in prayer."2 Jon Levenson adds his voice to the
‘Martin Noth, The Deuteronomistic History, ed. David J. A. Clines et al., trans. Jane
Doull, JSOTSup 15 (Sheffield: University of Sheffield, Dept, of Biblical Studies 1981), 94.
2Ibid. Cf. also Roger Tomes, "'Our Holy and Beautiful House': When and Why Was 1
Kings 6-8 Written?," JSOT 70 (1996): 36.
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debate by arguing that although classically the temple had been the locus o f "legitimate
sacrifice" and o f "divine revelation,"1 Solomon's third address presents the temple as
"principally a place o f prayer."2 This, he suggests, is due to an implicit "polemic against
the idea that God is literally, even physically present therein, as he was in Isaiah 6."3
Further discussion o f this understanding o f God's presence in, or rather absence from, the
temple is undertaken below in the treatment o f transcendence versus immanence. For the
moment, this apparent dichotomy between prayer and sacrifice needs to be assessed in the
light o f the larger context, that is, 1 Kgs 8 as a whole.
Admittedly, Solomon's dedication speech contains a strong emphasis on prayer and
conceives of the temple as a conduit o f prayer. Nonetheless, to see this emphasis on prayer
as a devaluation o f the temple as a place o f sacrifice, or as a polemic against an older
theological view, which conceived ofYHWH as dwelling in the temple according to other
texts o f the Hebrew Bible, is misleading. If one takes into account the narrative frames of
the prayer, which are intrinsically connected with the prayer itself, a more nuanced picture
emerges.
It should be noted, for example, that Solomon and the people offered sacrifices at
the dedication o f the temple.4 A closer inspection o f the literary structure displayed above
reveals that these sacrifices occurred at corresponding places in the literary structure, that
‘Levenson, "From Temple to Synagogue," 158.
2Ibid.
3Ibid„ 159.
4l Kgs 8:5 (DTatn); 8:62 (rut QTOi); 8:63 (o^nbon rut); 8:64 (rrbi?, rrran).
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is, (B) and (B'). Additionally, references to the "altar"(rQTQ) in (4) and (4')1 further reveals
that the concept o f sacrifice should not be excluded from the theological horizon of the
text.2
Furthermore, other Hebrew Bible passages, and also ANE texts, make a
connection between prayer and sacrifice. For example: Isa 56:7 and 2 Chr 7:12 clearly
connect prayer with sacrifices. Besides, Miller3 and McKenzie4 have perceived this
connection in an Ugaritic text5 in which a prayer to the god Baal is framed by a ritual text.
Although it is improbable that 1 Kgs 8 would have any connection with the Ugaritic text,
the argument may be advanced that in the ANE religious milieu, prayer and sacrifice could
stand side by side.
Summing up, Solomon's ceremony o f dedication o f the temple, although placing a
strong emphasis on the temple as a place o f prayer, does not preclude the temple from
functioning as a place o f sacrifice. As Knoppers aptly argued, "Prayer in an ancient
context [should not] be disassociated from sacrifice."6 Although specific references to
‘1 Kgs 8:22 and 54 respectively.
2Halpem has remarked that in 1 Kgs 8:62-64, "Solomon demonstrates how to make
petitions effective by a sacrifice" (Baruch Halpem, The First Historians: The Hebrew Bible and
History [San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1988], 179, n. 48).
3Patrick D. Miller, "Prayer and Sacrifice in Ugarit and Israel," in Text and Context: Old
Testament and Semitic Studies for F. C. Fensham, ed. W. Claassen, JSOTSup 48 (Sheffield:
JSOT, 1988), 139-55.
4Steven L. McKenzie, The Chronicler’s Use of the Deuteronomistic History, HSM 33
(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1985), 208, n. 27.
5KTU 1:119.
6Knoppers, 231.
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sacrifice are absent from the prayer itself, one may reasonably suggest that there is nothing
in the prayer that excluded the cultic sacrifices which were performed in the temple. On
the contrary, on the basis of the literary frame o f the prayer, one gets the impression that
the sacrifices were an integral part o f the temple ritual and are simply assumed by
Solomon in his prayer.

Transcendence versus Immanence
As noted in the discussion ofDeut 26:15, undertaken in chapter 3 o f this
dissertation, most critical scholars would agree with the view that the so-called "name
theology" was coined by the putative Deuteronomists to express the theologoumenon that
God dwells in heaven, while only his name dwells in the temple. It is argued that this
elaboration came into being as a corrective to the immanent theologies o f the "glory"
(kabod theology) championed by the priestly circles, and the concept o f God dwelling in
the temple current in the Zion tradition {sabaoth theology).1According to Mettinger, this
reaction was made necessary by the tragic reality o f the exile and the consequent
destruction o f the temple.2 A reelaborated theology which asserted that only God's name
dwelt in the temple (God himself dwelt in heaven) was more palatable to those who
reflected on the temple theology in the light o f the events o f 586 B.C. Other scholars
would place the origins o f the name-theology already in preexilic times simply as a
^eeTryggveN. D. Mettinger, The Dethronement of Sabaoth, CBOTS 18 (CWK
Gleerup, 1982), 19-37; 80-115.
2Ibid., 116-34.
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correction o f more "crude" views o f God dwelling in the temple.1At any event, the large
consensus is that the concept of God's "name" abiding in the temple came to be used as a
pointer to God's transcendence.
This understanding of the name-theology has not remained unchallenged. Roland de
Vaux, followed by H. Seebass2 and Ernst Wurthwein,3 contended that the "name" formula
has its background in ANE literature where the idiom to "place a name on/to make the
name dwell in" connotes possession. Therefore, in the so-called Deuteronomistic History
the "name" formula did not intend to convey transcendence, since this was never in
question; rather, the "name" functioned to provided assurance o f God's efficacious
presence in the temple where he was present by virtue ofhis name.4 De Vaux further
'See Gerhard von Rad, Studies in Deuteronomy (London: SCM Press, 1953), 37-44; G.
Ernest Wright, "The Temple in Palestine-Syria," in The Biblical Archaeologist Reader, ed. G.
Ernest Wright and David Noel Freedman (Missoula, MT: American Schools of Oriental Research
and Scholars Press, 1975), 181; M. Metzger, "Himmliche und Irdische Wohnstatt Jahwes," UF 2
(1970): 149-51; Moshe Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1972), 191-209; Martin Rose, Der Ausschliesslichkeitsanspruch Jahwes:
Deuteronomische Schultheologie und die Volksfrommigkeit in der spaten Kbnigszeit, BWA(N)T
106 (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1975), 85-94; Victor A. Hurowitz, "1Have Built You an Exalted
House": Temple Building in the Bible in Light of Mesopotamian and Northwest Semitic Writings,
JSOTSupp 115 (Sheffield: ISOT Press, 1992), 290.
2H. Seebass, '"TO bahar” TDOT, 2:73-87.
3Emst Wiirthwein, Das Erste Buch der Konige: Kapitel 1—16, Das ASte Testament
Deutsch 11/1 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1977), 102-03.
4Roland de Vaux, '"Le lieu que Yahve a choisi pour y etablir son nom,'" in Das Feme und
Nahe Wort, ed. Fritz Maass, BZAW 105 (Berlin: Verlag Afred Topelmann, 1967), 226.
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remarked that "according to the Semitic and biblical mentality, the name is an extension o f

the personality."1
In a detailed study, S. Wheeler found "no indication in I Kings 8 that the 'name' is a
deliberate substitution for YHWH or is designed to undermine a too crude theology o f
presence in the temple. It seems to be used rather as a way o f enhancing the meaning o f
the temple's significance."2 Along the same line, F. Kumaki examined the name-theology
and found no evidence that it was formulated as a polemic against pre-Deuteronomic ideas
about God's presence in the sanctuary/temple; rather the "name" functions as a theological
argument that "the Solomonic temple in Jerusalem is the legitimate sanctuary for all
Israel."3
A recent study by Sandra Richter has further investigated the meaning o f the socalled name-theology. She contends that previous studies of the "'name' language in the
D[euteronomistic] Hpstory] have been crippled by the inability to recognize and respect
idiomatic boundaries, largely because of what James Barr has named 'illegitimate totality
transfer.'"4 According to her, the "name" motif in 1 Kgs 8 conveys mostly the notion o f
‘Ibid. Cf. also Allen Ross, "Dflj," NIDOTTE, 4:147-51; Edward L. Greenstein, "Some
Developments in the Study of Language and Some Implications for Interpreting Ancient Texts and
Cultures," in Semitic Linguistics: The State of the Art at the Turn of the 21st Century, ed. Shlomo
Izre'el, Israel Oriental Studies 20 (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 450-51.
2Samuel Billings Wheeler, "Prayer and Temple in the Dedication Speech of Solomon, I
Kings 8:14-61" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia University, 1977), 316. The only exception according to
him is vs. 27, "which is probably later [s/c]" (ibid.).
3F. Kenro Kumaki, "The Deuteronomistic Theology of the Temple: As Crystallized in 2
Sam 7, 1 Kgs 8," AJBI1 (1981): 40.
4Sandra L. Richter, The Deuteronomistic History and the Name Theology: Tsakken semo
Sam in the Bible and the Ancient Near East, BZAW 318 (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2002), 78.
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"honor," "reputation," "fame," "commemoration,"1and "ownership."2 After probing
several occurrences o f the "name" imagery in 1 Kgs 8, Richter concluded that

Solomon's oration announces that the temple is both the symbol and the embodiment
o f the place promised to Israel, which is marked by YHWH's name. This dedicatory
prayer makes clear that the to y # built by Solomon is the ultimate symbol o f YHWH's
past and present relationship with his people—a symbol which serves to memorialize
and perpetuate YHWH acts o f redemption in the midst o f Israel and the nations.3
She further declared that "the majority o f name idioms used in this text have nothing to do
with divine presence."4
Richter's contention that the "name" imagery should not be understood in the
traditional lines o f the name-theology," in which YHWH is relocated to heaven, or
"dethroned"5 from his earthly temple is supported by the larger context o f the passage.
1 Kgs 8:10-11, for example, asserts that "the cloud (]33n) filled the house ofYHWH" and

the priests could not stand to minister because o f the cloud (|3i?n), for the glory ofYHWH
(m rr-n n s) filled the house ofYHWH." The "cloud" <]»n) and "the-glory-of-YHWH"
"Illegitimate totality transfer" is "an error that arises, when the meaning of a word (understood as
the total series of relations in which it is used in the literature) is read into a particular case as its
sense and implication there" (James Barr, The Semantics o f Biblical Language [Glasgow: Oxford
University Press, 1961], 218). Or, to put it differently, "illegitimate totality transfer" is a
"somewhat awkward phrase intended to express the simple fact that any one instance of a word
will not bear all the meanings possible for that word" (Moises Silva, Biblical Words and Their
Meaning: An Introduction to Lexical Semantics, Rev. and expanded ed. [Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 1994], 25).
‘Richter, 79.
2Ibid., 84.
Tbid., 90.
Tbid.

5Mettinger, The Dethronement of Sabaoth, 134.
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(rfirP"l’0 3 ) motifs recall the inauguration o f the tabernacle as it was filled by the "cloud"
and the "glory ofYHW H" (Exod 40:34-35). This verbal and conceptual connection with
Exod 40 implies that the same understanding o f YHWH's presence in the sanctuary/temple
underlies both passages. Another important reference in this connection is 1 Kgs 8:13,
which contains Solomon's assertion that "I have surely built you a lofty house (S it rra), a
place for your dwelling (^FOO1? ]iDD) forever." This latter passage seems to suggest that
YHWH is present in the temple along the lines o f the "older theological conceptions of
Israel," and not only through the "name" as understood by the proponents o f the nametheology.
This discussion by no means should be understood as a denial that the text evokes
God's transcendence. God's transcendence is clearly reflected in 1 Kgs 8:27: "But will God
indeed dwell on the earth? Behold, heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain you,
how much less this house which I have built!" One must bear in mind, however, that God's
transcendence as expressed in the above passage implies that neither the Jerusalem temple
nor heaven itself can contain YHWH. It thus seems that when "transcendence" is the issue,
both the earthly and heavenly temples are on the same level. Nonetheless, the fact remains
that YHWH dwells in his heavenly abode as well as inhis earthly temple. Therefore, to say
that the references to YHWH's dwelling place in heaven are intended to connote
transcendence to the exclusion o f his dwelling in the earthly temple; and/or that the
allusions to heaven/heavenly dwelling place intend only to denote transcendence, cannot
be sustained by a close examination o f the text. As F. Downing aptly put it,
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It must be noted that there appears in the theology o f the Solomonic temple an
element o f tension between the transcendence and immanence o f Yahweh. Yahweh
was transcendent in the sense that the temple was his "house." The symbolism o f the
temple tended to indicate his cosmic domain and his immanence. An overemphasis of
either would have been a distortion.1
Summing up, from what has been discussed thus far, it has become evident that
1 Kgs 8 does not display a view o f the temple and God's presence in it in contradiction to
earlier traditions o f Israel, which allegedly favored a more concrete mode o f divine
presence. Although the text conceives o f the temple as a place o f prayer, it does not
preclude other cultic activities, as noted above. The special occasion o f Solomon's speech
certainly called for a selection o f topics to be addressed. Also, the concept o f the "name"
does not imply that because YHWH dwelt in heaven, only his name dwelt in the temple.
The tension is kept. True, neither heaven nor earth can contain YHWH. Nonetheless he is
present in the heavenly temple as well as in the earthly counterpart. Furthermore, his
presence in the temple is reminiscent ofhis presence in the tabernacle, thus making the
temple a natural successor to the desert tabernacle.
In the discussion that follows, close attention is given to some specific words
related to the topic under study.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Despite the claim that the temple depicted in 1 Kgs 8 is no more than a house o f
prayer, an examination o f the terminology used to define this temple in the broad context
o f the prayer seems to demonstrate otherwise. Besides, some o f these terms are used o f
Tred L Downing, "Theological Concepts Concerning Jerusalem in Isaiah 1-39" (Th.D.
diss., New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, 1976), 69.
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both earthly and heavenly realms, which probably indicates some kind o f connection
between earthly and heavenly temples, apart from the obvious allusion to this relationship
expressed in the prayer, as noted in the ensuing discussion.

Meaning of Iran TX1
The locution rran T 21 in 1 Kgs 8:6 refers to the inner sanctum, and thus hints at
the cultic purposes o f the building, which certainly would go beyond that o f a mere house
o f prayer. Although T in has an uncertain etymology,1 it clearly refers to the back room o f
the temple, usually designated as "inner sanctuary," corresponding to the ©Tp
□"©Tpn ("most holy place") o f the desert tabernacle. The "inner sanctuary" in the temple
was a perfect cube of 20 cubits on a side filled by two enormous cherubim made o f olive
wood and covered with gold. Their protective outspread wings sheltered the ark o f the
covenant, which was the specific representation o f God's presence.2

Meaning of

©lj»

The expression □"©Tpn ©“fp ("most holy place") in apposition to T T l (vs. 6)

establishes a verbal and conceptual link with the tabernacle. By using this term the author
‘There may be a possible connection with Arabic "dubr back," or "dabr behind" (cf.
Ernest Klein, A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary o f the Hebrew Language for Readers o f
English [New York: Macmillan, 1987], s.v. "”OT II"). Another possibility is raised by an Egyptian
text of the 21st dynasty which refers to the dbr as an object of the temple (H. Schult, "Der Debir im
Salomonischen Tempel," ZDPV 80 [1964]: 45-54). Along the same line Ouellette suggested that
T in designated originally the wooden screen which separated the rooms of a given structure (Jean
Ouellette, "The Solomonic Efbir according to the Hebrew Text of 1 Kings 6," JBL 89 [1970]: 22843). Ouellet also observed that in Ugaritic dbr may also designate shrine. Cf. ibid., 340, n. 15.

2Carol Meyers, "Temple, Jerusalem," ABD, 6:358.
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seems to indicate that the “PS”! o f the temple would function similarly to the "most holy
place" of the tabernacle. In other words, the temple built by Solomon is depicted as a
continuation of the Mosaic tabernacle. The explicit references to the cherubim, and the ark
o f the covenant being brought to the temple, add further weight to the contention that the
theology o f the temple contained in 1 Kgs 8 does not contradict the basic view o f that o f
the tabernacle.

Meaning of bat Fra
The word *73? in the genitival construction bat IT3 (8:13) has the meaning o f
"habitation, dwelling."1This root is attested in Ugaritic with a locative meaning o f
"elevated place" or "lofty residence."2 Additionally, zbl is a common Ugaritic word for
"prince," being frequently used o f Baal. Therefore, it is reasonable to deduce that the
distinctive semantic nuance o f bat is that o f "exaltation." bar thus contributes to the
expression bat rra with the idea o f an exalted or princely dwelling. Interestingly enough,
the Hebrew Bible never uses bat in reference to a human habitation.3 Taking this into
‘David J. A. Clines, The Dictionary o f Classical Hebrew, vol. 3 (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic, 1993), s.v. "bat I."

2HALOT, s .v . "II bat." Cf. Joseph Aistleitner, Worterbuch der Ugaritischen Sprache, 2nd
ed. (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1965), s.v. "zbl."
3The Hebrew Bible contains five occurrences of bat. It is used in our text and its parallel
in 2 Chr 6:2 as God's earthly dwelling; in Isa 63:15 as God's heavenly dwelling; in Hab 3:11 a
reference to the dwelling of the sun and the moon. Ps 49:15 [14] seems to be an exception;
however, because of its many textual problems, one cannot be sure what bat means in this
passage.
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consideration, the expression b3T JT3 should be translated as "princely house" or "exalted
house."1
For the purpose o f this research, it should be noted that this expression conveys
the idea that the temple is the earthly dwelling ofYHWH; hence 1 Kgs 8 should not be
understood as presenting a distinct and contradictory theology o f God's presence in the
temple. If the semantic contours o f *23? JT2 (exalted/princely house) are taken at face
value, one must conclude that the temple, like the Mosaic tabernacle, was understood to
be YHWH's earthly dwelling. This does not contradict the fact that YHWH is
transcendent or that he dwells in heaven. As noted, both immanence and transcendence are
kept in tension in 1 Kgs 8. What the text seems to communicate is that YHWH dwelt in
the earthly temple and in its heavenly counterpart, and that both earthly and heavenly
realms operate in relationship, as noted below.

Meaning

|iSD versus *JFQ« |13D

As already noted, a slight semantic distinction between
your dwelling/enthronement") and

]i30 ("a place o f

]13Q ("the place o f your

dwelling/enthronement") should be pointed out. The text refers to the earthly temple as
]13D ("a place for your enthronement"), a periphrastic construction in which the

preposition b breaks the construct chain, making it indefinite. The earthly temple is "a
place for your enthronement" (that is, one place among others). On the other side, in
reference to the heavenly temple, the text uses the expression ^FOO |lDQ, a construct
*Cf. the following translations: "lofty house" (NASB), "magnificent temple" (NIV),
"princely dwelling" (NIB), "exalted house" (RSV), and "stately house" (TNK).
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chain which is made definite by the pronominal suffix, which seems to connote-the sense
o f ”the place o f your enthronement," that is, "the" place in heaven where YHWH sits
enthroned over the Universe—that is, the heavenly sanctuary/temple.1Those expressions
convey the notion that YHWH is enthroned in the earthly temple as well as in the heavenly
one. On the one hand, the similarities seem to express a connection between the earthly
and the heavenly places o f enthronement; on the other, the slightly different syntactic
constructions establish a subtle distinction between the earthly and the heavenly place o f
enthronement: the earthly one is a place, while the heavenly one is the place where
YHWH is permanently enthroned.

Meaning of

DlpD

The expression ”?|Fpo

Dipa is used in 1 Kgs 8:30 in reference to the heavenly

sanctuary. It has the same semantic connotation as
matter o f feet, when in relationship to

]i3Q, discussed above. As a

both Dipa and |1DD are stylistic options

conveying basically the same meaning.2 It should be noted that Dipa also refers to the
earthly temple; in 8:21, it refers to the place o f the ark in the expression ]1“K^ Dipa ("a
place for the ark"); and in 8:29, Dipa refers to the earthly temple.
'Although the semantic distinction between the periphrastic construction with b and the
construct chain may seem irrelevant, it seems that the periphrastic construction is used of the
earthly temple, while the construct chain is reserved for the heavenly sanctuary/temple. For
instance, the periphrastic construction is used consistently in the parallel text of 2 Chr 6:2 and in
Exod 15:17 in reference to the earthly temple.
2For ]130 and Dipa used in parallel and equivalent construction, cf. Ezek 43:7//Ps 89:15
[14]; Hos 5:15//Isa 18:4; Jer 17:12//Ezra 2:68; Ps 104:8//5. H. Ringgren, "DlpD maqom," TDOT,
8:535.
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To summarize, three major perceptions may be gained from the considerations
undertaken above. First, the earthly temple was understood as a place of dwelling, and not
exclusively as a place o f prayer. The lexical items used to refer to this temple imply that it
was understood as a place wherein YHWH would manifest himself in a concrete way.
Second, the vocabulary employed in the text suggests that there was a heavenly
counterpart to the earthly temple, as implied in pairs o f expressions such as "a place (]iDQ)
o f your enthroning" (earthly temple)//"the place (]iDD) of your enthroning" (heavenly
temple); "this place (DlpD)" (earthly temple)//"place (Dipa) o f your enthroning" (heavenly
temple). Third, the lexical and semantic similarities between words used in reference to the
earthly and heavenly temples indicate a vertical correspondence between the earthly
temple and its heavenly counterpart in structural and functional terms.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
From what has been discussed thus far, it is possible to argue that 1 Kgs 8 does
contain the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. Expressions such as ^FQ® ]iDQ/^rn® Dipa
("your dwelling place") used in parallelism to n in Dipan ("this place") and rwn ivaa
("this house") seem to convey not only the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple, but also
imply a dynamic interaction between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. As
Walsh put it: "When one invokes Yahweh's name in prayer at or toward the temple,
Yahweh, in his heavenly abode, will hear and heed."1 The discussion below focuses on
’Jerome T. Walsh, 1 Kings, Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry
(Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier, 1996), 115.
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these issues, taking into consideration the preceding discussion together with additional
exegetical and theological observations.

Function
A close examination o f the structural center o f 1 Kgs 8, the seven-petition prayer
by Solomon, allows one to discern some o f the possible functions o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple. It is obvious from the text that YHWH hears prayer from the heavenly
temple/sanctuary, as expressed several times by Solomon's plea: "Listen to the
supplication o f your servant and o f your people Israel, when they pray toward this place;
hear in heaven your dwelling place; hear and forgive" (8:30). Nonetheless the function of
"hearing prayers" expresses only a general function related to YHWH's activity in the
heavenly temple/sanctuary. Although Kim has asserted that "it is almost impossible to
define 'heaven' in this case as anything other than the place where God hears,"1we need to
go further and inquire about what YHWH does or, to put it differently, is requested to do
in response to prayer. As this inquiry is pursued, several interrelated functions emerge:
A first function perceived is that o f forgiveness expressed in the five occurrences
of the verb f6 o ("forgive")2 exemplified 1 Kgs 8:30.

mn Diparr^tt bbsx? i p
sjasri spra? rann-^K nsnoi
T :nnSoi nm m
nipn-^x jratfrT nnxi
Listen to the supplication o f your servant and o f your people Israel; when they pray
toward this place; hear in heaven your dwelling place; hear and forgive.
7
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‘Kim, 121.
21 Kgs 8:30, 34, 36, 39, 50.
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It is instructive that Solomon requested YHWH to "hear and forgive" in the "place
of your enthronement" (i.e., the heavenly temple). That the prayer goes up to the "place o f
your enthronement" makes the locale where YHWH is enthroned important in the context
of his activities. If the purpose o f the references to heaven were simply to convey God's
transcendence, there would be no need to pray towards the earthly temple and beg
YHWH to respond from the place o f his enthronement, in heaven. However, the repeated
petition that YHWH hear from his heavenly dwelling points to the significance of "this
place" in the bestowal of forgiveness and the execution o f other functions to be noted
below.
Another instructive reference to YHWH's activities in the heavenly temple is
provided by 1 Kgs 8:32, which is part o f the first petition.

m i iro-irrb f n i r n x nmm
V? n r6 TpWa

n^afn m m nnK)
ititn a is - n n r6

Then you will hear in heaven and act and judge your servants, condemning the wicked
by bringing his way on his own head and justifying the righteous by giving him
according to his righteousness.
A few points are relevant here. The text mentions activities that YHWH supposedly would
perform in "heaven." As clarified by the context, this refers to an interpersonal dispute
brought to the earthly temple.1In this situation, the ultimate judgment belonged to YHWH
who in heaven (i.e., the heavenly/temple) would judge (RBDOI) in order to condemn
(ipopn*?) the wicked, and to declare innocent (p’HSn*?}) the righteous one. From this
passage emerges the perception that the heavenly temple/sanctuary functions as a place o f
‘Cf. Deut 25:1.
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judgment, a notion reinforced by the verb M® and the causative forms o f HOI1and p”tS,2
which seem to convey a forensic notion related to the courtroom.3 The same idea is
suggested by 8:39 which reads as follows:
t o t t e d ? ® n6 nrm rrton nnboi

p s q o^non
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":dikh
aaVrix m 1? 'n s r v n ro r's 1339™
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Then you will hear in heaven your dwelling place, and forgive and act and render to
each according to all his ways, whose heart you know, for you alone know the hearts
of all the children of men.
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The concept of retributive justice seems to be implicitly included in the expression
"render to each according to all his ways." Also in the situations o f war against enemies
(8:45) or exile (8:49), the prayer requested that YHWH in his heavenly temple/sanctuary
vindicate his people's cause (DQSOa ITto]).
Finally, as already noted above, the term referring to the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif in our text, ^FD® pDia, contains the semantic component o f "being enthroned."
That being true, one can also assert that the heavenly sanctuary/temple has royal functions,
thus connoting the idea o f a place, wherein YHWH sits enthroned as heavenly king. In
short, the heavenly sanctuary/temple emerges in 1 Kgs 8 as a place where YHWH hears
the prayers of his people and performs activities o f "forgiveness," "judgment," and other
royal functions.
‘Cf. HALOT, s.v. "OTV
2Cf. HALOT, s.v. "p“!2S."
3David Reimer,
NIDOTTE, 3:749; Jackie A. Naude and R. K. Harrison, "201,"
NIDOTTE, 1201; Friedrich Notscher, Die Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei den vorexilischen Propheten:
Ein Beitrag zur Alttestamentische Theologie (Munster: Aschendorff, 1915), 4-6.
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Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
A close examination of 1 Kgs 8 and its immediate context yields two lines o f
evidence as regards the relationship between the heavenly temple and its earthly
counterpart. A first line o f evidence comes from 1 Kgs 8 itself. That the prayers were to
be directed to the earthly temple, and YHWH would answer in his heavenly
temple/sanctuary, seems to indicate that heavenly and earthly temples were understood to
work dynamic interaction. 1 Kgs 8: 30 provides a fitting example:

ntn Dipan-^K impair id k

T:nn^pi nmm n^p®nLl?x

ranrrbx mnm

nipn'bx

nnxi'

Listen to the supplication o f your servant and o f Your people Israel, when they pray
toward this place; hear in your dwelling place, in heaven; hear and forgive.
As the prayer is directed to "this place" (ntn Dipan), YHWH would answer from "your
dwelling place" (^FD® Dipa). The verbal parallelism suggests that "your dwelling place"
functions as the heavenly counterpart to "this place." This idea recurs several times across
the text in the repeated injunction that the prayers should be directed towards the earthly
temple followed by the refrain 0?!3®n OTtin HRX) ("then you will hear in heaven"),1 or its
longer form “fjFQO ]i30 S'DOn BDSJn nnxi ("then you will hear in heaven your dwelling
place").2 This seems to further corroborate the existence o f a dynamic interaction between
heavenly and earthly temples.
A second line o f evidence can be perceived in the symbolism contained in the
earthly temple itself. Although it is not the purpose o f this research to engage in a
T Kgs 8:32, 34, 36, 45.
21 Kgs 8:39, 43, 49.
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discussion o f the symbolic meaning o f the temple furniture, decoration, and architectural
layout, a few remarks are in order. It is argued that the symbolism behind the temple
furniture, decoration, and layout may reveal that the earthly temple was understood to be
in structural correspondence to the heavenly counterpart.1
Thus, at the outset one should note that the temple, being built upon a mountain,
replicates God's heavenly abode which, according to Isa 14:13 and Ezek 28:14,2 is also
located upon a mountain. Other elements that point to a structural correspondence are the
exuberant presence of floral motifs such as palm trees and open flowers used to decorate
the interior and doors o f the temple,3 and lampstands which were probably stylized trees,
as Carol Meyers has noted.4 The presence o f vegetation motifs in the temple possibly was
intended to represent "the paradise garden where Yahweh dwelt,"5 a concept implied in
Ezek 28:13, where the heavenly sanctuary/temple is depicted as a garden.6 Also, one
Tor a study of temple symbolism, cf. Elizabeth Bloch-Simith, "Solomon's Temple: The
Politics of Ritual Space," in Sacred Time, Sacred Place: Archaeology and the Religion o f Israel,
ed. Barry M. Gittlen (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 83-94; John M. Lundquist, "What Is
a Temple? A Preliminary Typology," in Quest fo r the Kingdom of God: Studies in Honor o f
George E. Mendenhall, ed. E. A. Spina, H. B. Huffinon, and A. R. W. Green (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1983), 205-19; Carol Meyers, "Temple, Jerusalem," ABD , 6:350-69; Jon D.
Levenson, "The Temple and the World," JR 64 (1984): 275-97.
'These two passages are discussed later in this chapter.
3Cf. 2 Kgs 7:18, 24, 29, 32, 35.
4Cf. Carol L. Meyers, The Tabernacle Menorah: A Synthetic Study o f a Symbol from the
Biblical Cult (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press for the American Schools of Oriental Research,
1976), 165-93.
5Clements, God and Temple, 65.
6M. Barker asserts that "the temple interior was a garden representing the heavenly garden
on the mountain of God, the original Garden of Eden. Ezekiel described it in his oracle against
Tyre (Ezek 28); the jeweled trees are those of the temple" (Margaret Barker, The Gate o f Heaven:
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should note that the presence o f the ark o f the covenant, covered by the two cherubs in
the holy o f holies, was intended to represent YHWH’s heavenly throne, and therefore
stood as "the earthly model ofYahweh's heavenly enthronement as king and symbol o f his
universal power."' Finally, it should be observed that the layout of the temple may well
have been conceived to portray a structural correspondence with the heavenly counterpart.
In his study o f the architecture o f the Jerusalem temple, Monson noted that "the striking
resemblance between gate design and temple layout"2 may suggest that the "temple was
literally a gate into the cosmic realm."3 If so, it might be argued that this finther
corroborates the idea o f a note only o f a structural correspondence but o f a dynamic
interaction between earthly and heavenly temples.

1 Kgs 22:19-23

D'D®n

iKps-^B a # rnnyn*

ttki

rn rr-Q ’i s?n® p b

id r *} 19

T:6xafm i:ppTvbs “ins?
rba n? ia&n irba nb-ia bsy\ Ssn SRnirnx nns': p rnrr nak*i 20
:nb| -iaK rrn
:naa t6 r m rr "iaRh ufidk
lawn rnrr asS *Psm m m sx 8] 21
:p-n to n xx SmrrDai nnan -rax*! ’
’p a
m i p ^ m xxx'-rax8) 22
19 Micaiah said, "Therefore, hear the word ofYHWH. I saw YHWH sitting on his
throne, and all the host o f heaven standing by him on his right and on his left.
20 "YHWH said, 'Who will entice Ahab to go up and fall at Ramoth-gilead? And one
said this while another said that.
The History and Symbolism o f the Temple in Jerusalem [London: SPCK, 1991], 27).
'David Lemoine Eiler, "The Origin of Zion as a Theological Symbol in Ancient Israel"
(Ph.D. diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1968), 147.
2John M. Monson, "The Temple of Jerusalem: A Case Study in the Integration of Text and
Artifact" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1998), 346.
Tbid., 347.
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21 'Then a spirit came forward and stood before YHWH and said, 1 will entice Mm.'
And YHWH said to him, 'How?'
22. And he said, 'I will go out and be a deceiving spirit in the mouth o f all his
prophets.' Then he said, 'You are to entice him and also prevail. Go and do so."’
The pericope o f 1 Kgs 22:19-22 reports interactions happening at the heavenly
court ofYHWH' while the kings o f Israel and Judah prepare for their last battle against
the king o f Aram in the attempt to recapture Ramoth Gilead. After having received a
favorable oracle from the court prophets concerning the battle, the king o f Judah inquired
'An interesting aspect 1 Kgs 22:19-22, although outside the scope of the present
investigation, deserves some brief consideration. It concerns the nature of the lying spirit in
YHWH's heavenly assembly, and the fact that this lying spirit works for the accomplishment of
YHWH's purpose. Some scholars' contention that the "lying spirit"
nrs) of vs. 22 was one of
several evil spirits, who functioned as obedient servants in YHWH's heavenly council (cf., e.g.,
Neil Forsyth, The Old Enemy: Satan and the Combat Myth [Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 1987], 112), or a demonic entity in rebellion against YHWH, but nonetheless being used by
YHWH to accomplish his will (cf., e.g., Gregory A. Boyd, God at War: The Bible and Spiritual
Conflict [Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1997], 81) seems problematic in view of the
Hebrew Bible's conception of YHWH. Only if one understands the concept of "lying" (Tj?B) spirit
in an ontological sense does such a view that YHWH entertains evil entities in his council hold up.
As a matter of fact, "lying" spirit is better interpreted as a functional attribution, that is, "lying"
does not describe the nature of the "spirit," but portrays his function in accomplishing YHWH's
purpose of using the false prophets to bring judgment upon the king. In this connection, one should
remember that in Isa 45:7, YHWH introduces himself as the "one forming light and creating
darkness, causing well-being and creating evil." In Isa 45:7, the concept of "evil" is obviously
related to the "calamities" or judgments that YHWH would bring upon impenitent sinners, not evil
in its ontological sense. It may be argued, mutatis mutandis, that the same principle applies to the
"lying” spirit. He is a "lying" spirit not in the ontological, or ethical sense, or because he is a
demonic entity at the service of YHWH—an idea at odds with the overall portrayal of YHWH
throughout the Hebrew Bible—but in the sense that the spirit would induce the false prophets, who
were already under evil influences to feed the king's own self-destructive ends by means of their
delusive prophecies. Therefore, in view of the previous considerations, the view expressed by some
commentators (cf. Simon J. DeVries, 1 Kings, WBC 12 [Waco: Word Books, 1985), 268; C. F.
Keil and F. Delitzsch, The Books o f the Kings, Biblical Commentary on the Old Testament [Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1952], 276f.; James Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
the Book o f Kings, ICC [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1951], 339; Richard D. Patterson and
Hermann J. Austel, "1,2 Kings," The Expositor's Bible Commentary 4, ed. Frank E. Gaebelein
[Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1988], 165) that the "lying spirit" is the personified spirit of prophecy
(cf. 1 Sam 10:10-12; 19:23-24; Zech 13:2; 1 John 4:6) that works in accordance with the sovereign
will of YWHW accord better with the overall theology of the Hebrew Bible and its portrayal of the
character ofYHWH.
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of Afaab whether there was "not yet a prophet o f YHWH here that we may inquire o f
him?"1The king of Israel then mentioned a certain Micaiah son o f Imlah whom he hated
because this prophet never prophesied good concerning him. Eventually Micaiah was
brought to their presence and, as the narrative unfolds, pronounced a fateful oracle
concerning the battle, an oracle that came from the heavenly "council o f YHWH."
The similarities o f this vision with other passages which conjoin the imagery o f
heavenly council and heavenly sanctuary/temple2 may well have been a significant reason
for some scholars to concede the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in this
passage.3 Kim, however, has concluded that "it is not only illegitimate, but also misleading
to use the 'heavenly temple' here to explain the meeting place o f the 'heavenly council.'"4
As the discussion o f the pericope proceeds, this claim is evaluated in the light o f the
textual data.
*1 Kgs 22:7. A crucial issue here is the problem of true and false prophecy which cannot
be pursued since it lies outside the scope of this investigation. A nice summary of this issue is
provided by D. W. Van Winkle, "1 Kings 20-22 and True and False Prophecy," in Goldene Apfel
in silbemen Schalen: collected communications to the Xlllth Congress of the International
Organizationfor the Study of the Old Testament, Leuven 1989, ed. Klaus-Dietrich Schunck and
Matthias Augustin, Beitrige zur Erforschung des Alten Testaments und des antiken Judentums 20
(Frankfurt am Main: P. Lang, 1992), 9-23. Cf. Simon John De Vries, Prophet Against Prophet:
The Role of the Micaiah Narrative (I Kings 22) in the Development of Early Prophetic Tradition
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978), 137-51.
2E.g., Isa 6:Iff.
3Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament, 1976," 25; McNicol, "The
Heavenly Sanctuary in Judaism," 70; H. Wheeler Robinson, "The Council of Yahveh," JTS 45
(1944): 153.
4Kim, 130.
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Preliminary Observations
The text unit relevant for this study is Micaiah's oracle contained in 1 Kgs 22:1923. Special attention is given to vs. 19, since it describes the "parabolic vision"1 o f the
heavenly court scene. Burke Long has described this pericope as a "report o f dramatic
word-vision,"2 which he divided into the following segments:
a. Narrative introduction (19aa)
b. Report o f vision (19ap-22)
1) Summons to attention (19aP)
2) Vision (19b-22)
a) Announcement o f vision (19ba)
b) Vision sequence (19ba-22)
3) Interpretative conclusion: evil on Ahab (23).3
The similarities of this text with other reports o f heavenly council sessions, notably
those o f Isa 6:1-6, Ezek 1:1-28, and 10:1-22 have been perceived by several scholars.4
Edwin C. Kingsbury, particularly, has noted five elements that are common to all three
accounts: (1) Yahweh as King; (2) heavenly creatures surrounding Yahweh; (3) the
prophet saw Yahweh; (4) the oracle merely communicated what the prophet saw; and (5)
!Ricfaard D. Patterson and Hermann J. Austel, "1,2 Kings," The Expositor's Bible
Commentary 4, ed. Frank E. Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1988), 165.
2Burke O. Long, I Kings: With an Introduction to Historical Literature (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1984), 232.
3Ibid.
4C£. Mordechai Cogan, 1 Kings: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,
AB 10 (New York: Doubleday, 2001), 492; Volkmar Fritz, Das erste Buch der Konige, Zurcher
Bibeikommentare (Zurich: Theologjscher Verlag, 1996), 199; John Gray, I and II Kings: A
Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963), 402; Gwilym H. Jones, I and 2 Kings (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984), 367; Walsh, 350-51.
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the vision happens at the time of Yahweh's enthronement.’ Kingsbury’s arguments are
compelling except for the last element, which presupposes an alleged New Year's festival
that culminated in the enthronement o f YHWH. This conjecture, which had Sigmund
Mowinckel2 as one o f its major proponents, has fallen into disfavor in recent scholarship.3
The other points, however, are well taken, and find solid support in the text. That the
vision o f the heavenly realm hinted at YHWH's functioning as King is implied in the
passage, as indicated by the portrayal o f heavenly creatures and the visionary experience
o f the prophet in connection with the heavenly realm. Finally, the prophet communicated
what was shown to him in the vision. For the purposes of this study, the first two elements
are more important because of their affinities with temple/sanctuary imagery, as noted
below.
It should be remarked at this point that although the text does not refer explicitly
to the heavenly sanctuary/temple, the imagery reflected therein implies that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple was the locus of the heavenly council session. This idea is more clearly
expressed in other passages o f the Hebrew Bible where it is indicated that the heavenly
council o f YHWH convenes in the heavenly sanctuary.4 The ensuing discussion argues
’Cf. Edwin C. Kingsbury, "The Prophets and Council of Yahweh," JBL 83 (1964): 27986.

2Cf. Sigmund Mowinckel, Religion and Cult: A Translation o f Sigmund MowinckeTs
Religion og Kultus, trans. John F. X. Sheehan (Milwaukee: Marquette University, 1981), 98-110.
3Cf. Leo G. Perdue, The Collapse o f History: Reconstructing Old Testament Theology,
Overtures to Biblical Theology (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994), 116-17.
4E.g., Isa 6:1-8; Zech 3:1-10; Dan 7:9-14.
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that this passage do contain the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, and inquires about the its
function and relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning of 1H03"1?? 3 #
The root 2W stresses the stability and the duration ofYHWH's residence.1 As
Nam pointed out: "Quite often this verb is used as a technical term to imply that the one
who is sitting (ydseb) is the ruler."2 In the text under scrutiny this concept is stressed by
the lexeme KD3 ("throne") which further substantiates the kingship imagery. In sum, the
verbal phrase iKQ2~bs

("sitting upon his throne") "describes the regal majesty"3 o f

YHWH in his royal functions. ■
The royal imagery, however, does not rule out sanctuary/temple imagery. In fact, it
should be observed that the idea o f "enthronement" conveyed by 32T is related to the
sanctuary/temple in several places where YHWH is described as the one who D 'a isn 2W
("is enthroned on the cherubim").4 Since this clearly refers to YHWH's enthronement in
the most holy place o f the sanctuary/temple, one could argue that the notion of
enthronement is closely connected to the idea of sanctuary/temple and not exclusively to
the concept o f "palace," as implied by Kim in his study o f this passage.5 Other important
‘Gerald H. Wilson,

NIDOTTE, 2:551.

^am , "The Throne of God Motif in the Hebrew Bible," 157.
3 M. Gorg, K2Wyasab," TDOT, 6:436.
41 Sam 4:4; 2 Sam 6:2; 2 Kgs 19:15; 1 Cfar 13:6; Pss 80:2; 99:1; Isa 37:16.
5Cf. Kim, 122-30.
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indications in this regard are found in Isa 6:1 and Ps 11:4, wherein K03 ("throne") ocurs in
parallel with bzrn ("temple"), thus closely linking both concepts together.1As Nam aptly
said, "the sanctuary was God's dwelling place on earth in which he sat upon his throne.
Therefore, the sanctuary and the throne of God are two concepts which cannot be
separated from each other."2

Meaning o f onatffT H3I
”

* “

T

-

T

i

The expression nPD®n K3S occurs frequently in the Hebrew Bible in reference to
the stars, usually as an object of illegitimate worship.3 In the current passage, however,
this phrase refers to the celestial beings who surround YHWH at his heavenly court, a
concept which may also be implied in the expression niK3S HIPP ("YHWH ofhosts")4
which appears 247 times in the Hebrew Bible. It is interesting to note that K32 ("hosts")
can also convey cultic imagery, as noted by Rodriguez.5 We should also note that K2S
parallels TTntfp ("his [YHWH's] ministers") inPs 103:21. The agentive participle TniDD
’See below farther discussion on the concept of

"temple/palace."

Nam, "The 'Throne of God Motif in the Hebrew Bible," 2.
3The following passages convey a negative connotation, since the host of heaven are
referred to as the object of illegitimate worship: Deut 4:19; 17:3; 2 Kgs 17:16; 21:3; 21:5; 23:4, 5;
2 Cfar 33:3, 5; Jer 8:2; 19:13; Zeph 1:5. These other passages seem to convey a more neutral
connotation of stars or astral bodies: Isa 34:4; Jer 33:22; Neh 9:6. The passage of Dan 8:10 is
dealt with in chapter 5.
4Boyd, God at War, 131.
’Rodriguez mentioned the following biblical passages, where K3S occurs in a cultic
setting: Num 4:3, 23, 30; 8:24-25 ("Significance of the Cultic Language in Daniel 8:9-14," 531).
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derives from m®, which conveys the meaning o f "ritual service in the cult1,1 Moreover, in
Ps 148:2 the heavenly "hosts" are also depicted as standing before YHWH and praising
(bbn) him. Furthermore, the cultic overtones o f IO S /n iias are reinforced by several uses
o f the root 103 in connection with the tabemacle/temple service.2

Meaning of'fm ntem 1 P M v b v 1D&
The text adds that all the "host o f heaven" was ibxbfflQ5! iP M v b s *TOS7
:

*

•

t

t

("standing by him on his right and on his left"). This intends to convey the idea of
subordination. In an oriental court the King is usually depicted as sitting while his
attendees are standing around him.3 This reinforces the royal imagery portrayed in the
text.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The conspicuous presence o f royal imagery coupled with the seeming absence o f
cultic activities in our text has led Kim to conclude that the text depicts the idea of a royal
palace, not that o f a heavenly temple.4 This sharp disjunction between temple and palace is
very difficult to sustain for two main reasons:
‘Cf. HALOT, s.v. "n-ra."
2E.g., Exod 38:8; Num 4:3, 23, 30, 35, 39, 43; 8:24; 31:6; 1 Sam 2:22.
3Albert Sanda, Die Bucher der Konige ilbersetzt und erkldrt (Munster i. Westf.:
Aschendorff, 1911), 494. For iconographic examples, cf. Othmar Keel, Die Welt der
altorientalischen Bildsymbolik und das Alte Testament. Am Beispiel der Psalmen (Zurich:
Beziger, 1972), 188.
4Kim, 129-30.
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1. the Hebrew Bible seems to conceive o f the temple as a unified entity with cultic
and royal functions. It has been argued before that the temple/sanctuary is defined by the
presence o f the deity in it. Therefore, any temple/sanctuary is a palace; and conversely,
every palace which hosts the deity is a temple/sanctuary.1
2. A few observations on the terminology used in the text indicates that it may
bespeak sanctuary/temple overtones. For example, the root 3ET is used in connection with
the Jerusalem temple as the dwelling place o f YHWH.2 A participial form o f this root is
used in reference to YHWH's enthronement above the cherubim, a clear reference to the
earthly temple. Thus, the idea o f a royal palace where YHWH dwelt and the concept o f a
cultic place where YHWH was worshiped cannot be separated. They seem to have always
coalesced in the understanding o f the temple/sanctuary. Thus, one should avoid a strict
dichotomy between heavenly temple versus heavenly palace since both represent at most
only different aspects o f the same palace-temple entity. If the earthly temple functioned in
the capacity of both palace and sanctuary, one has a compelling reason to understand the
heavenly counterpart as a temple with both cultie and royal functions.
'The concept of "palace" usually conveyed by the term bs’H, although not occuring in 1
Kgs 22:19-22, provides an apt illustration of the Hebrew idea of temple/palace. As noted earlier
(see above, in chapter 3), bs’His etymologicalJy related to Sumerian E.GAL ("large house") and
may be used to indicate either the "palace" of earthly kings (1 Kgs 21:1; 2 Kgs 20:18; 2 Cfar 36:7;
Pss 45:9 [8], 16 [15]; 144:12; Isa 13:22; 39:7; Dan 1:4; Hos 8:14; Amos 8:3; Nah 2:7), or the
temple of YHWH (1 Sam 1:9; 3:3; 2 Sam 22:7; 1 Kgs 6:3, 5, 17, 33; 7:21, 50; 2 Kgs 18:16; 23:4;
24:13; 2 Chr 3:17; 4:7f, 22; 26:16; 27:2; 29:16; et al.).
2Seethe discussion on Exod 15:1-18 in chapter 3.
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3.

It is important to note that the vision reported in 1 Kgs 22:19-23 parallels in

many respects Isa 6: Iff.,1as recognized by several scholars.2 Thus, assuming that Isaiah's
temple vision contains the heavenly sanctuary-temple m otif as argued below, the
probability increases that Micaiah's vision also contains the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif.

Function
In view o f the arguments advanced above, it may be noted that 1 Kgs 22:19-23
presupposes the following functions for the heavenly temple/sanctuary:
1. The imagery of YHWH sitting on his throne evokes royal connotations since
YHWH is depicted as king exerting his royal authority. It might be said that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple functions as YHWH's headquarters whence he interacts with earthly
affairs and issues decrees to direct historical events according to his plans, as noted in the
excursus below.
2. The portrayal of the divine council, "the host o f heaven," suggests that the
heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as the meeting place o f the heavenly council, a
function implied elsewhere in the Hebrew Scriptures.3
‘See the discussion on Isa 6:Iff., below.
2Joseph Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39: A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary, AB 19A (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 224; Cogan, 492; Mordecai M. Kaplan,
"Isaiah 6:1-11,”JBL 45 (1926): 255-57; John D. Watts, Isaiah 1-33, WBC 24 (Waco: Word
Books, 1985), 71-73; Donald D. Wiseman, 1 and 2 Kings, Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries
(Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 1993), 187.
3See, e.g., Isa 6:1-3; Zech 3:Iff.; Dan 7:9-14.
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3. The portrayal o f YHWH surrounded by heavenly beings may also imply cultic
connotations, since in other parts o f the Hebrew Scriptures this imagery conveys a
worship setting.1
4. Since the ultimate result o f the heavenly council session was the judgment upon
Atiab, the heavenly sanctuary/temple in this passage emerges as a place o f judgment.

Relationship to Earthy Counterpart
The notion o f judgment and the concept o f YHWH sitting on his throne
corresponds to the earthly temple, which was conceived not only as a place o f judgment,
but also as a place where YHWH dwelt among the cherubim. Thus, the suggestion may be
advanced that the heavenly sanctuary/temple was understood to exist in functional
correspondence to the earthly counterpart.

Excursus: The Effect of the Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple
on Earthly Affairs
The heavenly scene develops in a remarkable relationship to the earthly events. It is
interesting to note that the portrayal o f YHWH surrounded by the "host o f heaven" is
matched by the kings o f Israel and Judah surrounded by the host o f prophets. Also, as
pointed out by Nam, there is a "close relationship between the earthly thrones and the
throne o f God in heaven" as can be seen in two verses from the same chapter.

SH32 D'flaba

1 Kgs 22:10
m p y b p efvt c ’z tp ' , t t j y j b p

a sp im bulls': jboj
:aTjpb D'upjjrv? a w ^ y b p i pin© is© n n s p h

^.g., Exod 15:11; Isa 6:Iff.; Ps 150:1.
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Now the king o f Israel and Jehoshaphat king o f Judah were sitting each on his throne,
arrayed in their robes, at the threshing floor at the entrance o f the gate o f Samaria; and
all the prophets were prophesying before them.
1 Kgs 22:19

ixos-bv jp ' ,y;/7rnR v « n m ir - m uao p b
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Micaiah said, "Therefore, hear the word o f YHWH. I saw YHWH sitting on his
throne, and all the host o f heaven standing by him on his right and on his left.
Another verbal parallel worthy o f note is found in 1 Kgs 22:27 and 22:15 which
reads ifbon "OX .13 ("Thus says the King [Ahab]") and 111’ 1QXTS3 ("thus says
YHWH"). These parallels seem to indicate a correspondence between the scene at the
heavenly courtroom and its counterpart on earth.
However, it should be noted that this relationship is not an ideal one,1 since the
earthly scene does not reflect its heavenly counterpart in some crucial aspects. The earthly
kings seem to be working in opposition to their heavenly counterpart. Furthermore, it is
interesting to note that the earthly counterpart is not a sanctuary/temple, but a threshing
floor2 which provides the setting for the court scene where earthly kings are planning a
military enterprise.3 As the story proceeds, the deliberations of the heavenly court overrule
the decisions and intentions o f its earthly counterpart and the ultimate intentions of
YHWH are executed. In short, although there is a correspondence between the earthly
*Cf. Nam, "The Throne of God Motif in the Hebrew Bible," 155.
2Cf. 1 Kgs 22:10.
3The absence of the earthly temple in the interactions between heaven and earth in this text
should not come as a surprise, since the story happened in the territory of the northern kingdom of
Israel, where there was no legitimate temple of YHWH.
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scene and its heavenly counterpart, the ultimate outcome depended upon the deliberation
o f YHWH in his heavenly sanctuary/temple.1

Isa 6:1-8
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1 In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the Lord seated on a throne, high and
exalted, and the train o f his robe filled the temple.
The pericope o flsa 6:1-8 contains remarkable indications not only o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple, but also o f a relationship between the heavenly and its earthly
counterpart, as already demonstrated by Davidson,2 and more recently by Kim in his
dissertation.3 Admittedly, the text contains several exegetical issues that have been a
matter o f debate among commentators, which were thus summarized by Kim:
(1) whether the chapter is Isaiah's "self report" (Selbsthericht) or an Isaian "memoir"
(.Denkschrift); (2) whether the vision is actually a prophetic call or Isaiah's
commissioning for a specific political mission; (3) if this is a call vision, which is
delayed until the sixth chapter o f the book; (4) when the year that king Uzziah died
was and what theological indication that has; (5) whether the words "holy, holy, holy"
o f v. 3 are a trishagion or a dishagion and what its origin is; (6) how this vision is
related to the other visions, and (7) whether
represents the heavenly temple or
the earthly temple.4
Fortunately the ensuing discussion does not depend upon resolving all these issues,
although some o f them may need brief discussion along the way. The first task is to
^artmut Schmid, Das erste Such der Konige, WSRAT (Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus
Verlag, 2000), 594.
2Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 15-20.
3Kim, 166-91.
“Ibid., 168-69, with a brief explanation of each item and bibliographic information in the
footnotes.
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undertake some preliminary observations regarding text unit and structure. Then, specific
words and expressions, which contribute to illuminate the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif, receive semantic and other exegetical considerations. Finally, the function of the
heavenly sanctuary its relationship to the earthly counterpart receive attention.

Preliminary Observations
The text unit o f 6:1-8 can be singled out as a literary subunit o f chap. 6, which
consists o f a first-person account o f Isaiah's temple vision.1The unit o f vss. 1-8 focuses on
Isaiah's vision2 o f YHWH enthroned in the temple with the accompanying liturgy o f the
‘The categorization of Isa 6:1-8 as "prophetic call" or " inaugural vision" has been
suggested by some scholars (Norman Habel, "The Form and Significance of the Call Narratives,"
ZAW77 [1965]: 297-323; Rolf Knierim, "The Vocation of Isaiah," VT 10 [1968]: 47-68), while
others have argued that it is not a call because prophets like Moses and Jeremiah were never given
a choice (e.g., H. L. Ginsberg, "Introduction [to Isaiah]," in The Book o f Isaiah [Philadelphia:
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1973], 15). This issue is made more acute by the location
of the pericope here and not at the beginning of the book. This has led some scholars to conjecture
that it was originally at the head of an independent collection of Isaianic materials (Otto Kaiser,
Isaiah 1-12, trans. John Bowden [from the German], OTL [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983], 121;
John Mauchline, Isaiah 1-39: Introduction and Commentary, TBC [London: S.C.M. Press, 1962],
88-89; Hans Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12: A Commentary, trans. Thomas H. Trapp, CC [Minneapolis:
Fortress, 1991], 252). The problem with this view, according to Oswalt, is that it presupposes that
the book of Isaiah is a patchwork of independent scrolls put together without concern for order and
coherence (C. v Orelli, The Prophecies o f Isaiah [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1895], 172). A
reasonable option consists in understanding Isa 6 functioning like a hinge, containing as it does
words of judgment, but also a note of hope inasmuch as the cleansing of the prophet could be a
harbinger of what YHWH could do for the whole people. Thus, this section seems to function as a
suitable conclusion to chaps. 1-5 and a fitting introduction to chaps. 7-12 (cf. John Oswalt, The
Book o f Isaiah: Chapters 1-39 [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986], 173). From a historical
perspective, one should note the contribution by Kaplan to this discussion. Noting the similarity of
Isaiah's vision with Micaiah's vision (see the discussion of 1 Kgs 22:19-23, above) Kaplan
cogently argues that the vision reported in Isa 6:1 ff. "was experienced by Isaiah after he had been
active as a prophet for some time" (Kaplan, 253).
2The verb rtlHKl ("and I saw") implies that the prophet had a visionary experience.
Actually, some other derivatives of TOO are also related to the semantic field of "vision" as
indicated by the nominal forms n ip ("seer") and rraoa/nK'Ta ("vision"). For nip, cf. 1 Sam 9:9;
Isa 28:7; 1 Kg 22:19 et al; for TOOQ/niOQ, cf. Num 12:6; 1 Sam 3:15; Ezek 11:24; 43:3; Dan
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Seraphim proclaiming the trishagion and the reverberations o f their voice in the temple.
The vision culminates when the prophet, purified by the burning coal, volunteers for the
task of being YHWH's messenger.
The unit is delimited by the repetition o f 1’HK in vss. 1 and 8, thus forming an
inclusio. Furthermore, these two verses also display syntactic similarities: both are formed
by an imperfect consecutive, followed by a participial phrase. The verbal form ntHKl
("and I saw") in vs. 1 corresponds to SJDOtO ("and I heard") in vs. 8, suggesting that the
vision consisted o f visual and auditory elements. Thus, in vs.l the prophet declared: "I saw
the Lord sitting," (30** ’’31KT1K rtXlXI); in vs. 8 he said: "I heard the Lord speaking"
(ink •’31K VipTiK TOOK!). From a literary perspective, this inclusio clearly sets vss. 1-8
off as a subunit inside chap. 6. At this point, a fijrther look at 6:1-8 is called for in order to
lay bare the structural organization o f the text under study. Kim suggested the following
structure: vss. 1-3 depict a scene in heaven, vss. 4-5 portray the effects o f the heavenly
temple on its earthly counterpart, and vss. 6-8 portray the intercommunication between
the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart.1 For the reader's sake, the entire pericope
with the divisions just mentioned is displayed below.
1. Scene in Heaven:
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8:16, 26; 9:23; 10:1.
’Kim, 172.
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1 In the year o f King Uzziah's death I saw the Lord sitting on a throne, lofty and
exalted, with the train ofhis robe filling the temple.
2 Seraphim stood above him, each having six wings: with two he covered Ms face, and
with two he covered his feet, and with two he flew.
3 And one called out to another and said, "Holy, Holy, Holy, is YHWH o f hosts; the
whole earth is full ofhis glory."
2. Effects of the Heavenly Temple on Its Earthly Counterpart:
rram tqipn Sipa Q*»son m m w r i 4
D’nsto-KQB
’a
''hmn -lofci 5
:T17
niK33 HITT l^anTIK **3 3®Y> 'S * QTSE KnOTM
4 And the foundations o f the thresholds trembled at the voice ofhim who called out,
while the temple was filling with smoke.
5 Then I said, "Woe is me, for I am ruined! Because I am a man o f unclean lips, And I
live among a people o f unclean lips; For my eyes have seen the King, YHWH o f
hosts."
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3. Intercommunication between Heavenly Temple and Its Earthly Counterpart:

rraran bm rip*? DTipbna n a s i i t m D’snisrnp i r k
6
nspn
Rpi '^na&rbi? nr
nin
’■■erbs
7
"initi
T,a i nStfK ^d t k in k ^ iK ’bip-rm s a p n 8
6 Then one o f the seraphim flew to me with a burning coal in Ms hand, wMch he had
taken from the altar with tongs.
7 He touched my mouth with it and said, "Behold, this has touched your lips; and your
iniquity is taken away and your sin is forgiven."
8 Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, "Whom shall I send, and who will go for
Us?" Then I said, "Here am I. Send me!"

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
A closer examination o f the temple/sanctuary vocabulary employed in the text can
contribute insights into the picture o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple portrayed in the
pericope. Issues such as heavenly versus earthly temple, relationsMp between earthly and
heavenly, and function o f the earthly sanctuary can be grasped from a semantic
investigation and other exegetical observations.
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Meaning of RD3
The declaration by the prophet that he saw "the Lord sitting on a throne, lofty and
exalted" sets the vision in a heavenly setting, since this expression seems to be more
appropriate to indicate the heavenly throne o f YHWH than the ark in the Jerusalem
temple. This is supported by the similarity of this passage to 1 Kgs 22:19, discussed
above, where virtually the same expression—HIST iKp3_i?2 22P— occurs in a heavenly
setting. The reference to the "throne" seems to emphasize the royal aspects of YHWH's
activities, especially that o f judgment.1

Meaning of b y n
The ‘?3,n ("temple') referred to in connection with the throne has been variously
interpreted. Scholars have understood as

as referring to the heavenly temple or

earthly temple, or both.2 The evidence seems to point to an original Jerusalem temple
1Knierim noted the points of contact between the current text and other passages which
feature YHWH's appearance in judgment: Pss 11:4-7; 12; 18:7 [6]; 45:7 [6]f.; 50; 86; 95; 98:9;
122:5; Amos l:2f.; 1 Kgs 22:19; Dan 7:9f; Mai 3:1-5 (Knierim, 54-56).
2Heavenly tempmple: see, e.g., Franz Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Prophecies
o f Isaiah (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1949), 1:190; Donald E. Gowan, "Isaiah 6:1-8," Int 45
(1991): 173; A. S. Herbert, The Book of the Prophet Isaiah: Chapters 1-39 (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1973), 58; H. C. Leupold, Exposition o f Isaiah (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1977), 129; Orelli, 49; J. Ridderbos, Isaiah (Grand Rapids: Regency Reference Library,
1985), 76-77; W. E. Vine, Vine’s Expository Commentary on Isaiah (Nashville: T. Nelson, 1997),
21; Herbert M. Wolf, Interpreting Isaiah: The Suffering and Glory o f the Messiah (Grand
Rapids: Academie Books and Zondervan, 1985), 87.
Earthly temple: see, e.g., E.g., Paul Auvray, Isaie, Sources Bibliques (Paris: J. Gabalda,
1972), 86; G. B. Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Isaiah 1-39, ICC
19, part I (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1912), 103-04; Kaiser, 125; Edward J. Kissane, The Book
o f Isaiah, Translatedfrom a Critically Revised Hebrew Text with Commentary (Dublin: Browne
and Nolan, 1941), 74; Knierim, 51; J. Alec Motyer, The Prophecy o f Isaiah (Downers Grove, IL:
Inter-Varsity, 1993), 76.
Both heavenly and earthly temple: see, e.g., E.g., Wildberger, 263; Barry G. Webb, The
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setting for the vision, as can be inferred from the opening statement, which situates the
event in the year o f the death o f King Uzziah.1However, as far as the first three verses are
concerned, the focus o f the vision immediately zooms in on the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
The reference to the Seraphim (□''Enfo) as part of YHWH's retinue seems to reinforce the
view that the

referred to here is the heavenly one. Were the Jerusalem temple in

view, the reference would be to Cherubim, not to Seraphim.2

Meaning of IT3
Contrary to b s’n, the word ITS, if used for the temple, "always refers to the
temple on earth."3 In like manner, the occurrence oflT 2 in vs. 4 seems to point to an
earthly sanctuary setting. That "the foundations of the thresholds trembled at the voice o f
him who called out" (vs. 4) seems to be much more appropriate for the Jerusalem temple
than the heavenly one. Although it is not impossible that similar phenomena may happen in
the heavenly temple, the context favors an earthly setting, since at this point the prophet
seems to speak from the perspective o f someone who is located on earth, namely, in the
earthly temple. His exclamation o f distress also seems to reflect an earthly environment as
Message of Isaiah: On Eagles' Wings, The Bible Speaks Today (Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity
Press, 1996), 59, n. 82; ibid., 73.
'Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 16.
2LeupoId, 129. Kim aptly noted that the "seraphim in this narrative are not mere images
but living creatures [while] the cherubim in the Jerusalem temple were man-made images . . . . If
Isaiah had seen Yahweh sitting on the throne located within the debir of the Jerusalem temple, he
would have seen sculptured cherubim" (178, italics his).
3Knierim, 51. This bold claim made by Knierin seems to be supported by those passages
which unambiguously refer to the heavenly temple/sanctuary.
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he exclaimed: "Woe is me, for I am ruined! Because I am a man of unclean lips, and I live
among a people of unclean lips" (vs. 5).

M eaning of n3TD
The altar has been interpreted as either the altar of holocaust1of the Jerusalem
temple, or a heavenly altar,2 or more precisely the altar o f incense ofthe heavenly temple.3
A close reading o f the passage seems to favor a heavenly context for this altar.
tnatan b m

npb

DTtpbaa n s a i f r a

n,D"itsn*]n

'bx

Then one o f the seraphim flew to me with a burning coal in his hand, which he had
taken from the altar with tongs.
Since one o f the Seraphim flew to Isaiah in order to touch the prophet with the
burning coal, it is much more reasonable to imagine that the divine being came flying from
the heavenly temple than from the altar o f holocaust or incense o f the Jerusalem temple:
Were the altar located in the earthly temple there would be no need for the Seraph to fly; it
would be enough to walk and touch the prophet's lips. Besides, the qatal verbal form
(npb) suggests a pluperfect meaning,4 indicating that the Seraph had taken the coal from
‘Ross E. Price, "Isaiah," Beacon Commentary (Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 1966), 51.
2Deiitzsch, 1:196; Orelli, 48.
3Wolf expressed the view that "the prophet was transported into the presence of God in the
heavenly temple, a scene similar to that viewed by John in Revelation 4" (86).
4Cf. Ziony Zevit, The Anterior Construction in Classical Hebrew, SBLMS 50 (Atlanta,
GA: Scholars Press, 1998), 15-32.
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the altar prior to flying (*]SH) to the prophet. That being the case, the attar referred to in
the text most probably is altar o f incense1located in the heavenly temple.2

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The investigation conducted above has indicated temple/sanctuary imagery in the
text under study, which is conveyed by several terms and expressions employed by the
author to communicate the idea o f a sanctuary/temple. As already noted, the presence o f
the seraphic choir suggests that the b y n is the heavenly sanctuary. Moreover, in vs. 4 the
scene shifts to the earthly temple, where ITS is used instead of^D’n. Finally vss. 6-8
portray a close interconnection between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. In
view o f these aspects, the function o f the heavenly temple and its relationship to the
earthly counterpart are investigated below.

Function
The picture o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple conveyed by the pericope under
study suggests royal and cultic functions. The heavenly sanctuary/temple is the place
where YHWH is enthroned as King. The image o f the attendant seraphim seems to echo
'It is improbable that Isaiah would conceive of an altar of holocaust in heaven. Besides, the
"tongs" (DTipb??) used by the Seraph to take the burning coals are mentioned elsewhere in the
Hebrew Bible always in connection with activities related to the first compartment of the
temple/sanctuary (see Exod 25:38; 37:23; Num 4:9; 1 Kgs 7:49; 2 Chr 4:21). Interestingly, Ezek
10:2 mentions "coals of fire from between the cherubim" that should be scattered upon Jerusalem.
2The altar of incense os the heavenly sanctuary/temple seems to be related to intercession.
Note that John saw prayers of repentant sinners presented with incense before the throne of grace
(Rev 8:3-4). See "The altar" [Isa 6:6], SDABC, 4:128-29.
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that o f the "hosts o f heaven,"1indicated by the "us" in the interrogative expression "Who
will go for us?" (vs. 8). The reference to the temple in relation to the "throne," the "king,"
and the "seraphim" evokes a judgment session o f the heavenly council. This seems to be
reinforced by the context, which portrays Isaiah as the bearer of a message of judgment
for the people.2
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the heavenly sanctuary/temple portrayed in
the pericope is not limited to royal functions. It also displays interesting cultic dimensions
noted in the verbal and conceptual affinities o f the passage with the cultic language o f the
Hebrew Bible. Particularly interesting is that Isaiah's recognition ofhis sinfulness was
immediately followed by expiatory actions in the heavenly temple, culminating in
atonement and forgiveness. This expiatory action can be deduced from the reference to the
heavenly altar from which the Seraph took the "burning coal." At this moment the
expiatory procedures in the heavenly temple started:

:n?ran hm npb QTspbna nssn i t m D^snon’ia tttr

=]ipti 6

6 Then one o f the seraphim flew to me with a burning coal in his hand, which he had
taken from the altar with tongs.
n s s n ^fmani *jm td i f r e o - 1?? n? ot nan l a i n ’•aJ ?2 sm 7
7 He touched my mouth with it and said, "Behold, this has touched your lips; and your
iniquity is taken away and your sin is forgiven."
As noted, these verses display several verbal and conceptual affinities with the language
o f atonement and forgiveness. Worthy of mention are terms such as 1SD ("purge") and
11D ("take away") which have as their objects DKSH and ] i |, respectively. It is interesting
‘See 1 Kgs 22:19.
2See especially Isa 6:9ff.
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to note that the last two clauses o f vs. 7 are organized cteastically in Hebrew, as shown
below:
("purged") “1S3P1 (B) ("your sins") ^nsam (A)
("your iniquity")
(A') ("taken away") 101 (B!)
Although the prophet was possibly standing in the Jerusalem temple, the flying
Seraph came with coals from the heavenly altar in order to effect forgiveness and
purification. In this connection, one should note that the verb “ISO ("purge") an important
cultic term used in relation to the removal o f sin or defilement,1 occurs in a passive form
“iSOn, indicating that purging/forgiveness comes from YHWH.2 Furthermore, that the coal
came from the heavenly altar probably indicates that the legitimacy o f the atoning
procedure stemmed from the heavenly temple, and ultimately from YHWH himself. The
heavenly sanctuary thus emerges as a place wherein YHWH acts to "purge" (ISO) the
prophet,3 an act that effects the removal o f the evil that disturbs a relationship, as part o f a
process of reconciliation.4
‘Cf. R. L. Harris, "”03," TWOT, 2:453.
2Willem A.M. Beuken, Jesaja 1-12, HTKAT (Freiburg: Herder, 2003), 174.
3What happened to the prophet seems to be a harbinger of what YHWH was willing to do
for the people as a whole. The four lexemes of vs. 7 (033, ]is, no, nitsn), the chiastic
arrangement of which was displayed above, appear only one more time in the entire Hebrew
Bible—in Isa 27:9, where YHWH promised to forgive his people. The implication seems to be that
what was available to Isaiah was available to the people as well.
4Cf. B. Lang, "333, kipper” TDOT, 7:288-303.
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Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
It is remarkable how the heavenly and earthly temples are interconnected in this
text. The prophet receives a vision in the earthly temple, but in the course ofhis
experience the vision expands to encompass the heavenly original. And Isaiah, who was
standing either physically or only in vision in the Jerusalem temple, is allowed to have a
glimpse of the throne of YHWH in the heavenly temple. This dynamic interaction is shown
in the effects of the heavenly temple upon its earthly counterpart as reflected in vss. 4-5. In
this regard, vs. 4 need closer attention:
irani x-iipn ^ipn o'spn niax
And the foundations o f the thresholds trembled at the voice o f him who called out,
while the temple was filling with smoke.
It should be noted that the previous verses are depicting heavenly sanctuary imagery. The
seraphic choir that fills the heavenly temple now reverberates into the earthly
temple— "and the foundations o f the thresholds trembled at the voice ofhim who called
out, while the temple was filling with smoke." It seems obvious that KTipn bipa ("at the
voice ofhim who called out") points back to "nrbx HT S lp l" ("And one called to the
other"), a reference to the Seraphim's trishagion (Oinp tfitj? B lip ) in the heavenly
temple. Therefore, what was transpiring in the heavenly temple reverberated in the earthly
counterpart as if to show the effects o f the heavenly temple upon the earthly counterpart.
As Kim pointed out, "w. 4-5 describe, in a vision, how the earthly temple at Jerusalem is
affected by the praising of the Seraphim in the heavenly court and how the prophet himself
is affected by seeing the King, YHWH o f hosts."1 This dynamic interaction may be also
•Kim, 182.
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perceived in the movement of the Seraphim who flew with the coal taken from the
heavenly altar and came to the earthly temple where the prophet was standing.
Finally, one should note that the text also implies structural and functional
correspondences between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. The mention o f
the "altar” o f incense in the heavenly

("temple"), and the "tongs" used to remove the

"burning coals" from it, conveys a picture o f a heavenly temple structurally similar to its
earthly counterpart. The activity performed by the Seraph which reflected YHWH's
forgiveness o f the prophet points to a ftmctional correspondence as well. In short, the
heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart are portrayed in a structural and functional
relationship, in addition to the dynamic interaction observed above.

Isa 14:12-15

:D’irb» efbin

fishm in®-]? bb'n □■>000 nbaa "fn 12

n n x b ip n si nbbmn r6sm

p n b n rnax nnxi 13
ly iir - m
:]rbyb ns^K ns? t o x 1?:? rtbsx 14
T bfi V m tir b v i ' ijx 15
12 "How you have fallen from heaven, O star o f the morning, son o f the dawn! You
have been cut down to the earth, You who have weakened the nations!
13 "But you said in your heart, ’I will ascend to heaven; I will praise my throne above
the stars o f God, And I will sit on the mount o f assembly in the recesses o f the north,
1 4 1 will ascend above the heights o f the clouds; I will make myself like the Most
High.’
15 "Nevertheless you will be thrust down to Sheol, to the recesses o f the pit."

qiDS t o t s

Although a detailed study o f Isa 14:12-15 was undertaken by J. M. Bertolucci in
the framework o f the controversy between good and evil,1 some additional investigation is
‘Jose M. Bertolucci, "The Son of the Morning and the Guardian Cherub in the Context of
the Controversy between Good and Evil" (Th.D. dissertation, Andrews University, 1985), 146-219.
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needed in order to ascertain the presence of sanctuary imagery in this pericope. Davidson's
observation that in this passage one has "a spotlight upon the heavenly sanctuary"1further
reinforces the need for an examination o f the pericope in connection with the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif.
After some preliminary observations dealing with the context o f the pericope, its
unit and structure, three excursuses tackle some issues relevant for the exegesis of the
passage. The first excursus is devoted to the meaning ofbtia (mashal), which is the
Hebrew designation for the genre o f 14:4-21; the second discusses the identity o f the King
o f Babylon; and the third excursus deals with the alleged mythological background of
14:12-15. Thereafter, a section on semantic and other exegetical considerations
investigates the terms related to sanctuary/temple imagery. Finally, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif which emerges in the course of the discussion is further
expounded, with a special consideration o f its function and relationship to the earthly
counterpart.

Preliminary Observations
Although Isa 14:12-15 is the focus o f this study, a brief analysis of Isa 13:1-14:22
is undertaken, since it constitutes the immediate context o f the pericope under study and
can, therefore, contribute to the understanding o flsa 14:12-15. Overall, the text can be
Davidson makes this affirmation as he notes the connections among Rev 12, Isa 14, and
Ezek 28. See Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative for the Coming Millennium," 106.
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divided into two parts: the "oracle" (It t o ) o f Babylon (13:1-14:3), which focuses on the
city and its sins, and the mashal (b to ), describing the arrogance o f its king (14:4-23).’
The first section (13:1-14:3), which proclaims judgment against Babylon, is
pervaded by day-of-YHWH imagery (13:6). Local and universal language are interwoven
throughout the text, pointing beyond the historical city to a universal/cosmic Babylon.
Several expressions seem to transcend the historical city. In 13:5 "YHWH and the
instruments ofhis wrath" come to destroy "all the earth".(|HKrrbo). Although yiN may
sometimes denote "country" or "land," the lexeme ban ("world") in 13:112 favors the
view that a cosmic judgment is included.3 Additionally, the upheaval o f the stars, sun,
moon (13:10), heaven, and earth (13:13) further points to an event o f universal
proportions. As Otto Kaiser aptly said: "In 13:2-22 the prophecy o f the judgment ofthe
world that is to take place on the day o f Yahweh and that o f the conquest and destruction
o f Babylon are remarkably intermingled."4 Therefore, it may be inferred that the judgment
announced upon the historical/local city o f Babylon also applies to the
cosmic/eschatological city, inasmuch as Babylon is understood as an embodiment o f the
opposition to YHWH and his people.
’Probably the term K&D ("oracle”) refers to an entire section of Isa 13 and 14, with the
term b®Q ("rnashlF') being a more specific definition for the section 14:4-21.
2Used exclusively in poetic texts, ban "conveys the cosmic and global sense in which eres
is also sometimes used; i.e., the whole earth or world considered as a single entity" (Christopher J.
H. Wright, ” bap (tebel)”NIDOTTE, 4:272-73).
3G. B. Gray recognizes the presence of "eschatological features" in Isa 13, since it is not
merely Babylon which will be punished, but the whole world (A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Book o f Isaiah 1-39, 238).
4Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39: A Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1974), 8.
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The second section (14:4-21) focuses on the King o f Babylon. The genre
employed throughout is that o f lamentation (qinah) which is framed by an introduction
and conclusion in prose. Although there are major disagreements about the strophic
divisions o f this latter part,1 J. Oswalt,2 followed by B. Webb,3 has argued for the
following strophic divisions: 4b-8 Earth; 9-11 Sheol; 12-15 Heaven; 16-21 Earth.4
Bertolucci divided 16-21 into two strophes, 16-19 and 19-21, and proposed the following
arrangement for the entire unit:5
A. Earthly (4b-8)
B. Underworld (9-11)
C. Heavenly (12-15)
B.?Underworld (16-19a)
A.'Earthly (19b-21).
'E.g., 14:1-11; 12-21 according to Edward Young, The Book o f Isaiah, 3 vols., NICOT 23
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965), 431-46; 14:3-4a; 4b-6; 7-9; 9-15; 16-21; 22-23 according to H.
C. Leupold, Exposition o f Isaiah (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1977), 254-265; 14:4b-8; 9-11; 12-15;
16-18a; 18b-22 according to Hans Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Commentary, Continental
Commentaries (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 41-42.
2John Oswalt, The Book o f Isaiah: Chapters 1-39 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), 31516.
3Barry G. Webb, The Message o f Isaiah: On Eagles’ Wings, The Bible Speaks Today
(Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 1996), 83.
4Cf. also Ewald, 162; Bertolucci, 151.
5Bertolucci, 208. The outline of Isa 14 suggested by Bertolucci agrees with the one
suggested by R.B.Y. Scott ("The Book of Isaiah: Chapters 1-39," Interpreters Bible Commentary,
ed. George Arthur Buttrick [New York: Abingdon, 1956], 5:260-65), and Page H. Kelley
("Isaiah," The Broadman Bible Commentary, ed. Clifton J. Allen [Nashville: Broadman, 1969],
5:238-40).
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As noted, the apex of the poem is on the third stanza,1which portrays what
happens in the heavenly realm when Helel ben Shahar attempts to take over the "mount of
assembly." This structural arrangement indicates a vertical movement. The key issue seems
to be the rebel's ambition to take over the heavenly "mount o f assembly" in order to
establish his throne thereon. As persuasively demonstrated by Bertolucci, this should be
understood in the context o f the controversy between good and evil. According to him,
Helel ben Shahar is to be identified with Satan, and the events portrayed in the passage are
related to a rebellion which happened in the heavenly realm.2 What remains to be done is
to determine the presence and role o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in the passage. In
order to accomplish this, a close examination o f 14:12-15 is required. This section is "that
point in the poem where the prophet, in a clearer way, gives the impression that the
implications of the poem transcend mere historical figures in the human earthly realm.
Those verses seem to pertain to the heavenly realm or the sphere o f the heavenly being."3
It is in this section that are found several terms alluding to the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
Thus, a close examination o f its structure may yield further insights into the understanding
o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the passage.
1Seth Erlandsson, although suggesting different divisions for this section (i.e., vss. 4b-8;
9-11; 12-15; 16-21), also recognizes that vss. 12-15 "constitute the core of the song" {The Burden
o f Babylon: A Study of Isaiah 13:2-14:23 [Lund: Gleerap, 1970], 123).
2Bertolucci, 192.
3Ibid., 192.
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A. vs. 12 ir iD ‘]3
D’OSfQ f6 i33 iptt ("H ow you h a v e fallen from heaven,
O star of the morning, son o f the dawn!")
w w b s ©bin fW 1? Rin33 ("You have been cut down to the earth, You
who have weakened the nations!")
B. vs. 13a ^23^2 FHDK rtFKl ("But you said in your heart")
B l. vs. 13b
D’DtpVt ("I will ascend to heaven")
B2. vs. 13c ’’NpS Q'HK Ss"’32i3i? bvipQ ("I will raise my throne above
the stars o f God")
B2'. vs. 13d
TOTS IDiD’in a 3CK1 ("And I will sit on the mount of
assembly, in the recesses o f the north")
B l'. vs.l4a 217 Tffl2"b>S? nblJR (I will ascend above the heights o f the clouds")
B* vs. 14b
n a iS ("I will make myself like the Most High")
A', vs. 15 l i a ’TOT'^K TVin
("Nevertheless you will be thrust down
to Sheol, to the recesses o f the pit.")1
Vss. 12 (A) and 15 (A') frame the entire unit as they display verbal, syntactic, and
conceptual parallels. The alliteration between *^K ("how") (A) and *^|K ("nevertheless") A'
provides a alliterative parallel between A and A'; on the syntactic level one should note
that both elements of the structure contain exclamatory sentences with 2ms verbs; and
semantically the clauses are expressions o f wonderment before the fall o f the tyrant. A
cluster o f grammatical constructions expressing the idea o f "descent” further reinforces
this idea: D^n©'D n*?S3 ("you have fallen from heaven") and
cut down to the earth") in vs. 12; TTiri
RiS-TOT.'5*

RIH33 ("You have been

("you will b e thrust down to Sheol") and

("to the recesses o f the pit") in vs. 15.

B (vss. 13 and 14) forms the center o f the pericope, and is set apart from A by a
disjunctive vav. Its six verbal clauses are thus structured: The first clause, which contains
the transitive verb IDS ("say"), is complemented by five object clauses describing the
pretensions o f the tyrant. These clauses, except the last one, are also structured in a
‘With some substantial modifications, this structure follows Willem S. Prinsloo, "Isaiah
14:12-15—Humiliation, Hubris, Humiliation," ZAW93, no. 3 (1981): 432-38.
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chiastic arrangement. B l (vs. 13b) parallels Bl' (vs. 14a) in that both contain the verbal
phrase nbyK; one should note also that the term D'Dtfn ("heaven") parallels 22 TOa
("heights o f the clouds"). Finally, one notes that B2 (vs. 13c) and B21(vs. 13d) make the
apex o f the structure.
At this point it should be observed that these two central members also parallel
each other by containing two words which are syntagmatically related throughout the
Hebrew Bible (i.e., K03 and 3EP respectively). Thus, B2 (vs. 13c) refers to the tyrant's
intention of raising his "throne (KD3) above the stars," and B2' (vs. 13d) refers to his
pretension o f "sitting" (attP) on the "mount o f the assembly." As for 14b (B*), although it
parallels the four previous clauses, it does not fit into their chiastic arrangement and
therefore should be left out as an anacrusis. At that position, at the end o f a list o f five
pretensions, it can appropriately function as a fitting expression of the ultimate intention o f
the tyrant, as implied in previous clauses— "to be like God." It is instructive to note that at
the very apex o f the entire structure is revealed the tyrant's ambition o f reaching heaven1
(i.e., the "mount o f assembly)." The ensuing discussion will attempt to lay bare the
implications o f this fact for the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.

Excursus:

and the Interpretation of the Text

The entire section o f 14:4-21 is classified in vs. 4 as a

T

T

a word with the basic

meaning of "simile," or "comparison," often employed with a negative connotation.2 For
’Interestingly, this echoes the pretensions of the builders of Babel in Gen 11:1-9. Cf.
Mauchline, 140; Leupold, 260.

21 Kgs 9:7; Jer 24:9; Ezek 14:8; Joel 2:17; Ps 44:15 [14]; 2 Chr 7:20.
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example: "You make us a b©D among the nations, a laughingstock among the peoples"
(Ps 44:15 [14]). It seems that the idea is that o f someone or something being held as "a
negative example in order to discourage others from following the same path."1In other
words, the person or situation object o f the boo becomes paradigmatic in a negative
sense.2
In Isa 14:4-21, "the comparative idea conveyed by the word boa indicates that the
prophet was comparing the king o f Babylon to a certain proverbial figure."3 The
implication o f this view is that Isaiah is portraying two intertwined persons and situations.
The primary event, the rebellion o f a supernatural being, functions as a paradigmatic
negative example to the King o f Babylon. To use the language o f typology, Helel ben
Shahar is the antitype (Urbild/Vorbild), and the historical king o f Babylon is the type
(Nachbild). It thus becomes apparent that, as the boa is delivered, two overlapping
figures emerge— "A foolish king and a cosmic usurper."4 The expression "King of
Babylon" thus seems to transcend its historical referent, pointing to the character and
actions o f another tyrant, whose rebellion against YHWH affected the cosmic realm.
‘Gerald Wilson, ”b m (m sll\n NIDOTTE, 2:1135.
2Besides, it should be noted that in several instances the mashal depicts an historical or
factual person/situation (1 Kgs 9:7; Jer 24:9; Ezek 14:8; Joel 2:17; Pss 44:15 [14]; 69:11; 2 Chr
7:20). In fact, it seems that for the mashal to be persuasive it must be based upon factual
persons/events.
3Cf. Jeffrey Khoo, "Isaiah 14:12-14 and Satan: A Canonical Approach," STJ 2 (1994): 69.
4Hugh Rowland Page, Jr., The Myth of Cosmic Rebellion: A Study o f Its Reflexes in
Ugaritic and Biblical Literature (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), 130.
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Excursus: Identity of the King of Babylon
Several historical figures such as Tiglathpileser III,1 Sargon II,2 Sennacherib,3
Assurballit,4 Nabonidus,5 Nebuehadnezar,6 and Belshazar7 have been proposed as the
tyrant referred to in the pericope. However, each o f these proposals faces insurmountable
difficulties. As Oswalt observed, "no single personage can be found, the events o f whose
life fully correspond to those o f the individual in the song. None of the kings of the NeoBabylonian empire (e.g. Nebuchadrezzar or Nabonidus) fits, nor do any o f the Assyrian
kings o f Isaiah's day (Sargon II or Sennacherib)."8 Furthermore, as Wolf pointed out the
‘Charles Boutflower, The Book of Isaiah, Chapters [I-XXXIX], in the Light of the
Assyrian Monuments (New York: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge; Macmillan, 1930),
79.
2H. L. Ginsberg, "Reflexes of Sargon in Isaiah after 715 B.C.E.," in Essays in Memory of
E. A. Speiser (New Haven, CT: American Oriental Society, 1968), 49-52; Herbert, 102; Hugo
Winkler, Die Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament (Berlin: Reuther and Reichard, 1903), 26:28.
3W. H. Cobb, "The Ode in Isaiah XIV," JBLang 15 (1896): 27; Mauchline, 143.
4Auvray, 163.
5Emil Gottlieb Heinrich Kraeling, Commentary on the Prophets (Camden, NJ: T. Nelson,
1966), 1:86-87.
“Hermann Eising, Das Buch Jesaja, 2nd ed. (Diisseldorf: Patmos-Verlag, 1987), 1:122;
Solomon Bennett Freehof, Book of Isaiah: A Commentary (New York: Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, 1972), 90-91; I. W. Slotki, Isaiah: Hebrew Text and English Translation
(London: Sonclno Press, 1949), 69-70.
’Ridderbos, 144.
8Oswalt, 314.
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feet that "neither the rulers o f Assyria nor Babylon claimed to be divine" makes very
difficult an exclusive application o f the passage to a human referent.'
Some scholars have suggested a collective or corporative application for the king
of Babylon, according to which the song does not refer to a single individual, but to a
class.2 According to this view, "the King o f Babylon here, like Babylon itself in chapter 13,
is a representative figure, the embodiment o f that worldly arrogance that defies God and
tramples on others in its lust for power."3
However, this collective or corporative view also has its problems. A close reading
o f the passage seems to indicate that Isaiah is speaking o f an individual. It is difficult to
imagine how a collective entity would try to put his "throne" above the stars, or "seat" on
the Mount o f Assembly. It should also be noted that this entity is contrasted and compared
to the other (individual) kings o f the earth who had already gone down to Sheol.
Furthermore, the rhetorical question "Is this the man (ttTX) who made the earth tremble?"
(14:16c) indicates that the referent is an individual, and not a collective entity.4 Although
‘Herbert M. Wolf, Interpreting Isaiah: The Suffering and Glory of the Messiah [Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1985], 113).
2Walther Eichrodt, Der Herr der Geschichte. Jesqja 13-23 und 28-39 (Stuttgart: Calwer
Verlag, 1967), 23; Gray, ACritical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Isaiah 1-39, 261;
Wolf, 112.
3Barry G. Webb, The Message of Isaiah: On Eagles' Wings, The Bible Speaks Today
(Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 1996), 83.
4As noted by McCosmiskey, TO "connotes primarily the concept of man as an individual
and thus differs in that regard from the more general concepts inherent in the words ends and
’adam (mankind)" (T. E. McCosmiskey, "2TK "ysh," TWOT, 1:38, emphasis supplied). The use of
TO nevertheless does not necessarily restrict the referent to an individual of the human race. It
should be noted that TO is also applied to YHWH as in the expression nnnba TO nirr ("YHWH
is a warrior"), in Exod 15:3.
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none o f these arguments is by itself decisive, their combined effect makes a collective or
corporative interpretation rather improbable.
What seems reasonable in view o f the nature o f the pericope and its overall
context, is that the prophet intermingles historical and cosmic realities. That is, behind the
local historical king o f Babylon emerges the figure o f the cosmic king o f Babylon, the real
power which stands behind the local tyrant. This possibility is reinforced by the use o f the
term

{mashal} to qualify the "genre" o f the text under study, as noted above.

Excursus: Alleged Mythological Background of 14:12-15
and the Referent of Helel ben Shahar
Several suggestions have been advanced in an effort to link the pericope o f Isaiah
with ancient Near Eastern mythology. Connections with Sumero-Babylonian,1 Hittite,2
Egyptian,3 Greek,4 Ugaritic,5 and South Arabic6 have been proposed. However, a major
’Hermann Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1895),
134; Boutflower, 77-78; Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Isaiah 139, 225-26; Hugo Gressmann, Der Messias (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1929), 16570; G .W. Wade, The Book of Habakkuk, Westminster Commentaries 31 (London: Methuen,
1928), 100-101.
2Paul D. Hanson, "Rebellion in Heaven, Azazel, and Euhemeristic Heroes in 1 Enoch 611," JBL 96, no. 2 (1977): 207-09; Marvin H. Pope, El in the Ugaritic Texts, VTSup 2 (Leiden:
Brill, 1955), 97.
3Cf. G. Keown, "A History of Interpretation of Isaiah 14:12-15" (Ph.D. diss., Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, 1979), 122-23.
4Delitzsch, 311; Bernhard Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia, 5th ed. (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und
Ruprecht, 1968), 119; Pierre Grelot, "IsaYe 14:12-15 et son arriere-plan mythologlque," Revue de
THistoire des Religions 149 (1956): 18-48; J. W. McKay, "Helel and the Dawn-goddess: A Re
examination of the Myth in Isaiah 14:12-15," VT 20 (1970): 451 -64.
5William Foxwell Albright, Archaeology and the Religion of Israel (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1942), 84; William Foxwell Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan: A
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problem remains—there is no single myth which matches the Isaiah passage in its totality.1
Tentative reconstructions are based on fragments from different myths which are put
together in an attempt to provide a parallel to the Isaiah pericope.
After surveying the extrabiblical literature on the alleged mythological background
o f the pericope, Bertolucci concluded that "there is no myth o f Helel ben Shahar which
reflects the Isaian account in its totality."2 Bertolucci allows that in framing his lament
against the tyrant, Isaiah may have used the imagery o f Venus, the morning star, which
appears early at dawn, but vanishes as the sun rises.3 Yet, the possibility o f a common
tradition shared by Israel and its neighbors also remains a possibility, as shown in the
imagery and motifs contained in the pericope. For example, the motif o f the "mount o f
assembly" and the "north" as the dwelling o f the deity are also found in Ugaritic texts;4 and
Hittite texts allude to a battle in heaven when a member o f the heavenly council tried to
Historical Analysis of Two Contrasting Faiths (London: Athlone Press, 1968), 201-02; E.
Theodore Mullen, Jr., The Assembly of the Gods, ed. Frank M. Cross, HSM 24 (Chico, CA:
Scholars Press, 1980), 35-39; 227-45; Peter C. Craigie, "Helel, Athtar and Phaethon, Jes 14:1215," ZAW 85, no. 2 (1973): 223-25; D. Loretz, "Der Kanaanaische-BIblisehe Mythos vom Sturz
des Sahar-Sohnes Helel,’’ UF 8 (1976): 133-36; Mauchline, 140; S. H. Widyapranawa, The Lord
Is Savior: Faith in National Crisis: A Commentary on the Book o f Isaiah 1-39 (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1990), 88.
°Ulf Oldenburg, "Above the Stars of El: El in Ancient South Arabic Religion," ZAW 82,
no. 2 (1970): 187-208. Cf. Keown, 131.
*Cf. Bertolucci, 109.
2Ibid.
3Ibid.

4For a survey of Ugaritic texts, see chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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overthrow the chief deity of the pantheon.1Mention is also made o f an attack on the
sanctuary o f the deity.2 Probably the best explanation for the similarities and differences
involving this and other passages o f the Hebrew Bible would be that Israel and its
neighbors shared some common traditions.
The question then emerges as to who is the referent o f Helel ben Shahar. As noted
in the previous section, attempts to identify the king of Babylon with a single human
individual have been found wanting. Also, as noted above, the pericope cannot be made to
fit into mythological figures known from ancient Near Eastern texts. Taking the context
into consideration, It becomes apparent that Isa 14:12-15 deals with events transpiring in
the heavenly realm. What emerges seems to be the attempt by one of the members o f the
divine council to overtake YHWH's position on the "mount o f the assembly,” or, in other
words, to overtake the heavenly sanctuary/temple o f YHWH, as noted below. The figure
o f Helel ben Shahar, therefore, should probably be identified with that o f a superhuman
rebel who turned himself against YHWH and in the process was expelled from heaven.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
The three expressions selected for investigation are potentially related to the
semantic field o f sanctuary/temple. Since the context of the entire pericope, as
!See Page, 120-40.
2See Roy Gane, "Human Ullikummi and Daniel's 'Little Horn'," in Shalom Paul
Festschrift, forthcoming. See the discussion on the "Myth of Ullikummi" in chapter 2 of this
dissertation.
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demonstrated above, points to the heavenly realm, an investigation o f these expressions
may contribute to a better perception of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.

M eaning o fl» 1 a ~ in
Scholars have long noted the widespread ancient Near Eastern concept o f a cosmic
mountain which functioned as the abode o f the deity.1Ugaritic texts refer to Mount
Zaphon, on top o f which Baal's temple was located, and the mount of El's abode at the
source o f the two rivers. Although these traditions should not be used as a hermeneutic
key to unlock the meaning o f

("mount of assembly") in Isa 14:13, it should be

kept in mind that the concept o f a mount functioning as the locus o f a temple/sanctuary
was a common tradition which Israel shared with its ancient Near Eastern neighbors.
However, it should be noted that Israel interpreted this tradition within the framework o f
the Yahwistic faith. This makes it necessary that the expression ‘TOiD""n ("mount o f
assembly") be understood in the context o f the Hebrew Bible.
The exact expression "T2?iQ in ("mount o f assembly") occurs only in Isa 14:13 in
the entire Hebrew Bible. Yet its component parts, “in ("mount") and ”t$iQ ("assembly"),
occur several times in connection with sanctuary imagery. The lexeme “in evokes
temple/sanctuary imagery in many Hebrew Bible texts, and, as noted by Vogel, "the
climax o f the usage o f the mountain motif as referring to a cultic location in the OT
‘Cf., e.g., Richard J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the Old Testament,
Harvard Semitic Monographs 4 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1972); Richard I.
Clifford, "The Temple and the Holy Mountain," in The Temple in Antiquity: Ancient Records and
Ancient Perspectives, ed. Truman G. Madsen, The Religious Studies Monograph Series 9 (Provo,
UT: Brigham Young University, 1984), 107-24.
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context undoubtedly has to be seen in the tradition of Mt. Zion."1 Yet one should note that
it was mainly the presence o f the temple on the top o f it that made Mt. Zion a cultic
location par excellence. Therefore, since the sanctuary was situated on the mountain, the
two are frequently used interchangeably;2 and as Vogel aptly pointed out, "whenever the
holy mountain is being mentioned, the sanctuary is being perceived at the same time and
vice versa."3 That being the case, it becomes apparent that the lexeme “in in our text
("mount") evokes the idea o f a sanctuary/temple.
As for the lexeme “Kin, it means either place of meeting, or time o f meeting.4
Koch's suggestion that in Isa 14:14 lin n connotes a "fixed time for the assembly (of the
gods)"5 is mistaken. In the present context, its association with in ("mount") conveys the
Idea o f a specific place, which recalls the use o f 1“©in to denote the sanctuary or temple in
several biblical passages.6 Besides, the syntagmatic relationships and the parallel terms
clearly show that the emphasis is on the spatial dimension. For example, the verbs convey
spatial and vertical movement. Helel ben Shahar intended to "go up" (nbv) above the
‘Winfried Vogel, "The Cultic Motif in Space and Time in the Book of Daniel" (Th.D.
diss., Andrews University, 1999), 36.
2Ibid., 38; cf. Exod 15:17; Isa 2:3; 56:7; 66:20; Jer 26:18; cf. Vogel, 38-39.
3Vogel, 39.
4Cf. Klaus Koch, "ipio mo'ed,” TDOT, 8:168.
5Ibid., 171.
6For example, in Ps 74:4 ^“WiD ("your meeting place") is just another term for sanctuary.
In Lam 2 : 6 , denotes the Jerusalem temple. Also the frequently used term “fSita bnk ("tent of
meeting") is another expression used for the "tabernacle" or "sanctuary" which occurs 146 times in
the Hebrew Bible (cf. Exod 27:21; 28:43; 29:4, 10f., 30, 32, 42, 44; 30:16, 18, 20, 26, 36; 31:7;
33:7; 35:21; 38:8, 30; 39:32, 40; 40:2, 6f, 12, 22, 24, 26, 29f., 32, 34f„ et al).
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stars, "raise" (CP) his throne, and "sit" (2W) on the mount o f the assembly; and as a result
o f his ambition he "fell" (TV) and "went down "(TV) to the pit. The parallelism of the
"mount o f assembly” to "heaven" as demonstrated in the structural arrangement of the
pericope1further indicates the spatial connotation of'“BJiO in the passage under study.
In addition to expressing the temple/sanctuary idea, “ffiiQ also seems to connote
some more specific aspects or function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple. If the etymology
can be o f any help, one should note that the idea behind “TOiQ, (“IIP, "appoint, meet") may
indicate a place o f meeting. The term lyiO reminds one o f the cultic expression “tJPQ bnk
("tent of meeting"), which seems to suggest that the "mount o f assembly" functioned as a
place o f cultic activities, among which worship may have been a prominent one. In this
connection Davidson pointed out that Isa 14:13 "calls the Heavenly Sanctuary 'the mount
of the congregation'—implying the original worship function o f the Sanctuary before sin."2
Another idea that seems conveyed by the term “TOiD is that o f the assembly, or council o f
YHWH, reflected elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.3 That being the case, the "mount of
assembly" would also be the place in heaven where the council o f YHWH would convene
under the leadership o f YHWH himself.4 Therefore, on the basis o f the foregoing
’See the structural arrangement above.
2Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative," 107.
3E.g., Isa 6:1 ff„ Ps 82, Job

Dan 79ff.

4It seems difficult to determine with certainty whether the heavenly assembly of YHWH
would consist of a selected group of heavenly beings or would include the entire host of unfallen
creatures. Dan 7:9-14— "thousands upon thousands were attending him, and myriads upon myriads
were standing before him"—seems to indicate that a great multitude of heavenly beings would form
YHWH's entourage. It is not clear, however, whether Daniel depicts the full number of heavenly
beings or just a selected group that stands closer to YHWH (more the discussion of Dan 7:9-14 in
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discussion, it has become apparent that the phrase

("mount o f assembly") carries

evident cultic connotations, indicating the place where YHWH receives worship and
praise,1and suggesting the idea o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as meeting place for the
council o f YHWH.
The task now is to ascertain the spatial location of'“Win‘i n . The occurrence o f
"heaven" in the parallel line in vs. 13 points to heaven as the location o f *ll7iQ'rin. This is
reinforced by the presence o f such other terms as 32

T)03 ("heights o f the clouds") and

("stars of God"). However, the "mount o f assembly" should not be identified
with heavens, as suggested by Watts. His contention that lS?iO”“n is "synonym to
heavens"2 is linguistically imprecise. It would be more correct to say that niJiD’i n is a
hyponym. Although IP ia’IH parallels "heaven," and may overlap with it in significant
ways, "iriQ'in is not coextensive with heaven, but is better understood as a place located
in heaven. As a matter o f fact, the very term 1Pi!2, which is related to the root IIT ("to
appoint"), carries the connotation o f a specific!appointed place. In other words, the term
ISrtD points to a particular place in heaven where the heavenly beings gather together to
worship YHWH. Thus, on the basis o f the foregoing consideration, the suggestion may be
advanced that *12i0~)n indicates that heavenly sanctuary/temple o f YHWH.
the next chapter).
Davidson has observed: "Isa 14:12 calls the Heavenly Sanctuary 'the mount of the
congregation,' implying the original worship function of the Sanctuary before sin" ("Cosmic
Metanarrative," 107).
2Watts, Isaiah 1-33, 211.
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Meaning ofpBS TD"f_
The exact expression pSS

TO T

("recesses o f the north") occurs four other times

in the Hebrew Bible. In Ezek 38:6,15; 39:2, it seems to indicate one o f the cardinal points
o f the compass; and in Ps 48:3 [2], it refers to mount Zion. Isa 14:13, however, seems to
be distinct from these other usages. It seems improbable that pSS ‘TOT ("recesses o f the
north") would refer either to mount Zion or one o f the points o f the compass. The parallel
expression "113

T O T

("recesses of the pit"), as noted by Ginsberg, suggests that the

pB3 TOT ("recesses of the north") should be understood as the polar opposite of
"TO

’T O T

("recesses of the pit"),1namely, the sky,2 an idea favored by the context and the

structure o f the passage. Furthermore, the parallel between pS3 and bxTOptS1? ("stars o f
El") suggests that pS3 should be understood as a celestial location.3
Moreover, the concept o f "north" is often associated with the dwelling of the deity
both in the Hebrew Bible and other ancient Near Eastern texts. Ezek 1, for example,
contains several references to the glory o f YHWH coming from the north, thus locating
YHWH's dwelling place in the north. Ugaritic literature also contains references to the
north as the dwelling of the deity. Mt. Zaphon is mentioned in Ugaritic texts as the
‘Bertolucci, 202.
2Ginsberg pointed out that "'sky' is precisely what spwn means in Job 26:7, where between
its being governed by the verb nty (which so frequently governs smym, the commoner word for
'sky') and its standing in antithesis to 'earth' it admits no other interpretation. Our passage offers a
bit of additional evidence: yarktesopon [sic] stands in antithesis to yarkte bor, and the polar
opposite of the netherworld is the sky, Amos 9:2; Ps 139:8. Nothing is gained by resisting this
logic" (Ginsberg, "Reflexes of Sargon in Isaiah after 715 B.C.E," 51, n. 26). Cf. J. de Savignac,
"Note sur le sens du terme sdphon dans quelques passages de la Bible," VT 3 (1953): 95-96;
Bertolucci, 203.
3Cf. Savignac, 95-96.
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dwelling o f Baal. It is, however, improbable that the Isaiah text reflects any borrowing
from the Ugaritic literature. A likely explanation would be that the ANE motif o f the
"north" as the locus for the dwelling o f the deity was a common tradition used by Isaiah to
fit his own theological purposes.
Summing up, in the Isaiah passage the opposition between ]i3S and “TO (ie.,
Sheol) and the parallel between ]i3S ("north") and bipaD isb ("stars o f El") suggest that
]i3S be understood as heaven.

Meaning of 32 '0 0 3
T

“

Y? 7

Cloud imagery, when associated with the presence o f YHWH in the Hebrew
Bible,1may function either for concealment2 or transportation for the deity.3 As observed
by Futato, "God's theophanic presence in or on the 0'3SJ may bring judgment (Isa 19:1) or
salvation (2 Sam 22:12 // Ps 18:13 [12]."4 It has also been suggested that the association
o f 32? ("cloud") with '0 0 3 ("heights of') may convey cultic connotations, since the
Hebrew Bible often mentions the nina ("high places") in connection with sacrifices
!Cf. J. Luzairaga, Las Tradiciones de la Nuhe en la Bibliay en el Judaismo Primitivo
(Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1973); Leopold Sabourin, "Biblical Cloud: Terminology and
Traditions," BTB 4 (1974): 290-311.
2Job 22:1.
3Pss 68:5 [4], 34 [33]; 104:3; Deut 33:26.
4Mark D. Futato, ”2W, 3S," NIDOTTE, 3:333. There are other passages worthy of
mentioning in this connection. Exod 19:9 and Ezek 1:4 display the cloud motif in connection with
the theophanic manifestation of YHWH. Another text is Dan 7:13, which mentions the "Son of
man" coming "with the clouds of heaven."
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offered to the gods.1 Although it may be difficult to determine exactly which of these
connotations the Isaiah passage intended to communicate, it seems reasonable to suppose
that the cloud imagery is somehow linked to YHWH's abode. As a close look at the
structural arrangement o f the pericope demonstrates, the expression "heights o f the
clouds" (B l,' vs. 14a) matches "heaven" (B l, vs. 13b). If so, the "height o f the clouds"
would function in parallelism to "heaven," further defining or describing the realm o f
YHWH's abode.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The discussion undertaken above allows the following perceptions about the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. The expression I P in in ("mount o f the assembly") is to
be understood as a spot located in the heavenly realm and, being suffused with sanctuary
imagery, most probably connotes the idea of a heavenly sanctuary/temple.

Function
An interesting aspect that emerges from this investigation is the role of the
heavenly sanctuary in the context o f the controversy between good and evil. The heavenly
sanctuary/temple as conveyed by the imagery of the "mount of the assembly" is the object
o f attack by Helel ben Shahar. This attack and the reaction to it are indicated by verbs
connoting vertical movement: n b s ("go up"), Dll ("raise"), baa (fall down), and T ? ("go
down"). Moreover, the use of 213 ("hew, hew down or off')2 in the expression
‘Oswalt, 3222.
2BDB, s.v. in:.
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■psS nsnaa ("you have been cut down to the earth")1 also suggests the idea of a combat
which resulted in the expulsion o f the rebel. It is thus possible to affirm that at the very
root o f the controversy between good and evil as portrayed in Isa 14:12-15 lies the issue
o f who will control the mount o f the assembly, that is, the heavenly sanctuary/temple.2
Summing up, the heavenly sanctuary/temple as reflected in the pericope through
the imagery o f the "mount o f the assembly" functions in the following capacities: (1) as the
dwelling place o f God, (2) the meeting place o f the heavenly assembly, and (3) the site o f
the cosmic war which resulted in the expulsion o f the tyrant.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The sanctuary/temple presupposed in the pericope functions in vertical
correspondence to its earthly counterpart. This is indicated by the notion that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple is a place o f worship, a prominent function of the earthly temple, which
indicates a functional correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly
counterpart.
Tsa 14:12.
2The notion of a cosmic conflict between YHWH and an opponent who attacks his
sanctuary/temple appears elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, as noted in the activities of the little horn
of Dan 7:8-14 and 8:9-14 (an investigation of these passages in carried out in chapter 5).
Furthermore, it should be noted that the concept of a cosmic conflict involving the sanctuary is not
restricted to the Hebrew Bible. The mythology of the ancient world attests the idea of a conflict
between the deities, or of an attack to the chief deity and his sanctuary/temple by a rebel god. In
this connection, Roy Gane has contributed an insightful study in which he compares the HurrianHittite myth of Ullikummi (on the myth ofUlikummi, see chapter 2 of this dissertation) with the
activities of the little horn in the aforementioned passages of Daniel. By means of Gane's study, it
becomes apparent that the ancient world "would be familiar with many of the conceptual building
blocks, which often involved cosmic and transcendent themes" (Gane, "Human Ullikummi and
Daniel's 'Little Horn,'" forthcoming).
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Ezek 1:1-28*
The first chapter o f Ezekiel is beset with textual and linguistic difficulties that have
drawn the attention o f several scholars.2 Fortunately it is not necessary to solve or review
these issues, since they do not affect the present research. For the purpose o f this study, it
will suffice to make some preliminary observations on the structure and purpose of the
pericope, followed by some considerations o f its contribution for the understanding o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.
‘It should be kept in mind that Ezek 1:1-28 and 10:1-22 (to be discussed below) belong to
the section of Ezek 1-11. This passages, although lacking explicit references to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif, seem to convey the idea of a heavenly counterpart to the earthly Jerusalem
temple as attested in the temple imagery portrayed in these chapters. In in vision of the movable
throne, which reveals a relationship between the realia of the earthly temple and their heavenly
counterparts.
2Block thus summarizes the problems of this chapter: (1) morphology (inconsistent and
rare spelling), (2) grammar (confusion of gender and number, infinitive absolute used as finite
verb), (3) style (asyndetic constrictions, redundancies, choppy staccato sentences, abrupt
insertions), and (4) substance (puzzling images incoherently conjoined). Daniel I. Block, The Book
of Ezekiel: Chapters 1-24, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 89. These problems have
been variously explained as due to scribal lapses (Walther Eichrodt, Ezekiel: A Commentary,
trans. Cosslet Quin [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1970], 55-56; Georg Fohrer, "Die Glossen im
Bucfae Ezechiel," in Studien zur alttestamentliche Prophetie [1949-1965] [Berlin: de Gruyter,
1967], 204-21; Kenneth S. Freedy, "Glosses in Ezekiel 1-24," FT 20 [1970]: 129-52); intrusions
(Eberhard Baumann, "Die Hauptvisionen Hesekiels in ihrem zeitlichen und sachlichen
Zusammenhang untersucht," ZAW67, no. 1-2 [1955]: 57; Aelred Cody, Ezekiel, with an Excursus
on Old Testament Priesthood [Wilmington, DE: M. Glazier, 1984], 25); later expansions (Walther
Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, trans. R. E. Clements,
Hermeneia [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979], 100-10; emotional state of the prophet (Daniel I. Block,
"Text and Emotion: A Study in the ’Corruptions' in Ezekiel's Inaugural Vision [Ezekiel 1:4-28],"
CBQ 50 [1988]: 418-42); diglossia (Daniel C. Fredericks, "Diglossia, Revelation, and Ezekiel's
Inaugural Rite," JETS 41 [1998]: 189-99).
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Preliminary Observations
The vision reported in Ezek 1 has been generally considered as part o f the call
narrative,1which includes chapters 2 and 3. With some minor divergences several scholars
would favor a fourfold subdivision o f the pericope as follows: vss. 1-3 (heading), 4-14
(four living beings); vss. 15-21 (wheels), vss. 22-28 (the glory o f YHWH).2 The
introduction (vss. 1-3) needs further consideration. These opening remarks introduce the
call narrative and provide a chronological point o f reference3 and outline what follows. By
asserting that the experience o f the prophet consisted o f "visions o f God" (1:1), "the word
o f YHWH" (1:3), and "the hand o f YHWH" (1:3), the text establishes at the outset the
main points to be developed in the first three chapters o f the book. As noted by Low,
'John B. Taylor, Ezekiel: An Introduction and Commentary, Tyndale Old Testament
Commentary (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1969), 52-53.
2Alvin A. K. Low, "Interpretive Problems in Ezekiel 1" (Ph.D. diss., Dallas Theological
Seminary, 1985), 7-8.
3A significant point of debate is the connection between the two chronological notes
provided by the text in Ezek 1:1-3: "Now it came about in the thirtieth year, on thefifth day of the
fourth month, while I was by the river Chebar among the exiles, the heavens were opened and I
saw visions of God. On thefifth o f the month in the fifth year of King Jehoiachin's exile, the word
of YHWH came expressly to Ezekiel the priest, son of Buzi, in the land of the Chaldeans by the
river Chebar; and there the hand of YHWH came upon him" (emphasis supplied). The task here is
to ascertain what event this "thirtieth year" refers to. Although several explanations have been
advanced to solve this problem, the most likely solution was proposed by Origen, according to
whom the "thirtieth year" would refer to the age of the prophet. This has been supported by several
scholars. Cf. Block, 82; Low, 58-124; Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 13;
Bruce Vawter and Leslie J. Hoppe, A New Heart: A Commentary on the Book of Ezekiel, ITC
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 25; Christopher J. H. Wright, The Message of Ezekiel: A New
Heart and a New Spirit, The Bible Speaks Today (Leicester, England: Inter-Varsity Press, 2001),
44. It should be kept in mind that at the age of thirty a priest would begin his duties in the temple
(cf. Num 4:3). Belonging to a priestly family (Ezek 1:1), Ezekiel must have felt in a special way
the impact of the vision. Although exiled and therefore excluded from the temple ministry, the
prophet was granted the privilege of glimpsing the "glory of YHWH" as the "heavens were opened"
and he received "visions of God." Not surprisingly, throughout his book Ezekiel displays
considerable interest in priestly matters.
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these three concepts are thus expanded: "visions o f God:" 1:4-28; "word o f YHWH:" 2:13:11; "hand of YHWH:" 3:1 Iff.1For the purpose o f this research it should be noted that
the "visions of God" were received from the heavenly realm, as made clear by the
following statement: "the heavens were opened and I saw visions o f God" (Ezek 1:1).
Therefore, the vision reported in 1:4-29 is structurally connected with events transpiring in
the heavenly realm The implication o f this observation becomes clear in the ensuing
discussion.
Some brief considerations about the purpose o f the text are in order. Most scholars
view it positively as a medium of consolation for the prophet and his people in exile,
assuring them that YHWH is not circumscribed to the Jerusalem temple.2 However, some
commentators have argued for a negative purpose according to which the vision should be
understood as a message o f judgment for YHWH's own people.3 It is beyond the scope o f
this study to rehearse this discussion; however, a few observations are in order.
It has been observed that the intertwined motifs o f "storm theophany" and "throne
theophany” reflected in the vision are frequently associated with YHWH's judgment in the
‘Low, 4-8.
2Peter C. Craigie, Ezekiel, DSB (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1983), 12-14; Eichrodt,
Ezekiel: A Commentary, 54; D. M. G. Stalker, Ezekiel (London: SCM Press, 1968), 45; John B.
Taylor, Ezekiel: An Introduction and Commentary, The Tyndale Old Testament Commentary
(Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1969), 41-42; Walther Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1: A Commentary on
the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel, trans. R. E. Clements, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979),
139-41.
3Leslie C. Allen, "The Structure and Intention of Ezekiel I," VT 43 (1993): 145-61;
Richard Kraetzschmar, Das Buch Ezechiel (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht: 1900), 7;
William Hugh Brownlee, Ezekiel 1-19 (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1986), 18.
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Hebrew Bible.1In the prophets, "the storm theophany genre is used to convey the
intervention o f Yahweh to bring judgment upon Israel."2 Furthermore, as argued by Allen
on the basis o f 1 Kgs 22:19-23 and Isa 6, the throne theophany evokes judgment.3 This
seems supported by the reference to "fire" (Ezek 1:27), which may also be a subtle
allusion to one o f the instruments o f YHWH's judgment.
The context of Ezek 1 also seems to favor the view that the vision intends to
convey a message o f judgment. One should keep in mind that Ezekiel was called to a
"stubborn and obstinate" people (Ezek 2:4), and that eventually, the "glory o f YHWH"
would abandon the temple (Ezek 9-11). Therefore, Leslie C. Allen seems to be on solid
grounds by emphasizing that the vision o f Ezek 1 connotes judgment. However, it is not
necessary to assume an either-or stance regarding this issue, as he seems to imply.4 The
vision may have indeed functioned to bring both comfort and hope to the exiles and to
serve as harbinger o f the judgment soon to be poured out upon Jerusalem. One should not
forget that judgment and salvation are two major poles of the Ezekiel message. Overall the
prophetic message implies that although YHWH would leave the temple, he would also
come back to a temple built anew, as shown in Ezek 40-48. Thus in the light o f the broad
context o f the book o f Ezekiel, it could be argued that the inaugural vision might well
‘Leslie C. Allen, "The Structure and Intention of Ezekiel I," 155.
2Ibid., 154. The following passages referred to by Leslie C. Allen seem to support the
connection between storm theophany and judgment: Amos 1:2; Mic 1:2-7; Isa 59:15-20; Mai 3:15.
3Ibid., 155.
4Ibid., 153.
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have displayed this tension between judgment and salvation—a tension that appears
throughout the entire book.1

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
A fuller understanding of Ezek 1 must await the discussion o f Ezek 10 below,
where some significant themes and motifs reappear. For now, it should be noted that
Ezek 1 seems to contain subtle allusions to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. For
example, that "the heavens were opened and I saw visions o f God" (1:1b) seems to imply
the heavenly sanctuary. According to Zimmerli, this is the "only text in the book o f Ezekiel
which presupposes so clearly the heavenly dwelling place o f Yahweh."2 Moreover, this is
the only passage in the entire Hebrew Bible which mentions the opening o f the heavens.
This implies that the phenomena o f the chariot and the cherubim supporting a platform
with the throne o f the "one like the son o f man" should be understood in relation to
heavenly realities. The movable throne approaching from the "north" (jiSS)3 comes from
heaven and brings down the realities o f the heavenly temple o f YHWH to the fray o f
human history.
The four living beings, later identified by the prophet as cherubim, were the living
counterparts o f the cherubim stationed at the holy ofholies o f the temple, as Ezek 10
makes clear. However, a most significant allusion to the temple/sanctuary motif is that o f
'Robert R. Wilson, "Prophecy in Crisis: The Call of Ezekiel," lnt 38 (1984), 117-30.
2Zimmerli, 116.
3See above, the discussion on ]iBS ("north") in connection with our study of Isa 14:12-15.
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the "glory o f YHWH" (rnrr~“n33). The "glory o f YHWH," a concept widely used in the
Hebrew Bible to convey the reality o f YWHWs presence in the earthly sanctuary/temple,
appears in the vision as coming from the heavenly realm and being carried by the heavenly
beings whose earthly counterparts were located in the most holy place o f the Jerusalem
temple. Thus the mention that the "heavens opened" along with the reference to the "living
beings," later identified with cherubim carrying the "glory of YHWH," evokes heavenly
temple imagery. The implication is that the throne o f YHWH leaves its location in heaven
and comes to interact with the dynamics o f human history.
At this juncture, it is instructive to consider the intertextual connections of Ezek 1
with other texts which convey the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. The "glory of
YHWH" and the pavement ofhis throne echo Exod 24:10-18; the presence o f YHWH on
his heavenly throne reminds one o f 1 Kgs 22:19; the living beings carrying the "firmament"
with the glory o f YHWH reminds one o f YHWH riding on a cherub in 2 Sam 22:11 (par.
Ps 18:11 [10]). It is instructive to note that all these passages contain allusions or direct
references to the heavenly sanctuary/temple and, although they should not determine the
exegesis o f Ezek 1, they do demonstrate that the concepts and imagery conveyed by the
Ezekelian vision are those frequently conjoined with the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
Nevertheless, in distinction to other references to heavenly sanctuary imagery, Ezek 1
presents a situation in which the heavenly realities come down to interact with human
affairs and, in a special way, with the earthly temple, as noted below. In this regard, one
must keep in mind that the context in which these heavenly realities intersect with human
affairs is that ofjudgment. As argued in the previous section, the imagery and motifs
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reflected in the pericope seem to suggest that YHWH comes as a judge, which is
congruent with the context, as shown by the next chapters o f the book.

Thus, although the vision o f Ezek 1 does not focus primarily on a sanctuary/temple
located in heaven, it presupposes and evokes such an entity. The entire manifestation of
YHWH has heaven as its point o f departure, as implied in the statement that "the heavens
were opened" and further corroborated by the reference to the "north." Furthermore, the
"living beings" (i.e., cherubim) carrying the throne platform, and the majesty o f the "glory
of YHWH" altogether undoubtedly convey heavenly temple/sanctuary imagery.1The
major focus o f the vision, however, seems to be on the interaction between the realities o f
the heavenly sanctuary/temple and the affairs o f human history—an interaction which
manifested itself in acts o f judgment upon YHWH’s temple and his impenitent people.
'Some scholars have tried to find the background of the imagery employed in the vision of
Ezek 1 in the ancient Near Eastern iconography (e.g., Christoph Uehlinger and Susanne Muller
Trufaut, "Ezekiel 1, Babylonian Cosmological Scholarship and and Iconography: Attempts at
Further Refinement," TZ 57 [2001]: 140-71; Othmar Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelkunst: eine
neue Deutung der Majestatsschilderungen in Jes 6, Ez 1 und 10 und Sack 4 [Stuttgart: Verlag
Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1977]). In this regard the observation of Taylor is well taken: "It is
tempting to search for some kind of prototype for these creatures among the composite animal
figures carved on Babylonian temple and Hittite city-gates, but there is no evidence for anything
more than a general influence from Egyptian and other Near Eastern art-forms with which Ezekiel
must have been familiar. Almost certainly the final form is Ezekiel's own, and it reflects his passion
for the symmetrical which we shall see again in the architecture of the future temple" (Taylor, 55).
Craigie seems to concur with Taylor when he says that "the beings bearing the chariot are
inevitably reminiscent of the cherubic figures that supported the ark of the covenant (1 Sam 4:4)
which was kept in the temple in Jerusalem. And the chariot-like vehicle of the vision recalls that the
ark itself was called a chariot (1 Cfaron. 28:18)" (Craigie, Ezekiel, 11).
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function

From the brief discussion undertaken above, it has become apparent that the main
function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple is that o f judgment. The glory o f YHWH and

the attendant heavenly beings come to the earthly temple to undertake a work of
investigative judgment against Judah.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The previous discussion o f Ezek 1 allows the inference that the heavenly temple
exists in a functional correspondence to the earthy counterpart. This may be perceived in
the notion that the glory o f YHWH comes down to perform a work o f judgment.
Additional details regarding other aspects o f this vertical correspondence are treated in the
next section.

Ezek 10:1-22
Ezek 10 is closely connected with Ezek 1, inasmuch as the latter depicts the
coming o f the "glory o f YHWH" from the east, and the former its interactions with the

Jerusalem temple. When chaps. 1-11 are taken as a whole, one perceives that the coming
of the "glory o f YHWH" depicted in chap. 1 is directional and eventually finds its way into
the holy of holies o f the Jerusalem temple.1Therein it sits for a short while to perform a
'Shea observed that "the principal point of the vision in the first chapter of Ezekiel is that
God was in transit by means of his celestial chariot to the site of his earthly residence, his temple in
Jerusalem" (Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 1:44). Cf. Idem, "The Investigative
Judgment of Judah," 283-91.
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work o f judgment. At the end of the trial, as an ultimate expression o f the doom o f the
temple and city, the glory o f YHWH moves from the golden cherubs o f the holy o f holies
to their living counterparts1 stationed at the entrance o f the temple, thus abandoning the
temple and the city.

Preliminary Observations
Ezek 10 displays a well-crafted structure, which is integrated to the larger section
o f chap. 8-11. Parunak has suggested the following structure for this section:2
8:1-4 Convocation o f the Trial
8:5-9:11 Lawsuit o f the Lord against Israel
10:2 Temple
10:3 Chariot
_____ ____ ______
10:4 Temple: The glory o f YHWH moves from the cherub
10:5 Chariot
10:5-7 Temple
10:8-17 Chariot
10:18 Temple
10:19a Chariot: The cherubim move from the earth
10:19b Temple
10:20-22 Chariot
11:1-21 Lawsuit o f the Lord against Israel
11:22-25 Convocation o f the Trial

'The correspondence between the living cherubim (i.e., the four living beings mentioned in
Ezek 1), who bore the glory of YHWH, with the pair of golden cherubim statues in the most holy
place of the earthly temple has been noted, e.g., by Menahem Haran, "The Ark and the Cherubim:
Their Symbolic Significance in Biblical Ritual," Israel Exploration Journal 9 (1959): 91; Shea,
"The Investigative Judgment of Judah," 288-89; and Moshe Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, AB 22 (New
York: Doubleday, 1983), 192-99.

2Henry V. D. Parunak, "The Literary Architecture of Ezekiel’s Mar'ot EloMm," JBL 99
(1980): 61-74. The layout of this structure was rearranged for the sake of simplicity.
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As can be observed in the structure displayed above, Ezek 10 is the apex o f a
larger chiastic arrangement focusing on the "sacral judgment."1Moreover, as the structure
shows, Ezek 10 consists o f two parallel chiasms, the foci o f which are 10:4 and 10:19a.
The former shows the "glory of YHWH" moving from the "cherub" to the threshold of the
temple. The latter depicts the heavenly cherubim bearing the "glory o f YHWH" moving
from the earth. Thus, as can be noted, vs. 4 focuses on the "cherub," namely the golden
cherubim placed upon the ark o f the covenant in the most holy place o f the temple, while
vs. 19a focuses on the heavenly cherubim stationed with the heavenly chariot at the
entrance o f the temple. This structure seems to demonstrate a correspondence between the
heavenly cherubim and their earthly counterparts. Both the living ones and their reflex on
the golden counterparts seem to have functioned in a similar fashion since both sets were
supposed to work in connection with the "glory o f YHWH."
It is worth noting at this juncture that the entire passage portrays a situation o f
judgment. William Shea has referred to it as an "investigative judgment," 2 according to
which YHWH came to perform a special work o f investigation in the temple before the
final pouring out o f divine wrath. In this "investigative judgment," two superimposed
pictures emerge. One picture would be that o f the earthly/historical entities who would act
to judge the nation by killing the people and destroying the city and temple. These were
the historical enemies embodied by the Babylonians. The other picture would be a
‘Ibid., 68.
2Shea, "The Investigative Judgment of Judah," 282-91; idem, Selected Studies on
Prophetic Interpretation, 1:44. Parunak uses the terms "covenant lawsuit" and "sacral judgment,"
(66-69).
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"glimpse o f the 'upper story' of events,"1 which portrays YHWH himself acting in the

supernatural realm that could only be perceived by the prophetic eye.
Thus when the Babylonians came, the destiny o f the people had already been
sealed by decisions in the supernatural realm. The movable throne bearing the glory o f
YHWH had come down to interact with its earthly counterpart and eventually to void the
latter as an expression o f the ultimate doom to fall upon the nation.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif

Function
As noted above, the main function o f the temple in Ezek 10 is that o f judgment.

YHWH came down from the heavenly temple to perform the investigative judgment o f
Judah prior to the destruction o f the nation and its earthly temple.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
As noted above, although Ezek 10 does not portray a sanctuary/temple located in
heaven, this chapter (along with Ezek 1) depicts heavenly realities coming down to
interact with the earthly temple. This dynamic interaction can be observed in the heavenly

chariot and its heavenly cherubim bearing the glory ofYHWH. It can be inferred by the
context that the heavenly chariot brought the glory ofYHWH to the temple where it took
residence for a few months to carry out a work o f judgment.
As the vision unfolds, the correlation between the heavenly realia and the earthly
temple becomes clear. First, it should be noted that the place o f YHWH's enthronement
‘Greenberg, Ezekiel 1-20, 202.
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above the cherubim in the most holy place corresponds to his heavenly enthronement
above the heavenly chariot. Second, the living cherubim of the heavenly chariot
correspond to their golden counterparts in the most holy place o f the Jerusalem temple. It
is instructive to note that the "living creatures" referred to in Ezek 1 are explicitly called
"cherubim" in Ezek 10. By means o f this terminological specification the prophet makes

clear the connection between the heavenly cherubim and their earthly counterparts.
Therefore, the text implies a structural correspondence between the holy o f holies
o f the earthly temple and the heavenly realities expressed by the heavenly chariot borne by
the live cherubim. As noted above, it has been recognized that the cherubim stationed in
the inner sanctum o f the earthly temple were intended to represent their heavenly
counterparts. That being the case, it may be argued that the heavenly chariot and its
cherubim were the heavenly antitypes o f the earthly temple. If so, it may be argued that the
heavenly temple would exist in functional and structural correspondence to its earthly
counterpart.
Besides, the text also allows one to infer a functional correspondence between
heavenly realia and their earthly counterpart. As already noted, the special work
performed in connection with the temple in Ezek 10 is that o f judgment. As William Shea
pointed out, YHWH came to the temple to perform a work o f judgment. This judgment
obviously involves a work executed in/from the most holy place o f the Jerusalem temple,

and at the same time is connected with the heavenly chariot stationed at the entrance o f
the temple. It is worthy o f note that the fire o f judgment to punish the city is taken from
the midst of the living cherubim who bore the heavenly chariot.
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Summing up, although Ezek 10 does not depict a clear picture o f a
sanctuary/temple located in heaven, it shows a dynamic interaction and a vertical
correspondence (functional and structural) between the heavenly realities and the earthly
counterparts.
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1The word nppps has an Akkadian cognate, taknitu, and means "careful production" or
"Vorbild/paragon" (HALOT, s.v. "rP3?rs"). It occurs again in 43:19 where it clearly means "plan"
or "pattern." G. R. Driver proposed the phrase to be translated as "seal of perfection" which would
qualify its referent as "a perfect work of art" (Linguistic and Textual Problems, 159). Although,
the text is admittedly difficult, Driver's suggestion seems to make sense in view of the context,
which emphasizes the beauty and perfection of the cherub.

2The LXX translated Dnin as atuxHjjpaytopcc ("seal"), a reading favored by G. R. Driver,
"Ezekiel: Linguistic and Textual Problems," Bib 35 (1954): 159.
^rooa might be understood either in the sense of the precious stones being placed on the
garments, or of their being part of the topography. If ^rDDD is understood to derive from the root
-po, "to fence" or "hedge," the stones might belong to the topography, or be part of the wall of the
sanctuary. On the other hand, if ^fDOQ comes from the root “po, "to screen," "cover," they might
be part of the garments of the cherub. The intertextual connections with the garments of the high
priest seem to favor the latter possibility. Besides, since the context suggests that the cherub
describes his beauty, it seems more plausible that the stones were part of his garments.
4This is one of the most problematic verses of this passage. The first word in the phrase
anS'ntt according to the consonantal text could be read either as a pronoun or a preposition: (1)
LXX translates rat as pexd (with): "With the anointed cherub I placed." This reading is favored by
those scholars who regard the text as a variant version of the Eden "tradition" in Gen 3. According
to this view, the cherub in Ezek 28 would not be the subject of the lamentation, but another being,
"the first man" (Waither Eichrodt, Ezekiel: A Commentary, 392-93; John B. Tayior, Ezekiel: An
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11 Again the word ofYHWH came to me saying,
12 "Son of man, take up a lamentation over the king o f Tyre and say to him, Thus
says YHWH God, "You had the seal o f perfection, full o f wisdom and perfect in
beauty.
13 "You were in Eden, the garden o f God; every precious stone was your covering:
The ruby, the topaz and the diamond; the beryl, the onyx and the jasper; the lapis
lazuli, the turquoise and the emerald; and the gold, the workmanship o f your settings
and sockets, was in you. On the day that you were created they were prepared.
14 "You were the anointed cherub who covers, and I placed you th ere. You were on
the holy mountain o f God; you walked in the midst o f the stones o f fire.
Introduction and Commentary, TOTC (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity, 1969], 196-97; Walther
Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2: A Commentary on the Book o f the Prophet Ezekiel: Chapters 25-48, trans.

James D. Martin, Hermeneia [Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983], 89-95). The problem with this view is
that it makes a distinction—not supported by the text—between the "king" and the "cherub."
Actually a look at vss. 12 and 13 reveals that (2) rut i s a pronoun: "You are the anointed cherub."
The problem with this view is that the ntt is vocalized as feminine while "cherub" is masculine.
However, a plausible solution was advanced by Van D i j k , who argued that "the stylistical and
idiomatic similarity of vss. 12-13 and vs. 14 suggests strongly the vocalization of atta [masc.]
instead of et, 'with,' favored by many modem scholars" (H. J. van Dijk, Ezekiel's Prophecy on
Tyre [ Ez. 26:1-28:19]: A New Approach, BibOr 20 [Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1968],
119).
'The LXX agrees with MT and translates as
as xk Lcpa oou ("your
sanctuaries"). Targum and Syriac read
as singular "your sanctuary"; and the critical
apparatus of BHS also suggests "my sanctuary" without pointing to any manuscript evidence.
Although it is difficult to determine with certainty which is t h e best reading, it seems m o r e prudent
to keep the MT reading, and understand the plural to "denote a single sanctuary with its precincts,"
as suggested by A . S. Cooke, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Ezekiel, The
International Critical Commentary ( E d i n b u r g h : T. and T. Clark, 1951), 324. That the plural
"sanctuaries" could represent a single "sanctuary" seems to be favored by references to the
Jerusalem t e m p l e in the plural. For example, in Ps 68:35
("sanctuaries") is u s e d to r e f e r to
the Jerusalem Temple; and in J e r 51:51, the expression rnrn rra '’Eritpp ("sanctuaries of the house
ofYHWH") apparently denotes the several precincts of the Temple. Cf. also Lev 21:23; 26:31; Ps
73:17.
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15 "You were blameless in your ways from the day you were created until
unrighteousness was found in you.
16 "By the abundance o f your trade you were internally filed with violence, and you
sinned; therefore I have cast you as profane from the mountain o f God. And I have
destroyed you, O covering cherub, from the midst o f the stones o f fire.
17 "Your heart was lifted up because o f your beauty; you corrupted your wisdom by
reason o f your splendor. I cast you to the ground; I put you before kings, that they
may see you.
18 "By the multitude o f your iniquities, in the unrighteousness o f your trade you
profaned your sanctuaries. Therefore I have brought fire from the midst o f you; it has
consumed you, and I have turned you to ashes on the earth in the eyes o f all who see
you.
19 "All who know you among the peoples are appalled at you; you have become
terrified and you will cease to be forever."

Preliminary Observations
A reception formula, "the word ofYHWH came to me saying" (“lOK*? 'byi rnrp”
"12*1 TPlX marks its beginning in vs. 11; and the refrain "and you will cease to be forever"
^ rsi), which occurs also in 26:21 and 27:36, closes the pericope at vs. 19. As
for the literary structure, Davidson has demonstrated that Ezek 28:12-19 is composed in a
chiastic structure:1
A. Inclusio (vss. 12b-13)
B "The anointed cherub who covers" (vs. 14)
C "I establish you" (vs. 14)
D "on the holy (qodesh) mountain o f God" (vs. 14)
E "In the midst o f the stones o f fire" (vs. 14)
F "Perfect in your ways from the day you were created" (vs. 15a)
F "Til iniquity was found in you, and you sinned" (vss. 15b, 16)
E' "From the midst o f the stones o f fire" (vs. 16)
D' "From the mountain o f God a profane thing (Ml)'' (vs. 16)
C "I will destroy you" (vs. 16)
B' "O covering cherub" (vs. 16)
A' Inclusio (vss. 17-19).
'Davidson,

"T h e

Chiastic Literary Structure of the Book o f

E z e k ie l,"

75.
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The first half o f the structure (A-F) reveals the condition/origin o f the cherub,
while the second half (F'-A') reveals the condition/destiny o f the cherub before and after
his expulsion, respectively. Thus, this structure highlights the two-phase experience o f the
king/cherub characterized, respectively, by perfection and corruption, presence in
Eden/the holy mountain of God (sanctuary), and expulsion from the holy mountain. In the
first phase, the cherub acted as a coverer in the sanctuary; in the second, he defiles it.
Davidson's study also revealed that Ezek 28:11-19 stands at the apex o f the chiastic
structure o f the entire book of Ezekiel.1In this literary arrangement the first section o f the
chiasm reports the judgment from the sanctuary and YHWH's departure from it (Ezek
1-11). This matches the last chapters (Ezek 40-48) which portray YHWH coming back to
the restored temple to establish his dwelling among his people. Thus it should not be
surprising that sanctuary/temple imagery would also occur at the apex o f the entire literary
structure.
Regarding its context, it must remembered that Ezek 28:11-19 is part o f a larger
section, comprising chaps. 25-32 with several oracles against foreign nations. In its more
immediate context the pericope under study belongs to the section about the judgment o f
Tyre (chaps. 26:1-28:19). For the purposes o f this research, it is necessary to investigate
the relationship between 28:1-10 and 28:11-19. These two sections are closely connected
in the literary context o f the book, and display close affinities. The most obvious is the
judgment on the king o f Tyre designated as TM ("prince") in the former, and "tjba ("king")
in the latter.
‘Ibid.
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Bertolucci pointed out that "the books o f the Former Prophets seem to have
understood the terms TM ("prince") and "^13 ("king") in the beginning o f the Israelite
monarchy, as connoting rulership on two different levels. Several times the writers present
God as saying that Saul, David, or other Israelite leaders would be the T33 over his
people, while the true King of Israel was the Lord."1A contextual analysis o f 28:2 and
28:12 points to the same distinction employed by the Former Prophets. Ezek 28:1-10
suggests that the T22 is a human being, as 28:2 and 9 make clear, "yet you are a man and
not God." This seems to emphasize that despite all the pride and glory o f the historical
"prince" (T23) o f Tyre, he remains a mere human being. Additionally, vss. 2 and 8 locate
the "prince" in "the heart o f the seas," a fitting expression for the geographical location o f
Tyre which matches the actual location o f the human ruler.
Ezek 28:11-19, however, presents a different picture. The ruler o f Tyre is
designated as "king" (*^0) and described as a "cherub" (3TO). As several scholars have
noted, here a distinct personage is being spoken of.2 The designation "cherub," used
elsewhere in the book o f Ezekiel o f members o f the divine entourage,3 further indicates
that here another figure is in view, an idea corroborated by critical scholars. Skinner
asserts that "it almost seems as if the prophet had in mind the idea o f a tutelary spirit or
‘Bertolucci, 249. Cf. the following passages where this distinction seems to obtain: 1 Sam
9:16; 10:1; 12:12; 13:14; 2 Sam 5:2; 6:21; 7:8; 1 Kgs 1:35; 14:7; 20:5; 2 Kgs 20:5; 1 Chr 11:2; 2
Chr 32:21.
2Charles L. Feinberg, The Prophecy of Ezekiel: The Glory o f the Lord (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1969), 160-64; Cameron Mackay, "The King of Tyre," CQR 117 (1934): 239. Bertolucci,
253-54.
3See Ezek 1 and 10.
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genius o f Tyre,"1while Page suggests that "Yahweh's trusted associate, who was without
equal in the created order, is compared to the king of Tyre. Both are fated for destruction
because o f their pride and their vanity."2 These statements are instructive inasmuch as they
indicate that the text refers to a supernatural being.
Besides, it is worth noting that the "king" of Tyre/cherub is described as being "in
Eden, the garden o f God." It has been recognized that "this phrase 'you were in Eden, the
garden o f God' (vs. 13) is the most difficult obstacle to the interpretation o f the king o f
Tyre as the literal king of the city."3 In like manner, Ezek 28:15— "You were blameless in
your ways from the day you were created (^K ian), until unrighteousness (nobly) was
found in you"— also poses problems for the identification o f the king/cherub with any
historical ruler o f Tyre. It seems veiy unlikely that there had been a time in which the
human ruler o f Tyre was "blameless" (D”*pn), having no "unrighteousness" (finely).
Additionally, the verbal phrase

("you were created") would make more sense as a

reference to a supernatural being designated as "cherub"/"king,"4 than to a historical ruler.
When all the evidence is weighed, the probability increases that the referent o f king/cherub
in Ezek 28:11-19 is some supernatural figure who is acting behind the historical ruler o f
Tyre described in Ezek 28:1-10.
‘John Skinner, The Book o f Ezekiel, The Expositor's Bible, vol. 13 (New York: Armstrong
and Son, 1908), 253.
2Page, 157.
3Ralph H. Alexander, "Ezekiel,” The Expositor's Bible Commentary, ed. Frank E.
Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976), 6:883.
4The "king" is referred to as "cherub” two times (28:14, 16).
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This picture is very similar to the one presented in Isa 14:12-15, which also
contains a similar vertical dynamic focusing on the fall of a supernatural figure behind the
historical King o f Babylon. This personage, after a M ed attempt to overtake the "mount
o f assembly," the heavenly sanctuary/temple ofYHWH, is expelled from heaven.1It seems
apparent that the same event is being described by Ezekiel, though with a more varied
imagery. The essentials, however, remain the same—in both texts, the sin of the rebellious
creature is related to improper actions towards the sanctuary/temple. In the Isaiah
pericope, the King o f Babylon attacks the "mount o f assembly," namely, the sanctuary; in
the Ezekiel passage, the cherub defiles the "sanctuary." It thus seems reasonable to
suppose that both texts portray the same event from different perspectives.
Although this vertical dimension in Ezek 28:11-19 and Isa 14:4-21 is not accepted
by many scholars, some o f them have proposed a mythical background2 for the language
‘Although a study of Isa 14 has been provided earlier in this chapter, it may be useful to
summarize here three basic arguments advanced by Bertolucci to support this view: (1) The use of
the word bca to introduce the message against Babylon suggests a typological interpretation of the
text. (2) The term Babylon has been used in the Bible with different connotations. It may point to
the historical city or empire, or could also be used to refer to Babylon as an entity in opposition to
God, as is the case in the narrative of the tower of Babel, and the application made by the
Revelation of John. The use of
(mashal) to define the overall tenor of the message seems to
endorse this latter possibility. (3) The passage of Isa 14 presents an interconnection of historical,
underworld, and heavenly realms. Especially vss. 12-15 display characteristics of an "apocalypticlike vertical dimension" (Bertolucci, 289-91). If this is true, then it might be argued that the
prophet is speaking about a power that goes beyond the mere earthly/historical level. The following
expressions are difficult to understand in reference to a human ruler; however, they seem to be
better understood as reference to a supernatural power. Isa 14:12: "How you have fallen from
heaven, O star of the morning, son of the dawn!" Isa 14:13: "But you said in your heart, 'I will
ascend to heaven; I will raise my throne above the stars of God, and I will sit on the mount of
assembly in the recesses of the north."
2Regarding the mythical interpretation of Ezek 28:11-19, the same observations, mutatis
mutandis, already made in connection with Isa 14:12-15, apply. It is a plausible idea that Ezekiel
was aware of a common tradition of a cosmic rebellion or cosmic transgression which culminated
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and imagery of these texts.’ This seems to be a tacit recognition that the realities portrayed
by the text transcend the historical domain, a view that contributes to reinforce the
position that the king/cherub represents a supernatural being. Thus, in view of the
considerations undertaken thus far, it becomes apparent that in Ezek 28:11-19, the
prophet shifts the focus from the human ruler o f Tyre to the supernatural power behind
the historical ruler of that ancient city.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations

Garden of Eden
As noted below, Garden-of-Eden imagery pervades the pericope. The expression
"in Eden, the garden of God"
a garden in Eden" (]“!22‘]a crib x rnrP

piJ2) in vs. 13 echoes "and YHWH God planted
in Gen 2:8. Ezekiel also refers to "all

precious stones" (rnp'’ ]2K“S|i) and "gold" in this connection (vs. 13) which seems to
echo the precious stones2 in the Garden o f Eden. Another possible allusion to the Garden
o f Eden can be perceived in the Hithpael o f ^ n in 28:14. Referring to the cherub in vs.
14, the prophet says: "You walked (Fpjpnnn) in the midst o f the stones o f fire." The same
in the expulsion of a divine being from heaven to earth. This common tradition would be couched
by the prophet in accordance with his Yahwistic faith.
’Cf. Walther Eichrodt, Ezekiel: A Commentary, 392-95; Walther Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2: A
Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Ezekiel: Chapters 25-48., trans. James D. Martin,
Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1983), 89-95; Leslie C. Allen, Ezekiel 20-48, WBC 29 (Dallas:
Word Books, 1990), 93-96; Herbert G. May, "The King in the Garden of Eden: A Study of Ezekiel
28:12-19," in Israel's Prophetic Heritage: Essays in Honor of James Muilenburg, ed. Bernhard
W. Anderson and Walter J. Harrelson (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962), 166-76; Page,
149-58.

2C£. Gen 2:12; "bdellium" (nbban) and the "onyx stone" (onts'n ]5X1).
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verbal stem is used in reference to YHWH walking in the garden in Gen 3:8: "and they
heard the voice ofYHWH God walking Oj^nna) in the garden." The mention o f the king
o f Tyre as a "cherub" (3V13) seems to resonate with the "cherubim" (D’X p ) stationed at
the east o f the garden to guard the way to the tree o f life (Gen 3:24). It has also been
observed that the expression found in Ezek 28:18, "I will give you to the dust upon the
earth" (]HRn_i?3 isx b ^RHI) echoes Gen 3:19, "You are dust and to the dust you shall
go back" (X®n h W 'b K ) nriK ”lS3-,,3 ).1 In this connection it must be observed that Gen
3:14 also relates the dust to the serpent: "And you shall eat dust all the days o f your life"
(fp*n ,’!3,"i73 /ORh la in ). Conceptual linkages can also be observed between the

pericope o f Ezekiel and the Garden narrative. For example, both the king o f Tyre and
serpent seemed to be extremely notable among their peers; the king was full o f "wisdom"
(na?n), the serpent was "crafty" (01*13). The king became corrupt in his wisdom and
sinned. The serpent used his craftiness to lead humanity into sin, promising "knowledge"
to them.
Along with the foregoing considerations, one should hold in mind that the allusions
to the Garden o f Eden contribute to corroborate the sanctuary setting o f the passage. As
several scholars have noted, the Garden o f Eden is described in Gen 2 with language
reminiscent o f the sanctuary/temple. Davidson conveniently summarized seventeen lines o f
evidence for this conclusion, noting key terminological linkages ("to plant," "in the midst,"
YHWH "walking around," "onyx," "bdellium," "light"), thematic parallels (common
‘Kalman Yaron, "The Dirge over the King of Tyre," ASTI 3 (1964): 54.
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eastward orientation, three spheres o f space in ascending degrees o f holiness, river,
portrayals o f nature), and structural parallels (seven sections concluding with the Sabbath,
and the verbal series at the conclusion: "saw the work," "made/did," "finished the work,"
"blessed").1

Sanctuary
The nine stones mentioned in Ezek 28:13 provide a strong link with sanctuary
imagery. Yaron noted that "seven o f the nine stones mentioned in Ezekiel and Exodus
appear only in these two places: in connection with the Garden o f God and with the stones
on the breast-plate o f the high priest."2 Although MT and LXX diverge in the listing o f
‘Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative for the Coming Millennium," 108-11. Cf. Joaquim
Azevedo, "At the Door of Paradise: A Contextual Interpretation of Gen 4:7," BN, no. 100 (1999):
45-59; Barker, The Gate of Heaven, 68-103; G. K. Beale, The Temple and the Church's Mission:
A Biblical Theology of the Dwelling Place of God, NSBT 17 (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity
Press, 2004), 66-80; Meredith G. Kline, Kingdom Prologue (South Hampton, MA: GordonConwell Theological Seminary, 1989), 31-32; Eric W. Bolger, "The Compositional Role of the
Eden Narrative in the Pentateuch" (Ph.D. dissertation, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, 1993);
William 1. Dumbrell, The End of the Beginning: Revelation 21-22 and the Old Testament
(Homebush West, NSW, Australia: Lancer Books, 1985), 35-76; Michael A. Fishbane, Text and
Texture: Close Readings of Selected Biblical Texts (New York: Schocken Books, 1979), 12-13;
Jon D. Levenson, Sinai and Zion (New York: Harper and Row, 1985), 142-45; S. Dean McBride,
Jr., "Divine Protocol: Genesis 1:1—
2:3 as Prologue to the Pentateuch," in God Who Creates:
Essays in Honor ofW. Sibley Towner, ed. William P. Brown and S. Dean McBride (Grand
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2000), 11-15; Donald W. Parry, "Garden of Eden: Prototype Sanctuary,"
in Temples of the Ancient World: Ritual and Symbolism, ed. Donald W. Parry (Salt Lake City,
UT: Deseret, 1994), 126-151; Terje Stordalen, Echoes of Eden: Genesis 2-3 and Symbolism of the
Eden Garden in Biblical Hebrew Literature, CBET 25 (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2000), 111-38.
Gordon J. Wenham, "Sanctuary Symbolism in the Garden of Eden Story," in Proceedings of the
Ninth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World Union of World Studies, 1986), 1925.
2Yaron, 36.
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these stones,1 it seems reasonably clear that a connection with the stones used by the high
priest was intended. As noted by Barnes, Ezekiel
specifies nine varieties o f precious stones . . . . They are identical with the nine
varieties which formed the first, second, and fourth rows o f the jewels carried on the
breastplate (hoshen) o f the Aaronic high priest (Exod. xxviii 17 fifi; xxxix 10 fif). The
stones o f the third row are not represented in Ezekiel's list according to the M.T.,
though they appear in the LXX. Whichever text we adopt we cannot doubt that
Ezekiel sees a connection between the protecting breastplate o f Exodus and the
protecting wall o f the Tyrian temple.2
The clause "You were an anointed covering cherub" (^[Dion rtODD S^-pTlK) in
Ezek 28:14 seems to echo the cherubim over the mercy seat in the holy o f holies o f the
tabernacle.3 The passage o f Exod 25:20 seems to be the closest parallel: "And the
cherubim shall have their wings spread upward, covering (DpDO) the mercy seat with
their wings." The references to "holy mountain" and "mountain o f God" in 28:14 and 16,
respectively, also display sanctuary/temple connections.4 Also the clause "in the midst o f
the stones o f fire you walked (FD^nnn)" may reflect sanctuary imagery, as suggested by
Lev 26:12, where the same verbal form occurs in connection with YHWH going with the
people by means o f the tabernacle.
Two more key expressions linking our text with sanctuary or cultic motifs deserve
some considerations. The verb

("profane") occurs in Ezek 28:16 and 18. In vs. 16, it

lEiek 28:13 (MT) provides nine of the twelve stones of Exodus in a modified sequence.
Ezekiel (LXX) presents all the stones mentioned in Exodus.
2W. Emery Barnes, "Ezekiel's Denunciation of Tyre," JETS 34 (1934): 51-52.
3C. F. Keil, Biblical Commentaries on the Prophecies o f Ezekiel, vol. 1 o f 2, trans.
James Martin (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, n.d.), 413.
4See the discussion on the "mountain" motif in connection with the discussion of Isa 14:1215 above.
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occurs in the clause, "I have cast you as profane from the mountain o f God" (Din'bs "inn
^bbnR). Here the verb is employed in the so-called "pregnant construction,"1a form in
which the preposition imparts some action to the verb.2 The idea is that God expelled the
cherub from the mountain/garden as a profane entity. The same verb bhn occurs again in
vs. 18 where it is stated, "You [i.e., the cherub] profaned your sanctuaries"
nbbn). The use o f bbn and the explicit mention o f the "sanctuary" make the cultic
connections even more evident. The verb bhn is employed in the Mosaic law in the Piel
stem to convey the idea o f profanation or desecration.3 It can have as subject either the
Israelites or the pagan nations; and as objects, bbn can govern "the altar" (Exod 20:25),
"the Sabbath" (Exod 31:14), "the name ofYHWH" (Lev 18:21; 19:12); "the sanctuary"
(Lev 21:12; 21;23); and the "holy things” (Lev 22:15; Num 18:32), possibly those things
associated with the sacrifices. Thus the verb bbn in Ezek 28:18 seems to evoke a cultic
concept, since it has the "sanctuary" as its object" (28:18).4
‘See E. Kautsch and E. Cowley, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar (Oxford: Clarendon, 1910),
384.
2In this case the preposition ]D, which connects bbn with its adverbial modifier, implies the
idea of movement "from" some place.
3K. Seybold, "bbn Ml I," TDOT, 4:409-17.
4See, e.g., Lev 21:12: "Do not profane (bbn1) the sanctuary (on^Q) of his God," and Lev
21:23, "and he shall not profane (bbn’) my sanctuary (ntfnpaTiR)."
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Since the discussion undertaken above has revealed that sanctuary/temple imagery
pervades Ezek 28:11-19, it remains to ascertain the locale o f the sanctuary/temple alluded
to in the pericope. The text contains four parallel expressions to denote the place where
the cherub was located: "Eden, garden o f God"; "holy mountain o f God"; "mountain of
God"; and "sanctuaries." Yaron pointed out that "the garden o f Eden and the House of
God are interchangeable" and "there is no clear dividing-line between the mountain o f God
and the House o f the Lord. Indeed, we can conclude from Isa 14:13 that there is no
differentiation between Heaven, Eden, the side o f the North and the temple."1
It must be noted that since vs. 17 reports that the cherub was cast to the earth, he
must have been located in some place outside the earth. Additional, that the "cherub" was
covered with "precious stones" among the "stones of fire" indicates a location at the very
presence ofYHWH, as implied in Ezek 1:13 and 10:2. Moreover, the connections with Isa
14:12-15 also indicate a heavenly setting for Ezek 28:11-19, which strengthens the
probability that the sanctuary referred to in the latter pericope is the heavenly sanctuary.
Therefore, granting that the passage refers to the heavenly sanctuary/temple, it is
necessary at this juncture to investigate which aspects o f the sanctuary/temple emerge
from the text.
’Yaron, "The Dirge over the King of Tyre," 43-44.
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Function
An important function of the heavenly sanctuary/temple emerges in connection
with the accusation that "you [i.e. the cherub's] defiled your sanctuaries (^&hj?a).'' If the
plural is understood with a singular meaning as convincingly argued by Cooke,1it may be
inferred that the heavenly "sanctuary" was the object o f some improper action on the part
o f the cherub, as suggested by vs. 18a:

nSVn

nip

By the multitude o f your iniquities in the unrighteousness o f your trade you profaned
your sanctuaries.
The profanation o f the sanctuary was brought about by the "iniquities" of the
cherub. Although the exact nature o f these "iniquities" is not explained, the parallel
expression "the unrighteousness o f your trade" may help clarify what happened. Although
the expression "your trade" (^ r te l) may not seem fitting to describe activities in the
heavenly realm, Davidson's suggestion that "trade" (n^3“)) can also mean "slander"2
clarifies the meaning o f that expression. If the cherub was involved in actions of
"slandering," it is possible that he may have aimed his derogatory claims at YHWH
himself, a sin which brought about the "profanation" o f the sanctuary. Also one should not
exclude the possibility that this profanation involved an attack on the sanctuary/temple
similar to what is portrayed in Isa 14:12-15. The verb bbn ("profane")* allows this
^ee the textual observation on this expression earlier in this section.
2Richard M. Davidson, "Satan's Celestial Slander," Perspective Digest 1, no. 1 (1996):
31-34. Cf. BDB, "bm.”
7

“ T

3The verb bbn may occur in the context of a pagan military assault on the Israelite
sanctuary, which results in its profanation (Ezek 7:21-24; Ps. 74:7).
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possibility, since it is used elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible in reference to the contamination
of the Israelite sanctuary by a military assault.1Also, the observation that the cherub's
heart was full with "violence" (oan) may imply some violent action against YHWH and
his temple/sanctuary (Ezek 28:16). The heavenly sanctuary/temple thus emerges in this
passage as the setting for a cosmic war between the king/cherub and YHWH, a picture
very close to the one portrayed in Isa 14:12-15.

Relationship to Earthfy Counterpart
It seems reasonable to suppose that the reference to the sanctuary as "your
sanctuaries"

denotes the special relation o f the cherub with the sanctuary, which

further emphasized by the designation "covering (p iS H ) cherub." As Bertolucci pointed
out, it is beyond doubt that "this marvelous being seems to have his functions related to a
temple or sanctuary."2 A close look at the Israelite sanctuary/temple with its cherubim
"covering" the ark o f the covenant in the most holy place is instructive. It may indicate
that a similar structure obtains for the heavenly sanctuary, where the cherub had a special
function described by the adjectival participle p io n ("covering"). The cherubim o f the
earthly sanctuary were also described as D'DD’O ("covering") the mercy seat (Exod 25:20;
37:9). In view o f the foregoing observations, that view may be advanced that the use o f
the lexeme gPtpp ("sanctuary") in vs. 18 and the portrayal o f "covering cherub" indicates a
structural correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.
•Cf. Ezek 7:21-24; Ps. 74:7.
2Bertolucci, 270.
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It should also be noted that the contamination of the heavenly sanctuary/temple by
the sins o f the cherub in a way corresponds to the contamination o f the earthly
sanctuary/temple, thus pointing to a functional correspondence.1Finally, it must be
pointed out that the description of the heavenly sanctuary/temple by means o f Garden-ofEden imagery may indicate that the heavenly sanctuaiy/temple existed in relationship not
only with the Israelite sanctuary/temple, but also with the Garden o f Eden, inasmuch as
the latter seems to have functioned as a sanctuary.

Mic 1:2-3
mrp 'rrtt ’r n

fiK '•ytfpn n f e

nvsa w a o

2
:io ip ^ n n
:fiK ■rrias_,w jv\} “r n io ip a p K2P m rr njrH? 3
2 Hear, O peoples, all o f you; listen, O earth and all it contains, and let the Lord
YHWH be a witness against you, the Lord from his holy temple.
3 For behold, YHWH is coming forth from his place. He will come down and tread on
the high places of the earth.
D3 2

Perusal o f commentaries and articles dealing with Mic 1:2 reveals that the vast
majority of scholars regard the "temple" mentioned therein as the heavenly temple.2 Kim,
•Margaret Baker speculates that the "the judgement of the proud prince [i.e., the cherub]
must have had its counterpart in temple rituals" (The Gate o f Heaven, 27). This conjecture may
contain some grain of truth, if one examines the judgment context of the activities of the earthly
sanctuary in the Day of Atonement (Lev 16), when goat for Azazel was sent to the wilderness,
carrying away the iniquities (ni3i|) of the congregation. Cf. Roy Gane, Cult and Character:
Purification Offerings, Day o f Atonement, and Theodicy (Winnona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2005),
forthcoming.
2E.g., Delbert R. Hillers, Micah, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984), 19; Thomas
Edward McComiskey, The Minor Prophets: An Exegetical and Expository Commentary (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1992), 2:617; Homer Hailey, A Commentary on the Minor Prophets (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1972), 193; Henry McKeating, The Books o f Amos, Hosea and Micah
(Cambridge: University Press, 1971), 157; Rolland E. Wolfe, "Exegesis of the Book of Micah," in
The Interpreter’s Bible, ed. George Arthur Buttrick (New York: Abingdon, 1956), 6:902-03.
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however, has concluded that the passage refers to the Jerusalem temple.1Notwithstanding
his meticulous investigation, Kim's exegesis o f this passage calls for reassessment, since
the text seems to point to a heavenly location for the temple referred to in the text. After
some preliminary observations, a critical analysis o f two objections advanced by Kim
against the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the passage is undertaken.
In the sequence, some key words and expressions are investigated in order to clarify some
aspects o f the text. And finally the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif is delineated with
special attention to the function of the heavenly temple as portrayed by the passage.

Preliminary Observations

Mic 1:2-3 belongs to the text unit of vss. 2-7, which is usually divided by most
scholars into two subsections: vss. 2-4 containing an announcement o f judgment against
the gentile peoples, and vss. 5-7 describing the judgment against Israel and Judah.2 The
Elizabeth Rice Achtemeier, Minor Prophets I (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996), 295; Kenneth
L. Barker and Waylon Bailey, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah., NABC 20 (Nashville:
Broadman and Holman, 1998), 49, 50; John M. P. Smith, William H. Ward and Julius A. Bewer,
A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Micah, Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah and
Joel, ICC (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1911), 36; Gary V. Smith, Hosea, Amos, Micah:
The NIVApplication Commentaryfrom Biblical Text. . . to Contemporary Life (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 2001), 441-42; A. Cohen, The Twelve Prophets, Hebrew Text, English Translation
and Commentary (Bournemouth, Hants.: Soncino Press, 1948), 156; G. Woosung Wade, The
Books of the Prophets Micah, Obadiah, Joel and Jonah (London: Methuen, 1925), 3; Davidson,
"The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament, 1976," 21-22; Francis I. Andersen and David Noel
Freedman, Micah: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 24 (New York:
Doubleday, 2000), 139; Mitchell J. Dahood, Psalms I (1-50): Introduction, Translation, and
Notes, AB 16 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966), 170; Davidson, Typology in Scripture, 382;
Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 1.
‘Kim, 238.
2John T. Willis, "Some Suggestions on the Interpretation of Micah 1:2," V T 18 (1968):
372.
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problem with this traditional understanding of the text is that the first section announces a
judgment which is not described; and the second, a judgment which is not announced.1
Some scholars have tried to explain this tension by suggesting that vss. 2-4 were
inserted by an exilic redactor.2 Nonetheless, there are compelling reasons to understand
vss. 2-4 as an integral part o f the text.3 A close look at the Hebrew text reveals a fine
literary continuity with smooth transitions by way of connective particles and expressions4
which substantiate the integrity o f the passage. The major difficulties are not related to the
linguistic texture o f the pericope, but to its contents.
Other scholars have tried to explain this tension by suggesting that the reference to
"peoples" in vs. 2 is intended to provide a broader background and legitimation for
YHWH's actions against Israel and Judah.5 Furthermore, the nations are, so to say,
*Cf. ibid.
2T. K. Cheyne, The Two Religions of Israel, with a Re-examination of the Prophetic
Narratives and Utterances (London: A. and C. Black, 1911), 366; Robert Henry Pfeiffer,
Introduction to the Old Testament (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1941), 590, 93; B. Stade,
"Streiflichter auf die Entstehung der jetzigen Gestalt der alttestamentlichen Prophetenschriften,"
ZAW 23 (1903): 163; John Marsh, Amos and Micah (London: SCM Press, 1979), 87; Wolfe,
6:902. Interestingly enough, Hillers cautiously suggests that it is the reference to Judah and
Jerusalem in vs. 5 that is a later addition. It was possibly "made already by Micah or an early
collector of his sayings" (18).
3Cf. Willis, 372-79.
^3 in vs. 3 provides a continuation from vs. 2; the expression "all this” (nRrbs) in vs. 5
seems to refer back to the previous verse; vs. 6 starts with a weqatal verb, and vs. 7 with a
conjunctive vav. The text thus flows nicely by way of these syntactic linkages, which provide
smooth linguistic texture, and a coherent piece of literature.
5Cf. Peter C. Craigie, The Twelve Prophets, 2 vols., DSB (Philadelphia: The Westminster,
1984), 9-11; Hailey, 193; Gary V. Smith, Amos, rev. and expanded ed. (Feam: Mentor, 1998),
441-42; Daniel Schibler, Der Prophet Micha, WSRAT (Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus, 1991), 36;
Hans Walter Wolff, Micah the Prophet (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1981), 32-33.
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involved in transgressions similar to those o f Israel and Judah.1However, it should be
noted that vs. 5, which introduces the judgment against Israel and Judah, is closely linked
to the previous verses by way o f the expression "all this" (n xrb s) in "All this is because
o f Jacob's transgression, because o f the sins o f the house of Israel." The text thus says that
the transgressions o f YHWH's people are the motivation for what transpired previously in
the text. This being so, it is difficult to regard the "peoples" referred to in vs. 2 as gentile
nations.
The task ahead, therefore, is to explain why vss. 2-4 announce an oracle against
"all the nations o f the earth," while the oracle itself reported in vss. 5-7 addresses Israel
and Judah. A solution that respects the integrity o f the text and keeps the line o f thought
flowing smoothly across the text is to postulate that "all the peoples" and "the earth and all
that is in it" in vs. 2 refer to Israel and Judah, and not to the gentile nations. This view has
been suggested in the past by several scholars,2 and has more recently been substantiated
’Barker and Bailey, 49.
2Ehrlich, 5:272; William Creighton Graham, "Some Suggestions toward the Interpretation
of Micah 1:10-16," AJSL 47, no. 4 (1931): 256; Albin van Hoonacker, Les Douze Petits Prophetes
(Paris: J. Gabalda, 1908), 335; P. Kleinert and Johann Peter Lange, Obadjah, Jonah, Micha,
Nahum, Habakuk, Zephanjah, ed. J. P. Lange, THBW 5 (Bielefeld and Leipzig, Germany:
Velhagen und Klasing, 1868), 48; McComiskey, The Minor Prophets, 2:617; C. v Orelli, The
Twelve Minor Prophets, trans. J. S. Banks (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1893), 190; Carl
Steuemagel, Lehrbuch der Einleitung in das alte Testament mit einem Anhang uber die
Apokryphen und Pseudepigraphen (Tubingen: J.C.B. Mohr [P. Siebeck], 1912), 625. Cf. Marvin
A. Sweeney, The Twelve Prophets, 2 vols., Berit Olam: Studies in Hebrew Narrative and Poetry
(Collegeville, MN: Michael Glazier, 2000), 2:349. Keil, although interpreting the "peoples" as
gentile nations, construes "against you" ( D ? a ) in vs. 2c as a reference to Israel. C. F. Keil, The
Twelve Minor Prophets, vol. 1 of 2, trans. James Martin, Biblical Commentary on the Old
Testament (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1949), 426. For a similar understanding, cf. B. Elmo
Scoggin, "Micah," The Broadman Commentary, ed. Clifton J. Allen (Nashville: Broadman, 1972),
7:190. It is, however, very improbable that the pronominal suffix would have a referent other than
the obvious and nearest antecedent "peoples." The best solution in this case is to understand
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by Kim.1 It has the merit _pf explaining the text without excisions or forced harmonizations.
Besides, from a linguistic point o f view, the expression "O peoples, all of you" and "O
earth and all it contains" in vs. 2 can be applied to the Israelites, as shown in due course.
At this juncture, granting that the pericope is a unified composition with a coherent
flow o f thought, the following arrangement can be suggested: Announcement o f the
judicial procedure against the peoples (Israel and Judah) in the temple (vs. 2); YHWH
comes forth/down from the temple in order to manifest his presence on earth and execute '
the judgment (vss. 3-4); the reasons for the previous action are spelled out with a
description o f the execution o f the judgment (vss. 5-1)? Keeping this in mind, attention
must be given to the genre o f the pericope.
Scholars have identified a variety o f genres in the pericope o f Mic 1 '2 - 1 . In vs. 2,
as noted by several studies, the diction apparently echoes a covenantal lawsuit,3 or judicial
"peoples" as the people ofYHWH, both Israel and Judah, and have the pronominal suffix refer
back to it. Andersen and Freedman, after an exhaustive investigation of this expression, have
pondered that "v 2 is not an unequivocal call to the (other) nations of the world to listen or
adjudicate. The plural thus matches Samaria and Jerusalem in the title. Both cities come under
attack in what follows, but no further word is addressed to the international community. The
tantalizing ambiguity in the language of v 2 is not resolved until v 5" (Andersen and Freedman,
Micah: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 150).
'Kim, 237-38.
2Hillers has suggested the following outline: vs. 2: YHWH in the divine council; vss. 3-4:
the theophany; vss. 5: the reason for his wrath; vss. 6-7: the resulting overthrow of Samaria (19).
3For a detailed study on the prophetic lawsuit, see Kirsten Nielsen, Yahweh as Prosecutor
and Judge: An Investigation of the Prophetic Lawsuit (Rib-pattern), JSOTSup 9 (Sheffield: Dept,
of Biblical Studies University of Sheffield, 1978), 74-83. Cf. Claus Westermann, Basic Forms of
Prophetic Speech (Cambridge, England: Westminster, 1991), 199.
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procedure,1 as can be deduced from the use o f the term 1SJ ("witness") and the call-toattention formula.2 Although the text does not give a description o f the judicial
procedures, the implication is that those procedures are about to begin in the heavenly
temple,3 where YHWH would act as litigant against Israel and Judah because o f their
unfeithfiilness to the covenant.
In vss. 3-4 the genre switches to that o f a theophany,4 as can been seen in the two
significant features o f a theophany contained in these verses: The coming ofYHWH from
a certain place, namely, the heavenly temple; and the reaction o f nature to his approach.5
This change o f genre in vss. 3-4 by no means implies textual discontinuity, as implied by
Kim.6 As a matter o f fact, the theophanic language o f these verses is the logical

•The term "covenantal lawsuit" has been avoided by recent scholarship on the grounds that
the term "lawsuit" is a "modem technical term that has no Hebrew equivalent” (Michael DeRoche,
"Yahweh's Rib against Israel: A Reassessment of the So-called 'Prophetic Lawsuit' in the Preexilic
Prophets," JBL 102 [1983]: 564). Nonetheless, even those scholars who avoid using the term
"covenantal lawsuit" for Mic 1:2 would agree that the pericope evokes a judicial setting. Cf. James
Luther Mays, Micah: A Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976); B. Renaud, La
Formation du Livre de Michee: Tradition et Actualisation (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1977), 28;
Sweeney, 2:40-41; Barker and Bailey, 48.
2"Hear, O peoples, all of you; listen, O earth and all it contains, and let the Lord YHWH
be a witness against you" (nt6ai flK ■O’CJjpn ofe) D°>W 19DO).
3Andersen and Freedman, Micah: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,
140. Hillers's suggestion that vs. 2 portrays "YHWH in the divine council" (19), although not
clearly expressed by the text, can be inferred from other passages where judicial procedures are
undertaken in the context of the heavenly council ofYHWH. Cf., e.g., 1 Kgs 22:19; Ps 82; Dan
7:9-14. The latter passage is discussed in chapter 5.
4Rainer Kessler, Micha, Herders theologischer Kommentar zum Alten Testament (Freiburg
im Breisgau: Herder, 1999), 86-87; Renaud, 28-29.
5Jorg Jeremias, Theophanie: Die Geschichte einer alttestamentlichen Gattung, 2nd ed.,
WMANT 10 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag), 11-13, 15.
6Kim, 234, 235.
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development o f vs. 2. It must be noted that after the judicial deliberations in the heavenly
temple, implied in vs. 2, YHWH comes down to execute the sentence. If this is the case,
the theophany is probably the most suitable genre to portray the execution o f the judgment
by YHWH's direct and personal intervention in the situation.
After the transitional vs. 5, which spells out the reason for the punishment, vss. 6-7

present a "judgment speech"1of YHWH announcing the resultant overthrow o f Samaria.
Thus when the text is examined as a literary unit, one perceives that the variety of genres
employed in the pericope ofM ic 1:2-7 contributes to a dramatic and coherent portrayal o f
YHWH's judicial procedures. First, the covenant lawsuit genre tells o f YHWH's judicial
procedures in the heavenly temple; second, the theophany informs about YHWH's
intervention following the deliberations in the heavenly temple; third, the "judgment
speech" makes clear the eventual overthrow o f Samaria.
Before proceeding to semantic and other exegetical considerations o f some key
words and expressions, it is necessary to address two objections advanced by Kim against
the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in the passage under study.

Excursus: Two Objections against the
Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple M otif
It has been argued that vss. 2d and 2e are not to be related to vs. 3, but should be
read with 2a and 2b instead.2 He implies that there is no parallelism between vs. 2d
'Andersen and Freedman, Micah: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,
135.
2Kim, 234.
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("YHWH from his holy temple") and vs. 3 ("coming forth from his place" and "he [i.e.,
YHWH] will come down"), since vs. 2 is a "self contained unit."1This being true, the
argument in favor o f the heavenly temple would disappear, and vs. 2 should be understood
as a reference to the Jerusalem temple, rather than to the heavenly one. However, the
disjunction between vss. 2 and 3 cannot be supported on exegetical grounds. The
conjunction ’’S at the beginning of vs. 3 seems to link both verses together, making such a
disjunction improbable.
Another argument adduced to support the view that the passage refers to the
Jerusalem temple is related to the meaning o f "peoples" (CSS)) in vs. 2. According to him,
since the term "peoples" (D'ai?) refers to Israel, the temple referred to in the passage is the
Jerusalem temple.2 In this connection, approvingly mentioning A. Petrotta, Kim states that
"if the addressee is Israel and Judah, it is probable to think that these lines have a
provincial reference, the temple in Jerusalem."3 This argument, however, contains a non
sequitur. The fact that vs. 2 refers to Israel and Judah does not require that the "temple"
referred to in the same verse be the Jerusalem temple. As a matter o f fact, Hebrew Bible
also portrays the heavenly temple in connection with YHWH's people on earth.4 At this
juncture, an investigation o f some key words and expressions is undertaken in order to
Tbid., 235.
Tbid., 237-38.
3Ibid., 237. Cf. Anthony J. Petrotta, Lexis Ludens: Wordplay and the Book o f Micah,
American University Studies, Series 7, Theology and Religion 105 (New York: P. Lang, 1991),
121.

4C£, e.g., 1 Kgs 22:19; Jer 17:12; 2 Sam 22:7, par. Ps 18:7 [6].
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gain additional perceptions from the text, and thus obtain a more precise delineation o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.

Semantic and other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning o£0, SJJ
Since the term "people" (D?) is used in the Hebrew Bible with different

connotations and referents, its specific meaning in a given passage must be determined by
the context.1In Mic 1:2, as noted above, the expression "peoples" (CO?) has been
understood by most commentators as referring to gentile nations, which gives the passage
universalistic overtones. Kim rightly argues that "peoples" (CPS?) here refers to the people
o f Israel and Judah, an interpretation supported by the immediate context, since vss. 5-7
contain the actual description o f the judgment upon these two nations. At this juncture, it
is also important to note that this usage o f the term "peoples" (D'D?) is not an
idiosyncrasy ofMicah, but appears in other parts o f the Hebrew Bible as well. An
instructive example is found in Isa 3:13-14: "YHWH arises to contend, and stands to

judge the peoples (D^SD).2 YHWH enters into judgment with the elders and princes o f his
people (lap), It is you who have devoured the vineyard; the plunder o f the poor is in your
houses.'" As can be noted in the parallelism, the peoples (D W ) referred to in the passage
!Cf. E. Lipinski, "us ca m ” TDOT, 11:163-77.
2The LXX and the Peshitta translate EPS? as singular hxbv and :m mh respectively.
Although it is difficult to determine whether the singular came from their Hebrew Vorlage or was a
harmonization introduced by the translators, the latter option seems more probable on the basis of
the text-critical principle of lectio dificilior preferenda est. It should be noted, however, that
IQIsaaand Targum Jonathan agree with MT here.
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are none other than YHWH's own people (iW). Another interesting passage that can be
adduced in this regard is Deut 33:19, which uses "peoples" (D'Sy) apparently in reference
to the tribes o f Israel. "They will call peoples (D'SI?) to the mountain; there they will offer
righteous sacrifices; for they will draw out the abundance of the seas, and the hidden
treasures o f the sand.” Thus, on the basis o f this brief survey, the "peoples" most probably
refers to Israel and Judah, rather than to gentile peoples.

Meaning of

fl£

Although at first glance the expression "earth and all it contains"

fhK)

seems to indicate the entire world, it can also have a restricted referent. The same
expression occurs in Deut 33:16 in reference to "precious things" o f the land of Canaan; in
Ezek 19:7, to the devastation o f the land o f Judah; in Ezek 30:12, to the devastation o f the
land o f Egypt. Furthermore, as noted, the context and the flow of the text seem to indicate
the land o f Canaan as the referent o f this expression. Thus, on the basis o f its immediate
context, and its usage in other parts o f the Hebrew Bible, the expression "earth and all it
contains"

Meaning of

fHR) in Mic 1:2 most probably refers to the land o f Israel.

^ iT O

A semantic analysis o f this expression has been undertaken elsewhere in this
dissertation and does not need to be repeated here.1It suffices to elucidate the referent o f
the locution and its function in the present context. First, it seems reasonably clear, as
‘See above the discussion of 1 Kgs 8.
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understood by most commentators, that the expression refers to the heavenly temple o f
YHWH. The connection between vss. 2 and 3 effected by the conjunction’S makes it
highly probable that what happens in vs. 3 presupposes vs. 2. Therefore the mention o f
YHWH "coming down" in vs. 3 indicates a descent from the heavenly temple.

Meaning of iDlpQD
The prepositional phrase "from his place" (iDlpDQ) adds additional support to the
understanding o f the "holy temple" in the previous paragraph. The word "place" (DipD) is
used in the Hebrew Bible as a technical term for the temple o f YHWH.1And, as noted by
J. Gamberoni, "in its theological usage [it] rarely occurs apart from some connection with
the temple theology."2 In Mic 1:3, the lexeme DipD has the same referent as "the holy
temple" mentioned in the previous verse. The verbs used in connection with "place"
(DipD) suggest that the referent o f the word is the heavenly temple, as can be noted in the
following sequence o f verbs in vs. 3: "coming forth" (KiT) . . . "and will come down"
(*TTi) . . . "and will tread" (^YTI). The actions that follow "coming forth" (X2T) are
sequential, as expressed by the perfect-consecutive verbal forms. The text implies that
YHWH comes down "from his place” (iDipSD), namely, from his heavenly temple, already
referred to in vs. 2.
' ’E.g., Deut 12:5, 14; 14:23, 25; 1 Kgs 8:29, 30; Isa 18:7; Ezek 43:7. Cf. Sweeney, 1:68.
2J. Gamberoni, "Dipa maqdm," TDNT, 8:544.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The linguistic evidence suggests that the expressions "holy temple" and "Ms place"
refer to the heavenly temple of YHWH. Vss. 2 and 3 allow one to infer that when YHWH
"comes down," he does so by departing from his heavenly temple. Therefore, on
exegetical grounds is seems beyond any reasonable doubt that the temple referred to in the
text is the heavenly one.

Function
The function o f this heavenly temple needs consideration at this point. Granting
that the entire pericope (1:2-7) focuses on Israel and Judah, as argued above, a coherent
picture o f the heavenly temple and its function in relation to earthly events emerges. This
scenario suggests a logical progression o f YHWH's actions emanating from the heavenly
temple. First, the covenant lawsuit genre employed in vs. 2 announces to the nation that
YHWH is about to undertake a judicial process (against Israel and Judah) in the heavenly
temple. Second, on the basis o f what was decided therein, the theophanic language o f vss.
3-4 portrays YHWH coming down and shaking the elements o f nature with his awesome
presence in order to execute the punishment ofhis people.1 Finally, after the transitional
vs. 5, the judgment speech o f vss. 6-7 spells out the final overthrow o f Samaria, thus
consummating the execution o f the judgment. So, the heavenly temple emerges as the
JIt should be noted that as YHWH comes down, he does not go to the earthly temple to
perform a judgment from there, as implied by Kim's view. Rather YHWH comes from the heavenly
temple to execute on earth a decision already taken in the heavenly temple.
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place where YHWH undertakes a judicial process, before executing the sentence upon the
condemned sinners.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The heavenly temple in Mic 1:2-3 emerges in functional and structural relationship
to its earthly counterpart. Thus, in its function as a place o f judgment, the heavenly temple
stands functional correspondence to the earthly counterpart; and in its designation as
WTj? Ss'H ("his holy temple")1the heavenly temple exists structural correspondence to
the earthly counterpart.

Zech 3:1-10
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1 Then he showed me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel o f YHWH, and
Satan1 standing at his right hand to accuse him.
2 YHWH said to Satan, "YHWH rebuke you, Satan! Indeed, YHWH who has chosen
Jerusalem rebuke you! Is this not a brand plucked from the fire?"
3 Now Joshua was clothed with filthy garments and standing before the angel.
4 He spoke and said to those who were standing before him, saying, "Remove the
filthy garments from him." Again he said to him, "See, I have taken your iniquity away
from you and will clothe you with festal robes."
5 Then I said, "Let them put a clean turban on his head." So they put a clean turban on
his head and clothed him with garments, while the angel o f YHWH was standing by.
6 And the angel o f YHWH admonished Joshua, saying,
7 "Thus says YHWH of hosts, 'If you will walk in my ways and if you will perform my
service, then you will also govern my house and also have charge o f my courts, and I
will grant you free access among these who are standing.
8 "Now listen, Joshua the high priest, you and your friends who are sitting in front o f
you—indeed they are men who are a symbol, for behold, I am going to bring in my
servant the Branch.
9 "For behold, the stone that I have set before Joshua; on one stone are seven eyes.
Behold, I will engrave an inscription on it,' declares YHWH ofhosts, 'and I will
remove the iniquity of that land in one day.
10 "In that day,' declares YHWH ofhosts, 'every one o f you will invite his neighbor to
sit under his vine and under his fig tree.'"
There is overall agreement among scholars that Zech 3:1-10 depicts a heavenly
court scene.2 Kim has drawn attention to this matter by using the expression "heavenly
court-temple,"3 which aptly describes the setting and procedures depicted in the vision.
The ensuing discussion intends to survey the evidence for a heavenly court-temple setting
in the passage. In order to accomplish this, some preliminary observations on the text unit,
'Although the presence of the article in the term ]M n indicates that may function as a title,
rather than a personal name, the malicious character of this figure seems to identify him with the
"Satan" of Judeo-Christian tradition.
2An exception to this is Leupold, who denies that the text portrays a trial scene. According
to him "what the vision does represent is Joshua ministering to the Angel of the Lord" (H. C.
Leupold, Exposition ofZechariah [Grand Rapids: Baker, 1971], 66). As for the setting of the
vision, he seems to imply that it transpires in the Jerusalem temple (ibid., 67).
3Kim, 266-67.
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structure, and context are undertaken. Next, semantic and other exegetical issues will
receive some consideration; and finally, an attempt is made to delineate the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif as portrayed in the passage, with a view to its function and
relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Preliminary Observations
The vision o f 3:1-10 is the fourth in the series of eight vison reports found in the
first part o f the book ofZechariah. As noted by Tidwell,1three characteristics make this
vision report unique among its peers:
1. The introduction does not contain the form found in the other visions. Here a
Hiphil verbal form ’’JKTH ("then he showed me") is employed without the following HJH
("behold").
2. Another interesting feature of the fourth vision is that, unlike the others, it
features no .mysterious objects or figures. Its imagery is straightforward and portrays a
historical figure—Joshua—as its central character.
3. Another distinctive feature of this vision is the conspicuous absence o f the
Interpreting Angel. In the other seven visions, this figure plays a prominent role in
explaining to the prophet several aspects o f the visionary experience. The fourth vision,
however, portrays the Angel of YHWH, who is part o f the visionary world.
*N. L. A. Tidwell,"Wa }omar (Zecfa 3:5) and the Genre of Zecharlah's Fourth Vision,"
JBL 94 (1975): 343-55.
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Due to its distinctive features, as noted above, some scholars suggest that the
pericope was inserted later into an original seven-vision set.1Other scholars, however,
have pointed out that Zech 3:1-10 fits into the book as a whole. Baldwin found two
chiastic structures in each o f the two major divisions o f the book.2 More recently, Kline
has shown that the entire book of Zechariah is built upon a three-hinge framework formed
by Zech 3:1-10, 6:9-15, and 11:1 -11? Since it is beyond the scope o f this research to
engage in a frill evaluation o f these studies, it suffices to keep in mind that they support the
coherence o f the canonical text.
The text divides itself into two parts: The vision (1-5), and the oracular section ( 610). In spite o f the debate about the unity o f the pericope,4 one should note that vss. 6-10
flow naturally from the vision, which seems to support the canonical shape o f the text. For
*Cf. David L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8: A Commentary (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1984), 187-88.
2Joyce G. Baldwin, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi: An Introduction and Commentary
(Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity Press, 1972), 85-86.
3Meredith G. Kline, "The Structure of the Book of Zechariah," JETS 34 (1991): 179-93.
4Although the scholarly debate about the unity of the pericope and especially the
discussion on whether vss. 6-10 were originally part of the vision are outside the scope of this
research, the following observations are appropriate. James C. VanderKam, "Joshua the High
Priest and the Interpretation of Zechariah 3," CBQ 53 (1991): 558, presents the following
summary of different proposals: Petitjean and Meyers-Meyers think that 3:8-10 form a
supplementary oracle (Albert Petitjean, Les Oracles du Proto-Zacharie: Un programme de
restauration pour la communautejuive apres Vexil Paris/Louvain: Lecoffre J. Gabalda et Cie,
Editeurs/Louvain Editions Imprimerie orientaliste, 1969], 161; Carol L. Meyers and Eric M.
Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 1-8: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary [Garden
City, NY: Doubleday, 1987], 178); Beuken contends that 3:8-10 is the original oracle, while vss.
6-7 were added later (Wim Beuken, Haggai-Sacharja 1-8. Studien zur Uberlieferungsgeschichte
der fruhnachexilischen Prophetie, Studia Semitica Neerlandica 10 [Assen: Van Gorcum, 1967],
290-300); Petersen argues that there are three oracular responses: vss. 6-7, 8 and 9 are two
responses which did not belong originally with the vision; and vs. 10 is a deuteroprophetic response
which builds upon the earlier two (David L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8, 202).
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example, the mention o f the Angel o f YHWH, the injunction and promise to Joshua,
would not make sense apart from the vision. Therefore, the canonical form of the text is
still the most objective foundation for the exegetical task ahead.
Turning to the context of the passage, two points need attention. First, as E.
Conrad1 and M. Prokurat2 have pointed out, Zech 2:17 [13])— "Be silent, all flesh, before
YHWH; for he is aroused from his holy habitation"— indicates the setting, or functions as
a prelude, for what is depicted in Zech 3. This observation is significant for this study
because if, as already noted, "holy habitation" refers to the "heavenly temple" o f YHWH,
the heavenly council setting o f Zech 3:1-10 should be located therein.
Second, the connections between the fourth and fifth visions are contextually
relevant, as perceived in the following similarities: (1) Both differ from the other vision
reports by containing a different introductory formula,3 and (2) both are suffused with
sanctuary/temple imagery; furthermore, (3) the main characters o f each vision are related
to the temple—Joshua as high priest; and Zerubbabel as temple builder, respectively. In
an insightful study, William Shea has demonstrated that the fourth and fifth visions form
'Edgar W. Conrad, Zechariah, Readings, a New Biblical Commentary (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 90. He implies, however, that the scene depicted in Zech 3:1-10
is set in the Jerusalem temple.
Michael Prokurat, "Haggai and Zechariah 1-8: A Form Critical Analysis" (Ph.D. diss.,
Graduate Theological Union, 1988), 322.
3Cf. the Hiphil verbal forms ’K Tl ("then he showed me") in 3:1 and "THm ("and he [i.e.,
the angel] roused me") in 4:1.
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the apex o f a chiastic structure involving the entire set o f eight visions.1This makes
apparent that the similarities just noted are part o f a larger literary purpose.
Although all the eight visions emphasize that "it is time to build the temple," as
pointed out by Shea,2 the fourth and fifth visions seem to be concerned with the temple in
a special way since they contain more explicit temple imagery. The fourth vision has a
heavenly temple focus; it portrays the purification and forgiveness o f the high priest,3 and
the acceptance ofhis ministry in the heavenly tribunal. The fifth is focused upon the
earthly temple since it refers to the building and completion o f the Jerusalem temple by
Zerubbabel. Thus one can perceive in this literary connection a link between the heavenly
temple and its earthly counterpart.
1"A. Vision One—Zech 7-11 Messenger horse-riders come in: The world is at peace.
This peace provides an opportunity to build the temple.
B. Vision Two—Zech 1:18-21 The four horns broken. The political conditions
that led to the Babylonian exile have been reversed. It is time to build the temple.
C. Vision Three—Zech 2:1-5 Man with the measuring line. The unmeasured
blessing that will come with the building of the temple.
D. Vision Four—Zech 3 Message to Joshua the high priest. You are
forgiven and cleansed so that you may minister in the new temple.
D'. Vision Five—Zech 4 Message to Zerubbabel the governor. You are to
build the temple and I will give you the strength to do it.
C. Vision Six—Zech 5:1-4 The flying scroll. Measured curse for those who
continue to violate the Ten Commandments.
B'. Vision Seven—Zech 5:5-11 The flying epha basket with the wicked woman.
Religious reasons for the Babylonian exile reversed. It is time to build the temple.
A'. Vision Eight—Zech 6:1-8 War chariots and riders go out to establish peace so that
the temple can be built" (William H. Shea, "The Literary Structure of Zechariah 1-6,"
in Creation, Life, and Hope: Essays in Honor o f Jacques B. Doukhan, ed. Jiri
Moscala [Berrien Springs, MI: Old Testament Department, Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary, Andrews University, 2000], 84).
2Ibid., 83-100.
3That this act had implications for the people is noted below.
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Summing up, the reference to the heavenly temple in 2:17 [13] paves the way for
the fourth vision. This anticipates not only the heavenly setting o f the fourth vision, but
also may specify that this setting is the heavenly temple itself. Interestingly enough, the
fifth vision also features temple imagery and explicitly refers to the completion o f the
Jerusalem temple. Thus from a contextual point o f view, the emphasis placed on the
temple in the framing o f Zech 3:1-10 ftuther underlines the temple overtones o f this
passage. One should also note that when the fourth and fifth visions are read side by side,
a vertical correspondence between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart seems to emerge inasmuch as both visions deal with the heavenly and earthly
temples respectively.

Semantic and other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning of the Root IDS
Derivatives o f the root IDS (stand) appear six times in the pericope (vss. 1, 3, 4,
5). This is a special term to indicate the technical procedures o f a judgment setting.1 It
refers to Joshua who "stands" before the Angel o f YHWH (vss. 1, 3); to Satan who
"stands" at the right o f Joshua to accuse him (vs. 1); to "those who stand"

(D'lpjJn),

presumably the other heavenly beings who take part in the heavenly court (vss. 4, 5); to
the Angel of YHWH who "stands." Therefore, it seems reasonable to suppose that the
'Cf. H. Ringgren, "“TM camad>" TDOT, 11:179-80. See also the occurrence of this term in
Ps 109:6, which is mentioned below.
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mention o f several figures "standing" (TQU), along with Satan as the accuser, points to a
judgment setting.'

Role of the Angel of YHWH
Contrary to the other seven vision reports where the Interpreting Angel plays a
prominent role, this vision portrays "the Angel o f YHWH" (rnrr

as a leading

character in the visionary world. Here the Angel o f YHWH does not explain elements of
the vision to the prophet; rather he himself is part o f the visionary world. The distinctive
function o f the Angel in this pericope along with the qualification " o f YHWH" may raise
the question whether or not the Interpreting Angel and the Angel o f YHWH are the same
figure. Although it is beyond the scope o f this research to engage in a detailed discussion
o f this issue, the distinctive role played by the Angel o f YHWH in this text may indicate
that two different figures are in view.
Most important for the purpose o f this study, however, is to understand the role o f
the Angel of YHWH in the judicial and cultic procedures depicted in the text. In this
regard, some scholars argue that the Angel o f YHWH is the one who presides over the
judgment.2Nevertheless, the reference in vs. 5 to "the Angel o f YHWH standing"
'Meyers and Meyers pointed out that IQS ("stand") "is the most common word in Hebrew
literature for reflecting the technical procedures of participating in the Court. Just as people appear
before the king and enter his court (cf. 1 Sam 16:21-22, where 'David came to Saul and stood
before him,' and Jer 52:12), so heavenly figures are admitted to the assembly over which Yahweh
presides" (Meyers and Meyers, 182-83). Cf. 1 Kgs 3:16; 22:19, 21; Ps 109:6.
2Eugene H. Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi: An Exegetical Commentary (Chicago:
Moody, 1994), 131; David L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8, 190-91; Paul L. Redditt,
"Zerubbabel, Joshua, and the Night Visions of Zechariah," CBQ 54 (1992): 256-57.
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(“112i? m n;

seems to indicate otherwise.1He was probably not the presiding

figure, but a member—albeit the most prominent one—of the heavenly tribunal.2 The text
seems to carefully avoid mentioning YHWH, who is veiled by a refusal o f the narrator to
describe him. However, the pronominal subject implied in some of the verbs may indicate
that YHWH is the one conducting the procedures.3 The Hiphil verbal form

("and he

showed me"), which opens the pericope, most probably has YHWH as its subject.4
Likewise, the speaker in vs. 4— "he spoke and said to those who were standing before
him, saying, 'Remove the filthy garments from him' Again he said to him, 'See, I have
taken your iniquity away from you and will clothe you with festal robes'"—may well be
YHWH.5
Nonetheless, the Angel o f YHWH seems to play a far more conspicuous role in the
procedures than any other member o f the heavenly council. He is the one who takes the
initiative to defend Joshua from Satan's accusations, thereby acting as an advocate, as
‘If the connotation of "standing" is to be understood according to the context of the
pericope, the idea is not that the Angel of YHWH "was in the vicinity, standing by" (Conrad, 95,
italics his), but that the Angel of YHWH was in YHWH's presence.
2The figure of the Angel of YHWH seems to evoke the "Son of Man" of Dan 7:9-14 (see
the study of this passage in chapter 5 of this dissertation).
3Contrary to 1 Kgs 22:19 and Isa 6:1, Zech 3 does not contain a graphic depiction of the
divine throne; however, YHWH's presence is certainly implied throughout the vision. See Sweeney,
2:594.
4Meyers and Meyers have pointed out that in Amos 7-8, YHWH is four times the subject
of the same verb in the Hiphil (180).
5Prokurat, 333.
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proposed by Meyers and Meyers,1 and cautiously suggested by Blocher.2 As the vision
develops, one gets the impression that the Angel of YHWH and YHWH himself share a
mysterious identity. The Angel, though distinct from YHWH, acts as YHWH himself, thus
virtually blurring any distinction between them.3

Analysis of ]Dten
The basic meaning o f

is that o f "adversary" or "accuser." The occurrence o f

this term in Ps 109:6 helps illuminate the judicial function o f this figure: "Appoint a
wicked man over him, and let a ]00 ("satan") stand at his right hand." The imagery is that
o f an ancient court o f law, where the "satan" would stand at the right hand o f the accused
person. Thus it is no wonder that Satan takes his stand at the right hand o f Joshua (vs. 1).
Moreover, the appearance o f this figure in two other places in the Hebrew Bible may cast
additional light on his role and function in Zech 3:1-10. Basically, Satan appears to
designate a divine being who functions as an opponent. He appears at YHWH's court to
act as an adversary against Job (Job 1-2) and David (1 Cfar 21:1). A detailed discussion o f
the nature and function o f the satan, whether just a role to be filled by any member o f
YHWH's heavenly court, or a specific divine figure who had access to the court
‘Meyers and Meyers, 185.
2Henri Blocher, "Zacharie 3: Josue et ie grand jour des expiations," ETR 54 (1979): 267.
3As Merrill pointed out, the Hebrew Bible witnesses the "interchangeability of YHWH and
the Angel of YHWH" (Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 132, a 7).
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proceedings to perform this exclusive task, would exceed the scope o f the present
research.1
Nonetheless, it could be argued on the basis o f the broad context o f the Hebrew
Bible that Satan does not appear in the court merely to oppose human beings, but YHWH
himself.2 Although this may not be so apparent in 1 Chr 21:1, it seems more evident in the
prologue o f Job, where Satan calls into question the fairness o f YHWH in his relationship
with the patriarch. The picture in Zech 3:1-10 is similar. Satan is rebuked by YHWH,
which makes apparent that Satan ultimately acts in opposition to YHWH. That being the
case, the identification o f Satan with the Devil, as effected by later Jewish3 and Christian
tradition, is a reasonable inference from the biblical text.4 For the purposes o f this research
it will suffice to note that the portrayal o f Satan in Zech 3 is an additional evidence that the
pericope portrays a judgment setting. Furthermore, as pointed out by Kim, "The presence
'For a detailed discussion of "satan" in the Hebrew Bible, cf. Gregory A. Boyd, Satan and
the Problem of Evil: Constructing a Trinitarian Warfare Theodicy (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2001); Peggy Day, An Adversary in Heaven: Satan in the Hebrew Bible, HSM 43
(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1988); Philip J. Nel, "The Conception of Evil and Satan in Jewish
Traditions in the Pre-Christian Period," in Like a Roaring Lion (Pretoria: University of South
Africa, 1987); Sydney H. T. Page, Powers of Evil: A Biblical Study of Satan and Demons (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1995); Elaine H. Pagels, The Origin of Satan (New York: Vintage Books, 1996);
Marvin E. Tate, "Satan in the Old Testament," RevExp 89 (1992): 461-74.
2"A comprehensive biblical theology deduces that he [satan] was incarnated in the serpent
of the temptation account in Genesis 3. How and why he became the adversary remains a mystery,
but it is plain throughout the Scriptures that he is subservient to the sovereignty of God and his
pernicious conduct as the accuser is something permitted to him by an all-wise God" (Merrill,
Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 133).
3Nel, 1-21.
4Cf. Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 132-33.
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of Satan makes clear that the setting o f this account is heaven."1 This latter observation is
endorsed by the presence o f the heavenly beings as implied in the participial phrase "those
who were standing" (DnaiJH). This expression refers to the members o f the council of
YHWH and therefore indicates a heavenly setting.2

Implications of Changing Clothes
The purpose and significance o f the replacement o f Joshua's filthy clothes by
"festal garments" (nisbnn) has been the object o f some debate. It should be noted at the
outset that in the ancient Near East, garments were deemed to have more than mere
aesthetic or practical significance. It has been observed that the "garment is an extension
of a person's personality."3 Thus a change o f garments may point to symbolic connotations
that easily elude Western perceptions.4 As attested in the Hebrew Bible, a change of
garments may represent a change o f status, as observed, for example, in marriage
ceremonies,5 and the ordination o f the high priest.6 Thus, in the light o f its biblical use and
‘Kim, 263.
2Three similarities of this scene with Job 1, 2 have been noted by Tidwell: (1) The satan's
appearance before YHWH as the accuser; (2) YHWH’s speech to the satan; and (3) the presence of
other angels in the group (Tidwell, 346).
3Paul A. Kruger, "The Hem of the Garment in Marriage: The Meaning of the Symbolic
Gesture in Ruth 3:9 and Ezek 16:8," JNSL 12 (1984): 79.
4Cf. A Jirku, "Zur magischen Bedeitung der Kleidung in Israel," ZAW 37 (1917/18): 10925; Manfred Lurker, Worterbuch biblischer Bilder und Symbole (Munich: Kosel-Verlag, 1987),
s.v. "KJeid, Kleidung"; Leland Ryken, Jim Wilhoit, and Tremper Longman, eds. Dictionary of
Biblical Imagery (1998), s.v. "Garments."
5C£, e.g., Ruth 3:9; Ezek 16:8.
6Cf. Exod 28; Lev 8.
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the overall ANE background, the change o f Joshua's filthy garments to festal clothes most
probably indicates a change of his status from that o f a contaminated sinner, to that o f a
cleansed high priest. That was the process that qualified him to exert high priestly
functions in the Jerusalem temple.
As for the s p e c i f i c ceremony that lies behind the description o f Zech 3:1-10, at
least two major options vie for acceptance: Some scholars favor an installation ceremony
in which Joshua was invested as high priest;1others prefer a Day o f Atonement setting.2
Both o f these ceremonies involved changing the clothes o f the high priest. However, either
option faces exegetical d i f f i c u l t i e s , since the cursory description o f Joshua's enrobing does
not provide enough information to point either to the installation ceremony o f the high
priest,3 or the procedures o f t h e Day o f Atonement.4 A r e a s o n a b l e solution is to
understand that by the change of garments, Joshua is made fit for the activities he is
supposed to perform in the temple. Thus instead o f looking for a specific background in
'E.g., Sweeney, 2:593; Baruch Halpem, "Ritual Background of Zechariah's Temple Song,"
CBQ 40(1978): 173.
2E.g., Blocher, 264-70; Tidwell, 353.
3In c o n t r a s t to the a c c o u n t of Joshua's enrobing which m e n t i o n s only " f e s t a l robes"
(nisbns), "turban" (”(e]’,3X)")» and "garments" (0’H33) (Zech 3:4-5), the installation ceremony of
the high priest in Lev 8:7-9 mentions the "tunic" (niPD), "sash" (D33K), "robe" (b’SD), "ephod"
(IBS), " b r e a s t p l a c e " f l S i n ) , " U r i m (D*n«) a n d T u m i m ( D ’ a r i ) , " t u r b a n " (DSHD), " g o l d e n p l a t e "
( p s

a n r n ) , " h o ly c r o w n " ( t i i p n

it

3) ( v s s . 7 - 9 ) .

4T h e prescription for the enrobing of the h i g h priest in the Day of Atonement, in Lev 16:4,
reads as f o l l o w s : " H e s h a l l put on the ' h o l y linen tunic' ( D i p 13TI2TD), and the 'linen
undergarments' (IX^ppOl) shall be next to his body, and he shall be girded with the 'linen sash'
(13 3338) and attired with t h e 'linen turban' (13 HSBQ). These are 'holy garments' (© ippaa).
Then he shall bathe his body in water and put them on" (Lev 16:4). Note that no reference is made
to the "festal robes" (rnsbnn) and "turban" (pB ), mentioned in Zech 3:4-5.
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installation or Day of Atonement procedures, one can agree with the plausible suggestion
that this is an "ad hoc cleansing ritual"1in which YHWH vindicates Joshua from Satan's
objections,2 thereby making him fit for the temple ministry. In short, the changing o f
clothes signaled the change of status of Joshua, and symbolized the removal o f iniquity
from him and from the people. These procedures were a response to a situation
experienced by the high priest in the context o f the temple ministry.3

Removal of Iniquity
In connection with the change of garments, and probably symbolized by it, a
removal o f "iniquity" (]i2)4 is effected. As noted in Zech 3:4:

rbsn D^'sn nnaan iTpn "hm6 rmh D’-raiirrSt "ins*] ]sn
tnisbrra fjnk ’m bm

^mnyrt nwn t ^ k

He spoke and said to those who were standing before him, saying: Remove the filthy
garments from him. Again he said to him: See, I have taken your iniquity away from
you and will clothe you with festal robes.
'Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8, 201.
2The text may contain elements which are common to the installation ceremony, and/or
Day of Atonement, but there is not enough evidence of them in the text to limit the imagery to
either of these settings.
3Cf. Kim, 264.
4According to Roy Gane, "in the Hebrew Bible, cawon ("iniquity") can refer to any part of
the process of wrongful act -* blame —» punishment, whether the act is intentional or not.
However, in Leviticus 1-16 its usage is restricted to blame in the sense of'culpability,' that is,
liability to punishment that the sinner must bear (Qal of ns \ 5, 1, 17; 17:18) unless/until it is
transferred to an officiating priest through a purification offering, who bears {ms3) it (10:17),
presumably until it is borne {ns ’) out of the camp by the live goat on the Day of Purgation (16:2122). It is important to recognize that in Lev 1-16 awon ("iniquity, culpability") arises from an act
of hatta t ("expiable sin"), rather than from a separate wrongful act. This is clear in 5:1, 5-6, where
a witness who commits a sin (verb and noun from the root ht) bears his 3awon as a consequence
until he or she receives expiation (cf. 5:17; Ps 32:5)" (Roy Gane, The NTVApplication
Commentary: Leviticus, Numbers [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2004], 280-81).
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The expression ^TtB " fb m s,Pn 3Bn ("I have taken your iniquity away from you") seems
to evoke the similar expression pB KB3 ("bear iniquity") used mainly in Leviticus and
Numbers. Baruch Schwarz pointed out that the phrase pB KD2 has one linguistic image
("bear sin") with two uses:
When the sinner himself'bears' his sin. He may suffer its consequences if such there be.
In this usage the phrase is a metaphor for the sinner's unrelieved guilt. It is at most an
oblique way o f saying that the sinner deserves punishment per se. However, when and
if another party—most often, but not necessarily God—'bears' the sinner's burden, it
no longer rests on the shoulders of the wrongdoer; the latter is relieved o f his load and
o f its consequences, once again if such there be. In this second usage, the "bearing" o f
the sin by another is a metaphor for the guilty party's release from guilt.1
A similar dynamic seems operative in the phrase pB T3BH used in Zech 3:4. It is
interesting to note that this phrase also seems to have two distinct uses. Like pB Kto, it
may connote the burden o f the culpability over the sinner (in Qal: pB ”QB)— as in Ps
38:5: "For 'my iniquities are gone over' (V12B ’rail?) my head; as a heavy burden they
weigh too much for me"—or (in Hiphil: pB T3BH) to connote the act o f YHWH
relieving the sinner by removing the guilt, as in 2 Sam 24:10 (par. 1 Cfar 21:8): "And
David's heart troubled him after he had numbered the people. So David said to YHWH, "I
have sinned greatly in what I have done. But now, O YHWH, please take away the
iniquity (pIBTltt K3”13Bn) o f your servant, for I have acted very foolishly.1’2 Although, it
may be difficult to establish whether pB “T’3Bn/"12B is an exact semantic equivalent to
’Baruch Schwarz, "The Bearing of Sin in the Priestly Literature," in Pomegranates and
Golden Bells: Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in
Honor of Jacob Milgrom, ed. David P. Wright, David Noel Freedman, and Avi Hurvitz (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 9, emphasis his.
2C f .

Job 7:21.
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|iSJ KtM, the impression emerges that at least the expression ]i» “P l|ri in Zech 3:4
conveys the same meaning o f

Xtffl ("remove the iniquity," with YHWH as its subject)

to connote a situation in which YHWH himself "removed the iniquity" from Joshua.5
Another significant observation regarding py TSyn lies in the possibility that it
functions as a performative utterance. As suggested by Petersen, the removal o f the
iniquity from Joshua "is not just a performative utterance, a pure word-event. The m al'ak
effects the removal o f guilt by commanding and eliciting action."2 In view o f the previous
considerations, it becomes apparent that the expression py T31?n ("remove the iniquity")
evokes temple/sanctuary activities. Therefore, since the sanctuary/temple was the locus
par excellence o f purification and forgiveness, it follows that the procedures o f Zech 3
portray the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place where YHWH grants purification and
forgiveness to the sinner.

Turban and Stone
Two elements possibly related to the high priest's apparel echo a temple setting.
Although the Hebrew word for "turban" (*pB) in 4:5 is different from the one found in
’Some scholars have suggested that the "iniquity" (pit) removed from Joshua was not
caused exclusively by his own "sins" (HKBn), but probably included the "sins" (naan) of the people
represented by him (cf. Joyce G. Baldwin, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi: An Introduction and
Commentary [Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1972], 113; Michael Prokurat, "Haggai
and Zechariah 1-8: A Form Critical Analysis" [PhD. diss., Graduate Theological Union, 1988],
338; Robert T. Siebeneck, "Messianism of Aggeus and Proto-Zacharias," CBQ 19 [1957]: 219).
Notice that the high priest was supposed to bear the iniquity of the people, as stated in Lev 10:17:
"Why did you not eat the sin offering at the holy place? For it is most holy, and he gave it to you 'to
bear away' (pirnK nxiob) the guilt of the congregation, to make atonement for them before the
YHWH." On the other side, one should notice that the sins of the high priest could affect the whole
people, as if the whole people had sinned. See Lev 4:3-12.
2David L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8, 194.
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Exod 28:4 (nSMSO), it probably refers to the same item; after all, both words derive from
the same root (^32). What is most relevant for the present research is that the mention of
the turban underlines the sanctuary/temple imagery that pervades the passage.
Another item that needs some consideration here is the stone mentioned in 3:9.
Several views have been advanced regarding the meaning o f this stone.' Two o f them
seem to be more favored by scholarship. First, since the garments of Joshua are a major
focus in the previous verses, it would be natural to understand vs. 9 as a continuation of
the previous topic, which would imply that the stone is somehow related to the high
priest's apparel, probably associated with the crown or turban.2 Another option would be
to read Zech 3:9 with the next chapter, which mentions a stone in connection with the
'Milo§ Bic, Das Buck Sacharja (Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt, 1962), 51, provided
a nice summary of several possibilities: the stone as the cornerstone of the temple (Ferdinand
Hitzig and Heinrich Steiner, Die Zwolf Kleinen Propheten, 4th ed. [Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1881];
Charles H. H. Wright, Zechariah and His Prophecies, Considered in Relation to Modern
Criticism: With a Critical and Grammatical Commentary and New Translation: Eight Lectures,
2nd ed. [London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1879]); the capstone of the temple (Karl Marti, Das
Dodekapropheton erkldrt [Tubingen: Mohr, 1902]); the rock of the temple (H. Schmidt, "Das
vierte Nachtgesicht des Propheten Sacharja," ZAW 54 [1936]: 48-60); a precious stone for the
royal diadem (Julius Wellhausen, Die Kleinen Propheten, 4 ed. [Berlin: De Gruyter, 1963]); the
sealing stone with the name of Zerubbabel (Hugo Gressmann, Der Messias [Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1929]); an adornment stone for the high priest (H. G. Mitchell, A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Haggai and Zechariah, The International Critical
Commentary [Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1912]).
2Exod 28:9-12, which contains the description of the twelve stones associated with the
ephod, and 28:38-38, which mentions an ornament of Aaron's turban engraved with the words
"Holy to YHWH," have been suggested as possible background passages for the stone of Zech 3:9.
Cf. Edgar W. Conrad, Zechariah, Readings, a New Biblical Commentary (Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press, 1999), 95-96; Meyers and Meyers, 209; David L. Petersen, Haggai and
Zechariah 1-8, 211-12; Sweeney, 2:602.
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building o f the temple.1According to this, both passages refer to the same stone, which
represents the divine sanctions for the building activities o f the temple.
It is very difficult to decide which option, if any, is correct. The term "stone" by
itself is ambiguous and could be used to indicate an item o f priestly garb, or a part o f the
temple. Notwithstanding, one should keep in mind that either option contains temple/cuitic
connotations, and fath er emphasize the sanctuary/temple atmosphere that pervades the
vision.

Excursus on Zech 3:7: The Purpose of the
Vision and the Privileges of Joshua
Three major reasons make Zech 3:7 significant for this study: First, it reveals that
the actions undertaken in favor o f Joshua in the heavenly temple/sanctuary aimed at his
ministry in the Jerusalem temple. This implies a dynamic interaction between the latter and
the former temples. Second, the text says that one o f the privileges granted to Joshua in
connection with his ministry in the Jerusalem temple would be "to judge," thus implying a
functional similarity between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. Third, the
verse says that Joshua is granted the privilege o f being a member o f the divine council, an
assertion that further reinforces the connections between heavenly and earthly realms, and
informs about the special privilege granted to the purified high priest. In the discussion
that follows these issues are investigated.
In order to facilitate the explanation, the verse is displayed below, and divided into
clauses which will henceforth be referred to by their respective numbers.
1Albert Petitjean, Les Oracles du Proto-Zacharie: Un programme de restauration pour la
communautejuive apres I’exil (Paris: J. Gabalda et Cie, 1969), 179-84.
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(1) Thus says YHWH ofhosts
(2) If you will walk in my ways
(3) and if you will perform my service
(4) then you will also judge in my house
(5) and also have charge of my courts,
(6) And I will grant you free access
among these who are standing.
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Purpose o f the vision
In this verse one learns that Joshua was cleansed and forgiven in order to serve in
the temple, provided that he met certain conditions, as can be deduced from the two
conditional clauses (see #2 and #3 above). Thus it becomes apparent that the judicial and
cultic procedures performed in the heavenly temple/sanctuary were intended to prepare
Joshua for his ministry in the earthly temple. If this is true, it could be argued that heavenly
and earthly temples were understood to work in dynamic interaction. In this case, the
ministry o f the heavenly temple validated the service o f the earthly temple.

Joshua and the privilege o f judgment
One can perceive that one o f the privileges granted to Joshua, provided he met the
conditions (see #2 and #3 above), is to "judge in my [i.e., YHWH's] house" (#4). The
significance o f this privilege seems to be highlighted by the grammatically redundant
personal pronoun HPIX ("you") in #4: , rP3T!X prill nnX"ST) ("then you will also judge in
my house"). The focus on the pronoun seems to convey an idea that could be thus
paraphrased: "Indeed, it is you (not somebody else), who will judge in my house."
The translation o f the Hebrew verb pri as "judge" has been debated since it has the
word "house" as its object, which is unusual in the Hebrew Bible. Because o f this some
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scholars’ and versions2 have translated this verb as "govern," or "rule," implying that the
major point is that Joshua would be in charge of the administration o f the temple. It must
be pointed out, nonetheless, that virtually all occurrences o fy n outside Zech 3:7,3 in both
its verbal or nominal forms, connote judicial overtones. fH is most often associated with
judgment by YHWH,4 occasionally o f the judgment o f various officials,5 but also o f the
judgment exercised by kings;6 it may also connote the idea o f strife, contention,7 rights, or
cause.8 Therefore, in view o f the consistent use o f yn in the Hebrew Bible within the
semantic field o f judgment, it is very unlikely that it connotes the administration o f the
temple in #4.9
From a contextual and grammatical point o f view,

is better understood as

conveying the idea of judgment. Joshua would have the privilege o f judging "in my house
[i.e., the Jerusalem temple]." As Mason noted, "the special privileges given to Joshua in
'Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 138; H. G. Mitchell, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on Haggai and Zechariah, ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1912), 154; Conrad,
94; Sweeney, 2:600.
2ESV, NRS, RSV, INK. NASB, NIB, NIV, NJB.
3That is, forty-four times in thirty-eight verses.
4Gen 15:14; 30:6; Deut 32:36; 1 Sam 2:10; 24:16; Isa 3:13; Pss 7:9; 9:5, 9; 50:4; 54:3;
68:6; 72:2; 76:9 [8]; 96:10; 110:6; 135:14; 140:13; Job 6:31; 35:14; 36:17.
5Isa 10:2.
6Jer 21:12; 22:16; Prov 20:8; 31:9.
72 Sam 19:10; Job 35:14; 36:17; Prov 20:10; 29:7; Eccl 6:10.
8Prov 31:5; Isa 10:2; Jer 5:28; 30:13; Prov 31:8.
"Meyers and Meyers make a strong case for "the important juridical content" of the
passage (195).
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the development o f the vision suggest" that he "is charged with executing judgment."! A
connection o f judgment with the temple also appears in Deut 17:9-10, where the Levites
are said to work as judges of the people.2 Therefore, that in #4 this idea is associated with
the high priest should not come as a surprise, since the sanctuary/temple could also be
understood as a place o f judgment.3 Also from a grammatical point o f view, the use o f the
locution ■’FPaTiK ("my house") in syntagmatic relationship to p i should cause no surprise,
since it functions here as an adverbial accusative4 to indicate the place where the action o f
"judging" is performed. Therefore the translation to "judge in my house" fits in both the
context and syntax o f the passage. In addition, the term "my house" (TP2) in #4 is most
probably a reference to the Jerusalem temple, due to its parallelism with "my courts"

(°nxn) in #5. Notice that the term “isn ("court") is usually associated with the temple in
the Hebrew Bible.5
The relevance o f the above observation for the present study is that it reveals a
functional correspondence between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart. It should not be forgotten that since the vision describes judicial procedures
'Rex Mason, "The Prophets of the Restoration," in Israel's Prophetic Tradition: Essays in
Honour of Peter R. Ackroyd, ed. R. J. Coggins, Anthony Phillips, and Michael A. Knibb
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 147.
2Baruch Halpem, "Ritual Background of Zechariah's Temple Song," CBQ 40 (1978): 23132.
3See, e.g., Isa 6:lff.; Ezek 1: 8-11.
4That the direct object marker (nit) may be used with adverbial accusatives has been noted
by Bruce K. Waltke and O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN:
Eisenbrauns, 1990), 181.
5Cf., e.g., Pss 65:5 [4]; 84:11 [10]; 92:14 [13]; 116:19; 135:2.
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being performed in the heavenly temple, the indication that Joshua would undertake
similar actions in the earthly temple suggests a functional correspondence between the
heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart.

Joshua and the privilege o f access to the heavenly council
The last clause seems to speak o f a special privilege granted to Joshua—he would
have access to the heavenly council o f YHWH, as implied in the statement "And I will
grant you free access among these who are standing" (#6). Access to the heavenly council
was deemed to be a privilege o f the prophets, as noted in Amos 3:7, "Surely the Lord
YHWH does nothing unless he reveals his secret counsel (TiO) to his servants the
prophets."1That the high priest is granted such an honor is of major significance: Joshua
would not only be a priest, but a priest-prophet.2 Since some scholars argue that #6 does
not depict Joshua's access to the assembly o f YHWH in the heavenly temple/sanctuary,
but to his ministration in the Jerusalem temple,3 a brief exegetical investigation o f the
passage is in order.
At the outset it should be noted that clauses #2 through #6 form a conditional
sentence as is clearly implied by the conditional conjunction DK ("if”) at the beginning o f
clauses #2 and #3. The task ahead is to determine whether clauses #4 and #5 are part o f
’Cf., e.g., 1 Kgs 22:19-23;Amos 3:7.
2Possib!y like Aaron, who, as Num 12 implies, was a prophet.
3Sweeney speculates that "the 'right of access' mahlekim apparently refers to the high
priest's right of access to the Holy of Holies in the Jerusalem Temple" (2:599); McNicol claims
that Joshua will be a chief cultic officer in the rebuilt temple ("The Heavenly Sanctuary in
Judaism," 78).
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the protasis or belong to the apodosis, in order to better understand the last clause, which
is the m ain goal o f this analysis. The shift from DK to 03 in #4 seems to indicate that the
apodosis starts here and culminates with Joshua's being granted access to the Heavenly
Court (#6) which, as noted above, is related to the heavenly sanctuary/temple.
The main issue in this connection is to determine the meaning o f #6: "And I will
grant you free access (D'O^na)1 among these who are standing (CiniJn)." We should
determine whether the access to be granted to Joshua refers to the privilege o f ministering
in the Jerusalem temple and thus having access to its most holy place, or the privilege of
access to the heavenly council/temple o f YHWH. The reference to "these who are
standing" (D’HOyn) seems to favor the latter option. The term "stand" appears in Zech
3:1-10 in reference to Joshua, Satan, the Angel o f YHWH, and the locution D’HOiJH refers
to the members o f the heavenly council, since they were standing in the heavenly-court
scene (Zech 3:4). Thus it seems appropriate to understand this expression in #6 as
referring to the heavenly beings, the members o f the heavenly council o f YHWH. That
Joshua's colleagues are later referred to as those "who are sitting" (vs. 8) further reinforces
the idea that "these who are standing" (DvTOi7n) are the heavenly members o f the council
of YHWH. If this is so, the privilege granted to Joshua is access to the heavenly realm.
Nonetheless, how or why this access would happen is not explained. But one may surmise
that this probably means that Joshua's judgments (and probably his ministry as a whole) in
‘The word D'pbrtD, if repointed D'pbnp, is a Piel participle. Otherwise it is a noun from
the root “jbn ("to go, walk"). Either way it conveys an intransitive meaning like "goings" or
"wanderings" and would thus express the notion of free "access" or right of "access" as translated
in some versions. Cf. NASB, RSV, ASV, ESV, IPS, NJB.
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the earthly temple would have the benefit o f his being privy to YHWH's judgments in the
heavenly sanctuary/temple. So, the heavenly temple and earthly counterpart would work in
dynamic interaction, since the latter would reflect the procedures o f the former.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
On the basis o f the previous discussion, it is reasonable to suppose that the scene
portrayed in Zech 3:1-10 has its setting not only in heaven, but more specifically, in the
heavenly sanctuary/temple. The presence o f the high priest Joshua being accused by Satan
and the presence o f heavenly beings convey a graphic picture o f the judicial proceedings o f
the heavenly tribunal. Additionally, we can also note, especially in regard to the
forgiveness of Joshua as symbolized by the changing o f his clothes, that the actions
connote heavenly sanctuary/temple imagery. Thus, it is reasonable to say that the fourth
vision of Zechariah depicts judicial and cultic procedures performed in the heavenly
temple/sanctuary.

Function
The function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple can be delineated as follows: First,
the judicial function is perceived in the court scene, where the heavenly temple functions
as a court of law. The defendant, in spite o f the accusations o f Satan, is eventually
vindicated and made clean. This imagery portrays the heavenly temple/sanctuary as a place
o f judgment. Second, the heavenly temple also functions as a place o f cultic activity. This
is revealed in the action o f cleansing and forgiveness as symbolized by the changing of
Joshua's clothes.
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Nonetheless, it should be kept in mind that the distinction between judicial
procedures, on the one hand, and cultic, on the other, is largely artificial and is adopted
only for the sake o f analysis. As a matter o f fact, the temple was understood as the locus
not only of cultic, but also o f judicial activities, which seem to have been conceived o f as a
unified set of procedures. In the description o f the Day o f Atonement (Lev 16), for
example, one perceives an interconnection o f cultic and judicial elements. Although the
cultic aspect may seem more apparent, upon closer inspection, the judicial element can be
clearly perceived.1 Solomon's prayer is also worth noticing in this regard. There the temple
emerges as a place where cultic and judicial questions are settled, prayers and sacrifices
are offered (2 Kgs 8:31-32).2 Another example may be found in the parallel chapters o f
Dan 7 and 8,3 portraying the same set o f activities with judicial and cultic imagery,
respectively. From this it follows that it is more accurate to say that the heavenly temple
functions for a complex set o f procedures that can only be grasped by analogy with human
institutions. Although for the purposes o f analysis one may separate judicial from cultic
activities, in biblical thought these are two aspects o f an indissoluble set o f procedures •
undertaken by YHWH in his heavenly sanctuary/temple.
‘Roy Gane has demonstrated how cultic and judicial aspects are interconnected parts of the
same system: "By treating moral evil both as relational/legal breach and as pollution, the Israelite
system of HKDn rituals ('purification offerings-so-called 'sin offerings') addresses both the
standing and state of YHWH's people. This system shows the way not only to freedom from
condemnation, but also to healing of character, which is defined in terms of loyalty to YHWH"
(Roy Gane, Cult and Character, forthcoming).
2See the analysis of this passage above.
3See the investigation of Dan 7 and 8 below, in chapter 5 of this dissertation.
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Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The relationship between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly counterpart
can be perceived in two aspects. First, the judicial and cultic procedures to be performed
by Joshua in the earthly temples point to a Junctional correspondence inasmuch as both
heavenly and earthly temple are portrayed as a locus o f judicial and cultic procedures.
The text also indicates a dynamic interaction with the Jerusalem temple. Joshua's
purification in the heavenly temple had the purpose o f making him fit for his ministry in the
earthly temple. The vision apparently intended to provide heavenly sanctions for the
activities soon to be performed in the earthly temple. In other words, by the procedures in
the heavenly sanctuary/temple, the ministry o f the earthly temple was legitimated inasmuch
as the high priest was vindicated by YHWH.1Furthermore, Joshua's right o f access to the
heavenly court may also imply a dynamic interaction between heavenly temple/sanctuary
and its earthly counterpart, thus indicating a dynamic interaction.
As pointed out by Kim, "the heavenly setting functions as surety and validity o f
Yahweh's promise. This means that in spite o f the absence o f a detailed description o f its
pattern, the heavenly temple is closely connected with the earthly temple, guaranteeing its
efficient function. In other words, the former stands before or above the latter as its
assurance."2
‘Meyers and Meyers cautiously suggested that the vision occurred in the context of a
ceremony in the Jerusalem temple. Thus an "earthly investment plus prophetic vision of heavenly
investment, worked in tandem to achieve the desired effect" (222). However, despite its
attractiveness, this suggestion finds no support in the text.
2Kim, 267.
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O ther Texts
For the sake o f completeness, this section undertakes a brief survey of several
other passages that refer or allude to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.

Isa 18:4

m rr id k r b b
:-pxj? a n a
For thus YHWH has told me, I will look from1my dwelling place quietly like dazzling
heat in the sunshine, like a cloud of dew in the heat o f harvest.
ba

a ra

m

n ro ’r a m ncraio nogtiK

The "exceedingly obscure"2 pericope o f Isa 18 contains several difficult and cryptic
expressions whose historical identification has challenged the exegetes.3 A plausible
'The preposition 3 in the prepositional phrase ’Jiisns should be translated as "from"
according to most versions. This meaning is consistent with the context of the passage which
implies that YHWH looks "from" his dwelling. Besides, other Hebrew Bible passages which
contain the concept of YHWH looking down from heaven or the heavenly temple use the
unambiguous preposition ]Q (e.g., Deut 26:15; Pss 80:15[14]; Isa 63:15). It is also worthy of
mention that 3 meaning "from" is commonly attested in Ugaritic texts. See Mark D. Futato, "The
Preposition 'beth' in the Hebrew Psalter," WTJ41 (1978): 68-83; S. Segert, A Basic Grammar of
the Ugaritic Language with Selected Texts and Glossary (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1997), 181.
2Walter Brueggemann, Isaiah, Westminster Bible Companion (Louisville, KY:
Westminster John Knox, 1998), 152.
3For example: The "people feared far and wide, a powerful and oppressive nation whose
land the rivers divide" mentioned in vs. 1 has been understood as the Assyrians (R. E. Clements,
Isaiah 1-39, NCBC [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980]; Watts, Isaiah 1-33, 246; W. Jansen,
Mourning Cry and Woe Oracle, BZAW 125 [New York: de Gruyter, 1972], 60), the Medes
(Edward J. Kissane, The Book of Isaiah, Translatedfrom a Critically Revised Hebrew Text with
Commentary [Dublin: Browne and Nolan, 1941]), or the Ethiopians (so Kraeling, 96-91 \ Hans
Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Commentary, Continental Commentaries [Minneapolis: Fortress,
1991], 212). Also the identity of the messengers (D'pK5?a) in vs. 2 has been debated. If they are the
same as the "ambassadors" (D’T S ) referred to previously in the same verse, they may probably be
Ethiopians (Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Commentary, 210-11). Kaiser argues that this is an ideal
scene and implies that the messengers are those sent by YHWH to deliver the message found in vs.
5 to the lands that lay south of Egypt (Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39: A Commentary [Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1974], 90-97). Another suggestion was put forth by Jansen according to which these
D’PKbn are heavenly messengers who bring a message from the heavenly court of YHWH (W.
Jansen, Mourning Cry and Woe Oracle, BZAW 125 [New York: de Gruyter, 1972], 60-61; John
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reconstruction o f the historical context of Isa 18, as suggested by several scholars, runs as
follows: An Ethiopian delegation went to Jerusalem to persuade the Judeans to join an
anti-Assyrian coalition. In this connection YHWH sent a message to Isaiah urging the
people not to join the Ethiopians, because YHWH himself would take care o f the enemy at
the right time.1
For the purpose o f this research it should be noted that YHWH is portrayed as
exerting control from his "place" (]iDD). As noted above,2 the term ]T3D, which means
"site,"3 "fixed or established place, foundation,"4 can refer to either the earthly or the
heavenly temple. The word seems to convey the special nuance o f "firmness," as noted in
the root ]1D (be established, be permanent, endure).5 The translation o f ]1DD as "dwelling"
or "abode" followed by most versions6 thus seems justified by the several uses o f this word
to indicate either the heavenly or earthly temple.7
F. A. Sawyer, Isaiah, 2 vols. [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1984], 1:167). The difficulties of the text
and its ambiguities lead one to pay closer attention to the following statement by Kaiser: "The lack
of precision of the poem, together with the appeal to the inhabitants of the earth, argues against an
inteprepretation in terms of contemporary history and suggests that an eschatological
understanding is appropriate to the text" (Otto Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39: A Commentary [Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1974], 92).
'Cf. Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1-39, 310; Leupold, Exposition o f Isaiah, 1:301-08; Motyer,
135-38; Oswalt, 360.
2See the discussion of Exod 12, in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
3HALOT, s.v. p a .
*BDB, s.v. p O .
5HALOT, s.v. p .
6Cf„ e.g., NAS, RSV, NIV, INK, ASV, DRA, ESV, IPS, KJV, NKJ, MRS.
7See the discussion of p a in connection with the discussion of Exod 15 in chapter 3 of
this dissertation. See also the section on 1 Kgs 8 above.
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Three aspects related to the "dwelling" o f YHWH as referred to in this passage
need further clarification: the location o f this "dwelling place"; its function in the context
o f the passage; and the relationship between "the dwelling place" (]i3D) referred to in vs.
4 and the "place o f the name o f YHWH" (mrP"D© Dips) mentioned in vs. 7. First,
although the "dwelling place" (]iDQ) o f YHWH in this passage could be either the
Jerusalem temple1or his heavenly dwelling/temple,2 the latter view seems more
appropriate in light o f the immediate context and imagery portrayed by text. The focus o f
the passage on world affairs with YHWH supervising foreign nations seems to suggest
that |1DQ is the heavenly dwelling place o f YHWH. Moreover, the picture o f YHWH
looking from his "dwelling place" seems appropriate for a place in heaven. Additionally,
when the Jerusalem temple is referred to in the passage, the prophet refers to it as "the
place (Qipn) o f the name o f YHWH o f hosts" (vs. 7).
Second, it is instructive to inquire about the function o f YHWH's dwelling place as
portrayed by the passage. Since the heavenly dwelling is the place from where YHWH
"will look quietly" (ngraxi noptis) some attention must be given to this expression. It
has been argued that this expression means that "the Lord will passively let things take
their course,"3 or that YHWH will remain neutral, that is, "from his heavenly dwelling
’Slotki, 86.
2Brevard S. Childs, Isaiah, The Old Testament Library (Louisville, KY: Westminster John
Knox, 2001), 138; Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39: A Commentary, 95, implicitly; Dieter Schneider, Der
Prophet Jesaja, WSRAT (Wuppertal: R. Brockhaus, 1988), 1:291; Widyapranawa, 106;
Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Commentary, 220; Edward Young, The Book o f Isaiah, 3 vols.,
NICOT 23 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1965), 1:477.
3Kraeling, 97.
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Yahweh will neither support Egypt-Ethiopia, nor yet uphold Assyria."1Nevertheless,
although the root Dp® ("look") may refer to either "God’s inactivity" or "his freedom from
annoyance or care,"2 the context favors the latter possibility. The use o f harvest imagery
(vss. 4 and 5) conveys the idea o f judgment.3 As vs. 5 further c l a r i f i e s , YHWH w

o u ld

soon create havoc amid the enemy. Eventually, foreigners would bring a gift of homage to
the temple on Mount Zion (vs. 7). Thus YHWH, far from being passive or neutral, will
evaluate the situation and intervene—from his heavenly dwelling/temple—at the
appropriate time. It is neither passivity nor neutrality, but the control that YHWH exerts
from his heavenly dwelling (jiDD) that seems to be the main point. He not only watches,
but actually "presides over the process."4
In this connection, It should be remembered that the concept o f YHWH "looking"
(Q33) down from heaven, or from his heavenly temple, upon the world is used elsewhere in
the Hebrew Bible.5 This imagery seemingly intends to depict YHWH's sovereignty over
the created order. Nothing escapes his vigilant supervision. Thus, the explicit reference to
the "place" (]i30) whence YHWH exerts this "looking" upon creation seems to
underscore the role o f the heavenly dwelling as a center o f command, or headquarters o f
‘Clements, Isaiah 1-39, 165.
2Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Isaiah 1-39, 313.
3According to Blenkinsopp, the harvest depicted in the text is the grape harvest, "one of the
more persistent images of judgment in the biblical literature" {Isaiah 1-39, 311).
4Motyer, 162.
5Cf., e.g., Deut 26:15; Isa 63:15; Ps 80:15 [14].
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YHWH. In this case, the pDD is not merely a place o f dwelling, but a place from where
YHWH supervises world affairs. As can be perceived in vss. 5-7, YHWH will intervene,
and the nations will bring gifts "to the place o f the name o f YHWH o f hosts, even Mount
Zion" (vs. 7).
Third, it is worthy o f note that both heavenly and earthly temples are referred to in
the short chapter of Isa 18. While vs. 4 refers to the heavenly dwelling/temple o f YHWH,
vs. 71mentions the Jerusalem temple, here designated as "the place o f the name o f
YHWH," thus indicating the notion o f a vertical correspondence. It is instructive to note
that the reference to the Jerusalem temple as "the place o f the name o f YHWH o f hosts"
displays a concept similar to 1 Kgs 8, where the dynamic relationship between the
heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart is clearly affirmed.2 Therefore, the reference to
YHWH's dwelling "place" in heaven (Isa 18:4), along with the mention o f the "place o f the
name of YHWH" on earth in (Isa 18:7), indicates a vertical correspondence between the
heavenly dwelling/temple and its earthly counterpart. Such a correspondence appears to be
fimctional—inasmuch as the function o f the heavenly temple parallels that o f the earthly
’That this expression refers to the Jerusalem temple is made clear by the use of Zion in
apposition to it (vs. 7). It should be noted that there has been some discussion among critical
scholars about the authenticity of, e.g., vss. 2bP, 6b, 7. It is argued that these verses or fragments
thereof are later additions (cf., e.g., Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27: A Commentary, 209). Consistent
with the canonical approach adopted in this dissertation, the text is treated as a unified
composition.
2See the discussion on 1 Kgs 8, above.
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counterpart—and structural, since the term ]13D ("place, foundation") can also designate
the earthly temple.1

Isa 63:15

f r a pan ^jrrmp

nsK ^"»KBrn

bata nirrc crasa oan

npsKnn

^anni

Look down from heaven and see from Your holy and glorious habitation; where are
your zeal and your mighty deeds? The stirrings o f your heart and your compassion are
restrained toward me.
The present pericope belongs to the text unit o f Isa 63:7-64:11 [12], which
according to most commentators belongs to the genre o f lamentation.2 The prophet,
embodying the community, laments the devastation caused by the enemy and prays for
YHWH to intervene on behalf of the people. Isa 63:15 marks a change o f perspective in
the flow o f the text. As Watts pointed out, "thus far God is seen as moving within the
continuum of history. Now the perspective is vertical. He is in heaven looking down or
coming down to his people."3
Commentators have usually understood the parallel expressions "heaven" and
"habitation" as overlapping completely so that "Your holy and glorious habitation" would
!See the discussion of 1 Kgs 8, above.
2Childs, 519; Paul D. Hanson, Isaiah 40-66, IBC (Louisville: John Knox, 1995), 235;
John L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah, AB 20 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968), 188, 192; R. N.
Whybray, Isaiah 40-66, New Century Bible (London: Oliphants, 1975), 255. Westerman considers
this text to be "probably the most powerful lamentation in the Bible" (Claus Westermann, Isaiah
40-66: A Commentary [London: S.C.M. Press, 1969], 392). A more nuanced view is suggested by
Watts, who although recognizing signs of the lamentation genre in 63:15-64:1, 9-11, contended
that "the controlling genre is that of the sermon-prayer which is well known from Deuteronomy and
Chronicles. This shows itself in 63:7-14, 64:3[4]-8[9]" (Isaiah 34-66, 328-29).
3Watts, Isaiah 34-66, 333.
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be identical to heaven. Nonetheless, as noted before,1the parallelism between "heaven"
and "habitation" does not require that "heaven" be understood as the "habitation"; rather it
seems more logical to understand heaven as the broad area where the "habitation" is
located. It instructive to hold in mind that the term "habitation" (bat), which is qualified
by the adjectival expressions "holy and glorious" (^lYlKSHl

connotes the idea o f

"temple/sanctuary."2 These same adjectival expressions are used in Isa 64:10 [11] to
qualify the Jerusalem temple in the expression "Our holy and beautiful house"
(33PnKani

IT?). If these qualifying expressions have any bearing upon the

interpretation o f the passage, it must be admitted that the text most probably refers to the
"habitation" (b3T), not merely as "heaven," but as a place located in heaven— namely, the
heavenly temple. As McKenzie noted, Isa 63:15 contains "an allusion to the heavenly

temple, o f which the earthly temple is the counterpart."3
Additionally, it is worth noting that the term bar ("habitation") is also applied to
the earthly temple (1 Kgs 8:13). Therefore it seems apparent that the usage o f

bat

■^rnKSrn indicates that YHWH is expected to respond from a specific place in
*See the discussion on Deut 26:15 in chapter 3.
2The NIV translation of ba? here as "throne” seems to limit the semantic range of the word
beyond evidence. The idea behind bat is that of something high, lofty, exalted, and although this
can include the throne it is by no means restricted to it. Actually, bat is never used in the Hebrew
Bible in relation to the throne. As a matter of fact, apart from Isa 63.15, this word occurs only five
times in the Hebrew Bible as a common noun (1 Kgs 8:13; 2 Cfar 6:2; Ps 49:15; Hab 3:11). In 1
Kgs 8:13 (par. 2 Cfar 6:2) it refers to the Jerusalem temple; in Ps 49:15 it seems that the idea is that
of habitation, mansion, or princely dwelling, as conveyed by most translations; and in Hab 3:11 it
is used metaphorically of the dwelling place of the sun and the moon.
3McKenzie, Second Isaiah, 191.
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heaven1— the heavenly temple —from where he is expected to intervene. The implication
o f the above considerations is that the heavenly temple is understood to exist in structural
correspondence to its earthly counterpart.
As for its function, one notes that the heavenly temple emerges in this passage as a
place where the prophet, in his lament, turns to YHWH for intervention.2 The basic idea
seems to be that the heavenly temple works as a place of divine activities, a place from
where YHWH supervises earthly affairs and hears prayer, which also indicates that the
heavenly temple works in functional correspondence to the earthly counterpart.

Jer 17:12

n raip n Dips p o ta n o iin “t o s o s
A glorious throne is on high; from the beginning is the place of our sanctuary.

'Scholars have been reluctant to note the important role of the heavenly sanctuary/temple
in the context of the Hebrew Bible. This may probably be due to an unstated intention to avoid a
localized idea of YHWH, which is obviously wrong. For example, in discussing this passage
Pieper refers to the "heaven as the holy and glorious dwelling place of the Lord" (August Pieper
and Erwin E. Kowalke, Isaiah II: An Exposition of Isaiah 40-66 [Milwaukee, WI: Northwestern
Pub. House, 1979], 645); Whybray just notes that "the idea that Yahweh dwells in heaven was an
ancient one" (260); Westermann argues that the reference to YHWH's habitation here "means the
far-off sovereign realm of God on high" (Westermann, Isaiah 40-66: A Commentary, 393);
Muilenburg declares ''that the prophet envisages God remote in his heaven" ("Exegesis of the Book
of Isaiah 40-66, 736). However, the Hebrew Scriptures present YHWH as capable of being active
in the most remote and improbable places (cf. Obad 4; Job 38:4; Amos 9:3) and localized in the
heavenly/earthy temples.
2Some scholars see in this verse only a complaint against YHWH's indifference to the
situation of his people (James Muilenburg, "Exegesis of the Book of Isaiah 40-66," in The
Interpreter’s Bible, ed. George Arthur Buttrick [New York: Abingdon, 1956], 5:736; Whybray,
260; Young, 486; J. Ridderbos, Isaiah [Grand Rapids: Regency Reference Library, 1985]).
Nonetheless, the context of the passage suggests that the suppliant expected YHWH to intervene
and put an end to those troublesome circumstances. This seems implied in rhetorical questions in
64:11 [12] which imply that the suppliant expected an intervention of YHWH.
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This passage belongs to the section o f Jer 17:12-18, which is composed in the style
of a lament.1YHWH is implored to vindicate the prophet since the latter is being despised
by those who have rejected YHWH himself.2 The opening lines o f this section (vs. 12)
seem to contain an allusion to the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif.3 Although several
scholars have seen here an allusion to the Jerusalem temple,4 a close investigation indicates
the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. In spite of its syntactic difficulties,5
‘Douglas Rawlinson Jones, Jeremiah: Based on the Revised Standard Version, NCBC
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 243.
2Ibid.
3Cf. William Lee Holladay and Paul D. Hanson, Jeremiah 1: A Commentary on the Book
o f the Prophet Jeremiah, Chapters 1-25, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 501; Jones,
Jeremiah, 244-46.
4John M. Bracke, Jeremiah 1-29, Westminster Bible Companion (Louisville, KY:
Westminister John Knox, 2000), 149; John Bright, Jeremiah, 2nd ed., AB 21 (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1973), 119; Ernst Haag, Das Buch Jeremia, 3rd ed., GSEAT 5 (Dusseldorf: PatmosVerlag, 1988), 1:197; F. B. Huey, Jeremiah, Bible Study Commentary, BSCS (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1981), 62; Henry McKeating, The Book o f Jeremiah, EC (London: Epworth, 1999),
103; John Andrew Dearman, Jeremiah and Lamentations (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2002), 176;
J. A. Thompson, The Book o f Jeremiah, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1980), 423; Gunther
Wanke, Jeremia, ZB (Zurich: Theologjscher Verlag Zurich, 1995), 168.
5The clause divisions of the passage are complicated by a string of six morphological units
without any verbal form. Thus, the versions tend to translate the text as a single nominal clause, as
can be exemplified in the NIV: "A glorious throne, exalted from the beginning, is the place of our
sanctuary." However this one-clause translation entails metric problems for a poetic passage such
as this. The TNK tries to bypass the syntactic complications by understanding "throne" (KD?) as a
vocative: "O Throne of Glory exalted from of old, Our Sacred Shrine!" This translation also has its
problems, since the use of "throne" in the vocative presupposes that metonymic understanding of
throne where it means YHWH himself. This usage lacks any support in the other 136 occurrences
of this word in the Hebrew Bible. As Nam aptly observed, the "throne of God" motif in the Hebrew
Bible "is never deified or identified with God himself," and also "is never called 'God' or worshiped
as a cult object" (Nam, "The Throne of God' Motif in the Hebrew Bible," 460). All in all, the best
option seems to understand the string of words in the verse as forming a bicola of two nominal
clauses, which renders the verse as a parallelism of two bicolon with a syntactic chiasm, as in the
translation adopted above. Cf. Holladay and Hanson, 501.
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the text becomes clear, once its poetic nature is taken into account. Such poetic nature
manifests itself as a bicolon o f two nominal clauses, as shown below.
A glorious throne is on high;
From the beginning is the place o f our sanctuary

Di"iQ 1123 XD3
SipQ ]1wnD

Holladay noted a chiasm in which two adverbial predicates "on high" and "from the
beginning" are framed by the subjects "glorious throne" and "our sanctuary" respectively.1
"Throne" and "sanctuary" are parallel terms which frame the entire verse and allude to the
same entity, namely, a "throne" connected with the "sanctuary." It is now necessary to
determine if this "sanctuary" is located in heaven or on earth.
The words "beginning" (pOiOa) and "high" (BilD) may help to elucidate this
inquiry. A sanctuary which was since the "beginning" indicates something other than the
Jerusalem temple. The latter, built by Solomon, could hardly be considered to have been
"from the beginning," an expression much more appropriate to indicate the heavenly
temple. Additionally, the term "high" (Dina)2 used in the previous line in connection with
the throne of YHWH seems more fitting for a place in heaven than to the Jerusalem
temple.
At this juncture, it would be useful to bring the larger context of the book of
Jeremiah to bear upon our text. As noted by McKeating, Jeremiah seems to display a very
‘Holladay and Hanson, 501.
2Although the word OilD (height, elevation, elevated place) may point to the site of the
Jerusalem temple, it is also used to indicate D’D® (cf., e.g., Isa 24:21; Pss 71:19; 93:4; 102:20;
148:1; Job 16:19).
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negative attitude towards the Jerusalem temple.1He was probably not attacking the temple
per se, but the kind o f worship performed therein.2 In view o f his overall stance towards
the Jerusalem temple, it seems more reasonable to understand such lofty expressions as on
"high" and "from the beginning" as qualifying the heavenly temple. It may be not far off
the mark to suggest that Jeremiah was turning the attention o f his audience from the
earthly temple to the true throne and the true temple o f YHWH located in heaven, not in
Jerusalem.3
If the above arguments for the heavenly sanctuary/temple m otif in the passage
under study are accepted, then two further issues deserve consideration—the function of
the heavenly sanctuary, and its relationship to the earthly counterpart. As for its function,
it is instructive to note that the heavenly "sanctuary" (OlpD) is associated with the
concept of "throne" (KS3). This seems to evoke the basic idea o f "kingship." If so, the
heavenly "sanctuary" is the place whence YHWH exerts his kingly functions. Furthermore,
as a place of kingship the sanctuary would naturally encompass the function o f judgment.
Thus vss. 12-13, which "articulate a doxology o f judgment,"4 would provide further
corroboration that the heavenly sanctuary functions as a place o f judgment.
‘McKeating, The Book of Jeremiah, 103.
2Huey, 62.
3Cf. Holladay and Hanson, 501.
4Walter Brueggemann, A Commentary on Jeremiah: Exile and Homecoming (Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 161.
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As for the relationship to the earthly counterpart, the picture emerges o f a vertical
correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. In the concept o f
judgment one perceives a functional correspondence; and the in the designation o f the
heavenly temple as UtffapQ Dipp ("the place o f our sanctuary") one perceives the notion
of a structural relationship.1

Jer 25:30
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Therefore you shall prophesy against them all these words, and you shall say to them,
YHWH will roar from on high and utter his voice from his holy habitation; he will roar
mightily against his fold. He will shout like those who tread [the grapes], against all
the inhabitants o f the earth.
This passage belongs to the section o f 25:30-38 that consists o f a series o f poetic
sayings on the theme o f universal judgment. The entire pericope is packed with images o f
destruction and anger, thus forming a fitting conclusion to the series o f oracles against the
nations in the previous section o f the book o f Jeremiah (i.e., 25:17-26).2 The reference to
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in vs. 30 is thus a fitting conclusion to a section
dealing with the theme o f universal judgment. This verse, according to most scholars,
!It should be noted that that the text implies a tension between the earthly temple and its
heavenly counterpart. If the broad context of the book of Jeremiah is taken into consideration, one
gets the Impression that the prophet Is here turning the attention of his audience to the ultimate
temple located in heaven, thus relativizing the importance of the Jerusalem temple. In a sense it
seems that Jer 17:12 anticipates what the author of Hebrews would state more explicitly six
centuries later when referring to "the greater and more perfect tabernacle, not made with hands,
that is to say, not of this creation" (Heb 9:11).
2As Thompson observed, Jer 25:30-38 continues in poetic form the section on the nations
(25:17-26), but without any reference to the specific countries referred to therein. Thompson, 519.
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portrays a heavenly setting,1a view corroborated by the parallelism and the context o f the
passage. For example, the two parallel lines demonstrate that "from his holy habitation"
parallels "from on high," as noted below.
YHWH will roar from on high
and utter his voice from his holy habitation
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The parallelism between "from on high" (|iPQQ) and "his holy habitation" (iO lp p r a m ) 2
indicates that the "holy habitation," namely, the sanctuary/temple, is the heavenly one.3
This is corroborated by the term DilD ("high"), which can also refer to heaven, as noted
above. Furthermore, the immediate context contains a message o f judgment, couched in
"apocalyptic language,"4 not only against Israel, but against "all the inhabitants o f the
earth." As vs. 31 makes clear, "YHWH has a controversy (IP")) with the nations. He is
entering into judgment (0903) with all flesh." This universal/cosmic context o f judgment
makes a temple located in heaven more appropriate than an earthly temple.
‘Bright, 161; Holladay and Hanson, 679; Jones, 334; Thompson, 519; Wanke, 234.
interestingly, the LXX translates iO*tp ]imp as duo too dyiou ceuxou ("from his
sanctuary").
3Brueggemann has suggested that the referent of iehp
("his holy habitation")
"could be either Jerusalem or heaven" (A Commentary on Jeremiah: Exile and Homecoming,
226), while Robert Carrol suggested a "dual reference to heavenly and earthly sanctuaries" (Robert
P. Carroll, Jeremiah: A Commentary, OTL {Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986], 507). It is
interesting to note that all the other four occurrences of ittnp pBH in the Hebrew Bible refer to the
heavenly temple. See Deut 26:15; Zech 2:17; Ps 68:6; 2 Cfar 30:27 (all these passages are
discussed elsewhere in this dissertation).
4Carroll, 507. In the expression "apocalyptic language," Carroll seems to use the term
"apocalyptic" not in the sense of a literary genre, as usual in the scholarly literature, but in the
sense of "diction" or "imagery" used in the apocalyptic genre.
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The above considerations indicate that the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as
a place o f judgment and thus seems to be understood to exist in functional correspondence
to the earthly counterpart.1Moreover, the designation iSTtp ]1JJ0 seems to convey the
notion o f a place in heaven and thus points to a structural correspondence between the
heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart.

Hos 5:15

on*? i s ? ’3ts
isr^ aip p -1* roraftt
I will go away [and] return to my place until they acknowledge their guilt and seek my
face; in their affliction they will earnestly seek me.
The pericope o f Hos 5:15 belongs to a transitional point in the flow o f the book.
Placed between a message o f punishment (5:10-14) and a song o f penitence (6:1-3),2 the
passage o f 5:15 constitutes an appropriate transition from punishment to salvation
inasmuch as it depicts YHWH's strategy to bring his people back to him. The main thrust
o f the passage seems to be that YHWH will become absent until his people realize they
need him. In this connection it should be noted that YHWH's absence is characterized by
his "return to my [i.e., YHWH's] place."
For the purpose o f this research we need to inquire about the referent o f the
expression "my place" (‘’DipD). Some scholars argue that, consistent with the lion
‘Amos 1:2, which says that "YHWH roars from Zion" (that is, the earthly temple), further
reinforces the concept of a functional correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly
counterpart.
2Mays, Micah: A Commentary, 92.
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metaphor applied to YHWH in the previous verses, ‘’Dips should refer to Ms lair.1 It
seems, however, that in 5:15 the lion metaphor gives way to cultic language. YHWH is no
longer depicted as a lion ready to devour the impenitent prey, but as the personal God
calling his people back.
At this juncture, one must undertake an examination o f the lexeme DipD ("place")
in order to determine its meaning in the present context. It is improbable that this word
means lair, as noted above. Moreover this word is used in the Hebrew Bible as a technical
term for the temple o f YHWH,2 a usage that seems consistent with the sanctuary/temple
language contained in the passage under scrutiny.3 The following terms seem to point in
this direction: The verb D^K (offend, be guilty) is a technical term employed in the context
o f the temple cult to connote ritual and moral impurity.4 Also the verb 0p2 ("seek") is
employed to indicate the worship o f YHWH or an oracular inquire o f YHWH.5
Furthermore, the reference to distress (”K) indicates a situation o f "cultic lament" in wMch
’Francis I. Andersen and David Noel Freedman, Hosea: A New Translation with
Introduction and Commentary (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1980), 414; Duane A. Garrett,
Hosea, Joel, The New American Commentary 19A (Nashville, TN: Broadman and Holman,
1997), 155; Hans Walter Wolff, Hosea: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Hosea,
Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), 116; Roy L. Honeycutt, Jr., "Hosea," The Broadman
Bible Commentary, ed. Clifton Allen (Nashville, TN: Broadman, 1972), 7:31; McComiskey, The
Minor Prophets, 2:86; Homer Hailey, A Commentary on the Minor Prophets (Grand Rapids:
Baker, 1972), 154.
2E.g., Deut 12:5, 14; 14:23, 25; 1 Kgs 8:29, 30; Isa 18:7; Ezek 43:7. Cf. Marvin A.
Sweeney, 1:68.
^fais has been aptly noted by Sweeney to whom I am indebted for the argumentation
conducted in this paragraph. Cf. Sweeney, 1:68-69.
4Lev 5:6, 7, 15; 7:1-10. Cf. Sweeney, 1:68.
52 Sam 21:1; Pss 24:6; 27:8; 105:4; 1 Cfar 16:11; 2 Cfar 17:14; Sweeney, 1:68.
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the people seek YHWH in the temple.1Also the verb "HO appears in cultic contexts where
the people appeal to YHWH.2
Since the "place" (DipD) most probably refers to the temple, as noted, the task
now is to ascertain whether the text refers to an earthly or heavenly temple. It seems that,
if YHWH is going to be absent, this absence must be understood in reference to the place
where his presence among the people was realized, namely, the Jerusalem temple. That is,
YHWH's absence might be understood in terms o f a departure from the earthly, namely,
the Jerusalem temple,3 an idea also present in the first chapters o f Ezekiel.4 Therefore, the
place to which YHWH returns must be his heavenly sanctuaiy/temple.5 We should note
that this understanding o f "place" (OipQ) to indicate YHWH's heavenly temple is reflected
in the Targum Jonathan, which translates "my place" (*>nipn) as "my holy dwelling which
is in heaven" (-Cip aon sm TfTO*?).6
'Pss 6 and 7;. Sweeney, 1:68.
2Ps 78:34; cf. Isa 8:20; 47:11; Sweeney, 1:68-69.
3Tg. Jonathan thus translates the first part of our verse: "I will remove my presence
(shekinah), I will go back to my holy dwelling which is in heaven" ("TTffib DT®? ‘TO'D® p^OK

ICOTXI ’’B'Tj?).
4Cf. Graham I. Davies, Hosea, NCBC (London: Marshall Pickering, 1992), 158. See the
discussion on Ezek 1 and 10 above.
5Some scholars suggest that "place" (DipD) may refer to Sinai (Henry McKeating, The
Books of Amos, Hosea and Micah [Cambridge: University Press, 1971], 108) or to Yahweh's
mount (James Luther Mays, Micah: A Commentary [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976], 92-93).
6Miqra'ot Gedolot (New York: Pardes, 1951), 9:92 (Hos 5:15).
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On the basis o f the discussion undertaken above, it is highly probable that the
"place" (DipD) referred to in the passage is located in heaven, and consequently indicates
YHWH's heavenly dwelling place, or in other words, his heavenly sanctuary/temple.
Although the text does not elaborate the function o f this heavenly "place" (DipD), it seems
to function as YHWH's dwelling, and the place whence he would observe and watch his
people's response in order to save them, as implied in the subsequent verses.

Jonah 2:5 [4] and 8 [7]
Ersnb ^piK
f r y lam ’m b a ,rnaK Dies 5
4 So I said: I have been expelled from your sight. Nevertheless I will look again
toward your holy temple.
'n'pan fb * Kinrn t t d t rnrr-nit 'm i 'by ^s^nna 8
7 While I wasfainting away, I remembered YHWH, and my prayer came to you, into
your holy temple.
The expression

bD'H ("your holy temple") in Jonah has been said to refer to

the Jerusalem temple,1 since the expression "I will look again" in vs. 5 and the mention of
"sacrifices" in 2:9 seem to indicate an earthly setting.2 Although at first glance these
arguments seem compelling, a close examination o f the immediate and large context o f the
passage indicates that the heavenly temple may be in view. Before proceeding, it is
necessary to clarify that

b y n ("your holy temple") in vs. 5 [4] probably indicates

!Cf., e.g., Uriel Simon, Jonah: The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS
Translation, tans. Lain J. Schramm, JPS Bible Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society, 1999), 23; Ursula Struppe, Die Bucher Obadja, Jona, NSKAT 24/1 (Stuttgart:
Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1996), 110-12; Hans Walter Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah: A Commentary
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1986), 135.
2So Kim, 228-29.
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the earthly temple, as implied in the expression "I will look again."' Turning to vs. 8 [7],
however, a different picture emerges. There seems to be some evidence to indicate that
the temple mentioned there is the heavenly one, as noted in the arguments that follow.
First, that Jonah cries for help from the depth o f ‘TiKC ("Shed"), seems to imply
that help will come from the polar opposite, that is, from the heavenly temple. A similar
situation involving polar opposites (heavenly temple/Sheol) is reflected in 2 Sam 22:6,
where the suppliant cries from the Sheol to the heavenly temple. Also worthy o f note is Isa
14:11-15, where it is reported that although the king o f Babylon wanted go up to the
mount of the congregation, yet he was brought down to Sheol.
Second, in line with the previous argument, it should be observed that the
cosmological language and imagery describing the distress o f Jonah calls for some help
beyond earthly geography: Note for example that "he was thrown into the "deep (n^XQ),
into the heart of the seas (D'Ef)" (vs. 4 [3]), "the great deep (Dlnn) engulfed" him (vs. 6
[5]), and "the earth (flKH) with its bars was around" him. Although a prayer in such a
situation might have been offered towards the earthly temple, the heavenly temple seems
to be much more appropriate as a counterbalance to the cosmic proportions o f Jonah's
distress.
'Although the possibility exists that vs. 5 [4] refers to the earthly temple in view of the
expression "I will look again toward your holy temple," a brief consideration of the root »S3
("look") in cran*? may be instructive. This verbal root appears elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible to
indicate YHWH "looking" down from his heavenly sanctuary/temple. The picture in Jonah is
reversed; out of distress, it is Jonah who "looks" to YHWH. The irony of this situation becomes
more evident if the "holy temple" referred to in the passage is the heavenly one.
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Third, as Davidson pointed out, when YHWH addressed Jonah for the first time,
asserting that "their wickedness (i.e. Nineveh's) has come up before me (DrUH Tirbv
■’33*7)" (1:2), the phrase

. . . Tirbv undoubtedly points to the heavenly dwelling place

o f YHWH.1Turning to Jonah 2:7 [8], "it is not the wickedness ofNineveh, but Jonah's
prayer that comes to God, and it would seem logical that the prayer would reach God [in]
the same place as the wickedness, that is, his heavenly sanctuary."2
Fourth, a look at the large context o f the Hebrew Bible reminds one o f David, who
in a situation o f distress cries for help from the heavenly temple (1 Sam 22:7). If David's
prayer can shed any light on the supplication o f Jonah, one may argue that when Jonah
turns toward the temple for help, it is probably the heavenly temple that is in view.
The cumulative force of the arguments advanced above reveals that those scholars
who admit the presence of the heavenly temple in this pericope may be right.3 If so, one
learns that the heavenly temple functions in the passage as a source ofhelp for the
suppliant in times of distress. This indicates a functional and structural correspondence
between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. It is functional inasmuch as the
function of the heavenly temple seems to mirror that o f the earthly temple. As noted
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible, the earthly temple is also portrayed as a source ofhelp. In
'-Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 20.
2I b i d .

3So Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 20-21; George M.
Landes, "The Kerygma of the Book of Jonah: The Contextual Interpretation of the Jonah Psalm,”
Int 21 (1967): 21, n. 58; Jack M. Sasson, Jonah: A New Translation with Introduction,
Commentary, and Interpretations AB 24B (New York: Doubleday, 1990), 181; Harold Shank,
Minor Prophets, The College Press NIV Commentary, Old Testament Series (Joplin, MO: College
Press, 2001), 346.
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addition,

it should b e n o ted that the term b s’n ("temple"), w hich indicates both the

h eaven ly

temple (2:8 [5]) its earthly counterpart (2:5 [4]), con veys the notion o f a specific

place in heaven and thus indicates a structural correspondence. Finally, it should be noted
that

the shift from the earthly (vs. 5 [4]) to the heavenly temple (8 [7]), and back to the

earthly

temple, as im plied in the reference to "sacrifices" (vs. 10 [9]), may indicate a

dynamic interaction between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart.

Hab 2:20

r a n on i

‘wr r a mr n

But YHWH is in his holy temple. Let all the earth be silent before him.
Different scholarly views have been expressed regarding the location o f the temple
(b y n ) in Hab 2:20. Some scholars understand it as the heavenly temple,1others contend
for the Jerusalem temple,2 and a third group admits the possibility that the text may refer
to both.3 In support o f the view that the passage refers to the Jerusalem temple, Kim
adduced three lines o f argument, which can be summarized as follows:
!Hailey, 288; McComiskey, 2:876; Charles L. Taylor, Jr., "Exegesis of the Book of
Habbakuk," The Interpreter's Bible, ed. George Arthur Buttrick (New York: Abingdon, 1956),
6:995; Bernhard Duhm, Das Buck Habakuk (Tubingen: Mohr, 1906), 69; D. David Garland,
"Habakkuk," Broadmm Bible Commentary, ed. Clifton I. Allen (Nashville: Broadman, 1972),
263; Cuthbert A. Simpson and Walther Russel Bowie, "Genesis," The Interpreter’s Bible, ed.
George Arthur Buttrick (Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1981), 1:194; Wade, The Book o f Habakkuk,
194.
20 . Palmer Robertson, The Books o f Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1990), 210-11; Sweeney, 2:478; JohnD. Watts, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, Nahum,
Habakkuk and Zephaniah, CBC (Cambridge University Press, 1975), 143.
3Andersen, Habakkuk: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary, 256;
Barker and Bailey, 349; Patterson, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, 209; "His holy temple," [Hab
2:20], SDABC, 4:1055.
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1. There is a contrast between YHWH in vs. 20 and the idols in vss. 18-19. In
other words, while the Chaldean temples contained only dead idols, the Jerusalem temple
was marked by YHWH's presence. The passage is thus understood as expressing a
vindication o f the Jerusalem temple.1
2. "If there is a temple in heaven, why does he expect that all the earth including
both the Chaldeans2 and his Judean audience or readers would need to keep silence before
Yahweh?"3 Hence, it is more natural to understand "keep silence" as applied to the
Jerusalem temple.
3. The final major argument is drawn from Hab 3, where YHWH's horizontal
movement on earth is described. Since this movement is not a vertical one (i.e., from the
heavenly temple), but from Teman, to presumably the temple in Jerusalem, it is suggested
that the temple referred to in 2:20 is the Jerusalem temple.4
Although the arguments advanced by Kim are framed by substantial exegetical
analysis, the following discussion will interact with these arguments in order to probe their
validity. First, the possible contrast between "idol gods in the Babylonian temples, and the
‘Kim, 247.
2The identification of the wicked in Hab 2 as the Chaldeans is based on a reasonable
inference based on the reference to them in 1:6. It must be noted, however, that the text does not
mention any specific historical references in chap. 2. As Gowan pointed out, "what is described
there has occurred over and over again, and not only in antiquity" (Donald E. Gowan, The
Triumph o f Faith in Habakkuk [Atlanta: John Knox, 1976], 57). In view of this, one gets the
impression that "the text has purposely been expressed in general terms so that it could be applied
to tyranny in many forms" (ibid.).
3Kim, 248.
4Ibid., 251.
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one true God Yafawefa in the Jerusalem temple”1can be seen along different lines. It seems
that the contrast lies in contrast between powerless pagan gods who could be found in the
pagan temples, and the almighty God YHWH who dwelled in the heavenly temple and
from there ruled the world.2 Second, it is far from clear that the injunction to keep silence
is more appropriate to a temple in Jerusalem than to a temple in heaven. For example, the
same injunction appears in Zech 2:17 [13] and is formulated in the context o f the heavenly
temple.3 Third, the horizontal movement o f YHWH from Teman (Hab 3:3) to,
presumably, the Jerusalem temple would favor the latter as the referent for the temple
mentioned in 2:20. However, in this regard one should ask how much weight should be
placed on the highly poetic imagery o f Hab 3:3fF. to determine whether the temple
mentioned in 2:20 is the heavenly or the Jerusalem one.
‘Ibid., 247.
2According to Barker and Bailey, there is a "contrast between those who are no god and
the one who is in heaven ready to respond to human need and to human questions" (349). A
century prior to Barker's observation, Duhm had pointed out that when "the heathens think that the
Jews do not have any god because nobody sees God in an aniconic religion; while every heathen
temple houses a visible god. The Jews answer: Our God is in heaven and, therefore, can do
anything he pleases. As the one who lives in heaven, he is almighty. In contrast, the images of the
heathen temple are dead and nothing. And when a pious Jew trembles, he says to himself: Yahweh
is in his holy palace and looks down from his heavenly throne to the earth Ps 211:4, comp. 2:4."
The German text reads: "die Heiden meinen, die Juden haben gar keinen Gott, weil man einem
solchen in deren bilderlosen Religion niemals zu sehen bekommt, wahreodja jeder heidnische
Tempel einen sichtbaren Gott beherbergt, die Juden antworten: unser Gott 1st im Himmel und kann
darum alles tun, was ihm gefilit; als Himmelsbewohner is er allmachtig, dagegen sind die Bilder
der heidnischen Tempel tot und nichtig. Und wenn dem frommen Juden bange wird, sagt er sick
Jahve ist in seinem heiligen Palast und blickt von seinem Himmelsthron auf die Erde herab Ps 11:4
vgl. Ps 2:4" (Duhm, Das Buch Habakuk, 69).
3See the investigation of this passage below.
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As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the possibility remains that Hab 2:20 may
contain an allusion to the heavenly temple. The following arguments seem to substantiate
this view.
1. As Davidson pointed out, the text implies a contrast between YHWH in his
(heavenly) temple, and "all the earth" ('flN rrbs), which is to keep silence. The implication
of this assertion is that the temple is outside the earth, and is not a part o f it.1
2. In the broad context o f the book it is implied that "it is from heaven that YHWH
looks' (1:3 ,13) at events in the world,"2 thus it would be logical that 2:20 would point to
the heavenly temple o f YHWH.
3. The diction o f 2:20 is very close to Zech 2:13,3 which clearly locates the temple
in heaven.
4. Due to the overall conception that the earthly temple was patterned after a
heavenly antitype, one must reckon with the possibility, suggested by some scholars,4 that
‘Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 23.
2Francis I. Andersen, Habakkuk: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary,
Anchor Bible 25 (New York: Doubleday, 2001), 256.
3Cf. Ps 11:4.
‘‘Note the following statements: "If this composition dates prior to 587/6, when the
Jerusalem temple was completely destroyed, one may doubt whether the prophet made such a
distinction between the earthly temple and its heavenly prototype" (J. J. M. Roberts, Nahum,
Habakkuk, and Zephaniah: A Commentary [Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox, 1991], 128).
"The two identifications of the temple are not incompatible. There was a nexus between the
heavenly shrine and its earthly replica. The construction of the latter according to the plan or model
of the former was intended to symbolize and to facilitate this combination. Both loci are recognized
in Solomon's great prayer toward the Jerusalem Temple and God hears in heaven" (Andersen,
Habakkuk, 256). Cf. Also "His holy temple" [Hab 2:20], SDABC, 4:1055; Barker and Bailey, 349.
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even if there is an immediate reference heavenly temple, the Jerusalem temple may also be
in view.
Granting that Hab 2:20 contains an allusion to the heavenly temple, one should
inquire about the function of this temple and its relationship with the earthly counterpart.
The thematic elements o f the book o f Habakkuk with their cry for justice, together with
the view that Hab 2:20 reflects a "call to worship from the temple liturgy,"1 allows two
inferences to be drawn. First, the idea o f YHWH in the heavenly temple appearing at the
end of a series o f woes in 2:5-20 may connote the idea o f judgment.2 The mention o f the
temple at the conclusion o f the section seems to imply that despite the arrogance o f the
wicked, the judgment will come. YHWH is in the heavenly temple, he is in control o f
earthly events, and will eventually bring judgment upon the wicked.3
Second, the liturgical setting just mentioned implies that the congregation has
gathered to worship YHWH at the Jerusalem temple. According to Roberts, this
communal worship in the temple suggests that "the prophet included the earthly temple in
Jerusalem in his conception ofYahweh's holy temple."4 It seems reasonable to infer, then,
that the probable allusion to both the heavenly temple and the Jerusalem temple in this
passage suggests a liturgical correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly
’McComiskey, The Minor Prophets, 2:876.

2The Pesher of Habakkuk makes a connection between 2:19-20 and the Day of Judgment
when "God will eradicate all the idolaters and the wicked from the face of the earth" (William
Hugh Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher o f Habakkuk [Missoula, MT: Scholars Press for the Society
of Biblical Literature, 1979], 212 [lQpHab 13:2-4]).
3Cf. Roberts, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, 128.
4Ibid., emphasis supplied.

,
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counterpart. Davidson expressed this idea as he referred to "a link between cosmic
judgment and (earthly sanctuary) liturgy."1This linkage between heavenly and earthly
temples resembles the one portrayed by Solomon's prayer (1 Kgs 8), where a dynamic
interaction between the heavenly and earthly temples is delineated.2
Finally is should be noted that Hab 2:20 indicates a functional correspondence
between the earthly temple and its earthly counterpart, as seen in the judgment and
worship functions o f both heavenly and earthly temples. A structural correspondence is
also observed, inasmuch as the b y n indicates a place in heaven. Finally, the text also
implies a dynamic interaction between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart
along the lines of Solomon's prayer in 1 Kgs 8 and Ps 150.3

Zech2:17 [13]

:ishp ]iuaa H ot ^ rn rr ■•aan loa'Ss on
Be silent, all flesh, before YHWH; for he is aroused from his holy habitation.
Despite a few dissenting voices who suggest that the passage refers to the
Jerusalem temple,4 most commentators favor a heavenly referent for the expression "his
holy habitation" (ionp ]iOT) in Zech 2:17 [13].5 The passage under consideration occurs
‘Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 23.
2See the discussion of 1 Kgs 8 earlier in this chapter.
31 Kgs 8 is discussed above in the present chapter, and Psa 150 is treated in chapter 5.
4Conrad, 85-86; Karl Elliger, Das Buck der ZwolfKleinen Propheten II: Die Propheten
Nahum, Habakuk, Zephania, Haggai, Sacharja, Maleachi, 5th ed., ATD 25 (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1964), 119; David L. Petersen, Haggai and Zechariah 1-8, 185;
Sweeney, 2: 592.
5Baldwin, 112; Kenneth L. Barker, "Zechariah," The Expositor's Bible Commentary, ed.
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in the transition between the third and fourth night visions (2:5-17) reported in the first
part o f Zechariah.1This pericope brings a message o f assurance that Jerusalem would be
rebuilt and that YHWH himself would dwell in it again. In 2:14-15 [10-11], as aptly noted
by Kim, the occurrence o f the verb p© ("dwell") in the context o f YHWH's promise to
dwell among his people evokes sanctuary/temple imagery,2 and contains the implication
that YHWH would restore the temple.3
The context thus indicates that Jerusalem had been abandoned. Therefore if
YHWH "is aroused from his holy habitation," this must be a reference to his heavenly
Frank E. Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1985), 7:621; Cohen, 279; James H. Galley, Jr.,
Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, The Layman's Bible
Commentary (Atlanta: John Knox, 1982), 106-107; Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 128;
Meyers and Meyers, 171-72; Hinckley Gilbert Thomas Mitchell, J. M. Powis Smith, and Julius
August Bewer, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, and
Jonah, ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1951), 145; Petitjean, 154; Paul L. Redditt, Haggai,
Zechariah and Malachi: Based on the Revised Standard Version, NCBC (London: M. Pickering,
1995), 62; D. Winton Thomas, "Exegesis of the Book of Zechariah," The Interpreter's Bible, ed.
George Arthur Buttrick (New York: Abingdon, 1956), 6:1067; Brian Tidiman, Le livre de
Zacharie, Commentaire Evangelique de la Bible, vol. 18 (Vaux-sur-Seine, France: Edifac, 1996),
107; John D. Watts, "Zechariah," The Broadman Bible Commentary, ed. Clifton J. Allen
(Nashville: Broadman, 1972), 319; Kim, 256.
‘The book of Zachariah divides itself into two major parts (chaps. 1-8 and 9-14), of which
the first part consists mainly of eight night visions (1:8-17; 2:1-4 [1:18-21]; 2:5-17 [2:1-13]; 3:110; 4:1-14; 5:1-4; 5:5-11; 6:1-15). Cf. Sweeney, 2:574-634.
According to Petersen, these visions share three essential themes: "They depict activity
between heaven and earth, they present a world in which things are on the move, and they provide a
perspective that is universal" (David L. Petersen, "Zechariah," The HarperCollins Bible
Commentary, ed. James Luther Mays [San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 2000], 677). Petersen
has also pointed out that these themes emphasize that YHWH's imminent action is truly universal
(note the phrase "all the earth" in 1:11, and 4:14) and will result in the restoration of Judah. Cf.
Ibid., 677.
2Cf. the several occurrences of the root p® to express the concept of YHWH's dwelling
among his people (Exod 24:16; 25:8; 29:45fi; 40:35; Lev 16:16; Deut 12:5; 1 Kgs 6:13; 8:12; Ps
68:17 [16], 19 [18]; Zech2:15 [11]; 8:3, 8). Cf. also M. Gorg, "p© sabm," TWAT, 7:1338-47.
3Kim, 256.
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temple, as has been perceived by several scholars.1The overall picture then is that of
YHWH coming from his heavenly temple to dwell again in the Jerusalem temple.
After these brief considerations about the presence o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in Zech 2:17 [13], one needs to consider the function and
relationship o f the heavenly temple with its earthly counterpart. Again, it is instructive to
note YHWH's promise to "dwell" (p© ) in the Jerusalem temple. This implies that the
temple would be restored with its corresponding cultic functions. Therefore, it may be
inferred that this movement o f YHWH from his heavenly temple to dwell in the Jerusalem
temple implies some functional and structural correspondences between the latter and its
heavenly counterpart. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that certain functions o f the
heavenly temple would be operative in the heavenly temple and vice versa. Since YHWH
is portrayed as coming from his heavenly temple to dwell in the Jerusalem temple, the
implication is that both loci share some basic functional and structural similarities.

Summary
The investigation undertaken above has revealed that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif is not a marginal theme in the prophetic section o f the Hebrew
Bible. The presence o f this motif in the various passages investigated indicates the
relevance of heavenly sanctuaiy/temple to the theology of the Hebrew Bible. As an object
o f an attack by the king o f Babylon and profanation by the king o f Tyre, the heavenly
Tbid., 257-58; Baldwin, 112; Merrill, Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, 128; H. G. T.
Mitchell and others, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, and
Jonah, 145; Petitjean, 154; Redditt, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi, 62; Tidiman, 107; Watts,
"Zechariah," 319.
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sanctuary/temple emerges as the pivot center o f the cosmic battle, that is, the great
controversy, between good and evil.
The texts investigated above also conceive o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple to
function in a number o f different, but complementary, ways. Apart from being conceived
as the dwelling o f YHWH or his center o f command as King o f the Universe, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple functions as locus o f judgment or tribunal, whence YHWH exerts his
judicial functions by vindicating the righteous and punishing impenitent sinners. The
judgment is sometimes conceived as a two-stage process, namely, an investigative phase
preceding the actual execution o f the sentence. In close connection to this judicial
function, the heavenly sanctuary/temple is also understood as the meeting place of the
council o f YHWH. The heavenly sanctuary is also depicted as a place o f worship where
heavenly beings adore YHWH, source ofhelp, and place o f atonement, where cleansing
and forgiveness are granted.
An interesting feature o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary that emerged from the
texts investigated above is its functional and structural correspondences with its earthly
counterpart. For example, the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place of
judgment, forgiveness, atonement—functions that are also in the domain o f the earthly
sanctuary temple— suggests that the heavenly temple operated in functional
correspondence to its earthly counterpart. In addition, a structural correspondence was
also observed. In addition to terminological indications that point to such structural
similarities, one should note that the heavenly sanctuary/temple would contain an altar (Isa
6:1-8) and cherubim who correspond to the golden cherubim o f the earthly temple. If so, it
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may be argued that the correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its
earthly counterpart was understood as extending beyond functional aspects to include
some formal dimensions.
Finally, this vertical correspondence goes beyond mere static terms, or in terms of
two entities operating side by side without mutual interaction. Rather, as inferred from the
texts, there was a dynamic interaction between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its
earthly counterpart. That is, the heavenly temple was understood as providing legitimacy
to the activities o f the earthly temple and was capable of affecting and interacting with the
activities of its earthly counterpart. Table 3 below provided a summary o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the prophets.
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TABLE 3
THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE PROPHETS
Passage

Vocabulary

Function

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

Dynamic
Interaction

2 Sam 22:1-51

hekal

Source of help, judgment,
vindication of the
righteous, other cultic
aspects

✓

✓

1 Kgs 8:12-66

mekon sibtka

Answering prayer,
judgment, forgiveness,
kingship

✓

✓

✓

Judgment, meeting place
o f the heavenly assembly,
kingship, worship

✓

✓

✓

meqom
sibtka
1 Kgs 22:19-23

[ysb, kisse \

seba’
bassamayim]
Isa 6:1-8

hekal

Kingship; place of
cleansing, forgiveness,
judgment

i/

Isa 14:12-15

harmo'ed

Object of attack in the
cosmic battle; place of
worship, meeting place of
the heavenly assembly

✓

Isa 18:4

makm

Supervision, judgment

✓

✓

Isa 63:15

zebul
qodseka
wetip ’arteka

Supervision,
intervention, source o f
help

✓

✓

meqom

Kingship, judgment

✓

✓
i/

Jer 17:12

miqdasemi
Jer 25:30

m e ‘on qodso

Judgment

✓

Ezek 1

[niptahu
bassamayim,
sapoB,
j-jfj
mar e h
eben sappir,
kabod
YHWH]

Kingship

✓
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TABLE 3— Continued.
Passage

Vocabulary

Function

Relationship to Earthly Counterparts
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

Ezek 10

kabod
YHWH,
kerubim

Judgment

✓

✓

Ezek 28:11-19

eden gan
elohim
harqodes
3eldhim
miqdas

Object of improper
actions in the cosmic
battle, cultic aspects

✓

✓

Hos 5:15

maqom

Dwelling

Jonah 2:5 [4],
8 [7]

hekal

Source ofhelp, salvation

✓

✓

Mic 1:2-3

hekal qodso

Judgment (covenant
lawsuit): investigative +
executive

✓

✓

Hab 2:20

hekal

Worship, judgment

Zech 2:17

m e‘on qodso

Dwelling

✓

Zech 3:1-10

Implied in
the heavenly
council

Judgment, cultic aspects:
atonement

✓

Dynamic
Interaction

✓

✓

✓
✓
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CHAPTER 5

THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE WRITINGS

The present chapter provides an investigation of the following passages containing
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the writings: Pss 11:1-7; 20:1-10 [9]; 29:1-11;
33:1-22; 60:1-14 [12]; 68:1-36 [35]; 96:1-13; 102:20-21 [19-20]; 150:1-6; Dan 7: 9-14;
8:9-14; and 9:24. In order to provide a broader data base for this investigation, a more
cursory treatment is reserved for shorter passages at the end o f this chapter: Pss 14:1-6;
73:17; 76:8-9; 82:1-8; Job 1:6 and 2:1; and 2 Chr 30:27.
Although these texts are not claimed to be an exhaustive inventory o f heavenly
sanctuary/temple passages in the Writings, they do claim to represent a fairly
comprehensive overview o f the theme under study in this section o f the Hebrew Bible.
Consequently, it is hoped that even if future research claims that other passages contain
the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif their investigation will not change the basic picture
suggested by this study.

Ps 11:1-7
TOT TTD 1K03 D'Otfa H IT Iffl'ip
m rP 4
4 YHWH is in his holy temple; as for YHWH, in heaven is his throne; Ms eyes behold,
his eyelids test the sons o f men.
:D78 **33, W i :y•
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Preliminary Observations
Despite being fraught with textual and exegetical difficulties,1Ps 11 contains a
clear message o f trust in YHWH amid the most dire circumstances faced by the psalmist.
For that reason, this psalm has appropriately been counted among the so-called "psalms o f
trust."2 Most commentators agree that the text divides itself into two parts: vss. 1-3 and 47.3 This demarcation is clearly indicated by a spatial and conceptual shift in vss. 4-7. As
noted by Limburg, "the first words of this second part of the psalm take the focus away from the
enemies and the psalmist and portray a scene in heaven."4 Interestingly enough, this
change o f focus occurs precisely in the middle point o f the psalm's structural arrangement,
as seen in the following outline:5
’These have been summarized as follows: (1) Whether the first direct speech ends with vs.
1 or continues through vs. 3. (2) Whether the "righteous" in vs. 3 is a human being or YHWH. (3)
Whether ISMS? (vs. 6) should be interpreted as a jussive or an indicative. (4) Whether the speaker of
the psalm is a pious person harassed by enemies, or an individual who by virtue of misconduct had
to seek asylum in the temple to seek for a decision from YHWH, or even a cultic prophet who
utters judgment against the enemies of Israel. Cf. Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Die
Psalmen I, Psalm 1-50, NEBKAE (Wurzburg: Echter Verlag, 1993), 88-89.
2Pss 11, 16, 23, 27, 62, 63, 131. Cf. James Limburg, Psalms, Westminster Bible
Companion (Louisville, KY: Westminister John Knox, 2000), 33. Cf. also J. L. Mays, who has
opted for the designation "song of trust" (James Luther Mays, Psalms, Interpretation [Louisville:
John Knox, 1994], 75), and H. J. Kraus, who preferred to classify it as a "prayer song" (Hans
Joachim Kraus, Psalms 1-59: A Commentary [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993], 201).
3C£, e.g., Robert Davidson, The Vitality o f Worship: A Commentary on the Book o f
Psalms (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998), 47-48; Louis Jacquet, Les Psaumes et le cour de
I'homme: Etude textuelle, litteraire et doctrinale: Introduction et premier Livre du Psautier
(Gembloux, Belgien: Duculot, 1975), 350-52; Limburg, Psalms, 33-34; Konrad Schaefer, Psalms,
Berit Olam (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical, 2001), 28.
4Limburg, Psalms, 34.
5This structure was suggested by Samuel Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic Structure and
Theological Commentary, ECC (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 147.
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I. Refuge and Refusal (vs. lbcd)
II. The Evildoers (vs. 2)
III. Foundations Overturned (vs. 3)
IV. The Temple o f the Lord (vs. 4)
IV. The Just God (vs. 5)
VI. The Evildoers (vs. 6)
VII. Refuge and Presence (vs. 7).
Although other structures have been proposed by Alden1and Aufifret,2 they agree on the
pivotal role o f vs. 4. This verse is the structural center o f the pericope and corresponds to
the spatial turning point where the focus o f the psalm shifts from earth to heaven and
proceeds to describe YHWH's activities in/from his [heavenly]3 temple.
The ensuing discussion undertakes an investigation of semantic and other
exegetical aspects o f the text under study. Special attention is given to the referent of
bDTI, the meaning o f the root j!"Q, the syntax o f vs. 5, and the meaning o f vss. 6 and 7.
On the basis these exegetical procedures, a delineation o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif is set forth.
1 A The Lord is my refuge
2-3 a B Wicked punished
3b
C Righteous suffer
4a
D Lord in Temple in heaven
4b
D Lord adjudicates everywhere
5a
C Righteous vindicated
5b-6 B Wicked punished
7 A Lord the righteous"
(Robert L. Alden, "Chiastic Psalms: A Study in the Mechanics of Semitic Poetry in Psalms 1-50,"
JETS 17 [1974]: 16-17).
2Pierre Auffret suggests an envelopment of vs. 4 by vss. 2-3 and 5-6, then by vss. 1 and 7
("Essai sur la structure litteraire du Psaume 11," ZAW 93, no. 3 [1981]: 401-18).
3The arguments to support this suggestion will be presented in due course.
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Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Referent of
The task now is to determine whether b y n ("temple") refers to the earthly or
heavenly temple. Although some commentators argue in favor of an earthly referent,1
there are compelling arguments pointing to a heavenly setting, as noted in the following
discussion.
At the outset it must be emphasized that the parallelism between Sd'TO nirp
TOlp ("YHWH is in his holy temple") and 1X03 BOOT'S nirP ("YHWH, his throne is in
heaven") indicates that the Ss'H ("temple") o f the first line must be located in heaven, as
expressed by the parallel expression □"’DO ("heaven") in the second line.2 It should be
noted that vs. 4 marks a shift o f perspective in the structure o f the psalm. As noted by
Kim, "the change of mood between w . 1-3 and w . 4-7 demands that 4?3'*n in v. 4aa
should be beyond the earthly dimension. It is not that v. 4aa describes the earthly and v.
4aP the ’heavenly', but that vss. 1-3 describes the 'earthly' and vss. 4-7 the heavenly."3 The
JSee, e.g., Peter C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50, WBC 19 (Waco: Word Books, 1983), 133;
Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 201; Oswald Loretz, "Gottes Thron in Tempel und Himmel nach Psalm 11:
Von der altorientalischen zur biblischen Theologie," UF 26 (1994): 245-70.
2The syntactic structure of each line differs markedly. While the first line consists of a
straightforward nominal clause in which "YHWH” functions as the subject, the second line
contains an extra clausal constituent "YHWH,” which anticipates the referent of the pronominal
suffix in the noun phrase 1X03 which is the syntactic subject of the clause. Thus, from a syntactic
point of view the parallelism is not so precise as it seems to be at first glance. However, from a
functional perspective it must be stressed that "YHWH" is the topic of both clauses. Additionally it
must be noted that both lines are composed by the same types and sequence of morphological units,
i.e., noun, prepositional phrase, and noun phrase respectively. To sum up, although each line
contains a different syntactic structure, both are headed by the same topic (YHWH), and display
the same sequence of morphological units.
3Kim, 139.
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major thrust o f the argument presented by the psalmist is that despite the dire

circumstances ofhis personal life, and the destruction of the foundations o f society,1
"YHWH is in his holy [heavenly] temple." This view is supported by the context. As vs. 5
makes clear, it is from heaven that YHWH "tests/investigates/looks" at the wicked and the
righteous; and vs. 6 says that YHWH "will rain fiery coals and burning sulfiir," thus
implying a judgment from above, that is, from the heavenly realm. Thus if the judgment is
portrayed as coming from heaven, it is reasonable to suppose that it comes from the
heavenly temple, the locus of YHWH's presence according to vs. 4?

Meaning of |r?3
]m is one o f the terms used to express the divine activities performed by YHWH
in/from the temple in heaven, hence its significance for the present study.3 Having the basic
‘The sentence bsSTlD
^OTT ninon "'3 ("If the foundations are destroyed, what can
the righteous do?") in vs. 3 is difficult to interpret. The lexeme no in ninon possibly means "base,
foundation" (HALOT, s.v. "no"). This may suggest a metaphoric connotation as in the phrase
'HpiO’bs p-)K in Ps 82:5, which refers to the foundations of society. A similar situation of
disruption of law and order seems to be presupposed In Ps 11:3, which is the backdrop for the
anguished cry: "If the foundations are destroyed, what can the righteous do?" Cf. Kraus, Psalms 159, 202; H. C. Leopold, Exposition of the Psalms (Columbus, OH: Wartburg, 1959), 126.
2As stated by Limburg, "The first words of this second part of the psalm take the focus
away from the enemies and the psalmist and portray a scene in heaven" (Psalms, 34). Cf.
Davidson, The Vitality of Worship, 48; Erhard Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 1 with an Introduction
to Cultic Poetry, FOTL 14 (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1988), 78; Derek Kidner, Psalms 1-72
(London: Inter-Varsity, 1973), 73; Mays, 76.
Tor the motif of YHWH "looking down" from his heavenly dwelling/temple, see the
discussion of Isa 18:4 and 63:15 in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
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meaning o f "test,"1 "examine, scrutinize,"2 the root ]ra appears thirty-one times in the
Hebrew Bible, mostly in the books o f Jeremiah, Psalms, and Job.3 An inspection o f its
occurrences discloses, on the one hand, that its paradigmatic field contains lexemes such
as *113 ("refine");

("remove/rescue"), H03 ("test"), ip n ("investigate"), JJT ("know"),

QUO ("taste"), IpS ("inspect").4
On the other hand, an examination o f its syntagmatic field reveals that ]rn may
take the following lexemes as verbal complements: ini/n^O ('word"), 33s? ("heart"),
rP*?3 ("kidneys/mind"), "tpi ("way, course o f life"), p'13 ("righteous"). In several cases
]ra is complemented by a pronominal suffix pointing back to the speaker, or to the people
o f YHWH in general Furthermore it can be observed that generally ]ru describes a
positive activity o f YHWH in "proving/investigating" the righteous.5 In some cases this
lHALOT, s.v. "inn."
2BDB, s.v. "]rn."

3Cf. Gen42:15, 16; l;Isa 28:16; Jer 6:27; 9:6; 11:20; 12:3; 17:10; 20:12; Ezek 21:18;
Zech 13:9; Mai 3:10, 15; Pss 7:10; 11:4, 5; 17:3; 26:2; 66:10; 81:8 [7]; 95:9; 139:23; Job 7:18;
12:11; 23:10; 34:3, 36; Prov 17:3; 32:14; Chr 29:17.
4See the passages referred to in the previous note.
5See, e.g.:
onn im ps nxix nbi n tb p n x i p'ns

n io is mm. Jer 20:12

Jer 20:12 O YHWH of hosts, you who test the righteous, who see the mind and the heart; let
me see your vengeance on them; for to you I have set forth my cause.
nnfmnx inns aw tn i *)D3rrnx *ps3 O’nsnsi osts n ’tibtsmnx -warn Zech 13:9
mbx mrr mx" Kim Kin ■’as? ■’m ax inx max ’ix i
xip" xm
Zech 13:9 And I will bring the third part through the fire, Refine them as silver is refined, and
test them as gold is tested. They will call on my name, and I will answer them; I will say,
"They are my people," and they will say, "YHWH is my God."
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activity seems to be connected to judicial procedures, as deduced from terms such as BSO
and y \ which also inform the syntagmatic field of p a .1
Thus from this brief survey o f the paradigmatic and syntagmatic fields o f p a , the
following observations may be advanced: First, concerning the paradigmatic field, which
displays an interesting variety o f lexemes, Jenni provides an apt summary by saying that
"parjallel] verbs and usages of bhn point to a rather general meaning 'to test = to
investigate (critically)."12Interestingly enough, the two occurrences o f nominal derivatives
o f p a convey the idea o f "observation" and "testing," as in Isa 28:16: p a

pK ("tested

stone"), and 32:14: p a ("watchtower"). Second, as for the syntagmatic field, it should be
observed that most o f the theological usages o f p a indicate that although this verb may
also govern an unspecified or generic object,3 in most of its occurrences the object denotes
jp'HS opbK rrrbrn rriab pm p p s p p m ciptth jn itr n n r Ps 7:10
Ps 7:9 O let the evil of the wicked come to an end, but establish the righteous; for the righteous
God tries the hearts and minds.

‘See Jer 20:12 in the previous note.
2E. Jenni, "p a bhn to test," Theological Lexicon o f the Old Testament (Peabody, MA:
Hendrickson, 1997), 1:208. Additionally, Terry L. Brensinger noted that in those passages where
fra lacks a clear theological connotation, "the key concern involves evaluating the dependability of
something" ("pa," NIDOTTE, 1:623). In the context of Joseph's reunion with his brothers,
Brensinger further observed that "the contrived scene—Joseph already knows their identity and
therefore the truthfulness of what they say!—depicts him testing his brothers in order to discern the
validity of their claims" [Gen 42:15-16]" (ibid.). Brensinger still points out that "both Job and
Elihu suggest the need to test or evaluate the dependability of the spoken word. In both instances,
to test [pa] a claim or word involves determining its truthfulness [Job 12:11; 34:3]" (ibid.). It
should also be kept in mind that in its theological usages, p a "expresses the concept of divine
examination and divine knowledge" (M. Tsevat, "p2 bhn," TDOT, 2:70).
3Job 7:17-18; Prov 17:3; 1 Chr 29:17.
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YHWH's own people,1or an individual2 in relationship to him.3 That being said, attention
is turned to the meaning o f ]rQ in vss. 4 and 5.

Vs. 4 says that YHWH "proves/investigates" (]FU) the "sons o f men” (OIK 'IQ),
and vs. 5 reveals that YHWH "proves/investigates" (]m ) especially the "righteous"
(p^lS).4 Then it seems evident that the diction of the passage is that o f judgment, as

further corroborated by the reference to "fire" and "brimstone" in vs. 6. In this regard, the
present study agrees with Kim, who made clear that the major tenor o f the pericope is that
o f judgment.5Nonetheless there is an interesting aspect o f this judgment as expressed by
the term ]rQ (vs. 5) that deserves further consideration. Richard Davidson advanced the
suggestion that ]FQ inPs 11 may designate a specific aspect o f the judgment (namely, the
investigative judgment),6 and E. Jenni pointed out that ]rQ means "investigate
(critically)."7 Now, since the analysis o f ]FQ conducted above has corroborated the
observations by Davidson and Jenni, attention is turned to some syntactic and pragmatic
aspects o f vss. 5 and 6. By means o f this exegetical procedure, the insights gained from
Ter 6:27; 9:6; 11:20; 12:3; 17:10; 20:12; Ezek 21:18; Zech 13:9; Pss 66:10; 81:8.
2Sometimes the referent of an object in the singular may indicate a collective entity, and
thus refer to the people as a whole. An examination of this aspect, however, is beyond the scope of
this study.
3Job 23:10; Pss 7:10 [9]; 17:3; 26:2; 139:23.
4The emphasis on "righteous" will become apparent in the discussion of the word order and
the syntax of vs. 5 below.
5Cf. Kim, 140.
6Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 6.

Tenni, 208, emphasis supplied.
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the semantic study of]rQ in order to provide a more precise definition o f the concept of
judgment portrayed in the passage.

Syntax of Vs. 5
The discussion o f vs. 5 focuses on two aspects: First, the difficulties regarding its
clause divisions will be investigated, aiming at a clear delineation o f the syntactic structure.
Second, attention is devoted to the order o f the constituents, particularly the first clause,
in order to draw some implications for the understanding of the text in its pragmatic level.
Commencing with the syntactic issues, one notes that there are at least three distinct ways
to divide the clauses o f this verse:
: -
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#1. YHWH is righteous | he proves even the wicked | and those who love violence his
soul hates.1
#2. YHWH proves the righteous and the wicked | and those who love violence his soul
hates.2
#3. YHWH proves the righteous j but the wicked and those who love violence his soul
hates.3
The task now is to determine which option alines itself best with the grammar and
context. Upon close examination it seems that the last option has some advantages on the
basis o f its syntax and context, and additionally seems to be favored by the Masoretic
pointing. Starting with the last, one notes that the verb ]OT ("proves") is pointed with the
]Cf. Auflfet, "Essai sur la structure litteraire du Psaume 11," 403.
2Cf. LXX, NASB, NAB, NJB, NET.
3Cf. ASV, DBY, ESV, IPS, KJV, NKJV, NIV, NET, RWB, TNK.
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strong disjunctive accent cole weyored (equivalent to "atnah in the other books)1thus
indicating a major pause at this point. Second, the phrase SJ2TTI ("and the wicked") is more
naturally connected to what follows since it pairs up with OOH □nKl ("and one who loves
violence"). Third, the vaw conjunction in

seems to establish a contrast with the

previous constituent, that is, the righteous. Fourth, although Auffret has argued that OT“H
is dislocated for emphasis with the so-called emphatic waw,2 the text does not indicate any
emphasis on S?0“t ("wicked"). In fact, it is the term p'riS ("righteous") that receives the
emphasis, as will be noted below. When these factors are taken into consideration, it
seems more reasonable to understand the vaw in I72hl as a disjunctive particle expressing
YHWH's contrasting attitudes toward the righteous and the wicked. That is to say,

YHWH "proves/investigates" the righteous, but (1) "hates" the wicked. Thus, the
cumulative effect o f the arguments just mentioned favors the syntactic arrangement of vs.
5 suggested in option #3, above: "YHWH proves the righteous; but the wicked and those
who love violence his soul hates."
Turning to the pragmatic dimensions o f the text, attention is focused on the order
of its constituents. A close inspection o f the first clause o f vs. 5 reveals the significant fact
‘Cf. James D. Price, The Syntax o f Masoretic Accents in the Hebrew Bible (Lewiston,
NY: Mellen, 1990), 183; William Wickes and Aron Dotan, Two Treatises on the Accentuation o f

the Old Testament: n "Q K 1311a on Psalms, Proverbs, and Job; D’IB O K"3 on the Twenty-One
Prose Books (New York: KTAV, 1970), 54; Israel Yeivin, Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah,
Masoretic Studies 5 (Missoula, MT: Society of Biblical Literature and International Organization
for Masoretic Studies, 1980), 265-66. It should be remembered that the the Masoretic accentuation
used in Psalms, Job, and Proverbs differs from that used in the other books of the Hebrew Bible.

2Cf. "Essai sur la structure litteraire du Psaume 11," 404-05. Cf. also Bruce K. Waltke
and M. O'Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns,
1990), 649; Ronald James Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline, 2nd ed. (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1976), 71.
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that the direct object p’HS ("righteous") is placed before the verb, a salient position
according to a pragmatic perspective.1 Since the first constituent o f the clause, YHWH, is
clearly the topic o f the clause, the term "righteous" is the marked focus. If so, the
following understanding o f vs. 5a emerges: "It is the righteous [not the wicked] whom
YHWH proves/investigates." This contrasts with vs. 5b: "But the wicked and those who
love violence his soul hates." Consequently, on the basis o f the pragmatic arrangement o f
the text, manifested in the focal position o f p'*lS, the implication may be drawn that the
work o f "proving/investigating" relates in a special way to the activity that YHWH
performs in favor o f the "righteous" (Le., his people).
Summing up, vs. 5 conveys the idea that YHWH's work o f "proving/investigating"
CJFO) in/from his heavenly temple is especially related to the p'HS ("righteous"). This is
not to deny that "his eyes behold, his eyelids test (]ns) the sons o f men" (vs. 4). The
picture suggested by the text is that although in a general way YHWH
'As Buth argued, "the natural order of pragmatic marking (as a linguistic universal) when
two elements are fronted is Topic/CC followed by Focus" (Randall Buth, "Word Order in the
Verbless Clause: A Generative Functional Approach," in The Verhless Clause in Biblical Hebrew:
Linguistic Approaches, ed. Cynthia L. Miller, Linguistic Studies in Ancient West Semitic 1
[Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1999], 88). For a detailed discussion of the concepts of focus,
topic, and word order, cf. Randall Buth, "Topic and Focus in Hebrew Poetry—Psalm 51," in
Language in Context: Essays for Robert E. Longacre, ed. Shin Ja J. Hwang and William R.
Merrifield (Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics/University of Texas at Arlington, 1992), 8396; idem, "Functional Grammar, Hebrew and Aramaic: An Integrated, Textlinguistic Approach to
Syntax," in Discourse Analysis o f Biblical Literature: What It Is and What It Offers, ed. Walter
Ray Bodine (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1995), 77-102; Jean-Marc Heimerdinger, Topic, Focus
and Foreground in Ancient Hebrew Narratives, JSOTSup 295 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic,
1999); C. H. I. van der Merwe, J. A. Naude, and Jan H. Kroeze, Biblical Hebrew Reference
Grammar (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1999); C.H.J. van der Merwe, "Review Article:
Towards a Better Understanding of Biblical Hebrew Word Order," JNSL 25, no. 1 (1999): 277300; idem, "The Function of Word Order in Old Hebrew—With Special Reference to Cases Where
a Syntagmeme Precedes a Verb in Joshua," JNSL 17 (1991): 129-44.
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"proves/investigates" the sons o f men (DTK '’33), namely, human beings in general, there is
an emphasis/focus on the fact that "it is the righteous" whom he "proves/investigates."

Meaning of Vss. 6 and 7
As noted by several commentators, vs. 6 evokes the "fire" and "brimstone" that
YHWH rained over Sodom and Gomorrah1and the prophetic passage describing the
eschatological judgment of Gog and Magog in Ezek 38. A comparison between these
passages and vss. 6-7 may prove useful.
Ps 11:6 Upon the wicked he will rain (“1BEP) snares; fire ($K) and brimstone (FTHS3)
and burning wind will be the portion o f their cup.
Gen 19:24 Then YHWH rained (TQQn) on Sodom and Gomorrah brimstone (fTHM)
andfire (OK) from YHWH out o f heaven.
Ezek 38:22 With pestilence and with blood I will enter into judgment with him; and I
will rain (TB72K) on him and on his troops, and on the many peoples who are with
Mm, a torrential rain, with hailstones, fire (OK) and brimstone (rTHSa).
It should be noted that these are the only places in the Hebrew Bible where all
three lexemes 100 ("to rain"), OK ("fire"), and ITHSa ("brimstone") occur together. Thus
Ps. 11:5 contains intertextual linkages with two other passages where the motif o f
judgment plays a major role. Gen 19:24 reports the judgment upon Sodom and Gomorrah,
an executive judgment portrayed as the ultimate action o f YHWH to eradicate the wicked.
In the words o f Schaefer, "Both the story o f Sodom and Gomorrah and Psalm 11 have in
common a cosmic punishment for a moral imbalance."2 The same can be argued in relation
‘Cf., e.g., Hossfeld and Zenger, Die Psalmen I, 91-92; Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 203-04;
Schaefer, 29.
2Schaefer, 29.
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to Ezek 38:22, regarding the judgment o f Gog. This passage provides a prophetic glimpse
o f the eschatological judgment upon the enemies of YHWH's people. Thus, on the basis o f
the intertextual connections just pointed out, it seems evident that the imagery portrayed
in Ps 11:6 intends to depict YHWH's executive judgment against the wicked.
Turning to vs. 7, one is informed that the righteous will be vindicated, as expressed
in the last clause o f the psalm: "The upright will see his [YHWH] face" (iD’,3S WT 1W).
Attempts to interpret this statement as a reflection o f the pagan cults where the worshipers
could behold the image of the god1 seem to be farfetched. The view o f Dahood that the
text contains the idea o f "an afterlife in the presence o f Yahweh"2 may be accepted with
some qualifications. Since vs. 6 portrays an image o f the ultimate annihilation o f the
wicked, it is reasonable to infer that vs. 7 points to the ultimate reward o f the righteous
conveyed by the idiom o f "behold[ing] the face of YHWH." The implication is that while
the wicked are utterly destroyed, the upright are introduced in the presence o f YHWH "as
trusted courtiers to the presence of [the] sovereign."3
Summing up, the work o f "proving/investigating" carried out by YHWH in/from
his heavenly temple (vss. 4-5) eventuates in the final judgment which results in the
‘Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 204.
2Dahood, Psalms 1, 71. Dahood does not elaborate on what he means by "afterlife."
Nonetheless, on the basis of the anthropological conceptions underlying the Hebrew Bible, the idea
of a disembodied soul ascending to heaven after death should be excluded. Cf. Hans Walter Wolff,
Anthropology o f the Old Testament, trans. Margaret Kohl (London: S.C.M. Press, 1974), 7-80.
3A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book o f Psalms (Cambridge, England: University Press, 1939),
60.
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annihilation o f the wicked (vs. 6) and the acceptance of the righteous into the very
presence o f YHWH (vs. 7).

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
The foregoing discussion has confirmed that a conspicuous function o f the
heavenly temple is that o f judgment. In this regard, this investigation agrees with Kim,
who also postulated the same idea in his discussion ofPs 11:4. Nonetheless, a closer
examination of the text uncovered some interesting aspects of this work o f judgment. As
observed above, the semantic connotations of]n3 convey the idea o f an investigative
judgment, which is conducted by YHWH in/from the heavenly temple, and the syntactic
and pragmatic investigation o f vs. 5 has revealed that the "righteous" are the special object
o f the investigative judgment. On the other hand, one should note that vss. 6 and 7 depict
the executive aspect o f the judgment, as underscored by the allusion to the judgment o f
Sodom and Gomorrah, and Gog. Thus by means of these allusions, the psalmist provides a
portrayal of the executive judgment when YHWH will annihilate the wicked and bestow
his salvation on the "upright." Thus, the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif emerges inPs 11
as a place where YHWH performs the activity of judgment, which manifests itself in two
dimensions: an investigative aspect aimed specially at the righteous, and an executive
aspect which consists in the final elimination o f the wicked and the vindication o f the
upright.
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Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
A vertical correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart
may be inferred from Ps 11. The specific use o f the term Sd'H, a term also used to
designate the earthly temple, seems to indicate that the heavenly temple was understood as
a place in heaven in a manner similar to the earthly blPH, and thus seems to have been
understood to exist in a structural correspondence to the earthly counterpart. Moreover,
that the temple is understood as a place o f judgment indicates functional correspondence
between heavenly and earthly temples.

Ps 20:1-10 [9]
:ira"
n raaa im p ',o®'n w u r irron mrr iroln '3 w r nnr 7
6 Now I know that YHWH saves his anointed; he will answer him from Ms holy
heaven with the saving strength ofhis right hand.
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Preliminary Observations
Ps 20 was probably "written in connection with an event in the life o f the king,"1 as
suggested by the explicit mention ofTPCD ("his anointed" in vs. 7 [6]) and

("king"

in vs. 10 [9]). This psalm may have functioned as a prayer for the king before his going
out to battle.2 This seems implied by the reference to the weakness o f military
appurtenances which is contrasted with the salvation provided by YHWH (vss. 8-10 [79]). Therefore the designation o f "royal prayer"3 seems fitting in view of its contents. In
•Limburg, Psalms, 62.
2Cf. Davidson, The Vitality o f Worship, 74-76.
3Gerstenberger, 105.
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addition, the possibility should not be rejected that the text under study might also have
had some liturgical usage in the context o f worship in the Jerusalem temple.1
From a literary point o f view, this text is a closely integrated and coherent unit2
and divides itself naturally into two parts: vss. 1-6 [5] and 7-10 [6-9]. The first part
contains an intercession in which help is expected from the Zion sanctuary. The second
section, introduced by the term HPtt! ("now") in vs. 7, contains an oracular response in
which the salvation previously envisioned as coming from the Zion "sanctuary" is now
depicted as already accomplished from heaven (i.e., the heavenly sanctuary). This can be
portrayed as follows:
A. "May YHWH send help from the [earthly] sanctuary" (Olp). Vs. 3a [2a]
B. "May [YHWH] remember" ("DP). Vs. 4a [3a])
C. "We will sing for joy over your salvation" (^nOTCra). Vs. 6 [5]
A' "YHWH will answer from the heavenly sanctuary (itilp ”'000 ) Vs. 7a [6a]
B.' "We will remember" (T3T3). Vs. 8b [7b]
C.' YHWH saves ( n f ©in) the king." Vs. 10 [9]3
The ensuing discussion undertakes an analysis o f ©Tp (vs. 3 [2]) and itilp 'OTp
(vs. 7 [6]) in order to ascertain the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in this
passage, as well as its function and relationship to its earthly counterpart.
‘Cf. Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 279.
2This can be perceived in the repetition o f key terms, such as nay ("answer") and QT
("day") that occur in vss. 1 and 10, thus forming an inclusio. There are also three references to the
□© ("name") of God in vss. 2, 6, 8. Also some words occur more than once, such as
("fulfill"),
13? ("remember"), 2W ("save") and, most relevant for this research, the lexeme tthp ("sanctuary")
in vss. 3 [2] and 7 [6]. Cf. Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 185.
3With some modifications, this structure follows Marc Girard, Les Psaumes: Analyse
Structurelle et Interpretation: 1-50, 3 vols., R.NS 2 (Montreal: Editions Bellarmin and Paris:
Editions du Cerf, 1984), 181.
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Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Referent of tfTp
The inverted parallelism between the two halves o f vs. 3 [2] indicates that OTp
refers to the earthly sanctuary on Mount Zion, as noted in the diagram below.
(B) en p n (A)
(A')
May he send you help (A) from the sanctuary (B)
And from Zion (B1) your support (A1)
Therefore it is clear that it is the earthly temple that is here envisaged as a source o f divine
help for the king. After these brief considerations, attention needs to be turned to
itznp

tod,

vss. 1-7 [6].

Referent of WTf? VMa
The expression iOlj? '‘DSD (vs. 7 [6]) is usually translated "from his holy
heavens." At first glance this seems an appropriate rendering, and commentators usually
do not elaborate on it. Yet three observations are in order. First, it should be noted that
the genitival qualifier i© lp attached to "heavens" is the same word employed for
"sanctuary" in vs. 3 [2] and thus seems to qualify not only "heaven" in a generic sense, but
probably implies a reference to the heavenly sanctuary/dwelling o f YHWH.1 Second, it
instructive to note that very similar construction occurs in Obad 3 (1FQO D ilD "lofty
'Several scholars have recognized the presence of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in
vs. 7. Kraus, e.g., asserts that "ittnp ’QOD irtaiP serves notice that Yahweh himself is enthroned in
the heavenly sanctuary, hears the bidding prayer there, and finally carries out his saving
interventions from on high" (Psalms 1-59, 281). Cf. also Arnold Albert Anderson, The Book o f
Psalms, 2 vols., NCB (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1981), 1:178; Marc Girard, Les Psaumes:
Analyse Structurelle et Interpretation: 1—50, 182; Hossfeld and Zenger, Die Psalmen I, 138; J.
W. Rogerson and J. W. McKay, Psalms 1-50 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 92.
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abode"). Here the element in construct functions adjectivally in relation to its genitival
component. If the same grammatical logic is applied to iO“tp ’’00, the translation
"heavenly sanctuary" would emerge naturally. Third, the parallelism of tthp in vs. 3 [2]
with the locution iC*lp 72©B in vs. 7 [6] seems to indicate that the latter should also be
understood in the sense o f "sanctuary," namely the heavenly sanctuary.1

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
The heavenly sanctuary emerges in the text as a source o f royal help, since it is
portrayed as the place whence YHWH answers prayers and sends help to his anointed
king. As Kraus pointed out, "The statement TOlp

771317*’ serves notice that Yahweh

is enthroned in the heavenly sanctuary, hears the bidding prayer there, and finally carries
out his saving intervention from on high."2

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
One of the interesting perceptions o f this passage is the implied interaction
between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart, which can be delineated as
follows. In the first section of the psalm, it is revealed that help is to come from the Zion
1Several scholars support the idea that the passage refers to the heavenly sanctuary. Cf.,
e.g., Anderson, The Book of Psalms, 1:179; Anthony Lee Ash and Clyde M. Miller, Psalms
(Austin, TX: Sweet Publishing Company, 1980), 88; Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 281; Rogerson and
McKay, Psalms 1-50, 92; Schaefer, 49; Charles Briggs and Emilie G. Briggs, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Psalms, 2 vols., ICC (Edinburgh: T.and T. Clark, 19061907), 1:179-80.
2Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 281.
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sanctuary; in the second half, one learns that YHWH answered from the heavenly
sanctuary.1Far from being contradictory, these two assertions complement each other.
The underlying assumption is that the temple on Mount Zion corresponds to the temple in
heaven and works in dynamic interaction with it. Thus it is not surprising that a petition
made in the context o f the earthly temple is answered from the heavenly sanctuary.
Furthermore, the verbal and conceptual correlations between the sanctuary idea in vs. 3
[2] and vs. 7 [6] indicated the notion o f a functional and structural correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.

Ps 29:1-11
r t o in k iVs
rinxr non*i rri*?»K bbirr mrr b p 9
9 The voice o f YHWH makes the deer to calve and strips the forests bare; And in his
temple everything says, "Glory!"
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Preliminary Observations
Ps 29 has been classified as a "hymn o f victory"2 or "cosmic hymn"3 to YHWH,
and, in view of similarities o f themes and motifs, it has been considered by some scholars
to be dependent upon Canaanite literature. Since this idea was first published by Ginsberg
‘As Kidner puts it, "the dimensions of the scene are enlarged: the help sought from Zion
. . . is now sent from heaven itself {Psalms 1-72, 102).
2Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 245.
3Alfons Deissler, "Zur Datierung und Situierung der 'kosmischen Hymnen' Pss 8 19 20," in
Lex Tua Veritas: Festschrift fur Hubert Junker zur Vollendung des siebzigsten Lebensjahres am
8. August 1961, dargeboten von Kollegen, Freunden und Schiilem, ed. Heinrich Gross and Franz
Mussner (Trier: Paulinus-Verlag, 1961), 47-58.
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in 1935,1a string o f responses has come forth.2 Among these, the suggestion advanced by
Peter Craigie should be noted. He contended that Ps 29 is a "song o f victory"3 belonging
to the oldest traditions o f Israelite poetry, such as are represented, among others, by the
"Song o f the Sea" (Exod 15:1-18).4 This view has much to commend, since it is based on
analogies with similar texts o f the Hebrew Bible, rather than upon less objective and,
rather frequently, speculative comparisons to alleged ANE parallels. It must be noted,
however, that Craigie does not understand the psalm to be composed in a historical
vacuum, inasmuch as he admits that "the poet has deliberately utilized Canaanite-type
language and imagery in order to emphasize the Lord's strength and victory, in contrast to
the weakness o f the inimical Baal."5
'H. Louis Ginsberg, "A Phoenician Hymn in the Psalter," in XIX Congresso
Internazionale degli Orientalisti (Rome: Tipografia del Senato, G. Bardi, 1936), 472-76.
2Cf. Michael L. Barre, "A Phoenician Parallel to Psalm 29,” HAR 13 (1991): 25-32; P. C.
Craigie, "Parallel Word Pairs in Ugaritic Poetry: A Critical Evaluation of Their Relevance for
Psalm 29," UF11 (1980): 135-40; Peter C. Craigie, "Psalm xxix in the Hebrew Poetic Tradition,"
VT 22 (1972): 143-51; F. M. Cross, "Notes on a Canaanite Psalm in the Old Testament," BASOR
117 (1950): 19-21; John Day, "Echoes of Baal's Seven Thunders and Lightnings in Psalm 29 and
Habakkuk 3:9 and the Identity of the Seraphim in Isaiah 6," VT 29 (1979): 143-51; Herbert
Donner, "Ugaritismen in der Psalmenforschung," ZAW 79 (1967): 322-50; A. Fittzgerald, "A Note
on Psalm 29," BASOR 215 (1974): 61-63; T. H. Gaster, "Psalm 29," JQR 37 (1946-47): 55-65;
Christian Macholz, "Psalm 29 und 1 Kon 19," in Werden und Wirken des Alten Testaments:
Festschriftfur Klaus Westerman zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. Rainer Albertz et al. (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1980), 325-33; B. Marguiis, "The Canaanite Origin of Psalm 20
Reconsidered," Bib 51 (1970): 332-48; H. Strauss, "Zur Auslegung von Psalm 29 aus der
Hintergrund seiner kanaanlisdienBezuge," ZAW82 (1970): 91-102; Ernst Vogt, "Der Aufbau von
Ps 29," Bib 41 (1960): 17-24.
3Craigie, "Psalm xxix in the Hebrew Poetic Tradition," 144; Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 246.
4Craigie, "Psalm xxix in the Hebrew Poetic Tradition," 144.
5Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 246.
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Structurally, Ps 29 contains a central section with a sevenfold repetition o f the
phrase "voice o f YHWH" (rnrr Sip), framed by an introduction and conclusion. As
shown in fig. 3, this composition displays a well-crafted structure with parallelism and
repetition o f key words and expressions at regular intervals. For example, the phrase Sip

rnrr ("voice o f YHWH") appears seven times across the poem, while the
Tetragrammaton occurs eighteen times—ten times in the central section (vss. 3-9), four
times in the introduction, and four times in the conclusion. Whether this numerical pattern
is just a coincidence, or has some rhetorical purpose is difficult, if not impossible, to
ascertain. What seems clear, nonetheless, is that such a numerical rhetoric contributes to
the literary beauty o f the composition.
All this contributes to provide a well-balanced structure in which the central
section o f the psalm is framed by heavenly scenes at the introduction and conclusion. The
introduction portrays the "sons o f God" as they are summoned to praise and glorify
YHWH, while the final section frames the entire composition by depicting YHWH
enthroned "over the flood" and bestowing blessing and peace upon his people. The central
section portrays the theophanic thunderstorm traveling from north to south across the
Promised Land and provoking the commotion o f the elements of nature.
For the purpose o f this research, special attention will be given to the terms
’’p ("sons o f God") and O T pT ilina, which convey the heavenly scene in the
introduction. Thereafter, attention will be given to the expressions fc 'T O I ("and in his
temple") and ^ s a b ("since/over the flood"), followed by an excursus on the central
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la Ascribe to YHWH, 0 sons o f God,
lb Ascribe to YHWH glory and strength.
2a Ascribe to YHWH the glory due to his name;
2b Worship YHWH in the GLORIOUS SANCTUARY
3a The voice o f YHWH is upon the waters;
3b The God o f glory thunders,
3c YHWH is over many waters.
4a The voice o f YHWH is powerful,
5b The voice o f YHWH is majestic.
5a The voice o f YHWH breaks the cedars;
5b Yes, YHWH breaks in pieces the cedars o f Lebanon.
6a He makes Lebanon skip like a calf,
6b And Sirion like a young wild ox.
7 The voice o f YHWH hews out flames of fire.
8a The voice o f YHWH shakes the wilderness:
8b YHWH shakes the wilderness o f Kadesh.
9a The voice o f YHWH makes the deer to calve
9b And strips the forests bare;
9c And infHIS TEMPLE everything says, "Glory!
10a YHWH sat as King above the flood;
10b Yes, YHWH sits as King forever.
10a YHWH will give strength to his people;
10b YHWH will bless his people with peace.

Fig. 3. Literary structure o f Ps 29. Adapted from Marc Girard, Les Psaumes: Analyse
Structurelle et Interpretation: 1-50 (Montreal: Bellarmin, 1984), 234.
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section o f the psalm. After these exegetical procedures, a delineation o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif as depicted in Ps 29 will be attempted.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning ofS^K

m

The locution □’’bit ^2 ("sons o f God") most probably points to the heavenly
beings who serve at YHWH's heavenly court, an idea found elsewhere in the Hebrew
Bible, as already pointed out in this dissertation.1Therefore no further elaboration o f this
concept is needed at this point. For the purpose o f this study, it suffices to point out that
the reference to the

'aa contributes to setting the opening scene o f Ps 29 in the

heavenly realm, the implications o f which will be noted in due course.

Meaning and Referent of BfTpTTnna
The genitival expression 0Tp~rrnn occurs only four times in the Hebrew Bible2 in
connection with the cult either in the earthly or heavenly temple/sanctuary. The precise
meaning ofOTpTlTin has remained elusive, as attested by different translations: "holy
array,"3 "holy attire/robes,"4 "holy splendor,"5 "beauty/splendor o f [his] holiness,"6
‘See, e.g., Exod 15:11; Ps 86:8; et al.
2Pss 29:2; 96:9; 1 Chr 16:29; 2 Chr 20:21.
3ASV, NASB, RSV.
4NET, BBE.
5DBY, NAB, NRS.
6ESV, IPS, KJV, NIV, NIB, NJB, NKJ, NET.
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"majestic in holiness,"1 "glorious sanctuary,"2 "holy court."3 In order to decide which
option fits better in the text, some semantic and syntactic issues need to be addressed,
such as (l)th e meaning o f the lexeme rn in ; (2) the semantic connotations o f the genitival
expression BripTTTina, and (3) the referent o f the latter expression. .
Concerning the meaning o f rrn n , the standard lexicons define it as an
"adornment, glory."4 Although some versions have r n in as "array" and "garments/attire,"
as mentioned above, it must be noted that this is an inference based on a presumed
extended meaning of the word. Another possibility was raised by Cross, who argued that
rm n means "appearance,"5 a suggestion based on the alleged Ugaritic cognate h d rtwhich
appears in parallel with him ("dream"). This suggestion, however, depends on an Ugaritic
parallel which occurs only once, in a difficult text.6 Thus, in view o f the difficulties o f the
options just mentioned, it seems that "adornment, glory" remains the most likely meaning
for rrnn.
T

T

—

‘INK.
2GNV, SRV.
3The LXX rendered r r n n by auAxj ("court")—followed by Vulgate and DRA—which may
indicate the presence of the lexeme m a n ("court") in the Hebrew Vorlage. However, the possibility
also exists that the LXX translator was simply attempting to interpret the passage in the light of the
Jerusalem temple, where worshipers and singers would be positioned in the court.
ABDB, s.v. "Ttn"; HALOT, s.v. "rmri."
5Cross, "Notes in a Canaanite Psalm in the Old Testament," 21.
6Cf. Craigie, Psalms 1-50, 248; H. Donner and W. Rollig, Kanaandische und Aramdische
Inschriften (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1966), 331-32.
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The task now is to ascertain the meaning o f the genitival expression BlpTTVina.
In this regard, at least four options are available:
1. The nomen rectum may function adjectivally in relation to m in . This would
result in the translation "holy splendor" or, if the nomen regens is understood adjectivally,
"splendor/beauty o f [his] holiness." In either case the expression ©TpTrnrQ would
function syntactically as an adjunct to, and semantically as an attribute of, YHWH.
2. The phrase may be translated as "holy attire/robes" or "array" in reference to the
garments or disposition o f the temple singers, respectively. In this case, the expression
under study would qualify not YHWH, but the outfit of those who are summoned to
"praise" him.
3. If Ugaritic is followed, B lp T n in would refer to the "holy appearance" or, in
other words, to the theophany of YHWH.1However, for the reasons expressed above, this
option is untenable.
4. A more likely option would be to interpret Bnp'DTTH in a spatial sense and
translate it as "glorious sanctuary.”2 In this case, r n in is taken in its natural lexical
meaning and B lp is understood as "parallel or complementary to hykl [bp'n] in vs. 9c."3
As can be deduced from Hab 2:20,4 bs'H and B lp are closely related terms clearly
1Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 344. Cf. F. C. Fensham, "Psalm 29 and Ugarit," in Studies on the
Psalms: Papers Read at 6th Meeting Held at the Potchefstroom University for C.H.E., 29-31
Jan. 1963 (Potchefstroom: Pro Rege, 1963), 89.
2Cf. GNV: "glorious Sanctuarie (sic)"; SRV: "glorioso santuario."
3David Noel Freedman and C. Franke Hyland, "Psalm 29: A Structural Analysis," HAR 66
(1973): 244.
hpnttn'bs rasa on isrjp fp yn nirrn ("But YHWH is in his holy temple. Let all
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pointing to the temple.1Furthermore, the parallelism between ©TpTnin and the lexeme
13H ("court") in Ps 96:8-92 corroborates the view that the former points to the temple.3
Thus, in view o f the previous considerations, it is highly probable that © IpTH in
connotes the idea o f "sanctuary/temple," a literal translation of which may be "glorious
sanctuary" as suggested above.
As for the referent of this "glorious sanctuary," in view of the heavenly imagery
evoked by the context in which the "sons o f God" are summoned to worship YHWH, this
sanctuary must be located in heaven. Therefore, Ps. 29:2 not only portrays a heavenly
scene, as admitted by the vast majority o f scholars,4 but relates this heavenly scene to the
"glorious [heavenly] sanctuary."

Storm Imagery
The central verses o f the psalm portray a storm that comes to hit Canaanite
territory. As William Shea pointed out, from the heavenly sanctuary YHWH sends the
the earth be silent before him").
‘See the discussion of this passage in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
2 Ps 96:8-9:
rrnrsn^ wct nrad ik © Id © i n s mrrV o n 8
T ik .t ^d P3SD
n h p T rrm mrr*? nnntfn 9
8 "Ascribe to YHWH the glory of his name; bring an offering and come into his courts.
9 Worship YHWH in holy attire; tremble before him, all the earth." 8
:
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3Freedman and Hyland, 244.
4Cf., e.g., Fensham, 89, 92; Kidner, Psalms 1-72, 124; Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 348;
Macholz, 325-26; Schaefer, 71-72.
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storm and flames o f fire (vss. 5-9) to strike the Canaanites.1It is instructive to note that all
the place names mentioned in the text belong to Canaanite territory.2 As Shea expressed,
"the description tells how the storm was ordered by God from His heavenly temple as the
angelic host stood by (vs 1-2, 9b). In response to this demonstration o f His power all the
host in Yahweh's heavenly temple ascribe glory to him as they were exorted to do at the
begining o f the psalm."3 It thus becomes apparent that the heavenly temple functions as
the place from where YHWH sends judgment upon the enemies o f his people.

Referent of
At the outset it must be pointed out that the injunction to give 1133 to YHWH in
vs. 2 is matched by vs. 9c, in which everything says TQ3. As noted by Limburg, "what is
called for in vs. 2 is executed in vs. 9c as all in the temple sing glory!"4 Furthermore, both
verses evoke the notion o f YHWH being worshiped in the "sanctuary/temple." In this
regard, it is interesting to observe that the Ehp in vs. 2 corresponds to the b y n in vs. 9c.
Furthermore, there seems to be a structural linkage between vs. 9c and the opening scene.
'William H. Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 7 vols., Daniel and
Revelation Committee Series 1 (General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1982), 6.
2The reference to Kadesh (Ps 29:8), which might be at first glance identifies a location in
the in the south, most probably refers to a location in Syria, as argued by the following scholars:
Ginsberg, 472-76; Oswald Loretz, Psalm 29: Kanaanaische El- und Baaltraditionen in judischer
Sicht, Ugaritisch-Biblische Literatur 2 (Altenberg: CIS-Verlag, 1984), 91-92. However, the view
that Kadesh should be identified with the location on the way from Egypt to Palestine (see Deut
1:19) was argued by Deissler on the basis that "the average Israelite could not understand it
otherwise" ("Zur Datiemng und Situierung der 'kosmischen Hymnerf Pss 8 19 20," 54). Cf. also
Kidner, Psalms 1-72, 126; Weiser, 264.
3Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 6.
4Limburg, Psalms, 94.
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In this regard it must be remembered that the position of vs. 9c in the structure of the
psalm has been debated. At first glance, it appears that vs. 9c is a piece of material loosely
related to its immediate context, since there is no parallel to it, and its connection with
either the preceding or following material is not apparent. This has led some scholars to
hypothesize that vs. 9c does not belong originally to the psalm.! However, there is no textcritical basis for this conjecture, and this dissertation is concerned with the final form of
the text. So Ps 29 must be treated as a unified composition. That having been said, two
options remain: vs. 9c belongs either to the previous section or to the final one.
The verse divisions o f the Masoretic text support the former possibility. Also, the
vav conjunction in

seems to link this phrase with the preceding material. On the

other hand, the content o f the entire clause— "And in his temple everything ( f c ) says,
"Glory!"— seems more related to what follows, inasmuch as the entire participial clause
seems to function as a formula to introduce not only the liturgical shout Tins, but also the
contents o f vss. 10 and 11. Therefore, it is more likely that vs. 9c belongs to the final
section. However, one should not rule out the possibility that it may have been
intentionally placed at that position as a transitional marker2 in order to signal the point
where the scene moves from earth to heaven. The importance o f vs. 9c has been
recognized by Von Rad, who argued that this "is the key-verse o f the whole psalm—it
leads us away from the commotions on the earth up to the heavenly sanctuary where the
‘Cf., e.g., Briggs and Briggs, 1:254.
2Freedman and Hyland hold that "9c while belonging to the main section of the poem,
nevertheless serves as the transition from the Introduction to the Conclusion, which constitutes the
utterance referred to in vs. 9c" (241).
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company o f the heavenly beings recognizes and glorifies these very occurrences on the
earth as revelation o f the glory o f Jafaweh."1
It can also be suggested that although

primarily points to the heavenly

temple, it may include the earthly temple. In this regard one should note that the phrase
f c might also encompass the earthly temple.2 Although the antecedent o f the pronominal
suffix i is understood as referring primarily to

the possibility remains that it may also

refer to YHWH, who is the topic o f the clause. In this case, f e would include "everything
that belongs to YHWH," thus encompassing the earthly temple and the worship offered
therein. Such an idea seems corroborated by Ps 148, where the earthly congregation joins
the heavenly beings to praise YHWH.3 As James L. Mays put it, "The doxology that is
offered in the heavenly temple is a model and motif for what must occur in the
corresponding earthly temple; the congregation in its praise is led by and joins in the
doxology sung by the 'sons o f God.'"4
Summing up, although the term

in vs. 9c refers primarily to the heavenly

temple, its structurally ambivalent position, coupled with the syntax and semantics o f the
phrase

leaves open the possibility that the earthly temple may also be in view.

‘Gerhard von Rad, Old Testament Theology, trans. D. M. G. Stalker, 2 vols. (New York:
Harper and Row, 1962), 1:360.
2As pointed out by Hossfeld and Zenger, "Das Lob des himmlischen Hofstaates wird hier
durch den Hinweis 'ein jeder, ale1[ f e ] auf die Menschen im irdischen Tempel ausgeweitet" ("In
the allusion to 'every, all1[fe ] the praise of the heavenly court broadens to include the human
beings in the earthly temple") {Die Psalmen I, 185).
3Cf. Deissler, "Zur Datierung und Situierung der 'kosmischen Bymnen' Pss 8 19 20," 55.
4James Luther Mays, "Psalm 29," Int 39 (1985): 61.
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Meaning of
Although etymology of *73312 cannot be established with absolute certainty,5the
fact outside Ps 29, *73372 occurs only in Gen 6-9, indicates that *73372 in Ps 29:10 most
probably refers to the Genesis Flood,2 and not to the heavenly ocean as suggested by some
scholars.3 Thus, granting that *73372 refers to the Genesis Flood, attention must now be
given to the elusive prepositional phrase *73372*7. The question arises whether the
preposition connotes a temporal or locative idea. In the former case it should be translated
"since the Flood"; in the latter, "on/over/above the flood."
In this connection, Dahood has proposed that *73372*7 may connote the idea o f
"from the flood"4 on the basis o f the Ugaritic meaning o f *7 as "from/since." However,
such a position is difficult sustain in view o f D. Pardee's observation that Ugaritic y t b l is
not attested as meaning "to be seated since."5 An additional objection is that the locution
'This situation is reflected in the several suggestions for the etymology of *73373: Akkadian
abubu("flood"); bubbulu, biblu, bibbulu("high tide"); napalulnapalul ("destroy"); general
Semitic M("to mix, mingle"); a maqtul form from y b lII ("to rain strongly"; cf. Arabic wabll
["cloudburst"]); Egyptian whn ("to overflow"). Cf. P Stenmans, "*73372 mabbul,” TWAT, 4:634-38.
2Alfons Deissler, Die Psalmen, 6th ed. (Dusseldorf: Patmos, 1989), 121; Kidner, Psalms
1-72, 127; Edward Joseph Kissane, The Book o f Psalms (Dublin: Browne and Nolan Richvie,
1964), 128; Artur Weiser, The Psalms: A Commentary, The Old Testament Library (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1962), 265; Michael Wilcock, The Message o f Psalms 1-72: Songs for the People o f
God, The Bible Speaks Today (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 2001), 101.
3So Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:196; Joachim Begrich, "Mabbul: Eine exegetischlexicalische Studie," ZS 6 (1928): 135-53; Carola Kloos, Yhwh’s Combat with the Sea: A
Canaanite Tradition in the Religion o f Ancient Israel (Amsterdam/Leiden: G.A. van
Oorschot/Brill, 1986), 62-92.
4Dahood, Psalms I, 184.
5D. Pardee, "On Psalm 29: Structure and Meaning," in The Book o f Psalms: Composition
and Reception, ed. Peter W. Flint et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 171.
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b 32T is a standard expression to convey locative meaning in biblical Hebrew.1 Therefore
it seems more natural, from a linguistic point of view, to construe

as a locative

expression (i.e. "over the Flood"). This locative idea receives contextual support from vs.
3c where it is stated that "YHWH is over many waters
Assuming the validity of the previous suggestion that biaaS conveys a locative
connotation, one has a semantic problem the locative view seems to conceptualize bttQ as
a "throne," an idea incongruent with semantic common sense. In this regard, Pardee seems
to clarify the issue by pointing to an Ugaritic text in which appears the expression hkm ytb
b 'llh h th ("with Ba‘lu enthroned at his house").3 Since it is unlikely that ytb J+ house
means to seat upon the house, as if it were a chair (as with the Flood), the suggestion may
be advanced that that y tb l+ house means to "seat in regards to the house," that is, to seat
upon a throne in order to rule over the house.4 Turning to Ps 29:10, Pardee summarized
by saying that the Hebrew idiom biaab 2W "does not indicate that YHWH sat upon the
Flood, treating it like a chair, but that he sat upon his kingly throne with respect to the
Flood, i.e. acted as sovereign towards it."5
’See Judg 5:17; 1 Kgs 2:19; Isa 47:1; Pss 9:5 [4]; 110:1; 132:12; Prov 9:14; Lam 2:10.
2Cf. Gen 1:7: "God made the expanse, and separated the waters which were below the
expanse from the waters which were above the expanse; and it was so."
3D. Pardee, "On Psalm 29: Structure and Meaning," in The Book o f Psalms: Composition
and Reception, ed. Peter W. Flint et al. (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 171, 174 (RS 2.008 +VII 42).
4See ibid., 171-72.
5Ibkf, 172.
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Summing up, the expression
the

contributes to reaffirm the heavenly setting o f

mentioned in vs. 9b, and implicitly points to the heavenly temple as the place

wherein YHWH has performed his activities as cosmic king ruling over the Flood and
bestowing blessings upon his people.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
The above investigation allows the following delineation concerning the function
o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple. The presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple in Ps 29
is made evident by the heavenly imagery depicted in the opening and closing scenes. In the
opening scene the "glorious sanctuary" functions as the locus o f worship and praise, as
deduced from the injunction to the heavenly beings to worship YHWH (vs. 2). The closing
scene portrays YHWH receiving the adoration called for in the opening section (vs. 9c). It
should be kept in mind, however, that the praise expressed in the psalm come as a result o f
YHWH's judgment upon the Canaanites, as represented by the storm that strikes
Canaanite territory. Thus, the heavenly sanctuary/temple also emerges as the place from
where YHWH sends judgment upon the enemies o f his people. The heavenly temple is
portrayed as the place where YHWH exerts his kingship, as implied in the affirmation that
he is enthroned "above the flood" (vs. 10a), and explicitly noted in the utterance that
"YHWH sits as King forever" (vs. 10b). Furthermore, in vs. 11 the heavenly temple
functions as the place whence YHWH grants blessing and peace upon his people.
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Summing up, the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as a liturgicaJ/cuItic place
where worship and praises are given to YHWH, from where he sends judgment upon the
enemies o f his people, exerts his kingship over the cosmos, and bestows blessing and
peace upon his people on earth.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The portrayal of the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place of worship, judgment,
kingship, source o f help, and blessings places it in functional correspondence with its
earthly counterpart. In addition, the reference heavenly

may also indicate a structural

correspondence, as already noted.

Ps 33:1-22
tn ix n

n in m rr eran

etdto

13

Vfa.Kn' 'air-S a bV rratin ir a c - p a D p 14
•pan m b i i t -ix»n 15
13 From heaven YHWH looks; he sees all the sons o f men;
14 From his dwelling place he gazes at all the inhabitants of the earth,
15 He who fashions the hearts o f them all, he who understands all their works.

Preliminary Observations
Ps 33 consists o f a "song o f praise"1 alluding to the nature of YHWH and the
creative power o f Ms word.2 It is structurally arranged with an introductory call to praise
(vss. 1-3) followed by the main section spelling out the reasons for the rejoicing (4-19).
The following investigation deals mainly with the subunit o f vss. 13-15, which alludes to
‘Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 374.
2Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:260.
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YHWH's "dwelling place"

(irnO"]i3Q). The parallelism between O^OTD ("From

heaven") and iniC 'pD Q O ("Ms dwelling place") makes clear that this "dwelling place"
should be located in heaven. Thus the ensuing discussion deals with the connotation of
irOB'pSQ and the idea o f YHWH looking down. Finally, the function o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif is delineated.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Semantic Connotation and Referent of
The main goal o f tMs section is to determine the semantic contours o f the locution
irpti"p3p ("his dwelling place") and its referent. Some versions have understood this
expression as connoting the idea of "throne."1Dahood has suggested that the locution
iroc-pDO should be understood as the foundation for the throne or the throne itself by
metonymy.2 He seems to have drawn this idea from the occurrence o f |i3D in connection
with KS3 ("throne") in two other passages o f the Hebrew Bible.3 Nonetheless, although
the idea o f "throne" may be part o f the overall complex of ideas connoting
temple/sanctuary, one has to determine more specifically whether ira®*p3n has the
connotation o f "throne" or "dwelling" (that is, temple/sanctuary). If the latter is the case,
then this passage should be included in the present study.
*Cf. e.g.: "royal throne" (NAB); "where he sits enthroned" (ESV, MRS); "the place
where he sits" (NJB); "throne" (NLT).
2Dahood, Psalms I, 202. Cf. Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:265.
3Cf. Pss 89:15 [14]; 97:2.
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It is important to note that when ]i3D ("place, site")1 is connected to the lexeme
2 0 \2 as in the text under examination, it most probably carries the connotation of
"dwelling" (i.e., temple/sanctuary). As already noted, the term ]iDD derives from the root
p s, which connotes the idea o f firmness.3 It is used seventeen times in the Hebrew Bible,4
fourteen o f which are in connection with the sanctuary, as pointed out by Rodriguez.5
Seven times it designates YHWH's "dwelling place" in heaven (i.e., the heavenly
sanctuary).6 Worthy o f note is the expression fJPQO*? |iDD which appears in Exod 15:17,
("sanctuary"), and in 1 Kgs 8:13 in apposition to b2\ ST’S ("lofty

where it parallels

house").7 In the latter passages the expression ^FO©1? ]i3Q clearly connotes the idea o f
"temple/sanctuary." Additionally, in Dan 8:11 the related expression iHTlpQ p3Q occurs
with the connotation o f sanctuary/temple. In view o f the usage o f this expression in other
lHALOT, 2:579, s.v. pDD.
2The form TQGi is the infinitive construct of 22T.
:

3Cf. HALOT, s.v. pn.
4Exod 15:17; 1 Kgs 8:13, 39, 43, 49; 2 Chr 6:2, 30, 33, 39; Ezra 2:68; Pss 33:14; 89:15
[14]; 97:2; 104:5; Isa 4:5; 18:4; Dan 8:11.
5Angel Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Language in Daniel 8:9-14," in Symposium
on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM 2 (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute,
1986), 530-31.
61 Kgs 8:39, 43, 49; 2 Chr 6:30, 33, 39; Ps 33:14. Cf. Gerhard F. Basel, "The ’Little
Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of Daniel 8:9-14," in Symposium
on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, Daniel and Revelation Committee Series (Washington, DC:
Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 413.
7See the study of Exod 15:17 and 1 Kgs 8:13 in chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation,
respectively.
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passages o f the Hebrew Bible, one can safely assume that the idea behind irp®']'DQ is
most probably that o f "dwelling" (i.e., temple/sanctuary, rather than throne).
Finally, some brief considerations should be devoted to the referent o f the locution

ina0"]i3ap ("from his dwelling place"). In this regard, it should be noted that the explicit
parallelism between Q,I3BQ ("from heaven") and in30"]i3aa ("from his dwelling place")
points undoubtedly to the heavenly sanctuary as the referent o f the latter. So it may argued
that the expression ira®"]iDSa connotes the idea o f "dwelling'Vtemple rather than throne,
and thus most indicates the heavenly sanctuary/temple o f YHWH.

Idea of YHWH Looking Down
The idea of YHWH looking down is expressed by three different verbs: 033
("look"), HXl ("see"), and TOO("gaze"). The hiphil o f 033 ("look”), when having YHWH
as its grammatical subject, is used to express the idea o f his looking down from heaven to
earth to hear grievances and free prisoners.1 The verb n to ("see"), among several other
usages, has connection with the conceptual realm o f the courtroom, whence comes the
notion that YHWH sees injustice, oppression, and idolatry.2 According to Fuhs this
"seeing means God's intervention as judge, with judicial examination preceding execution
!Ps. 102:20f. [19f.]. Cf. H. Ringgren, "TCD n h t TDOT, 9:128.
2H. F. Fuhs,

"ran ra% ” TDOT,

13:234.
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o f the judgment."1As for 11353 ("gaze"), it means "more precisely to look at closely and to
examine critically."2
Thus, by using these three distinct verbal roots the psalmist seems to emphasize

three basic ideas. First, everything in the world is under the scrutiny and supervision o f
YHWH. Second, the notion o f supervision may entail the idea o f judgment, or, as Kraus
puts it, "universal judgment. "3 This may also be implied in vs. 5 where YHWH is referred
to as One who "loves righteousness and justice." This seems to be corroborated by vs. 10,
which says that "YHWH nullifies the counsel o f the nations; he frustrates the plans o f the
peoples." Third, the concept of help/salvation also seems to be implied, as suggested by

vss. 18 and 19: "But the eyes of YHWH are on those who fear him, on those whose hope
is in Ms unfailing love, to deliver their soul from death and to keep them alive in famine."

Summing up, the picture of "looking down" connotes the notion o f supervision,
judgment, and help/salvation exerted by YHWH from his heavenly "dwelling place" (i.e.,
the heavenly sanctuary).

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple M otif

Function
As noted above, the locution lFQ © "]l3p ("his dwelling place") points to th e
sanctuary/temple of YHWH located in heaven. The task now is to delineate the function

‘Ibid.

2HALOT, s .v .

"ra© ."

3Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 378.
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o f this heavenly temple. As the text says: "From heaven YHWH looks; he sees all the sons
o f men; from his dwelling place he gazes at all the inhabitants o f the earth" (vss. 13-14).
Since idea o f YHWH looking down from his heavenly "dwelling place" indicates that the
latter would functions as place of dwelling, supervision, judgment, and help/salvation. It is
from his heavenly temple that YHWH examines and evaluates the affairs o f humankind,
and bestows help and salvation on those who seek him.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
The heavenly sanctuary temple seems to have been understood in structural
correspondence with its earthly counterpart. This is suggested by the term IrOttTjtop,
which, in slightly modified way

]i3D), appears in Exod 15:17 and 1 Kgs 8:13 in

reference to the earthly temple. Additional some functional correspondence may also be
inferred, inasmuch as the earthly temple may also function as a place o f dwelling,
supervision, and judgment.

Ps 60:1-14 [12]:1

rna$ rfbo p p i oso

nfem Wij?a - m D',n^x 6

8 God has spoken in2 Ms sanctuary: I will exult, I will portion out Shechem and
measure out the valley o f Succoth.
Tar. Ps 108:8 [7],
2Dahood translates the preposition 3 as "from" on the basis of context as well as Ugaritic
parallels. Cf. Psalms II (51-100): Introduction, Translation, and Notes, AB 16 (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1968), 75, 79. Cf. also F. Charles Fensham, "Ugaritic and the Translation of the Old
Testament," B T 18 (1967): 73-74.
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Preliminary Observations
Scholars have classified Ps 60 as lamentation,1corporate prayer for help,2 or
national complaint3 recited in a time o f national crisis.4 The superscription ascribes this
poem to David5 and relates it to the times ofhis wars against the Arameans6 and
Edomites.7 Structurally the psalm divides itself into three sections:8 3-7 [1-5]; 8-11 [6-9];
12-14 [10-12], The word D^n'bx ("God") in the first line of each section provides a verbal
marker for these divisions, which also tallies with the thematic divisions. In the first and
'Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:41; Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Psalmen
51-100, HTKAT (Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2000), 154; G r a h a m S. Ogden, " P s a l m 60: Its
R h e t o r i c , Form, and Function," JSOT (1985): 8 3 ; Marvin E. Tate, Psalm 51-100, WBC 20
(Dallas: Word Books, 1990), 103.
2Mays, Psalms, 213.
3Schaefer, 146.
4It is not clear what s p e c i f i c crisis the p o e t has in mind. The context seems to imply a
situation in which the n a t i o n had suffered a defeat at the hands of an enemy a r m y . Cf. Anderson,
The Book o f Psalms, 1:441; Heinrich Gross and H e i n z Reinelt, Das Buch der Psalmen: Teil 1 (Ps
1-72), 3rd ed., Geistliche S c h r i f t l e s u n g , Erlauterungen zum A l t e n Testament fur die Geistliche
Lesung 9 (Dusseldorf: Patmos V e r l a g , 1989), 3 2 2 .
5Although the superscriptions of the Psalms have been c o n s i d e r e d inconclusive by most
scholars (cf., e . g . , Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:43-46; H. H. Rowley, Worship in Ancient
Israel: Its Forms and Meaning [ P h i l a d e l p h i a : Fortress, 1967], 205-12), Dahood expressed
confidence that "the superscription, language and contents permit a t e n t a t i v e dating in the Davidic
period" (Psalms II, 76). Nonetheless, whatever opinion one may entertain about the actual date of
composition o f this psalm, i t should be borne i n mind that since the superscription is part o f the
f i n a l canonical form of the t e x t , it should b e taken into any interpretation t h a t aims at
u n d e r s t a n d i n g the c o m p o s i t i o n in i t s final f o r m .
‘The wars of David against the Aramean kingdoms are described in 2 Sam 8:3-8; 10:6-18;
1 Chr 18:3-11; 19:6-19.
7See 2 Sam 8:13; 1 Chr 18:12.
8Cf. Tate, 103.
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third sections, which develop the same theme o f the abandonment of the nation by God,1
the worshipers address the deity as "you" and identify themselves by means o f the plural
"us." Furthermore, the second section ends with a plea for salvation—"Save with your
right hand, and answer us!" (vss. 7 [5])—which is then responded to in the central section.
Here God addresses the people in the first person, assuring them ofhis relationship and
reaffirming his lordship over Canaan, Edom, Moab, and Philistia (vss. '8-11 [6-9]).2
For the purpose o f this study, it is important to note that the reference to God "in
his sanctuary" (iO lpa) occurs exactly in the central section, or "central oracle,"3 of the
psalm as part o f a formula introducing God’s direct speech. Interestingly enough, when
God utters his word o f assurance in the midst o f a crisis, he does so "in his sanctuary"
(iOlj?!). Thus, in the ensuing discussion, the prepositional phrase i&hj?3 receives
attention in order to ascertain the semantic connotation and referent of tthp, followed by
considerations on the function o f the heavenly sanctuary and its relationship to the earthly
counterpart.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
As already observed, this section attempts to ascertain the referent and connotation
o f the lexeme snp in the phrase i0”fj?3. Some translations have rendered this phrase as an
'The term God is used here instead of YHWH because the former is the term employed in
the text.
2According to Kraus this central section, the "oracle of salvation," was conveyed by a
priest or cultic prophet in the sanctuary (Psalms 60-150, 4).
3Raymond J. Toumay, "Psaumes 57, 60 et 108: Analyse et Interpretation," RB 96
(1989): 13.
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abstract expression "in his holiness"1 while others have opted fo r a locative meaning "in
the sanctuary."2 Among scholars who have opted for the latter, some entertain the
possibility that O lp refers to the earthly sanctuary/temple,3 while others favor the heavenly
sanctuary.4 In view o f these differences o f opinion, it will be instructive to ascertain the
semantic connotations and the referent o f S ip , before tinning to the delineation o f the
function o f heavenly sanctuary/temple and its relationship to the earthly counterpart.
Concerning the semantic connotations o f S ip , it was pointed out above that this
word can denote either the abstract concept o f "holiness," or the locative idea o f
"sanctuary."5 The following arguments can be advanced in favor o f a locative meaning.
First, the syntactic similarity between iO lpa 131 □’’I'S'X ("God has spoken in6 his
sanctuary") in Ps 60:8 [6], and orr^K 1 3 T

11D1H ("he spoke to them from the pillar

o f cloud") in Ps 99:7 contributes to clarify this issue.7 As can be observed, the
prepositional phrase ]W HQJ73 in Ps 99:7 has a clear locative meaning. This illuminates
the syntactically similar construction io ip a in 60:8 [6], w h ich most probably should also
be understood as connoting a locative meaning. Second, it sh o u ld be remembered that the
‘Cf. NASB, KJV, ESV, IPS, NKJV.
2Cf. NIV, RSV, NET, NRSV, INK.
3Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 5; Toumay, 18; Briggs and Briggs, 2:59.
4Dahood, Psalms II, 79; Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 9-10.
5See chapter 3 of this dissertation.
6D a h o o d

translates 2 as "from" as already noted (Psalms II, 75, 79).

Tbid, 79.
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prepositional phrase iOlpS connotes a locative sense in the majority o f its occurrences.1
And the passage under study seems to follow this trend, since the locative connotation "in
his sanctuary" seems to fit better in the context: As noted in the text (Ps 60:8 [6]), the
prepositional phrase D ip s clearly refers to the locale whence God utters his word.2 Third,
although the testimony o f ancient versions does not represent the final word on exegetical
issues, it is interesting to note that the Targum to Psalms translated isn p a as rp®lpQ
ST32 (lit. "in the house ofhis sanctuary"),3 thus corroborating the locative connotation of
iffiips.
It must be noted, at this juncture, that the expression under study belongs to the
central section of the psalm (8-10 [6-8]), which, as noted above, stands out from the text
as an oracle in which YHWH addresses the people. As noted by Gerstenberger, the
introductory expression 231 D’TT^K ("God spoke") seems to be "an assertion o f divine
communication, a reference to well-known feet, almost like later reference to Scripture."4
If so, then it may be suggested that this well-known fact is the certainty that God/YHWH
would intervene from "his sanctuary."
'See the discussion of Exod 15:11 in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
2On the basis of Amos 4:2 and Ps 89:36 [35] where God swears by his holiness, it has
been suggested that in Ps 60:8 [6] it means that God speaks in "his holiness" which is "equal to an
oath 'by His holiness'" (Franz Delitzsch, Biblical Commentary on the Psalms [Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1959], 2:198). Cf. Albert Barnes, Book o f the Psalms (New York: Harper, 1868),
2:283. The problem with this view, as Richard M. Davidson pointed out, is that the text "uses 222
and not specific words for swearing" ("The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 8).
3Miqra‘ot Gedolot, 10:36 (Ps 60:8 [6]).
4Gerstenberger, 240.
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As for the referent of Olp in

it seems difficult to ascertain whether ©*1p

refers to the earthly or to the heavenly sanctuary. Nonetheless, a close examination o f the
text suggests that the kind o f situation depicted in the text seems more appropriate to the
heavenly sanctuary than to its earthly counterpart. The text reads:

nlsD pari ddo
rtfbim isn p a "»|1 o^rr'Sx 8
’rppiin rrn rr ^ i n rtra d t s k i nsf?p
ly b z 'b 9
r>OThnr? n o ^ s 'b s
f b m n iiK 'b s ■wn t o axin 10
:oiiK T ? pm m T an t p
sp 11
6 God has spoken in Ms sanctuary: "I will exult, I will portion out Shechem and
measure out the valley o f Succoth.
7 "Gilead is mine, and Manasseh is mine; Ephraim also is the helmet o f my head; Judah
is my scepter.
8 "Moab is my washbowl; over Edom I shall throw my shoe; shout loud, O Philistia,
because of me!”
The passage speaks about subjugation o f neighboring nations and partition o f
territory, and portrays the imagery o f a gigantic God who considers Moab his
"washbowl."1This broad scope o f activities and lofty picture o f God seem more
appropriate to a heavenly sanctuary context rather than a local earthly temple. Other
passages o f the Hebrew Bible when using such diction usually depict YHWH as located in
heaven.2 This view also seems to be corroborated by passages o f the Hebrew Bible in
which YHWH's response to the afflictions o f his people is depicted as coming from the
heavenly sanctuary/temple.3 Additionally, if one reads the psalm with the superscription in
!This may be an allusion to the Dead Sea according to Schaefer, 147.
2See, e.g., Isa 6:Iff., and 63:1.
3Cf.Pss

11:4; 33:14.
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mind, thus placing it in the time o f David when the Zion temple had not yet been built, the
view that the text refers to the heavenly sanctuary may gain additional corroboration.
In addition to the above observations, further insights may be gained from the
parallel passage ofP s 108.1For the purposes of this research it suffices to note that Ps
108:7-14 [6-13] is a copy with very small alterations ofPs 60:7-14 [5-12]. Therefore it
will be instructive to note what understanding o f Dip emerges from its placement in
Ps 108.
:^npK a’prtsri?! 'fron n ^ n o'^ p
5
r iffa s p-iKrrbs bm crnS? h ra & b s n o n 6
' :p?in’^ n ^ n srtfin Y T T
]m b7
:*nax nisp pain
np*pnK h ib m ieh p a -lyr
8
4 For your mercy is great above the heavens, and your truth reaches to the skies.
5 Be exalted, O God, above the heavens, and your glory above all the earth.
6 That your beloved may be delivered, save with your right hand, and answer me!
7 God has spoken in his sanctuary: "I will exult, I will portion out Shechem and
measure out the valley o f Succoth.
As noted, vss. 5-7 [4-6] contain several expressions o f exaltation in a heavenly
context. As Davidson pointed out, "The psalmist longs for God to be exalted in a heavenly
context, that he may answer his cry (v. 6), and in this progression, God answers 'from his
sanctuary,' indicating that he is indeed exalted, and the psalmist can be confident o f
deliverance."2 It thus seems reasonable to suppose that when the text says that "God has
spoken in his sanctuary," it is the heavenly sanctuary that is in view. That being the case,
the parallel occurrence of the text under study inPs 108 corroborates the view that OIp
refers to the heavenly sanctuary.
*Ps 108 is a copy ofPss 57:8-11 [1-5] and 60:7-14 [5-12],
2Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 9.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif

Function
Granting the plausibility o f the above suggestion that the term ffllp refers to the
heavenly sanctuary, one needs to inquire about the function of the heavenly sanctuary. It is
important to note that it is "in his [heavenly] sanctuary" that God issues the word o f
assurance for his people. This places the heavenly sanctuary in a salient position in the
context o f the passage, since it is portrayed as the locus whence divine help is bestowed.
In other words, the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as the place where God takes
decisions in response to prayers, in other words, the heavenly sanctuary is the
headquarters or command center from where YHWH governs the earth.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Although Ps 60 does not provide a clear reference or allusion to earthlytemple/sanetuary imagery, the parallel passage ofPs 108 may provide some hint o f a
vertical relationship. In Ps 108:12 [11), the reference to God not marching with the armies
o f Israel may well point to an earthly context, since it evokes the imagery o f the ark
accompanying the Israelite army to battle.1If such is the case, it may be suggested that the
parallel text ofP s 108:12 [11] might imply some vertical correspondence between the
heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart as represented by the ark o f the covenant.2
‘This situation fits the period of David, before the ark found its permanent resting place in
Solomon's temple.
2Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 9.
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Ps 68:1-36 {35J
A m g p s m u't&K nian^K ]H1 trn lr r m 6
5 A father o f the fatherless and a judge for the widows, is God in his holy habitation.
• p is nvb rrtasrrn w jna son *»nitr bn p c i p a n dp'S k Kiis 36
35 O God, you are awesome from your sanctuary. The God of Israel himself gives
strength and power to the people. Blessed be God!

Preliminary Observations
Ps 68 is comprised o f a mix o f various styles such as hymn, prayer, and summons
to praise God.1 Containing a disproportionate amount of rare expressions and syntactic
constructions,2 this psalm has been regarded as one o f the most difficult passages o f the
Psalter.3 Another difficulty lies in the alleged lack o f a thread holding together the
composition as a whole.4 In the face o f these problems, Kraus asserted that "there is hardly
another song in the psalter which in its corrupt text and its lack of coherence precipitates
such serious problems for the interpreter as Psalm 68."5 Several explanations have been
advanced. Albright suggested that one should see Ps 68 as a list of opening lines of early
Hebrew poems.6 Other scholars have hypothesized that the composition reflects a long
!C£ Schaefer, 163.
2Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen 51-100, 246.
3Cf. Robert, The Vitality o f Worship, 210.
Tbid.
5Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 47.
6Cf. W. F. Albright, "A Catalogue of Early Hebrew Poems—Ps 68," Hebrew Union
College Annual 23, no. 1 (1950-51): 1-39; W. F. Albright, "Notes on Psalm 68 and 134," in
Interpretationes ad Vetus Testamentum Pertinentes Sigmundo Mowinckel Septuagenario Missae
(Oslo: Land og kirke, 1955), 1-12.
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process o f growth in which it was supplemented by the addition o f new material in order
to attune it from the alleged previous setting o f a northern sanctuary, probably on Mount
Tabor, to the Jerusalem tradition.1However, in spite o f these negative assessments, some
scholars have argued for the coherence o f the pericope as it now stands in the Psalter.2
Schaefer, for example, discerned the following structure which, with slight modifications,
is adopted in the ensuing discussion.
X. Introduction (1-4 [1-3])
A. Hymnic invocation (vss. 5-7 [4-6])
B. From Sinai to Zion (vss. 8-19 [7-18])
C. Acclamation and Oracle (vss. 20-24 [19-23])
B' Procession toward the temple (25-32 [24-31])
A' Hymnic invocation—conclusion (vss. 33-36 [32-35])3
’Cf. Jorg Jeremias, Das Konigtum Gottes in den Psalmen: Israels Begegnung mit dem
kanaanaischen Mythos in den Jahwe-Konig-Psalmen, Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des
Alten und Neuen Testaments 141 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1987), 80; Othmar Keel
and Urs Winter, Vogel als Boten: Studien zu Ps 68, 12-14, Gen 8, 6-12, Koh 10, 20 und dem
Aussenden von Botenvogeln in Agypten (Freiburg: Universitatsverlag, 1977), 17-23; Kraus,
Psalms 60-150, 50-51; Sigmund Mowinckel, Der achtundsechzigste Psalm (Oslo: I kommisjon
hos J.Dybwad, 1953), 44; Weiser, 489.
2Girard, for example, makes a strong case for the "perfect and impressive coherence of the
psalm in its entirety" (Marc Girard, Les Psaumes: Analyse Structurelle et Interpretation: 51-100
[Montreal: Bellarmm, 1984], 229). He divides the text into two major sections: vss. 1-24 [1-23]
and vss. 25-36 [24-35], which are further subdivided into "mini structures" (Ibid., 22If.). Hossfeld
and Zenger have identified nine strophes: vss. 2-4 [1-3]; 5-7 [4-6]; 8-11 [7-10]; 12-15 [11-14]; lb19 [15-18]; 20-24 [19-23]; 25-28 [24-27]; 29-32 [28-31]; 33-36 [32-35] {Psalmen 51-100, 68).
Terrien suggested ten concentric strophes with an extra "core strophe” in vss. 17-19 [16-18] {The
Psalms, 485-97). And Fokkelman divided the text into three sections (1-11; 12-24; 25-36)
subdivided into eight stanzas and sixteen strophes (J. P. Fokkelman, "The Structure of Psalm 68,"
in In Quest of the Past: Studies on Israelite Religion, Literature and Prophetism: Papers Read at
the Joint British-Dutch Old Testament Conference, Held at Elspeet, 1988, ed. A.S. van der
Woude [Leiden: E J Brill, 1990], 72-83). Despite the disagreements, there seems to be some
consensus that the opening and closing sections correspond. Furthermore, vs. 24 [23] functions as
a major divider in the flow of the composition.
3Schaefer, 163.
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This structure reveals that explicit references and allusions to the sanctuary/temple occur
in A (vs. 6 [5]) and A' [vs. 36 [35], and also in B (vss. 17, 18, 19 [16, 17, 18]) and B' (vs.
25, 30 [24, 29]). The sanctuary/temple idea thus seems to function as an element o f
cohesion across the various sections.1
In view o f the prominent presence o f the temple idea in Ps 68, the following
discussion attempts to ascertain whether the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif can be
deduced from this text. In order to accomplish this, an examination o f the several
occurrences of the temple/sanctuary concept in this text will be undertaken. Finally a
delineation o f the function o f the heavenly temple as well as its relationship to the earthly
counterpart will be provided.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
References and allusions to the temple/sanctuary motif pervade the text, as can be
noted in the terms connoting the idea o f "sanctuary/temple/dwelling," such as TOlp ]iOT
("holy habitation"), tfnp ("sanctuary"), bp'n ("temple"), and OlpD ("sanctuary").2 In the
following discussion, attention is devoted to these terms in order to accomplish the
purpose expressed above o f ascertaining the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple and
its relationship to the earthly counterpart.
,The repeated mention of the sanctuary/temple motif in this psalm, especially the reference
to the Jerusalem temple (vss. 17, 30 [16, 29], the choral singers and the players of stringed music
(vs. 26f. [25f.]), the repetitive prayer style, and the call to the community to sing praises to YHWH
have led Weiser to suggest that "the psalm presupposes a communal act of worship in the course of
which it was recited" (482).
^Note also other terms such as “in ("mountain") and Dina ("height").
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Referent o f W l£

W?

Although the expression in vs. 6 [5] is clear enough, scholars are divided as to its
referent. The locution itilj? ]inp ("his holy habitation") has been understood as referring
to the heavenly sanctuary,1to the earthly sanctuary,2 to both heavenly and earthly
sanctuaries,3 or to an unspecified referent.4
A contextual examination o f the locution i®“jj3 ]1OT ("Ms holy habitation") yields
the impression that it refers to the heavenly temple. The following arguments support this
view: First, the expression TOlj? ]ii?Q pertains to the hymnic invocation (vss. 5-7 [4-6]),
wMch addresses YHWH/God as the ni2l®3 3 lh ("rider upon the clouds").5 Since the
'Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:485; Friedrich Baethgen, Die Psalmen, 2nd ed.
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1897), 199; Briggs and Briggs, 2:97; A. Cohen, The
Psalms: Hebrew Text, English Translation and Commentary (Hindhead, Surrey: Soncino, 1945),
210; Hermann Hupfeld and Wilhelm Nowack, Die Psalmen, 3rd ed. (Gotha: F.A. Perthes, 1888),
145; Tate, 176. Kirkpatrick also agrees that the passage depicts a heavenly setting; however, he
understands "his holy habitation" as connoting "not the temple [i.e., the earthly temple] but heaven"
(A. F. Kirkpatrick, The Book o f Psalms [Cambridge, England: The University Press, 1939], 381).
2Ash and Miller, 224; Andre Caquot, "Le Psaume 68," RHR 177 (1970): 153; Solomon B.
Freehof, The Book of Psalms, A Commentary, The Jewish Commentary for Bible Readers
(Cincinnati: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1938), 181; Mowinckel, 28-29.
3J. W. Rogerson and J. W. McKay, Psalms 51-100 (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1977), 86.
4Anderson, The Book of Psalms, 1:485; Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen 51-100, 252.
3Despite some scholars’ understanding of the phrase nl37»3 337 as "rider on the steppe"
(so, e.g., Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen 51-100, 242), one should note that nowhere else in the
Hebrew Bible is the lexeme 337 associated with "steppe" or "wilderness." Rather, as can be
deduced from the functional equivalent 07j?-,00 7OT3 337 ("the rider of the ancient heaven") in
vs. 34 [33], this expression most probably means "rider on the clouds." This is further
corroborated by other references in the Hebrew Bible which portray YHWH/God as riding on a
"cherub" (2 Sam 22:11, par. Ps 18:11 [10]), or "cloud" (Isa 19:1). In addition, the occurrence of
the expression rkb cipt(KTU 1.2 IV 8) in Ugaritic indicates that "rider of the clouds" was an
epithet used for Baal. This being so, it should come as no surprise that the psalmist employed a
stock ANE expression to manifest fear and reverence for the One true God YHWH.
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latter locution evokes the heavenly realm, it seems reasonable to infer that

]iun ("his

holy habitation") refers to the heavenly temple/sanctuary.1 Second, it should also be noted
that this expression always refers to the heavenly sanctuary in its other four occurrences in
the Hebrew Bible.2 Third, this seems further corroborated by the fact that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif recurs in the final section o f the poem where again God is depicted
**003 237 ("rider o f the ancient heavens"), as noted below.

as

Meaning and Referent of ©7p in Vs. 18 [17]
The lexeme ©Ip in Ps 68:18 [17] deserves attention at this point. For the purpose
o f this research, it is instructive to determine whether ©Ip means "holiness"3 or
"sanctuary/holy place."4 If the latter proves to be the case, further inspection will be done
in order to ascertain whether ©7p refers to the heavenly or earthly temple. The text reads
as follows:
:©7p2 srp B3
|K3©
0TO 7
2 3 ”!
The chariots o f God are myriads, thousands upon thousands; the Lord is among them
[as at] Sinai, in holiness/the sanctuary.
Note that although BDB renders r f a T B as "desert-plain, steppe" {BDB, s.v. "IV 2 T B " ),
HALOT notices that this lexeme can be related to the Ugaritic lexeme rrpt meaning "clouds" (s.v.
"II nxffi!I) (cf. Dahood, Psalms II, 136). As for the Hebrew p instead of the Ugaritic b, it should
be noted that it is a mere nonphonemic mutation of consonants (since these two letters are labials,
they can easily interchange). Cf. Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:484.
'The following scholars favor a heavenly setting for ianp
("his holy habitation"):
Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:485; Briggs and Briggs, 2:97; Tate, 176.
2Deut 26:15; ler 25:30; Zech 2:17; 2 Chr 30:27. These passages are discussed elsewhere
in this dissertation.
3So NASB, IPS, TNK.
4So ASV, KJV, NAB, NIB, NKJV, NRSV, RSV. Cf. Hossfeld, 245.
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Several readings and emendations have been proposed for this difficult verse;
however, no compelling manuscript evidence has been produced against the text as it
stands. So the ensuing discussion assumes the reliability of the MT and attempts to
interpret it as such. Starting with the semantic contours of ©Ip, a locative meaning
"sanctuary" seems more appropriate in view o f the context, namely vss. 17-19 [16-18]. In
these latter verses one finds the lexemes p© , 2©\ and DihD, which evoke
sanctuary/temple imagery. Thus, in a context where YHWH is extolled for choosing
Mount Zion to establish his dwelling thereon, it is fitting that ©rip connotes "sanctuary."1
As for the referent of D ip, a more complex picture emerges. Although the
mention o f the mountain that "God chose" in vs. 17b [16b] favors an earthly referent (i.e.,
Mount Zion), the affirmation that "the chariots o f God are myriads, thousands upon
thousands"2 in vs. 18a [17a] conveys an imagery more appropriate for the heavenly realm.
This ambivalence may also affect the understanding o f the clause D iiab ST1?© ("you have
ascended on high") in vs. 19 [18]. Although at first glance one gets the impression that
this clause must refer to Mount Zion—the place where YHWH is eventually
enthroned—closer inspection reveals that arm may include a heavenly setting. Hossfeld
and Zenger have referred to DllQ as "den hohen, emporragenden Ort, an dem Himmel und
Erde ineinander ubergehen,"3 while Kraus has conjectured that behind vs. 17f. [16£] lies a
’Terrien considers vss. 17-19 the "core strophe” of Ps 68 with its "focus on the holy place"
(The Psalms, 486, 494).
2See, e.g., Ezek 1:1; Ps 18:10-14; Dan 7:9-14.
3The German reads: "The high and lofty place where heaven and earth merge" (Hossfeld
and Zenger, Psalmen 51-100, 253).
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"mythological fragment which told o f a heavenly rebellion."1Although such statements
may be speculative, they do reflect the awareness that the temple imagery conveyed by the
text goes beyond the earthly temple to encompass its heavenly counterpart. Thus, instead
o f postulating a "merging" o f heaven and earth, or suggesting that behind the text lies a
"mythological fragment o f a heavenly rebellion," it seems more plausible to speak o f a
dynamic interaction between the earthly temple and its heavenly counterpart.2

Referent o f tflp in vs. 25 [24]
The term Olp in vs. 25 [24] refers to the earthly temple, as indicated by vss. 25-26
[24-25]:

:©Tp5 "oba
’ :niasin niaby

25
jim
i n s ’o n o ’i n p 26
24 They have seen your procession, O God, The procession o f my God, my King, into
the sanctuary.
25 The singers went first, the musicians after them, in the midst o f the maidens beating
tambourines.
The mention o f the "procession" into the sanctuary seems to clearly evoke the
service o f the earthly temple. Furthermore, the reference to "musicians" and "maidens"
beating tambourines certainly connotes a Jerusalem-temple setting.

Meaning and Referent o f fern
The term f e ’n in vs. 30 [29] seems at first glance to refer to the Jerusalem temple,
since the immediate context talks about the kings o f the earth bringing gifts to God (vs.
J&aus, Psalms 60-150, 54.
2According to Terrien, vss. 17-19 are the "core strophe" with a focus on the holy place
{The Psalms, 486, 494).
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30b). However, upon close examination, the entire syntagma

^ y n n reveals

an ambivalence that calls for further inspection. The preposition by governing p'pEftT may
connote that the temple stands either "at or by Jerusalem" or "above Jerusalem." For a
temple located "in Jerusalem," one would expect the preposition 3, not by, as attested
elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible.1The use o f by in the sense o f "located in" Jerusalem
appears to be unique to Ps 68:30 [29]. The impression then arises that the preposition by
in the present text may convey an ambivalent meaning "in/above." In addition, it must be
noted that the gifts are brought not "to the temple," but "because o f the temple."2 If the
Jerusalem temple were the only referent in view, one would expect it to be the destination
of the gifts. This is not the case, however, since the temple is clearly portrayed as the
cause that motivates or impels the kings to bring gifts to God. The concept behind the
expression seems to be that the kings o f the earth would bring gifts to God (i.e., to the
earthly temple), because o f the temple above Jerusalem (i.e. the temple that granted
legitimacy to the earthly temple).
The possibility that the expression p^OTT"1?!? may also imply the idea o f a temple
"above Jerusalem" seems to be tacitly recognized by Tate as he asserts that this text
reflects a "synergistic merger o f thought in which there is no absolute difference between
the two [i.e. heavenly and earthly temples].3 Although to speak o f a "synergistic merger"
‘See I Kgs 2:36; 12:27; 2 Kgs 23:9; 1 Chr 5:36; 6:17; 2 Chr 1:4; 3:1; 28:27; 30:1, 14;
33:15; 36:23; Ezra 1:2, 5; 2:68; 7:27.
2Note causal meaning of the preposition ]D in

Cf. Williams, Hebrew Syntax, 54.

3Tate, 183.
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may be somewhat exaggerated, it seems reasonable to suppose that this ambivalent
language may indicates a dynamic interaction between the earthly temple and its earthly
counterpart. Summing up, the phrase

T V 'bs may indicate not only the temple "in,"

but also the temple "above" Jerusalem1 in dynamic interaction.

Referent of ttftpp
As for anpQ ("sanctuary") in vs. 36 [35], some scholars favor a heavenly referent,2
while others contend for an earthly referent, that is, the Jerusalem temple.3 In view o f this
situation, a reassessment of the referent ofOlpQ is in order. At this point, it is instructive
to examine vs. 36 [35] in its immediate context (vss. 33-36 [32-35]).

:r6p "hk nar o'rfwb rvti p-*n nis^ap 33

:tV Sip 'iSipa ]rr ]n

aaSS 34
^ p n f a Hsn iniKa Sxatr-Sr n-'n'SWS w un 35
:a^n'SK fn a nvb rrtaxgrn tjj ]ni Kin ’Stnftr Sk ^ o n p p p dti'Sk k ti: 36
32 Sing to God, O kingdoms o f the earth, sing praises to God, Selah.
33 To him who rides upon the ancient heavens, behold, he speaks forth with his voice,
a mighty voice.
34 Ascribe strength to God; his majesty is over Israel and his strength is in the skies.
35 O God, you are awesome from your sanctuary. The God o f Israel himself gives
strength and power to the people. Blessed be God!
‘Interestingly, the similar expression bK'l&’bs ("above Israel") occurs in parallel with
trpntS? ("in the skies") in vs. 35bc [34bc]. See the discussion of this verse below.
2E.g., Dahood, Psalms II, 152; Richard M. Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old
Testament," 11-12; Metzger, 140.
3E.g., Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:499; Louis Jacquet, Les psaum es et le coeur de
I’homme: Etude textuelle, litteraire et doctrinale: Psaumes 42 a 100 (Gembloux, Belgium:
Duculot, 1977), 367; Kim, 157-59; John Philip LePeau, “Psalm 68: An Exegetical and Theological
Study” (Ph.D. diss., University of Iowa, 1981), 230.
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This entire unit consists o f a hymnic invocation closing the poem.1 The presence o f
heavenly imagery in this unit is relevant for ascertaining the referent of ffllpp ("sanctuary")
in vs. 36 [35]. Here, God (crn^R) is portrayed as the one who "rides upon the ancient

heavens" (vs. 34 [33]), and whose "strength is in the skies" (vs. 35c [34c]). This heavenly
imagery strengthens the probability that snpn refers to the heavenly sanctuary. In feet, the
entire syntagma YtfTpSD ("from your sanctuary")2 parallels D'pnffla ("in the skies") and
("over Israel") as locative expressions3 in syntagmatic relation to trn^K. Thus
it seems reasonable to suggest that the sanctuary referred to in vs. 36 [35] is the heavenly
one.4 Additional corroboration comes from the fact that the other hymnic invocation o f
‘This corresponds to A' in the structure displayed above. In the following chart the
correspondences between vss. 5-6 [4-5] and 33-36 [32-35] are summarized by Kim:
Vss 5-6 in the prologue
Vss. 33-36 in the Epilogue
vs. 5aa "Sing flTCi) to God"
vs. 33a "Sing (TTBf) to God”
vs. 5ap "Sing praises (T1BT) to his name"
vs. 33b "Sing praises fna?) to the Lord"
vs. 5b "to him who rides (2?bb) on the clouds" vs. 34a "to him who rides (33"tb) in the heavens"
vs. 6b "God in holy habitation"
vs. 36a "God in his sanctuary" (158).
2The form T?np!3P is translated in the singular (and with 3ms suffix) by most scholars.
The plural form most probably is a plural of amplification, as noted by Anderson (The Book o f
Psalms, 1:499) following GK 124e. Dahood has also contended for a plural meaning "on the
ground that names for fortifications, like names for dwellings, are sometimes plural in form, though
singular in meaning" (Psalms I, 128.) Cf. also idem, Psalms II, 152. Along these lines, Davidson
has put forth the plausible suggestion that "possibly what is in view here is the plurality of the
heavenly sanctuary (Holy Place and Most Holy Place) as in the earthly type" ("The Heavenly
Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 11).
^ote that the two clauses in vs. 35bc [34bc] D'pn®? itjn //iniKi
("[A] Over
Israel is [B] his majesty // [B'] and his strength is [A'] in the skies") are organized in an inverted
parallelism. Thus, it seems clear that A and A1parallel each other in expressing a locative idea.
4Kim rejects the parallelism between D’pnsia in vs. 35 [34] and yttnpsn in vs. 36 [35] on
the grounds that the word "sanctuary" contains a pronominal suffix in the second person. This, he
argues, makes vs. 36 [35] a petition, not a description. Therefore each phrase belongs to different
"poetic sense units and so are not to be paired” (Kim, 156). Regarding Kim's position, two
criticisms are in order. First, the disjunction between vss. 35 [34] and 36 [35] seems rather
farfetched, since fluctuations of grammatical person in pronominal suffixes and verbs are a natural
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vss. 5-7 [4-6]—which correspond to vss. 33-36 [32-35] in the structure o f the
psalm1—also contains heavenly imagery and an explicit reference to the heavenly temple.2

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Having determined the presence of the heavenly sanctuary/temple m otif in Ps 68,
the task now is to delineate the function of the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its
relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Function
Kim in his brief treatment of vs. 6 [5]—his main concern was vs. 36 [35]—refers
to the heavenly abode (iOlp ]i2D) as the starting point o f God's movement towards the
Jerusalem temple.3Nonetheless it must be noted that lO lp ]top ("his holy habitation")
also emerges as the place where God undertakes activities o f judgment in favor of the
weak and dispossessed. Thus the main point o f vs. 6 [5] is not that God departs from the
heavenly sanctuary, but that he acts as "ajudge (]®1) for the widows in his holy
feature of Hebrew literature and do not necessarily mark transitions of theme, topic, or "poetic
sense unit" (cf., e.g., the switch from second to third person in vss. 8 and 9). Second, the argument
that the second person pronominal suffix turns vs. 36 [35] into a petition cannot be sustained upon
closer examination of the text, since the latter contains no jussive or imperative verbal forms,
which would be expected in a petition. Rather, there are only participial forms which continue and
conclude the hymnic invocation commenced at vs. 33 [32].
'See the structural arrangement of Ps 68 and the discussion of iOlj? |TOT ("his holy
habitation") in vs. 6 [5] undertaken above.
2Kim, although accepting the parallel between sections 5-6 [4-5] and 33-36 [32-35], denies
that the "holy habitation" mentioned in vs. 6 [5] and the "sanctuary" referred to in vs. 36 [35] are
the same place, on the grounds that "the former refers to the starting point of God's coming,
whereas the latter designates his destination.
3Cf. Kim, 158.
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habitation" (iETjp ]ii?pa). The fact that this active and benevolent concern for the
"widows" and dispossessed is ascribed to "God in his holy habitation" (vs. 6

[5]) reveals

that the heavenly sanctuary plays a significant role as the locus o f God's judicial and saving
activities. In like manner, vs. 36 [35] also reveals that the heavenly sanctuary functions as
the place o f divine activities inasmuch as God "gives strength and power to the people"
from his "sanctuary."
Summing up, the heavenly sanctuary/temple as portrayed in Ps 68 functions as the
place wherein God performs activities of judgment that result in salvation and protection
for, and bestowal o f power upon, his people.

Relationship to E arthly Counterpart
The investigation conducted above has revealed a vertical correspondence between
the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart. Two major indicators of this
relationship may be mentioned. First, it was noted that the perspective on the .
sanctuary/temple shifts from the heavenly sanctuary in vs. 6 [5] to its earthly counterpart
in vss. 18 [17], 25 [24], 30 [29], and again to the heavenly sanctuary at the end o f the
psalm in vs. 36 [35]. The implication may be drawn that both the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart function in dynamic interaction. This is
reinforced by ambivalent grammatical constructions and imagery. The description o f God's
chariots in vs. 18 [17] seems to be contextually related to the earthly temple, but at the
same time, this imagery seems to evoke a heavenly setting, as noted. The reader is left
with the impression that both heavenly and earthly temples/sanctuaries work in close
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connection and what happens in one affects the other. Likewise, the reference to the
temple "in/above" Jerusalem in vs. 30 [29], though pointing primarily to the earthly
temple, may also evoke the temple above Jerusalem (i.e., the heavenly temple). This being
the case, the expression "because o f your temple 'above' Jerusalem" (vs. 30 [29]) might
imply that the temple "above Jerusalem" (Le., the heavenly temple) would provide
legitimacy to its earthly counterpart. Thus the fluctuation of temple imagery between
heavenly and earthly temple/sanctuary imagery and by employing ambivalent language, Ps
68 seems to indicate that the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart would
function in dynamic interaction.
It is also to be noted that this vertical correspondence seems to indicate structural
and functional correlations. Terms such as

]il?Q and O’npD, which are also used to

designate the earthly sanctuary/temple, seem to point to the heavenly sanctuary/temple as
place in heaven, rather than a mere metaphor for YHWH's presence, and suggest a
structural correspondence between the earthly sanctuary/temple and its earthly
counterpart. The text also suggests a functional correspondence, inasmuch as the
judgment performed by YHWH in the heavenly temple corresponds to the same function
in the earthly counterpart.

Ps 96:1-13

nenpna m K sm w r a h m n n i n 6
TS:

•

:

v

r r

:

r r :

6 Splendor and majesty are before him, strength and beauty are in Ms sanctuary.
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Preliminary Observations
In a slightly modified form this psalm appears in 1 Chr 16, a composite hymn sung
by the choir in connection with the bringing o f the Ark o f the Covenant to Jerusalem. On
the basis o f language and content Ps 96 may be categorized as a hymn celebrating the
kingship o f YHWH.1 The composition divides itself into four sections: (1) Vss. 1-3
contain a summons to praise and lead into (2) the hymnic celebration o f the greatness o f
‘Mowinckel included this psalm among the so-called "psalms of the enthronement of
Yahweh," i.e., Pss 47; 81, 93; 95, 96; 97; 98; 99, which were allegedly recited at the time of a
hypothetical New Year's festival (Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel's Worship, trans. D.
R. Ap-Thomas [Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992], 106). According to this hypothesis the Israelites,
like their ANE neighbors, carried out an enthronement ceremony in which YHWH was again
proclaimed as king over the world. Mowinckel's idea has faced many criticisms, the most
devastating of which is that there is no mention of such a festival in the calendar of feasts in the
Pentateuch (Kidner, Psalms 1-72, 8ff.), or in other parts of the Hebrew Bible (cf. Kraus, Psalms 159, 86-9; Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel [New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965], 502-06). As B.
Anderson and S. Bishop have observed, "it is exceedingly doubtful whether the Israelite faith, even
in the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Jerusalem, adopted wholesale the ancient mythical views. The
notion that Yahweh is involved in the cycles of the cosmos and must fight to win kingship anew at
the turn of the year is completely alien to Israel's faith" (Bernard W. Anderson and Steven Bishop,
Out of the Depths: The Psalms Speakfor Us Today, 3rd rev. and expand ed. (Louisville, KY:
Westminster; John Knox, 2000), 158).
To circumvent these objections, other hypotheses have been formulated to explain the
setting and origin of these psalms. Weiser has suggested cultic situations in which a renewal of the
Sinai covenant was celebrated (29, 35-52), and Kraus advanced the idea of an annual covenant
festival to celebrate the election of Zion and David (Psalms 60-150, 86-89). However, this
alternative view also faces objection, inasmuch as the Hebrew Bible does not seem to contain any
description of an annual sovenant-renewal festival. Although it is highly probable that these were
hymnic compositions used in connection with the worship at the temple, it must be admitted that a
precise determination of their Sitz im Leben remains elusive.
The possibility also exists that the so-called "enthronement psalms" may contain an
eschatological outlook referring to a future time when YHWH will establish his universal
sovereignty upon the earth. Cf. Davidson, The Vitality of Worship, 319; J. H. Eaton, "The Psalms
and Israelite Worship," in Tradition and Interpretation, ed. George W. Anderson (Oxford:
Clarendon; New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 243; Hermann Gunkel, Die Psalmen, 5th
ed. (Gottingen: Vandeohoeck and Ruprecht, 1968), 421; David C. Mitchell, The Message of the
Psalter: An Eschatological Programme in the Books of Psalms, JSOTSup 252 (Sheffield:
Sheffield Academic, 1997), 288.
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YHWH in vss. 4-6; and (3) the summons in vss. 7-101 leads into (4) the hymnic
celebration in vss. 11-13. Each o f these divisions is marked by specific linguistic features.
For example, all the clauses o f section 1 (vss. 1-3) commence with imperative verbs.
Section 2 (vss. 4-6) is formed almost exclusively by nominal clauses extolling the
greatness o f YHWH. Section 3 again contains mainly imperative verbs; and section 4 (vss.
10-13) contains mainly jussive verbs exhorting the created order to celebrate the kingship
of YHWH.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
This section deals with the referent o f KPipn (vs. 6) and the phrase ® lpT n”fna
(vs. 9) in order to ascertain the presence o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its
relationship to its earthly counterpart.

Referent of tflp p
The term Shpfi ("sanctuary") in the phrase iOTpQ2 ("in his sanctuary") needs
attention at this point. Although most scholars regard it as a reference to the Temple in
'Contrary to Robert Davidson, who considers vs. 10 as commencing the next section (The
Vitality of Worship, 318). My reasons are the following: First, vs. 10 linguistically parallels the
previous verses, since it starts with an imperative. Second, thematically, vs. 10 fits better as a
continuation of the previous verses in which animate beings, i.e., peoples and nations, are
summoned to worship YHWH. Third, it should be noted that vs. 11 starts a series of several
clauses beginning withjussives, being therefore linguistically distinct from the previous section.
Fourth, vs. 11 begins a series of injunctions to the elements of nature, i.e., the heavens, the earth,
and the sea, to rejoice before YHWH.
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Jerusalem,1a close examination of the context seems to indicate otherwise. In fact, some
scholars have admitted that the ®lpn ("sanctuary") may refer to the heavenly sanctuary.2
A perusal of the context of the passage reveals that the previous verses depict
cosmic imagery.3 YHWH is presented as creator o f the heavens in contrast with the
*€£, e.g., Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalmen 51-100, 669; Weiser, 629.
2E.g., Davidson has presented some cogent arguments in favor of a heavenly referent for
EPrpO ("sanctuary") in our passage ("The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament"). Anderson
conjectured that ttnj?p may designate either "God's heavenly dwelling or the restored temple," or
"the reference may be simply to the temple in general" (The Book of Psalms, 2:683). Kissane also
suggests a heavenly referent. However, he defines sanctuary as "heavens where he [YHWH] reigns
as king over all the whole world" (The Book of Psalms, 446). Rogerson and McKay also seem to
allow for a heavenly referent, as can be perceived in his comment on vs 6: "The probable meaning
is that Majesty, splendour, might and beauty are personified, and seem to be God's royal attendants
at his court, both in his heavenly sanctuary and in his temple which symbolizes his earthly
dwelling" (Psalms 51-100, 96). Kidner suggests that the reference is probably to both earthly and
heavenly sanctuaries, for "the earthly one was a copy and shadow of the heavenly (Heb 8:5)"
(Psalms 73-150 [London: Inter-Varsity Press, 1975], 348). Robert Davidson cautiously advances
the idea that "'his sanctuary' could mean either the temple in Jerusalem or his heavenly temple, or
both" (The Vitality of Worship, 318).
3In vss, 4-6, the cosmic imagery is reinforced by means of several nominal clauses
describing YHWH's superiority above all gods and emphasizing the fact that YHWH created the
heavens, stands above the gods of the nations, and is Creator of the heavens. A look at the
structure of this section is instructive. One notes that vss. 4 (A, B, C, ) and 5 (A’, B', C) are
arranged in a chiasm, as shown:
A. mrr brn '3 ("Great is YHWH")
B. Kin ini3 Tkp ypnni ("and greatly to be praised, he is to be feared")
C. crfTK-1?!-1?:? ("above all gods")
C.' OTpan
’3 ("For all the gods of the nations")
B.'
("are idols")
A.' HOT EPM rnrn ("but YHWH made the heavens")
(Modified from Pierre Auffret, "Splendeur et majeste devant lui: etude structurelle du Psaume 96,"
OTE 6 [1993]: 151). As suggested by the fulcrum of the structure (C and € ’), the main idea seems
to be that YHWH is above all gods. The unit is framed by the claim that YHWH is great (A), and
(A') made the heavens. These two verses are then followed by vs. 6, which presents a remarkable
portrayal of YHWH: :i2TTpn3 niltsni YS Tab Tirrrlin ("Splendor and majesty are before him,
strength and beauty are in his sanctuary"). The universalistic and cosmic context o f the preceding
section seems to indicate that the sanctuary referred tohere is located in heaven, as noted in due
course. For now, it will suffice to mention that,in the sequence, the text presents an injunction for
t
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"gods" o f the nations who are mere cri7,i?lt ("idols").1 Besides, the expression l i n r i i n
("splendor and majesty") seems to emphasize the royal splendor o f YHWH, who stands
above the whole world.2 Although T ini"lin is used in other passages in reference to what
clothes YHWH, here the text depicts Tinr'Tin as standing "before him" (P3Db). This has
led some scholars to suggest that the locution T inrT in is here personified3 to evoke
"what manner o f beings are in attendance before him."4 If so, Yinr'Tin would recall
YHWH’s heavenly assembly,5thus adding further corroboration for a heavenly setting in
the passage under study.
Splendor and majesty are before him,
Strength and beauty are in his sanctuary.

TiS*? l i n r i i n
anppa nTREMTj

An important observation that may help to ascertain the referent o f EHpp can also
be derived from the flow o f the text itself. As pointed out by Tate, in vss. 7-13 YHWH is
coming to judge the earth,6 which indicates that YHWH’s point o f departure must be some
the peoples of the earth to worship YHWH (vss. 7-9) in the "glorious sanctuary" (vs. 9). The
referent of the latter expression seems to be the earthly sanctuary, as implied in the summons to
bring offerings and come into "his courts."
5A derogatory expression to convey the notion that the gods of the nations are worthless,
impotent, and therefore unworthy of any consideration. As a matter of fact,
is translated as
"worthless" (NASB, NIV) in lob 13:4, "futility" (NASB), and "delusion" (NTV) in Jer 14:14.
2Cf. Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 253.
3Cf. Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 1:683; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 253; Rogerson and
McKay, Psalms 51-100, 96.
4Leupold, Exposition of the Psalms, 684.
5Cf., e.g., Isa 6:Iff.
6Tate, 514.
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place other than his earthly sanctuary. The implication can thus be drawn that the
sanctuary (B lpn) referred to in vs. 6 must be the heavenly sanctuary, whence YHWH
comes forth to judge the earth.

Referent and Meaning of
The expression OlpTTftrta in vs. 9 has been translated so as to convey the idea o f
"holy attire," "holy robe," "holy splendor," and "splendor o f holiness." Some versions,
however, read a locative idea in OipTTTtm. The LXX and the Vulgate, for example,
translate O ip T n im as "in his holy court," a translation that may indicate the presence o f
m a m in the Vorlage. Other versions read "in the beauty o f the sanctuary"1 and "in the
glorious Sanctuarie"2 (sic). The possibility that this expression conveys a locative
connotation o f "sanctuary" seems to be favored by the injunction to praise YHWH in his
courts, as noted below.

:rnii?nb atm nran-«o in© lin s n r r 5? a n 8
v isa i^ri © ip'-rrnrn mrr*? iin n on 9
8 Ascribe to YHWH the glory o f his name; bring an offering and come into his courts.
9 Worship YHWH in the glory of the sanctuary; tremble before him, all the earth.
8
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Since the locution B lp T H in a seems to parallel the locative expression vnTixn*? ("to his
courts"), it seemsreasonable to expect that ©TpTnina would also conveys the locative
meaning o f "glorious sanctuary" or "in the glory o f the sanctuary," as inPs 29:2. Such a
meaning seems more appropriate for the context than "in the beauty o f holiness" or "in
holy attire." There seems to be an escalation as the people are summoned to "bring an
*Cf. SRV.
2Cf. GNV.
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offering," "come into his [YHWH's] courts" (vs. 8), and "worship YHWH in the glory o f
the sanctuary" (vs. 9). In addition to the observation that sn p T n in a has the locative
meaning "sanctuary," it must be noted that the that injunction to "bring an offering and
come into his [i.e., YHWH's] courts" (vs. 8) indicates that this sanctuary is the earthly
one.1

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The foregoing discussion indicated that the text refers to both heavenly (vs. 6) and
earthly sanctuaries (vs. 9), as conveyed by the expressions iSFtpM and ©TpTTTina,
respectively. In what follows, an attempt is made to delineate the function o f the heavenly
sanctuary and its relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Function
A prominent aspect o f the heavenly sanctuary that seems to emerge from the text
is that o f a place o f enthronement for YHWH, who is depicted as a king, an idea clearly
expressed in the exclamation ’| ipD nifT ("YHWH reigns") in vs. 10. The terms "splendor
and majesty" reinforce notion, since they are descriptive of the glory o f a king. Moreover,
along with royal aspects, the concept o f judgment also emerges from the text. As noted in
vs. 13, YHWH "is coming to judge the earth," which presupposes that the verdict had
already been reached in heavenly sanctuary.2 Additionally, this psalm contains several
‘Nonetheless, the invitation for the "entire earth" to "worship YHWH" may also suggest
that BnpTTTin encompasses the heavenly sanctuary.
2If the broad context of the Hebrew Bible may be used to illuminate this passage, it may be
stated that when YHWH comes to execute judgment, he does so as a result of previous judicial
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injunctions to praise YHWH, which seems to indicate liturgical/eultic activities in the
heavenly sanctuary. For example, statements such as YHWH is "greatly to be praised"

(“Sitn ^ n m ) and he is "in his sanctuary" portray the heavenly sanctuary as a place where
YHWH receives the praises and adoration o f his creatures.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
From the foregoing discussion, it may be suggested that heavenly sanctuary is
understood as existing in functional correspondence to the earthly counterpart, as
conveyed by the notions o f kingship, worship, and judgment associated with the heavenly
sanctuary. Furthermore, that the heavenly sanctuary is designated Snpa may indicate a
structural correspondence.
The feet that the text refers to both heavenly (vs. 6) and earthly (vs. 9) sanctuaries
indicates a vertical relationship that goes beyond functional and structural
correspondences. The description o f YHWH majestically enthroned "in his [heavenly]
sanctuary" (1 0 ^ 0 2 ), along with the summons for the people to come into the "glorious
[earthly] sanctuary" (O lpT lT ina), may indicate that heavenly and earthly sanctuaries are
understood to work in dynamic interaction.1
procedures undertaken in the heavenly sanctuary/temple (see, e.g., Gen 11: Mic 1:3.
!It should be remembered that a similar picture is more explicitly conveyed by Isa 6:If., in
its portrayal of heavenly and earthly sanctuaries functioning in close relationship, as delineated in
chapter 4, in the context of the discussion of Isa 6: Iff.
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Ps 102; 20-21 [19-20]

tcran jn tr b x o'b cd rnrr io ip o i i p *pptfrH3 20
tnmnn -{a nnab -fo r n^m myb 21
19 For he has always looked down from the height ofhis sanctuary; YHWH, from
heaven he has always gazed upon the earth,
20 To hear the groaning o f the prisoner, to set free those who are doomed to death.1

Preliminary Observations
A "bewildering multiplicity o f interpretations have been offered for this complex
psalm,"2 especially in regard to its Sitz im Leben, unity, and time o f composition.3
Fortunately for the purpose o f this research, it is not necessary to delve into all these
issues, since the concerno f this study is with the final form o f the text. According to its
superscription, Ps 102 is categorized as a "prayer o f an afflicted" (vs.l ) individual who, as
the text goes forward, turns out to be the community directing a plea towards YHWH in a
time o f affliction due to the devastation o f Zion.4
1This translation, especially the insertion of always, will be justified in due course.
2Leslie C. Allen, Psalms 101-150, WBC 21 (Waco: Word Books, 1983), 11.

3Sitz im Leben: The main issue here is whether or not the composition had the cult as its
setting. Sigmund Mowinckel (Psalmenstudien, 2 vols. [Amsterdam: Verlag P. Schippers N.V.,
1966], 1:166) and Weiser (652-53) have understood this psalm as intended for cultic use, while
Kraus (Psalms 60-150, 283) and Robert Davidson (The Vitality o f Worship, 332), among others,
believe it to be the lament of an individual.
Unity: Some critics believe that the abruptness of the thematic changes indicates that the
psalm is a combination of two or more independent sources. See, e.g.. Briggs and Briggs, 2:316ff.
Moses Buttenweiser, The Psalms Chronologically Treated with a New Translation (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1938), 384-86.
Time of composition: The reference to the temple in ruins has led the majority of scholars
to suggest that the psalm was composed in the exilic or early postexilic times. So Terrien, The
Psalms, 699; Kraus, Psalms 60-150, 285-86; Robert Davidson, The Vitality o f Worship, 332.
4This may be an indication that this psalm was composed during the time of the
Babylonian exile when Zion was in ruins. See, e.g., Terrien, The Psalms, 699.
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From the point o f view o f its genre, this psalm consists o f a blend o f prayer and
praise. Thematically, the first and last sections of the psalm have the impermanence o f the
suppliant as the main subject, thus framing the central section which deals with the
permanence of YHWH. Thus, on a thematic basis, the following structure can be
discerned: (1) The transitoriness o f human existence (1-11); (2) the permanence of
YHWH (12-22); (3) the transitoriness o f human existence (23-28). Consequently, the
focus o f the psalm is on the second/central section, where YHWH is extolled as the One
who lives forever.
Attention now is turned to the structure o f the small unit comprising vss. 21-22
[20-21], This unit becomes important for this discussion because it is here that the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif emerges, as made clear by the expression isznj? DilSD.
Starting with vs. 20 [19], it may be noted that this verse contains two clauses arranged as
an inverted parallelism, as shown below.
A. spporns ("For he has always looked down")
B. itznj? DilDD ("from the height ofhis sanctuary")

c.’mrp ("YHWH")

B.'
O^D®D ("from heaven upon earth")
A.' r a n ("he has always gazed")
It should be observed that the Tetragrammaton is syntactically ambiguous in the sense that
it may belong to either the first or the second clause. This may have a rhetorical purpose
since "YHWH" functions not only as the logical grammatical subject o f both clauses, but
also as the structural center of the verse, functioning as a hinge between both clauses.
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As for vs. 21 [20], it expresses the purpose o f the previous verse by means o f two
infinitive phrases expressing the activities of YHWH in his heavenly sanctuary.1
A. TDK np3X IJbO*? ("to hear the groaning o f the prisoner")
B. nrann
nrsb ("to set free those who are doomed to death")
The text thus clearly discloses that the dynamic presence o f YHWH in the heavenly
sanctuary involves the activities o f "hearing" (2n®b) and "setting free" (nr©5?) those who
are oppressed.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
Meaning of W ip DilSD
The expression iffllp B ila n ("from the height o f his sanctuary") seems to be an
explicit reference to the heavenly sanctuary, as indicated by the synonymous parallelism
between iO lp Oiian and 0SD®Q. The task ahead is to determine the meaning o f the
locution iOlp

arm , especially of the term Olp. Some versions have construed Eh p

adjectively as in "his holy height."2 Others have preferred the concrete meaning o f
"sanctuary" as in "the height o f his sanctuary,"3 "his sanctuary above,"4 "his sanctuary on
’The reasons for interpreting the locution iB“!p DllOQ as the heavenly sanctuary will be
spelled out below.
^ A S B , RSV, ESV,

TNK.

3JPS, DBY, KJV.
4NET.
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high,"1 "heights o f his sanctuary,"2 "his heavenly sanctuary."3 Some scholars seem to
concur with this view, but use synonymous terms such as "dwelling place," or "heavenly
abode" instead o f "heavenly sanctuary."4
Although an abstract rendition of 2hp as "holiness" is semantically possible, the
concrete meaning o f "sanctuary" seems more probable. First, as Davidson pointed out,5
the poetic parallelism in the psalms and other passages of the Hebrew Bible usually would
have "heavens" in parallelism with "sanctuary/temple," a construction in which one term
enlarges the other.6 Second, when in construct relationship, DllQ ("height") is usually
followed by a concrete word specified by ft.7 The following examples may help clarify this
point: Judg 5:18: n i c

,Q'nn ("heights of the field"); 2 Kgs 19:23: D*nn

DilD ("height o f

the mountains"); Isa 37:24: ixp D iia ("the height o f its extremity”); Jer 31:12: ]i,X"Diip
("the height o f Zion"); 49:16: nS733 OTSH ("height o f the hill"); Prov 9:3: rnp ’’QhO
‘NIB.
^JB.
3NLT.
4Cf., e.g., Leopold, Exposition o f the Psalms, 712; Erhard Gerstenberger, Psalms, Part 2,
and Lamentations, FOTL 15 (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 2001), 213.
5Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 14.

6See, e.g., Deut 26:15; Isa 63:15; Ps 11:4. However, it should be noted that DilD can also
be used as a poetic term for "Heaven" or in parallelism to it. What makes the passage under
scrutiny distinctive is the fact that the term Blp appears only here in connection with Dina.
7An apparent exception to this occurs in Jer 51:3 where D'Ottfn parallels TO Bins;
however, the possibility remains that the expression W ("strength") may have been used in the
concrete sense of "fortress." Cf. HALOT, s.v. "IITSJ.”
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("heights o f the city"). As the examples mentioned make clear, an abstract term fits better
as a qualification for a concrete noun than for another abstract term.1
Third, also relevant for the understanding of

is the statement in 13 [12] that

"You, O YHWH, sit enthroned forever" (200 ubivb rniT HRKI). This undoubtedly
indicates a heavenly setting, since vss. 14-15 [13-14] presuppose that the earthly temple is
in ruins. If such is the case, the allusion to YHWH being enthroned in heaven would
reinforce the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple, since the Hebrew Bible conceives o f the
heavenly throne o f YHWH as located in the heavenly sanctuary.2 A final consideration is
in order. Even if one prefers to undertand itfhp OilD as "his holy height," it may still be
argued that this implies sanctuary imagery, inasmuch as it might evoke the heavenly
"Mount o f the Assembly." This idea is closely related to the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif, as shown in the discussion o f Isa 14:12-15 in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
Summing up, in view o f the foregoing, the term ETIp in the construction
i©“tp QilS should be understood in the concrete sense of "sanctuary." Consequently, the
phrase iO lp OilD could be literally translated as "height o f his sanctuary" or "his
high/elevated sanctuary." Finally it should be noted that, as indicated by the context, this
sanctuary is the heavenly one.
Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 14.
2See, e.g., Isa 6:lff.; Ps 11:4.
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Meaning of

and O'an

At this juncture, the semantic implications o f the lexemes P]p© ("look") and B33
("gaze") need attention. As noted in the discussion oflsa 18:4,' the concept o f YHWH
"looking" down from heaven, or from his heavenly temple, upon the world is a common
motif in the Hebrew Bible.2 In Ps 102: 20-21 [19-20], this imagery is employed to connote
YHWH's attitude and actions in favor o f the prisoner. The implication is that the action
that YHWH undertakes to "set free the prisoner" is preceded by an examination or
investigation. That is, YHWH "looks down" and "gazes" on the earth before "setting free
those doomed to death." In other words, YHWH's actions in the heavenly
sanctuary/temple seem to be performed in two steps, namely an investigation o f the
situation ("look/gaze") followed by the execution o f his work o f "setting free the prisoner,
which contextually refers to the restoration o f Zion/Jerusalem.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
Function
As delineated in Ps 102, the heavenly sanctuary functions as a source o f help or
salvation, which in this text refers to the restoration o f Zion/Jerusalem3 and, by
implication, the earthly temple. Therefore, it seems logical to assume that the heavenly
sanctuary functions as a place where YHWH undertakes activities of supervision o f world
*See chapter 4 of this dissertation.
2Cf., e.g., Deut 26:15; Ps 80:15 [14]; Isa 63:15.
3See Ps 102:17 [16], 22 [21].
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affairs by "looking down" and "gazing from heaven to earth" in order to "hear" the
prisoner, and to "set free those who are doomed to death." In this process, an investigative
phase (looking down/gazing) is followed by an executive phase (setting free). In addition,
it should be kept in mind that the reference to YHWH as the one who has sat forever
emphasizes the royal functions o f the heavenly sanctuary.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Although the psalm presupposes a time during which the temple was in ruins, there
appears to be some indication o f a vertical relationship in the reference to Zion/Jerusalem
in vs. 22 [21]. In its function as a place from where YHWH bestows help and salvation
upon the suppliant points to a vertical correspondence between the earthly temple and its
earthly counterpart. Moreover, the designation o f the heavenly sanctuary by the lexeme
Clp may indicate that it is understood in structural correspondence with the earthly
counterpart.

Ps 150:1-6

rtty irpna vnbbn ienpa

rr

l

1 Praise YHWH! Praise God in his sanctuary; Praise him in Ms mighty expanse.

Preliminary Observations
Ps 150 is a hymn o f praise formed by ten imperative sentences1and a concluding
jussive, each o f them a summons to praise YHWH. As such, it functions as a fitting
‘It has been suggested that the tenfold repetition of the imperative echoes "the ten words of
creation in Gen 1 and the ten commandments (Ex 20)" (Deissler, Die Psalmen, 572). Cf.
Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 2:955.
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conclusion for the entire book o f Psalms. Commentators have observed that this psalm
addresses some or all of the following aspects:1who is to be praised (vs. la
"YHWH/God"), where he is to be praised (vs. 1be "in his sanctuary"), why is he to be
praised (vs. 2 "for his mighty deeds" and "his excellent greatness"), how he is to be praised
(vss. 3-5 with all kinds o f musical instruments and dance), and finally who is to praise him
(vs. 6 "everything that has breath").
The text displays a clear structure consisting o f an introduction (vss. 1-2), main
section (vss. 3-5), and a conclusion (vs. 6).2 A close look at the structural interconnections
reveals that vss. 1-5 are tied together by the ninefold repetition o f the preposition 3, as
well as the tenfold summons to praise. The psalm moves toward a climax as vs. 3 presents
one pair of musical instruments, vs. 4 two pairs, while in vs. 5 the twofold reference to
("cymbals"), the loudest instrument, takes it further. Eventually, vs. 6 with its
inclusive summons, "Let everything that has breath praise YHWH," takes the psalm to its
climatic conclusion, implying that heavenly and earthly sanctuaries are united in the
praising o f YHWH,3 as argued below. Finally, it should be noted that IT and

in vs. 1,

and the twofold PP in vs. 6 create an inclusion that envelops the entire composition.
!Cf. Kidner, Psalms 73-150, 490-92; Leopold, Exposition o f the Psalms, 1006; Limburg,
Psalms, 505; J. Clinton MacCann, Jr., "The Book of Psalms: Introduction, Commentary and
Reflections," The Interpreter’s Bible, ed. Leander E. Keck (Nashville: Abingdon, 1994), 4:1278;
Mays, Psalms, 450.
2So Allen, Psalms 101-150, 323.
3IbidL, 323-24.
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Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
This section will focus on the meaning and referent o f the phrase iO lpa. Some
scholars have suggested to translate this expression as "in his holiness/sanctity"1while
others opt for "in his sanctuary." The former alternative seems difficult to sustain in view
o f the parallelism o f iffllpa with the locative phrase SPpia. It seems, therefore, more
reasonable to regard itthpa as expressing the locative meaning "in his sanctuary."
The next step is to determine whether the referent o f SHp is the heavenly temple or
its earthly counterpart. Although some scholars contend for an earthly referent,2 there are
compelling reasons to understand Olp ("sanctuary") as referring to the heavenly
sanctuary, a view also supported by several commentators.3 First, it should be noted that
the synonymous parallelism between

in vs. lb and STpl ("firmament")4 in vs. 1c

indicates that 2T?p must be located in heaven. At this juncture it should be remembered
that the view that the parallelism here is synonymous receives support from the feet that
the entire hymn employs synonymous parallelism, as noted by Dahood.5 It is illuminating
that a similar parallelism is found in the closely related Ps 148:1. In this latter passage the
'E.g., Briggs and Briggs, 2:544.
2E.g., Terrien, The Psalms, 928; Baethgen, 435; Kiditer, Psalms 73-150, 491.
3See Anderson, The Book of Psalms, 2:955; Cohen, 479; Limburg, Psalms, 505; Kissane,
The Book of Psalms, 656; Kirkpatrick, 832; Delitzsch, 3:414-15; Mays, Psalms, 450; Leupold,
Exposition of the Psalms, 1006; Carroll Stuhlmueller, "Psalms," The HarperCollins Bible
Commentary, ed. James Luther Mays and Joseph Blenkinsopp (San Francisco:
HarperSanFrancisco, 2000), 446.
4STp!) ("firmament") in this verse "is simply a synonym for 'heavens'" (Anderson, The
Book of Psalms, 2:956).
5Dahood, Psalms III: 101-150, AB 17A (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966), 359.
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prepositional phrase O,non-]p ("from the heavens") is paired to B’n'hDS ("in the
heights") as noted by Kim.1
Psalm 150
vs. lb 'Praise God in his sanctuary1
vs. lc ’Praise him in his mighty firmament’

Psalm 148
vs. la Praise the Lord from the heavens
vs. lb Praise him in the heights

Second, the use o f bit ("God") in connection with Olp in the clause S p ib b n
iO lpa ("Praise God in his sanctuary") adds additional weight to the possibility o f a
heavenly referent. As noted by Allen, the term bit ("God") "not infrequently has celestial
associations in the Psalter."2
Third, further support for the heavenly setting of Olp is provided by Kim’s
insightful critique o f the earthly-sanctuary argument in this passage. Kim argued that those
who argue that vs. lb refers to the earthly temple and vs. lc to the heavenly sanctuary
overlook the "significant point" that in the Hebrew Bible when "heaven" and "earth" are
used side by side, heaven always precedes earth.3 Thus it would be very unusual that Ps
150:1 would be an exception to this rule. In view o f the foregoing considerations it
appears that O lp in vs. lb refers to the heavenly sanctuary.
‘Kim, 164.
2Allen, Psalms 101-150, 322-23. See Pss 19:2 [1]; 29:3; 82:1; 89:8 [7]); cf. 90:2;
95:3).
3Kim, in a note, adds that "there is no exception throughout the Bible from Gen. 1:1 to
Rev. 21:1" (162, n. 167).
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Motif
The discussion undertaken above has made apparent that the term tEHtp refers to
the heavenly sanctuary. The task now is to determine the function o f the heavenly
sanctuary and its relationship to the earthly counterpart.

Function
In order to delineate the function o f the heavenly sanctuary, attention needs to be
given to the phrase iffl‘1 ^3 in the clause

bKlbbt] ("Praise God in his sanctuary").

The question that arises concerns whether io ip s modifies

("God") or the verb

("praise"). In other words, it must be determined whether it functions adnominally or
adverbially. IfiEhpS is understood adnominally, it would function primarily to express
that praise should be rendered to "God in his sanctuary," that is, the sanctuary is depicted
primarily as the locus o f God's presence, namely his dwelling place. Anderson favors this
possibility when he asserts that "it seems that verse 1 describes not the place where God is
to be praised but rather the 'place' where he dwells."1
On the other hand, if iffllpa is understood adverbially—that is, as modifying the
verb—the thrust o f the verse is to "praise [God] in the sanctuary," that is, the sanctuary
would function primarily as the "locus" wherein praise is rendered to God. This view has
the support ofLeupold, who argued that "the phrase 'in his sanctuary' does not modify the
noun 'God' but the verb 'praise.'"2 Leupold further argued that "the parallelism o f the
1Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 2:955.
2Leupold, Exposition o f the Psalms, 1006.
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second member o f the verse supports this view. Those who are to be found in the heavenly
sanctuary who axe capable o f singing God's praises are the holy angels."1
Although the alternative between either an adnominal or adverbial function of
iO ipa may seem at first glance trivial, the argument ofLeupold carries considerable
weight. The parallelism between iET|j?2 and JPpna suggests that the "sanctuary" functions
primarily as the locus o f worship to God, in that the heavenly beings are summoned to
praise God "in the sanctuary." Consequently, the heavenly sanctuary emerges as a place o f
worship activities.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Although no explicit mention o f the earthly temple is found in Ps 150, the liturgy
o f the Jerusalem temple is most probably presupposed. In vss. 3-5, the mention of several
musical instruments2 and dance evokes the liturgical setting o f the earthly temple.3 That
being the case, the psalm would be a solemn invitation not only for the heavenly beings to
praise God in the heavenly sanctuary (vs. 1), but also for his people on earth to join the
heavenly chorus in the earthly temple. Such a connection between heavenly and earthly
liturgies is reinforced by the concluding summons: "everything that has breath praise
YHWH" (vs. 6).

’Ibid.

2One is here reminded of the Chronicler's account of the temple worship, with its variety of
musical instruments. See, e.g., 1 Chr 15:16; 2 Chr 5:13; 7:6.
3See W. T. Purkiser, "Psalms," Beacon Bible Commentary (Kansas City: Beacon Hill,
1967), 448. See the list o f instruments depicted in vss. 3-5.
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The picture emerges o f a correspondence between liturgical activities in the
heavenly temple and their counterparts in the Jerusalem temple, which suggests a vertical a
dynamic interaction between heavenly sanctuary and the earthly counterpart. That is to
say, the worship o f the heavenly sanctuary reverberates with the cultic activities of the
earthly counterpart. As Davidson remarked, "the close connection between the worship in
the heavenly sanctuary and the worship in the earthly is manifested, and the reality o f the
heavenly sanctuary is accentuated."1
It is instructive to note that this connection between the heavenly temple and its
earthly counterpart has been overtly or implicitly recognized by several other scholars.
Schaefer, for example, argues that "the poet makes no distinctions between earth and
heaven, and the temple liturgy imitates the heavenly."2 Deissler talks about a
"correspondence" (Ubereinander) and "togetherness" (Zusammen) o f the earthly and
heavenly liturgy.3 Kidner says that "earth and heaven can be utterly at one in this."4
According to Craig Broyles, "the liturgist is summoning both the earthly and heavenly
congregations to worship."5 For Anderson, both heavenly and earthly temples are here
"closely associated."6 In the opinion o f Weiser, "all the voices on earth and in heaven unite
•Davidson, "The Heavenly Sanctuary in the Old Testament," 15.
2Schaefer, 345.
3Deissler, Die Psalmen, 572.
4Kidner, Psalms 73-150, 491.
5Craig C. Broyles, Psalms, NIBC, Old Testament Series 11 (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson,
1999), 519.
6Anderson, The Book o f Psalms, 2:955.
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to the accompaniment of the triumphant strains o f the entire orchestra o f the temple music
(v. la)."1And Gross and Reinelt expressed the idea that the praise to God "effects a fusion
of horizons (Horizontverschmelzimg) between the heavenly and earthly world."2
Finally, it should be pointed out that the worship function o f both heavenly and
earthly temples indicates a functional correspondence, and the designation o f the heavenly
temple by the term Olp probably presupposes a structural correspondence.

Dan 7:9-14
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9 1 kept looking until thrones were set up, and the Ancient o f Days took his seat; his
vesture was like white snow and the hair o f his head like pure wool. His throne was
ablaze with flames, its wheels were a burning fire.
10 A river of fire was flowing and coming out from before him; thousands upon
thousands were attending him, and myriads upon myriads were standing before him;
the court sat, and the books were opened.
11 Then I kept looking because o f the sound o f the boastful words which the hom was
speaking; I kept looking until the teas! was slain, and its body was destroyed and
given to the burning fire.
12 As for the rest of the beasts, their dominion was taken away, but an extension o f
life was granted to them for an appointed period o f time.
'Weiser, 841.
2Heinrich Gross and Heinz Reinelt, Das Buck der Psalmen: Teil II (Ps 73-150), 3rd ed.
(Dusseldorf: Patmos Verlag, 1989), 442.
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13 I kept looking in the night visions, and behold, w ith the clouds o f heaven O ne like a
Son o f Man was coming, and he came up to the Ancient o f Days and was presented
before him.
14 And to him was given dominion, glory and a kingdom, that all the peoples, nations
and men of every language might serve him. his dominion is an everlasting dominion
which will not pass away; and his kingdom is one which will not be destroyed.

Preliminary Observations
Before the analysis o f Dan 7:9-14, it must be kept in mind that the interpretation o f
this pericope may be illuminated by its connection with Dan 8. As has been demonstrated
by William Shea, the apocalyptic1visions o f Dan 7 and 8 are closely linked by time
elements, thematic, and verbal connections.2 For the discussion that follows, one should
hold in mind, as other scholars3 have noted, that Dan 7 and 8 are parallel vision accounts
'For the characteristics of apocalyptic literature, cf. John Joseph Collins, Daniel: A
Commentary on the Book of Daniel, Hermeneia—A Critical and Historical Commentary on the
Bible (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 54-58; Kenneth Albert Strand, Interpreting the Book o f
Revelation: Hermeneutical Guidelines, with Brief Introduction to Literary Analysis, 2nd ed.
(Naples, FL: Ann Arbor Publishers, 1979). Roy Gane has cogently argued that the book of Daniel
as a whole should be regarded as belonging to the apocalyptic genre. Even the narratives, although
they may not contain some of the elements usually ascribed to the apocalyptic genre, "fiinction
within the book as an apocalyptic narrative framework" (Roy Gane, "Genre Awareness and
Interpretation of the Book of Daniel,” in To Understand the Scriptures: Essays in Honor o f
William Shea, ed. David Merling [Berrien Springs, MI: Institute of Archaeology/Horn
Archaeological Museum, 1997], 140).
2William H. Shea, "Unity of Daniel," in Symposium on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook,
DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 183-255.
3Cf. Jacques Doukhan, Daniel: The Vision o f the End (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Press, 1987), 23-31; A. Feuillet, "Le fils de l'homme de Daniel et la tradition biblique,"
Revue Biblique 60 (1953): 196; John Goldingay, Daniel, WBC 30 (Dallas, TX: Word Books,
1989), 206-07; F. B. Huey, Jr, Ezekiel, Daniel, Layman's Bible Book Commentary 12 (Nashville,
TN: Broadman, 1978), 141; D. S. Russell, Daniel (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1981), 137-39;
William H. Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 183-219. Doukhan pointed out that ”[t]he vision of chapter 8
shares a lot of common themes with chapter 7. We are alert to this connection from the first words.
'A vision appeared to me—to me, Daniel—after the one that appeared to me the first time' (Daniel
8:1)" (Doukhan, Daniel: The Vision o f the End, 23).
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outlining roughly the same sequence of events and displaying several common themes and
motifs, as demonstrated by table 4

TABLE 4
PARALLELS BETWEEN DAN 7 AND 8
Daniel 7
The lion: Babylon
The bear: Medo-Persia
The leopard: Greece
Leopard's four heads
Unidentified beast
4th beast's little horn
Heavenly Judgment
Burning o f the little horn
Son o f man receives kingdom
Saints enter his kingdom

Daniel 8
Not attested
The ram: Medo-Persia
The goat: Greece
Goat's four horns:
Horizontal work o f the little hom
Vertical work o f the little hom
Heavenly Sanctuary!
Breaking o f the little hom
Not attested
Not attested

Source: Adapted from William H. Shea, "Unity o f Daniel," in Symposium on D aniel,
ed. Frank B. Holbrook, 165-255 (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute,
1986), 209.

Thus, a study o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple needs to take Dan 7:9-14 and 8:914 into consideration. The former provides a graphic depiction o f the heavenly sanctuary
in activity, the vindication o f the "saints o f the Most High," and the annihilation o f the
power that attacks the sanctuary. The latter reports the anti-YHWH activities o f the little
horn, its attack on the sanctuary, and announces that the "[heavenly] sanctuary" would be
cleansed.1
'The consensus among critical scholars is that Dan 8:9-14 refers to the desecration of the
Jerusalem temple perpetrated by the Seleucid King, Antiochus IV Epiphanes. Louis Francis
Hartman and Alexander A. Di Leila, for example, dogmatically assert that "there is not the
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Turning to the pericope of Dan 7:9-14, a brief examination o f the literary structure
o f Dan 7, with attention to the thematic elements is in order. Arthur Ferch identified three
panels in Dan 7,1 as shown in table 5.

TABLE 5
PANEL STRUCTURE OF DAN 7
Vss. 2-14
A. Oppression
(vss. 7-8)
B. Judgment (court and
execution; vss. 9-12)
C. Kingship
(vss. 13-14)

Vss. 15-22
A. Oppression
(vs. 22a)
B. Judgment
(vs. 22a)
C. Kingship
(vs. 22b)

Vss. 23-27
A. Oppression
(vss. 23-25)
B. Judgment
(vs. 26)
C. Kingship
(vs. 27)

Source: Adapted from Arthur J. Ferch, The Son o f Man in Daniel 7, AUSDDS 6
(Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1979), 142.
slightest doubt that he [Antiochus IV Epiphanes] is the one meant in the description of the 'small
hom'" ( The Book o f Daniel, AB 23 [Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1978], 335). A close look at
the text and its broad context, however, indicates that the sanctuary referred to in vs. 14 most
probably is the heavenly sanctuary, as noted by several scholars: Jacques Doukhan, Secrets o f
Daniel: Wisdom and Dreams o f a Jewish Prince in Exile (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald,
2000), 121-33; Hasel, "The 'Little Horn,1the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A
Study of Daniel 8:9-14," 378-461; idem, "Establishing a Date for the Book of Daniel," in
Symposium on Daniel, 84-164; Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Language in Daniel 8:914," 527-49; William H. Shea, "Spatial Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8," in Symposium on
Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook, DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986),
497-526; Idem, "Unity of Daniel," 165-255.
1The following structure has been suggested for the entire chapter:
A. Prologue (vss. l-2a)
B. Vision (vss. 2b-14)
C. Seer's reaction to the vision (vss. 15-16)
D. Brief interpretation (center of chapter [vss. 17-18])
C.' Seer's reaction to and elaboration of vision (vss. 19-22)
B." Lengthy interpretation (vss. 23-27)
A.' Epilogue (vs. 28) (Arthur J. Ferch, The Son o f Man in Daniel 7, AUSDDS 6 [Berrien
Springs, MI: Andrews University Press, 1979], 142).
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As noted, the theme o f "judgment forms the very center o f the structure [B] and becomes
the apex o f a pattern that finds its broadest base in the vision of heavenly judgment (vss. 914)."'
Since the discussion that follows is especially concerned with the heavenly
judgment scene portrayed in vss. 9-14, it is instructive to keep in mind that this pericope
belongs to the second half o f the entire vision reported in vss. 2b-14, as shown below:
2b-13 four creatures appear
4-6 the first three creatures
7 the fourth creature with its ten horns
8 a small hom on the fourth
9-10 a throne scene
11a the small hom
1 lb the fourth creature
12 the first three creatures
13-14 a manlike figure appears2
As the above structure indicates, the scene o f the heavenly judgment appears at the
structural center o f the entire vision and occupies the entirety o f its second half. And, as
indicated in 7:26-26, this judgment aims at the annihilation of the little hom and the
consequent rendering o f a favorable verdict for the saints o f the Most High, granting them
the kingdom.

Semantic and Other Exegetical Considerations
As noted, the pericope portrays a judgment setting in which the heavenly tribunal
convenes to decide matters related to the activities o f the little hom and vindication o f the
‘Arthur 1. Ferch, "The Judgment Scene in Daniel 7," in The Sanctuary and the Atonement,
ed. Arnold Wallenkampf and Richard Lesher (Washington DC: Review and Herald, 1981), 162.
2Goldingay, Daniel, 153.
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saints of the Most High. The discussion below undertakes a brief examination o f the
vertical dimension of the text, followed by an examination o f judicial and cuitic terms
contained in the pericope.

Vertical Dimension
Dan 7:9-14 presents a correlation between earthly events and'heavenly procedures,
as noted in the following outline: vss. 9-10: heaven; vss. 11-12: earth; vss. 13-14: heaven.'
The vision presents a clear vertical dimension, as the seer's glance shifts from earthly
events to the heavenly tribunal, where the Ancient o f Days presides over the judgment.
One perceives that heaven and earth are interconnected, as the heavenly assembly
convenes to deal with issues affecting the earthly realm. This judgment intends to "reach a
decision about the final disposition o f the little hom,"2 and to vindicate the saints o f the
Most High. The picture thus emerges o f the heavenly sanctuary interacting with earthly
affairs, an interaction that culminates with the heavenly tribunal bringing the little hom to
its demise and granting the everlasting kingdom to the saints o f the Most High.

Judicial and Cuitic Motifs
The identity o f fDT pTO.
The figure introduced in Dan 7:9 as ‘ppT pTB? ("Ancient o f Days") must be
identified with YHWH, as is obvious from the context. The expression probably indicates
'A detailed diagram portraying the vertical dimension in Dan 7 and 8 is found in Shea,
"Unity of Daniel," 201.
2Shea, "Unity ofDaniel," 202.
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YHWH's "longevity and eternal existence."1 Thus, it seems entirely appropriate that in the
context o f the heavenly tribunal YHWH is depicted as an "Ancient o f Days." As the
eternal one, YHWH holds the credentials to preside over the judgment session o f the
heavenly tribunal.

Implications of "TOand

'W

An interesting connection with sanctuary imagery emerges in the term "TO ("fire")
in the expression "rivers o f fire" and also in the reference to the "fire" in connection with
the wheels o f the throne, an imagery that reminds one of the vision reported in Ezek 1.2
Another expression evoking sanctuary imagery is STQO *,33S7 ("clouds ofheaven"). Shea
pointed out that ”[t]he clouds and fire draw upon the imagery and phenomena connected
with the manifestation o f the divine presence over the earthly sanctuary. These
manifestations o f God are seen in the heavenly sanctuary."3 Fletcher-Louis suggested that
the fire and clouds evoke sanctuary imagery4 and the Son o f Man in Dan 7:13 is a "priestly
figure."5 This priestly figure, Fletcher-Louis suggests, is portrayed as undertaking his
'Ferch, "The Judgment Scene in Daniel 7," 164. See Ps. 9:7; 29:10; 90:2; Isa 9:6. A
similar expression appears in Ugaritic, in reference to El as "father of years." Interestingly, the
Ugaritic expression is applied to El in contexts of judgment, when El is sought to make a decision
See the survey of Ugaritic texts in chapter 2 of this dissertation.
2On Ezek 1, see chapter 4 of this dissertation.
3Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 217.
4Cf. Crispin H. T. Fletcher-Louis, "The High Priest as Divine Mediator in the Hebrew
Bible: Dan 7:13 as a Test Case," Society o f Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 36 (1997): 16193; Andre Lacocque, The Book of Daniel (Atlanta: John Knox, 1979), 125.
5Fletcher-Louis,

169ff.
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activities on the Day of Atonement "when the true high priest will come to the Ancient o f
Days surrounded by clouds of incense"1in order to "remove the impurity which has
contaminated sacred space."2 Although Fletcher-Louis based his arguments on different
presuppositions than those adopted in the present work,3 his suggestions imply that Dan
7:9-14 may portray Day-of-Atonement imagery and, therefore, correspond to the parallel
passage o f Dan 8:9-14, as argued below.

Implications o f I’lSJp
The idea of heavenly ]1")Sp ("books") is reminiscent o f other passages o f the
Hebrew Bible.4 There are references to "book o f the living" (Ps 69:28), "book o f
remembrance" (Mai 3:16), and "books" (Exod 32:32; Ps 56:9 [8]; Dan 12:1). Some texts
indicate that YHWH keeps records of good (Neh 5:19; 13:14) and bad deeds (Isa 65:6; Ps
109:14). The general idea seems to be that o f heavenly records being kept by YHWH for
purposes ofjudgment. In a study, mentioned earlier in this dissertation, Angel Rodriguez
undertook a detailed study o f heavenly books, categorized as books o f life and books o f
human deeds.5 According to Rodriguez, the books mentioned in Dan 7:10 are books o f
‘Ibid., 186.
2Ibid„ 181.
3E.g., Fletcher-Louis assumes the similarities of the passage with extracanonical literature,
ANE mythological background of Dan 7, and the assumption that the temple of Jerusalem is the
referent of the passage. Cf. Fletcher-Louis, 161-93.
4For books related to the ANE concept of heavenly temple/sanctuary, see chapter 2 of this
dissertation.
5Rodrfguez, "The Heavenly Books of Life and of Human Deeds," 10-16.
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human deeds, the primary function of which is "judiciary," since they "preserve evidence
that will be used in the divine tribunal to determine the nature o f the commitment o f the
individual" to YHWH.1As Ferch pointed out, "the books are somehow related to the
verdict that divides good and evil."2

Meaning o f KPT
The term KPT ("the judgment"),3 emphatic form of fT , appears in Dan 7:10 and
23, indicating "those who judge," as required by the verb 3TT ("sit"). The clause 3JV KPT
must be translated as "the judgment [i.e. those who judge] sat,"4 implying heavenly beings,
who possibly act as "associate judges. "5 It is possible that the plurality o f thrones referred
to in vs. 10 was intended to be occupied by these celestial beings. It is instructive to note
that apart from its occurrence in vs. 10, where KPT indicates the opening o f the heavenly
judgment session, this term reappears two other times in Dan 7. In vs. 22, KPT is passed
in favor o f the saints o f the most High, while in vs. 26, KPT will sit to take away the
d o m in io n

o f the little hom and to destroy it. From this it follows that the activities o f the

heavenly tribunal have a double purpose: to vindicate people o f YHWH depicted as "saints
Tbid.,21.
2Ferch, "The Judgment S c e n e in D a n i e l 7," 164.
3HALOT, 1:220, s.v. "pT."
4In vs. 22 h o w e v e r , K P T possibly m e a n s verdict, as contextually d e t e r m i n e d by t h e verb
arr ("give") and other surrounding terms: parbl? ’'CTTpb 3rr KPTl ("the judgment [i.e. the
verdict] was given to the saints of the Most High"). Cf. Arthur J. Ferch, "The Judgment Scene in
Daniel 7," 164.
5Hartman and Di Leila, 218.
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o f the Most High" and to annihilate the power that persecutes them, represented by the
"little horn."

Referent o f

"D

Although some scholars apply the expression OK 12 ("son o f man") to the "saints
o f the Most High," Arthur Ferch has presented solid evidence for interpreting this figure
as an individual eschatologica! heavenly being.1The correlation between Dan 7 and 8
identifies the one like 03K 13 ("a son o f man") in 7:13 with the K3Srrii£? ("the prince o f
the host") referred to in 8:11 (see below). Furthermore, Shea observed that "the references
to clouds in connection with the person o f God elsewhere in the OT indicate that the Son
o f Man possesses divine attributes."2
Summing up, the pericope o f Dan 7:9-14 contains mainly judicial language, with
some indications o f a cultic setting.3 The activities of the heavenly tribunal are tantamount
to the activities o f the heavenly sanctuary, as noted in the discussion that follows.

Heavenly Sanctuary Temple/Motif
Function
Although Dan 7:9-14 does not contain explicit references to the sanctuary/temple,
its language, imagery, and connection with Dan 8 make it apparent that the notion o f a
'Ferch, The Son o f Man in Daniel 7, 145-92.
2Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 216. Cf. e.g., Job 22:14; Ps 18:12-13 [11-12]).
3See the discussion of Zech 3:1-10, above, w h e r e it was pointed out that judicial and cultic
procedures consist of integrated c o m p o n e n t s of sanctuary activities a n d , therefore, cannot be
separated.
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temple/sanctuary underlies the pericope. Having said that, it becomes apparent that the
heavenly tribunal portrayed in Dan 7:9-14 is related to the heavenly sanctuary/temple. As
such, it becomes clear that the most prominent function of the sanctuary/temple
presupposed by the pericope is conceived as a place o f judgment and in the context o f the
heavenly council ofYHWH.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Although Dan 7:9-14 does not contain an explicit reference to a sanctuary/temple,
the cultic motifs found in the pericope seem to evoke sanctuary/temple overtones, which
may indicate a vertical correspondence. Such a correspondence may be perceived in the
Son o f Man, who evokes a priestly figure in the Day of Atonement. This may indicate a
functional correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly
counterpart.

D a n 8 :9 -1 4
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9 Out o f one o f them came forth a little horn which grew exceedingly great toward the
south, toward the east, and toward the Beautiful Land.
10 It grew up to the host o f heaven and caused some o f the host and some o f the stars
to fall to the earth, and trampled them down.
11 He even magnified himself to be equal with the Prince o f the host; and the
regularity was removed from him, and the place o f Ms sanctuary was thrown down.
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12 And a host will be given upon/with the regularity by means of transgression; and it
will cast truth to the ground and will perform and will prosper.1
13 Then I heard a holy one speaking, and another holy one said to that particular one
who was speaking, "Until when is the vision, the regularity, and the establishing o f the
transgression that causes horror, and the trampling o f the host and the sanctuary?"
14 He said to me, "Until 2,300 evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary will be
justified."

Preliminary Observations
The following thematic structure has been identified in Dan 8: vss. 1-2,
introduction; vss. 3-12, general vision; vss. 13-14, heavenly audition; vss. 15-26, first part
o f Gabriel's explanation o f the revelation; vs. 27: conclusion.2 The investigation that
follows will focus on vss. 9-14, which comprises the part o f the general vision dealing with
the little horn, its anti-YHWH activities, and the audition. This section, as Gerhard Hasel
asserted, "lies at the thematic heart o f chapter 8 in the book o f Daniel."3
’The understandings of "host" in vs. 12 depends on the interpretation of the ambiguous
syntactic structure of the passage. Two main suggestions have been advanced: (1) The "host" in vs.
12 (as distinguished from the "host of heaven" in vs. 10 [cf. "prince of the host" in vs. 11]) is an
evil power, somehow related to, or identified with, the little horn (So Roy Gane, "The Syntax of
Tet P . .. in Daniel 8:13," in Creation, Life, and Hope: Essays in Honor of Jacques B. Doukhan,
ed. Jiri Moscala (Berrien Springs, MI: Old Testament Department, Seventh-day Adventist
Theological Seminary, Andrews University, 2000), 367-82; and William H. Shea, "Spatial
Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8," 497-526, 516. (2) Another possibility is to understand the
"host" referred to vs. 12 as the same entity mentioned in vss. 10, 11 and 13, as negatively affected
by the activities of the little hem. For a detailed defense of this view, see Martin T. PrSbstle, "A
Linguistic Analysis of Daniel 8:11, 12," JATS 7, no. 1 (1996): 86-93; Paul Birch Petersen, “The
Theology and the Function of the Prayers in the Book of Daniel” (Ph.D. diss., Andrews University
Theological Seminary, 1998), 204-08; Richard M. Davidson, "The Meaning of Nisd&q in Daniel
8:14,” JATS 7, no. 1 (1996): 114-17.
2Hasel, "The 'Little Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 378.
3Ibid.
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Semantic and Other Exegeticai Considerations
The ensuing discussion deals with the cultic language, the vertical dimension, and
some key words and expressions occurring in Dan 8:9-14 and its immediate context. It is
hoped that this will contribute to delineating the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif
contained in this pericope.

Vertical Dimension
Like the parallel vision o f Dan 7, Dan 8 contains indications o f both a horizontal
and a vertical dimension (earth-heaven). In vs. 9 the horizontal movement o f the little hom
is described. The text says that it "came forth" (*WF) and "grew exceedingly great toward
the south, toward the east, and toward the Beautiful Land." As noted by Hasel, the verb
RS’ ("came forth") appropriately indicates the horizontal movement o f the hom .1As
portrayed in vss. 10-11, however, the expansion o f the little horn's power also occurs by
means o f two vertical actions.2 In the first action (vs. 10), the little hom attacked the host
of heaven and threw down some o f the stars. In the second (vs. 11), "he3 even magnified
himself to be equal with the Prince o f the Host (JOSrrito); and the regularity (TDR) was
removed from him, and the place o f his sanctuary (iOlpn |ton) was thrown down." This
vertical movement is shown in fig. 4.
‘Hasel, "The 'Little Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 392-93.
2Cf. Shea, "Spatial Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8," 512-19.
3In vs. 11 the grammatical gender of the verbs referring to the hom changes to masculine
(in the previous verse they are feminine, thus agreeing with the feminine subject "hom"). This may
imply that now the text is referring to the reality behind the symbol, as suggested by Hasel, "The
'Little Horn,1the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of Daniel 8:9-14," 392-93.
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First Vertical Action (8:10)

Second Vertical Action (8:11)

"the host of heaven"
A
’"unto, even to"
A
"exalted"
A
The little hom

Foundation place o f the Princes's Sanctuary
A
"Takes away the continuance"
A
"The Prince"
A
"as high as"
A
"exalted himself'
A
The little hom

Fig. 4. Vertical movement of the little hom. Adapted from William H. Shea, "Spatial
Dimensions in the Vision of Daniel 8," in Symposium on Daniel, ed. Frank B. Holbrook,
DARCOM (Washington, DC: Biblical Research Institute, 1986), 512, 19.

It seems clear then that the actions o f the little hom aim at the heavenly sanctuary. In the
first action, the target is the host o f heaven, probably a metaphorical expression for the
people o f YHWH.1 The second action is even more defiant. The little hom exalts
himself as high as the Prince, and dares to throw down the "place o f his [i.e., the prince's]
sanctuary"

]i3Q). This locution will be discussed below. For now it will suffice to

keep in mind that the "sanctuary" (tZfaj?a) referred to in the passage must be other than the
Jerusalem temple, since the actions o f the little hom are depicted as moving in a vertical
direction. The presence o f words such as "heaven," "stars," and "host o f heaven" in the
context indicates that the "sanctuary" (tflpO) must be located in heaven2
*Cf. Dan 12:13, where the "stars" feature as a symbol of the saints.
2It interesting to note that the idea that Dan 8:14 refers to the heavenly temple was
suggested by John Everard (ca. 1575 to ca. 1650; also called Ebrard). According to Keil, Ebrard
understood vs. 11 as referring "to heavenly events, to a putting away of the sacrifice from before
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Interpretation of

in 8:13

The examination o f the interrogative phrase ’’TO'TP ("Until when?") o f 8:13
provides an interesting indication that contributes to clarify the referent o f sanctuary in vs.
14. After all, the "cleansing" of the sanctuary mentioned in vs. 14 comes as a response to
the question introduced by T D IS ("Until when") in vs. 13. This verse reads as follows:

o a in tOS) Oipi nn oafc? rosm T a m ]imn W T ) ("Until when is the vision, the
regularity, and the transgression..." ). Some syntactic and semantic issues in the
interpretation o f this verse need to be noted.
The interrogative phrase ',nQ““© is not to be translated "how long?" as many
versions1 and commentators2 usually do, but "Until when?" The emphasis, as Hasel
demonstrated, is not upon the duration o f a period o f time, but upon its culmination.3 This
leads to the next point. The syntactical relationship between ]itnn ("the vision") and
TDnn ("the regularity") has usually been overlooked. These two words are not in
construct relationship—as the article in the first word clearly shows—but in apposition.4
the throne of God and a destruction of the heavenly sanctuary" (C. F. Keil, Biblical Commentary
on the Book of Daniel, trans. M. G. Easton [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1959], 297). Cf. Hasel,
"The ’Little Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of Daniel 8:9-14,"
454, n. 126.
‘E.g., NASB, NJB, NKJV, RSV, TNK.
2E.g., John Joseph Collins, Daniel: A Commentary on the Book o f Daniel, Hermeneia
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 335; Mark Mangano, Esther and Daniel, The College Press NIV
Commentary (Joplin, MO: College Press, 2001), 261; James A. Montgomery, A Critical and
Exegetical Commentary on the Book o f Daniel, ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1950), 341.
3Hasel, "The 'Little Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 433-34.
4Ibid.
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The expression does not concern the "vision of the regularity," but the "the vision, the
r e g u la r ity ."

This h a s

s ig n ific a n t

implications for the interpretation of the passage since the

word "vision" (]iTn)— used in 8:1 to refer to the totality o f the visionary description o f
Dan 8—implies that the scope o f time involved in the question reaches back to the period
o f the Persian r a m

.5

Therefore, the period o f "2,300 evenings and mornings" referred to in

8:14 cannot be restricted to a literal three and a half years, or 1150 days, as suggested by
some scholars.2 Rather, the "2,300 evenings and mornings" must be a long period o f time
stretching back to the world power represented by the r a m

.3

Furthermore, this period

cannot be interpreted as referring merely to the duration o f the actions against the
sanctuary, since it includes the time spanning the entire "vision" (]iTn).4
*Cf. Dan 8:20.
2Collins, 336; Arthur Jeffery, "Exegesis of the Book of Daniel," The Interpreter's Bible,
ed. George Arthur Buttrick (New York: Abingdon, 1956), 6:476-77; W. Sibley Towner, Daniel,
Intepretation (Atlanta: John Knox, 1984), 122.
3According to Historicist interpreters these "2,300 evenings and mornings" should be
understood according to the so-called "year-day principle," which is also claimed to be consistent
with other time periods in the apocalyptic prophecies of Daniel. Cf. William H. Shea, "Poetic
Relations of the Time Periods in Daniel 9:25," in The Sanctuary and the Atonement, ed. Arnold
Wallenkampf and Richard Lesher (Washington, DC: Review and Herald, 1981), 277-82; idem,
Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 7 vols., DARCOM 1 (Washington, DC: General
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1982), 56-93; Alberto Timm, "Miniature Symbolization
and the Year-Day Principle of Prophetic Interpretation," AUSS 42 (2004): 149-67.
4It is instructive to note that Dan 8 contains two different Hebrew words for vision. The
word ]i?H refers to the events encompassing the entire time span of the vision from the Persian ram
until the "cleansing of the sanctuary." The term nKin refers to the appearance of the two angelic
figures talking about the "2,300 evenings and mornings" (vss. 13-14), hence it is called "the
vision (ntno) of the evenings and mornings” (vs. 26). It was the nsno that troubled Daniel (8:27)
and is the object of explanation by Gabriel in 9:23: "At the beginning of your supplications the
command was issued, and I have come to tell you, for you are highly esteemed; so give heed to the
message and gain understanding of the vision (nx"in)." Cf. Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic
Interpretation, 241-46.
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The context, therefore, indicates that the "cleansing of the sanctuary" was to occur
a fte r

a p e r i o d " o f 2,300

e v e n in g s

and mornings" had elapsed. This seems corroborated b y

the preposition 1? ("Until") in "Until 2,300 evenings and mornings; then the sanctuary
will be j u s t i f i e d . " In the explanation o f the vision by Gabriel, it becomes apparent that the
vision covers a large period o f time, starting with the Persian ram and culminating with the
"cleansing" o f the sanctuary.

Cultic Language
From the above considerations it has become apparent that the "sanctuary"
referred to in the text must be the heavenly sanctuary. That being the case, further
investigation is needed in order to determine the function o f the heavenly sanctuary and its
relationship to the earthly counterparts. As Rodriguez pointed out, Dan 8:9-14 is packed
with cultic terminology.1 For the purposes o f this research it suffices to review the
following words and expressions: TpR ("regularity"), iOTpp ]top ("place o f his
sanctuary"), and d ip plS31 ("and the sanctuary will be vindicated").

Meaning o f TOR
The word TDR ("regularity")2 appears several times in the Hebrew Bible in cultic
contexts. This word is frequently used in adjectival genitive constructions with rtbd for the
'Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Languge in Daniel 8:9-14," 527-49.
2As adverb, "lasting, continually" (HALOT, s.v. TOFi). Because of its connection with the
regular burnt offering (nbs?), i.e., the morning and evening sacrifices, several versions have
translated TOR to connote regular or daily sacrifice/burnt offering thus supplying the term
"sacrifice" as if TOR was restricted to only this aspect of the cult (cf., e.g., KJV, NASB, NIV,
RSV, TNK). This interpretation faces major difficulties, as argued below.
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whole burnt offering,1with rnbp, the continual incense;2 with on*?, the continual bread;3
with T3, the continual lamp,4 and nrap, the continual grain offering.5 It is used as an
appositional qualifier for nrpp, the continual cereal offering,6 and for n*ps?, the continual
burnt offering.7 It is also used adverbially to denote regularity in some cultic duties. It
refers to the "bread o f presence" set regularly (once per week) before YHWH,8 the lamp
that should bum continually;9 the continuous carrying by Aaron of the names of the sons
o f Israel,10 the Urim and Thummim," and the plate o f pure gold;12 and it also indicates the
fire that should bum continually on the altar.13
In view o f these observations, it becomes apparent that TOD should not be
restricted to one specific aspect o f the sanctuary service, namely, the daily sacrifice.
!Exod 29:42; Num 28:6, 10, 15, 23; Ezra 3:5; Neh 10:34; cf. Ezek 46:15.

2Exod 30:8.
3Num 4:7.
4Exod 27:20.
5Num4:16.
6Lev 6:13.
^um 28:3.
8Exod 25:30; Lev 24:8.

9Lev 24:2-4.
10Exod 28:29.
"Exod 28:36-38
,2Exod 28:36.
,3Lev 6:6.
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Rather, as Rodriguez pointed out, “PDn "was used in connection with the many activities
the priest was commanded to perform continually in the sanctuary."1 Rodriguez also
observed that these activities are related "with the ministry o f the priests in the first
apartment of the sanctuary."2 The absolute usage o f TDF1 in the text may have been
intended to point to the daily service related to the first apartment o f the sanctuary, with
its focus on the continual intercession by the priest on behalf o f the people. Assuming that
the referent of ©Ip in the passage is the heavenly sanctuary, one may infer a priestly
ministry being carried out in the heavenly sanctuary along the lines o f the earthly
sanctuary/temple.

Meaning of faftpa ]isa
Although its component terms occur several times elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible,
the exact locution isnpp ]i3D occurs only in Dan 8:11. This locution can be translated as
"foundation/place ofhis sanctuary," according to the well-established meaning o f pDO
("foundation/place") and 5npQ ("sanctuary"). The antecedent o f the pronominal suffix i
["his"] in fahpn ("his sanctuary") is most probably the "Prince o f the Host" referred to in
vs. 11. That the "sanctuary" is qualified by this pronominal suffix may indicate that the
actions undertaken by the little hom against the sanctuary are ultimately directed against
the "prince."
‘Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Language in Daniel 8:9-14," 533.
2Ibid., 528.
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Moreover, if the sanctuary referred to in the passage is the heavenly sanctuary, it
seems more reasonable to understand the ]i30 ("foundation") not in terms o f a
physical/material foundation, but in metaphorical or theological terms. This sense o f ]iDD
is corroborated by the occurrence of this term in Pss 89:15 [14] and 97:2, where one
learns that "righteousness and justice" are the "foundation" (]i3D) o f YHWH's throne.1 If
the same metaphorical/theological usage obtains for Dan 8:11, it becomes apparent that
the little hom does not attack a physical structure, but the theological foundation o f the
heavenly sanctuary, that is, YHWH's righteousness and justice.
If the connection between Dan 7 and 8 has any bearing upon the interpretation o f
the present pericope, the suggestion may be advanced that the attack on the foundation o f
the sanctuary in Dan 8:11 is related to the change o f "times and law" referred to in Dan
7:25. It may also be said that the little hom, or the entity or institution represented by it,
diverts human attention from the "righteousness and justice ofYHWH" to "righteousness
and justice" achieved by human efforts. Thus, it is not the "sanctuary" which is thrown
down, but its "foundation/place."2 Hence it seems reasonable to suppose that the removal
o f the Tpn ("regularity") indicates that this attack is related to the little horn's taking over
prerogatives that belonged to the "prince" o f the sanctuary.
JPss 89:15 [14]; 97:2.
2Hasel, "The 'Little Horn,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 409-16.
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Meaning o f OTp p llp l
Since the semantic contours o f S ip ("sanctuary") have been dealt with in chapter
3, the following discussion focuses on the verbal form p lS il and the noun S ip
("sanctuary"), which functions as the semantic object of the verb. Starting with p i s , 1 it
must be remembered that the verbal derivatives o f this root appear forty-one times2 in the
Hebrew Bible. The Niphal stem plS3 occurs only in Dan 8:14 and most probably has a
passive meaning. Several studies have pointed out that the root p is contains a broad
semantic range.3
Jerome Justesen4 noted a parallelism between p!2f and derivatives o f roots such as
11B ("be clean, pure"),5 fDT ("be pure")6 and 113 ("purge out").7 Although this by no
means establishes an absolute definition, it certainly reveals some overlap between p“K
and the roots just mentioned. Worthy of note is the parallelism between p i s and H D ("be
'Qal: "be in the right, be right”; Niphal: "brought to its justice, justified"; Piel: "make
someone to appear righteous," "prove oneself upright," "declare as in the right"; Hiphil: "obtain
rights for," "admit as right," treat as inocent"; Hithpael: "prove oneself innocent" (HALOT\
s.v. "pis")- Cf. BDB, s.v. "pis."
2Cf. Hasel, "The 'Little Hom,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study
of Daniel 8:9-14," 449.
3Cf. Niels-Erik Andreasen, "Translation of Nisdaq/Katharisthesetai in Daniel 8:14," in
Symposium on Daniel, 475-96; Justesen, 53-61; Rodriguez, "Significance of the Cultic Language
in Daniel 8:9-14," 543-49; Walter E. Read, "Further Observations on sadaq," AU SS 4 (1966): 29-

36.
4Justesen, 53-61.
5HALOT, s.v. "ins."

6Ibid„ s.v. "TOT."
7Ibid., 1:163, s.v. "113" (a by-form o f 113).
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clean, pure") in Job 4:17.' This latter verb (1HB) is a "typical term for the cultic-ritual
cleanness,"2 and is used o f the cleansing of the sanctuary on the Day o f Atonement.3
Consequently, it may be suggested that the use ofp"fif in relation to the sanctuary most
probably depicts Day-of-Atonement imagery.
The above suggestion is reinforced by the use of the term OTp ("sanctuary") in
connection with p l S l Actually, the term D ip is the word for "most holy place" in Lev 16
in the context o f the cleansing o f the sanctuary, namely, on the Day o f Atonement. Hence,
it is instructive to note that the terminological shift from ©IpD ("sanctuary") in Dan 8:11
to Olp ("sanctuary") in 8:14 may have been intentional. In other words, the term tflpp
("sanctuary") is used in connection with the “PDF) ("regularity"), that is, priestly activities

related to the first apartment o f the sanctuary (Dan 8:11), while the term ©Tp appears in
connection with "cleansing" o f the "sanctuary" (Olp) in Dan 8:14. As noted, Olp
("sanctuary") is the very term used in Lev 16 to designate the "most holy place" in the Day
o f Atonement.4
1"Can mankind be just (p lir) before God? Can a man be pure (tntr) before his maker?"
2Hasel, "The 'Little Hom,1the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 451. Cf. Hans-Jurgen Hermisson, Sprache m d Ritus im altisraelitischen Kult:
Zur "Spiritualisierung" der Kultbegriffe im Alien Testament, Wissenschaftliche Monagraphien
zum Alten und Neuen Testament 19 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag des
Erziehungsvereins, 1965), 84-99.
3Cf. Lev 16:9-30. Angel Rodriguez has convincingly shown that "the usage of sdq,
especially in the Psalms, indicates that it expressed in the cultus the same idea expressed by taber
in Leviticus." He further suggested that "Daniel was aware of this fact and felt free to use sdq to
refer to the priestly work in the most holy place during the Day of Atonement" (Rodriguez,
"Significance of the Cultic Languge in Daniel 8:9-14," 549).
4Another connection with the day of atonement can be perceived in the term SfflS
"transgression" ("offence concerning property," "crime," also "used for violation of cultic law"
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At this juncture the question emerges as to why a derivative o f p lS (and not "ino
or another) is used in connection with the sanctuary, and what kind o f activities p is
intends to communicate. This issue was addressed by Hasel, who suggested that p“B was
used because o f its broad connotations. Thus, in Hasel's words:
It appears that Daniel chose the term nisdaq—a word from a root with rich and broad
connotations, widely employed in judgment settings and legal procedures—in order to
communicate effectively the interrelated aspects o f the "cleansing” o f the heavenly
sanctuary in the cosmic setting o f the end-time judgment. The narrow and limited
aspects o f other available terms did not seem to do justice to the fer-reaching
implications o f the divine activity in the heavenly court.1
At this juncture, one needs to recall the connection of Dan 8:9-14 with Dan 7:914. As noted, the heavenly judgment scene depicted in Dan 7 parallels the "cleansing" o f
the heavenly sanctuary in Dan 8:14. In this regard, it should be pointed out that the
connection between p is and DSffl (in verbal and nominal forms), as pointed out by
Davidson,2 further corroborates the idea that the heavenly sanctuary scene in Dan 8:9-14
corresponds to the heavenly judgment scene depicted in Dan 7:9-14.
Hence, the impression emerges that the "cleansing" of the heavenly sanctuary
referred to in Dan 8:14 corresponds to the judgment undertaken by the Son o f Man3 on
[HALOT, s.v. "SOS"]) in Dan 8:12. This is a strong word which is used in connection with the Day
of Atonement in Lev 16:16, 21.
‘Hasel, "The 'Little Hom,' the Heavenly Sanctuary and the Time of the End: A Study of
Daniel 8:9-14," 453-54.
2Davidson, "The Meaning of Nisdaq in Daniel 8:14," 112-15. The following passages are
mentioned by Davidson as containing p is and £33® in parallel constructions: Pss 82:3; 103:6;
97:2; Isa 32:1; 43:9; 45:25; 50:8; 59:14; Jer 22:13; 22:15; 23;5; Ezek45:9; Amos 5:24; 6:12;
Prov 21:3 (ibid.).
3Although some scholars may regard him as a collective designation for the "saints of the
Most High" (Dan 7:18), Arthur J. Ferch has demonstrated that the Son of Man is "an individual,
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behalf of the saints as portrayed in Dan 7—a cultic/judicial activity that recalls Day-ofAtonement procedures described mainly in Lev 16.1 Thus the implication may be drawn
that the cleansing o f the sanctuary (Olp pl?31) referred to in 8:14 consists o f judicial
procedures undertaken by the Son o f Man in the heavenly court, namely, the heavenly
sanctuary.

Referent and function o f RUSmtB
t

t

-

-

Some critical scholars have sought the referent of K3Sn*”)0 ("the Prince o f the
Host") in the High Priest Onias III, assassinated in 171 by order of Antiochus IV.2
However, if the sanctuary referred to in the passage is the heavenly temple, as indicated
above, one needs to look for the referent and function o f the "the Prince o f the Host" in
the context o f the passage itself, instead o f reading some historical figure/event into the
text.
At the outset, it should be remembered that the locution

("the Prince of

the Host") is a common expression in the Hebrew Bible for a human military commander.3
eschatoiogical, celestial being with messianic characteristics, distinct from the saints, yet
maintaining an intimate relationship with them in the endtime" (The Son of Man in Daniel 7, 192).
*1. Doukhan has pointed out that the ram and the goat, mentioned previously in Dan 8, in
addition to representing Persia and Javan [i.e., Greece] respectively, also evoke Day-of Atonement
imagery since the dual offering on the Yom Kippur consisted of a goat and a ram (Lev 16:5)
(Secrets of Daniel, 125-26).
2R. H. Charles, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Daniel (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1929), 204; James A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Book of Daniel, ICC (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1950), 335.
3As exemplified in Josh 5:14-15 where it refers to a heavenly being who identifies himself
as "the Prince of the Host of YHWH." See also Gen 21:22, 32; 26:26; Deut 20:9; Judg 4:2, 7; 1
Sam 12:9; et al.
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Jacques Doukhan pointed out that the term 10 ("prince") is used as a technical term for
"high priest"1and "in the context o f the b o o k o f Daniel the word [*TO] refers to Michael2
who is dressed with linen clothes like the high priest in the Day ofKippur."3 Additionally,
the connections o f the "prince" with the "sanctuary" and the "regularity" suggest that the
"prince" is a priestly figure, a notion that can also be substantiated by the parallel passage
o f Dan 7:9-14.
Summing up, the "Prince o f the Host" should be identified as a heavenly figure
who is related to the sanctuary by means ofh is priestly duties. The parallel passage o f Dan
7:9-14, which designates this figure as the Son o f Man, implies that he is a priestly figure
performing his duties in the heavenly sanctuary in a Day-of-Atonement setting. Finally, it
should be pointed out that other passages o f Daniel favor the identification o f the "Prince
o f the Host" with Michael.

Heavenly Sanctuary/Ternple M otif

Function
The heavenly sanctuary is perceived as the locus o f priestly/cuitic activities. A s
noted, Dan 8:9-14 conceive o f a priestly ministry in the heavenly sanctuary. The figure o f
doukhan, Daniel: The Vision o f the End, 37-38; cf. Ezra 8:24; 1 Chr. 15:22; 24:5.
2Cf. Dan 10:5, 13, 21; 12:1. Lacocque also identifies the "Prince of the Host" with
Michael; however, his view that Onias III is also included finds no support in the text. Cf.
Lacocque, 162. For cogent arguments identifying the "Prince of the Host" with Michael, see Lewis
Anderson, "The Michael Figure in the Book of Daniel" (PhD. diss., Andrews University, 1997),
296-317.
3Doukhan, Secrets of Daniel, 126.
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the "Prince o f the Host," which on linguistic and contextual grounds was found to indicate
a priestly, heavenly individual, corroborates this view.
Moreover, as the connection o f Dan 8:9-14 with 7:9-14 makes apparent, the Day
o f Atonement reflected in the Dan 8 corresponds to the judgment scene depicted in Dan 7.
The heavenly sanctuary thus functions as a locus o f judgment in which the heavenly books
were opened in order to pass judgment "in favor o f the saints o f the Most High."
Finally, it becomes apparent that according to Dan 8:9-14, the heavenly sanctuary
plays a significant role in the context o f the "great controversy" or "cosmic battle"
between good and evil, inasmuch as the "foundation o f the sanctuary" is attacked by the
little hom. Thus, along with Isa 14:12-15 and Ezek 28:11-19, the heavenly sanctuary
emerges in Dan 8:9-14 as a pivotal issue in the cosmic war between good and evil.

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
A vertical correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart may be perceived in the cultic language and the priestly activities in Day-ofAtonement activities portrayed in Dan 8:9-14. It seems apparent that the activities o f the
heavenly sanctuary are in line with those o f its earthly counterpart, and therefore a
functional correspondence between heavenly and earthly sanctuaries may be established.
Furthermore, the priestly/cultic activities performed in the heavenly sanctuary seem
to follow a two-apartment ministration along the lines o f the earthly sanctuary/temple.
This suggestion is favored by the usage o f

versus O lp. It was observed that tznpp

occurs in connection with the TQF1 ("regularity") activities—activities connected to the
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daily ministration of the tabernacle cultus, and thus related to its first-apartment
ministry—that were removed from the "Prince of the Host." Interestingly enough, when
the text shifts the focus from the attack o f the little hom to the "cleansing" o f the
sanctuary, the terminology shifts to 0 Ip , the word used to designate the sanctuary on the
Day o f Atonement in Lev 16. The text thus seems to envisage a heavenly temple with
holy-place and most-holy-piace activities, which indicates both functional and structural
correspondences with the earthly sanctuary/temple.

Dan 9:24

niKan a n n ^ swan vbsb ■toip T irbsn ^w-bs in r a o t o b craitf
tiip mnb) jra ji ]i?n ann^i n^ubv p i s io n n 1^
Seventy weeks have been decreed for your people and your holy city, to finish the
transgression, to make an end of sin, to make atonement for iniquity, to bring in
everlasting righteousness, to seal up vision and prophecy and to anoint the holy o f
holies.
Dan 9:24 also calls for some consideration, since, as argued below, it contains an
explicit reference to the heavenly sanctuary that may contribute to this discussion.
Furthermore, its connection with Dan 7 and 81justifies its inclusion here. Thus this brief
discussion intends to ascertain the meaning and referent o f the □'’fflTj? D ip ("holy o f
holies") mentioned in Dan 9:24, and draw implications for the present study o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. On the basis of 1 Chr 23:13, which seems to apply the
locution D’Cnp Dip ("holy of holies") to Aaron, it has been suggested that D'Dlp Dip
JSee Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 183-219. Shea also demonstrated that in the prophecies of
Dan 7, 8 and 9, "successive steps in the ministry of Christ are brought to view [i.e. Dan 9:
sacrifice; Dan 8: priest; Dan 7: king]" (William H. Shea, Daniel 7-12: Prophecies o f the End
Time, The Abundant Life Bible Amplifier [Boise, ID: Pacific Press, 1996], 155).
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("holy o f holies") must also have a personal referent in Dan 9:24.! This interpretation,
however, has been rejected on the basis o f the syntactic uncertainties surrounding the
Chronicler’s passage.2 As Th. Chary asserted: "It is in feet the temple that should be
understood as the 'holy o f holies,' which will be anointed. The expression qodes qodisim
is never applied to human beings. The only exception, 1 Cfar 23:13, rests on an uncertain
text."3 An examination o f the other twenty-nine4 occurrences o f the phrase D’ttfTj? 2?*Tp
("holy o f holies"), apart from Dan 9:24 and 2 Chr 23:13, indicates that this phrase always
refers to locations or objects (the tabernacle, temple, most holy place, incense, sacrifice,
and objects pertaining to the sanctuary/temple). Thus, it has been rightly argued that
0*Tp carries the meaning of sanctuary/temple.5 As Delcor aptly summarized, "the
1Lacocque, 193-94.
2The text of 1 Chr 23:13, D’ETp tthp ittrnprtb pHK b iaa], can be translated in either
of two ways. First, the third pronominal suffix i ("him/his") in iffl’Hpnb may be interpreted
subjectively, as referring to Aaron as the one performing the act of consecrating (BTHpn) the
D’CTp OTp ("holy things"), in which case CPaf'Tp fflTp functions as the direct object of the verbal
phrase
"Aaron was set apart to consecrate the most holy things (lit. 'to his consecrating
of the most holy things')" (ASV, KJV, NIV, NIB, NIV, NLT, NRSV, RSV). Another possibility is
to interpret the pronominal suffix in wnpnb as objective, in which case D’tiTp 2ftp would refer
to Aaron as the object of the act of consecrating (ffl'Hpn): "Aaron was set apart to consecrate him
as most holy" (cf. NASB, IPS, TNK). Thus, due to this uncertain syntactic situation, a particular
reading of 1 Chr 23:13 should determine the interpretation ofO‘,®Tj? anp in Dan 9:24.
3The French reads: "Cest en effect le temple qu'il faut entendre par le 'Saint des Saints' qui
recevra une onction. L'expression qodes qodasim ne s'aplique jamais a de personnages humains.
La seule exception eventuelle: 1 Chron., 23, 13 repose sur unetexte incertain" (Theophane Chary,
Les Prophetes et le Culte dportir de VExil [Paris: Desclee et Cie, 1955], 43).
4Exod 26:33; 29:37; 30:10, 29, 36; 40:10; Lev 2:3, 10; 6:10, 18, 22; 7:1, 6; 10:12, 17;
14:13; 24:9; 27:28; Num 4:4, 19; 18:9; 1 Kgs 8:6; Ezek 41:4; 43:12; 45:3; 48:12; 1 Chr 6:34; 2
Chr 3:8, 10; 5:7.
3Cf. M. Delcor, Le Livre de Daniel (Paris,: J. Gabalda, 1971), 196; Goldingay, Daniel,
229; Hartman and Di Leila, 244.
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simple explanation is to recognize here the consecration o f a sanctuary."1In the same vein,
William Shea pointed out that D‘,0*Tp ©*ip in Dan 9:24 "may thus be taken to refer to the
sanctuary, and to the sanctuary as a whole rather than to any part o f it."2
Additional corroboration for the idea that Q'OTp ©“Ip points to the sanctuary can
be found in the literary structure o f Dan 9:24, as shown in table 6.

TABLE 6
LITERARY STRUCTURE OF DAN 9:24
"Seventy weeks have been decreed"
(in ra d, i?3© cun© )
A. "For your people"
B. "And your holy city"
(^joip T ir^in)
(1) to finish the transgression,
(1) to bring in everlasting righteousness
(i?©sn x1?©1?)
pprc x'nnbi)
(2) to make an end o f sin,
(2) to seal tip vision and prophecy
(nixsn anr6n)
(iraT) ]i?n nnnbi)
(3) to make atonement for iniquity,
(3) and to anoint the holy o f holies.
(]W 1 S ? ^ )
(D,©*ip ©ip non1?!)
Source: Adapted from Jacques Doukhan, "The Seventy Weeks o f Daniel 9: An
Exegetical Study," A U S S 17 (1979): 10.

As the structure shows, the two themes of the pericope are clearly stated: For your people "And
your holy city." The fact that the expression CTCTp OTp lies in the second column on the side of
"holy city" seems to define 0 ,©*"1p ©*1p as sanctuary.3
‘Delcor, 196.
2Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 233.
3Doukhan pointed out that the same associations of 133, nro and

©*Tp occur only
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As for the referent o f c s n p Ehp, one needs to ascertain whether it refers to the
earthly or heavenly sanctuary. Because o f their views and presuppositions on issues such
as predictive prophecy, prophetic inspiration, and the date of the book o f Daniel, most
scholars argue for an earthly referent, that is, the Jerusalem temple during Maccabean
times. Assuming, however, that Daniel 9:24-27 is predictive prophecy—not vaticinum ex
eventu—-and interpreting this prophecy within an historicist framework,’ a more plausible
view emerges. At the outset, one notes that the prophecy foretold the rebuilding o f the
temple; the same prophecy also informed that the temple would be destroyed (vs. 26).
Thus, ruling out an earthly referent, one is left with the heavenly sanctuary as the most
probable referent for the D',OTp fljTp mentioned in Dn 9:24.2
A final issue to be addressed in this brief discussion concerns the implications of
the anointing o f the heavenly sanctuary. An examination of the earthly counterparts
indicates that a sanctuary/temple was anointed to inaugurate the ministrations to be carried
out within it.3 Thus, in connection with the inauguration of the tabernacle, one learns that
"on the day that Moses had finished setting up the tabernacle, he anointed it and
consecrated it with all its furnishings and the altar and all its utensils; he anointed them and
in Exod 29:36-37. This passage deals with the consecration of Aaron and his sons to the priesthood
and also involved the anointing of a
DTp ("holy of holies"), namely, the altar of holocaust
(ibid., 11).
’Seethe discussion of Dan 8:9-14, above.
2Cf. Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 233.
3Shea, "Unity of Daniel," 232.
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consecrated them also" (Num 7:1).' As one turns from the type to the antitype, it becomes
apparent that this anointing o f the heavenly sanctuary must be correlated with the
commencement o f the priestly ministry o f the Messiah in the heavenly sanctuary after his
death and resurrection.2
To conclude, Dan 9:24 indicates that the heavenly sanctuary may be understood in
vertical relationship with its earthly counterpart. Thus, while the inauguration o f its
ministrations presupposes cultic aspects and point to a functional correspondence, the
designation ITCTp ©Ip suggests a structural correspondence.

Other Passages
To broaden the basis o f this investigation, a few more passages are included below.
Although some o f these passages may not contain explicit references to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple, they are contextually and functionally related to sanctuary/temple
activities and therefore contribute to complement the previous discussion.

Ps 14:1-6

:D^nS|"nK o“n
wn rfimrb
osn©n m rr 2
2 YHWH has looked down from heaven upon the sons o f men to see if there are any
who understand, who seek after God.
Although the text contains no specific term for "sanctuary/temple," the reference
to Zion (vs. 7), which evokes the Jerusalem temple, indicates that the temple motif
underlies the passage. If so, the term "heaven" implies the idea o f YHWH's heavenly
‘Cf. Exod 40:9; Lev 8:10.
2Cf. Heb 8 and 9.
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abode, namely his temple in heaven, and the concept o f YHWH looking down recalls
other biblical texts where YHWH is portrayed as looking down from the heavenly
temple/sanctuary.1This idea, as already observed, indicates YHWH's supervision and
judgment in the context of his interactions with earthly affairs. As connoted by the
infinitive phrase niKnS in vs. 2, this "seeing" evokes a judicial examination which precedes
the execution of the judgment.2
The text also seems to reveal that a dynamic interaction would exist between the
heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart. Thus, while vs. 2 reports that
"YHWH has looked down from heaven," vs. 7 expresses the desire "that the salvation of
Israel would come out o f Zion!" The parallelism between "heaven" and "Zion" indicates
that heaven (namely, the heavenly sanctuary/temple) and Zion were understood to work in
close connection. Besides, the concept of judgment implied in the concept o f YHWH
"looking" down may indicated a functional correspondence.

Ps 73:17 and 25

: n m n i 6 nraK
> r a i n s 17
17 Until I came into the sanctuary o f God; then I perceived their end.
sm arrss6 span a ^ a m •6~,q 25
25 Whom have I in heaven but you? And besides you, I desire nothing on earth.
?
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Ps 73 contains some interesting insights about the function o f the sanctuary. As
spelled out in vs. 17, it is in the sanctuary that the psalmist found the decisive explanation
‘See Deut 26:15 (discussed in chapter 3); Isa 18:14; 23:15 (discussed in chapter 4); Pss
11:4; 33:13-14 and 102:20 [19] elsewhere in this chapter.
2Cf. H. F. Fuhs, "nto ra'a," TDOT, 13:234.
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for the vexing problems of the prosperity o f the wicked and the suffering o f the righteous.
The context implies that the sanctuary was the locus o f some kind o f judgment,1which
allowed the psalmist to perceive the "end” of the wicked (vs. 17). As Margaret Barker
suggested, "the psalmist hints that the judgment took place in the temple; when he was
overwhelmed by the wickedness o f his enemies and their apparent prosperity, he admitted
that he could make no sense o f it. 'But when I thought how to understand this, it seemed
to me a wearisome task, until I went into the sanctuary o f God; then I perceived their end'
(Psalm 73:16-17). "2
At this point one must address the issue o f whether the i?K"",inpD refers to the
earthly or heavenly sanctuary. Although at first glance the impression arises that the
sanctuary is the earthly temple, the term b& in

("sanctuaries o f God")3 may

indicate that the heavenly sanctuary is also in view.4 Additionally, the reference to
"heaven" in vs. 25a ("Whom have I in heaven but you?") suggests that the heavenly
sanctuary was somehow involved in the experience o f the psalmist. Unfortunately, the text
does not provide information about the kind o f experience the psalmist underwent in the
sanctuary. A reasonable suggestion would be that the psalmist, while in the earthly
sanctuary, had a vision (cf. Isa 6:l-8)5 by means o f which he was allowed to see the
!See vss. 18ff.
2Barker, On Earth as It Is in Heaven, 50-51.
3The plural "sanctuaries" also occurs in Ezek 28:18. See the study of this passage, above.
4As noted by Allen, the term bK("God") "not infrequently has celestial associations in the
Psalter (19:2 [1]'29:3; 82:1; 89:8 [7]); cf. 90:2; 95:3)" (.Psalms 101-150, 322-23).
5See chapter 4 for a discussion of this passage.
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activities o f the heavenly sanctuary. If so, it may be advanced that the text portrays the
heavenly and earthly sanctuaries as working in dynamic interaction. Finally, as noted, the
heavenly sanctuary functions as a place o f judgment, and consequently the place where
answers for the ultimate questions o f life are provided. Such a concept indicates a
functional relationship between the earthly temple and its earthly counterpart.

Ps 76:8-9
:nepm HKT f-)K TH nifQOH DSD©D 9

:r6p

p ip ia r ? ?

wtiinb

dydk

o s c s ^ 'm p a

10

8 You caused judgment to be heard from heaven; the earth feared and was still,
9 When God arose to judgment, to save all the humble o f the earth. Selah.
Ps 76 contains an interesting indication o f the connection between the earthly
temple and its heavenly counterpart. As Shea aptly noted, vss. 1-2 refer to the Jerusalem
temple as the place where YHWH defeated the enemies o f his people:1 "His tabernacle is
in Salem; his dwelling place also is in Zion. There he broke the flaming arrows, the shield
and the sword and the weapons o f war. Selah." Yet, one learns that the judgment also
came down from heaven, as clearly stated in vss. 9-10 [8-9]: "You caused judgment to be
heard from heaven; the earth feared and was still, when God arose to judgment, to save all
the humble o f the earth. Selah." If the term "heaven" presupposes the heavenly
temple/sanctuary, as implied in the parallelism with "tabernacle/Zion," then it may be
argued that this text depicts a close relationship between the heavenly temple/sanctuary
and its earthly counterpart. That is to say, the judgment in the "tabernacle" in Zion was a
reverberation o f the judgment executed in the heavenly sanctuary/temple. Summing up,
’Shea, Selected Studies on Prophetic Interpretation, 1:6.
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the text reveals a dynamic interaction and a functional correspondence between the
heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart.

Ps 82:1-8
: m w d^h'Sr anga ‘arrrw a as? crri*?#
"limn l
1 A Psalm o f Asaph. God takes his stand in the divine congregation; he judges in the
midst o f the heavenly beings.
For the purpose o f this research, it is not necessary to dwell on the several
interpretative issues raised by this psalm.1It suffices to point out that the although the Ps
82 refers explicitly only to the heavenly assembly or heavenly council ofYHWH,2 the
large context o f the Hebrew Scriptures indicate that such an assembly would convene in
the heavenly sanctuary/temple.3 The heavenly sanctuary is here portrayed as the locus o f
judgment, as conveyed by the statement that YHWH "judges (OBttP) in the midst o f the
heavenly beings." It may then be suggested that Ps 82 provides an interesting glimpse o f
the judicial activities performed in the heavenly sanctuary/temple, which indicates a
functional correspondence to the earthly counterpart.

Job 1:6 and 2:1
:m irn iBBrraa ROT n v r b s a r n n 1? cn^R n - n
o isn t h 1:6
6 Now there was a day when the sons o f God came to present themselves before
YHWH and Satan also came among them.
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Tor a summary of the main questions, cf. Robert Davidson, The Vitality o f Worship, 27073.
Tor a detailed study of this motif in the Hebrew Bible, see Mullen, 44.
3See, for example, Isa 6:1-13; Zech 3:1-10. See also 2 Kgs 22:19-23; Job 1:6; 2:1.
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The prologue o f the book o f Job (Job 1 and 2) depicts Satan going along with the
other "sons o f God" to present himself before YHWH (1:6 and 2:1). Satan's statement that
he had come "from roaming about on the earth and walking around on it" (1:7) indicates
that this meeting occurred not on earth, but somewhere in heaven. This is corroborated by
the notion o f a heavenly assembly/council session, as implied in the statement that the
"sons o f God came to present themselves before YHWH."1Moreover, that this meeting
was to happen on a specific day (Disn) not only underscores a heavenly assembly/council
setting, but seems also to suggest that the locus o f this meeting was the “©iQ"“in (Mount
o f the Assembly),2 where the heavenly beings convened under the headship o f YHWH.3
That being the case, the suggestion may be advanced that although the prologue of
Job does not contain specific terminological indications o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif, it certainly presupposes this idea, as noted by James McCaffrey.4 This being so, it is
instructive to note that Satan comes to the heavenly sanctuary/temple to bring accusations
against YHWH,5 an idea that underscores not only the judicial function o f the heavenly
’David I. A. Clines, Job, ed. David Hubbard, Glenn W. Barker, and James W. Watts,
Word Biblical Commentary 17 (Waco, TX: Word Books, 1982), 17; Norman C. Habel, The Book
of Job: A Commentary (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985), 80.
2See Isa 14:13 (cf. Ezek 28:14, 16). It should be remembered that since the component
“ana in this expression connotes the idea of an appointed place or time, the “OTiS'in would then be
the appointed place/time where/when a cultic meeting would occur.
3This suggestion was put forth by Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative for the Coming
Millennium," 113.
4James McCaffrey, The House with Many Rooms: The Temple Theme o f Jn. 14,2-3
(Rome: Editrice Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1988), 33, n. 17; 73.
5A similar situation is also reflected in Zech 3:1-10, which reports Satan's accusations
against the high priest Joshua and his eventual vindication by YHWH. For an exegetical discussion
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sanctuary/temple, but, by portraying Satan's opposition to YHWH, also echoes the motif
of the cosmic battle between good and evil. Thus Job 1:6 and 2:1 provide additional
support for the idea that the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as a pivotal spot in the
context o f the great cosmic battle between good and evil.1As such, it functions as the
place where not only YHWH, but also his people, are vindicated from Satan's accusations.
Finally, it may be suggested that the judicial function implied Job 1:6 and 2:1 suggests a
functional correspondence between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly
counterpart.

2 Chr 30:27

anVsn ira m nbp 2 m m avrrm o i t i Ds* n carran iap 9i
a r a s n ittnp ]iua?
Then the Levitical priests arose and blessed the people; and their voice was heard
and their prayer came to his holy dwelling place, to heaven.
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The books o f Chronicles display at least two allusions to the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif: one in connection with Solomon's prayer at the inauguration o f
the temple, and the other in the context o f the Passover celebration promoted by King
Hezekiah. Since the former passage was discussed in connection with the parallel text o f
2 Kgs 8, in chapter 4 of this dissertation, the present consideration will be restricted to 2
Chr 30:27.
ofZech 3:1-10, see chapter 4 of this dissertation.
’For the connection of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif with the concept of the great
controversy or cosmic battle between good and evil, see the discussion on Isa 14:13 and Ezek
28:14, 16 in chapter 4 of this dissertation. For a discussion of the cosmic battle in Job 1 and 2, see
Boyd, 143-49.
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It should be remembered that some major concerns o f the book o f Chronicles are
the Jerusalem temple, its cultic procedures, and other activities related to the proper
functioning o f the Temple.1The theological centrality o f the temple in the books o f
Chronicles is borne by the fact that, in large measure, the kings o f Judah are evaluated on
the basis o f their relationship to the Temple.2 Therefore, it is against this backdrop that the
allusions to the heavenly temple in this passage should be understood.
Two important observations should be made at this point: First, the "dwelling
place" (iOlp ]1OT) referred to in the text is the heavenly one, as is made clear by the
appositional phrase

("to heaven") which specifies that the "dwelling place" is

located in heaven. Second, this dwelling place, since it is related to YHWH, that is "his
[YHWH's] holy dwelling place," should be understood as a sanctuary/temple.3 This idea is
corroborated by the fact that the term ]iPD ("habitation") is also applied to the Jerusalem
temple in 2 Chr 36:15. It become apparent that idea conveyed by

]is?p is that o f a

sanctuary/temple.
For the purpose o f this study, inquiry should be made about the function o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple referred to in 2 Chr 30:27 as well as its relationship to the
‘Cf. Peter R. Ackroyd, "Theology of the Chronicler," LTQ 8 (1973): 101-16; Roddy L.
Braun, "Message of Chronicles: Rally 'Round the Temple,"' Concordia Theological Monthly 42
(1971): 502-14; Jonathan E. Dyck, The Theocratic Ideology of the Chronicler, BIS 33 (Leiden:
Brill, 1998), 203-12; Sara Japhet, I and II Chronicles: A Commentary, OTL (Louisville, KY:
Westminster/John Knox, 1993), 48; J. A. Thompson, 1, 2 Chronicles, NAB 9 (Nashville, TN:
Broadman and Holman, 1994), 35-36.
2Cf. William Riley, King and Cultus in Chronicles: Worship and the Reinterpretation of
History, JSOTSup 160 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 37-156.
3See the definition of sanctuary/temple in chapter 1 of this dissertation.
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earthly counterpart. The statement that "their prayer came to his holy dwelling place, to
heaven" suggests that the heavenly temple functions as the place where YHWH hears (and
answers) prayer, an idea that appears in several other places o f the Hebrew Bible.1
As for the relationship between the earthly temple and its heavenly counterpart, the
text indicates a vertical correspondence and a dynamic interaction. The notion that prayers
offered in the earthy temple came to the heavenly temple indicates a functional
relationship, and the designation o f the heavenly temple as iSTtj? |iSJO indicates a
structural correspondence. A dynamic interaction emerges in the fact that the heavenly and
earthly temples appear to function in close connection. So, when the Levites prayed in the
earthly temple, their "prayer came to his holy dwelling place, to heaven," which reveals a
dynamic interaction between earthly temple and heavenly counterpart. That is, the prayers
offered in the earthly temple resonate with the heavenly one from which YHWH
responded.2

Summary
The investigation undertaken above has revealed that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif is not a marginal theme in the third section o f the Hebrew Bible.
As a matter o f fact, the presence o f this motif in the various passages o f the Writings has
‘Jacob Martin Myers, II Chronicles, The Anchor Bible 13 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1965), 179; Richard L. Pratt, 1 and 2 Chronicles (Feam, Ross-shire, Great Britain: Mentor,
1998), 439.
2This idea is also reflected in the prayer of Solomon (see chapter 4), and several other
places in the Hebrew Bible. Cf. Isa 6ff.; Ps 150:1-6.
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revealed its relevance for this section o f the Hebrew Bible. The investigation undertaken in
the present chapter further corroborates the basic picture delineated in chapters 3 and 4.
The texts investigated above also conceive o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple to
function in a number o f different, but complementary, ways. Apart from being conceived
as the dwelling o f YHWH or his center o f command as King o f the Universe, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple functions as locus of judgment or tribunal, whence YHWH exerts his
judicial functions by vindicating the righteous and punishing impenitent sinners. The
judgment is sometimes conceived as a two-stage process, namely, an investigative phase
preceding the actual execution o f the sentence. In close connection to this judicial
function, the heavenly sanctuary/temple is also understood as the meeting place o f the
council o f YHWH. Moreover, the heavenly sanctuary/temple emerged as a place o f
worship where heavenly beings adore YHWH, source of help, and place o f atonement,
where cleansing and forgiveness are granted. It was also noted that as object o f attack by
anti-YWHW forces, the heavenly sanctuary/temple emerges an important element in the
context o f the cosmic battle between good and evil.
As for the relationship between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly
counterpart, some functional and structural correspondences have become apparent. For
example, the function o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place o f judgment,
forgiveness, atonement—functions that are also in the domain o f the earthly
sanctuary/temple—suggests that the heavenly temple operated in functional
correspondence to its earthly counterpart. In addition, structural correspondences were
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also observed. In addition, terminological indicators point to structural similarities
between the heavenly and earthly sanctuaries/temples.
Finally, this vertical correspondence goes beyond what would be expected o f mere
analogical entities. Some texts portray a dynamic interaction between the heavenly
temple/sanctuary and its earthly counterpart. That is, the heavenly temple seem to function
in connection and interaction with the earthly temple, or conversely, activities of the
earthly temple would reverberate in the heavenly counterpart.
Table 7 below provides a summary of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the
Writings.
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TABLE?
THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF
IN THE WRITINGS
Passage

Function

Vocabulary

Relationship to Earthly Counterparts
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

✓

Dynamic
Connection

Ps 11:1-7

hekal

Judgment (two phases):
Investigative + executive

✓

Ps 14:1-6

[samayim]

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 20:1-19
[20]

seme qodso

Source of help

✓

✓

Ps 29:1-11

hadrat qodes,
hekal

Worship, praise,
judgment, kingship,
source of blessings

✓

✓

Ps 33:1-22

mekon sibto

Dwelling, supervision,
judgment, salvation

✓

✓

Ps 60:1-14
[12]

qodes

Source of help

✓

✓

✓

Ps 68:1-36

m e ‘on qodso
miqdas

Judgment

✓

✓

✓

[35]
Ps 73:17, 25

miqdse- 'el

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 76:8-9

[samayim]

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 82:1-8

[ ‘adat ’el]

Judgment

✓

Ps 96:1-13

miqdas

Kingship, worship,
Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 102:20-21
[19-20]

merom
qodsd

Source o f help, judgment
(investigative +
executive), kingship

✓

✓

Ps 150:1-6

qodes

Worship

✓

✓

Job 1:6; 2:1

Implied

Heavenly council, cosmic
battle, judicial aspects

✓
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TABLE 7— continued.
Passage

Function

Vocabulary

Relationship to Earthly Counterpart
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Dynamic
Connection

Structural

Dan 7:9-14

Implied

Judgment, heavenly
council

✓

Dan 8:9-14

qodes,
miqdas

Judgment, cultic
functions, cosmic battle

✓

✓

Dan 9:24

qodes
qodasim

Cultic functions:
inauguration/consecration

✓

✓

2 Chr 30:27

m e ‘on qodso

Worship

✓

✓
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CHAPTER 6

THEOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS

In the first chapter o f this dissertation, it was found that the idea o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple was a significant motif in the ANE literature. In like manner, as the
forty-three biblical passages investigated in the subsequent chapters have demonstrated,
this idea is by no means marginal to the Hebrew Scriptures. In this last chapter, the
insights from the previous chapters are synthesized and summarized so that a theological
synthesis o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible may be delineated.
At first the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif is placed against the background of
ANE literature so that the biblical usage o f this motif may be brought into a sharper focus.
Next, attention is given to the function and role o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary in
relation to the theological themes o f judgment, cosmic battle, covenant, and the
experience of the individual. Finally, the theological implications o f the connection
between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterparts will be delineated; the
focus will be on the dynamic, functional relationship, and structural correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.

483
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Hebrew Bible and ANE Background:
Similarities and Differences
The study conducted in the first chapter o f this research allowed some instructive
glimpses into the ANE perception o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif. It was found
that the ANE understanding of the heavenly temple/sanctuary resembles closely that o f the
Hebrew Bible in some aspects. Overall the heavenly temple/sanctuary is understood not
only as the dwelling place for the deity/ies, but also as a place o f divine activities whence
the deity/ies would issue decrees and commands to deal with the created order. In other
words, the heavenly sanctuary/temple would function as a place where judicial activities
toward the created order are executed. In this regard it is w orth noting that the heavenly
temple/sanctuary functions as the meeting place for the heavenly council o f the gods,
which should also be understood within the general idea o f judgment, since the divine
council convenes to take part in a process o f decision or judgment. According to ANE
texts, the heavenly sanctuary/temple was also understood as a place o f cultic/ritual
activities wherein prayers and offerings could be presented to the deity.
Nonetheless, in spite of the similarities between the Hebrew Bible and the ANE
literature in the portrayal of the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif, some significant
differences emerge. The most conspicuous and obvious distinction emanates from the fact

that the ANE literature is rooted in polytheistic and mythical conceptions, while the
Hebrew Bible presupposes the reality o f One God, YHWH. Thus while ANE texts
conceive of several heavenly or mythical dwellings for a plurality o f deities, the Hebrew
Bible conceives o f a single heavenly sanctuary/temple o f YHWH. It may be conjectured
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that because o f this, the heavenly sanctuaiy/temple plays a more prominent role in the
sphere of individual piety, than it seems the case with its ANE counterparts. Thus, for
example, the prayers o f the psalmist with a plea for YHWH to answer from the heavenly
sanctuary/temple are conspicuously absent from ANE literature.1 The.impression thus
emerges that the idea o f a heavenly temple was significantly more practical and relevant
for the Israelites than it was for their neighbors. Interestingly enough, in the ANE
literature the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif was mostly confined to mythical accounts
describing interactions among the gods, whereas in the Hebrew Bible this m otif occurs in a
variety o f literary types such as, for example, historical, poetic, and prophetic texts.
To conclude, it was found that, despite some dissimilarities, both the ANE
literature and the Hebrew Bible share some basic aspects o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif. These commonalities, however, by no means suggest that the biblical authors
borrowed the idea o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple from their ANE counterparts. The
differences in theological outlook between the monotheism o f biblical literature and the
polytheism reflected in ANE texts make any theory o f literary dependance extremely

unlikely. What may explain the similarities and differences, however, is that both the
Hebrew Bible and the ANE literature shared some common traditions regarding the
heavenly sanctuary/temple. Thus, for example, the notion that the heavenly
sanctuary/temple would function as a place o f judgment, or was attacked by an enemy o f

*A seeming exception occurs in an Egyptian text in which the heavenly sanctuary/temple is
portrayed as a source of help. See the chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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the deity most likely reaches back to a common tradition that preceded in time the
formation o f both ANE literature and the Hebrew Bible.

H eavenly Sanctuary/Tem ple and Judgment

As noted, a prominent function of the heavenly sanctuary/temple is that of being a
locus o f judgment. Indeed, it is from the heavenly sanctuary/temple that YHWH evaluates
and judges humankind, taking crucial decisions concerning the punishment of the wicked
and the salvation/deliverance o f the righteous. The frequent reference to prayers being
directed to YHWH in the heavenly sanctuary/temple further corroborates the notion that
the heavenly sanctuary/temple functions as the place where YHWH takes decisions and
actions concerning the lives o f those living upon the earth. The fact that several texts
explicitly mention the heavenly sanctuary/temple (or some other analogous term) as the
place where YHWH issues judgments seems to emphasize the importance o f the
sanctuary/temple as the locus o f YHWH's activities.
The examination o f several passages conveying the idea o f judgment from the
heavenly sanctuary/temple reveals that this judgment, in some cases, occurs in a two-stage

process. Thus, as implied in Gen 11:1-9 and made more explicit in passages such as Mic
1:2-3, Pss 11:4, 102:19-20, the actual execution o f the judgment is preceded by an
investigative phase in which the facts of the matter are weighed and evaluated. The same
idea can also be discerned in Dan 8:9-14 which, as suggested by the contextual indications
o f Dan 7, portrays the purification/vindication o f the heavenly sanctuary in the context o f
the judicial activities o f the Day o f Atonement. In this regard, the connection o f the
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heavenly council o f YHWH in conjunction with the heavenly sanctuary/temple allows one

to infer that the heavenly beings were also involved as assistants or witnesses in this
process o f judgment, an inference that can be made on the basis o f texts such as 1 Kgs
22:19-23, Zecfa 3:1-10, Dan 7: 9-14.

Heavenly S an ctu ary /T em ple and the Cosmic Battle
The heavenly sanctuary/temple emerges in the Hebrew Scriptures as the “cosmic
battleground”' o f the great controversy between good and evil. It becomes apparent, as
noted in Isa 14:12-15 and Ezek 28:11-19, that the heavenly temple was the object o f an
attack and profanation caused by a figure identified as the King o f Babylon and the King

o f Tyre, respectively. From Isa 14:12-15, the picture emerges o f an attack on the Mount
o f Assembly by the King o f Babylon. Granting that the Mount o f Assembly refers to the
heavenly sanctuary/temple, as cogently argued by Davidson,2 and further corroborated by
the investigation conducted previously in this dissertation, the picture emerges o f the
heavenly sanctuary/temple as a crucial spot which the forces o f evil, personified by the
King o f Babylon, attempted to take over. The crucial issue seems to be that o f worship.
The "Son o f the Morning” coveted to receive the adoration due only to YHWH. It is
Davidson, "Cosmic Metanarrative,” 104; Cf. also Alberto Timm "Desenvolvimento da
Doutrina do Santuario no Contexto do Conflito Cosmico," Material de Classe para o Programa de
Doutorado em Teoiogia, Seminario Adventista Latino-Americano de Teologia, Universidade
Adventista del Plata Argentina, 1997, 1-27; idem, "The Sanctuary Motif within the Framework of
the Great Controversy," in The Cosmic Battle for Planet Earth: Essays in Honor o f Norman R.
Gulley, ed. Ronald A. G. Du Preez and Jiri Moskala (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews University,
2003), 69-84.
Tbid., 102-119.
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observed that, in order to accomplish his sinful intention, that rebellious creature made an
attempt to take over the Mount o f Assembly, namely the heavenly sanctuary/temple, or

place o f worship in the heavenly realm.
In the passage ofEzek 28:11-19, it was noted that the King o f Tyre, also
designated as "the anointed cherub who covers," profaned the heavenly sanctuary. The
implication thus emerged that the heavenly sanctuary/temple was the object o f an
improper action by the one who was supposed to "cover." It must be remembered that in
the earthly sanctuary/temple, the covering cherubim were located in the most holy place as
coverers o f the Ark o f the Covenant, in the holiest compartment o f the sanctuary/temple
wherein YHWH would manifest his presence in the most concrete way. Thus, assuming a
structural parallel with the heavenly counterpart, it is reasonable to suppose that the
"covering cherub" ofE zek 28:14 was a creature with access to, and entitled to special
functions in, the most holy place o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple. That being the case,
the rebellious action o f that creature represented the ultimate transgression, since it
affected the most sacred spot o f the heavenly realm.
Along the lines o f the previous passages, one should note that Dan 8:9-14 also

depicts the heavenly sanctuary as an object o f attack by the little horn, which represents an
anti-YHWH power. So, again the heavenly sanctuary is placed in the center o f the
controversy between good and evil; or, in other words, the cosmic war between YHWH
and the forces o f evil.
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Heavenly Sanctuary/Temple Covenant
The heavenly sanctuary/temple motif also intersects with covenant theology. As
noted in the study o f Gen 28:1-11, when YHWH ratifies the promises o f the covenant
with Abraham (and Isaac) to Jacob, the picture emerges o f a ladder uniting the heavenly
sanctuary/temple (the gate o f heaven) with the earthly spot which in that precise moment
was operating in the capacity of the earthly sanctuary, namely Beth-el. In that situation the
heavenly sanctuary/temple was fimctioning to validate the procedures being taken in the
earthly one.
Another connection between heavenly sanctuary temple and covenant can be
perceived in the narrative o f the Sinaitic covenant. In the context o f the instructions to
build the tabernacle, Moses was shown a FP33n ("model") o f what should be built on
earth. This IT32n, as argued before, most probably involved a vision o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple, as implied in the appearance o f the throne o f YHWH and the sapphire
pavement (cf. Exod 24:10). Also, it was noted that the covenant meal celebrated by the
seventy elders o f Israel at a certain distance from the top o f the mount happened in the
context o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple vision. The implication can be drawn that the
Sinaitic covenant occurred in the context o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple experience. This
indicates that the establishment o f the covenant between YHWH and the people o f Israel
at Sinai was an event ratified and legitimated by actions o f YHWH in the heavenly
sanctuary/temple.
An interesting correlation between heavenly sanctuary/temple and covenant is
found also in Exod 32-34. In the episode o f the golden calf, the covenant transgression
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was atoned for by YHWH's action in the heavenly temple/sanctuary, as implied in the
context. Thus the notion emerges o f a heavenly sanctuary/temple as the locus o f actions

bearing upon the covenant between YHWH and Israel. In this case, the focus is on the
atonement and forgiveness executed by YHWH in the heavenly temple/sanctuary. In Mic
1:2-3 one finds a connection o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple motif with the covenant. In

this passage, the heavenly sanctuary/temple activities are described as a covenant lawsuit,
whereby YHWH in the heavenly temple judges his people for their breaking o f the
covenant.
From the foregoing observations, the impression emerges o f a heavenly
sanctuary/temple fully active in the covenantal experience o f ancient Israel. These
covenantal activities may be thus classified in three categories. First, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple functioned as a surety for the covenant, as implied in Gen 28:1-11 and
Exod 24:9-11. Second, the heavenly sanctuary functioned as a place where YHWH
granted atonement and forgiveness to his people in the context o f covenant transgression.
Third, the heavenly sanctuary/temple relates with the covenant inasmuch as it is depicted
as the place wherein YHWH undertakes a covenant lawsuit against his people because o f
their breaking o f the covenant.
Summing up, it may be concluded that the heavenly sanctuary/temple was a
significant element in the context o f the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel,
and as such, the heavenly sanctuary does not belong exclusively to the "New" Covenant,
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but was fully operative during the establishment and enforcement o f the "Old" Covenant
as well.1

Relationship to Earthly Counterparts
In this section attention is given to three aspects that were perceived in the
relationship and correspondence between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly
counterparts. First, it was noted that there is a dynamic relationship, namely, the heavenly
sanctuary/temple interacts with, and affects the proceedings of, the earthly temple.
Second, there is a functional correspondence between both sanctuaries, in that both
execute corresponding functions. Third, some passages imply a structural correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterparts, as elaborated below.

Dynamic Interaction
As noted previously, the heavenly sanctuary was understood to be in dynamic
interaction to its earthly counterparts. The first explicit indication o f this relationship
occurs in Gen 28:11-22. In this passage, the ladder shown to Jacob in the dream effected
not only a connection between heaven and earth, but a linkage between the heavenly
sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterparts. This seems to be a natural inference

considering the terminological and conceptual links with sanctuary language present in the
pericope. Thus, the incipient sanctuary built by Jacob is linked up to its heavenly
counterpart. Whatever the function o f this linkage in the immediate context o f the dream,
1This is further corroborated by the dynamic relationship between the heavenly sanctuary
and its earthly counterpart, as will be noted below.
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It seems apparent that a principle is established that henceforward the subsequent
sanctuaries would be characterized by the connection with the heavenly one.
In Solomon's prayer (1 Kgs 8:22£f), the notion emerged that the petitions offered
toward the earthly temple would be answered from the heavenly one. Moreover, activities
o f atonement and forgiveness, along with judicial procedures, performed in the earthly
temple would ultimately be validated in the heavenly counterparts. Also, in 1 Kgs 22:1923, it was noted that procedures taken in the heavenly court/temple affected earthly
circumstances. In Isa 6:1-7, one learned how closely connected heavenly and earthly
temples could be. Here the heavenly temple was shown to interact with and affect the
earthly temple. Thus it was perceived that, as Isaiah came into the Jerusalem Temple, he
saw a vision o f the heavenly temple. As the vision proceeded, actions undertaken in the
heavenly temple effected the purification o f the prophet.
Significant passages in this connection are Ezek 1 and 10. The prophet receives a
vision in which heavenly realities come down to interact with the realities o f the earthly
temple. The implication is that the Glory o f YHWH left the heavenly temple in order to
occupy its corresponding place in the earthly temple. Another passage indicating this
dynamic relationship is Zech 3:1-10. Here it was perceived that ritual actions performed in
the earthly temple caused the purification o f the high priest Joshua, thus making him fit for
the ministry o f the Jerusalem temple. This passage is important in that it demonstrates how
actions in the heavenly temple could affect the performance of its earthly counterparts.
A close interaction between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart is also
evident in 2 Chr 30:27. Here one learns that as the Levitical priests arose and blessed the
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people, "their voice was heard and their prayer came to his holy dwelling place, to
heaven." This passage is significant inasmuch as it depicts the liturgical activities o f the
earthly temple interacting with the heavenly counterpart. Not only was the heavenly
temple able to affect the earthly counterpart, but the reverse was also possible, as is clearly
demonstrated by the last passage.
Other passages, by means o f rhetorical devices and ambivalent expressions, seem
to imply a relationship between the heavenly temple/sanctuary and its earthly counterpart.
Ps 68: Iff. seems to alternate references to the heavenly temple with allusions to the earthly
temple, thus implying that both were operating together. And Ps 150 implies a close
connection between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart in that the appeal to
praise YHWH in his heavenly sanctuary (vs. 1) includes the worship to be offered in the

earthly temple.
Summing up, it may be stated that the heavenly sanctuary/temple was understood
to function in close connection to its earthly counterpart. It was found that the vertical
movement of this dynamic relationship could operate either from heaven to earth, from

earth to heaven, or in both directions simultaneously. That is to say, the heavenly
sanctuary could affect the earthly counterpart; be affected by it, or work in close

connection with mutual cooperation.

Structural Correspondence
The injunction that Moses should build a tabernacle according to the IT33F1
("model") shown on the mount (Exod 25:9) seems to indicate that the correspondence
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between the earthly sanctuary and its Vorbild reflected not merely functional aspects, but
included structural similarities. As observed in chapter 3, it is very probable that the
concept o f m a n ("model") included a vision o f the heavenly temple/sanctuary. That being
so, the notion o f a structural correspondence between the heavenly sanctuary and its
earthly counterpart is further underscored. After all, a visual representation o f the heavenly
sanctuary would not only function as a major guideline for the different rituals and
functions o f the sanctuary ministry, but would indicate a structural correspondence insofar
as the structure o f the earthly sanctuary would somehow mirror that o f the rnan
("model") or heavenly temple.
Indeed, this structural correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly
counterpart is corroborated by subsequent passages o f the Hebrew Bible. In Isa 6:6 one
learns o f an altar (of incense) in the heavenly temple, which seems to correspond to the
altar o f incense located in the earthly temple. In Ezek 1 and 10 one can perceive a

corresponding relationship between the heavenly cherubim and their earthly counterparts,
namely, the golden cherubim o f the earthly temple. A nother important indication o f a

structural correspondence is found in Ezek 28:16. The reference to the "covering" cherub
in the heavenly sanctuary seems to indicate that the heavenly sanctuary/temple would be
served by a "covering" cherub corresponding to the golden cherubim in the holy o f holies

o f the sanctuary/temple, and the cherubim stationed at the entrance o f the Garden o f Eden
(Gen 3:24). That being the case, one can reasonably infer a structural correspondence
between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterparts. One should note, however, that
while the earthly sanctuary temple would contain a golden cherubim, the heavenly
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counterparts were living beings. Thus it becomes apparent that an intensification or

escalation from the type to its antitype obtains in regards to this vertical typology.
In addition to the particular structural elements noted above, it should be observed
that the vocabulary used throughout the Hebrew Bible to designate the heavenly
temple/sanctuary corroborates the basic notion o f a structural correspondence indicated by
the concept o f r n i n ("model"). Terms such as blrtn ("temple"), EHfpa ("sanctuary"), ffllp
("sanctuary") and others1may designate either the heavenly sanctuary/temple or its earthly
counterparts suggest that the heavenly referent o f these terms should be understood in
structural correspondence to the earthly counterpart. Nonetheless, it must be noted the
Hebrew words bnk ("tent"), IT3 ("house"), and ]30Q ("tabernacle"), which are sometimes
applied to the earthly sanctuary/temple, do not seem to be applied to the heavenly
temple/sanctuary. It is probable that the notion o f contingency and temporariness
connoted by bnk ("tent") and ]30Q ("tabernacle"), and the common word for human
habitation IV3 ("house") are not fit to designate the permanent heavenly sanctuary/temple
o f YHWH. It may thus be concluded that although the heavenly sanctuary/temple
corresponds structurally to the earthly counterpart, it is far greater than the earthly
counterpart. An intensification from type to antitype is thus indicated.

Functional Correspondence
By functional correspondence is meant that the functions executed by YHWH in
his heavenly temple are closely related to the functions b e i n g executed b y the priests in the
Tor a list of the sanetuary/temple terms, see the summary charts at the end of chapters 3,
4, and 5.
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earthly temple. Thus one may note the function o f judgment, which is a major function of
the heavenly temple, as already pointed out. Also, along the lines o f its earthly
counterpart, the heavenly temple is depicted as a place o f worship wherein the heavenly
assembly worships YHWH. Cultic activities such as atonement, forgiveness, and cleansing
have also been clearly ascribed to the heavenly temple (Exod 32-34, Isa 6:1-8; Zech 3:110). The passage o f Dan 8:9-14, which depicts Day-of-Atonement activities in the
heavenly sanctuary, also provides some compelling evidence for the functional
correspondence between the heavenly temple and its earthly counterpart. It should be
noted that this functional correspondence reveals an intensification from type to antitype.
Thus, for example, the limited scope o f the activities performed in the earthly temple is a
reflex of the cosmic actions undertaken by YHWH in the heavenly temple.
In addition, it should be remembered that the allusion to the heavenly sanctuary as
"Eden, the garden o f God" (Ezek 28:13), along with the evidence that the Garden o f Eden
described in Gen 2 functioned as a sanctuary/temple, suggests a functional correspondence
between the heavenly sanctuary and the Garden o f Eden.
Summing up, it may be stated that a dynamic interaction, structural and functional
correspondences with an intensification from type to antitype was identified to exist
between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart.

Summary and Conclusions
After surveying forty-three passages dealing with the heavenly sanctuary/temple
motif in the Hebrew Bible, the following conclusions may be drawn (see table 8, at the end
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o f this chapter for a summary of the heavenly sanctuary/temple passages investigated in
chapter 3, 4, and 5 o f this dissertation):
1. The Hebrew Bible conceives o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple as a place o f
divine activities, from which YHWH performs actions o f judgment and government o f the
cosmos, grants help to the afflicted, and executes actions o f atonement and forgiveness.
2. The heavenly sanctuary/temple was understood as existing in structural and
vertical correspondence to the earthly counterpart, and an intensification from type to
antitype was observed. In addition, the notion also emerged o f a dynamic interaction
between the heavenly sanctuary/temple and its earthly counterpart.
3. The heavenly sanctuary/temple seems to play a prominent role in the cosmic
controversy between good and evil, inasmuch as it is portrayed as an object o f attack by
anti-YHWH forces.
4. The heavenly sanctuary/temple also emerges in connection with the covenant
idea, since it is presented as a place where YHWH ratifies the covenant.
5. The investigation conducted above claims to have provided a broad exegetical
and theological basis for the concept o f a vertical typology o f the heavenly
sanctuary/temple motif in the Hebrew Bible.
6. A further implication of this research is that the heavenly sanctuary/temple is a
place in heaven and, therefore, should not be interpreted as a metaphor for YHWH's
presence or as a reality coextensive with heaven1
!In contrast to Greek philosophy and its notion o f a timeless God, the biblical idea o f
involvement with creation and his temporal actions in history suggests that the concept o f
YHWH's heavenly sanctuary/temple should be interpreted at face value. S ee Fernando Luis
YHWH's
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Suggestions for Further Study
It would be instructive to investigate the heavenly sanctuary temple motif in later
texts such as the Dead Sea Scrolls and later Jewish literature in order to ascertain how the
heavenly sanctuary/temple motif in was understood in different contexts. In addition, a
detailed study o f this motif in the N ew Testament might be illuminating. Such a study
might help clarify to what extent the N ew Testament writers used the Hebrew Bible in
their formulating o f the heavenly sanctuary/temple idea.
Canale, "Philosophical Foundations and the Biblical Sanctuary," Andrews University Seminary

Studies 36 (1998): 183-206.
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TABLE 8
THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY/TEMPLE MOTIF IN THE HEBREW BIBLE
TORAH
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Lyrd,

Judgment (investigative

samayim]

+ executive)

sa ‘ar
hassamayim

Ratification of covenant

✓

Exod 15:1-18

qodes

Heavenly assembly,
worship, kingship

✓

Exod 24:9-11

[libnat
hassappir,
hassamayim]

Kingship, covenant

✓

Exod 25:9,40

tabnit

Model for the
construction the earthly
sanctuary

Exod 32-34

[implied]

Place of atonement

✓

Deut 26:15

m e ‘on
qodseka

Prayers, blessings,
fertility

✓

Gen 11:1-9

Gen

28:10-22

Dynamic
Interaction

Structural

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

PROPHETS
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

2 Sam 22:1-51

hekal

Source o f help,
judgment, vindication of
the righteous, other
cultic aspects

✓

✓

1 Kgs 8:12-66

mekoa sibtka
meqom sibtka

Answering prayer,
judgment, forgiveness,
kingship

✓

✓

1 Kgs 22:19-23

[ysb, kisse \
seba J
hassamayim]

Judgment, meeting
place o f the heavenly
assembly, kingship,
worship

✓
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Dynamic
Interaction

✓
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Table 8— Continued.
PROPHETS
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

✓

Isa 6:1-8

hekal

Kingship; place of
cleansing, forgiveness,
judgment

✓

Isa 14:12-15

h arm oed

Object o f attack in the
cosmic battle; place o f
worship, meeting place
of the heavenly
assembly

✓

Isa 18:4

makdn

Supervision, judgment

✓

✓

Isa 63:15

zehul qodseka
wetip ’arteka

Supervision,
intervention, source o f
help

✓

✓

ler 17:12

meqdm
miqdasenu

Kingship, judgment

✓

s/

Jer 25:30

m e ‘on qodsd

Judgment

✓

✓

Ezek 1

[niptahu
hassamayim,
sapon,
m ar‘'e’h ’eben
sappir,
kabod
YHWH\

Kingship

✓

Ezek 10

kabod
YHWH,
kerubim

Judgment

✓

✓

Ezek 28:11-19

‘edengan
elohim
harqodes
’elbhim
miqdas

Object o f improper
actions in the cosmic
battle, cultic aspects

✓

✓

Hos 5:15

maqdm

Dwelling

Jonah 2:5 [4], 8

hekal

Source o f help, salvation

✓

✓

[7]
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Interaction

✓

✓

✓
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T a b le 8—

Continued.

PROPHETS
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

Mic 1:2-3

hekal qodsd

Judgment (covenant
lawsuit): investigative +
executive

✓

✓

Hab 2:20

hekal

Worship, judgment

✓

✓

Zech 2:17

m e‘on qodso

Dwelling

✓

✓

Zech 3:1-10

Implied in the
heavenly
council

Judgment, cultic
aspects: atonement

✓

Dynamic
Interaction

✓

✓

WRITINGS
Vertical
Correspondence
Functional

Structural

✓

Dynamic
Interaction

Ps 11:1-7

hekal

Judgment (two phases):
Investigative +
executive

✓

Ps 14:1-6

[samaylm]

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 20:1-19 [20]

seme qodsd

Source of help

✓

✓

Ps 29:1-11

hadratqodes,
hekal

Worship, praise,
judgment, kingship,
source of blessings

✓

✓

Ps 33:1-22

mekdn sibtd

Dwelling, supervision,
judgment, salvation

✓

✓

Ps 60:1-14 [12]

qodes

Source o f help

✓

✓

✓

Ps 68:1-36 [35]

m e‘da qodsd
mlqdas

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 73:17, 25

miqdsd- ’el

Judgment

✓

✓

Ps 76:8-9

[samaylm]

Judgment

«/

✓

Ps 82:1-8

[ ‘adat e/j

Judgment

✓
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Table 8—Continued.
WRITINGS
Vertical
Correspondence

Ps 96:1-13

miqdas

Kingship, worship,

Functional

Structural

✓

✓

Dynamic

Interaction

✓

Judgment
merom qodsd

Source o f help,
judgment (investigative
+ executive), kingship

✓

✓

Ps 150:1-6

qodes

Worship

✓

✓

Job 1:6; 2:1

Implied

Heavenly council,
cosmic battle, judicial
aspects

✓

Dan 7:9-14

Implied

Judgment, heavenly
council

✓

Dan 8:9-14

qodes, miqdas

Judgment, cultic
functions, cosmic battle

✓

✓

Dan 9:24

qodes
qodasim

Cultic functions:
inauguration/consecratio

✓

✓

✓

✓

Ps 102:20-21
[19-20]

✓

n
2 Cfar 30:27

m e ‘on qodso

Worship
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